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Preface

Since the pre-industrial era, Earth's population has grown from 1.6 billion to more
than 6 billion, and our energy consumption has increased by approximately two orders of magnitude. Agricultural practices and industrial activities have profoundly
perturbed the chemical composition of the atmosphere, especially in Europe, North
America, and Japan. Rapid population growth and economic development in other
parts of the world, especially in the Third World, have contributed significantly to
these atmospheric changes . Today, about half of the world's population is concentrated in urban areas and it is estimated that more than a billion people are exposed
to air pollution (Schwela 1995).
Several global or regional environmental issues directly related to changes in the
chemical composition of the atmosphere have been ident ified during the 20th century.
These include:
• the acidification of precipitation with damaging impacts on aquatic life and plants;
• increasing levels of atmospheric oxidants (including tropospheric ozone) and aerosols with adverse effects on health and crop productivity and with potential modifications in the atmosphere's self-cleansing efficiency;
• stratospheric ozone depletion with enhanced intensities of solar ultraviolet radiation and associated health effects; and
• increasing concentrations of radiatively active compounds with expected effects
on Earth's climate.
The problem of air quality, initially regarded as a local or a regional problem, has
become a global issue that must be addressed in an international context. International agreements have been adopted in the last 15 years to minimize the magnitude
and the effects of global environmental perturbations. This is the case of the Montreal Protocol on Substances That Deplete the Ozone Layer (1987) and subsequent
amendments, as well as the Kyoto Protocol to the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (1997). No global convention to limit long-range transport of
air pollution has yet been adopted, although some regional agreements (such as the
Convention on Long-Range Transport and Atmospheric Pollution in Europe) have been
ratified . However, there is growing recognition that climate change and long-range
transport of air pollutants have the potential to significantly affect global air quality
in the coming decades (NRC 2001).
The International Global Atmospheric Chemistry (IGAC) Project of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP) was created in the late 1980s at the
suggestion of the International Association of Meteorology and Atmospheric Sciences (lAMAS) Commission on Atmospheric Chemistry and Global Pollution
(CACGP). IGACwas designed to address growing international concerns over rapid
changes observed in Earth's atmosphere. The initial science plan for IGAC was developed at a CACGP workshop held at Dookie College,Victoria, Australia in November 1988 (Galbally 1989). The overall objectives of IGACare:
• to develop a fundamental understanding of the processes that determine the composition of the atmosphere;
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• to understand the interactions between atmospheric chemical composition and
physical, biospheric, and climatic processes; and
• to predict the impact of natural and anthropogenic forcings on the chemical composition of the atmosphere.
IGAChas helped define goals, objectives, and priorities, and has acted as initiator,
catalyst, and coordinator for much research. It has provided an international framework for many national research initiatives. Through a large number of projects and
activities, IGAChas created a worldwide community of scientists, thereby enhancing
international cooperation towards understanding the role of atmospheric processes
in the entire Earth system. Although the primary foci of IGAC are the composition
(gases and aerosols) and chemistry of the atmosphere and biosphere-atmosphere
interactions, it promotes research that recognizes that the atmosphere, the hydrosphere, the biosphere, and the pedosphere form an interacting system whose components collectively determine the future evolution of our planet.
IGAChas facilitated the organisation of several large international field campaigns
(see Appendix A.3),has encouraged the development of new instrumentation and its
evaluation through intercomparisons, and has developed jointly with SPARC (Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate), a laboratory kinetics activity. Simultaneously, the Project has considered several cross-cutting or synthesis issues, such as
the development of a global database for surface emissions of chemical compounds,
and the evaluation and use of chemical transport models to assist in data analyses.
IGAC has also promoted educational activities in different parts of the world, and
has organized several international scientific conferences and workshops. One major achievement of IGAChas been the creation of stronger links among atmospheric
chemistry research communities on different continents.
During the early years of its existence, IGACwas organized as five regional foci
(tropical, polar, boreal, midlatitude, marine) plus a fundamental and a global focus.
Since 1998,it has refocused around three major themes: biosphere-atmosphere interactions, photochemical oxidants, and atmospheric aerosols . Much of the work
organised under these foci has been published in the scientific literature. Books and
special issues of professional journals (see Appendix A.4) as well as individual articles report on the specific findings or summarize numerous presentations made at
IGACscientific conferences. After more than ten years of intense activity, however, it
is timely to synthesize the work performed by the scientific community and to integrate it in the broad context of global change. The purpose of this book is therefore
to address a simple question:What has the scientific community in atmospheric chemistry learned over the last 10 to 15 years, and what are the major remaining research
challenges? This integration and synthesis effort has involved approximately 150 lead
authors and co-authors as well as more than 40 reviewers from many countries.
The present report is a synthesis of the major accomplishments of a broad atmo spheric chemistry research community, although it highlights specifically the research
conducted within the IGAC framework. It can be regarded as the first international
assessment of global tropospheric chem istry. In contrast to most recent assessments
by intergovernmental panels, however, this report does not attempt to be comprehensive, nor does it provide a consensus view. The present document should rather
be regarded as a summary of ten years of intense scientific research by the international community contributing to IGAC's objectives.
The preparation of the present report was initiated at a meeting in Toulouse,France
in November 1998.A draft was reviewed, modified, and augmented at a workshop
that took place at the Aspen Institute in Aspen, Colorado in April 2000 that involved
nearly a hundred participants. It was further reviewed anonymously in late 2000 to
early 2001 and completed in April 2001 at a meeting of the lead authors at the Joint
Research Centre ORC) in Ispra, Italy.
Wewould like to thank all organizations and agencies that supported the preparation of the present report, in particular: the Stockholm Office of IGBP; the European
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Commission in Brussels; the European IGACProject Office in Ispra, Italy; the Bundesministerium fuer Bildung and Forschung (BMBF) in Bonn, Germany; the Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique (CNRS) in France; NASDA in Tokyo, Japan ; the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) in Boulder, Colorado; the Max
Planck Institute for Meteorology in Hamburg, Germany; and Medias-France in Toulouse, France. We express our gratitude in particular to Harriet Barker and Edmund
Carlevale, who coordinated the technical preparation of the book, and to Stanislaw
Cieslik, Jean-Pierre Lacaux, and Hanna Stadelhofer, who helped organise the Toulouse, Aspen, and Ispra meetings. The IGAC Core Project Office is supported in the
US by the National Science Foundation (NSF), the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration (NASA), the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
(NOAA), and the US Department of Energy (DOE).
January 2003

Guy P. Brasseur
Chair IGAC-SSC (1996-2001)
Ronald G. Prinn
Chair IGAC-SSC (1990-1995)
Alexander A. P. Pszenny
IGAC Core Project Officer (1992-2001)
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Chapter 1
Changes in the Chemical Composition of the Atmosphere
and Potential Impacts
Lead authors: Donald J. Wuebbles . Guy P. Brasseur· Henning Rodhe
Co-authors: Leonard A. Barrie · PaulJ. Crutzen . Robert J. Delmas · DanielJ. Jacob· Charles Kolb . Alex Pszenny
Will Steffen . Ray F. Weiss

1.1
1.1.1

Introduction
Atmospheric Chemistry and Life on Earth

The story of the importance of atmospheric chemistry
begins with the origin and evolution of life on Earth.
The accumulation of greenhouse gases in Earth's atmosphere allowed surface temperatures to be maintained
above the freezing point of water. Reactions involving
carbon, hydrogen, and nitrogen compounds in the pri meval soup led to the formation of self-replicating molecules, and, about 500 million years ago, the rise of atmospheric oxygen led to the formation of the stratospheric ozone layer, which protects life on Earth from
extremely harmful levels of solar ultraviolet radiation.
Running in the shadow of these major events has been
a full suite of atmospheric chemistry processes affecting and being affected by the evolving nature of both
terrestrial and oceanic life. Some of these processes include biogeochemical cycling of elements, long-range
transport of nutrients, regulation of temperature, and
exposure to air pollution.
It is a source of wonder that the chemistry of Earth's
atmosphere has been sufficiently stable to sustain some
form of life on our planet for at least the past 3.5billion
years despite large changes in the physical and chemical climate. Our sister planets, Venus and Mars, show
what happens when such stability does not exist.Venus's
proximity to the sun has prevented the formation of an
ocean and led to a runaway greenhouse effect, resulting
in a very high surface temperature and a thick atmo sphere consisting mainly of carbon dioxide.The Martian
atmosphere is also dominated by carbon dioxide but is
thin and has a very weak greenhouse effect. However,
one has only to contemplate Earth's historical record to
see that changes in atmospheric chemistry have played
a crucial role in defining and altering the forms of sustainable life. Indirect sources of information - from ice
cores and lake sediments, for example - have shown that
large changes in atmospheric composition have occurred mainly during the agro-industrial era (the
'anthropocene'), i.e, the past 200 years.
Over the past century, humanity has been altering
the chemical composition of the atmosphere in an un-

precedented way,over an astonishingly short time. Resulting changes in concentrations of airborne toxic gases
and fine particles pose a potential threat to human
health, reduce agricultural productivity, and challenge
the viability of sensitive plant and animal species. The
net effects of the buildup of radiatively active trace gases
and the changing burden of atmospheric particles appear to be responsible for much of the climate trend
observed during the 20 th century, particularly the warming over the last few decades OPCC 2001).
World-wide emissions from growing industrial and
transportation activity and more intensive agriculture
have caused widespread increases in concentrations of
photochemical oxidants, acid gases, fine particles, and
other toxic chemical species. Many of these air pollutants are known to have detrimental impacts on human
health and/or natural and managed ecosystem viability.
Furthermore, higher fossil fuel consumption coupled
with agriculturally driven increases in biomass burning, fertiliser usage, crop by-product decomposition, and
production of animal based food and fibre have led to
increasing emissions of key greenhouse gases, such as
carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide. The resulting increases in absorption, and re-radiation back to
Earth's surface, of infrared radiation by these gases (referred to as radiative forcing), coupled with changes in
the atmospheric burden of sulphate and other components of small particles, seem to be causing significant
modification of Earth's climate. Predicted impacts of climate change include disruptions of agricultural productivity, fresh water supplies, ecosystem stability, and disease patterns. Significant increases in sea level and
changes in the frequency of severe weather events are
also forecast. The resulting effects of all these stresses
on biogeochemical cycles could exacerbate changing
atmospheric composition and result in further effects
on climate.
If current trends are unchecked, much more significant warming is predicted, potentially driving a wide
range of perturbations in other components of the climate system. What are and will be the consequences for
life on Earth? We need to understand the full range of
possible effects from small perturbations lending them -
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D.J. Wuebbles . G. P.Brasseur· H. Rodhe

Box 1.1. A brief look at the historical development of atmospheric chemistry!
Although Aristotle (384-322 B.C.) recognised water vapour as a
distinct component of air, it was not until the 18th century that
knowledge of the composition of the atmosphere began to be
known, and our understanding has evolved considerably since
then . In 1750, Joseph Black discovered carbon dioxide, and a few
years later Daniel Rutherford discovered molecular nitrogen. Molecular oxygen was first isolated in 1773 by Carl Wilhelm Scheele
and a year later by Joseph Priestly. This gas was named oxygen
by Antoine -Laurent Lavoisier in 1789.
As new observational techniques became available, less abundant chemical constituents were discovered. For example, in 1862.,
J. B. Boussingault discovered that methane was a component of
the air. About 30 years later, Armand Gautier discovered several
natura! and human related sources of methane. Scientists continue to find new minor atmospheric constituents to this day, as
instrument sensitivity continues to increase.
Urban air pollution connected with large cities has been known
from at least the time of the Romans. Harold Des Voeuxcoined the
term "smog" from the words smoke and fog based on his observations in London. M. Ducros introduced the term acid rain in 1845.
In 1840, Christian F.SchOnbein identified ozone by its peculiar odour following electrical discharge. Andre Houzeau made
the first measurements of ground level ozone in 1858.The measurement of the ozone absorption spectrum by Walter Noel
Hartley in 1881 led him to suggest that the observed cut-off of
UV radiation (). < 300 nm) was due to ozone. J. Chappuis, and
William Huggins later, discovered additional ozone absorption
bands. The first ozone column measurements, made by Charles
Fabry and Henri Buisson in 1920,noted that the column was about
3 mm thick (at atmospheric pressure) with large variations. Also
in the 1920S, G. M. B. Dobson developed the spectrophotometer
for measuring total ozone that is still used today. Dobson made
many of the first measurements showing the global variability
of ozone spatially and seasonally.
In 1929, at a conference in Paris, Sidney Chapman proposed
the first chemical mechanism to explain the origin of ozone,suggesting that stratospheric ozone was formed by the photolysis of
molecular oxygen. It was not until the 1950S that additional reactions were added to the mechanism described by Chapman. In
1950, David Bates and Marcel Nicolet proposed the potential im-

selves to environmental management to more ominous
and more remote prospects of catastrophic and irreversible change.
It is important to understand the mechanisms and
rates of emissions of trace gases and fine particles, and
their subsequent transformation and dispersion; the
mechanisms for their eventual removal from the atmosphere and associated deposition fluxes are of importance as well. These processes extend over a wide range
of spatial scales, from the microscopic to local, regional,
and global, with the global scale being affected by all
others. Understanding the complicated interplay of these
processes at work is an important goal of the atmospheric chemistry community.
Another key goal is to detect and track widespread
and long-term changes in the chemical content and
radiative properties of the atmosphere and to predict
their potential impacts. The community also aspires to

1

Much of the conten t of this box is based on discussion in
the 1999 book, Atmospheric Chemistry and Global Change,
edited by G. P. Brasseur, J.J. Orlando, and G. S. Tyndall.

portance of hydrogen oxides (HO.) chemistry in the mesosphere,
while in 1965 J. Hampson highlighted the role of HO. for the
chemistry of the stratosphere. In 1970,Paul Crutzen stressed the
importance of nitrogen compounds (NO.) in determining
stratospheric ozone concentrations. In 1974, Ralph Cicerone and
Richard Stolarski suggested the potential for chlorine to affect
ozone catalytically.
In the early 1950S, it was established that the health symptoms
and plant damage observed in the vicinity of urban centres like
Los Angeles during pollution events were due to high levels of
atmospheric ozone and other oxidants. Arie Jan Haagen-Smit
suggested in 1951 that ozone episodes were due to solar ultraviolet light acting on hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides emitted by
motor vehicles and industry. In 1973, Paul Crutzen suggested that
similar rsmog reactions" involving the oxidation of methane and
carbon monoxide in the presence of nitrogen oxides should lead
to a substantial production of ozone in remote regions of the
troposphere. A few years earlier, in 1970,Hiram Levy II had suggested that the hydroxyl (OH) radical, which provides the domi nant oxidation mechanism in the troposphere, was formed in
the background atmosphere by the mechanism that had been
recognised previously as occurring in polluted air, namely the
reaction of water vapour with the electronically excited oxygen
atom O(ID), itself produced by the photolysis of ozone .
Halocarbons, such as CFC-II (CFCI3) , were first detected following the invention of the electron capture detector by James
Lovelock in 1971. In 1974> a study by Mario Molina and F.Sherwood Rowland suggested that the presence of ozone -destroying
chlorine in the stratosphere resulted to a large extent from the
photolysis by solar ultraviolet radiation of industrially manu factured chlorofluorocarbons. The large seasonal change in ozone
over Antarctica, referred to as the ozone "hole", was discovered
by Joseph Farman and colleagues in 1985.A year later, Susan Solomon and co-workers proposed a connection between chlorine
chemistry and polar stratospheric clouds to explain this ozone
"hole". The fundamental photochemical mechanism leading to
the ozone destruction that creates the hole was discovered by
Mario and Luisa Molina in 1987. Paul Crutzen, Mario Molina, and
F. Sherwood Rowland were awarded the 1995 Nobel Prize in chem istry for their accomplishments.

address the complex challenge of identifying which atmospheric emissions need to be controlled (and to what
levels) in order to prevent unacceptable atmospheric
degradation, undesirable climate modification, and irreversible harm to the habitability of our planet.
The field of atmospheric chemistry and air pollution
has a long history (see Box 1.1). It is only during the
20 th century, however, as more sensitive instruments
have been developed, that systematic progress has been
made. In the last 30 years, the importance of atmospheric trace substances (e.g. ozone, greenhouse gases)
in global environmental issues has been stressed. The
purpose of this first chapter is to provide a framework
for evaluating recent advances in our understanding of
the role of atmospheric chemistry in the Earth system.
It is also designed to introduce major uncertainties or
gaps in our knowledge that limit our understanding of
the present state of the atmosphere and prevent us from
fully predicting future developments.
We begin this by outlining a number of key environmental issues related to the observed changes in atmospheric composition and their impact on ecosystems and
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Box 1.2. Definitions and units
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Number d e nsity: Number of particles (e.g, atoms, molecules or
aerosols) of substance per unit volume of air expressed in
particles m- l or particles cm- l .
Mass density: Mass of substance per unit volume of air expressed
in kg m- 3 or in g m-3•
Mo le fracti on: Number density of substance divided by number
density of air (dimensionless variable). Abundances expressed
in cmol mol " , mmol mol ", umol mol ", nmol mol " , and
pmol mol- l corresfond to volume mixing ratios of 10 - 2, 10 - 3,
10 -6 ,10- 9, and 10- 1 ,respectively. The American literature commonly adopts percent, per mille, ppmv, ppbv, and pptv for the
corresponding mole fractions.
Mass fracti on: Mass density of substance divided by mass density of air (dimensionless variable). The pertinent unit for mass
mixing ratio is kg kg"'I, but often is expressed as g kg? or g g"'l.
Abun~~es exp.ressed i~g g-I, ng g ', and pg g-I .correspond to
mass moong ratios of 10 ,10- 9, and 10. 12, respectively.
Column a b und ance: Vertically inte§rated number density of
substance (expressed in particles m" or particles cm"). In the
case of ozone, the column abundance is often expressed in
Dobson units (DU). One Dobson unit corresponds to the height
(in 10- 3 cm) of an ozone column if the gas were at standard temperature and pressure. It is equivalent to 2.687x 10 16 molecules
cm-2 • The unit of mmol m-2 is the recommended unit, but is cur rently not widely used in the literature.
Particle o r mass flux: Number of particles or mass of substance
crossing a unit surface per unit time. Expressed in particles cm- 2
S· I or g cm- 2 S-I. Total mass flux of a substance (emitted for exampIe at Earth's surface) is often expressed in Tg yr-I (10 12 g yr- I).
Atmospheric lifeti me: Average time that a substance spends in
the atmosphere. Atmospheric residence time is a synonymous

human society. These issues have been a motivating force
for atmospheric chemistry research during the past few
decades.Wethen examine past variations in atmospheric
composition , the causes of atmospheric change, and the
potential impacts resulting from atmospheric change. A
few definitions of frequently used terms . which may be
useful to the reader, are provided in Box 1.2.

concept. Expressed in days, months, or years. If the removal of a
substance is directly proportional to its concentration, the lifetime is also a measure of the time that would be needed to remove lIe (63%) of its mass if its source were discontinued.
Turnover time: Atmospheric burden of a substance at equilib rium divided by the globally integrated removal rate. Under
steady-state conditions the turnover time equals the lifetime (residence time).

I

Gree nhouse gases: Gases (water vapour, carbon dioxide, methane, ozone, nitrous oxide, halo carbons) whose interactions with
terrestrial radiation leads to warming of Earth's surface.
Ae roso ls: An assembly of liquid or solid particles suspended in
a gaseous medium (e.g. air) long enough to enable observation
or measurement. Although water droplets and ice crystals in
clouds fit this definition formally, by convention they are often
considered as separate categories.
Radiat ive or climate forcing : According to the IPCC terminology, the term "climate forcing" denotes the change in the net irradiance (in Wm -2 ) at the tropopause (after allowing for stratospheric temperatures to re-adjust to rad iative equilibrium, but
with the surface and tropospheric temperature and moisture held
fixed) created by changes imposed on the climate system by natural (solar radiation changes, volcanic emissions of 5° 2, and particulate matter) or human-induced processes (greenhouse gases,
aerosols, changes in surface albedo) . The climate forcing concept provides a very useful means of quantitatively comparing the
importance of the different factors forcing climate change. It avoids
the difficult problem of how the climate system will actually respond (in terms of temperature, precipitation, winds, etc.) to the
imposed changes. This latter prob lem, which involves an intricate web of interactions and feedbacks within the atmosphere
and between the atmosphere and the underlying surface, has to
be addressed using complex models of the climate system.

1.1.2.1 Greenhouse Gases, Aerosols,
and Climate Forcing

As mentioned earlier, increasing concentrations of CO2 ,
CH4, NzO, and several other gases that absorb in the infrared part of the radiative spectrum affect the earth's
climate. The man-made contribution of these gases to
the so-called greenhouse effect is likely to result in a significant warming of the earth's surface and troposphere,
1.1.2 Environmental Issues
and a cooling of the stratosphere and mesosphere. The
and Atmospheric Chemistry
potential for greenhouse gas effects on climate was first
Many major environmental issues comprise strong at- studied quantitatively by Arrhenius in 1896. Anthropomospheric chemistry components, and human activi- genic greenhouse gases have provided an additional
ties affect the atmosphere's chemical composition in radiative energy input to the troposphere and surface
important ways. Chemical species impact climate, key part of the climate system of about 2.4 W m -z since the
ecosystems, and much of life on Earth . The concentra- beginning of the agro-industrial era (lPCC 1996,2001).
An increasing load of aerosol particles in the tropotions of chemical compounds and their effects need to
be known across a wide range of temporal (sub-second sphere (sulphates, organics, black carbon, etc. - see
to decadal) and spatial (molecular to global) scales. The Chap. 4) caused by both primary particle and secondchallenge to atmospheric chemists is to develop the re- ary particle precursor emissions from industrial procsearch tools and scientific infrastructure necessary to esses and from biomass burning are also contributing
understand and resolve the environmental issues fac- to climate change. IPCC (2001) estimates the direct
radiative forcing due to aerosols to be -0.4 Wm- z for
ing humanity.
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sulphate, -0.2 W m- 2 for biomass burning aerosols, with nutrients) of terrestrial, fresh-water and marine
-0.1 Wm-2 for fossil fuel organic carbon, and +0.2 Wm-2 ecosystems with consequences for plant and animal spefor fossil fuel black carbon . Uncertainties in these num- cies composition and also for the atmospheric carbon
bers are large. Indirect aerosol radiative forcing,in which balance (e.g. McNeelyet al. 1995; Mannion 1992).
aerosols affectcloud reflectivity and lifetime,could cause
substantial but poorly quantified additional cooling
(IPCC 2001).This net cooling due to aerosols may have 1.1.2.3 Enhanced Tropospheric Ozone
counteracted a substantial part of the warming expected
from greenhouse gases during past decades. However, Observations at the earth's surface at mountain sites in
because of their relatively short atmospheric lifetimes Europe suggest that tropospheric ozone (03) has in(days to weeks), the actual cooling or warming effects creased by a factor of two or more during the past cenfrom aerosols are largely regional and depend on the tury (WMO 1998). Increases in ozone concentrations
actual particle distributions in the given region. The since the pre-industrial period are evident in Europe and
large uncertainty in the quantitative estimate of aero- EastAsia,and appear to be associated with large increases
sol effects on climate is due to the lack of data on the in gaseous precursors, reactive oxides of nitrogen (NO x )'
actual change in atmospheric composition of aerosols, hydrocarbons, and CO,which interact with solar radiaand the lack of understanding of how the increasing tion to produce 03 (see Chap. 3) (Crutzen and Zimmeraerosol mass concentration has affected the number mann 1991). Recent measurements suggest little change
concentration of cloud-forming particles and, thereby, in ozone in the last two decades (Logan et al. 1999),but
there are not enough observations to assess thoroughly
the reflectivity and lifetime of clouds (IPCC 1996).
Estimates of the radiative forcing by different types present and past changes in tropospheric ozone.
of aerosols have been made by IPCC (2001), as noted
The elevated concentration of ozone causes concern
above, although uncertainties in these estimates are also because of its importance as a greenhouse gas and belarge. For example, the radiative forcing due to the di- cause of its adverse effects on plants, animals, and hurect effect of sulphate aerosols, about which relatively man health through contact exposure. Recent model
much is known, has been estimated to be about -0.2 to studies (see, e.g, IPCC 2001) suggest that estimated in-0.8 Wm-2 , a range of a factor of four. Looking to the creases in tropospheric ozone have produced a positive
future, the IPCC(2001)projects for year 2100a radiative radiative forcing of approximately 0.35 W m- 2 since preforcing of 4.1 to 9.2 W m- 2 relative to pre-industrial industrial times.
times. IPCC (2001) also projects a surface temperature
In addition, photolysis of tropospheric 03 is the pri increase of 1.4to 5.8°Cabove 1990values :"the projected mary source of the hydroxyl radical (OH), an extremely
rate of warming is much larger than the observed strong oxidant. Oxidation by OH is the main sink for a
changes during the 20th century and is very likely to be large number of environmentally important atmospheric
without precedent during at least the last 10 000 years, chemical species including CO, greenhouse gases such
based on paleoclimate data."
as CH4 , and some gases responsible for stratospheric 03
depletion such as methyl bromide (CH3Br). Thus, tropospheric 03 plays a critical role in determining the oxidising and cleansing efficiency of the atmosphere. The
1.1.2.2 Acidification and Eutrophication
rise in 03 and NO x since pre-industrial times has inIncreasing deposition of acidifying sulphur and nitro- creased the source of OH, but this increase has been
gen compounds has led to widespread damage to ter- compensated for by more rapid removal of OH due to
restrial and limnic ecosystems in some parts of the the rise in other gases (particularly CO and CH4 ) . Atworld - e.g. northern Europe and north-eastern North mospheric models predict little change in the global
America - near and downwind of large industrial emis- mean OH concentration since pre-industrial times (less
sion regions, following deposition on poorly buffered than 10% in most models), reflecting these compensatsoils (e .g, McNeelyet al.1995; Mannion 1992; Rodhe et al. ing factors . Model studies (e.g. Krol et al. 1998;
1995). Whereas sulphur emissions are now declining in Karlsdottir and Isaksen 2000) suggest that the tropothese particular regions, emissions are increasing in spheric OH concentration has increased in response to
some other regions (China, India, and Southeast Asia) increasing concentrations of CH4 , CO,and other gases.
raising concern about more widespread acidification Recent evaluation of the 1978-2000 record of methyl
problems in the future.
chloroform, whose primary sink is reaction with OH,
Fixed nitrogen (NO;, NHt) is a limiting nutrient in shows, in comparison, that the global average concenmany ecosystems. The increased nitrogen deposition in tration of OH increased between 1978 and 1988 and deand around many industrial parts of the world has con- creased between 1988 and 2000 (Prinn et al. 2001). Issequently caused eutrophication (increased primary sues related to tropospheric ozone and other oxidants
production caused by the enrichment of an ecosystem are addressed in Chap. 3.
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1.1.2.4 Depletion ofStratospheric Ozone

One of the most dramatic changes in atmospheric composition observed during the past decades is the depletion of ozone in the stratosphere. Stratospheric ozone
has decreased globally by more than 5% since 1970. This
change, primarily in extra -tropical regions, is most pronounced at high southern latitudes during the spring
months where the ozone destruction has approached
60%, but significant decreases in ozone are also occurring in the Northern Hemisphere. There is now general
consensus that the ozone depletion is largely caused by
chlorine- and bromine-containing gases primarily of
industrial origin. This decrease in stratospheric ozone
leads to an increasing fluxof UV radiation into the troposphere with potential impacts on human health, ecosystems, and tropospheric photochemistry. Since there is
approximately ten times more ozone in the stratosphere
than in the troposphere, the rise in tropospheric ozone
has not compensated for the larger loss of stratospheric
ozone. Furthermore, stratospheric ozone depletion provides a negative net contribution to the tropospheric
energy balance (-0.15 ±0.1 W m- 2; IPCC 2001).

sure and pollutant deposition, i.e. nutrient overloads and
acidification. Fisheries are being affected by runoff of
nutrients from agricultural activities as well as toxic
substances such as pesticides.

1.1.2.7 Policy Considerations

The issues described above have received growing attention not only from the members of the scientific commun ity, but also from decision-makers in governments
and industries. With society's increased recognition of
the importance and value of the environment, the relation between atmospheric chemistry research and environmental policy design has been growing substantially
over recent decades. In some cases, international trea ties to reduce emissions have been enacted and actions
to protect the global environment have been taken . Major challenges remain, however. Although substantial
advances have been made in understanding fundamental processes in the chemical system of the atmosphere,
our predictive capability remains limited in spite of its
importance for informed decision making. Newand challenging problems at the chemistry-weather, chemistryclimate, and chemistry-ecology interfaces are emerging
and will require much attention in the future. The avail1.1.2.5 Transport of ToxicSubstances - Metals,
ability of space instrumentation anticipated in the near
Organic Compounds, and Radionuclides
future to observe chemical species in the troposphere
will provide unprecedented information on the global
Elevated levels of toxic substances (gaseous or bound to distribution and evolution of key biogenic and anthroparticles) in the atmosphere represent an issue of a dif- pogenic compounds (see Chap. 5). These observations
ferent character. These toxic compounds - for example, will require associated ground-based and airborne measmercury (Hg), cadmium (Cd), polycyclic aromatic hy- urements to be of greatest value.Laboratory experiments
drocarbons (PAH), polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), and new developments in numerical modelling of assodioxins, and anthropogenic radionuclides - generally ciated processes will also be required (see Chap. 6).
occur in very low concentrations and are not of any importance for the balance of the major atmospheric components. However, the atmosphere serves as the major 1.1.3 The Atmosphere in the Earth System
transport medium for these types of toxic compounds
and evaluation of their effects on human health and eco- The atmosphere is composed primarily (>99.999%) of
systems requires that processes of emission, transport, molecular nitrogen (N2 ) , molecular oxygen (° 2) , water
(H20) , argon (Ar), and carbon dioxide (C0 2) , Many entransformation, and deposition be understood.
vironmental problems are linked to changes in the atmospheric abundance of trace chemical compounds
whose mole fractions vary from a few umol mol"! to well
1.1.2.6 Transport of Nutrients
below a pmol mol'" .
How can such seemingly small changes in the trace
Ecological systems, including those supporting economically important activities such as agriculture and gas and fine particle content of Earth's atmosphere have
forestry, can be profoundly impacted by the wet and dry such large effects on climate and on the biosphere? The
deposition of atmospheric substances such as nitrogen- answer lies in the complex, non-linear interconnections
and sulphur-containing compounds. Although the cou- among the major systems that define Earth as we know
pling of the atmosphere and biosphere through the ex- her. These include the atmosphere's central role in mechange of gases and aerosols occurs naturally, this cou- diating the energy flux between the sun and the planet's
pling is being affected dramatically by human activities surface, as well as its major role in conveying fluxes of
such as agriculture and fossil fuel burning. Forests are energy and materials between other components of the
being damaged by the combined effects of ozone expo- Earth system.A schematic view of the key processes that
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Fig. 1.1. Schematic representation of physical and chemical processes affecting chemical compounds in the atmosphere, including
natural and anthropogenic emissions, large -scale transport, subscale transport including convective exchanges, gas-phase and aqueous-phase chemical and photochemical reactions, heterogeneous chemical convers ion, stratosphere-troposphere exchanges, wet scavenging, and surface deposition (courtesy of M. Schultz, Max Planck Institute for Meteorology, Hamburg, Germany)

affect the formation and fate of chemical compounds in
the troposphere is presented in Fig. 1.1.
A particular property of Earth's atmosphere is that
many of the chemical compounds present in it, including the most abundant gases, N z and 0z' are constantly
taken up and regenerated by biological processes (microbial activity in soils, photosynthesis and respiration,
foliage emissions, etc.), Reduced chemical compounds
that are released to the atmosphere by terrestrial and
oceanic ecosystems and as anthropogenic emissions are
often oxidised in the atmosphere and the resulting products are removed by deposition to the earth's surface.
Subsequent assimilation and reduction in the biosphere
closes the atmosphere-biosphere cycle. The circulation
of chemical elements in the Earth system is often described in terms of global biogeochemical cycles
(see Chap. 2). One of the challenges for the scientific
community is to quantify the global budget (burden and
turnover time in each component of the geosphere and
transfer rates among them) of key chemical elements
or compounds. These cycles produce important feedback mechanisms for the Earth system. They have frequently and dramatically been perturbed by human
activities including agricultural practices, industrialisation , and urbanisation. Changes in land use including
massive biomass burning, particularly in the Tropics,
and energy consumption, mostly fossil fuel burning,

have been the sources of substantial changes in the
chemical composition of the atmosphere and in the
deposition rate of acids and other toxic products on
Earth's surface. An important task for the scientific community is to "close" the biogeochemical cycles and to
"balance" the chemical budgets in the Earth system in
order to understand, and eventually manage, the impact
of human activities (see Box 1.3).
The global distribution of chemical compounds in
the atmosphere depends on a variety of chemical, biological, and physical processes. Transport is the process
by which atmospheric motions carry physical or chemical properties from one region of the atmosphere to
another. It enables different chemical compounds, with
different sources, to interact. Without transport, local
production and destruction would tend to balance and
some equilibrium concentration would be reached . It is
transport that drives the atmosphere away from these
equilibrium conditions and, hence , determines which
regions are net sources and which are net sinks for
chemical substances. Atmospheric motions are often
categorised according to their spatial scales: planetary,
global, synoptic (of the order of 1000 km), mesoscale
(10-500 krn), and small scale (below 10 km) . Many compounds are released in the planetary boundary layer
(PBL), where the horizontal winds are weak but often
strongly turbulent. This dynamically variable layer
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Box 13 . Biosphere-atmosphere interactions and human act ivities
Exchangebetween the biosphere and the atmosphere has been
modified substantially by anthropogenic activities. in particular
land use changes. such as deforestation. urbanisation. and agricultural activities.Theseperturbations havesevereecological and
socio-economic consequences that make management and mitigation strategies necessaryforavoidingor limitingenvironmental
problems. Defining efficientand cost effectivemanagement and
mitigation strategies requires a detailed understanding of the
actual gas exchange among terrestrial, aquatic. and atmospheric
systems. and of the biological. physical,and chemical processes
that control the fluxes across the biosphere-atmosphere interface.This information isalso urgentlyneeded to improvethe forecasts of climate change using global climate models.

Rg.1 .2.
A schematic presentation of the
wind system for a hypothetical
water-covered earth. showing
major winds and zones of low
and high pressure. Verticalair
movements and circulation are
shown in exaggerated profile
on the left of the diagram;
characteristic surface conditions are given on the right.
The two north -south cells on
either side of the Equator make
up the Hadley circulation
(Brown et aI. 1989)

Relationships betweenfluxes and concentration changesderived
from increasinglysophisticated modelsof atmospheric transport
and chemistryare being employedto evaluateand interpret fluxes
estimated from atmospheric observations.The increasingknowledge in this area indicates that biosphere-atmosphere interactions are more complex than thought several years ago. Continued developmentof numerical models and algorithms is needed
to understand the non-linear behaviour of terrestriaUmarinesystems and the related fluxesof constituents across the biosphereatmosphere interface. Further interdisciplinary research with an
integrated approach needs be done to cover the remaining gaps
and to provide policy makers with a basis for making informed
decisions on mitigation strategies on regional and global scales.
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sinking a ir
(shallow during the night and morning, deeper during
the afternoon and evening) is generally ch ar acter ised
by h igh h u m id it y and high concentrations of compounds emitted at the surface (e.g. pollutants). In the
presence of shallow or d eep convection, chemical compounds are injected from the boundary layer to the free
troposphere, but the rate of this boundary layer ventilation remains poorly quantified. Tra n sp o r t by deep
convective cells and frontal sy stems is an important
mechanism for moving air (and chemical compounds)
ve rtically throughout the free t ropos ph ere. As a ir moves
u pwa rd and cools, condensation takes place and precipitation can occur, which removes soluble gases and
airborne particles from the atmosphere. Large-scale
quasi-horizontal advection leads to intercontinental
transport of relatively long lived chemical compounds.
Th is process is responsible for trans-boundary air pollution transport. At mid lat itud es, flow in the free troposphere is p red o m ina n tly directed eastward in all sea-

sons, and is considerably s tro n ger during winter. The
surface winds are highly variable, with d ifferent regimes
separated by fronts. Equatorward of 30° , the weather
regime is characterised by fast rising motions and heavy
precipitation in the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone
(ITCZ) near the equator and slow descending motions
in the subtropics. Regional seasonal patterns such as the
Asian monsoon or temporal variations on longer time
scales, such as the EI Nino phenomenon, have large impacts on the budget of chemical compounds. Mass exchanges through the t ropop ause also affect significantly
the distribution of several chemical compounds in the
troposphere. This is particularly the case for ozone, as
discussed in Chap. 3. Because the air is continuously
stirred by weather patterns and convective activity, long
lived compounds (lifetime of several months or more)
ten d to be quasi. uniformly mixed in the troposphere.
The complexity of th e tropospheric circulation is illus trated schematically in Fig. 1.2 and 1.3.
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Fig. 1.3. Schematic presentation of the atmospheric circulation below 20 km altitude, from the Equator to the pole. This cross section
shows the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ) near the Equator, where strong upward motions take place, tropical clouds form, and
intense thunderstorm activity occurs. Notice the return flow along the tropopause and the slow air subsidience in the subtropics. The polar
front and the polar circulation are also shown (Brown et aI. 1989)

Chemical transformations through gas-phase reactions or multi-phase processes proceed at rates that need
to be measured in the laboratory, while photolysis rates
are a function of the solar actinic flux that penetrates
into the atmosphere, and hence of absorption and scattering processes by atmospheric molecules, clouds, and
aerosol particles. A schematic representation of several
of the important chemical processes occurring in the
troposphere is presented in Fig. 1.4.It stresses the reactions that control the formation and destruction of
ozone and hydroxyl, and that determine the oxidising
efficiency of the atmosphere (see also Box 1.4). It also
highlights the complexity of the tropospheric chemical
system.
Due to the non-linearity of these processes, the response of the tropospheric chemical system to humaninduced perturbations is very complex, and exhibits different regimes with abrupt transitions. For example, the
existence of thresholds (such as a temperature threshold associated with the formation of particles) contributes to the non-linearity of the chemical system. As a
result, the behaviour of the atmosphere in response to
human-induced forcings is difficult to predict and can
produce surprises.
1.2

Global Atmospheric Chemistry
and the IGAC Project

During recent decades the field of atmospheric chemistry has evolved and grown significantly in response to
the global and regional concerns discussed in this book.
However, in contrast with the situation prevailing in
meteorology, where continuous monitoring efforts

provide detailed global observations on the physical
state of the atmosphere, only limited observational data
have been available on the global distributions, seasonal
evolution, and trends of chemical compounds in the
atmosphere. A major effort of the atmospheric chemistry community has therefore focussed on the measurement of chemical compounds (gases and aerosols)
in the troposphere and stratosphere. Many projects,
often sponsored by the International Global Atmo spheric Chemistry (IGAC) Project, have used different
types of instrumentation (e.g. in situ or remote sensing
techniques) on different platforms (aircraft, balloons,
spacecraft , ground-based, and satellites) (see Chap. 5).
Field campaigns performed over limited time periods
(see Appendix A.3) have been organised to investigate
specific photochemical processes at different locations .
Other observational projects have provided information
on large-scale distributions of specific chemical constituents (see Appendix A.3). Periodic soundings of
the atmosphere (balloon-borne, lidar) have revealed
the structure of the vertical distribution for a limited
number of atmospheric chemical species at a few locations. Future efforts will focus on the miniaturisation
of instrumentation (so that it can be used routinely on
commercial aircraft, for example), and on the development of new platforms (such as unmanned aircraft).
Satellite-based measurements have played an important
role in determining concentrations of a variety of gases
and some types of particles and in getting data sets that
are truly global, particularly for the stratosphere. While
relatively little information exists now, satellite measurements will become an important future source of data
on the distributions of tropospheric gases and aerosols.
Even with these efforts by the international scientific
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Fig . 1.4.
Schem atic representation of
im p or tant chemical processes
occurring in the troposphere
(a dapted from Prinn 1994l
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Box 1.4.

Oxid ising power and atmospheric lifetime

The average time for which a gas molecule or aerosol particle
remains in the atmosphere is determined by a number of atmospheric chemical and physical processes. For example. many
chemical compounds are destroyed by oxidation processes and
the resul ting products. when they are soluble in water. are scavenged in precipitation . Other compounds that are chemically sta ble and not very soluble in water (such as the chlororOuorocarbo ns) m ay remain in the atmosphere for years or even decades.
In this case. they are transported to the middle atmosphere and
may affec t stratos pheric chemistry.

community. a satisfactory global climatology of tropospheric compoun ds is far from a reality. A strategy to
gather more information on the spatial and temporal
distributions of the major chemical species needs to be
established.
Laboratory investigations have provided measurements of reaction rate constants and absorption cross
sections for many trace atmospheric chemical species
and have provided the fundamental knowledge necessary to understand atmospheric photochemistry. While
much progress has been made regarding gas-phase reactions, significant uncertainties remain in our understanding of multi-phase processes occurring through
cloud droplet, ice surface, and aerosol interactions with
trace gases. Regularly updated evaluations of both gas
phase and heterogeneous experimental kinetics data
provide inputs for atmospheric chemistry models and
highlight poorly characterised kinetic processes that
require further study (e.g. NASA JPL and IUPAC compilations ).

The atmospheric lifetimes of many atmospheric gases are de te rmined mainly by their reactions with the OH radical. Other oxidation processes include reactions with ozone (O)l.hydrogen peroxide (HzOzl. the nitrogen trioxide free radical (NO)l. and halogen
species. Hydrogen peroxide. for example. converts sulphur dioxide
to sulphuric acid in cloud and rain droplets, and hence contributes
to the formation of acid precipitation. The NO) radical plays a significant role at night. primarily in poUuted areas. The oxidation by
OH and the other gases mentioned above is referred to as the oxidising power or the oxidising efficiency of the atmosphere.

Numerical models of atmospheric chemistry and
physics (see Chap. 6) have been used to assess the consequences of newly measured chemical kinetics data, to
analyse observations made during field campaigns. and
to determine the sensitivity of calculated concentrations
to external forcings. This has made it possible to derive
(for example, through inverse modelling) the magnitude
and location of the surface emissions that can explain
these observations and to simulate the evolution of the
chemical composition in response to natural or humaninduced perturbations. Progress has often resulted from
a combined use of several of these tools.
As one might expect for a new field such as global
atmospheric chemistry, progress has been largely
ad hoc, so that the level of international coordination
and integration that is required to address such largescale problems is not yet adequate. By contrast, for example. the international meteorological community,
which represents a far more mature and operational discipline. has achieved a state of coordination and inte-
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Box 1.5. IGAC and the atmospheric science community
Atmospheric chemistry is a central process in Earth system dynamics. Thus, research in atmospheric chemistry connects to
many other efforts in global change research, assessment, and
observation. Tackling global environmental problems requires a
collaborative international suite of observational, research, and
assessment activities.
IGAC is the leading international research project on tropo spheric chemistry. It is a Core Project of the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), one of a triad of international research programmes in global environmental change. The
other two are the World Climate Research Programme (WCRP)
and the International Human Dimensions Programme on Global Environmental Change (!HOP). IGAC interacts with many
other elements of lGBP,WCRP, and IHDP,and in assessment and
observation. The goals of IGAC are to develop a fundamental
understanding of the processes that determine atmospheric composition, to understand the interactions among atmospheric
chemical composition and physical, biospheric, and climatic
processes, and to predict the impact of natural and anthropogenic forcings on the chemical composition of the atmosphere.
To achieve its goals, IGAC carries out collaborative research
with other elements of IGBP:
• JGOFS, LOICZ and SOLAS (Joint Global Ocean Flux Study,
Land Ocean Interactions in the Coastal Zone, and Surface
Ocean Lower Atmosphere Study). These programmes study
the chemical, physical, and biological processes that cont rol
the exchange of trace gases between the ocean and the atmosphere (note: SOLAS is currently in its planning stage).
• GCTE(Global Change and Terrestrial Ecosystems) studies the
ecological processes that influence trace gas production from
the land surface and the impacts of changes in atmospheric
composition on terrestrial ecosystems.
• LUCC(Land Use and Cover Change) investigates the causes,
patterns and projected rates of land-use and land-cover
change, that affect rates of terrestrial emissions of trace gases.

gration which provides a sound basis for studying the
physical state of the global atmosphere. Atmospheric
chemistry requires a similarly sound basis for carrying
out fundamental long-term studies of the chemical state
of the global atmosphere. The field currently suffers
from inadequate spatial and temporal observational
capabilities and, especially, from the lack of sufficiently
strong international efforts to verify observational
methods, to improve analytical precision, and to provide the accurate calibration standards upon which any
study of long-term change fundamentally depends .
IGAC, which has established strong links with other
international initiatives (see Box 1.5), has sponsored a
number of significant experimental and interpretative
research programmes, as noted throughout this volume.
Many of the results of the IGAC efforts in the last ten
years are summarised within the larger context of global and regional atmospheric chemistry in this and the
following chapters of this volume. Where appropriate,
research opportunities and priorities are suggested. As
an introduction to the other chapters, we present in the
next sections an overview of past changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere, summarise the plausible causes of these changes, and assess possible impacts .

• PAGES (Past Global Changes) investigates the composition of
the atmosphere in the past, from ice core records and other
paleo techniques.
• GAIM (Global Analysis, Integration and Modelling) undertakes intercomparisons and facilitates the development
of atmospheric transport models and of Earth system models.
• In addition, IGACinteracts with other projects within the Programmes. Of particular relevance are:
- SPARC (Stratospheric Processes and their Role in Climate)
studies the physical and chemical dynamics of the stratosphere, especially the impact of human activities.
- The WCRP modelling group facilitates the development of models of the physical climate system, drawing
on atmospheric composition as a driver of changing climate.
IGACalso has major connection to long-term obse rvational
programs via GAW (Global Atmosphe ric Watch of the World
Meteorological Organisation, WMO), which monitors the longterm evolution of atmospheric composition on a global and
regional scale. GAWis a component of the Global Climate Observing System (GCOS). IGAC research has also contributed
significantly to assessments of climate and atmospheric change.
These include assessments of climate change by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC), and those on
stratospheric ozone sponsored by the World Meteo rological
Organisation and the United Nations Environment Programme
(UNEP).
As highlighted here, many organisations have strong connections to atmospheric chemistry in addition to IGAC. Because of
ongoing activities within these other organisations, this docu ment primarily focusses on chemistry in the global troposphere
and provides only a cursory discussion of research activities relating to the carbon cycle, to stratospheric ozone, and to local
and regional air quality.

1.3
1.3.1

Past Changes in
Composition

Atmospheric Chemical

Long-term Variability: Evidence of Feedbacks

Quantitative records of past atmospheric composition
are available in polar ice caps on a time scale spanning
several ice ages. Gases are encapsulated in air bubbles
and aerosols species are entrapped in the ice matrix.
Such data allow us to deduce limits to the natural variabilityof atmospheric composition, document feedbacks,
and offer the possibility of testing particular hypotheses and evaluating the capabilities of atmospheric
models. These paleo-records clearly demonstrate that
past climatic and environmental changes on Earth are
highly correlated with atmospheric composition, which
suggests that the nature of biogeochemical feedbacks is
key to understanding global change. These data sets also
suggest a number of quest ions, such as: How important
were biogeochemical cycle feedbacks in the flip from
one climate mode to another? How strong are these
feedbacks on climate relative to other purely physical
responses such as polar ice-albedo effects? Have biological feedbacks contributed to the unprecedented rate
of greenhouse gas change observed today?
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Fig. 1.5 . Concentration changes of carbon dioxide , methane, and
dust along the Vostokice core (Antarctica) for the last 400 000 years.
Isotopic temperature (from 6 180) is also shown as climate proxy
(data from Petit et al. 1999)

Detailed information for the past 400000 years has
been obtained from the Vostok (Antarctica) ice core for
two major greenhouse gases CO2 and CH4 (Fig. 1.5). A
remarkable overall correlation is found between the concentrations of these gases and temperature changes. The
lowest levels of greenhouse gases are observed under full
glacial conditions {190 umol mol" and 0.35 1Jffi01 mol"!
for CO2 and CH4, respectively, during the last glacial
maximum, 20 kyr B.p.).AlI the available records obtained
from Antarctic and Greenland glacial ice cores show
that the rises during deglaciation are about 80 and
0.3 pmol rnol! for CO2 and CH4, respectively. While the
data shown in Fig. 1.5 suggest that both greenhouse gases
are strikingly in phase with the climate record, some
differences emerge when the data are examined in detail. For example, as a glaciation begins, CH4 concentration decreases in phase with Antarctic cooling, whereas
CO2 lags markedly behind the temperature change
(Raynaud et al. 1993). Other data show that the abrupt
climatic changes that affected the North Atlantic region
on the decadal to centennial time scale during the last
glacial-interglacial transition and during the last ice age
are remarkably reflected in the CH4 records. lee core
measurements (Leuenberger and Siegenthaler 1992) also
indicate a depletion of the concentrations of N20 during ice ages in relation, probably, with reduced emis sions of this greenhouse gas by soils under drier climatic conditions.
lee core data also reveal that during ice ages the terrestrial and marine contributions to Antarctic aerosol
deposition were increased significantly due to stronger
winds and dryer environmental conditions. Concentrations of calcium and sodium (crustal and marine primary aerosol reference elements, respectively) in Vostok
ice were higher by factors of about 30 and four, respectively, relative to Holocene (i.e. the past 10 000 years)
values. Greenland ice core data suggest that the dusti-

11

ness of the glacial atmosphere was most likely a global
phenomenon (Hammer et al. 1985; Hansson 1994) .
Despite higher secondary aerosol (sulphate, nitrate,
and methanesulphonate) concentrations, the atmosphere (at least as revealed by polar studies) was not
more acidic during glacial periods. The present day atmosphere has become more acidic as a result of anthropogenic emissions. The cause of the higher secondary
aerosol levels in the glacial Antarctic atmosphere is not
fully understood.
Finally, ice cores from Greenland and Antarctica have
recorded numerous large volcanic eruptions (Zielinski
et al. 1996; Clausen et al. 1997). Sulphate and chloride
concentrations are available for volcanic periods in numerous polar ice cores. Some of these events were powerful enough to have markedly disturbed global atmospheric composition for up to three years after eruption.
In conclusion, strong correlations have been observed
between the temperature fluctuations through the glacial cycles and the concentrations of several trace gases
and aerosol types. These correlations indicate strong
couplings of these components through biogeochemical
and physical climate processes. Elucidation of these coupling processes is one of the most exciting challenges
facing global change scientists, including atmospheric
chemists, during the years ahead.

, .3.2

Changing Atmospheric Composition During
the Last Few Centuries

The concentrations of many atmospheric gases have
increased since the pre-industrial period to reach levels probably unprecedented in the last 400000 years. A
combination of ice core data and direct monitoring data
reveals the globally-averaged changes in atmospheric
concentration for several key gases over the last few centuries (see Fig. 1.6). The gap between polar ice core data
and the first direct atmospheric monitoring is now entirely filled by firn air data for the three major long lived
greenhouse gases: CO2 (Etheridge et al. 1996), CH 4
(Etheridge et al. 1992; Blunier et al. 1993; Etheridge et al.
1998), and N20 (Machida et al. 1995; Battle et al. 1996) .
Prior to the 17th century, CO2 concentrations fluctuated
naturally in the range from 275-285 umol mol"! except
during ice ages. The pre-industrial level of methane in
the Antarctic was 670 ±70 nmol mol'", The increase in
CH 4 concentration started during the second half of
the 18th century, reaching concentrations greater than
1700 nmol mol"! in the current atmosphere. Increases
in CH 4 emissions appear to be the primary factor in
explaining the observed changes. In addition, carbon
isotope ratio ( l3C/ l2C and 14C/l2C) determinations in
CH4 now available for the Southern Hemisphere since
1978 from air archives and Antarctic firn air (Francey
et al. 1999) constrain estimates of the natural and an-
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Fig. 1.6. Atmospheric concentration of major greenhouse gases the atmosphere. A task ahead is to determine the role
COz' CH., and NzO over the last 300 years, as reconstructed from
played by the surface snow pack in lower atmospheric
Greenland and Antarctic ice core stud ies. Continuous line: atmo spheric record (Etheridge et al. 1992, 1996: Blunier et al. 1993; composition and in influencing the transfer function of
a chemical constituent between atmosphere and glacial
Machida et al. 1995; see also IPCC 2001)
firn and ice.
thropogenic global sources and sinks of methane. NiAs indicated above, changes in the tropospheric controus oxide concentrations have increased from 285 to centration of ozone and its precursors (NO x ' CO, and
more than 310nmol mol" since the pre-industrial era. hydrocarbons) have been substantial since the pre-inSulphates from fossil fuel burning and smelting, as dustrial era. Very few observational data are available
well as nitrates from fossil fuel burning (including au- to quantify these changes, so that estimates rely primatomotive emissions), have increased in polar snow and rily on model simulations. This issue will be discussed
ice since the very beginning of the 20th century: how- further in Chap. 3 and 7.
ever, their impacts are only noticeable in the Northern
Hemisphere (Mayewski et al. 1990; Legrand et al. 1997).
In comparison to a pre-industrial sulphate level of about 1.3.3 Future Changes in Atmospheric Composition
25ng s' . concentrations peaked at 110 ng g-l at the end
of the 1960s. Thereafter, decreasing anthropogenic sul- Although considerable progress has been made in the
phur emissions in Europe and North America are clearly past decade in understanding the biogeochemical cyreflected in Greenland sulphate profiles, which exhibit cles of greenhouse gases, oxidants, and aerosols, large
a steady downward trend since about 1980.
gaps in knowledge still remain. Furthermore, uncertainNitrate concentration increases in Greenland ice from ties in the climate feedback response of these processes
a pre-industrial mean value of about 70 to 120 ng g-l for are also large. Nonetheless, many analyses suggest that
the period 1950-1989. This trend, valid allover Greenland, concentrations of key greenhouse gases and other atstarts markedly around 1950, i.e. much later than the sul- mospheric constituents will continue to change in the
phate trend . A decline of nitrate is evident only for recent future as a result of human activities. Concentrations
years. The nitrate trend observed in Greenland firn must of important greenhouse gases are expected to continue
be considered with some caution due to the reversibilityof to increase in the coming decades. The concentration
gaseous HN0 3 deposition onto snow,even in Greenland of CO2 could double or even triple its pre-industrial
(Fischer et al. 1998). Moreover, it must be kept in mind concentration by 2100 (IPCC 1996, 2001). On the other
that the nitrogen-bearing chemical species deposited in hand, atmospheric concentrations of CFCs and several
Greenland remain unidentified. They may have been dif- other halocarbons should decline over the coming decferent in the pre-industrial and present atmospheres.
ades as a result of global controls to protect the stratoFrom pre-industrial (1755-1890) to modern times spheric ozone layer.
(1950-1975), carbonaceous particle concentrations at a
Future projections of CH4 are affected by uncertainhigh-Alpine glacier site have increased by factors of 3.7, ties in the temperature dependence of wetland sources
'I
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and permafrost melting, and in atmospheric OH radical concentrations (the major sink) . The evolution of
future N20 levels in the atmosphere is also uncertain
because of poorly constrained sources and sinks. Agricultural inputs of large and growing amounts of nitrogen fertilisers lead to questions as to where the nitrogen is going and how much N20 may be released in the
future from fixed nitrogen accumulations in environmental subsystems (soils, waters). Future emissions of
S0 2 and NO x will depend mainly on the use of fossil
fuels and the extent to which measures are taken to control these emissions.

1.4

Causes of Atmospheric Changes

1.4.1

13

Fossil Fuel Combustion and Industry

Our technological society is largely powered by the combustion of fossil fuels. Fossil fuel combustion has been
the main cause of the rise in atmospheric CO2 over the
past 200 years from - 2 8 0 umol mol! (natural background) to - 37 0 umol mol- l in the year 2001. In addition to CO2, combustion processes emit a large number
of pollutants including CO,S02' NOx ' soot particles, trace
metals, and hydrocarbons (including toxic organic compounds). For many of these chemical species, the global
source from fossil fuel combustion exceeds natural
sources (Table 1.3). Other emissions related to fossil fuel
use include CH4 from natural gas, coal, and oil production and distribution, and S02 from petroleum refining. Motor vehicle traffic is a major source of CO and

The rapid changes in atmospheric composition observed
over the past century have been driven largely by emis- NO x'
sions from fossil fuel combustion, industry, biomass
Industrial activities other than fossil fuel combus burning, and intensive agriculture. A sample of the many tion also represent large sources of pollutants to the atlong lived gases whose atmospheric concentrations are mosphere. Metal smelters and the paper industry are
being significantly affected by human activities is shown major sulphur emitters. Carbon steel manufacturing is
in Table 1.1. Estimates of the growth rates and lifetimes an important source of CO.Many organic compounds
remain somewhat uncertain for several of the com- are emitted by the chemical industry and their environ pounds listed. Current global inventories of human-re- mental impacts in terms of toxicity,climate forcing, and
lated atmospheric emissions for some of the environ- tropospheric ozone are poorly understood.
mentally important gases discussed in previous sections
are presented in Table 1.2 along with comparisons to the
magnitudes of natural sources (biosphere, oceans, vol- 1.4.2 Biomass Burning
canoes, lightning) . Human related emissions are important, and often dominant, contributors to the abundance Biomass burning is associated with deforestation, agriof many chemical species in the current atmosphere. cultural fires, wood and dung fuel use, and natural fires.
Also included in Table 1.2 are forecast ranges of anthro- Most of the world's biomass burning takes place in the
pogenic emissions for 2100 presented by IPCC (2001) Tropics and is highly seasonal, peaking at the end of the
for different potential socio-economic scenarios. These dry season (January-April in the northern Tropics, Auforecasts suggest that human perturbations to atmo- gust-October in the southern Tropics). The largest conspheric composition in general are likelyto increase over tribution to this tropical source is agricultural burning
the coming century. In addition, future climate change of savannas; deforestation is also an important source in
may affect the natural (and human related) emissions some regions. Natural fires are important mainly in
of radiatively active gases and aerosols, resulting in com- boreal forests at high northern latitudes, where their frequency and intensity peak during the summer months.
plex chemistry-aerosol-climate feedbacks.
Table 1.1 . A sample of long lived important atmospheric gasesthat are
CO2
(carbon dioxide)
Pre-industr ial
concent ration

Rateof concentration change

prno l mo l"

b

+1.5

(nitrous oxide)

1745

+8.4

0

nrnol rno! "

314

nrnol mo l"

vr"

CFCll
(CFC-11)

-270

nrnol mo l"

365

urno l mo l"

N20

CH.
(methane)

- 700

urno l mo l"

Concentration
in 1998

Atmospheric
lifetime
a

- 280

affected by hum an activities (data based on IPCC

nrnol rnol "

n mol mo l" y('

+0.8

nmol mol " y( '

268

prno l mo l"

- 1.4

pmo l mo l" y( '

CHFl
(HFC-23)

0
14

prnol mol "

+05 5

2 0 0 1)

CF. (perfluoromethane)

40
pmo lmor '

80

pmo lrnol"

+1

pmol mol " y( '

pmo l mo l" y( '

50-200

12

114

45

257

yr"

yr'

yr'

yr

50000

yr

yr

No s ingle lifetime c an be defined f or ca rbo n d ioxide beca use o f the d ifferent rates of upt a ke b y different r emoval processes .
This lifetime is an adjustment t ime that accounts for th e indire ct effe ct of th e g as on it s ow n re sidence time.
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Table 1.2. Current global inventories of human related emissions for environmentally important gases compared to the magnitudes of
natural sources (e.g., from the biosphere, oceans, volcanoes, and lightning) mostly adapted from IPCC (1995,1996), with some values
based on IPCC (2001). Also included are forecast ranges of anthropogenic emissions for year 2100 presented by the IPCC (2000)
Special Report on Emissions Scenarios (SRES) for different possible socio-economic assumptions

Natura l

160

ISO'

10.2

18

11

400

Huma n-related
Fossilfuel and ind ustry

6.8

100

13

65

22

400

Biomass bu rning

1.6'

40

05

2

12

500

170

3.9

Agriculture

1

65

Landfills/sewage

550

Oth e r

a
b

Human total.present

7.6

375

5.7

67

35

Huma n-related . 21OOb

3.3-36.8

236-1069

4.8- 19.3

11-69

16-1 10

1450
363-3766

Annual terrestria l biosphere and ocean fluxes for carbon dioxide are generally balanced by fluxes back to biosphere and oceans.
Based on the harmonised 26 scenarios in IPCC (2000) SRES.

Table 1.3 .
Combined effect estimates of
daily mean particulate pollution (after American Thoracic
Society)

% change in health Ind icator per each 10 IIg m" increase in PM,.

Increase in daily morta lity
1.0

Total deaths
Respiratory deaths

3.4

Cardiovascu lar deaths

1.4

Increase in hospital usage (all respiratory diagnoses)
Admissions

1.4

Emergency department visits

0.9

Exacerbation of asthma
3.0

Asthmatic attacks

12.2

Bronchodilator use
Emergency department visits'

3.4

Hospita l admissio ns

1.9

Increases in respiratory symptom reports
Lower respiratory

3.0

Upper respiratory

0.7

Cough

2.5

Decrease in lung function
Forced expiratory volume

0.15

Peak expiratory flow

0.08

Biomass burning emits the same general suite of
chemical species to the atmosphere as fossil fuel combustion (C0 2 , CO, VOCs, NOx ' etc.), but often in very
different proportions; biomass burning is less efficient
than fossil fuel combustion and the combustion temperatures are lower.
There is little knowledge of historical trends in biomass burning, and IPCC (2001) does not venture to forecast trends for the next century.Greenland icecore records
of biomass burning tracers over the past 1 000 years iden-

tify several historical periods of enhanced biomass burning at high northern latitudes but indicate a decrease
since the 1930S. Fire records maintained by governmental agencies in North America and Europe over the past
50 years indicate a general increase in the number of fires
due to human negligence, but not much change in area
burned because of improved fire-fighting ability. In the
Tropics,where most of globalbiomass burning takes place,
there is essentially no information on historical trends.
One would expect a rise in biomass burning from in-
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creasing agriculture and deforestation over the past century, but this effect could have been offset by better fire
control in response to the growing rural population. The
issue of biomass burning is discussed in detail in Chap. 2.

1.5

15

Impacts of Changes
in Atmospheric Composition

Impacts resulting from changes in atmospheric composition can be substantial. In this section, we briefly
1.4.3 Land-use Changes
highlight three major categories of impacts associated
with changes in atmospheric composition: climate
Major land-use changes over the past 100 years have in- change , effects on ecosystems , and effects on human
cluded urbanisation driven by population pressure, in- health. There is also some discussion of composition
crease in cultivated land in the Tropics, reforestation of change impacts on corrosion, agriculture, and water
formerly cultivatedland in northern midlatitudes regions resources.
Because changes in the chemical composition of the
such as the eastern United States, and desertification in
some areas such as northern Africa. Tropical deforestation atmosphere are expected to be the main drivers of hunow makes a significant contribution to the rise in CO2 man-induced climate change, atmospheric chemists
(Table1.1). However, this contribution is expected to de- have been deeply engaged in the climate change issue,
crease over the next century due to decimation of primary and have established strong links with the more physiforestsand it mayactuallybe overcomeby the atmospheric cally oriented climate researchers. They have also deCO2 sink from reforestation and fertilisation at northern veloped links with ecologists and agriculture experts
rnidlatitudes (IPCC 2001). Agriculture is thought to be the who study the effects on ecosystems and crops of inprincipal cause for the rises of CH4 and N20 over the past creased exposure to various atmospheric gases and
100 years (Table 1.2). Methane is emitted by anaerobes in aerosols, and to the increased levels of UV radiation
ruminants and rice paddies (whichare effectively human- associated with decreases in stratospheric ozone. Congeneratedwetlands).Nitrogenfertiliserapplicationto crops nections to the community of scientists studying the
stimulates microbial emission of Np; it also stimulates effects of atmospheric changes on human health have
emission of NOx ' but the resulting source is small com- been considerably weaker.
pared to that from fossil fuel combustion (Table 1.3). The
impact of land-use changes on the emissions of chemical
compounds,as wellas the question of dust (iron and other 1.5.1 Climate Change
metals) emissionassociatedwith desertificationand depoThe issue of climate change, in general, and of the
sition to the ocean are addressed in Chap. 2 .
impact of human activities on climate, in particular, is
the subject of extensive analysis and assessment by
the scientific community. At the international level,
1.4.4 Climate Changes
these assessments are led by the Intergovernmental
Changes in the climate system could substantially af- Panel on Climate Change (IPCC 1990, 1992, 1995, 1996,
fect the chemical composition of the atmosphere. Such 2001) . Its recent analysis (IPCC 2001) of the global averchanges are related to interannual variability in the dy- age climate forcing during the past 250 years due to recnamics of the atmosphere, to quasi -periodic oscillations ognised human-related and natural processes is shown
in the atmosphere-ocean system (such as the El Nino in Fig. 1.7. The dominant positive forcing (heating
and La Nina phenomena in the tropical Pacific), and to tendency) results from the increased concentration of
longer time scale climatic trends. Long-term trends are rather well mixed greenhouse gases (C0 2, N20, CH4 ,
believed to be due to external forcing including human- CFCs, etc.). Tropospheric and stratospheric ozone
changes are treated separately mainly because this
induced emissions of greenhouse gases.
Although the mechanisms governing Earth's climate greenhouse gas is not well mixed in the atmosphere and
are not fully understood, the effects of climate changes the observed changes have distinct horizontal and veron the chemical composition of the atmosphere need tical spatial patterns. The largest negative forcing (coolto be identified because they provide potential positive ing tendency) is due to aerosol particles of human orior negative feedback mechanisms in the climate system. gin. Because of the limited tropospheric lifetime of
Issues to be considered are the expected warming re- aerosol particles (days to a fewweeks) they are also not
sulting from enhanced concentrations of carbon diox- well mixed and their forcing patterns are less uniform
ide, methane, and other greenhouse gases, possible in- than that of the greenhouse gases. As shown in Fig. 1.7,
creases in convective activity and lightning frequency, evaluation of the radiative forcing from all of the differchanges in precipitation rates and in soil moisture, and ent sources since pre-industrial times indicates that the
changes in surface emissions of temperature-sensitive net globally -averaged radiative forcing on climate is
positive .
biogenic compounds, among others .
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Fig. 1.7.
Globally-averaged climate
forcing (in Wm- z) during the
past century due to recogn ized
human related and natural
processes (IPCC 2001). Solid
barsrepresent best estimates
and vertieal lines uncertainty
ranges (H = high, M = medium,
L =low, VL =very low, FF = fossil fuel, BB = biomass burning,
be = black carbon, oe = organic
carbon)
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Level of sc ient ific understanding
may cause serious corrosion. Modern communication
and information devices are also subject to atmospherically induced corrosion. Telecommunication switching
Ecosystems are affected by atmospheric changes in sev- gear, magnetic recording and data storage media, and
eral different ways:
metallic connections in semiconductor structures are
all susceptible to atmospheric corrosion processes.
• Direct deposition of gases such as 03' S02' and N0 2;
• Impact of increased levels of UV radiation caused by
stratospheric ozone depletion; and
1.5.4 Health Effects
• Indirect impacts caused by changes in the chemical
balance of soils, lakes, and surface ocean water fol- Air pollutants have long been recognised as health hazlowing the deposition of acidifying and eutrophying ards . Well known examples include smog episodes in
substances, such as sulphates, ammonium, nitrates, London - the one in December 1952 is estimated to have
etc.
caused 4000 excess deaths - and the photochemical
pollution (03' PAN, etc.) in Los Angeles, which causes
The impacts may include anything from elimination lung damage and eye irritation, among other effects.
of sensitive species and altered productivity to subtle During recent years more subtle effects, some of them
shifts in the relative abundance of plant and animal spe- believed to occur not only in urban and suburban areas
cies. These issues will be addressed in Chap. 2.
but also over larger regions, have been identified. Here
we list some of the important health issues related to
specific air pollutants.
1.5.3 Corrosion
Halogenated hydrocarbons (including the CFCs),
while not harmful as such, contribute to depletion of
Acid deposition and high concentrations of gaseous the stratospheric ozone layer. The resulting increase in
pollutants (S02' N0 2, and 03) are known to cause dam- UV-B radiation at the earth's surface is estimated to
age to buildings and cultural and historical monuments cause adverse health effects including higher incidences
mainly in urban and suburban areas. The economic loss of eye cancer and cataract, skin cancer (in fair skinned
due to such man-made corrosion in Western Europe and populations), and a depression of the immune system
North America has been substantial, where, mainly be- for certain tumours and infectious diseases (UNEP
cause of reductions in S02 concentrations, the corro- 1998).
sion rates are now decreasing significantly. However, in
Elevated levels of 03' as low as 75nmol mol"! in surmany other areas, especially in Eastern Europe and some face air, have been demonstrated to have adverse health
developing countries, corrosion problems remain severe effects, even at short-term exposures. Today,such conor are becoming more acute. There are indications that centrations are commonly observed during the warm
in warm climates N0 2 and 03 alone (even without S02) seasons over large regions in Europe and North America

1.5.2 Impacts on Ecosystems
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and probably also in other parts of the world where
emissions of ozone precursors (NOx,hydrocarbons, CO)
are large.
Epidemiological studies show that short-term exposure to current ambient levels of aerosols [i.e, 24-hour
average concentrations of 30 to 150 Ilg m- 3 of particles
<10 11m diameter (PM IO
are associated with adverse
health effects ranging from reduced lung function to
mortality (Table 1.3).
The acidification of air and precipitation, in addition
to its adverse effects on terrestrial and limnic ecosystems, also has consequences for human health . Direct
health effects of elevated levels of S0 2and NO x have been
well established (Liibkert-Alcamo and Krzyzanowski
1995). Indirect health effects due to increased dissolution of metals in soils (e.g, AI, Cd) and in water pipes
(Cu) are also suspected.
Mercury (Hg) is an interesting example of a contaminant that has been mobilised by man and dispersed globally through the atmosphere. The current deposition
of Hg is estimated to exceed the pre-industrial value by
at least a factor of two world-wide and up to a factor of
five to ten in northern Europe and North America
(Bergan et al. 1999). The elevated deposition of Hg over
large regions, aggravated by the increased leaching of
Hg from acidified soils and a subsequent bioaccumula tion of organic Hg in fish, has resulted in toxic concentration in pike in many lakes in Scandinavia and Canada
(Lindqvist 1991).

»

1.6

Some Important Questions

The objective of this book is to synthesise and integrate
the results of research conducted by the atmospheric
chemistry community over the last 10 to 15 years and ,
specifically, to highlight key findings of projects facilitated by IGAC. This work provides the scientific basis
for answering questions that are important to society:
• What determines the chemical composition of the
natural atmosphere?
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• Howhave human activities altered atmospheric composition?
• How have human activities changed the global atmospheric budgets of carbon, nitrogen, and sulphur?
• What controls tropospheric ozone?
• Is the "cleansing efficiency" of the atmosphere changing?
• Howdoes atmospheric chemistry affect the biosphere
and food production?
• How does atmospheric chemistry affect human
health?
• What is the connection between atmospheric composition and climate?
• How might chemical composition evolvein the future?
• Are there risks of abrupt changes and/or irreversible changes in atmospheric composition?
• What should the research strategy be to address unresolved questions?
Although no definitive answer to some of these questions can yet be given, many of the projects completed
by the scientific community in the last decade have provided information that will help address many of them.
Some of the important scientific research being conducted by the international atmospheric chemistry community in order to provide the answers to these questions is summarised in Chap. 2 through 4. The importance of the biosphere in controlling the chemical composition of the atmosphere, and an assessment of the
impact on the biosphere of changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere are considered in Chap. 2.
The role of chemical transformations of gas-phase compounds, with emphasis on tropospheric ozone and other
photo oxidants, is examined in Chap. 3.The physical and
chemical processes governing the formation of aerosols,
plus their evolution and removal from the atmosphere,
are discussed in Chap. 4. The advances that have been
made in instrumentation and modelling are described
in Chap. 5 and 6, respectively. Finally, an integrated view
of the causes and impacts of atmospheric chemical
changes in the form of responses to the questions listed
above is provided in Chap. 7.
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2.1

Introduction

levels. Recent and expected future changes in land use
and land management practices provide further impetus for closely examining climate-gas flux interactions.
Anthropogenic influences, e.g, tropical deforestation
and the widespread implementation of agricultural technologies, have and will continue to make significant alterations in the sources and sinks for the various trace
gases.
Ten years ago, at the beginning of IGAC, researchers
sought to establish the source and sink strength of gases
in different kinds of ecosystems, in different areas of
the world. Specific goals of the programme, related to
the biosphere included:

The contemporary atmosphere was created as a result
of biological activity some two billion years ago. To this
day, its natural composition is supported and modified,
mostly through biological processes of trace gas production and destruction, while also involving physical
and chemical degradation processes. The biosphere has
a major influence on present environmental conditions,
both on a regional and global scale. One of the bestdocumented and most important indicators of global
change is the progressive increase of a number of trace
gases in the atmosphere, among them carbon dioxide
(C0 2 ) , methane (CH4 ) , and nitrous oxide (N 2 0 ), all of • to understand the interactions between atmospheric
which are of biospheric origin. There is considerable
chemical composition and biological and climatic
processes;
uncertainty, however, regard ing the processes that determine the concentration and distribution of trace gases • to predict the impa ct of natural and anthropogenic
and aerosols in the atmosphere and the causes and conforcings on the chemical composition of the atmosequences of atmospheric change (Andreae and Schimel
sphere ; and
1989). To improve our understanding IGAC created an • to provide the necessary knowledge for the proper
maintenance of the biosphere and climate.
environment for multi-disciplinary collaboration among
biologists,chemists, and atmospheric scientists. This was
Earlier extrapolations of gas fluxes over space and
essential to develop analytical methods, to characterise
ecosystems, to investigate physiological controls, to de- time were often based on a single, or very small , set
velop and validate micrometeorological theory, and to of measurements, and researchers sought for "repredesign and develop diagnostic and predictive models sentative" sites at which to make those crucial measurements. IGAC brought a new focus to the variability
(Matson and Ojima 1990) .
Interactions between the biosphere and the atmo- among ecosystems and regions of the world, in order to
sphere are part of a complex,interconnected system. The understand better the factors controlling fluxes (Galbally
emission and uptake of atmospheric constituents by the 1989) . For example, studies of CH4 flux from wetlands
biota influence chemical and physical climate through and rice paddies of N 2 0 flux from natural and maninteractions with atmospheric photochemistry and aged ecosystems, and of dimethylsulphide (DMS) emisEarth's radiation budget. Comparatively small amounts sions from oceans, consciously spanned gradients of
of CH4 and N20 present in the atmosphere make sub- temperature, hydrological characteristics, soil types,
stantial contributions to the global greenhouse effect. marine systems, management regimes, and nitrogen
In addition, emissions of hydrocarbons and nitrogen deposition. One result of this strategy has been the recoxides from biomass burning in the Tropics result in ognition that the same basic processes were responsithe photochemical production of large amounts of ble for gas fluxes across regions, latitudinal zones, and
ozone (03) and acidity in the tropical atmosphere. In environments. This chapter gives a general overview of
turn, climate change and atmospheric pollution alter the the progress that has been made in the field as a whole
rates and sometimes even the direction of chemical ex- within the last decade, with emphasis on research acchange between the biosphere and atmosphere through tivities stimulated, initiated, and/or endorsed by the
influences at both individual organism and ecosystem IGACcommunity. It is not our intent to provide current
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assessments of all trace gas source and sink strengths. alter biosphere-atmosphere exchange and discuss poas those budgets have been compiled and published tential feedbacks related to climate change. regional level
(with considerable contributions by IGAC researchers) air pollution, and deposition. In the marine section,
in recent Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change emphasis is on the biogeochemistry of DMS.given that
(IPCC) documents. Examples of research not conducted the greatest advances were made on this topic. The chapwithin the IGAC framework but relevant to the topic ter concludes by summarising the major accomplishare CH4 from landfills. ruminant livestock. and termites; ments of the last decade and highlighting some of the
information on these topics can be found in IPCC (1996, remaining research challenges.
1999)·
Exchanges of biogenic trace gases between surfaces
their
and the atmosphere depend on the production and con- 2.2 Key Biogenic Gasesor Families and
Relevance to Atmospheric Chemistry
sumption of gases by microbial and plant processes. on
physical transport through soils. sediments. and water.
and on flux across the surface-air boundaries. Thus, to The study of atmospheric composition has largely
understand and predict fluxes. studies of whole ecosys- focussed on trace compounds that affect either the
tems are required. The goals of research over the past radiative properties of the atmosphere, or the biosphere
decade have been to develop an understanding of the as nutrients or toxins, or playa key role in atmospheric
factors that control flux, organise the measurements so chemistry. The trace gases that are important in this
that they are useful for regional and global scale budg- regard have been summarised in the preceding chapter.
ets. and use the knowledge to predict how fluxes are This chapter considers the role of the biosphere in emislikely to change in the future.
sion or removal of such compounds.
Although CO2 and water (H2 0 ) are both greenhouse
The IGAC Project focussed on issues of specific interest over a number of different geographical regions gases which are strongly affected by the biosphere. studof Earth. A variety of projects have been conducted over ies of these compounds have generally been conducted
the last ten years, many of which addressed issues re- in parallel scientific communities, and IGAChas mainlated to exchange between the biosphere and the atmo- tained a focus on the chemically reactive greenhouse
sphere. Several field campaigns. using a combination of gases. Thus no attempt is made here to cover the large
measurement and modelling techniques. have been body of research on the global carbon cycle and the inconducted very successfully under the IGAC umbrella, teractions of CO2 with the biosphere.
e.g. in southern Africa (SAFARI 1992 and 2000) and in
various oceanic regions (ACE-I,ACE-2. and ACE-Asia)
(see A.5).
2.2.1 The Carbon Family of Gases:
Why certain trace gases were studied together and
CH4' Volatile Organic Carbon Compounds
(VOCs), and Carbon Monoxide (CO)
why various scientific approaches were adopted to study
them is described in this chapter. Research findings specifically related to the exchange of trace gases and aero- Methane (CH4 ) is a greenhouse gas with a lifetime in
sols between the atmosphere and the terrestrial and the atmosphere of about nine years. Its atmospheric
marine biospheres will be given. In the terrestrial sec- concentration is largely controlled by the biosphere, with
tion. special attention is given to biomass burning and 70% or more of current emissions and virtually all of
wet deposition in the Tropics. because of the significant pre-industrial emissions being biogenic (Fig. 2.1; Milich
contribution made by IGAC to these programmes. We 1999). The dominant biogenic production process for
also consider some of the anthropogenic activities that CH4 is microbial breakdown of organic compounds in
Fig. 2.1.
Estimated annual anthropogenic and natural sources and
sinks of methane (thick bars)
in millions of tons, and uncertainty ranges (thin lines)
(Milich 1999)
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Fig. 2.2.
Methane growth rate s (figure
courtesy of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), Climate
Monitoring and Diagnostics
Laboratory (CMDLl. and Carbon Cycle-Greenhouse Gases
(CCGG))
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anaerobic conditions. This occurs in flooded soils such
as natural wetlands and rice paddies, in the rumen of
animals such as cattle, in landfills, and in anoxic layers
in the marine water column and sediments. Methane is
also emitted directly to the atmosphere from burning
vegetation as a product of pyrolytic breakdown of organic material.
Changes in land use, particularly increases in numbers of domestic ruminants, the extent of rice paddies,
and biomass burning, have more than doubled biogenic
CH4 emissions since the pre -industrial era (Milich 1999;
Ehhalt et al. 2001). Fossil fuel related emissions and a
decrease in atmospheric oxidation rates (Thompson
1992) have further increased CH4 concentrations but
those aspects fall outside the scope of this chapter.
The atmospheric concentration of CH4 is now about
1745 nmol mol' I , compared to pre-industrial levels of
about 700 nmol mol'. Growth rates have been observed
directly in the atmosphere since the 1950S (Rinsland
et al.198S;Zander et al.1989) and on an increasingly systematic basis since 1978 (Blake and Rowland 1988;
Dlugokencky et al. 1994). Concentrations were increasing at about 20 nmol mol:' yr" in the 1970s, but that rate
has generally declined to an average of 5 nmol mol"! yr· 1
over the period 1992to 1998.High growth rates of about
15nmol mol"! yr· 1 occurred in 1991 and 1998 (Fig. 2.2,
Dlugokencky et al. 1998; Ehhalt et al. 2001) and appear
to be caused by climate related increases in wetland and!
or biomass burning emissions (Dlugokencky et al. 2000;
Walter and Matthews 2000). IPCC (2001) estimates its
rate of increase at 8.4 nmol mol"! yr".
The evolution of the CH4 budget since the pre-industrial era provides a good example of interactions
between land use and atmospheric change. A schematic
of the change in total emissions from the 18th century to
the present is shown in Fig. 2.3 (based on Stern and
Kaufmann 1996,Lelieveldet al.1998,and Houweling et al.
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flux Tg yr- 1
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Em ission
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(175 0 nmol mOr l)
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Fig. 2.3. Schematic of the pre -industrial Holocene and current

(1990S) atmospheric methane budget. The mean lifetime derived

from the ratio of atmospheric burden to removal rate has increased
by ca. 10%, which is broadly consistent with estimates of the relative
decrease in OH from atmospheric chemistry models (based on
Stern and Kaufmann (1996), Lelieveld et al. (1998) and Houweling
et al. (1999) (see also Fig. 7.4.)

1999). The removal rates that are required to balance
the source-sink budget at pre-industrial and present
concentrations imply an increase in the methane lifetime. This is consistent with independent estimates of a
decrease in atmospheric oxidation rates inferred from
chemistry models.
Plants emit a range of volatile organic carbon (VOCs)
compounds, which include hydrocarbons, alcohols,
carbonyls, fatty acids, and esters, together with organic
sulphur compounds, halo carbons, nitric oxide (NO), CO,
and organic particles. Estimates of anthropogenic emis sions for 1990 are shown in Fig. 2.4. According to current estimates plants emit up to 1200 Tg C yr- I as VOCs
(Guenther et al. 1995). The amount of carbon released
from the biosphere this way may be up to 30% of net
ecosystem productivity (NEP), i.e, the annual accumulation of carbon in an ecosystem before taking account
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Fig. 2.4. Anthropogenic yearly non -methane VOC emissions in 1990 from the EDGAR (Emission Database for Global Atmospheric
Research) database (Olivier et a1. 1996)

of ecosystem disturbance (e.g. Valentini et al. 1997; ane and other organics in the atmosphere, which themKesselmeier et al. 1998; Crutzen et al. 1999). Neglect of selves are predominantly biogenic compounds. Because
VOC and CO terrestrial emissions may cause signifi - CO is the end product in the methane oxidation chain
cant errors in estimates of NEP and changes in carbon the two budgets are closely linked; in addition, CO also
storage for some ecosystems.
originates from the breakdown of VOCs. The concenWhile the oceans are supersaturated with CO and trations of CO are temporally and spatially highly varisurface production of VOCs is widespread, the ocean- able due to the short lifetime of CO and the nature of its
atmosphere fluxes are small, but less well studied, com- discontinuous land based sources. Estimates of anthropared with terrestrial emission estimates. VOCs show a pogenic CO emissions for 1990 are shown in Fig. 2.5.
wide range of reactivities in the troposphere, with lifetimes ranging from minutes (e.g. ~-caryophyllene) to
two weeks (e.g, methanol) (Atkinson and Arey 1998). 2.2.2 The Nitrogen Family of Gases:
Many are emitted at very low rates, and in some cases
Ammonia (NH3), N20, and NO
are offset by plant uptake, thus having a negligibleimpact
on atmospheric chemistry; others impact ozone produc- Despite its importance for particle formation and clition (see Chap. 3), aerosol production (see Chap. 4), and mate, relatively little effort has been spent on unthe global CO budget.
derstanding the sources and removal processes of NH3 •
Primary pollutants emitted main ly as a result of hu- Most work on atmospheric ammonia has been perman activity include hydrocarbons, CO, and nitrogen formed with respect to eutrophication and acidification
oxides. About half the terrestrial surface emissions of close to the terrestrial sources; large scale transport and
CO are due to direct emis sions from vegetation and chemistry of NH3 and ammonium (NHt) have received
biomass burning. In addition about 45%of the total CO much less attention, especially over remote marine resource to the atmosphere is due to oxidation of meth- gions. The global source strength of ammonia is about
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Fi9. 2.5. Anthropogenic annual CO emissions in 1990 from the EDGAR database (Olivier et aJ.1996)

55Tg N yr- I , which is of similar magnitude to global
NOx-N emission (Bouwman et al. 1997).
The most recent estimate for global NH3 emissions
(Bouwman et al. 1997) from animals relied on constant
emission factors and amounted to 21.7 Tg N yr", which is
of similar magnitude as fossil fuel related global NOx-N
emissions. The second most important emission category is N-containing synthetic fertiliser. Again, huge
differences in agricultural practice and environmental
conditions cause a large variation of emissions factors.
Overall global emission of ammonia derived from nitrogen fertiliser was estimated to be 9 Tg yr- I , which is
10% of the amount applied. Interestingly, ammonia
losses from application of urea fertiliser to rice paddies
seem to contribute strongly to this. Other anthropogenic
sources, such as biomass burning, cropland, and humans
additionally emit about 10 Tg yr'". Natural sources, such
as soils, vegetation, and oceans, emit about 10-20 Tg yr-I
(Bouwman et al.1997;Schlesinger and Hartley iccz) and
are highly uncertain.
Nitrous oxide is an important greenhouse gas with a
lifetime of about 120years. The largest production process for N2 0 is "leakage" during microbial nitrification

and dentrification processes in soil and aquatic systems.
Significant emissions also occur from decomposition of
animal waste, oxidation of ammonia (NH 3) , and biomass
burning. Biogenic sources of N2 0 have increased with
expansion of food production systems, intensification
of agriculture, and anthropogenic modification of the
global nitrogen cycle.
The concentration ofN 20 has increased from about
270 nmol mol! in pre-industrial times (Kroeze et al.
1999) to 314nmol mol:" today (CMDL 2001). There is
some evidence for small variations in growth rates in
the early 1990S, but during the period of precise in situ
measurements growth rates have remained near constant at around 0.8 nmol mol" yr- I in both hemispheres
(CMDL 2001). The global N2 0 flux from the ocean to
the atmosphere has been calculated based on more than
60000 field measurements of the partial pressure of
N2 0 in surface water (Fig. 2.6).These data were extrapolated globally and coupled with air-sea gas transfer coefficients estimated on a daily basis (Nevison et al.1995).
A global ocean source of about 4 (1.2-6.8) Tg N yr'" was
determined and latitudinal bands of varying emission
were delimited.
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Extrapolated Annua l Compos ite

Fig. 2.6.
Annual composite surface
.1p(N 20) (10- 9 atmospheres)
(Nevison et al. 1995)
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Quantifying the wide range of N20 sources has
proved difficult and upper and lower bound estimates
for specific source types can differ by a factor of ten
(Ehhalt et al. 2001). However, progress has been made
in balancing the source-sink budget and its recent evolution has been reviewed by Kroeze et al. (1999).
The radiative forcing of climate due to increases in
CH4 (see above) and N20 during the industrial era is
about 25% of the total due to all well mixed greenhouse
gases (Ramaswamy et al. 2001). In addition both gases
playa significant role in atmospheric chemistry. Increases in CH4 tend to decrease atmospheric oxidation
rates (e.g, Thompson and Cicerone 1986), but increase
03 and stratospheric H20 levels. The result of these indirect effects is to amplify the radiative forcing due to CH4
emissions by around 70%. Changes in concentrations of
N20 over time have tended to decrease stratospheric 03
(Crutzen 1979) but this effect is small (see Chap. 3).
Nitric oxide has a short lifetime (approximately one
day) in the atmosphere and takes part there in a complex cycle of reactions with CO and hydrocarbons to
form tropospheric ozone. Total emissions, both natural
and anthropogenic, range from 37 to 59 Tg N yr- 1
(Graedel and Crutzen 1993). Estimates in the 1980s of
global annual emissions of NO from soils, its largest
natural source, were ca. 8 Tg N yr- 1; these have been revised using an extended data set and are now estimated
to be as large as 21Tg NO-N yr- 1 with an error term of

at least ±4 and perhaps as large as ±10 Tg N yr- 1 (see
Sect. 2.7.1.3). The available data confirm that the soil
source of NO is similar in magnitude to fossil fuel emis sions of NOx (Davidson and Kingerlee 1997;Skiba et al.
1997). Minor sources include lightning, transport from
the stratosphere, biomass burning, and aircraft emissions.

2.2.3 The Sulphur Family:
Dimethylsulphide and Carbonyl Sulphide

Sulphur containing gases are major participants in gas
to particle conversion (see Chap. 4). Anthropogenic sulphur emissions from fossil fuel oxidised to sulphate
particles can act, in addition to sea salt particles, as condensation nuclei for marine clouds (see Chap. 4). Natural biological emissions of sulphur are predominantly
marine in origin, with minor emissions from volcanoes.
Dimethylsulphide (DMS), which is produced by microbial processes in the ocean, is emitted at the rate of
15-30 Tg S yr- 1 (Bates et aI.1992). A recent global inventory of DMS emissions to the atmosphere has been created using the data from more than 16000 observations
of surface ocean DMS concentrations (Kettle et a1.1999)
(Fig. 2.7). The estimates of DMS emitted from the ocean
to the atmosphere are constrained largely due to the
increased number of field observations and mass bal-
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Fig. 2.7.
Smoothed field of January
mean DMS sea surface concentration (10-9 mol I"). The original field was smoothed with an
n -point unwe ighted filter to
remove discontinuities between biogeochemical provinces (Kettle et al. 1999)
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ance of the sulphur budget in the marine boundary layer
(Chen et al. 1999; Davis et aI.1999) .
Carbonyl sulphide (COS) in the atmosphere originates predominantly from the outgassing of the upper
ocean (30%), atmospheric oxidation of carbon disulphide (unknown), and biomass burning (20%), with a
total emission of about 1Tg S yr" (Andreae and Crutzen
1997; Chin and Davis 1993). With the longest tropospheric lifetime of all atmospheric sulphur compounds,
COS can reach the stratosphere where it is oxidised to
sulphate particles, which may impact the radiation
budget of Earth's surface (Crutzen 1976) and influence
the stratospheric ozone cycle.

2.3

A Paleoclimatic Perspective on CH 4 and DMS

Information on past concentrations of several trace gases
is preserved in air bubbles trapped when snow is pro gressively buried and compacted to form ice in areas of
Greenland and the Antarctic where temperatures are
cold enough to prevent surface melting. The archived
air preserved in this way has provided reliable estimates
of changes in atmospheric CH 4 and N 20 for up to
400000 years in the past.
Methane concentration changes are now well de picted in both hemispheres and vary from about
350 nmol mol"! for glacial to about 700 nmol mol? for

interglacial climatic conditions (Stauffer et al. 1988;
Raynaud et al. 1988; Chappellaz et al. 1990). Significant
rapid CH4 changes are associated with nearly all abrupt
climatic changes that affected the northern hemisphere
over the last ice age (Chappellaz et al. 1990, 1993;Brook
et al. 1996), indicating a very tight response of the natural CH4 cycle to climate fluctuations.
The Holocene record (U500 B.P . to present) provides
the natural atmospheric CH4 variability in relatively stable climatic conditions (BIunier et al.1995; Chappellaz et al.
1997).The early Holocene (11500-9000 B.P.) is a period
of relatively high concentrations (720 nmol mol:'), with
a lower mean value (570 nmol mol ") centred around
5000 B.P. and marked drops of 200-year duration around
11300,9700, and 8200 B.P. The mean inter-hemispheric
difference of concentrations, which is mainly a function
of the latitudinal distribution of sources and sinks, has
been found to be 45 ±3 nmol mol'", i.e, markedly lower
than the present-day difference of ca. 140 nmol mol?
(Dlugokencky et al. 1994).
A high precision record for CH 4 in the Antarctic
(Etheridge et al. 1998), shows mixing ratios increasing
from about 670 nmol mol"i 000 yr ago with an anthropogenic increase evident from the second half of the
18th century. Similar information is available from
Greenland ice (BIunier et al. 1993). Over the pre-industrial period, natural variability is about 70 nmol mol"!
around the mean level.
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For the last 50 years both concentration and isotopic
data (BC/ 12C and 14C/12C) for CH4 are now becoming
available from analyses of firn air samples (e.g. Francey
et al.1999).The concentration data indicate a pause in the
increase of anthropogenic emissions during the period
1920-1945, probabl y due to a stabilisation of fossil fuel
emissions at that time, whilethe isotopic data have placed
constraints on the relative role of natural and anthropogenic sources and sinks in the 1978 to 1995 period.
Paleo data from ice core studies have had a strong
impact on our understanding of the global CH4 cycle,
in particular the latitudinal distribution of wetland
emissions . Changes in monsoon patterns (Chappellaz
et al. 1990) and the distribution of northern mid- and
highlatitude wetlands (Chappellaz et a1.1993) have been
considered. More recently Brook et al. (1996) favoured
a boreal control on the CH4 global budget. Changes in
methane removal rates must also be taken into account,
and model calculations (Thompson 1992; Thompson
et a1.1993; Crutzen and Briih11993; Martinerie et a1.1995)
generally, though not unanimously, suggest that hydroxyl radical (OH) concentrations were higher in glacial conditions than today. The consequent increased
removal rate explains at most 30% ~f the reduction in
concentration, implying that the larger effect is that due
to lowered emissions .
Ice core data do not support a sudden release to the
atmosphere of large amounts of CH4 from clathrate (hydrate) decomposition at the last deglaciation (Thorpe
et al. 1996), as proposed by several authors (e.g, Paull
et al. 1991; Nisbet 1992).However,more gradual release
of CH4 from clathrates cannot be discounted as a potentially significant factor and there is some isotopic evidence for clathrate methane releases synchronous with
reorganisation of ocean circulation (Kennett et al. 2000).
Global DMSemissions may be modulated by climatic
conditions. Could global warming trigger a change of
marine biogenic activity and consequently of DMSemissions? Human-induced atmospheric changes could also
disturb the oxidation processes of DMS and modify the
branching ratio between methanesulphonic acid (MSA)
and non-sea salt (nss) S04 formation. Ice core studies
may help to elucidate these questions, provided that
DMS or at least a DMS-related compound is recorded
in polar ice. In this regard, MSAhas been considered as
the most promising parameter to determine in polar
ice cores. Over the last decade, a few firn and ice cores
have been analysed in detail for MSA and nssS0 4,in the
hope of finding a correlation between concentrations in
ice and climate fluctuations on various time scales.Some
interesting results have been obtained, but glaciological
phenomena have been pointed out recently that obscure
the interpretation of the data.
At Antarctic locations where accumulation is relativelyhigh (>20 g em:" yr- 1),MSAconcentration records
seem to be reliable and decadal variations can be seen

in shallow firn cores. In the Weddell Sea area, Pasteur
et al. (1995) found from an ice core covering the last three
centuries that MSA marine production increases at
warmer temperatures, in relation probably to the
amount of broken sea ice where phytoplankton can develop favourably.MSAconcentration in coastal Antarctic snow seems to be linked with sea-ice extent (Welch
et al. 1993). On the other hand, the validity of MSA ice
records is questionable inland. A marked decreasing
trend of MSA concentration was found in upper firn
layers (the first 6 m) at Vostok (Wagnon et al. 1999). It is
suggested that MSA scavenged in the snow crystals is
progressively released from the solid phase by snow
metamorphism. Part of the initially deposited MSA
probably escapes back to the atmosphere. The profile
obtained at Dome F (Dome-F Ice Core Research Group
1998) shows very low MSA concentrations between
about 30 and 70 m depth, thereafter a rise from about
70 m up to 110 m. The effect can be attributed tentatively
to the trapping of interstitial gaseous MSA in the air
bubbles at the firn-ice transition (pore close-off). These
observations, corroborated by MSA measurements at
Byrd Station (West Antarctica) (Langway et al. 1994),
lead to the conclusion that MSA concentration depth
profiles from central Antarctica are most probably
strongly affected by post-deposition phenomena. Sulphate records are not perturbed.
At Amundsen Scott Station (the South Pole), some
decreasing trend of MSA concentrations with depth is
observable in the firn layers, but it is less steep than at
Vostok, probably related to the higher snow accumulation rate. Interestingly, Legrand and Feniet-Saigne (1991)
detected marked spikes of MSA concentration in the
upper 12m of firn (i.e. over the last 60 years) at this site.
These were attributed to the impa ct of EI Nino events
on the production rate of MSAin the sub-Antarctic marine areas or on its transport to inner Antarctica. The
changes are superimposed on the general decreasing
trend of MSA profiles found in the upper firn layers.
MSA records in Greenland firn cores over the last
200 years, on the other hand, show a rise starting from
surface layers and lasting several decades (Whung et al.
1994; Legrand et al. 1997). This surprising trend, opposite to what is found at the South Pole, could be attributed to a change in DMS marine productivity during
this period or to the marked increase of atmospheric
acidity caused by anthropogenic sulphur emissions. In
the latter case,the amount of MSAremaining in the snow
could depend on the pH of the atmosphere or of the
snow.
Long-term changes in DMS-derived compounds can
be seen in both Antarctica and Greenland records. The
covariance of MSAand nssso, concentrations observed
in the Vostok core suggests that both compounds are
mainly derived from marine DMS emissions. MSA and
nssS0 4 concentrations are both higher in glacial condi-
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tions, with higher values of the ratio MSAI nssS0 4 found
for ice ages. An increase of marine biogenic productivity has been put forward to explain this observation
(Legrand et al. 1988, 1991, 1992), but the glaciological artefacts reported above for MSA records in central Antarctic firn layers cast some doubt on the proposition.
Clearly more work has to be done on the understanding of chemical composition changes of ice on the scale
of several glaciations, all the more since Greenland data
are contradictory to Antarcticobservations.In the Renland
ice core (East Greenland), MSA concentration and the
MSAI nssS0 4 ratio are markedly lower for cold than for
warm climatic stages (Hansson and Saltzman 1993). For
the two deep cores recovered at Summ it (GRIP and
GISP 2), conclusions are similar (Saltzman et al. 1997;
Legrand et al.1997). These observations suggest that, for
the sulphur cycle, the cases of the northern and the
southern hemispheres have to be discussed differently.
In particular, the interaction of the primary aerosol
(continental dust, sea salt) with acid sulphur compounds
has to be investigated.

the stratosphere its role in removing biologically damaging UV radiation has received considerable attention.
In the troposphere this gas is associated with negative
impacts to human health and plant physiology and it
can have significant negative impacts on plant productivity in polluted regions. Ozone damage occurs in most
crop plants at concentrations of 0.05 to 0.3 umol mol" ,
with some more sensitive plants being affected at
0.01 umol mol'". Ozone directly affects the photosynthetic processes, which results in decreases in plant yield
(Tingey and Taylor 1982). As 03 has a short lifetime and
is produced and consumed in the atmosphere, its concentration is highly variable both spatially and temporally. This makes accurate estimates of the total atmospheric burden difficult and estimates of global scale
trends even more so. Surface 03 measurements from
background stations have shown both positive and negative trends of less than or about 1%yr- I (e.g.Oltmans
et al. 1998; Logan 1999). This complex picture may reflect real re-distribution of 03 abundance due to changes
in the emissions of precursors.

2.4

2.5

Atmospheric Compounds as Nutrients or Toxins

Deposition of atmospheric trace compounds can act
as a significant source of nutrients or toxic substances
to ecosystems, and their effects on these systems may
in turn affect other trace atmospheric constituents.
An example is natural fertilisation of the oceans by
dust deposition, which leads to increased biological
productivity, hence increased uptake of atmospheric
CO2 and release of DMS. The effect of dust deposition on community structure in certain marine systems
is currently a key research topic among oceanographers.
Natural biogenic aerosol particles emitted by plants
play an important role in nutrient cycling in tropical
ecosystems. Many tropical systems are limited by nitrogen and phosphorus and depend on atmospheric input
of certain mineral nutrients to maintain productivity
(Vitousek and Sanford 1986). Work conducted in the
Okavango Delta in southern Africa showed that in channel fringes water is the dominant source of nutrients
but that in backswamps aerosols may provide as much
as 50% of the phosphorus requirement of the ecosystem (Garstang et al. 1998).Sulphur emissions have been
studied since the 1970S when their role in acid rain and
forest die-back became key environmental issues (see,
e.g. reviews by Sehmel 1980; Hosker and Lindenberg
1982; Voldner et al. 1986). Other acids (e.g. nitric acid)
or anhydrides (e.g. sulphur dioxide) can also be deposited in gaseous form.
Ozone is a significant greenhouse gas and in addition plays a major role in the atmospheric chemistry of
both the troposphere and stratosphere (see Chap. 3). In

Approaches for Studying Exchange

Abasic organising principle for understanding the fluxes
of trace gases to and from the atmosphere is that of a
source-sink budget. For each compound, there is a mass
balance between the fluxes into the atmosphere
(sources), removals from the atmosphere (sinks),including chemical conversions and changes in the atmospheric burden. Budgets provide the conceptual framework for bringing together a process-based understanding of surface exchange fluxes and atmospheric chemistry through demonstration of balanced source-sink
budgets.
Exchanges of biogenic trace gases and particles between surfaces and the atmosphere are typically driven
by the production and consumption of gases by plant,
microbial, and chemical processes, and influenced by
physical transport through soils, sediments, water, or
across gas-liquid boundaries.
For many chemical compounds, demonstrating a
balanced budget based on process models of these fluxes
remains a goal rather than a reality. However, substantial progress has been made in the last decade through
collaborations between a number of disciplines, including atmospheric chemistry, ecology, biogeochemistry,
geochemistry, microbiology, soil science, meteorology,
hydrology, and oceanography. One of the hallmarks and
great successes of IGAC research has been the integration of knowledge from such relevant disciplines toward
the understanding of trace gas sources and sinks .
Understanding the source-sink budget for a trace gas
involves establishing and validating process models
across a range of scales. Most terrestrial process stud-
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ies of trace gas fluxes are carried out at small spatial Wahlen et a1.1989; Manning et a1.1990; Quayet a1.1999) .
scales, e.g, of the order of 1m, in order to control the Isotopic studies in marine regions are currently used in
relevant environmental factors. Validation at this scale the parameterisation of air-sea exchange. Methodologitypically uses flux measurements derived from cham- cal difficulties still prevent this approach from fully exber studies. However, process models are also increas- tending into marine process studies.
Process models, both diagnostic and prognostic, reingly used as extrapolation tools to derive landscape,
regional, and even global scale flux estimates. Most mod- quire large data sets for initialisation and validation.
els can account for short term changes (minutes to Compilation of trace gas emission inventories has been
hours) of some compounds but are limited in their abil- carried out by the Global Emissions Inventory Activity
ity to predict longer term (days to years) variations (Ot- (GEIA) (http ;llweather.engin.umich.edulgeia). This
component of IGAC was created in 1990to develop and
ter et al. 1999).
This up-scaling provides flux inventories that are rel- distribute scientifically sound and policy-relevant inevant for environmental management, but requires es- ventories of gases and aerosols emitted into the atmo timation of the key inputs to the process model such as sphere from natural and anthropogenic sources. Most
marine plankton speciation, soil or vegetation type, land GEIA inventories currently available are for emissions
cover and management, and climatic, radiation, hydro- from anthropogenic sources. Current inventories for
logical, and marine parameters. Validation of these natural sources include emissions of N20 , NO x ' VOCs,
scaled-up inventories requires measurement of average and organic halogens. Inventories are in progress for
fluxes at the corresponding scale. These may be deter- natural sources of methane, reduced sulphur commined by direct flux measurements near the surface, pounds, and some source -specific emissions such as
e.g. using eddy-covariance or relaxed eddy accumulation biomass burning. There is still uncertainty, however,
techniques, inferred from vertical gradients in the atmo- associated with all global emission inventories . The exspheric boundary layer,or derived from regional or glo- trapolation of space- and time-limited observations to
bal scale transport models used in an inverse mode to regional and global scales invites many venues for ercalculate the flux distribution that reproduces observed ror. For example, coastal regions typically have higher
concentration distributions. Coupled land-ocean-atmo- concentrations than open ocean regions but the patterns
sphere models are only available for CO2 and H20 with are very local; in addition, marine measurements are
little attention being paid to other chemical compounds more biased towards spring and summer than terresof biogenic origin. A few modelling studies have in- trial measurements but annual scaling frequently takes
cluded the effects of anthropogenic sulphur (Erickson place.
et al. 1995; Meehl et al. 1996; Haywood et al. 1997) for
example, on climate and plant growth, but much more
research is required to include a very detailed treatment 2.6 Terrestrial Highlights
of sulphur and other aerosol dynamics in on-line climate
simulations. Few global climate models have examined 2.6.1 Exchange of Trace Gases and Aerosols from
the climate response of DMSemissions from the oceans
Terrestrial Ecosystems
or variability thereof (Bopp et al. 2000). Similar modelling work is required for the emissions of many other A Dahlem workshop was held in 1989 where the delcompounds as well as for deposition to the surface.
egates focussed on research needs in the area of exAdditional validation of budgets or constraints on change of trace gases between terrestrial ecosystems and
individual source and sink terms can be derived from the atmosphere (Andreae and Schimel 1989). They
dual-tracer studies. For example co-variation of 222Rn focussed on five priority areas for research:
and CH4 or NzO concentrations has been used to determine regional scale terrestrial fluxes of the latter where • To determine what processes are involved in producthe corresponding 222Rn fluxesare better known (Wilson
tion of CH4,N20 , and NOin different ecosystems,and
et al. 1997; Schmidt et al. 1996). A special case of dualif they are constant or change with time , and why
tracer studies is the use of isotope ratio measurements
different ecosystems have evolved different producin trace gases. Where different source types emit a trace
tion pathways.
gas with different isotopic ratios, measurement of those • To describe characteristics of soils that influence the
ratios in the atmosphere provides a means of separating
area and depth distributions of production-conthe influence of each source. Typicalexamples of this are
sumption reactions modulating trace gas emissions .
the use of the BC fraction in methane to place constraints • To develop mechanistic models that include microon the biogenic source fraction (e.g , Sugawaraet al.1996;
biological and physical-chemical processes applicaConny and Curie 1996; Hein et al.1997; Bergamaschi et al.
ble at the scale of trace gas exchange experiments
1998; Lassey et al. 2000) and the 14C fraction to place
and to test these models with field and laboratory
constraints on the fossil fuel source (e.g. Loweet a1.1988;
experiments.
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• To develop ecosystem scale models for biogenic trace
gas fluxes.
• To assess what quantitative changes in CH4, N20, and
NO fluxes can be expected in response to physical
and chemical climate changes.
A large number of studies has been conducted in the
last ten years attempting to address these questions.
Substantial progress has been made in both expanding
the databases by conducting more measurements, and
improving markedly the level of sophistication with
which these measurements have been carried out (see
Chap. 5), together with the way they are linked to auxiliary data, e.g. isotopic data. Not only do we now have
better databases but we also understand better the
mechanistic processes and controlling factors regulating the fluxes. This has enabled adequate models to
be formulated, although many of them are very limited
in their applicability (see Chap. 6). A significant part of
the effort has come via the TRAGNETtrace gas network,
developed in the US with strong European participation, and the BATGE trace gas exchange programme
centred on the Tropics. The following section summarises the progress made in the last decade in the quantification of the terrestrial sources and sinks of meth ane,volatile organic carbon compounds, and nitrous and
nitric oxides, and advances in the understanding of the
processes controlling their fluxes. Additional sections
follow on biomass burning and wet deposition in the
Tropics.

2.7

Background: Emissions and Deposition

Biogenic emissions from and deposition to vegetation
and soils occur in a more or less continuous way over
the year with the magnitude of the exchange controlled
by a complex interaction of biotic and abiotic factors.
On the other hand, biomass burning releases large
amounts of emissions in pulses varying in frequency
depending on the geographic location, the biome, and
the management. The natural biogenic aerosol comprises many different types of particles, including pollen, spores, bacteria, algae, protozoa, fungi, fragments
of leaves and insects , and excrement. The mechanisms
of particle emission are still not well understood, but
probably include mechanical abrasion by wind, biological activity of microorganisms on plant surfaces and
forest litter, and plant physiological processes such as
transpiration and guttation. Vegetation has long been
recognised as an important source of both primary and
secondary aerosol particles. Forest vegetation is the
principal global source of atmospheric organic particles (Cachier et al. 1985) and tropical forests make a
major contribution to airborne particle concentrations
(Andreae and Crutzen 1997). However, only a few stud-
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ies of natural biogenic aerosols from vegetation in tropical rain forests have been undertaken (Artaxo et al. 1988,
1990,1994; Echalar et al. 1998).
Gaseous or particulate matter may be removed from
the atmosphere and transferred to Earth's surface by
various mechanisms, known under the generic terms
of "dry deposition" and "wet deposition". Research findings related to the latter in tropical systems are ad dressed specifically in Sect. 2.7.3. Dry deposition is the
removal of particles or gases from the atmosphere
through the delivery of mass to the surface by non-precipitation atmospheric processes and the subsequent
chemical reaction with, or physical attachment to, vegetation, soil, or the built environment (Dolske and Gatz
1985). Dry deposition is best described by the surface flux,
F, corresponding to an amount of matter cross ing a unit
surface area per unit time. In most modelling work, another quantity, called deposition velocity, vd = FIe (flux
divided by concentration), is preferred for practical
numerical reasons, because its time variations are
smoother. Deposition velocities are also easier to parameterise and most data on dry deposition are actually
expressed as deposition velocities, usually in em S-I. A
powerful parameterisation of dry deposition is the resistance analogy (Chamberlain and Chadwick 1953),
where the difference between concentrations in the air
and at the surface (Cs ) is equal to the product of the flux
and a resistance R, an empirical quantity to be parameterised. Through parameterisation of resistances,
deposition velocities are readily derived. Further, this
scheme may be extended and adapted to the degree of
complexity of the surface, e.g. as in the case of a forest
canopy, by using a greater number of resistances, in series or in parallel, according to the rules of an electric
circuit. The most powerful mechanism by which deposition occurs over a canopy is penetration into plant tissues through the stomata.
Although most pollutants undergo deposition only
(downward flux) , some of them show bidirectional
fluxes. An illustration of such behaviour is the case of
nitrogen oxides NO and N0 2, as shown by Delany et al.
(1986) and Wesely et al. (1989). Nitric oxide is emitted
by soils (Williams et al. 1992; Wildt et al. 1997). Once
emitted, it can readily be oxidised to nitrogen dioxide,
with a resulting upward flux of the latter. If the concentration of nitrogen dioxide is high, as in the case of polluted air, its flux can be directed downwards.
Contrary to nitrogen oxides, ozone undergoes deposition only,since there is no known process which could
produce ozone at the surface . The deposition velocity
of ozone depends mostly on the nature of the surface. If
vegetation is present, ozone is deposited ("taken up"
would be a more appropriate term) by penetration into
plant tissues through the stomatal cavities present on
leaves. This process is likely to cause damage, and, in
extreme cases, decreases in crop yields. Ozone uptake
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by vegetation has been put forward to explain ozone
downward fluxes by Rich et al. (1970), and Turner et al.
(1974),and subsequently by many other authors. Another
ozone deposition mechanism occurs on bare soils, where
ozone molecules are destroyed by a process similar to
wall reactions observed in the laboratory, e.g, in a glass
vessel. On mixed surfaces, both processes occur. Dry
deposition of ozone has been extensively studied over
the last forty years (Regener 1957; Galbally 1971; Galbally
and Roy 1980; Wesely et al. 1978,1982;Delany et al. 1986;
Guesten and Heinrich 1996; Labatut 1997;Cieslik 1998).
Resistance analysis has been applied to the interpretation of ozone flux observations (Massman 1993;Padro
1996; Cieslik and Labatut 1996, 1997;Sun and Massman
1999), in particular to discriminate between the relative
contributions of stomatal uptake and direct deposition
on soil to the overall process. Most authors used an approach in which stomatal resistance for ozone uptake
was deduced from stomatal resistance for evaporation,
since both processes depend on stomatal aperture. Combining direct ozone deposition measurements and the
inferred ozone stomatal resistance, its partial resistance
for deposition on the soil was deduced as a residual.
The diurnal pattern of ozone deposition is governed by
both turbulence and physiological activity of the vegetation. At night, ozone deposition is close to zero. It increases during the morning hours, both because air turbulence increases, bringing more molecules into contact
with the surface, and because stomata are open for transpiration and carbon assimilation. The noon maximum
value of deposition velocity ranges between 0.2 and
0.8 em S-I, depending on the intensity of turbulence and
on the state of vegetation: the more active the vegetation,
the more ozone is taken up. The daily variation in ozone
deposition generally follows the pattern of the surface heat
flux. For example, rapid deposition of ozone was observed
in the lowest layers of a tropical forest canopy in Brazil,
with an average flux of -5.6 ±2.5 x lOll molecules cm-z S-I .
This co-occurred with a large NO flux of 5.2 ±I.7 x 10 10
molecules cm-z S-I, which was about three times larger
than the flux of NzO . The rapid destruction of 03 in the
forest environment was also manifested by a pronounced
ozone deficit in the atmospheric boundary layer. Rapid
removal by the forest clearly plays a role in the regional
ozone balance, and, potentially, in the global ozone balance . The location of strong NO sources and sinks in the
humid Tropics makes these ecosystems pivotal in the
chemistry of the atmosphere (Kaplan et al. 1988).

2.7.1

Production and Consumption of CH4

The state of understanding of the CH4 budget in 1990
was well summarised by Fung et al. (1991) who showed
that the observed seasonal cycles at sites remote from
sources could be reproduced using estimates of sources

and removal rates consistent with the literature at that
time. However, large uncertainties in individual components of the budget were evident and the atmospheric
global observation network did not provide sufficiently
strong constraints to reduce these uncertainties.
Since 1990 considerable progress has been made,
particularly through studies of CH 4 emissions from
wetlands and rice paddies, but also through improved
estimates of oxidation rates, better data on animal and
landfill emissions, and extension of the observational
network. One significant outcome of these studies has
been to decrease estimates of rice emissions and increase estimates of natural wetland emissions. At the
regional scale there has been a reduction in the uncertainty of some type of emissions, e.g. from ruminant
animals, with some studies being prompted by requirements to report national greenhouse gas emission inventories under the United Nations Framework Convention for Climate Change (UNFCCC).
Early successes of IGAC included a systematic characterisation of CH 4 fluxes from wetlands obtained from
field programs in the ABLE, BOREAS, and related projects.
This area has received considerable attention by many
groups during the last decade; although a comprehensive literature review is beyond the scope of this chapter,
a partial summary follows. A summary of parallel studies of CH 4 from rice paddies is given separately (see
Box 2.1). Dependencies of CH4 production rates in wetlands
and closely related systems on water table depth, temperature, and precipitation, were examined and used to
develop regression-based explanatorymodels (e.g. Wahlen
and Reeburgh 1992;Roulet et al. 1993;Frolking and Crill
1994). Consumption by methanotrophic communities,
which may intercept a substantial fraction of below
ground production, was also quantified in a variety of
situations and related to environmental variables (e.g.
Wahlen et al.1992;Koschorreck and Conrad 1993;Bender
and Conrad 1994).
As the available data grew, the value of organising them
in terms of latitudinal transects and of using consistent
methodologies and reporting formats was recognised. The
US Trace Gas network (TRAGNET), a component of the
IGACBATREX project, was established to meet this need
(Ojima et al. 2000) and has created a database of flux
measurements covering 29 sites ranging largely, but not
exclusively, from 100 N to 680 N on the American continent (see http://www.nrel.colostate.edu/projects/tragnet/).
These flux data along with site and climate characteristics are stimulating the development and validation of
more sophisticated models. Recent wetland CH4 models have improved their ability to simulate observations
by explicit treatment of net primary productivity as an
underlying driver of production (Cao et al. 1996;Walter
and Heimann 2000) . More sophisticated models of soil
oxidation processes have also been developed (Del
Grosso et al. 2000) and comparison of models across a
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Box 2.1. Case study: Methane emissions from rice
IGAC researchers have been very act ive in studying methane
emissions from r ice paddies and considering mit igation opt ions
(RICE Activi ty). This is particularly relevan t given project ions
that rice production will incre ase from 520 mill ion t today up
to 1 billion t dur ing this century. Rice agriculture is subdividable into dryland, rainfed, deepwater, and wet-paddy production. The latter three categories have land cont inuously under
water at some time of the year, creat ing anoxic conditions. They
comprise some 50% of the rice crop area and contribute 70%
of total rice production (Minami and Neue 1994).
Emiss ions from rice fields are influenced by many factors , of
which the most important are water management, the amount
of decomposable organ ic matter (e.g , rice straw) incorporated
into the soil, and the cult ivar of rice grown (Neue 1997). Other
factors such as temperature, soil redox potential, soil pH, and
the type and amount of mineral fert iliser appl ied also affect
the em ission, which reflects a net balance between gross pro duction and microbial oxidation in the rhizosphere.
Substantial CH. em issions occur on ly during those parts of
the cult ivation period when rice paddies are flooded, although
a delay of typically two weeks occurs after flooding. The ma in
control of CH. produc tion is the availability of degradable or ganic substrates (Yao and Con rad 1999). Readi ly mineralisable
carbon, e.g, in rice straw or green man ure, produces more CH.
per unit carbon than humified substrates like compost (Van
der Gon and Neue 1995). Higher soil temperature also speeds
up the initiation of CH. formation but not necessarily the total
emitted over a growing season.
Earlier estimates that up to 80-90% of the CH. produced in
a paddy field is oxid ised (e.g, Sass and Fisher 1995) may be too
high. The use of a novel gaseous inhibitor, difluoromethane,
which is specific for CH. oxidising bacteria in rice fields and
which does no t affect the CH 4-producing bacteria, showed that
CH. oxidation was important only during a rather short period
of time at the beg inning of the season, when ca. 40% of the
CH4 produced was oxidised before it cou ld enter the atmosphere. This fraction then decreased rapidly and for most of the
season the CH4 oxidation was on ly of minor importance (Kruger
et al. 2000 ). There is now evidence of a nitrogen lim itation of
the oxidation process (Bodelier et al. 2000 ). There is also evidence of systematic changes during the rice-growing season in
the 6 u C value of emitted CH4 due to changes in production ,
transport, and oxidat ion (Tyler et al. 1994; Bergamaschi 1997).
Th is may have an impac t on the 6 u C signa l of atmospheric CH4 ,
which is relevant for inverse mod elling of methane sources.

range of soil sources (wetland, rice paddy, and landfills)
now suggests an ability to explain variations over orders of magnitude in the net emission result ing from
production and oxidation processes involving both
natural and anthropogenic factors (Bogner et a!' 2000).
As understanding of the CH4 budget has improved,
attention has turned to explaining interannual variability and, in particular, the high growth rates observed in
1991 and 1998, which appear to be associated with
anomalous climatic conditions. A key factor in this respect has been the development of better process models for wetland emissions outlined above. An important
factor in both the contemporary and pre-industrial global CH4 budgets is the relative role of tropical vs, temperate and boreal wetlands . Recent estimates of current
total wetland emissions cover a wide range from about
100 Tg yr- 1 to over 200 Tg yr- 1 (Hein et a!' 1997; Cao
et al. 1996; Houweling et al. 1999; Walter and Matthews

Up to 90% of the CH4 emitted from rice fields passes through
the rice plant. Well-developed intracellular air spaces (aerenchyma )
in leaf blades, leaf sheaths, culm, and roots provide a transport
system for the conduction of CH 4 from the bulk soil into the
atmosphere (Nouchi et al. 1990). Modern cultivars emit generally less per plant than traditional varieties because the improved harvest index often results in less unproductive tiller,
root biomass, and root exudates (Neue 1997). Work in China
(Lin t993) and the US (Huang et al. 1997) has demonstrated a
two-fold difference in emission rates between rice varieties
grown under similar conditions. However, under field conditions , a comparison of cultivars is more complex because farmers adjust planting densities or seed rates to achieve an optimum canopy and tiller density.
Existing model approaches are still crude, with low resolution, but they provide good regional estimates within the range
of observed and extrapolated fluxes. The best estimate of the
global emission of CH 4 from rice fields is likely to be in the
range of 30-70 Tg (Neue 1997). Recently Matthews et al. (2000)
developed a simu lat ion model describing the main processes
involved in CH. emission from flooded rice fields by linking an
exist ing crop simu lation model (CERES-Rice) to a model describing the steady -state concentrations of CH. and oxygen (Oz)
in soils. Experi mental field and laboratory data from five Asian
countries participating in the Inter-regional Research Program
were used to develop, parameterise, and test the model. Field
measurements of CH. emissions were extrapolated to nat ional
levels for various crop ma nagement scenarios using spatial
databases of requ ired inputs on a province-district level. Lack
of geographic information on required inputs at appropriate
scales limits application of this model in determining current,
and predicting future, source strengths.
Promising candidates for mitigation of rice emissions are
changes in water management. organic amendments, fertilisation.cultural practices, and rice cultivars (Neue et aI.1998). However, while present knowledge of processes controlling fluxes allows the development of mitigat ion technologies, information is
still lacking on trade-offs and socio -economic feasibilities. Climate change will tend to extend rice production northwards, especially in Japan and China. Elevated COz concentrations will
enhance the production of rice yields. but also increase carbon
exudation from roots. enhancing CH. emissions. Breed ing of
new rice cultivars will be the most effective strategy for dealing
with this issue (Milich 1999). However, enh anced temperatures
are likely to limit the potential increases.

2000). Inversion methods tend to favour the upper half
of this range and both inverse estimates and processmodel estimates now suggest that tropical emissions
dominate over those at higher latitudes. The best determined biogenic source of CH4, based on the consistency
of different estimates, is that from ruminant animals.
Total emissions from this source are estimated in the
range 80 to 115 Tg yr- 1 (Mosier et al. 1998; Lelieveldet al.
1998). In recent years, several studies have produced a
large amount of data on emission factors per animal or
per unit of production and related these to models of
rumen physiology (e.g. Lassey and Ulyatt 2000). Emissions from rice paddies and biomass burning are covered separately below, and other biogenic sources such
as termites and marine methanogenesis are relatively
minor in significance.
Most CH4 removal occurs through atmospheric oxidation by 0 H; however,consumption by methanotrophic
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bacterial communities in soils is estimated to be responsible for 3 to 6% of total removals. This process is also
important as it is responsible for reducing the net emissions from soils, e.g. those from rice paddies, landfills,
and natural wetlands, through consumption in aerobic
conditions near the surface. Thus, changes in water table can shift the balance between CH4 production and
consumption in soils.
At the outset of the IGAC programme, there were few
data available on the oxidation of atmospheric CH4 in
soils and the total sink was estimated at 30 (range
15-45)Tg CH4 yr- I (Watson et al. 1990). Now tlIere are
many more flux measurements available (including
some from studies lasting more than one year), there is
more information on the impact of land use change,
and the relationships between oxidation rates and
soil parameters have been modelled. Flux values for
different ecosystems show consistent median values of
10-20 Mg CH4 m- 2yr-l , but with skewed (log-normal)
distributions (Smith et al. 2000).A major reason for the
similarities between different ecosystems is that the effect of temperature on oxidation rate is small, as the
organisms responsible are substrate-limited due to
diffusion resistance and low atmospheric concentration. This analysis gives a global sink of 29 Tg CH4 yr- I ,
and a ±wrange from a If.t to 4 times this value (Smith
et al. 2000). Thus, the best estimate is essentially unchanged but the uncertainty is increased. Global estimates from models range from 17-23 Tg CH4 yr- I (Potter et al.1996a)to 38 (range 20-51) Tg CH4 yr' (Ridgwell
et al. 1999).
Changes in land use between natural grassland, pasture or arable land, and forestry can produce a large relative difference in CH4 removal rates in soils (Smith et al.
2000; Del Grosso et al. 2000). Recent data have shown
that methane-oxidising bacteria associated with the
roots of rice are stimulated by fertilisation rather than
inhibited, as had been generally believed; these data will
make a re-evaluation of the link between fertiliser use
and methane emissions necessary. The impact of disturbance on oxidation rate can be long lasting, e.g. it
may take 100years or more to recover (Prieme et al.1997;
Fig. 2.8),but nothing is known about the ecological reasons for this. There is evidence that the microorganisms
principally responsible for CH4 oxidation differ from
those responsible for CH4 oxidation in environments
such as landfill cover soils, wetland hummocks, termite
mounds, and oxidised zones within rice paddy soils,
where much higher gas concentrations are the norm
(Conrad 1996).
Ongoing climate change is expected to increase temperatures and thaw depth in tundra ecosystems, which
will tend to increase methane emissions. On the other
hand, increased evaporation at the surface may create
an oxygenated zone, increasing methanotrophic activity. However, climate models also indicate an increase
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in precipitation for northern latitudes (Vourlitis et al.
1993) suggesting that wet tundra soils will continue to
be waterlogged and that the temperature effect will
dominate.
An indication of the potential for climate feedbacks
on CH4 wetland emissions is given by recent analyses
suggesting that higher CH4 growth rate in the atmosphere during 1998can be explained by temperature and
precipitation effects on wetlands (Dlugokencky et al.
2000;Walterand Matthews 2000). Extrapolation of these
results has suggested that a global mean warming of 1°C
would lead to an increase in wetland emissions of 20 to
40 Tg yr- I (B. Walter, private communication 2000).
Dlugokencky et al. (1998) showed that the overall
decline in CH4 growth rates during the 1990S was
broadly consistent with a constant total emissions and
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removal rate and that CH4 concentrations would stabilise at a level 4% higher than observed in 1996 if this
situation continued. Alternatively, CH4 could be stabilised at 1996 concentrations if the total emissions were
reduced by 4%. However,there is some evidence that removal rates have been increasing during the last decade
(Krol et al. 1998; Karlsdottir and Isaksen 2000) at ca.
0.5% yr'". This would imply that total sources were increasing at about the same rate and is consistent with an
analysis of trends in the l3C tvc ratios in CH4 (Francey
et al. 1999).
Longer term scenarios for CH4 emissions have not
been studied in as much detail as those for CO2 emissions. One perspective is that emissions will generally
follow human population because of the connection to
agriculture, sewage,and landfill. However,recent trends
indicate a decoupling of emissions from population (D.
Etheridge, private communication 2001) and several
authors have noted that anthropogenic CH4 emissions
are generally associated with inadvertent losses of energy for both animals and fossil fuel use. These lead to
an alternative view that abatement of current CH4 emissions may be possible at low or negative cost.

2.7.1.1 Production of Volatile Organic Carbon
Compounds from Vegetation

Plant growth involves the uptake of CO2, H20 , and nutrients and the release of particles, water vapour, 02' and
reduced carbon compounds to the atmosphere. These
reduced carbon compounds are usually described as
VOCsand consist of a range of short chain organic compounds including hydrocarbons, alcohols, carbonyls,
fatty acids, and esters. Recent reviews of biogenic VOC
research have been published in journals of the biological (Sharkey 1996;Lerdau et al.1997; Harley et al. 1999),
chemical (Atkinson and Arey 1998), and atmospheric
(Kesselmeier et al. 1998; Guenther et al. 2000) science
communities as well as in a book (Helas et al. 1997)and
several book chapters (e.g. Fall 1999; Guenther 1999;
Steinbrecher and Ziegler 1997). The achievements of
IGAC and associated research activities during the last
decade on VOCemissions from plants and the currently
identified research gaps are discussed in the following
section.
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of chemical compounds that can be investigated. Enclosure s coupled with environmental control systems
have been used to characterise the environmental and
genetic controls over emissions, while above-canopy flux
measurements provide an integrated measurement of
landscape-level trace gas exchange. Tower-based flux
measurements are particularly useful for investigating
diurnal and seasonal variations without disturbing the
emission source . Aircraft and tethered balloon measurement systems can be used to characterise fluxes over
scales similar to those used in regional models . These
regional measurements are especially useful in tropical
landscapes with high plant species diversity.
The measurement database that can be used to characterise biogenic emission processes and distributions
has been greatly increased by large international field
programs including EXPRESSO, LBA, SAFARI, NARSTOf
SOS, EC-BEMA, EC-BIPHOREP, EC-EUSTACH (see
Appendix A.3).Over a thousand plant species have been
investigated, for at least a few VOCs, by these studies.
Equally important has been the large number of landscapes that have been studied. IGAC-endorsed research
has been particularly important for advancing measurements in tropical regions . A number of these studies
have investigated emissions on multiple scales resulting in measurements that can be used to evaluate biogenic VOC emission model estimates.
Investigations of emission mechanisms, often conducted under controlled laboratory conditions, have also
added to our understanding of biogenic VOCemissions.
These measurements have been used to relate emissions
to both environmental and genetic controls. Although
these measurements have not revealed distinct taxonomic relationships, some patterns have emerged
(Harley et al. 1999; Csiky and Seufert 1999).

2.7.1.3 Newly Identified Compounds

A substantial improvement has been achieved in the last
ten years in the identification and accurate quantification of VOCs emitted by terrestrial ecosystems. The
number of components reported as biogenic VOCemissions has increased from seven (ethylene, isoprene,
a-pinene, {3-pinene, limonene, ~-3-carene, and p-cymene)
to more than 50, belonging to ten different classes. The
list of detected compounds is reported in Table 2.1 together with information on:

2.7.1.2 New Emission Measurements

The advances in measurement techniques described in
Chap. 5 have greatly increased capabilities for investigating biogenic VOC fluxes at multiple spatial and temporal scales. The resulting data have provided a more
complete and accurate picture of biogenic VOC emissions. New analytical methods have extended the range

• hypothesised biological production pathways occurring inside and outside the chloroplast:
• numerical algorithms adopted for describing emission variations;
• relative abundance in vegetation emission; and
• degree of removal by OH and 03 attack under certain atmospheric conditions.
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The increased knowledge of VOC composition can
be attributed to the recent measurement campaigns and
analytical advances described in the previous section .
Some compounds were not previously observed because
of their reactivity with 0 3 during sampling and analysis. The use of suitable 0 3 scrubbers has reduced this
problem for some compounds.
Although impressive, the list reported in Table 2.1
cannot be considered exhaustive of the potential
VOCs that could be released by vegetation because of
the influence that mechanical injuries, pathogen attack,
ozone exposure, and natural decomposition can have
on emissions. Such effects can induce the release of organic compounds that are not normally emitted by the
plant. In addition, some compounds have a limited distribution within the plant kingdom and may be produced by plant species that have not yet been investigated.
2.7.1.3.1

Mechanisms and Pathways Controlling
Production and Emission

At least seven different biogenic VOCproduction-emission categories have been identified : chloroplast, metabolic by-products, decaying and drying vegetation, specialised defence, unspecialised defence, plant growth
hormones, and floral scents. Recent studies have shown
that some compounds can be produced by more than
one pathway (Table z.ij.There have been significant advancements in elucidating the biochemical pathways
responsible for VOC production in chloroplasts. These
include the identification of the enzymes associated with
the synthesis of these VOCs, the chemical precursors,
the production sites, and the demonstration that compounds other than isoprene (e.g. 3-methyl-3-buten-1-01
and a-pinene) are emitted in this manner (Silver and
Fall 1995; Loreto et al. 1996). It has also been observed
that these VOCspenetrate the intercellular space of the
leaf and exit the plant via the stomata; yet emissions
are not directly controlled by stomatal conductance.
Instead, emissions depend on the rate of synthesis in
the plant, which is coupled to the availability of precursors.
Some oxygenated VOCs (e.g. acetone, methanol,
formaldehyde) could be produced as metabolic byproducts and, although there has been little experimental investigation, plausible pathways have been
proposed (Fall 1999). The production pathways associated with the remaining categories (floral scents,
growth hormones, and specialised and unspecialised
defence) have been studied primarily due to their biological importance. The production mechanisms for
VOC emissions associated with these four categories
have been described and are summarised by Guenther
et al. (2000).

2.7 .1.3.2
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Environmental Influences on Emissions

A quantitative description of the environmental factors
controlling biogenic emissions is needed for predicting
regional emissions and how they might change. The
progress made for each individual VOCis shown in Table 2.1. However, since each VOCcan be emitted by more
than one process, it is more convenient to discuss the
environmental controls associated with the seven emission categories mentioned above.
IGAC-relatedresearch has resulted in significant advancements in descriptions of the factors controlling
VOCemission, particularly isoprene, from chloroplasts.
This has included the development of numerical algorithms that accurately describe short-term variations
in emissions (Guenther et al. 1993). A general description of longer-term variations has been developed but
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an improved physiological and biochemical understanding is needed (Schnitzler et al. 1997; Guenther et al.
2000). It is known that the light response of shade leaves
differs considerably from sun leaves and that the temperature that the plant has been exposed to in the past
can influence its temperature dependence. This general
understanding is illustrated by the response curves
shown in Fig. 2.9.
Emission of stored monoterpenes from specialised
defence structures results from the diffusion of compounds through the cell barrier around the resin vessels or ducts. The amount released by this process at a
given temperature is dependent on the nature of the
compound, resistance properties of the cell layers, and
other transport resistances within and outside of the
leaf. As cell resistances and vapour pressure of the compound are temperature dependent, the emission source
strength is strongly dependent on the temperature of
the leaf. Recent advancements have been made in describing how the exponential increase in emissions with
temperature is dependent on VOC compounds and the
resistance properties of the plant.
The environmental controls over metabolic by-products, decaying and drying vegetation, plant hormones,
floral scents, and unspecialised defence have not been
characterised in a manner that is useful for emission
modelling . Some of the primary controlling factors are
known but there are no quantitative algorithms for
simulating emission variations (Fall 1999; Kirstine et al.
1998; Guenther 1999).A significant obstacle to regionalscale extrapolation of these emissions is the need for
datab ases of driving variables, e.g, temperature and irradiance intensity, which are currently unavailable.
2.7.1.3 .3

Production and Loss Mechanisms
in the Plant Canopy

Field experiments carried out within the frame of the
EC-BEMA project (Valentini et al. 1997; Ciccioli et al.
1999)have shown that within-canopy losses are significant for VOCs that have atmospheric lifetimes comparable to the transport time from the canopy to the atmospheric boundary layer (ABL). Compounds with atmospheric lifetimes ranging between one and three
minutes (ranked as -2 in Table 2.1)never reach the ABL
wherea s severe losses (>so%) are observed for compounds characterised by atmospheric lifetimes ranging
between three and ten minutes (ranked as -1 in Table2.1)
(Ciccioli et al. 1999).
In addition to gas-phase reactions, adsorption and
partition processes can also play an important role in
removing emitted components inside the forest canopy.
These effects can be particularly important in the case
of polar compounds (such as alcohols and carboxylic
acids) that are three orders of magnitude more soluble
than isoprenoids in water droplets and stick on parti-

cles and surfaces. They have been invoked to explain
the reduced flux of linalool from pine-oak forests and
orange orchards.
Degradation ofVOCs in the canopy may lead to the
formation of secondary organic aerosols (SOA), as mentioned earlier (see also Chap. 4), or gaseous products
(mainly very volatile carbonyls) that can diffuse in the
ABL. Photochemical degradation ofVOCs has been suspected to be the main source of the huge fluxesof acetaldehyde, formaldehyde, and , partly, acetone from orange
orchards. A substantial contribution to carbonyl fluxes
can also arise from heterogeneous ozonolysis of lipids
covering the leaf surface (Fruekilde et al. 1998),which
can produce acetone, e-methyl-s-hepten-z-one, and
geranyl acetone as a function of the levels of ozone in
air. Mesoscale modelling studies applied to a region
north of Valencia, Spain (Thunis and Cuvelier 2000)
have shown that secondary products formed by withincanopy reactions accounted for more than 70% of the
ozone formed by biogenic emission from orange orchards. The complexity of within-canopy processes occurring in certain ecosystems can only be assessed by
incorporating chemical processes into models describing the transport of VOCs into the ABL. At the present
time, development of such models is made difficult by
the fact that degradation pathways of primary products
formed by photochemical reactions of mono- and
sesquiterpenes are still unknown and it is not clear to
what extent and in which conditions they can possibly
nucleate to form SOA.
2.7.1.3.4

Models of Emissions

The IGAC-GEIA natural VOCproject has compiled and
synthesised the available information on biogenic VOC
emissions and their driving variables into a global model
that has been used to generate inputs for regional and
global chemistry and transport models. The initial effort described by Guenther et al. (199S) provided
monthly emissions of isoprene and three VOC categories (monoterpenes, other reactive VOC, less reactive
VOC)with a spatial resolution of o.s degree of latitudel
longitude.The global distribution of isoprene emissions
predicted by this model for the month of July is illustrated in Fig. 2.10.
The model was constructed using the following information. Emission factors were based on the results
of 20 studies that were primarily located at temperate
forest field sites. Two emission types were utilised: isoprene emissions were estimated using current light and
temperature conditions while all other emissions were
assumed to be dependent on current temperature.
Landcover characteristics were primarily based on values assigned to landscape types and a global database
of current landcover distributions. Satellite (AVHRR)
measurements were used to estimate monthly foliar
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Ju ly Isoprene Em issions ( 9 C m - 2 month -I )

Fig. 2.10 .
Global distribution of isoprene emission rate estimates
(g C m- 2month- 1) for July
(Guenther et al. 1995)
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variations. The model predicted annual emissions of
about 500 Tg C of isoprene, 130Tg C of monoterpenes,
and slightlyover 500 Tg Cof other VOCs.These estimates
are higher for isoprene and lower for monoterpenes in
comparison with previous estimates.The differences are
primarily due to an improved and expanded emission
factor database.
Recent biogenic VOC observations have been incorporated into regional emission models for Europe
(Simpson et aI.1999),Africa (Guenther et a1.1996, 1999)
and North America (Guenther et al. 2000), and the
IGAC-GEIA project is updating the global model. The
regional totals tend to be within a factor of two of the
Guenther et al. (1995) global model estimates but emissions for a particular location and time differ by more
than a factor of five. Model improvements include a better chemical speciation, additional emission mechanisms, improved and expanded emission factors, better
landcover characteristics and plant species distribution
databases, improved canopy environment model, and
higher spatial (I km) and temporal (hourly) resolution.
2.7.1.3.5

VOCs and the Carbon Cycle

The emissions of VOCs are one pathway in the flow of
carbon through plants and ecosystems .These emissions
must be accounted for if the carbon balance of the system is to be accurately determined. The carbon balance
of some systems is currently determined by the direct
measurement of the incoming and outgoing CO2, For
ecosystems, the balance determined by such measurements is known as the net ecosystem productivity and
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reflects the change in carbon storage of the ecosystem.
However this approach neglects the loss of carbon as
VOCs.Estimates of the fraction that VOCemissions make
up of the net carbon assimilated are 2 to 4% (Valentini
et al. 1997; Kesselmeier et al. 1998; Crutzen et al. 1999).
Given that the net ecosystem productivity is often only a
small fraction (10%) of net carbon assimilation, the neglect of VOC emissions can cause errors of the order of
20 to 40% in the estimate of net ecosystem productivity
and carbon storage. Fortunately, VOCemissions are being measured in some systems and more accurate values
of net ecosystem productivity are being determined.
2.7.1.3.6

Global Change and the Ecology
of Emissions

Three related aspects of global change have the potential to dramatically affect biogenic hydrocarbon emissions: increases in atmospheric levels of CO2 , increases
in surface temperatures, and changes in precipitation
patterns. Increases in temperature and decreases in rainfall would both be expected to increase VOC emissions;
however, there is little understanding of the magnitude
of the change or whether acclimation would take place
(Fuentes et al. 2000; Guenther et al. 2000). Plant species
compositional change due either to climate change or
land use change may result in changed VOC emissions.
The direction of this change will be controlled by the
phenology of the vegetation and the geographic region .
Savannah areas that may undergo bush encroachment
would produce higher VOC emissions with a different
chemical signature.
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Changes in air temperature, the length of the grow- Some northern European countries have measured and
ing season, precipitation, and atmospheric CO2 concen- calculated country- and animal-specific emission factrations could lead to large changes in the VOC emis- tors. The applications of such emission factors to calcusions from temperate latitude ecosystems. In tropical late animal related emissions elsewhere may be quite
regions, little change may take place because plant leaves problematic, since agricultural practice and climatic
already may be near their optimal temperature for iso- factors may differ substantially from those in northern
prene emissions . There are some suggestions that plants Europe. In addition, the number of animals per country
adapt to changing temperature regimes and that VOC may fluctuate strongly from year to year.
Dry deposition and reactions with acidic particles
emissions would also rise in the Tropics. It is also unclear if cultivating increased areas of genetically modi- and particle precursor gases are the main removal
fied plants could alter the nature ofVOC emissions sig- mechanisms for NH3 (see also Sect. 2.7.3). Oxidation
chemistry of NH3 is thought to playa relatively minor
nificantly.
Changes in vegetation type can lead to large changes role (Dentener and Crutzen 1994). Because NH3 emisin VOCemissions . For instance, replacing C3grass spe- sions occur almost exclusively close to Earth's surface,
cies with C4 types could change the direct emissions and and because plants utilise nitrogen in their metabolism,
emissions from the plant decay process. Current knowl- dry deposition is a very efficient process that may reedge is inadequate, however, to quantify these changes. move 40-60% of all emissions. Ammonia that has reWoody plants (shrubs and sun tolerant trees) tend to acted with sulphuric or nitric acid to form NHt is rehave much higher isoprene and monoterpene emissions moved mainly by wet deposition and much less effirates, compared to annual crops and grasses; therefore ciently by dry deposition. It has an average residence
deforestation involving conversion of closed forest to time in the atmosphere of up to one week, in contrast to
grassland could greatly reduce biogenic VOCemissions . the much shorter residence time of gas phase ammoHowever,there is a tendency for higher emissions from nia, which is less than one day.
The understanding of the atmospheric NH3 cycle is
the woody plants that replace a closed canopy forest
(Klinger et al. 1998); therefore, the effect of conversion still limited, because:
of closed forest to open woodland is unknown. Fire
dominated systems in the more arid areas have sup- • NH3 emissions are estimated for most countries,
rather than measured because of the difficulty of
pressed woody plants and kept emissions low,but agrimaking such measurements (Fehsenfeld 1995).
cultural practices of grazing and fire suppression have
allowed shrublands to spread with resultant increased • Emissions of NH3 show a large spatial and temporal
variability (e .g, farm-scale, winter-summer). Transemissions .The chestnut blight of the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries on the US East Coast lowland
port models of NH3 and NHt utilise larger grid scales
forests caused massive change in forest composition
and the temporal variability of NH3 emissions is not
accounted for in such models.
with oak replacing the chestnut. Unlike oak, chestnut
does not emit isoprene. The chestnut blight has thus • Most models of NH3 chemistry and transport are
highly simplified and parameterised and may thereresulted in an approximate doubling of the biomass of
fore produce results that may be spurious.
isoprene-emitting species (Lerdau et al. 1997).
• Measurements of particulate NHt are common, although their quality is frequently suspect; gas phase
2.7.1.4 Ammonia Emissions and Interactions
NH3 data are scarcely available.
with Particles
The comparison of models with such measurements
Terrestrial emissions of NH3 are associated with ani- is difficult since the measurements may not be repremal waste, fertilisers , biomass combustion, soils, veg- sentat ive for the model grid scale. This is especially the
etation, and some other minor sources (Bouwman et al. case for gas phase NH3, which may have an atmospheric
1997). The microbial breakdown of urea and uric acid lifetime of hours . In addition, there may be substantial
present in animal waste produces ammonium, which instrumental problems, e.g. the evaporation of ammosubsequently partly volatilises as NH3'The overall emis- nium nitrate from filter packs, which makes it difficult
sion of NH3 from waste is dependent on the specific N- to interpret routinely performed aerosol measurements.
excretion per animal, and the NH310ss during housing,
Wet deposition measurements of NHt are relatively
storage of waste outside the stable, grazing , and appli- straightforward, and there are, at least in Europe and the
cation of manure on grassland or arable land. Further US,substantial data sets available. However, these measimportant properties influencing NH3 volatilisation in- urements may again not be representative for a larger
volve soil pH and moisture, and temperature. There is a model region. Also, discrepancies of model results and
pH-dependent equilibrium between NH3 and NHt, with measurements may be due to a host of reasons, such as a
NH3 being emitted from soils when they are alkaline. poor representation of dry deposition, vertical mixing,
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and in- and below-cloud scavenging or emissions. An variation at all scales of study by neatly encapsulating
evaluation of global model deposition with measure- into two functions - nitrogen availability and soil water
ments in Europe and the US by Holland et al. (1999) in- content - a large fraction of the variability caused by
deed indicated substantial discrepancies but no single numerous environmental factors that influence the proprocess could be identified as the cause of the problem . duction and consumption of NO and N20 by nitrifying
Despite all uncertainties involved, several studies (e.g. and denitrifying bacteria (Davidson et al. 2000b).
Galloway et al. 1995) have indicated the significance of
Matson et al. (1989)stated that empirical models that
terrestrial NH3 emissions for the global nitrogen cycle. are based on correlation analysis involving easily measRecent modelling studies (Adams et al. 1999; Metzger ured soil variables (e.g, temperature, moisture, texture ,
et al. 1999) indicated the potential significance of NHt and organic carbon) often predict trace gas fluxes quite
and nitrate (NO;) for aerosol burden and composition. well.As data sets became more available, this set of variThese studies were performed using thermodynamic ables has been further reduced to moisture and temequilibrium models, developed originally for urban smog perature with some corrections needed to take account
conditions.Substantial effort has been spent on extending of texture differences. Empirical relationships have been
these schemes to global modelling (e.g. Nenes et al.1998). established for a number of different ecosystems around
A major challenge is presented by the need to increase the world for both NO and N20 emissions with waterthe resolution of the models and develop sub-grid para- filled pore space values of approximately 35%being the
meterisations that represent the variability of ammo- switch from NO to N2 0 emissions. The magnitude of
nia emissions and the resulting effect on particle com- the emissions varies with substrate availability; the use
position. Long-term , representative, and reliable meas- of 15N labelling techniques to measure the turnover of
urements of NH3, NHt, SO~-, and NO; are needed in the soil ammonium and nitrate pools has greatly enconjunction with deposition measurements to constrain hanced our capacity to partition nitrogen gas producthe NHt budget further.
tion among NO, N20 , and N2• Trace gases are produced
and consumed by defined reactions in individual microorganisms and control must be exerted at this level initially. To date, empirical models based on various physi2.7.1.5 Production and Consumption ofNP and NO
cal and chemical parameters have been successful within Soils
out considering the structure of the microbial commuNitrogen oxides are produced in soils as obligate inter- nity; even those models that differentiate between nitrimed iates or by-products of the microbially mediated fication and denitrification neglect microbial commu processes of nitrification and denitrification (Conrad nity structure. It is still unknown whether microbial spe1996). The same environmental factors of soil tempera- cies diversity is an important factor especially if one conture , nitrogen availability, and soil moisture affect the siders changes associated with land use (Conrad 1996).
Soil mineral N, resulting from additions of synthetic
production of both nitrogen oxides. The pathways and
enzymatic mechanisms of these processes were not well N fertilisers and N from animal manure, crop residues,
understood in the 1980s.The development of chemilu- etc., and the mineralisation of soil organic matter and
minescence instruments for NO measurement and re- deposition from the atmosphere, is recognised as a maports in the late 1970S that increased use of nitrogen jor driver of these emissions. Much work has gone into
fertilisers could be one of the main causes of accumula- establishing the relationships between the fluxes of N20
tion of nitrous oxide in the atmosphere, thus contribut- and NO and the other key drivers, soil moisture and teming to global warming, stimulated scientists to research perature. Although some questions remain to be anthe mechanisms involved (Firestone and Davidson 1989; swered, significant developments in this direction have
Davidson and Kingerlee 1997). The conceptual model been achieved. The logarithmic relationship between
offered by Firestone and Davidson in 1989, which has N20 flux and soil water-filled pore space (WFPS) in a
since become known as the "hole-in-the-pipe" (HIP) tropical forest soil is illustrated in Fig. 2.11a (Keller and
model, synthesised the information known at that time Reiners 1994).Aremarkably similar relationship has been
about the microb iological and ecological factors influ- found for temperate fertilised grassland, when mineral
encing soil emissions of NO and N20 . The HIP model N was not limiting (Dobbie et al. 1999). These data can
linked the two gases through their common processes be contrasted with NO flux data (Fig. 2.11b) obtained
of microbial production and consumption. It was a from a semi-arid southern African savannah, where tembreakthrough in understanding factors controlling perature and soil moisture are the major controlling facemissions and the model has stood the test of time. tors on emissions. Multiple regression analyses reveal
Ongoing testing of the model over the last decade with the following sequence of importance of environmennumerous data sets from temperate and tropical agro- tal factors on NO flux: soil temperature> water-filled
ecosystems shows that it provides a sound ecological and pore space> soil nitrate concentrations> soil ammomechanistic basis for interpreting temporal and spatial nium concentrations (Otter et al. 1999) (see Box 2.2).
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Fig. 2.11. a N20 flux (ng N m- 2 S- I) versus soil water filled pore
space (WFPS), old-growth forest ,Atlantic lowlands , and Costa Rica
(Keller and Reiners 1994) ; b NO flux rate (ng N m-2 S- I ) increases
with gravimetric soil moisture to a maximum around field capacity (FC) for nutrient-poor (FC = 7.5%) (wh it e ci rcles), nutrient-rich
(FC= 10.6%) (black ci rcles), and floodpla in (FC= 27.1%) (squares)
soils, and declines thereafter (Otter et al. 1999)

Continuous flux measurements are few and far
between, with many more studies of N20 than NO,
mostly driven by the global warming community rather
than the broader atmospheric community. Among
the significant observations that have emerged from
continuous N20 flux studies over extended periods
are: (a) the great variation in annual flux (from 20 to
>200 Mg N20-N m- 2 yr-!) that can occur from fertilised
temperate grassland as a result of variations in the timing and amount of rainfall (Fig. 2.12); (b) the large proportion of the annual N20 that can be derived from soil
freezing/thawing events in winter, both in agricultural
soils (Flessa et al. 1995; Kaiser et al. 1998) and in forest
soils (Papen and Butterbach-Bahl icce): and (c) that nitrification can be as important as dentrification in producing Np (Davidson et al. 1993; Panek et al. 2000). In
hot dry environments, variations in the time elapsed between fertilisation, sowing, and irrigation of cereal crops
have been shown to be almost as important (Matson
et al. 1998).
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Fig. 2.12. Annual N20 fluxes from intensively managed grassland
in Scotland, UK, as a function of summer rain fall around times of
N fertiliser application (Groffman et al. 2000, based on data in
Dobbie et al. 1999)

Soil emissions contribute 70% and 20% of the global
budgets of N20 and NO respectively, with humid tropical forests accounting for 20-50% of all the global
sources of atmospheric N20 (Keller et al. 1986; Potter
et al. 1996b; Verchot et al. 1999). Despite the different
roles of N20 and NO in the atmosphere and the many
different reasons why scientists from several disciplines
study one or the other gas, combining studies of the two
gases and linking them mechanistically in conceptual
and empirical models makes good biological, ecological, and practical sense (Davidson et al. 2000b). At the
outset of the IGAC project,tropical forest soils were considered to be the major contributor (3.2- 7.7 Tg N yr-!)
ofN 20, with agricultural emissions being much smaller
and more uncertain (0.03-3.0 Tg N yr") (IPCC 1992).
Rapid land use change in the Tropics was expected to
result in markedly increased emissions. Early measurements of the flux of nitrous oxide from recently formed
pastures in the Amazon basin showed a threefold increase relative to the flux from the original forest soil
(Luizao et al.1989).However,more recent work by Keller
and Reiners (1994) shows that very large increases of
soil N20 emissions are only observed in young pastures
compared with forests but that the periods of high emissions are limited to only about a decade following clearing. Thereafter, N20 emissions from pastures fall below
forest levels,probably as a result of the depletion of available nitrogen. In addition, data show that old-growth
tropical forests have high fluxes,and young successional
forests highly variable ones (Davidson et al. 2000b).
However, Hall and Matson (1999) showed that in the
presence of N deposition phosphorus-limited tropical
forests exhibited enhanced emissions of N20; in addition, enhanced nitrogen inputs and irrigat ion in an intensively managed Mexican wheat system resulted in
large emissions (Panek et al. 2000). There is now solid
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Box 2 .2.

Im pa ct of n it rog e n fertilise r and depo si tion on n it rog e n tra ce gas emissions

Worldwide consumption o f synthd ic N fe rt ilis..r s has inc reased
ac-fcld since 1950 to about 82 Tg N yr- I in 1996 (Bouwman
1998 ). Abo ut 4 0 % of current consumption is in the Tropics
a nd subtropics, par ticularly in Asia, and is expected to rtse
to 60% by 2020 (Hall and Ma tson '999). Animal was les used
as fe rt iliser supplied a n estimated additional 65 Tg N yr l in
1996, compared with )] Tg N yr · 1 in 1950 (Mosie r and Kroeze
1999 ), an d this input is likely to increase in the futu re. The
expect ed effec t o f t he add it io nal N use is a furthe r majo r
inc rease in N20 from ag ric ult ural sources. These increases in
N fert ilise r use a re also expected to raise the agricultural connibution to soil NO e miss ions to over 50% {Yienger an d Levy
' 995). In the IPCC (1999) assessment, di rect emissions of N20
from ag ricultu ral soils were taken to be 1.25±I% of the Nap ·
plied (Bouwman 1996), but a re-evalua tio n indicates that the
observed emissio n factor s are st rongly skewed, giving an uncertainty range from one-fifth to five lim es th e mean vatce.t.e.,
from 0.25% to about 6% of the N applied, and suggesting that
the mean flux from this source may be even high er or lower than
presently accepted. Recent data (Fig. 2-13) on N,O and NO emis·
sions fro m N fertilised a nd N_satu rated systems in temperate
regions give indications as to how global mange and changing
lan d management prac tices may be en hancing emissions. How·
ever, Hall an d Matso n (1999), raise the possibility tha t increasing
nitrogen deposition in tropical regions is likely to have very dil·
ferent effects than nitrogen deposition in the temperate zone, with
mum great e r feedbacks to the atmos phere (see Sect. 2.7.3).
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Figure 2.I}Iland b showa remarkable simi1arityin grar,hs ofN ,O
emission VI. deposition and NlO emission (nmolmc l") vs. fertiliser ap plication for sites in Sootland. 1n a three-year oontinuous
record study of nitrogen trace gas !luxes from untreated and limed
soils of a N·Sllturated. sp~ and be«h forest ecosystem in Ger·
many (Flg.l.l3Cand d) th<:-re was a significant positive correlation
between the amount of in situ N inp ut by wet deposition and mag·
nitude of in situ N20 and NO emissions (Papen and ButterbechBahl I999; Gasche and Plpen '999). At the beech site, 10% o f the
actual N input was rekased from the soil in the form ofNlO whereas
at the spruce site the fraction waS 0.5%, indicating that forest Iype
itself is an important modulator of Np releue from soil How·
ever, there is a marked similarity in the NlO data obtained from
Scotland and from Germany. Approximately 15% and 7% of the
actual N input was lost as NO from the German soils stocked with
spruce and beech, respectively. liming resulted in 49% reduction
of NO emissions as compared 10 an unlimed sp~ control site.
The results indicate tha i the reduction in NO emission was due to
an increase in NO consum ption within the limed soil Liming of a
spruce site resulted. in a signitirnnt increase in ammonification, nitrifkal:ioll,and N20emissions as compared with an untreated spruce
control site. On the basis of these results it was concluded that the
impo rtance o f temperate and boreal forests for the global N20
source strength may have been significantly underestimated in the
pastand tha t these forests,in which N deposition is high ,mostlikely
cont ribule in excess of '. 0 Tg N,D-N and 0.3Tg NOx·N yr' (Papen
and BUlterbach-BahlI999; Gasche and Papen 1999).
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(sp ruce sites) and Septembe r '994 10 Jun e 1995 (beec h sites), respeClively, were used for correlanon analysi s (Gasche and Papen 1999)
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evidence that agricultural emissions ofNzO exceed those lished in 1995 and 1997 are compared (Davidson and
from the tropical forests (2.1 ±1 Tg N yr" directly from Kingerlee 1997).
Adsorption of NO x onto plant canopy surfaces may
agricultural soils, plus another 4.2 ±2.1Tg from animal
production and from N leached from agricultural soils reduce emissions to the atmosphere to as low as
into surface and ground waters (Mosier et al. 1998» . 13 Tg N yr", although the absorption effect is probably
However, management and environmental conditions smaller than this. Measurements of NO x exchange are
playa major role in determining emissions from tropi- complicated by the partial oxidation of NO to NO z, the
cal and temperate systems. For example, in tropical pas- presence ofNO z as an atmospheric pollutant from other
tures with a fertile loamy soil developed from volcanic sources, and the deposition of NO z onto plant leaf and
ash, the fraction of fertiliser nitrogen lost as N zO (6.8%) soil surfaces. Nitric oxide undergoes oxidation, mostly
and NO (1.3%) was much higher than the loss percent- by reactions with ozone, to form NO z• This process beages generally observed in temperate agricultural lands gins immediately following NO emission from the soil.
(about 1%and 0.5% for N zO and NO respectively). On a During upward transport through the plant canopy the
banana plantation with similar soil, the loss percent- NO z product may be partly deposited, resulting in a reages for N zO and NO were 1.3-2.9% and 5.1-5.7%, re- duced NO z flux from the canopy. The presence of NO z
spectively. In a fertilised sugar cane field in Hawaii and from other sources can result in a net deposition, rather
fertilised pastures with well-aerated soils in Puerto Rico, than emission, of this compound; this makes field flux
however, the percentage (1.1-2.5%) of fertiliser lost as measurements hard to interpret (e.g. Delanyet aI.1986).
NzO came close to the loss rates generally observed in Several attempts have been made to resolve this probtemperate regions (Bouwman 1996;Matson et al. 1996). lem by modelling (Kramm et aI. 1991; Vila-Gereau et al.
There is still no clear cut answer; while some evidence 1995; Galmarini et al. 1997; Kirstensen et al. 1997), in
indicates that emissions from land use change in the particular by parameterising the vertical transfer of NO
Tropics may be lower than originally expected, but in- in terms of resistances (Chamberlain and Chadwick
creased fertiliser usage and nitrogen deposition may, 1953) (see Sect. 2.6.1).
Several process-oriented models have been develyet again, lead to expectations of increased emissions.
Nitric oxide emissions are greatest from savannah oped over recent years that simulate N trace gas emisareas of the world (Table 2.2). The greatest uncertain- sions as part of more general simulations of C and N
ties lie with tropical grasslands and agricultural systems biogeochemical transformations in terrestrial ecosysdue to the difficulty in estimating land area and the ex- tems. Keyexamples are: DNDC (Li et al. 1992);Centurytent of land use change . Emissions in sub-tropical re- NGAS (Parton et al. 1996), ExpertN (Engel and Priesack
gions are pulsed by rainfall, making annual integrations 1993); NLOSS (Riley and Matson 2000); CASA (Potter
difficult. Data sets from natural regions converted to a et al. 1996b); and DAYCENT (Parton et al. 2001). These
variety of agro-ecosystems are few and there are indi- and other models have been applied with varying decations that as data become available emission estimates grees of success to the simulation of NzO and NO emiswill increase as shown in Table 2.2when estimates pub- sion data from contrasting temperate and tropical reTable 2.2 . Comparison of NO estimates by
Y and L'
(no canopy )

Biome

Yand L
(W/ canop y e ffect)

Dand K
(wlY and L'scanopy effect >

Tundra

0.02

0.1

0.02

0.0

0.52

1.1

0.34

0.7

Tempe rate wood land

0.09

4.7

0.05

2.9

Temperate forest

0.07

4.0

0.04

0.2

Tempe rate agr icultu re

1.82

1.8

1.33

1.0

Tropic a l grassland

2.50

7.4

1.60

4.3
0.3

Tropical woodland

0.39

5.0

0.22

Tropical dry forest

0.11

2.0

0.06

1.0

Tropical rainforest

3.4

1.1

0 .85

0.3

3.6

0.92

Deserts and sem

1.16

i-deserts

Tota l

b

o and K b
(no canopy )

Temperate grassland

Tropical agricult ure

a

biome (Tg NO-N yr- 1) (Davidson and Kingerlee 1997)

5.0
10.2

21.0

Yien ger and Levy .
Davidson a nd Kingerlee.
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cially during dry periods. Today,however, fire is almost
exclusively the result of human activities, such as the
burning of forested areas for land clearing, of natural
grasslands and savannas to sustain nomadic agriculture,
of agricultural residues, and of biomass as fuel for cooking and heating. Even wildfires are frequently caused
by human activities , e.g. camp fires, cigarettes, or sparks
from engines. Natural wildfires playa significant role
only in the boreal and savannah regions of the world .
The return frequency of wildfires varies widely across
the biomes of the world; for example, in savannas it is
typically three to five years, whereas in boreal regions
fire may recur only once every 500 years.
As a result of the increasing human impact on our
planet , it is likely that the amount of biomass burned
annually has strongly increased (by some 30-50%) over
the past century, especially because of increasing tropical deforestation and domestic biofuel use. In some regions, such as Southeast Asia and Brazil, smoke from
deforestation fires has been so intense in recent years
as to cause serious health concerns . In principle, the fact
that at present most vegetation fires are the result of
human activities would imply the capacity to control
and manage emissions from biomass burning better. Unfortunately, this has seldom been translated into government policy and even less often implemented effectively.
The first pioneering papers on the impact of biomass
burning on the chemistry of the atmosphere were published in the late 1970S and early 1980s (e.g, Radke et al.
1978; Crutzen et al. 1979). Scientific interest in this topic
grew when early estimates suggested that pyrogenic
(i.e. fire-related) emissions of some atmospheric pollutants could rival or exceed those from fossil fuel burning
(Crutzen and Andreae 1990). Further impetus to study
biomass burning came from the discovery that pollution from pyrogenic emissions could affect large areas
of the world as a consequence of long-range transport
(Andreae 1983; Fishman et al. 1990; Reichle et al. 1986).
The investigation of the role of biomass burning in atmospheric chemistry was therefore seen as a high prioritywhen the objectives ofIGAC were formulated in 1988.
Sincethe IGAC Biomass Burning Experiment (BIBEX)
became active in 1990, research activity in this field has
increased rapidly, and , over the last decade, fire has been
recognised widely as a major source of important trace
gases and aerosol particles to the global atmosphere.
Following well-publicised large fire catastrophes in recent years and intensive scientific efforts over the last
2.7.2 Biomass Burning
decade, the general public as well as the scientific community is now aware that emissions from biomass burn2.7.2.1 Introduction and History
ing represent a large perturbation to global atmospheric
Fire and its impact on Earth's atmosphere have been chemistry, especially in the Tropics. Satellite and airpresent ever since the evolution of land plants , some 350 borne observations have shown elevated levels of 03' CO,
to 400 million years ago. Before the advent of humans, and other trace gases over vast areas of Africa, South
fires were ignited naturally by lightning strikes, espe- America, the tropical Atlantic, the Indian Ocean, and the

gions. Uptake and emissions may occur simultaneously
and models using unidirectional fluxes are no longer
appropriate, yet they are still used widely. A modifica tion of one of the models (Century), using a different
trace gas production module, has also been used to
simulate the important changes in N20 and NO emissions that are associated with conversion of tropical rain
forests to pastures. Modelled net increases in gas fluxes
over the first 15 years after conversion were over
5 Gg N m- 2 (a mean of340 Gg N m-2yr- 1),ofwhich N20
accounted for 90% (Liu et al. 1999). The DNDC model
has been applied in a modified form to N-limited pastures in Australia (Wang et al.1997).The model estimates
of annual N20 emissions and N transformations agreed
well with observations, for conditions where the N flows
are an order of magnitude smaller than those in Northern Hemisphere midlatitude systems already modelled
by DNDC (Li et al. 1992; Frolking et al.I998). Np fluxes
from N fertilised grassland in the UK (and those for
cereal-growing sites in the same region) have been successfully predicted by a summary model based on relationships between flux and soil water-filled pore space,
mineral N content, and temperature (Conen et al. 2000).
The NLOSS model has been used to simulate nitrification and denitrification sources of N gases and has been
tested against 15Ndata from irrigated wheat systems in
Mexico (Riley and Matson 2000). At the global scale, the
CASA model uses satellite estimates of absorbed infrared rad iation in comb ination with soils and climate
databases to estimate N2 0 fluxes as a proportion of N
mineralisation in the soil (Potter et al. 1996b).
Groffman et al. (2000) have explored the relationships between annual, rather than hourly or daily, fluxes
and ecosystem-scale variables such as plant community
and soil type, and annual climate rather than field-scale
variables such as soil moisture and temperature. They
concluded that there are indeed coherent patterns in
annual N 2 0 flux at the ecosystem scale in forest,
cropland, and rangeland ecosystems, although these
patterns vary by region and only emerge with continuous (daily or weekly) flux measurements over several
years. An ecosystem approach to evaluating N20 fluxes
is useful for regional and global modelling and for computation of national N20 flux inventories for regulatory
purposes, but only if measurement programmes are
comprehensive and continuous.
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Pacific Ocean. There is now also strong evidence that
smoke aerosols perturb climate by scattering and absorbing sunlight and by influencing cloud microphysical processes.
We have also learned that the effects of burning are
not limited to the emissions from the fires themselves,
but that vegetation fires have pronounced effects on
trace gas emissions from plants and soils. In the case of
CO2 , NO,and N20 , post-fire emissions may be more significant than the immediate pyrogenic release. Fire also
alters the long-term dynamics of the cycling and storage of elements within terrestrial ecosystems, thereby
changing their potential as sources or sinks of various
trace gases. Finally,deposition of pyrogenic compounds
onto tropical ecosystems may affect their composition
and dynamics. In the following sections, we review some
of the results and attempt to put them into the larger
context of global change research .

2.7.2.2 Scientific Approach

addressed: What is the current state of vegetation fires
at the global scale? Are there quantitative and qualitative changes of vegetation fires compared to historic
times? The baseload of natural fires and anthropogenic
fires during evolutionary time scales has been determined by several factors : climate and vegetation
changes, changes of land occupation, and cultural practices. The magnitude of historic and prehistoric vegetation burning remains largely unknown, however, because only fragmentary data obtained by case studies
are available (summarised in Clark et al. (1997» . BIBEX
research and other observations reveal uncertainties,
recent changes, and new insights of fire occurrence in
the following main vegetation zones.
Tropical evergreen forest. Deforestation statistics by the
FAD and others in many studies have provided the baseline data for calculation of pyrogenic emissions due to
land use change. While these numbers are useful for estimating the net release of carbon to the atmosphere, they
do not reflect the entire spectrum of fire activities. Recurrent fires following the initial deforestation burns not
only present additional emission pulses but also lead to
impoverishment of forest ecosystems resulting in reduced above- and below-ground phytomass (Goldammer
1999a; Nepstad et al. 1999). Extreme climate variability
such as the ENSO-related droughts of 1982-1983 and
1997-1998 favour the application of fire for land use
change and maintenance of agricultural systems and facilitate the spread of uncontrolled fires (wildfires) in
humid tropical ecosystems that under average climate
conditions are subjected to less fire. The area burned by
wildfire in the Indonesian and Malaysian provinces on
Borneo Island in 1982-1983 covered ca. 5 x 106 ha, and in
1997-1998 land use fires and wildfires combined burned
ca. 8-9 x 106 ha in Indonesia alone.

Since the early 1990S, BIBEX has designed and carried
out a number of biomass burning experiments in various ecosystems throughout the world, often in collaboration with other international programmes, particularly with other IGBP Core Projects. These experiments
have produced extensive local-scale data on vegetation
fire characteristics, emissions, and ecology,while simultaneous regional-scale measurements, using remote
sensing and aircraft sampling platforms, have provided
a capability to scale results up. Typically, these experiments have involved ground measurements on individual fires, airborne sampling and analysis of smoke
plumes, and remote sensing of regional and global fire
activity. Emphasis to date has been placed on tropical
ecosystems, but an increasing number of experiments
are now being organised in the boreal zone in response Tropical savannas and open seasonal forests. Assessto climate change concerns.
ments made in the early 1990S on the average annual
STARE (Southern Tropical Atlantic Regional Experi- amount of savannah phytomass burned were in the
ment), with its two components SAFARI (Southern Af- range of 3-4 Pg yr- I (Andreae 1993). Model predictions
rica Fire-Atmosphere Research Initiative) (see Box 2.3), on the savannah area annually burned ranged between
and TRACE-A (Transport and Chemistry near the Equa- 750 x 10 10 m-2 yr- 1 (Haoet al.ioco) and 1500x 10 10 m-2 yr- 1
tor) was the first large experiment coordinated by (Goldammer 1993). More detailed studies on fire reBIBEX. Conducted in 1992, STARE brought together sci- gimes and fuel loads in Africa point towards lesser
entists from many countries to investigate the chemical amounts of regional and global combustion of sacomposition, transport, and fate of fire emissions origi- vannah phytomass (Menaut et al. 1991; Scholes et al.
nating from South America and southern Africa.
1996).Recent and ongoing growth of rural populations
and intensity of land use involves landscape fragmentation and competitive utilisation of phytomass for
grazing and domestic burning (biofuel use) and may
2.7.2.3 Land-Use Fires, Wildfires, and Domestic
represent a reason for a decrease of fire activities in
Biomass Burning: General Trends,
Uncertainties, and Possible Changes
tropical savannas and open forests; desertification in the
sub-Saharan Sahel zone of Africa and other regions leads
In the regional and global research activities on fire ecol- to a reduction and discontinuity of fuel loads and wildogy and atmospheric chemistry, key questions have been fire occurrence.
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Box 2.3 . C<lISe st ud y: SAFARI-92
The follow ing example from the SAFARJ.o;u cam paign (Lindesay
et aI. 1996) highlights the Kientific approaches used to test hypo theses and validate models related to biogenic and biomass
bu rning emissio ns and depo sit ions. It is approaches like these
that have allowed for an integrated un derstanding of the magnitude and controllers of sources, sinks, and exchange processes.
During SAFARI-92.,exper ime ntal vegetatio n fires were set and
studied in the Kr uger Natio nal Park, South Africa, and at so me
sites in zambia and Swaziland. These expe rim ents provided a
broad set of data on tra ce gases an d aerosol emissions,from which
emission (actors (or fires in d ry savannas an d related biomes
could be d uived. The relationships be twu n fuel ch aracteristics,
burning conditions, and fire behaviour were elucidated .
Regional studieson atmospheric chemis try and air mass tra nsport showed that savannah fires in southe rn Africa account for a
substantial amount of photochemical oxid ants and haze over the
subcontinent. These studies also showed that the export of smoke laden air masses cont ributes strongly to the burden of ozone and
other trace gases an d aer osols over the tropical ocean surroundingAfrica. How~r, results also sho wed that biogenic soil emissions se verely impac ted atmospheric chemistry. Investigations
on the relationsh ips among rlTe,soil moisture statll.l, and soil trace
gas emissio ns showed tha t soil moistu re played a cr ucial role but
th at rITe history also had an important influe nce on the emissio n
of several trace gases. Figure 1.14a shows the relationship among
daily NO emissio ns an d nitrate concentrations plotted against
water·filled pore space. Figure 1.14b desc ribes the relationship
be tween NO emission rate and nitrifica tinn rate in areas whe re
fire has bee n excluded and in are as where the vegetation has been
burn ed every two years (Parsnns et aI.1996). These relation ships
were late r incorporated into a simulation model to pred ict NO
emissi ons from semi-and savan nas thereby red ucing the large
unce rtain ty associ ated with the magnitude of previom savan nah measurements (Otte r et aI. 1999 ).
Remote sens ing studies confirmed that Advanced Very High
Resolution RadiometerylLand Aerial Cover (AVHRRlLAc'1 km)
imagery was a useful too l for fire monitor ing in the region. In
combination with biomass models. the remote se nsing data could
be used for the estimat ion of the seaso nal and geographical dist r ibution of pyrogenic emissions. The results fro m SAFARI-91
confirmed th at it is jus tified to cons ider biomass burning as a
significant contributo r to the overall increase in greenhouse gases
th at has occu rred over the last 150years. accoun t ing for some
10-15'* of current estimates (And reae 19'93).
In orde r to est ablis h accurately the global budge ts of tr ace
gases, reliable so urce st rength and dist ribution es timates are
nee ded . At prese nt, the uncert aint ies associated with budget calculations are necess arily large, owing to the often-inadequate
quant ification of indiv idu al sources an d the problems associated
with extr apo lati ng fro m a number of poorly known sou rces to
achieve a globa l estimate. The cont ribu tio n of vegetat ion fires in
the savan nah regio ns of southern Africa has be en such a poorly
quantified source, des pite the fact that savannas are recognised
as o ne of the mos t significant bio mes in terms of global biomass
burning emissio ns (And reae 1993) an d that a large po rti on of
the savannah bu rns each year. It will now be po ssible to refine
these esti mates on the basis of results obt ained from SAFARI-91.
Modelling studies inco rpo rating the emission data, meteorological infor mation, an d the che mical measurement data obt ain ed
during these campaigns indicate that the fires o n the African and
Sou th Ame rican cont inents are indeed a majo r source of the gas-

eeus and p artic ulate po llutants, particula rly ozon e, found in the
troposphe re over the study regio ns (T hompso n et aI. 1996a).Data
from airborne observations (Fig. 1.15) aboard a DC-3 using a
combination of spectrometers an d chemiluminescence instruments, sho wed that episod ic pyrogenic em issio ns were not ad eq uate to acco unt for the buildup of troposphe ric ozone in the
regio n but tha t the continuous production of biogenic NO. emissions and especially the amounts prod uced at the star t of the
rainy seasons have impo rt ant consequences for regional Kal e
ozone formation (Harris et aI. 1996 ). The vertical dist ribu tio n of
N0 2 an d NO as well as that of COl showed markedly d ifferent
cha racteristics. All three compounds ha ve a strong g radient tcward higher values nea r the g round, an d the COl an d NO. mixing ratios correlated linearl y. The anticorrelation of the profiles
of these compounds with that of CO rules o ut bio mass bu rning
as a sou rce of the obse rved NO. and COl nea r the gro und, sup po rtin g the field evide nce of no act ive fires in the region. II was
concluded that the source of the elevated NO. mixing rat ios near
the surface was biogenic emission from the soil (Harris et a1.1'}96).
SAFARI'92 was an innovative project in many ways. In ad di tion to being the large st internat iona l, interdisciplinary investigation of biomass burning an d its atmospheric emissions, it also
represented the first time that a large- scale fire emissio n meas urement campaig n included. as integ ral compenente the cha racter istics of the biomass, the fire ecology, the fire dynamics in
the area, th e biogenic emissions, and the long-range transpo rt of
the aerosols an d part iculates.
As a fellow-up to SAFARI-92, a much small er experiment,
SAFARI·94. was organised by BIBEX to investigate the composition of trace gases in the tropos phere over Africa outside the bu rningseason. EXPRESSO (Experiment for Regional Sources and Sinks
of Oxi<1ants),designed primarily to investigate th~ exchange OUl[eS
of tra ce gasesbetw~n the trop ical biosp here and atmosphere,took
place in the Con go Biliin in 19¢>-t997 (Ddmlli el aL1999)· ln '997,
AFARI-97 (African Fire-Atm osphere Researclt Init iative) was carried o ut in Kenya, investigating the at mosph eric eff« ts of fires
occur ring in the fert ile savannas of East Africa. At the sam~ time,
an expe rime nt designed to quan tify aerosol an d trace gas lIUl[eS
from the Miombo woodl ands of sou thern Africa waS initiated:
ZIBBEE (The Zamhian Inter national Biomass Burn ing Emissions
Experiment) began in 1997 and is ongoing . At the present tim e,
BIBEXis hea vily involved in the planning of two large t ropical fire·
atmosphere expe rimen ts: SAFARI-1OOO is studying the transport
and climat iceffect of biogenic, pyrogenic,and anthropogenic emis·
sions in southe rn Afr ica, while LBA(The Large ScaleBiosphere-At.
mosp here Experiment in Amazonia) is investigating the clima telogical, ecological, biogrochemical, and hydrological funct ioning
of Amazonia.and the sm tainability of developme nt in this region.
In the bo real zone, BIBEX has bee n involved in the develop'
me nt of research prog rams addressing the role of fire in bor eal
ecosystem s and its consequences for the global atmosphere and
clima te. F1RESCAN (Fire Research Campaign Asia-Nor th) con '
dacted the first joint Russia n-wester n expe rimental fire in cen tral Siberi a in 19'93, and continues with the planning of fur ther
such under the auspices of the IGBP Northern Eurasia Study
(FIRESCAN Science Team (996). In addition, BIBEX is ac tive in
ICFME (T he Internat ion al Crown Fire Modeling Experi ment), a
series of high-intensity experimental crown fires ca rried o ut in
the Canadian Northwest Territo ries during the 1 997~ 2000 pe.
riod for the pu rpose of d~loping a physical model of crow n
fire initia tion and propagat io n.

and temperate vegetation , be burned by prescribed fires. High-intensity wildfires
Mediterran ean forest and shrub vegetation, including are an inevitable consequence of fire suppress ion in
Californ ian chaparral and South African fynbos, are in- th ese ecosystems. However, there is no indication of
creasingly converted to suburban residential use. The change in the average area bu rned in the recent decade.
consequent suppression of natural and human-caused In the industrial countries of the temperate region the
wildfires results in a buildup of fuels that often cannot application of fire in non -forest land use systems has
Areas of Mediterranean
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Temperate-boreal steppe-forest ecotones. A typical
region representing the steppe-forest fire environment
is central Asia. Recent remotely sensed data from Mongolia indicate that in the past years political and socioeconomic changes in the country were responsible for a
sharp increase in the area burned by wildfires. In 1996
and 1997 more than 10 x 10 10 m- 2 and 12 x 10 10 rn ?
burned in the grass steppes and adjoining coniferous
forests (Goldammer 1999b).
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Fig. 2.14. a Mean daily NO emissions (ng N-NO m· 2 S·I, circles)
and NO:; concentrations (fig N-NO:;s" dry soil, squares) in the
fire exclusion plots, plotted against water-filled pore space simulated using the HotWet model. Solid and dashed lines represent
fitted functions to the NO emissions and NO:; concentrations, respectively; b Mean NO emissions (ng N-NO m· 2 s') measured by
Parsons et al. (1996) and Levine et al. (1996) plotted against mean
nitrification rate (mg N kg'" dry soil) measured in the corresponding plots. Linear function: NO emission rate = 0.04 (nitrification
rate) + 0.003, r2 = 0.911, P < 0.030, n =5

been eliminated (e.g. in Europe) or is subject to legal
restrictions due to air pollution and traffic risks (e.g. in
North America) . Natural and human-caused wildfires in temperate forests are usually suppressed. Prescribed burning in forestry has been receiving more
attention in the US where it is envisaged to expand the
prescribed burned area under the jurisdiction of the
USDA Forest Service to 1.2 X 10 10 m·2 by 2010 (Haines
et al. 1998).

Boreal forest. More than 70% of the global boreal
forest area is located in Russia. Fire statistics published
after the dissolution of the USSR indicate that more
than 650000 ha of forests were burned annually. This
number most likely is still an underestimation. In
the period 1990-1996, burn areas totalling more than
1.12 x 10 10 m- 2yr- l were recorded (Stocks et al. 1999,
2000). Satellite imagery revealed that a large area was
burning in central Siberia during the 1987 fire season,
totalling ca. 10 x 1010 m- 2 (Cahoon et al.1994). While the
fire exclusion policy of the USSR reduced the area burned
by natural fires,the scaleof human-caused fires increased
over the same period. Current economic problems resulting in a weakening of the fire control system in Russia are responsible for a recent increase in area burned.
In Canada, detailed forest fire statistics have been
archived since 1920 and, within limits, this extensive
record permits a general analysis of trends in this country (Stocks et al. 1999). Fire occurrence has increased
rather steadily from approximately 6 000 fires annually
in the 1930-1960 period, to almost 10000 fires during
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the 1980s and 1990S. This is due to a growing population and increased forest use, but also reflects an expanded fire detection capability. During the 1981-1996
period an average of 9246 fires annually burned over
an avera ge of 2.5 x 10 10 m - z in Can ada, with the annual
area burned fluctuating by an order of magnitude
(0 .76-7.28 x 10 10 m - Z). Lightning accounts for 35% of
Canada's fires, yet these fires result in 85% of the total area
burned, due to the fact that lightning fires occur randomly
and therefore present access problems usually not associated with human-caused fires,with the end result that lightning fires generally grow larger, and detection and control efforts are often delayed. In addition, the practice of
"modified" or "selective" protection in remote regions
of Canada results in many large fires in low-priority areas being allowed to perform their natural function.
Domestic biofuel use. Plant biomass provides about 14%
of the world's demand of primary energy. Half of the global population meets an average of 35% of its energy needs
by domestic biomass burning. In Africa , for example, the
biomass contribution to the total energy use typically
ranges from 90-100% in poor, 55-65% in middle, and
30-40% in high income groups. Unlike free -burning vegetation fires, which are usually rest ricted to a few months
during the dr y season, domestic biofuel combustion takes
place during the whole year (Marufu et al. 2000) .
Summary assessment of trends in global vegetation
fire occurrence. The trends of changing fire occurrence
and fire regimes are not uniform. Qualitative and quantitative data on fire occurrence and fire effects are still
insufficient to determine reliably the amount of phytomass burned in all eco- and land-use systems worldwide. However, improved remote sensing capabilities
and rigorous fire detection algorithms now provide regional fuel load and burning estimates within a much
narrower range of uncertainty. Fire in boreal and tropical forests and the resulting ecological effects playa potentially critical role in determining the rate of global
climate change (Goldammer and Price 1998;Stocks et al.
2000; Nepstad et al. 1999). Changes in the carbon balance of these two fores t biomes could strongly influence global warming through impacts on atmospheric
COz' The implications of regional circumpolar changes
of climate and fire regimes on boreal ecosystem properties, permafrost changes, and the release of gas and
carbon stored in organic terrain and ice must be further addressed by research.

2.7.2.4 Characterisation of Emissions
A central objective of BIBEX was to characterise and
quantify the production of chemically and radiatively
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important gases and aerosol compounds from biomass
burning. To meet this goal, the BIBEX scientific community has produced a large set of measurements that
describe qualitatively and quantitatively the pyrogenic
emission of gase s and aerosols. The results show that
the composition of fire emissions is mainly determined
by two factors: the elemental composition (carbon, nitrogen, sulphur, halogen, minerals, etc.) of the biomass
fuel , and the relative contribution of flaming and smouldering combustion in the vegetation fires .
Heating of vegetation fuels produces combustible
gases by pyrolysis and volatilisation of waxes , oils, etc.
Sustained flaming conditions are obtained when the
vegetation reaches a temperature of about 600 K.Smouldering combustion involves heterogeneous reactions of
atmospheric oxygen with solid fuel. The combustion
type dominating in a given fire is influenced by the water content, the density and structure of the fuel, the
oxygen availability in intense flaming, and the meteorological conditions prevailing during the fire .
Generally, emissions from fires occurring in natural
vegetation are a mixture of compounds from flaming
and smoulder ing combustion, with different proportions being typical of the various types of fires. The
major part of savannah and domestic fuels is consum ed
in the flaming stage, while charcoal making is a purely
smouldering process; forest biomass is combusted about
equally by both processes. Lobert et al. (1991) summarised the composition of emissions released during the
different burning stages. Relatively oxidi sed compounds,
such as COz' NO, NOz, SOz' NzO, as well as N z and elemental carbon particles are emitted during the flaming stage of a fire. The emission of more reduced compounds (CO,CH4, nonmethane hydrocarbons, PAH, NH 3,
HCN, CH 3CN , amines, CH 3CI, HzS, COS, OMS, and organic particles) occurs during the smouldering stage
(e.g, Lobert et al. 1991;Yokelson et al. 1997).

2.7.2.5 Emission Ratios and Emission Factors for
Different Chemical Compounds from Fires in
Various Ecological Systems or Vegetation Types

To express the emission of trace gases and aerosols from
fires quantitatively, we use the concept of emission ratios and emission factors. These parameters relate the
emission of a particular compound of interest to that
of a reference compound, su ch as COz or CO (emission
ratio), or to the amount of fuel burned (emission factor). Emission ratios are obtained by dividing the excess trace compound concentrations measured in a fire
plume by the excess concentration of a simultaneously
measured reference gas , such as COz or CO. To obtain
"excess" concentrations, the ambient background concentrations mu st be subtracted from the values meas-
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ured in the smoke. For example the emission ratio of
methyl chloride, CH3Cl,relative to CO is:
lL

E"cH

_

3

Cl/CO -

~CH3Cl
~CO

_ (CH3Cl)smoke - (CH3Cl)Ambient
(CO)Smoke - (CO)Ambient

-

The various techniques for these calculations and the
associated errors are discussed in Le Canut et al. (1996).
For gases, the results are expressed in terms of molar
ratios. For aerosols, emission ratios are usually given in
units of mass of aerosol per kg carbon in the form of
CO2 (g kg- l C(C0 2 In this chapter,all results willbe presented after conversion to emission factors (see below).
The selection of CO or CO2 as reference gas is determined by the ultimate objective of the analysis and on
the fire phase (flaming or smouldering) during which
the compound is preferentially released. For compounds
emitted predominantly in the smouldering stage of fires,
CO is a suitable reference gas as it is also emitted predominantly during this stage. Close correlations between derived-derived gases and CO can usually be obtained, which allows fairly accurate estimation of trace
gas emissions from fires for which the CO emission is
known . For compounds containing nitrogen or halogen
elements, the emission ratio relative to CO is also dependent on fuel composition, i.e. the nitrogen or halogen element content of the fuel.
Flaming-derived compounds correlate wellwith CO2,
while correlations of derived-derived gases with CO2
tend to be relatively poor because the variation in the
relative proportion of flaming versus smouldering combustion between different fires or even different parts
of the same fire results in variable trace gas to CO2 ratios.
On the other hand, the emission ratio relative to CO2
permits the estimation of trace gas emission from fires
based on the amount of biomass burned, because most
of the biomass carbon is released as CO2, Therefore this
ratio is the most suitable for regional or global estima tions; however, it is worth noting that when multiple
ratios are used to estimate emissions, errors are propagated making overall estimates quite uncertain.
Another parameter frequently used to characterise
emissions from fires is the emission factor, which is defined as the amount of a compound released per amount
of fuel consumed (g kg'" dm; dm: dry matter). Calculation of this parameter requires knowledge of the carbon content of the biomass burned and the carbon
budget of the fire (usually expressed as combustion efficiency, see Ward et al. 1996); both parameters are difficult to establish in the field as opposed to laboratory
experiments where they are readily determined. Where
fuel and residue data at the ground are not available, a
fuel carbon content of 45% is usually assumed in order
to derive emission factors from emission ratios .
During the various BIBEX field experiments, and in
other studies over the last decade, a large number of

».

emission ratios/factors have been determined. Recently,
these data have been compiled into a coherent set of recommended emission factors (Andreae and Merlet 2001) .
In Table 2.3 we present emission data from this compilation for selected gaseous and particulate emission products and for the most important types of fire regimes
(savannas and grasslands, tropical forest, ex-tratropical
forest, domestic biofuel burning, charcoal combustion,
and agricultural waste burning). These emission factors
are based on an analysis of some 130 publications, a large
fraction of which were produced as a result of BIBEX
campaigns. The values given are means and standard
deviations wherever possible; when only two values for
an emission factor are available in the literature, these
two values are given as a range, and where only a single
measurement is available, it is given without an uncertainty estimate. It is evident from this compilation that
only for savannah fires do we have adequate data for most
compounds, whereas for other fire types only the emissions of some key compounds have been satisfactorily
determined. The release of compounds for which data
are missing for a given type of fire can, however, be estimated by scaling emissions to CO or CO2,
2.7.2.6 Emissions from Global Biomass Burning

Estimation of the amounts of trace substances emitted
from biomass burning requires knowledge of both the
emission factors (i.e. the amount of trace substance per
amount of fuel combusted) and the actual amount of fuel
burned. We have shown above that the emission factors
for many important compounds, such as CO and CH4,
are now fairly well known, with a typical uncertainty of
about 20-30%. In spite of this progress , large uncertainties persist for regional and global fire emissions because
of the difficulties inherent in estimating the amount of
biomass burned. In particular, there are differences of
as much as an order of magnitude in regional estimates
based on estimates of typical fire frequencies in the various vegetation types, and those based on actual fire
counts obtained from remote sensing . These issues will
be discussed in more detail in Sect. 2.6.2.7. Table 2.4 provides a summary of estimates made over the last decade
using the former approach . In the following paragraphs,
we discuss global emissions for key compounds based
on the emissions factors in Table 2.3 and the biomass
burning estimates of Logan and Yevich (R. Yevich, personal communication 2001) given in Table 2.4 (also see
Andreae and Merlet (2001) for further information).
Carbon compounds. CO2 is the major carbon compound
emitted and accounts on average for about 80-90% of
the mass of carbon burned, ca. 3650 Tg C(C0 2 ) yr-l .CO
represents around five to eight percent of the carbon
burned, ca. 300 Tg C(CO) yr" . Hydrocarbon (methane
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Ta ble 2.4. Biomass burn ing esti mates in Tg dry mass per year
ndreae 1993
Tropical forest
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+ non-metha ne hydrocar bons) emissions range around
66 Tg C. Carb onaceous particulate matter emissions are
estimated to be around 4ZTg C in organic compounds
and 4.8 Ig of black carb on per year.
Nitrogen compounds. Emissions of nitro gen compounds are closely related 10 fuel compos ition and combustion type. Linear relationships have been found between the emissions ofN 20 (Lobert er a1. 1991) and NO.,
(Lacaux et al. 1993) and the fuel nitrogen content. The
release of NO, N20, and molecular N2 occurs predominantly during flaming combustion, while NHl , amines,
and nit riles are related to smo ulde ring combustion.
NO., emi ssions from biomass burning are estimated at
9.7 Tg N(NO.,) yr-' . The emission of N2, which accounts
for abo ut one-third of the fuel nitrogen released, represents a conversion of fixed nitrogen to atm osph eric N2,
and consequently a loss of nitrogen available as a nutrient ("pyrode nitrification", Kuhlbusch et al. 1991). Little
information is available on organic nitrogen released
or the organic carb onm itrogen ratios.
Sulphur co mpo unds . Beca use of th e relatively low
sulp hur content of biom ass compared to fossil fuels,
S02 em issions from bioma ss burni ng m ake on ly a
small contr ibution to the atmospheric sulphur budget
(ca. I.] Tg 5(50 2) yr-!).O n the other hand, theC 05 emitted from biom ass fires (ca. o.r Tg 5(C05) vr-' ), makes
up about 20% of the source of this tra ce gas (Andreae
and Crutzen 1997).
Emissions from domestic blcfuet use. To assess the emissions from domestic biofuel use,the concentrations of C02>
CO, NO,and some organic compo unds and aerosols have
been determi ned in the smoke (Brocard and Lacaux 1998;
Ludwig et al. 200Z).The emission figures are combined
with biofuel consumption rates obta ined from surveys
of per capita consumption and appropriate demographic
information. These rates may vary considerably as they
depend on many factors, among them biofuel availability, traditional habits for cooking and heating, prevailing temperatures, etc. At present, uncertainties in emissions from domestic fuel use are thought to stem mainly
from insufficient knowledge of the consumpt ion rates.
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In a recent study by Marufu et al. (2000) global emissions of CO2 from domestic biofuel use were estimated
at roughly 17% of total sources (t 4Z0 of 8350 Tg C yr· l ) .
For CO, the con t ribution from biofuel combustion
makes up 16% of total sources (80 of 480 Tg C yr>!). For
CH t and VOCSmuch of the respective two a nd four percent of total are derived, since biogenic sources dominate in these cases, while three and a half percent of the
total (1.4 of 40 Tg N yr- l ) was calculated for NO., from
dome stic biofuel combustion. More recent assessments
indicate that emissio ns from biomass bu rn ing may be
even higher (R. Yevich, personal communication ZOOt ).
All currently available estimates thus agree that biofucl
use is a significant source for many atmospheric trace
compounds, especially because th e emissio ns occur predomin antly withi n the chemically very active tropical
atmosphere and because these gases (except Ca l) contribute to ozone formation. Recent measurements in the
INDOEX campaig n have confirmed the large impact of
biofuel use on atmosphe ric chem istry and climate in
the Asian region {Lelieveld et al. ZOOt ).
The available database, in partic ular the biofuel consumption figures, for biofuel emissions should be improved further, even if extrapolatio ns from spot assessments will remain necessar y. Most measurements have
been made in Africa. However,cooking and heating habits vary considerably between different developing regions of the world. Add itionally, agricultural waste burning and , even more, smouldering dump sites are not yet
charact erised adequately, but are expected to contribute significantly to global emissions.

2.7.2.7 Detection of Fires and Burned Area
by Remote Sen sing
Report ing of national estimates of anthropogenic trace
gas emissions, including those from biomass burning,
are a requirement of the Framework Convention on Climate Change, and the IPCC provides guidelines for these
emissions calculations (Callander 1995). For many par ts
of the world however,national emissions estima tes from
biomass burni ng are based largely on expert opinion or
summary statistic s, and the resulti ng accuracies are
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largely unknown. Synoptic fire information derived
from satellites provides a source of information for augmenting available national fire statistics. Satellite detection of active fire occurrence has been used to identify
the timing and location of fires, and has been used in
emission product transport studies, for example. Polar
orbiting and geostationary satellite systems have been
used to provide fire information (Elvidge et al. 1996;
French et al. 1996;Prins et al. 1998). The first global data
set of annual satellite fire distributions was developed
directly as a contribution to BIBEX (Stroppiana et al.
2000).
Automated algorithms for direct estimation of
burned area are currently under development with the
intent of providing direct input to emissions modelling
(Roy et al. 1999). Satellite based techniques for direct
estimation of emitted energy, fire intensity, atmospheric
aerosol loading, and vegetation recovery are also being
developed. Since in most cases the data products are to
be used in numerical modelling, there is a need to provide a quantitative assessment of their accuracy. For
satellite products, validation using independent data
sources needs to be undertaken to determine product
accuracy.
New satellite systems are planned that will improve
our current fire monitoring capability (e.g. Kaufman
et al. 1998b).The requirements for these systems come
in part from the experience gained from BIBEX. The
satellite fire research community is working to secure
the necessary long-term fire observations from the next
generation of operational satellite systems, such as the
USNational Polar Orbiting Environmental Satellite System (NPOESS).
With the operational availability of satellite-derived
information on the location and timing of fires and on
the area burned, it will be feasible to run an improved
class of models to estimate emissions on an annual basis. These improved models will require ground-based
estimates of emission factors and modelled estimates
of fuel load and fuel consumed for a given year, rather
than representative values for a given vegetation type.
As new satellite information becomes available on fire
intensity, emitted energy, and fuel moisture content,
these first order emissions estimates can be improved.
Providing robust models that can be used for operational generation of annual emissions estimates and
developing approaches to validate them provide the next
challenge for the fire and global change research community.

2.7.2.8 Impacts ofBurning on Trace Gas Exchange
from Soils

The process of biomass burning represents a vast reallocation of nutrients in cleared tropical forest and sa-
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vannah systems. Large proportions of system carbon,
nitrogen, and sulphur are volatilised. Soils are affected
by changes in nutrient levels, pH, and temperature,
with associated changes in microbial communities.
Studies conducted during the SAFARI 92 campaign
showed that the mean NO emissions increased after
burning, reaching 15 ng N m- 2 S-l from dry sites and
exceeding 60 ng N m? S-1 from the wetted sites (Levine
et al. 1996).The long-term effect of excluding fire from
a savannah is to increase the soil nitrogen content
through increased litter inputs, which in turn increases
nitrification rates and soil NO emissions (Parsons et al.
1996). Soil emissions of CO2 and CO were increased by
an order of magnitude after burning, whereas exchange
of CH4 was not affected. In all cases the increases were
short lived and dropped back to pre-burn levels within
a few days (Zepp et al. 1996).Studies on the impact of
burning on soil carbon pools showed that annual burning in a semi-arid savannah reduced the light-fraction
carbon markedly but did not impact the intermediate
or passive carbon pools. This has implications for the
amount of soil carbon that can be readily metabolised
by the soil microorganisms. Burning the savannas at
longer time intervals had no effect on the pool size or
the turnover rates of the various soil carbon pools (Otter 1992).

2.7.2.9 Importance to Atmospheric Chemistry
and Climate

We have already pointed out that biomass burning is a
significant source of several greenhouse gases, among
them CO2, CH4, and, to a much lesser extent, N20 . It also
makes important contributions to the budget of several
gases of stratospheric significance, such as methyl chloride and methyl bromide, N2 0 , and COS. Of particular
importance to the chemistry and radiative characteristics of the atmosphere are the emissions of ozone precursors, particularly NO x' VOC, CO, and CH4 • Because
vegetation fires in tropical regions can occur only when
the vegetation is dry enough to burn, fires are most abundant in the dry season, when the trade wind inversion
with its large-scale subsidence and suppression of rainforming convection prevails over the region. Becausethis
inversion prevents convection to heights of more than a
few kilometres, it was initially thought that the linkage
between dry condit ions and subsidence more or less
precluded the transport of pyrogenic ozone precursors
to the middle and upper troposphere. Recent work has
shown, however, that large amounts of smoke can get
swept by low-level circulation, e.g. the trade winds, towards convergent regions over the continents or the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone, and there become subject to deep convection (Andreae et al. 2000; Chatfield
et al. 1996;Thompson et al. 1996a). This transport pat-
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tern can explain the abundance of fire-related 03 and
0 3-precursors in the middle and upper troposphere as
observed by remote sensing and in situ measurements
(Browell et al. 1996a; Connors et al. 1996; Olson et al.
1996).
The aerosols from biomass fires, the most obvious
and visible sign of pyrogenic air pollution, may have an
important impact on climate. Biomass burning is the
second largest source of anthropogenic sub-micrometer
aerosol (after sulphates from fossil fuel combustion),
and possibly the largest source of black carbon particles.These aerosols influence climate and the hydrological cycleby scattering and absorbing solar radiation, and
by changing the properties of clouds in ways that are
just now being elucidated (Hobbs et al. 1997; Kaufman
et al. 1998a; Ramanathan et al. 2000). Further charac terisation of the radiative and cloud-nucleating properties of pyrogenic aerosols and their effect on regional
and global climate remains a major challenge to the scientific community.
Whether the impact of biomass burning will grow in
the future depends both on climate change and on human factors. The amount of fuel available for burning
at a given place and time is a function of ecological factors, e.g. soil fertility, precipitation, and temperature. It
also depends on land use,i.e. if the area has been burned
previously,is used for grazing or agriculture, and so on.
If climatic variat ions become more extreme, as climate
models have suggested, we can expect a more frequent
occurrence of drought years following very wet years.
This would result in large amounts of fuel ready to burn
in the fire season. Furthermore, in a warmer and drier
climate, fire frequency is likely to increase, which would
reduce biomass carbon storage by changing the age class
structure of vegetation, as well as causing increased
emissions of ozone precursors. To monitor the regional
and global evolution of pyrogenic emissions, it would
be very useful to develop unique tracers for biomass
burning, and to set up continuous measurements of
these tracers at selected sites.
Human activities are of central importance to the
frequency and severity of biomass fires. If large parts
of the humid Tropics are deforested further, they will
be transformed from a biome essentially free of fires
(the tropical rainforest) to biomes with much more frequent fires (grazing lands, agricultural lands, and wastelands). With a higher human population density, the frequency of ignition will go up as well. And finally, the
amount of biomass burned for cooking and domestic
heating, already a major source of emissions in tropical
countries, will increase further. Tofollowthese changes,
we will need to develop further and validate techniques
to determine the spatial and temporal distribution of
biomass burning and the amounts of biomass burned
in the various fire regimes.

2.7.3 Wet Deposition in the Tropics

Wet deposition plays an essential role in controlling the
concentrations of trace gases and aerosol particles in
the atmosphere and in providing the essential nutrients
for the biological functioning of ecosystems. Wet and
dry deposition affect the budgets of key nutrients and
trace gases in both terrestrial and marine ecosystems,
as described in other sections of this chapter.
The Tropics are a particularly important region regarding global atmospheric chemistry. Due to intense
ultraviolet radiation and high water vapour concentrations, high OH concentrations oxidise inorganic and
organic gases, and induce an efficient removal from the
atmosphere of the oxidised products. Strong convection
in the tropical regions results in huge volumes of air
being drawn out of the sub-cloud layer with the resultant chemical composition of the precipitation coming
from the capture of gases and small particles by the liquid phases of cloud and rain. Knowledge of the chemical composition of wet deposition allows one to track
seasonal emissions from various ecosystems.
In the 1990S, due to the lack of information on wet
deposition in the Tropics, a cooperative programme
was undertaken, involving the Global Atmosphere
Watch (GAW) of the World Meteorological Organisation
and the Deposition of Biogeochemically Important
Trace Species (DEBITS) Activity of IGAC (see A.S),
mostly in Asia. It was followed by the Composition and
Acidity of the Asian Precipitation (CAAP) programme,
later expanded into Africa and South America (Lacaux
1999).
In some tropical areas, however, dry deposition is at
least as important as wet deposition and must be considered in the calculation of total deposition. Dry deposition of acidic gases impacts soil and plants, as indicated in Sect. 2.4 and 2.6.1. High concentrations of sulphur and nitrogen oxides and nitric and sulphuric acids may increase acidification processes. In many arid
or semi-arid regions, transport and deposition of alkaline soil particles to adjacent ecosystems are also important. The deposition of alkaline particles partly mitigates the effects of wet and dry deposition of acidic compounds.
In addition to acidity, the N content of wet deposi tion may strongly affect ecosystem properties such as C
storage, trace gas exchange,cation leaching, biodiversity,
and estuarine eutrophication. This has been shown for
temperate regions with altered N inputs (e.g. Howarth
et al. 1996; Mansfield et al. 1998 and papers therein).
Now, however, 40% of global applications of industrial
N fertiliser takes place in the Tropics and subtropics, and
over two-thirds is expected to occur in now-developing
regions by 2020 (Matthews 1993; Bouwman 1998).Simi-
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larly, fossil fuel combustion is increasing dram atically
in less econom ically developed regions , including much
of the t ropical and subt ropical regions. Galloway et al.
(1994) estimated that by 2020 nea rly two -thirds of
Earth's energy-related N inputs would take place in the
Tr opics and subtropics. In add ition, N em issions associated with biomas s burni ng are heavily conce ntrated
in the Tropics, an d will likely rem ain so for decades
(And reae 1993) (see Sect. 2.6.2).

2.7.3.1 Precipi tation Chemistry in EquQtorial Forests

To illustrate work under taken by DEBITS, data for precipitat ion chemistr y and associ ated wet deposition from
several sampling sites located in equ atorial forests are
presented in Table 2.5. Hydrog en ion is abunda nt at all
sites on an annual mean basis , indica ting the generally
acidic character of equa torial precipitation . This acidity is d ue to a mixture of mineral acids (HNO" H 2SO"
etc.] and organic acids ( formic, acetic , propio nic, and
others) (And reae et al. 1990; Ayers and Gillet 1988; Galloway et aI. 1982; Lacaux et al. 1991;Williams et al. 1997).
In equatorial African forest precipitation, the acidity
contributed by orga nic acids (40-60%) is equiva lent
to t ha t contr ibuted by mineral acids (ca. 40%). In
Amazon ia the composition of precipitation is very different, with organic acids accounting for 80-90% of the

-

S3

total acidity. In the rainw ater collected at several remote
location s in t he North ern Terr itory of Aust ralia, Gillet
et al. (1990) found a volume-weighted mean (vwm) pH
for all samples of 4.89, with organic adds contributing
about 50% of the free acidity,the remainder being H 2SO,
and HNO,.
Dur ing the d ry season, biomass burni ng has a d rastic influence on rainwater composition. The chem ical
conte nt of rainwate r from Amazonia (ABLE-2A,wet season) and African equatorial sites (Dirnonika, Congo and
Zoetell!,Cameroon) can be compared to get a rough estimate of the cont ribution of some of the chemical com pounds from the vegetation fires (Table 2.6). In the case
of Amazonia, it was assumed that the precip itation
chemistry reflected the biogenic emiss ions of soils and
veget ation, wit h littl e influence of bio mass bur ning
emissions. Therefore, the mean contribution of the vegetatio n-bu rning sou rce in the African sites was estimated to be about 60 to 70% of the NO" NH: , and acid ity co ntents. On the other hand, the African sites, located on opposite sides of the Equator, are alternately
affected by savannah burning sources from the Southern (June to Octobe r) a nd Norther n (November to Febr uary) Hemispheres, as show n by the ubiquitous presence of high concentrations of Nfj'[ NHt ,and H+in rainwater sam ples. The gases and parti cles prod uced by savannah bu rning in the Northern and Southern Hemisphe res are tra nsported by the nor th -east and so uth-

Table 2.5. Weighed volum e mean concentranom in ~eq I- I and wet depo sit ion in rneq m- 2yr- 1 for precipitat ion collected in silu locared in equ atorial forests
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east Trade Winds, respectively, to the equatorial forests
and progressively scavenged by convective clouds.
The wet deposition measured in the semi-arid and
humid savannas surrounding the forested ecosystems
presents a source of high potential acidity, which may
not result in final strong acidity of the deposition. For
example, Galy and Modi (1998) have shown that the
precipitation from arid savannas is characterised by a
weak acidity (H+ = 2 fleq 1-1) in spite of a high potential
acidity (nitrate + dissociated formate + dissociated
acetate = 22 fleq 1-1). This result is explained by heterogeneous interactions occurring between alkaline soil
dust particles and acidic gases. Many of these mineral
dust particles are able to entirely neutralise gaseous nitric acid. These gas-particle interactions occur before
the incorporation of these particles into cloud droplets
or raindrops. Furthermore, high concentrations of organic aerosols (from biomass burning and condensation of biogenic hydrocarbons) and mineral dust (from
deserts and arid areas) could also promote intense heterogeneous atmospheric chemistry (e.g. Dentener et al.
1996; Carmichael et al. 1996, 1997) (also see Chap. 4).
These processes may affect the cycles of nitrogen, sulphur, and atmospheric oxidants significantly.
2.7.3.2 Effect of Wet Deposition on Tropical
Terrestrial Ecosystems

Acidification effects are mainly due to deposition of
mineral sulphur and nitrogen compounds. In tropical
regions, organic acid deposition may contribute as much
as 80%; however, these acids are oxidised in soils and
will not participate directly in soil acidification. Soil
particles exchange alkaline cations with H+and the concentration of alkaline ions determines the soil base saturation. When base saturation is low, acids may release
aluminium ions from soil particles. In spite of its limitations, the "critical load " concept, characterising ecosystem sensitivity to acidic deposition, has been adopted
as a tool for estimating potential impacts on ecosystems.
In order to facilitate the development of strategies to
control pollution in tropical countries, the Stockholm
Environment Institute (SEI) has recently proposed a
global assessment of terrestrial ecosystem sensitivity to
acidic deposition that uses soil buffering capacity as a
key indicator (Cinderby et al. 1998). This assessment
depends on two factors: the buffering capacity of the
base layer to identify soils that have high weathering
rate, and the cation exchange capacity to quant ify the
capacit y of a soil to buffer acidity.
A global map prepared by SEI (see Fig. 2.16), shows
five classes of sensitivity to acidic deposition, from a
critical load of 200 meq m- 2 yr- I for the insensitive class
to a critical load of 2S meq m- 2 yr" for the most sensitive class. Some selected wet deposition measurements

of non-sea salt sulphate, nitrate, and organic acids,
mainly obtained by the DEBITS Activity, are also included. These combined measurements provide an overall view of tropical regions where the potential risk of
acidification is important. All the equatorial rainforests
of South America, Africa, and Asia are classified in the
most sensitive classes. For South American soils, which
have a level of mineral acidity deposition of about
10-20 meq m- 2 yr- I , future acidification problems may
become severe if further land use change and industrial activities occur in these regions. For tropical Africa, due to the high contribution of mineral acidity from
wet deposition from biomass burning sources, the critical load is nearly exceeded in many parts of western
Africa. For Asia,in some parts of China, Japan, and other
industrialised and populated zones, the critical load has
already been exceeded (Fig. 2.16).
Work by IGBP researchers suggests that there is substantial, although mostly indirect, evidence that the supply of N may not limit plant production in some tropical forests (Hall and Matson 1999).Thus, additions of N
may have little direct effect on plant production and
carbon storage, but may substantially affect rate and timing of N losses. As indicated above, tropical forest soils
are highly acidic ; additions of anthropogenic N may
increase that acidity, leading to increased losses of cations and decreased availability of phosphorus and other
nutrients, ultimately limiting plant production and other
ecosystem functions. Moreover, N additions to tropical
soils may result in immediate and relatively large proportional losses of N in trace gas forms , as discussed
above. On-going work strives to identify the direct and
indirect effects of wet deposition on tropical agro-ecosystems, and to determine its implications for ecosystem functioning and feed-backs to the atmosphere locally, regionally, and globally.

2.8

Marine Highlights

From its inception, IGAC stimulated and sponsored
research on marine aerosol and gas exchange of compounds of biological origin through the Marine Aerosol and Gas Exchange (MAGE) Activity (see A.S),examples of which are given below. Similar to terrestrial
biosphere-atmosphere research, integrated field campaigns in marine regions, such as the ACE-I,ACE-2 and
ASGAIMAGE experiments (see A.s) have been an IGAC
hallmark. These field research efforts have linked studies of emissions, transformations, and transport in the
marine boundary layer. The study of pertinent marine
biogeochemical cycles resulting in sea -air fluxes,
however, has yet to be fully integrated into these field
campaigns. While research on biosphere-atmosphere
interactions in marine regions has progressed significantly in the last decade, it remains less advanced than
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Wet depos ition (meq m - 2 year - I)

Fig. 2.16. Wet deposition (meq m- 2 yr- 1) of nitrate, non-sea-saIt sulphate and organic acids compared with "cr itical load ", a measure of
ecosystem sensitivity to acidic depo sit ion. Asia and Ocean ia (Ayers et aI. 1996a); Africa (GaIy and Mod i 1998; Turner et aI. 1996c);
Amazonia (Andreae et aI. 1990; Williams et aI. 1997); and ecosystem sensit ivity to acidic deposition (Cinderby et aI.1998 )

that for terrestrial regions due to the higher demands of
field logistics as well as, perhaps, a lesser recognition of
the interaction by the whole of the research communities involved. In the last decade , the greatest advances
occurred in DMS biogeochemistry while the marine cycling of other compounds (e.g.organohalogens) is less
well, or not at all, understood. Currently, it is still necessary to estimate air-sea fluxes of most gases given existing measurements of the mixing ratios in the atmosphere and sea surface waters. The recent establishment
of a new IGBP programme element, Surface Ocean LowerAtmosphere Study (SOLAS), hopefully will inspire
accelerated progress in these various research areas .

2.8.1

Air-Water Gas Exchange

Parameterisation

The exchange of inert and sparingly soluble gases including COz' 0z' CH4, and DMS between the atmosphere
and oceans is controlled by a th in (20-200 urn) boundary layer at the top of the ocean. Laboratory and field
measurements show that wind waves significantly increase the gas transfer rate and that it may be significantly influenced by the presence of surfactants. The

mechanisms are still understood only marginally. Empirical gas transfer rate/wind speed relations imply an
uncertainty of between 50 and 100% .
The transfer across the boundary layer at an interface shows characteristic mean properties that can be
described by a transfer velocity, k, a boundary layer
thickness, z, and time constant, t (Jiihne and HauBecke
1998). The flux density divided by the concentration difference between the surface and the bulk at some referen ce level is defined as the transfer velocity, k (also
known as the piston velocity transfer coefficient). The
equilibrium partitioning between air and water (as
measured by the Henry's law constant, H) is another key
parameter of air-water gas transfer. A strong partitioning in favour of the water phase shifts control of the
transfer process to the gas-phase boundary layer, and a
partitioning in favour of the air phase moves control to
the aqueous layer. The value of H for a transition at
which the control shifts from one phase to the other
depends on the ratio of the transfer velocities. For all
sparingly soluble gases only the water-side controlled
process is relevant (Fig. 2.17). Some environmentally
important compounds (e.g, polychlorinated benzenes
and some pesticides) lie in a transition zone where it is
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Fig. 2.17.
Schmidt number/solubility
diagram including various
volatile tracers, momentum,
and heat for temperature
ranges (OC) as indicated.
Filled circles refer to only a
temperature of 20 °C. Regions
for air-sided, mixed, and water-sided control of transfer
process between the gas and
liquid phase are marked, At
the solid lines the transfer
resistance is equal in both
phases, The following dimensional transfer resistances
were used: Ta =31, Tw =12Sc2/3
(smooth), Tw =6.5SC1l2 (wavy
surface) with Ta = Rau' a and
Tw=Rwu'w (after J1ihne 1982,
and Iahne and HauBecke 1998)
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required to consider both transport processes. For reactive gases, as for S02' the high transfer resistance in
the water is shortcut by its very fast hydration reaction,
and the transfer of S02 is controlled, as water vapour,
on the air side (compare S02 only physically dissolved
at a low pH with S02 at pH = 6 in Fig. 2.17).
The intensity of turbulence determines the transfer
resistance: the more intense the turbulence, the thinner
the boundary layers. At the scales of the viscous boundary layer, turbulence is strongly attenuated by viscous
forces. Thus, the turbulent diffusivity must decrease
much faster to zero at the interface than the linear decrease found in the turbulent layer.A free water surface
is, however, not solid, nor is it smooth as soon as short
wind waves are generated. On a free water surface, velocity fluctuations are possible that make convergence
or divergence zones at the surface possible. A film on
the water surface, however, creates pressure that works
against the contraction of surface elements. This is the
point at which the physicochemical structure of the sur-

face influences the structure of the near-surface turbulence as well as the generation of waves. As at a rigid
wall,a strong film pressure at the surface maintains twodimensional continuity at the interface.
A significant influence of surfactants from oceanic
conditions has been found by Goldman et al. (1988) and
Frewet al.(1990),although contrary results have recently
been presented by Nightingale et al. (2000b). The effect
of surface films on the boundary layer processes is also
discussed in detail in Lissand Duce (1997) and Frew(1997).
Given the lack of knowledge, all theories about the
enhancement of gas transfer by waves are rather speculative (for a recent review,see Iahne and Hauflecke 1998).
Even worse, by just measuring the transfer rates and the
wave parameters at the current state of the art it is impossible to verify one of these models conclusively. At
high wind speeds, wave breaking with the entrainment
of bubbles enhances gas transfer further.The uncertainties of this phenomenon are also large; less soluble gases
are affected most (Keeling 1993; Woolf 1993).
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Marine Biogenic Emissions: A Few Examples

2.8.2.1 Methane

:

The ocean is a small source of methane to the atmosphere. Open Pacific Ocean saturation ratios (ratio of
50
0 222Rn
seawater CH4 partial pressure to the overlying atmoE
Heat (CFT)
o 40
spheric CH4 partial pressure) range from 0.95 to 1.17.
0
0
Large areas of the Pacific Ocean are undersaturated with
0
CD
30
respect to atmospheric CH4 partial pressures during the
~
fall and winter. On a seasonal time scale,the driving force
20
controlling saturation ratios outside the Tropics appears
to be the change in sea surface temperature. Saturation
ratios in the equatorial region have always been positive and appear to be driven by the strength of the equa5
10
15
20 torial upwelling. Extrapolating the Pacific data globally
Wind speed u 10 [m/s]
and regionally into ten zones, the calculated average flux
of CH4 to the atmosphere is 0.4 Tg yr-l (0.2-0.6 Tg yr")
Fig. 2.18. Summary of gas exchange coefficients normalised to
a Schmidt number of 600 and plotted versus wind speed (10 m (Bates et a1. 1996). This is approximately an order of
magnitude less than previous estimates, which lacked
above sea level), plus two empirical relationships (Iahne and
Haussecker 1998)
fall and winter data . Thus the open ocean is a very minor source of methane to the atmosphere «0.1%)comA collection of field data is shown in Fig. 2.18. Al- pared with other sources (IPCC 1996). However, the
though the data show a clear increase of the transfer coastal ocean and marginal seas appear to be a much
velocity with wind speed, there is significant scatter in larger source (Owens et a1. 1991; Kvenvolden et a1. 1993;
the data that can only partly be attributed to uncertain- Bange et a1. 1994; Lammers et a1. 1995; Scranton and
ties and systematic errors in the measurements. The gas McShane 1991) due to CH 4 emissions from bottom
transfer velocity is not simply a function of the wind sediments; this definitely warrants further investigation .
speed . The scatter mainly reflects the additional influence of the wind wave field, which may vary with all
parameters that modify the microturbulence in the 2.8.2.2 Carbon Monoxide
boundary layer such as the viscoelastic properties of the
surface films present and the wind wave field.
The ocean is ubiquitously supersaturated with CO with
Part of the data shown in Fig. 2.18 is based on geo- respect to the atmosphere, resulting in a net flux to the
chemical tracers such as the 14C, 3He/ T,or 222Rn / 226Ra atmosphere ranging seasonally and regionally from 0.25
methods. The transfer velocities obtained in this way to 13 umol m- 2d- 1. However, the total annual emission
are only mean values. Thus a parameterisation is only to the atmosphere (13 Tg; see Table 3.1) is small compossible under steady state conditions over extended pared to current estimates from both terrestrial natuperiods; it is questionable under changing conditions. ral and anthropogenic sources (1150 Tg yr'") (Bates et a1.
The changes of the parameters (e.g. wind speed) are 1995; WMO 1999). Even in the Southern Hemisphere,
some orders of magnitude faster. Thus mass balance which accounts for two-thirds of the oceanic emissions,
methods are not suitable for a study of the mechanisms the ocean source is relatively small «1%), since both
of air-water gas transfer. This is also true for the tracer methane oxidation and biomass burning are large
injection techniques pioneered by Wanninkhof et a1. sources of CO (Bates et al. 1995).
(1985,1987) in lakes, and Watson et a1. (1991a) and Nightingale et a1. (2000a) in oceans. Progress in better understanding the mechanisms of air-water gas exchange 2.8.2.3 Volatile Organic Carbon Compounds
has been hindered by inadequate measuring technology.Promising new techniques are now available (Jiihne Volatileorganic carbon (VOC)compounds, or non-methand Hauflecke 1998; McGillis et al. 1999) but there are ane hydrocarbons, are produced in surface seawater poscurrently too few measurements using them for defi- sibly by photochemical mechanisms, phytoplankton acnite conclusions to be drawn. Thus, empirical gas ex- tivity, and/or microbial breakdown of organic matter
change-wind speed relationships (see Fig. 2.17) must still (Plass-Diilmer et al.1995; Ratte et al.1995; Broadgate et al.
be applied with caution since they have an uncertainty 1997). Oceanic concentrations show a strong seasonal
of up to a factor of two.
cycle (Broadgate et a1. 1997). The ocean-atmosphere flux
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is dominated by alkenes and is small compared to terrestrial emission estimates «1%). However, the emissions may be significant on local scales considering the
short lifetimes of the unsaturated compounds (Donahue
and Prinn 1993; Pszenny et al.1999).Additional seasonal
measurements of isoprene, ethene, and propene in particular are needed in different oceanic regions.

2.8.2.4 Ammonia

Ammonia is the dominant gas phase basic compound in
the marine atmosphere and, as such, has a unique influence on marine multi-phase atmospheric chemistry.
Ammonia exists in seawater as both ionised ammonium,
NHt(s), and dissolved ammonia, NH3(s). Dissolved ammonia makes up about ten percent of the total seawater
ammonium concentration, NHx(s),at a pH of 8.2 and a
temperature of 25°C (Quinn et al.1996a)and is the compound that is emitted across the air-sea interface. NHx(s)
is produced in the upper ocean from the degradation of
organic nitrogen-containing compounds and excretion
from zooplankton. It also is released from bottom sediments to overlying waters. Loss processes for NHx(s) includebacterial nitrification, uptake by phytoplankton and
bacteria, and emission across the air-sea interface. There
will be a net fluxof ammonia from the ocean to the atmosphere ifthe atmospheric NH3(g) concentration is lessthan
the gas phase concentration in equilibrium with NH3(s) .
Alternatively,there will be a net flux into the ocean if the
atmospheric NH3(g) concentration is greater. In either
direction, the magnitude of the flux depends on the concentration difference and the transfer velocity.
Attempts to estimate the air-sea flux of ammonia have
been hindered by a lack of techniques with sufficient
sensitivity and by difficulties in avoiding sample contamination (Williams et al. 1992).As a result, the contribution of NH3 to the oceanic biogeochemical cycling of
N is poorly understood. The few estimates of the airsea flux of NH3 that have been reported and that are
based on measurements of ammonia in the gas, particle, and/or seawater phases are summarised below.
The first estimates of the flux for the Pacific Ocean
were based on filter collection of NH3(g) and NH3(s)
(Quinn et al.1988,1990).These measurements indicated
a net flux of ammonia from the ocean to the atmosphere
in the northeastern and central Pacific ranging between
1.8 and 16 pmol m- 2 d- 1• Clarke and Porter (1993) used
measurements of aerosol volatility (which indicate the
degree of neutralisation of sulphate aerosol by ammonia)
to infer an efflux of ammonia from the ocean to the atmosphere of about 10 umol m- 2 d- 1 over the equatorial
Pacific. Similar results have been reported for the Atlantic Ocean and the Arabian Sea. Based on aircraft measurements of aerosol ammonium during a Lagrangian
experiment near the Azores,Zhuang and Huebert (1996)

estimated a flux of NH3 from the ocean to the atmo sphere of 26 ±20 umol m- 2 d- 1• Simultaneous measurements ofNHx(s) and NH3(g) were made in the Arabian
Sea (Gibb et al. 1999). It was found that in both coastal
and remote oligotrophic regions there was a flux of NH3
from the ocean to the atmosphere. Hence, to date, measurements over portions of the Pacific and Atlantic
Oceans, and the Arabian Sea indicate that the remote
ocean serves as a source ofNH 3 to the atmosphere even
in regions of low nutrient concentrations.
Given the importance of NHx(s) as an oceanic micronutrient, the loss of ammonia through venting to the
atmosphere may seem surprising. However, only a small
percentage ofNHx(s) exists as NH3(s) so that this efflux
most likely represents a relatively minor loss of NH3
(Gibb et al. 1999). In addition, this loss can be episodically compensated for through the wet and dry deposition of ammonium-containing aerosol particles. For
example, Quinn et al. (1988) estimated that, over the
northeastern Pacific, the transfer of NH3(g) from the
ocean to the atmosphere was balanced by wet and dry
deposition processes. In certain regions, such as the
Southern Bight of the North Sea, there is a flux of ammonia from the atmosphere to the ocean due to the
advection of high concentrations of ammonia from adjacent land (Asman et al. 1994). The extent and impact
of the deposition of continentally derived ammonia to
marine regions is unknown but may be significant.
Model results suggest that about six percent of the global continental emissions of ammonia are deposited to
the North Atlantic and Caribbean (Prospero et al.1996).
The deposition would be greatest in coastal waters.
It is clear that ammonia, as an oceanic micronutrient
and the dominant atmospheric gas phase compound, plays
a unique role in both the ocean and the atmosphere. The
fluxof ammonia from the ocean to the atmosphere affects
aerosol chemical composition, pH, and hygroscopicity.
The reverse flux,of ammonia plus ammonium in particles
and rain from the atmosphere, to the ocean, may affect
biological productivity. Simultaneous measurements of
ammonia in the atmospheric gas and particle phases, in
seawater, and in rainwater are needed to improve our
understanding of the multi-phase marine ammonia system in general and the air-sea exchange of ammonia in
particular. It is interesting to note that ammonia, due to
its strong partitioning into the water phase, is the only
gas discussed in this chapter whose transfer velocity is
under the control of air-side transfer processes.

2.8.2.5 Nitrous Oxide

The world oceans represent a significant natural source
of N20 to the atmosphere (e.g. Seitzinger et al. 2000).
The surface waters of many oceanic regions are supersaturated in N20 with respect to solubility equilibrium
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with the atmosphere, giving rise to a net air-sea gas exchange flux of N20 to the atmosphere. Nitrous oxide is
produced in subsurface waters both as an intermediate
of denitrification, the reduction of nitrate ion (NO;) to
nitrogen (N2) , and as a trace by-product of nitrification,
the oxidation of NHt to NO;. Denitrification occurs
under suboxic to anoxic conditions, and is thought to
take place mainly in restricted low-oxygen regions such
as the eastern tropical Pacific and the Arabian Sea, and
in the sediments of continental shelves. The distribution of nitrificat ion is thought to be more widespread,
since it occurs under aerobic conditions in association
with the internal recycling of fixed nitrogen.
During the past decade there have been significant
improvements in our understanding of oceanic processes of N20 production, of the distribution of N20 in
the surface and subsurface ocean, and of the magnitude
of the oceanic N20 source to the global atmosphere. The
relative roles of nitrification and den itrification processes have been addressed by measuring nitrogen stable isotopes and their fractionation between N20 and
other dissolved nitrogen-bearing compounds. The interpretation of these difficult measurements is complicated by the likelihood that both nitrification and
denitrification are coupled in many oceanic systems,and
no clear picture has yet emerged. There have also been
recent advances in the study of air-sea gas exchange
processes, as indicated in Sect. 2.8.1, which will lead to
improvements in the quantification of exchange coefficients as a function of wind speed.
Finally, our understanding of the large-scale distribution ofN 20 in the oceans has been improved through
a number of shipboard measurement programs, such
as those associated with the World Ocean Circulation
Experiment (WOCE)and Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
(JGOFS) programs. These have generally reinforced our
view that open ocean upwelling regions along eastern
ocean boundaries and in equatorial and coastal regions,
represent major sources of atmospheric N20 . By contrast, the great subtropical gyres, which represent a large
portion of the surface area of the oceans, are relatively
close to atmospheric equilibrium for N2 0 . In recent
years, some extremely high N20 concentrations have
been found in the eastern Arabian Sea, in suboxic waters over the Indian Shelf (Naqvi et al. 2000). Since anthropogenic impingements on the coastal ocean may
cause an increase in hypoxia, suboxia, and anoxia in
some areas, these recent observations from the Arabian
Sea are provocative. By modelling these distributions
together with the wind field (e.g. Nevison et al. 1995),
we have come to believe that the global oceans constitute a net source to the atmosphere of about 4-5 Tg of
N2 0 , or about one third of the global natural source
strength. This value may increase as more is learned
about the diverse distribution of N2 0 in coastal waters
(e.g. Seitzinger and Kroeze 1998).
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2.8.2.6 Dimethylsulphide
2.8.2 .6.1

Introduction

Dimethylsulphide was discovered in ocean waters some
30 years ago by Lovelock et al. (1972). However, it remained a compound of marginal scientific interest for
about a decade, until it was established that DMSis the
main volatile sulphur compound emanating from the
oceans and therefore plays a major role in the atmo spheric sulphur cycle (e.g. Nguyen et al. 1978; Leek and
Rodhe 1991). Interest in the biogeochemical cycle of
DMS increased sharply again in the late 1980s, when
Charlson et al. (1987) proposed a hypothesis linking biogenic DMS emission and global climate. In short, this
hypothesis states that DMS released by marine phytoplankton enters the troposphere and is oxidised there
to sulphate particles, which then act as cloud condensation nuclei (CCN) for marine clouds (see Box 4.3,however,regarding the utility of the CCNconcept) . Changes
in CCN concentration affect the cloud droplet number
concentration, which influences cloud albedo and consequently climate. Large-scale climate change, in turn,
affects the phytoplankton number and speciation in the
oceans and thereby completes, but does not necessarily
close, a feedback loop. Recent assessments of the DMSclimate link can be found in Watson and Liss (1998) and
Bigg and Leek (2001) (also see Chap. 4).
In the years since publication of the DMS-CCN-climate hypothesis, almost 1000 papers have been published discussing the distribution and biogeochemistry
of DMS(and its precursors) and its link to climate. Several IGAC-inspired studies have addressed aspects of
the DMS-aerosol-climate connection, most prominently
among them ASTEXIMAGE (e.g. Huebert et al. 1996),
ACE-l (e.g, Bates et al. 1998),and AOE-91, 96 (e.g, Leek
et al. 1996,2001). As a result of these projects, and the
large number of independently conducted studies related to the DMS-climatehypothesis,we now understand
many of the details of DMS production in the oceans,
its transfer to the atmosphere, and the atmospheric oxidation processes (see Chap. 3) that lead to the formation of aerosols (see Chap. 4) that can act as CCN. However, in spite of this progress , fundamental gaps remain
in our understanding of key issues in this biosphereclimate interaction, in particular with regard to the processes that regulate the concentration of DMSin seawater.
While the basic processes have been identified, and even
quantified in specific locations (e.g, Bates et al. 1994;
Simo and Pedro-Alio 1999), generally applicable models of DMS-plankton relationships are still in their infancy (e.g. Gabric et al.1993; Jodwalis et al. 2000). Therefore, we are still not able to represent the DMS-CCNclimate hypothesis in the form of a process-based, quantitative, and predictive model. Even the overall sign of
the feedback cannot be deduced with certainty, since it
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high latitude areas, especially where blooms of DMSPproducing phytoplankton such as the coccolithophore
Emiliania huxleyi and the prymnesiophyte Phaeocystis
pouchetii occur (e .g, Malin et al. 1993; Barnard et al.
1984).In this context, it is interesting to note that Kettle
et al.s (1999) DMSdatabase revealed that high DMS regions corresponded roughly to the coccolithophorid
bloom areas derived by Brown and Yoder (1994) from
remotely sensed ocean colour data . Prymnesiophytes
(including coccolithophores) and dinoflagellates are
phytoplankton groups that tend to have high DMSPcell
quotas (Keller et al. 1989) and, not surprisingly, DMS is
often relatively high when these groups dominate the
phytoplankton assemblage. Diatoms, on the other hand,
tend to have low intracellular DMSPconcentrations and
it is generally observed that diatoms are less important
DMSPproducers in the field (e.g. Keller et al.1989). Predicting DMS concentrations from the algal assemblage
is not straightforward, however.For example, Matrai and
Vernet (1997) reported that DMS concentrations were
as high in diatom -dominated, Arctic waters as they were
in those dominated by Phaeocystis sp. It is now recognised that some phytoplankton species not only produce high intracellular concentrations ofDMSP,but they
also have cell-surface (Stefels and Dijkhuizen 1996) and
intracellular (Steinke et al. 1996) DMSP lyase enzymes
that may be involved actively in DMS production,
thereby contributing further to the elevated DMS concentrations associated with these organisms. The ecological roles of these lyase enzymes are not well understood but several recent studies have pointed to very
interesting functions such as in grazing deterrence, carbon acquisition, and bacterial inhibition (Noordkamp
et al. 1998;Wolfe and Steinke 1996; Wolfe et al. 1997).
Blooms of marine phytoplankton provide convenient
natural "laboratories" for investigating the production
of DMS in relation to phytoplankton community dynamics and species succession and associated processes,
including grazing and bacterial turnover. However, this
apparent focus on "hotspots" ofDMS production in relatively nutrient rich areas can be criticised in that
oligotrophic areas of the oceans, which generally have
2.8.2.6.2 Physiological and Ecological Controls
relatively low levels of DMS and DMSP throughout the
of DMS Production
year, make up a large fraction of the total ocean area
and so must contribute significantly to the total global
The pathways of DMSP biosynthesis in phytoplankton flux of DMS (Bates et al. 1992). These pioneering studhave been studied and have shed light on potential regu- ies established the link between phytoplankton and DMS
lating mechanisms such as nitrogen nutrition (e.g, Grone levels, but failed to account for a large part of the natuand Kirst1992; Kelleret al.1999a,b),temperature (Baumann ral variability in DMS concentrations. There have been
et al.1994), and light (Vetter and Sharp 1993; Matrai et al. rather few actual DMS time-series studies (Leek et al.
1995). While DMSP, and sometimes DMS,is directly re- 1990; Turner et al.1996a; Dacey et aI.1998), all of which
leased by phytoplankton, zooplankton also playa role noted seasonal periods of elevated DMSconcentrations.
by grazing, or avoiding, DMSP-rich cells (e.g. Dacey and
We now realise that bacterial processes are also very
Wakeham 1986; Wolfeet al.1997; Tang 2000).
important in the overall DMScycle.More isolates ofbacVery high concentrations of DMS and dissolved teria are available with which to study biochemical pathDMSP have been reported from several coastal and/or ways and physiology of DMSP and DMS metabolism

is not known yet if a warming climate would result in
an increase or decrease of DMS emissions . Glacial-tointerglacial changes in the amounts of DMS oxidation
products in polar ice cores cannot answer this question
unambiguously, as they may reflect variations in atmo spheric transport patterns as much as differences in
DMSproduction (e.g, Whung et aI.1994),as is discussed
in detail in Sect. 2.3.
Early,limited data sets had suggested a possible correlation between DMS and phytoplankton concentration (e.g. Andreae and Barnard 1984).This correlation
is particularly evident in vertical profiles of DMS and
chlorophyll a, which in most instances show a sharp
drop of both parameters around the depth corresponding to a light penetration of one percent of the surface
light flux. Close correlations between DMS and phytoplankton densities were also found in situations where
a single species accounted for much of the DMS production or phytoplankton biomass (e.g. Barnard et al.
1984; Matrai and Keller 1994).These findings led to the
hope that global DMS distributions could be estimated
from chlorophyll concentrations obtained by remote
sensing, but experimental investigations of this proposal
were not encouraging (e.g. Matrai et al. 1993),except in
frontal regions (e.g. Holligan et al. 1993; Belviso et al.
2000) . Furthermore, a statistical analysis of almost
16000 measurements of DMSin surface seawater failed
to show any useful correlations between DMSand chlorophyll or other chemical or physical parameters (Kettle et al. 1999). One reason for the absence of a general
correlation between plankton biomass and DMS is that
the intracellular concentration of its metabolic precursor, dimethylsulphoniopropionate (DMSP), varies between different phytoplankton species over a range of
fiveorders of magnitude.While it is clear that some taxonomic groups typically contain higher amounts of
DMSP, these relationships are by no means clear-cut
(e.g. Keller et al. 1989). At least as important, however,
are the complexities of DMS cycling by biological and
abiotic processes in the surface ocean , which will be
addressed below.
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(e.g, Ledyard and Dacey1994;Yochet al.1997). Newmethods, including use of 35S tracers, improved inhibitors, and
molecular genetics techniques have allowed ever more
sensitive analyses ofDMSP-DMS cycling rates and fates,
and have permitted more detailed examination of the
complex microbial communities involved (e.g. Gonzalez
et al. 1999; Wolfeand Kiene 1993).The potential for DMS
production from dissolved DMSPis quite large (e.g.Kiene
1996b; van Duyl et al. 1998),but recent studies indicate
that most of the DMSPin the sea is not converted to DMS.
A demethylation-demethiolation pathway leading to
production of methanethiol (MeSH) can account for
70-95% of DMSP metabolism in situ thereby diverting
sulphur away from DMS (Kiene 1996a). The predominance of this non-DMS producing demethylationdemethiolation pathway is explained by the fact that
bacteria use it to assimilate the sulphur from DMSP into
protein am ino acids (Kiene et al. 1999). Further understanding of this DMSP-DMS-MeSH-bacteria interaction
is critical because a relatively small change in the yield
of DMS from DMSP could have a major impact on the
gross production of DMS, which would then be available for sea-air exchange.
Removal of DMS from the water column by biological and photochemical mechanisms also exerts a great
influence on the net accumulations of DMS in surface
waters. Slow biological degradation of DMS may partially explain the rise in DMS concentrations observed
at the peak and initial decline phases of phytoplankton
blooms (e.g, Matrai and Keller 1993; Nguyen et aI.1988).
Net consumption of DMS appears to occur in the later
stages of blooms after DMS-consuming bacteria have
had time to develop (Kwint et al. 1996; van Duyl et al.
1998). The photochemistry of DMS in seawater remains
poorly understood, despite the fact that it has been identified as a major removal mechanism under some circumstances (e.g. Kieber et al. 1996; Sakka et al. 1997;
Brugger et al. 1998). DMS photooxidation appears to
depend on photosensitisers in seawater, which are most
likely part of the coloured dissolved organic matter
(CDOM) (Dacey et al. 1998). In the open ocean CDOM
originates from autochthonous primary productivity
and food web processes so the interaction with DMS is
probably complex. Add to th is the fact that DMS producing and consuming bacterial populations are likely
to be strongly influenced by UV-B in surface waters, and
one can easily see the importance of understanding
photophysical effects on the DMS cycle. Recently, it has
been shown that viruses are significant agents in the control of bacteria and phytoplankton. Viral infections can
cause a total release of intracellular DMSP (Hill et al.
1998) and viruses are known to infect DMSP-containing
bloom organisms such as Emiliania huxleyi (Brussaard
et al.1996) and Phaeocystis sp, (Malin et al.1998).It seems
clear from studies such as these that the overall food web
dynamics, including macro- and microzooplankton graz-
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ing, bacterial, and viral activities, as well as the physicochemical dynamics of the upper ocean (e.g, incoming
solar radiation, mixing, temperature, air-sea exchange)
are important factors governing DMS accumulation.
Modelling efforts have expanded our understanding
of DMSproduction, both for field situations (e.g. Gabric
et al.1999) and laboratory systems (Laroche et al.1999).
However, our current knowledge base is not sufficient
to develop and constrain predictive DMS production
models for diverse biogeographic regions, in order to
allow interpretation of the role ofDMS in climate change,
for example. Future research will need to focus on
(1) gain ing a full understanding of the processes that
control DMSproduction and allowthe prediction ofDMS
emissions, and (2) obtaining much more data concerning spatial, temporal, and interannual variation in the
concentration of DMS and related compounds. Emphasis on undersampled areas and seasons would be valuable. For process studies, there is an increasing need to
cross disciplinary and international boundaries to bring
together experts on different aspects of DMSand related
compounds for integrated field campaigns. For analysis
of variability, "remote" sampling systems could be considered (such as attempted in ACE-I). It might be possible
to develop a buoy-mounted monitoring system whereby
samples were stored on a carousel for later analysis. Alternatively,we might follow the example of the pCOz measuring community, who have demonstrated that it is feasible to employ unmanned instruments on merchant
ships (Cooper et al. 1998a). This would enable the collection oflarge data sets during long passage routes, covering diverse biogeographic areas, and different seasons,
and the chance to investigate interannual variability at
relatively low cost. New techniques will be needed to circumvent the present lack of a reliable storage method
for DMS samples. In the first instance , it might be more
realistic to concentrate on DMSP analyses.

2.8.2.7 Carbonyl Sulphide

The oceans represent approximately 30% of the total
atmospheric source of COS, and much of the oceanographic work on COS over the last decade has focussed
on assessing the spatial and temporal distributions of
COS concentration and understanding the processes
that control its temporal and spatial distribution. The
photochemical source of COS was first recognised by
Ferek and Andreae (1984), who demonstrated a clear
diurnal cycle in the sea surface concentration of the
compound.A mechanism of formation of COS was proposed by Pos et al. (1998)who suggested that the photochemical production of COSand carbon monoxide proceeds along a coupled pathway which first involves the
photochemical formation of an acyl radical from coloured dissolved organic matter (CDOM). Plock et al.
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(1997) and Ulshofer et a1. (1996) suggested that cysteine
is probably implicated in the reaction mechanism of
COS formation as the result of its reactivity and abundance in the oceans. The photochemical COS production in natural seawater is probably not limited by the
concentration of a precursor sulphur compound but
rather by the concentration of CDOM represented by
its ultraviolet attenuation coefficient (Ulshofer et a1.
1996;Uher and Andreae 1997).Zepp and Andreae (1994)
and Weiss et aI. (1995) quantified the wavelength dependence of COS photoproduction from CDOM and
found that quantum efficiency of photoproduction decreases monotonically with increasing wavelength. The
dark (or non-photochemical) production of COS has
been proposed on the basis of the non-zero COS concentration observed at ocean depths where there is no
photochemical production and where there is no mixing from the surface (Radford-Knoery and Cutter 1994;
Flock and Andreae 1996) and also on the basis of careful interpretation of sea surface COS concentration
measurements using inverse models (Ulshofer 1995).
COS hydrolysis varies as a function of temperature and
pH and has been evaluated several times over the last
decade (Elliott et al. 1989; Radford-Knoery and Cutter
1994; Uher and Andreae 1997).
Recent models have used laboratory results for the
photoproduction and hydrolysis rate constants to explain COS sea surface measurements obtained during
expeditions made in the 1980s and 1990S (see Ulshofer
(1995)for a review of recent sea surface COS concentration measurements). Andreae and Ferek (1992) developed the first chemical box model to explain the diurnal variation of COS in terms of photochemical formation and hydrolysis destruction. Ulshofer (1995)adopted
an optimisation scheme based on the coupled photochemical-mixed layer used by Kettle (1994) to calculate
the photoproduction and dark production constants for
COS from a series of sea surface measurements made
between 1992and 1994 in the North Atlantic Ocean. von
Hobe (1999) extended this work for other models and
expedition measurements. Najjar et a1. (1995) generalised a simplified coupled physical-chemical model on a
global scale to investigate the sensitivity of COS sea surface concentration on ozone reduction and tropospheric
increases of carbon dioxide. Kettle and Andreae (1998)
and Preiswerk and Najjar (1998) have used existing
measurements of the CDOM absorption coefficient of
seawater to predict a seasonal variation in the absolute
COS concentration, with maximum values at high latitudes in the summer of either hemisphere.
Future work on COS should aim to quantify more
accurately the role of the oceans as a source or sink of
the gas to the atmosphere. The global application of the
photochemical production model for COS is currently
limited by the absence of an algorithm to predict the
global CDOM absorption coefficient and by the sugges-

tion that the apparent quantum yield of COS formation
may vary by more than an order of magnitude in different regions of the ocean . The scarcity of profile measurements of COS concentration has been problematic
for modelling efforts which have so far been developed
to explain only the surface COS concentration distributions. Finally, the precise quantification of the sea-air
flux of all gases produced in the upper ocean (including
COS) is currently limited by the absence of an effective
gas exchange parameterisation based on wind speed,
average wave slope, or other measure of upper ocean
turbulence, as already indicated.

2.8 .2.8 The Ocean's Role as Source and Sink of
Atmospheric Methyl Bromide and
other Methyl Halides

Methyl halides are produced and consumed biologically
(CH3Br) (Moore and Webb1996;Baker et al.1999);(CH3I)
(Moore and Groszko 1999); photochemically (CH 3I)
(Happell and Wallace 1996);and in surface ocean waters
(CH3CI) (Moore et al, 1996). Recent measurements have
shown that the flux of CH3CI is significantly less than early
estimates (Moore et al. 1996) and that the open ocean is
a net sink, rather than a source, for CH3Br (see below).
Methyl bromide (CH3Br) in the environment began
to receive considerable attention in the early 1990Swhen
it was being evaluated as an ozone-depleting gas, along
with chlorofluorocarbons, chlorocarbons, and halons.
First-order calculations indicated that methyl bromide
was likely to be a significant contributor to stratospheric
ozone depletion. Before then, only a few studies of CH3Br
in the ocean and atmosphere had been conducted.
Lovelock (1975) detected CH3Br in coastal waters of
England and suggested that this gas could have a large
natural source. Singh et al, (1983) later reported widespread supersaturations greater than 200% off the west
coast of North America, lending support to the ocean
as a large natural source of CH3Br. Khalil et a1. (1993)
suggested that the open ocean was supersaturated in
methyl bromide by 40-80%. However, prompted in part
by calculations showing that the ocean simultaneously
had to be a large sink for CH3Br because of reaction
with CI- in seawater (Elliott and Rowland 1995; Jeffers
and Wolfe 1996; King and Saltzman 1997), numerous
investigations, using in situ mass spectrometry-gas
chromatography, demonstrated that the ocean on average was a net sink for atmospheric CH3Br, with tropical
and subtropical waters of the open ocean highly
undersaturated and coastal waters often supersaturated
in this gas (Lobert et al.1995,1996,1997; Moore and Webb
1996; Groszko and Moore 1998). Certain species of
phytoplankton produce CH 3Br, but apparently not at
rates sufficient to explain the observed saturation levels (Saemundsdottir and Matrai 1998; Moore et a1. 1995;
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Scarratt and Moore 1996).Most recently, there have been
suggestions that CH3Br in temperate and coastal waters
might undergo a seasonal cycle, with higher concentrations or supersaturations in the spring and early summer and undersaturations the rest of the year (Baker
et al. 1999;King et al. 2000) .About the same time , it also
became clear that chemical and biological removal of
CH3Br in seawater constituted such a large sink for this
gas that it would have a profound effect on the lifetime
of CH3Br in the atmosphere, even if the ocean were everywhere a net source (Butler 1994; Yvon et al. 1996b;
Yvon-Lewis and Butler 1997).In the latest budget calculations, irreversible loss of atmospheric CH3Br to the
ocean accounts for one -quarter to one-third of the total
removal (Kurylo et al. 1999).
These two findings - that the oceanic source was
outweighed by its sinks and that the lifetime of atmospheric CH3Br depended strongly upon its reaction in
seawater - necessitated a re-evaluation of the global
budget of this gas in the atmosphere. Once the apparently large soil sink was discovered and confirmed
(Serca et al. 1998; Shorter et al. 1995; Varner et al. 1999),
the calculated budget of atmospheric CH3Br was no
longer in balance. The latest calculations have sinks
outweighing sources by 80 Gg yr- 1, out of a budget of
205 Gg yr - 1 (Kurylo et al. 1999). It is unlikely that this

additional source will come from the ocean, as the cur rent global coverage of surface measurements, although
not complete, is representative of the various oceanic
regimes , although with reduced coverage of coastal waters. Currently, a small net sink is calculated for the ocean
(3-30 Gg yr- 1) which is unlikely to change much , unless,
of course , there is some significant global change driving it. Furthermore, recent studies are identifying ter restrial sources from plants and salt marshes that are
making the budget gap smaller (Gan et al. 1998; Rhew
et al. 2000; Dimmer et al. 1999).
Perhaps one of the most significant things to come
out of these intensified studies of methyl bromide in
the ocean is that other halogen gases may behave in similar, quantifiable ways. Many of these gases, which may
include CH3I, CHBr 3 , CH 2Br2, CH 2BrCI, and C2H sBr,
among others, also have climatic implications through
their chemistry or radiative effects; however, specific
studies of them in the past have been lim ited (e.g,
Sturges et al. 1992, 1993; Nightingale et al. 1995). When
gases are produced and destroyed in seawater and exchanged with the atmosphere on similar time scales,
their exchange with the atmosphere can be controlled
in good part by their biogeochemical cycling in seawater.
Recent analyses of polar firn air have prov ided global
temporal trends for CH3Br, while also showing in situ,
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seasonal production for other organohalogens (Butler
et al. 1999; Sturges et al. 2001).
Large amounts of reactive bromine (and smaller
amounts of chlorine) are also found in polar regions and
near salt pans likely due to oxidation of halides by inorganic reactions (see also Table3.4). However, the source
of iodine compounds in the coastal marine air and of
bromine in the free troposphere is much more likely to
be the photochemical degradation of organohalogen
compounds (like CH2I 2, or CH3Br, respectively) of marine biogenic origin, as indicated above.
In field campaigns of the IGAC'sPolar Air and Snow
Chemistry (PASC) activity, it was discovered in the late
1980sand early 1990S (Barrie et al. 1988, 1992; Barrie and
Platt 1997) that surface ozone depletion chemistry occurring in spring over the Arctic Ocean is a tropospheric
analogue of stratospheric ozone chemistry, with a difference. It is driven by sea salt halogens from heterogeneous reactions occurring in sunlight on surface snow
and ice, rather than by halogens from photolysis of spray
can propellants. The existence of BrO and ClO as well as
Cl and Br reactions with hydrocarbons was well docu mented in numerous measurements in air just above the
surface of frozen marine areas. In spring, BrO was found
in the Arctic (Hausmann and Platt 1994; Tuckermann
et al.1997) and Antarctic marine boundary layer (Kreher
et al. 1997) by ground based and satellite observations
(Fig.2.19) (Wagnerand Platt 1998;Richteret al.1998; Hegels
et al.1998;Wagner et al. 2001).In addition, measurements
made by chemical amplification (Perner et al. 1999),
DOAS (Tuckermann et al. 1997), and by the "hydrocarbon
clock" technique (Jobson et al. 1994,Solberg et al. 1996;
Ramacher et al.1999) suggest ClOlevelsin the pmol mol"!
range in the Arctic marine boundary layer.An unexpected
link to the mercury cycle was discovered to result in enhanced inputs of mercury to the biosphere in these regions,
when long lived elemental mercury is converted to shorter
lived particulate and reactive gaseous forms of mercury
(Schroeder et al.1998).Halogen reactions are suspected to
be the cause of this conversion of mercury.
As a result of these polar discoveries as well as modelling studies (e.g. Vogt et al. 1996; Sander and Crutzen
1996) (see also Chap. 3), researchers have begun to seek
and confirm the occurrence of reactive halogen com pounds (10 , BrO,ClO) from air-surface exchange processes in other regions (e.g. remote mid - and lowlatitude
marine sites, midlatitudes coastal sites, Dead Sea basin,
and the free troposphere).

2.8.2.9 Primary Marine Aerosols

Primary aerosols are also emitted directlyfrom tiIeoceans.
The work of Blanchard and colleagues (Blanchard 1983)
has shown that bubble bursting at the air-water interface injects aerosols into the atmosphere from two

sources . One is from fragments of the bubble film (film
drops), the other from a jet of water that follows the
bubble burst. Bubbles selectively scavenge high molecular weight surface-active compounds (Gershey 1983) and
viable particulate material from the water such as bacteria and viruses (Blanchard 1983), leading to a consid erable enrichment of these organic components in the
aerosol relative to the water. As a result, primary particles in the marine environment will usually contain a
wide range of biogenic compounds. Long-chain fatty
acids, alcohols, esters, and soluble proteins have all been
found in marine aerosols . Proteinaceous material and
free amino acids are present in marine rain (Mopper
and Zika 1987).In the atmosphere some of these compounds are degraded to form secondary aerosols, such
as the fatty acids which may break down to short chain
forms such as oxalic acid. Others, like the amino acid Lmethionine, are oxidised. Bacteria and remains of organisms have been observed to become separated from
the other aerosol components in Arctic conditions (Bigg
and Leck 2001). Estimates of the organic components
of marine aerosols in relatively unpolluted environments vary widely, the order of magnitude being around
10-20% by number, but this may include secondary
aerosols as well as those transported from continents
(Mathias-Maser 1998) (see Chap. 4).

2.8.3 Biological and Chemical Impacts
of Atmospheric Deposition on Marine
and Estuarine Systems
2.8.3.1 Atmospheric Iron Input to the Ocean
and its Role in Marine Biogeochemistry
2.8.3.1.1

Introduction

It is now recognised that a primary transport path for
iron found in the ocean is through the atmosphere.
Among the first papers to address the importance of
atmospherically derived iron were those of Moore et al.
(1984) and Duce (1986). These authors calculated the
aeolian transport of mineral matter into many areas of
the ocean, and pointed out that some fraction of the iron
from the mineral matter dissolved into seawater after
the dust was deposited to the ocean surface. Duce and
Tindale (1991) and, more recently, Iickells and Spokes
(2001) have reviewed this topic.
The major reason why atmospheric dust transport
has received considerable research effort over the last
decade is because of the role iron has been hypothesised
to play in controlling marine primary productivity over
large areas of the oceans remote from land. Because of
the ir distance from riverine and shelf inputs in these
regions (e.g, Southern Oceans, North and Equatorial
Pacific) one of the primary ways in which "new" iron
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gets into the system is via deposition from the atmosphere of terrestrially derived material. The idea of iron
being a major control on ocean production is not new.
In the early decades of the 20 th century it was hypothesised that the reason why large areas of the Southern
Oceans contained significant amounts of residual conventional plant nutrients (nitrate and phosphate), when
light and other conditions for plant growth were favourable (the HNLC,high nutrient-low chlorophyll, regions),
was because of iron deficiency in the water (see, for example, Gran 1931; Harvey 1933; Hart 1934; and the recent
review by DeBaar and Boyd 2000). However, it is only
in the last decade that analytical techniques for iron and
field-going experimental approaches have been good
enough to begin to test the hypothesis critically.
2.8.3.1.2

Sources and Transport of Mineral Aerosol
to the Oceans

The primary sources of mineral aerosol are arid and
semi-arid continental regions (e.g. Tegenand Fung 1994;
Duce 1995; IPCC 1996) (see also Chap. 4). The atmospheric concentrations of dust and the deposition of dust
to the ocean surface are both very episodic and are primarily associated with the transport of aerosol from
dust storms or major dust outbreaks. The typical duration of such dust pulses over the ocean may range from
one to four days, and the transport and deposition may
also vary seasonally. Due to the episodic character of
both the atmospheric dust concentrations and local
rainfall, the primary removal process for dust (Duce
1995) input to the ocean in a particular region can often
occur during a few events covering a relatively short
period of time. For example, the results of one multiyear study showed that half of the annual deposition of
dust to the ocean at Midway Island in the central Pacific
occurred during only two weeks (Prospero et al. 1989).
In Bermuda, Arimoto et al. (1992) found that mineral
aerosol concentrations ranged over four orders of magnitude, from 0.001 to 11 flgm- 3•
Fig. 2.20.
Calculated global fluxes of
atmospheric mineral matter
to the ocean (Duce et al. 1991)

We have very few data sets of marine surface dust
concentrations collected over long periods of time. In
general, the highest atmospheric concentrations of dust
in marine areas are found over the North Pacific and
the tropical Atlantic. Other high concentration areas are
found in the Arabian Sea and the northern Indian Ocean,
but there are very limited data in these regions. Accurate estimation or calculation of dust deposition is still
quite difficult. An estimate of the geographical distribution of the flux of mineral matter to the global ocean
is presented in Fig. 2.20 (Duce et al. 1991). Note that by
far the major fraction of mineral dust is deposited in
the Northern Hemisphere. The atmospheric deposition
has clearly fluctuated significantly in the past, as seen
in ice core and deep sea sediment samples (see, for example, Rea 1994; Andersen et al. 1998; Maher and Hounslow 1999). Numerical simulations of the mineral dust
cycle are attempting to improve global data sets by linking soil types, particle emissions, gas-particle heterogeneous chemistry, and wind transport in the troposphere
with aerosol satellite measurements (e.g. Marticorena
and Bergametti 1995; Phadnis and Carmichael 2000)
(also see Chap. 6).
2.8.3.1.3
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Iron in Mineral Aerosol over the Oceans

The atmospheric deposition of iron is associated with
the eroded mineral aerosol particles, and the iron is
primarily bound in their aluminosilicate matrices. It is
thus possible to convert mineral aerosol concentrations
or fluxes to an iron concentration or flux by knowing
the abundance of iron in the earth's crust. This ranges
from -3 to 5% (Taylor and McClennan 1985). Typically
a value of 3.5% is used. With a mineral aerosol flux
of 500-2000 Tg yr", the input of iron would be ca.
15-100 Tg yr- 1. However,before the iron deposited from
the atmosphere can be utilised by phytoplankton, it must
be in a form that is available to these organisms. Processes that change the solubility or lability of the iron in
the atmosphere will then have potential for influencing
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the availability of the iron when the atmospheric material enters the ocean. Iickells and Spokes (2001) have
carefully reviewed the information to date on the mechanisms that may control the distribution of dissolved and/
or particulate iron in the material entering the ocean
from the atmosphere. Some studies have observed Fe(II)
in aerosol iron and its formation is postulated to occur
via photochemical reduction of Fe(III) hydroxides. Certain organic compounds such as oxalate, acetate, and
formate can facilitate this photoreduction. It has been
suggested by several authors that the low pH (0-5) characteristic of the cloud cycling process produces acidic,
hygroscopic aerosols. This combined with possible photochemical reactions results in an increase in the lability
of crustally derived metals, such as iron, in the atmosphere over that seen in the parent material. In turn, this
will playa role in the availability of the iron when the
aerosol enters the ocean (e.g. Jickells and Spokes 2001;
Zhu et al.1992). In addition, high ionic strength solutions
and alternating wet and dry cycles during cloud formation and evaporation would be common. There are likely
to be many such cycles before the particles ultimately
enter the ocean by dry deposition or precipitation.
Iickells and Spokes (2001, and references therein)
state, in summary, that it is likely that the overall iron
solubility of dry deposited mineral aerosol is <1% at a
seawater pH of 8, and that a significant proportion of
this iron is photoreduced to Fe(II),which is bioavailable.
The solubility of iron in marine rains with a pH of 4-7
is generally 14%. Thus the input of soluble atmospheric
iron to the oceans is apparently dominated by wet deposition. These estimates , based on laboratory studies , are
somewhat lower than those made earlier by other authors . However, Iickells and Spokes (2001) made other
oceanographic approaches to estimate the solubility of
atmospheric iron. All of these approaches result in low
overall iron solubility, probably less than 2%. Their final
conclusion is that approximately 0.8 to 2.1% of the total
iron deposited in the ocean is soluble. With a total input
of 15 to 100 Tg yr- 1, this would result in a total soluble
iron atmospheric input of from 0.12 to 2.1 Tg yr- 1•
2.8.3.1.4

Iron and Marine Biogeochemistry

Once the atmospheric iron has entered the oceans by
either wet or dry deposition, it is hypothesised to play
potentially important roles in the primary productivity
of surface waters in substantial areas remote from land.
These HNLC regions are estimated to cover -20-25%
of the area of the oceans. An up-to-date and detailed
assessment of the chemical form of iron in seawater and
how this relates to its uptake by marine organisms is to
be found in several chapters in the book edited by Turner
and Hunter (2001).
John Martin and his colleagues made some of the first
reliable measurements of iron in the oceans and con-

ducted shipboard incubation studies in flasks and carboys of HNLC seawater that had been amended with
soluble iron (Martin et al. 1994).The results were promising (e.g. Martin and Fitzwater 1988) and clearlyshowed
that addition of iron (normally added as ferrous sulphate or other simple inorganic salts) could lead to substantial increases in plankton growth, as indicated by
increasing chlorophyll concentrations with time in the
experimental flasks. An interesting variant on this basic experiment, which is particularly relevant in the
present context, was a study conducted in the equatorial Pacific by Johnson et al. (1994). They added the iron
in a variety of inorganic and organically complexed
forms, but they also used natural Asian dust aerosol
particles (collected in Hawaii) and added them to one
of the carboys of seawater. In this carboy the rate of
plankton growth was found to be the most rapid and
attained the highest chlorophyll levels, indicating that
the aerosol particles were more effective at promoting
growth than artificial iron supplements.
Other avenues have been explored to attack the problem in a more direct way. Young et al. (1991) monitored
natural dust inputs to the North Pacific and examined
any resulting change in productivity in the receiving
water. Several dust deposition events appeared to be
correlated with increases in primary productivity measured in on-deck incubators, but with a four day lag between the dust input and the peak in productivity. Although suggestive of a relationship, the results were too
few and insufficiently clear-cut to be totally convincing.
In addition, interpretation was complicated because
productivity change was measured in a deck incubator,
not in the ocean itself. Also, when deposition occurred,
meteorological conditions changed, with greater stirring
of near-surface water,which itself may have changed the
productivity. However, this experiment represents a
novel and potentially powerful tool since it uses the
natural atmospheric input and examines the response
of the real oceanic system.
A different approach to testing the iron hypothesis is
that of adding inorganic iron (FeSO4) directly to a small
patch (of the order of 100 krn-) of the oceans. In order
to be able to track the iron enriched patch as it moves
in the ocean, the gas sulphur hexafluoride is added along
with the iron. Sulphur hexafluoride can be easily measured at tracer (femtomolar) concentrations in almost
real time from the research vessel,enabling the enriched
patch to be tracked . The principles underlying this approach are outlined in Watson et al. (1991a). It has been
utilised three times to date; twice in the equatorial Pacific (IronEx I: Martin et al. (1994) and IronEx II: Coale
et al. (1996» and very recently in the southern oceans
(SOIREE: Boydet al. (2000». On all three occasions,raising the iron level in the water by a few nanomoles per
litre produced a significant enhancement in phytoplankton activity, as measured by chlorophyll concen-
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Fig. 2.21.
Carbon dioxide changes inside and outside the enriched
patch during the course of
SOIREE (Boyd et al. 2000)
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tration increase, consistent with the iron fertilisation
hypothesis. In the case of IronEx II, the increase was at
least an order of magnitude. Smaller organisms were
the first to utilise the iron supplement, with the larger
plankton (mainly diatoms) benefitting later.
Trace gases measured in these experiments were CO2
and DMS. The former was drawn down due the enhanced primary production. The extent of CO2 removal
roughly mirrors the increase in chlorophyll, except for
IronEx I where it was very small, probably due to rapid
recycling of the fixed carbon by grazers .For DMS, threeto five-fold increases occurred in all three studies, with
much less variation than for CO2 , Carbon dioxide
changes between inside and outside the enriched patch
during the course of SOIREE are shown in Fig. 2 .21, and
the time evolution of DMS and its precursor DMSP integrated over a vertical column are shown in Fig. 2.22.
Such a fertilisation experiment is akin to a batch culture perturbation and it is not clear whether long-term
Fe enrichment and sustained higher productivity would
lead to higher steady-state DMS concentrations. Given
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enough time, shifts in the population structure, or simply growth of the microbial populations, might re-establish low steady-state DMS concentrations with perhaps higher turnover of both DMSP and DMS. Our
present understanding of the response of microbial
populations to changes in DMSPand DMSsupply is insufficient to make confident predictions in this regard.
To put these results in a broader time context, a compendium of results from ice cores for iron, CO2, MSA
(an atmospheric oxidation product of DMS), and several other parameters is provided in Fig. 2 .23 . It is note-
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worthy that the elevated iron and MSAand lowered CO2
levels during the last glacial period are consistent with
a scenario wherein ocean productivity was higher then
due to enhanced atmospheric inputs of iron. For further discussion of the use of ice core records to examine the overall sulphur cycle see Sect. 2.3.

2.8.3.2 TheInput ofAtmospheric Nitrogen to the Ocean
2.8.3 .2.1

Coastal Regions

There is now widespread evidence that atmospheric fixed
nitrogen compounds contribute to enrichment and in some
areas probably to coastal and estuarine eutrophication
(Jaworskiet al.1997; Howarth et al.1996).Current estimates
of the percentage of total (natural + anthropogenic) new
N loading attributed to direct atmospheric deposition
at a number of North American and European locations
range from 5% to over 50% (Duce 1991; Fisher and
Oppenheimer 1991; Valigura et al. 1996; Dennis 1997;
Holland et al. 1999). Inputs of N to estuarine systems
that result from direct atmospheric deposition by-pass
much of the estuarine N "filter" (Kennedy 1983; Paerl
1995, 1997). Thus, atmospheric deposition assumes an
increasingly important role as a new N source in lower
estuarine and coastal waters below the biological N filtering zone (Fig. 2.24).
Dry and wet atmospheric deposition introduces into
estuaries a variety of biologically available inorganic
(NO;, NHt, DON) compounds, most of which result
from human activities (Likens et al. 1974; Gallowayet al.
1994). In addition, organic nitrogen (ON) comprises a
significant fraction (from 15 to over 30%) of wet and dry
atmospheric deposition in coastal watersheds (Correll
and Ford 1982; Scudlark and Church 1993; Peierls and

Paerl 1997).Although the composition of atmospheric
ON is poorly known, recent work (Peierls and Paerl1997;
Seitzinger and Sanders 1999)indicates that constituents
of this pool are biologically utilised and, hence, should
be included in eutrophication assessments.
In situ bioassays and field surveys show that enrichment with the major deposition constituents NHt and
NO; at natural dilutions and atmospherically derived
dissolved organic nitrogen (DON) results in enhanced
phytoplankton primary production and increased
biomass (Paerl 1985; Willey and Paerl 1993; Paerl and
Fogel 1994; Peierls and PaerlI997). Atmospheric DON
may selectively stimulate growth of specific types of
marine phytoplankton (Neilson and Lewin 1974; Antia
et al. 1991). These selective phytoplankton responses to
specific nitrogen inputs, and changes in stoichiometric
C: N ratios resulting from these inputs may induce
changes at the zooplankton, invertebrate, herbivorous
fish, and higher trophic levels.
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Atmospheric nitrogen inputs have been examined
recently in North Carolina's Albemarle-Pamlico Sound
System (APSS) (PaerlI995, 1997). Within the APSS, the
Neuse River Estuary receives N inputs from a mosaic of
upstream and upwind agricultural, urban, and industrial sources. Fossil fuel combustion and agricultural
and industrial N emissions represent a significant and
growing source of new N to this system (Paerl and Fogel
1994),reflecting a national and world-wide trend (Duce
1986; Luke and Dickerson 1987; Asman 1994; Paerl1995;
Holland et al. 1999). Depending on the relationship between watershed-estuary surface areas, degree of watershed N retention, seasonal rainfall, discharge and flow
patterns, and proximity of atmospheric sources, an important fraction of nitrogen from atmospheric deposition is directly deposited on the estuary. In the case of
the APSS, recent estimates are on the order of 20% (for
its estuarine tributaries) to 40% (for the downstream
waters of Pamlico Sound) (Paerl and Fogel 1994; Paerl
1995,1997) of the N being directly deposited.
Atmospheric N generated from expanding intensive
animal farming is of particular concern. Examination
of the long-term record of atmospheric NHt and NO}
deposition in Sampson County, eastern North Carolina,
shows a nearly three-fold increase in annual NHt deposition (also relative to NO}) since 1977. with a particularly precipitous rise since the late 1980s (Fig. 2.25). The
reason for this may be that unlike human waste, swine
waste is stored in open lagoons and remains largely
untreated, and substantial amounts (30 to >80%) of N
are lost via NH3 volatilisation alone (O'Halloran 1993).
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In addition, the atmospheric organic nitrogen flux may
be equal to or perhaps greater than the inorganic (i.e.
ammonium and nitrate) nitrogen flux in open ocean regions. The source of the organic nitrogen is not known,
but a large fraction of it is likelyto be human-derived. This
form of atmospheric nitrogen input to the open ocean had
not been considered in detail until very recently.
Not only will the input of atmospheric fixed nitrogen to the open ocean increase significantly in the future as a result of increasing human activities, but the
geographical locations of much of this input will probably change as well. Galloway et al. (1994, 1995) have
evaluated pre-industrial nitrogen fixation (formation of
the so-called reactive nitrogen) on the continents; the
near-current (1990) reactive nitrogen generated from
human activities such as energy production (primarily
as nitrogen oxides), fertiliser use, and legume growth;
and the estimated reactive nitrogen that will be produced in 2020 as a result of human activities .
The most highly developed regions in the world are
predicted to show relatively little increase in the formation of reactive nitrogen, with none of these areas contributing more than a few per cent to the overall global
increase . However, other areas will contribute very significantly to increased human-derived reactive nitrogen formation in 2020. For example, it is predicted that
Asia will account for -40% of the global increase in
energy-derived reactive nitrogen, while Africa will have
a six-fold increase accounting for 15% of the total global increase. It is predicted that production of reactive
nitrogen from the use of fertilisers in Asia will account
for -87% of the global increase from this source. Both
energy sources (nitrogen oxides and ultimately nitrate)
2.8.3.2.2 The Open Ocean
and fertiliser (ammonia, urea) result in the extensive
There is also growing concern about the increasing in- release of reactive nitrogen to the atmosphere. Thus,
put of human-derived nitrogen compounds to the open these predictions indicate very significant potential inocean. This is especially important in parts of the open creases in the atmospheric deposition of nutrient niocean where nitrogen is the nutrient that limits biologi- trogen compounds to the ocean downwind of such recal growth . This is the case in the nutrient-poor waters gions as Asia, Central and South America, Africa, and
of the large central oceanic gyres in the North and South the former Soviet Union (see Fig. 2.26).
Pacificand AtlanticOceansand the southern Indian Ocean.
The potential problem outlined above was highCurrent estimates suggest that, at present , atmospheric lighted by a computer modelling study undertaken by
nitrogen accounts for only a few percent of the total new Galloway et al. (1994), who generated maps of the renitrogen delivered to surface waters in these regions, with cent (1980) and expected (2020) annual deposition of
upwelling from deep waters being the pr imary source of reactive nitrogen compounds from the atmosphere to
new surface nitrogen. It is recognised , however, that the the global ocean. Figure 2.26 is a map of the projected
atmospheric input to the ocean is highly episodic, often ratio of the estimated deposition of oxidised forms of
coming in large pulses extending over a fewdays.At such nitrogen in 2020 to the values for 1980. It appears that
times, atmospheric input plays a much more important from one and a half to three, and in some limited areas
role as a source for nitrogen in surface waters. A recent up to four, times the 1980rate will occur over large areas
estimate of the current input of fixed nitrogen to the glo- of the oceans. This increased nitrogen deposition will
bal ocean from rivers, the atmosphere, and nitrogen fixa- provide new sources of nutrient nitrogen to some regions
tion indicates that all three sources are important of the ocean where biological production is currently lim(Cornell et al.1995). Paerl and Whitall (1999) estimate that ited by nitrogen. There is thus the possibility of impor46-57% of the total human-mobilised nitrogen entering tant impacts on regional biological production and the
the North Atlantic Ocean is coming via the atmosphere. marine carbon cycle in these regions of the open ocean.
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Fig. 2.26. Ratio of the estimated depos ition of oxidised forms of nitrogen to ocean and land surfaces in 2020 relative to 1980 (adapted
from Galloway et aI. 1994, and Watson 1997)

Debate continues about the relative importance of
iron, nitrogen, or other compounds as prime determinants of oceanic phytoplankton productivity and, consequently, potential controls of marine gas emissions.
On geological time scales, phosphorus is accepted to be
the ultimate control. Silica, another component of the
same Fe and N-containing dust but with a significantly
longer residence time, has also been examined as an altering agent of the species composition of marine
phytoplankton in oceanic regions, favouring siliceous
organisms (e.g, diatoms) (e.g, Harrison 2000; Treguer
and Pondaven 2000). Such organisms would differentially affect total gas emissions but not total primary
production. Such a silica hypothesis reinforces the link
between marine biogeochemistry and resulting sea-air
gas emissions.

2.9

Summary of Achievements and Remaining
Research Challenges

Much progress has been achieved over the last decade
through technological advances and appropriate scien tific approaches. The advances include: remote sensing
instrumentation to provide detailed spatial and temporal data; micrometeorological and isotopic techniques
for estimating the flux of matter and energy within ecosystems and between ecosystems and the atmosphere,
geosphere, and biosphere; techniques for manipulations

of local scale selected environmental factors; and, statist ical and numerical modelling techniques capable of
analys ing multi-variate, nonlinear problems.
A developing system-based approach, including
Lagrangian studies of air and water masses, comprising all components, e.g. soils, vegetation. and atmosphere, has led to an understanding of biogeochemical
cycles of individual chemical compounds and interactions among chemical compounds. The campaign mode
of carrying out field measurements has enhanced the
understanding of the interconnectedness of systems and
the impor tance of scaling issues.
Highlights of the research include:
• Reduced uncertainties in N20, NO, CH4, DMS, and
certain organohalogen emissions, and a better characterisation of local and regional distribut ion patterns of fluxes together with a mech anistic, but not
necessarily integrated, understanding of the surface
factors which control these em issions and exchange.
• Effective mitigation strategies have been developed
for some CH4 emiss ions and a better understanding
of how land management practices influence N20 and
CH4 emissions has been gained.
• Mechanisms and pathways of production and environmental controls have been identified for a large
number ofVOC compounds emitted from vegetation,
including canopy transfer pro cesses. Emission models estimating global emissions have been developed.
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• VOCemissions can account for a loss of two to four
percent of C taken up by photosynthesis, which has
implications for understanding and quantifying the
C cycle.
• Improved understanding of atmospheric input of
inorganic N and Fe,mainly of anthropogenic and soil
origin, into coastal and open ocean environments
representing 5-70% of total input in the case of nitrogen and the subsequent impacts on the C uptake
of the oceans and the C and S cycles.
• The acidic nature of wet deposition, which differs by
source and region, has been characterised.
• Improved understanding of the partitioning of dry
deposition (particularly 03 and N0 2) on leaves and
soil surfaces and related physiological mechanisms
has been developed.
• Emission ratios for biomass burning are well described for savannas, but less well described for humid forests and biofuels. Broad databases are available of emission factors for a large number of substances .
To achieve more plausible and quantitatively reliable
answers, several key issues remain :
• Toinvestigate mechanisms (chemical and biological)
responsible for trace gas cycling (emission and deposition) in oceans, soils, and plants, and to establish
long-term sites/studies to provide that information,
undertaking field experiments to determine, quantify, and discriminate among driving variables.
• To study the exchange of VOCsbetween vegetation,
oceans, and the atmosphere along with the exchange
of other trace gases.
• Tounderstand and quantify the effectof soil-released
NO and its oxidation product N0 2, under different
management practices, to the atmosphere including
interaction of these gases both within and above the
canopy.
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• To determine whether changes in the marine emissions of trace gases and particles are likely to have a
significant influence on atmospheric chemistry and
vice-versa, resulting from climatic (e .g, rainfall, temperature; perhaps small), elevated CO2 (perhaps
large), and/or land use changes. Key areas may include the greenhouse effect (tropospheric 0 3)'stratospheric ozone (CH3Br), radiation and clouds (DMS),
VOCs,tropospheric chemistry (dust-FE-DMS-C0 2 ) ,
and other unpredicted impacts (e.g, the change in
marine phytoplankton communities coupled with
changes in N and Fe deposition), especially in the
Tropics and high latitudes.
• To understand how the hydrological cycle will be affected in various regions with climate change and the
subsequent impacts on emissions.
• To improve the parameterisation of air-sea exchange
and its links to biogeochemical cycling in surface
waters as well as improve Lagrangian studies in water, air, and the combined ocean-atmospheric front,
including international participation in order to overcome the intrinsic organisational and logistical difficulties.
• To promote the establishment, wherever possible, of
long-term sites for flux measurements, to investigate
the magnitude of interannual variation and thus
achieve more robust estimates of mean annual fluxes
and global budgets .
• Todesign experiments that will bring synthesis from
emission-type studies, regional means of fire detection and prediction, spatially and temporally resolved, and chemical transport models (see Chap. 6)
in order to determine the impact of burning on atmospheric chemistry.
• To develop more realistic biological and deposition
process-oriented models with interaction and feedback among process-oriented, regional models and
global models in order to provide improved estimates
of emission and deposition fluxes.
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3.1
3.1.1

Introduction
Background

Earth's atmosphere is made up of 78% nitrogen and 21%
oxygen. It is therefore highly oxidising but the oxygen
only acts as the main source of the more reactive molecules and free radicals that provide the atmosphere's
real oxidising power. These are formed almost entirel y
by photochemistry and many involve coupling between
ozone and water vapour, the influence of which on the
overall oxidising power is often underestimated. The
oxidants to be dealt with here therefore include ozone
(03)' hydroxyl radicals (OH), peroxy radicals (both inorganic (H0 2 ) and organic (R0 2 and peroxides (H 202
and R0 2H). Other oxidants in clude nitrate radicals
(N0 3) and halogen atom s; however, these playa subsidiary role and probably are unimportant over large
parts of the atmosphere.
The main theme of this chapter is tropospheric ozone
and the processes that control its concentration and distribution. These include photochemical processing of
pre cursor molecules that are emitted into the atmosphere, and transport processes, which may be dominant. About 90% of the ozone in the atmosphere resides

»,

Fig. 3.1.
The vert ical distr ibution of
OZOne in the neutral atmosphere (WMO 1995)

in the stratosphere as shown in Fig. 3.1. It is formed from
the direct photolysis of oxygen with a maximum wavelength oflight of 242 nm . Ozone in the stratosphere performs a vital role as a shield against low wavelength ultraviolet (UV) light , which is damaging to many life
forms,including our own.Much work has been expended
on understanding the chemistry and dynamics of ozone
in the stratosphere over the last two decades , mainly
brought about by the spectacular losses observed in Polar regions during the spring. For a fuller description of
the state of our knowledge on stratospheric ozone and
its destruction due to the large-scale production of CFCs
and halons, the reader is referred to the excellent reviews
produced byWMO/UNEP (WMO 1995, 1999) from where
the diagram in Fig. 3.1 was derived. Many current issues
concerning stratospheric ozone are described in these
reports including long-term global trends and Arctic and
Antarctic ozone loss. Also many popular questions about
ozone such as:Can chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs)be transported into the stratosphere when they are heavier than
air?; and Does the chlorine in the stratosphere mostly
come from human or natural sources? are answered in
the latest report.
Only about 10% of Earth's ozone is present in the
troposphere (Fig. 3.1) and it cannot be made there
• Contains 90 % of atmospheric
ozone
• Beneficial role: Acts as primary
UV radiation shield
• Current issues:
Stratospheric
- Long-term global downward
Ozone
trends
(The Ozone Layer)
- SpringtimeAntarcticozone hole
each year
- SpringtimeArcticozone losses
in several recent years
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by oxygen photolysis. An obvious source is the large
reservoir of stratospheric ozone that enters the troposphere when air is transferred across the tropopause.
Earlier theories concerning the origin of ozone in the
troposphere (Junge 1962; Danielsen 1968; Fabian and
Pruchniewicz 1977) proposed a purely physical picture
with the stratosphere as the source and gaseous deposition to the surface as the sink. This explanation with its
roots in meteorology is depicted in Fig. 3.2a,which also
emphasises the role of transport within the troposphere
in distributing ozone by vertical motion and by global
circulation. This purely physical picture has now been
superseded by a more complex one in which chemistry
also plays a major role, partly as a result of advances
made by the IGAC Project over the last decade or so.
The chemistry involving ozone destruction and production in the troposphere is described in detail later; a
summary of the major processes with estimates of their
fluxes for comparison with the physical processes is
shown in Fig. 3.2band c for ozone destruction and ozone
production respectively.In Fig. 3.2b the process of ozone
destruction by sunlight in the presence of water vapour
is illustrated; it can easily be shown that much more
ozone is destroyed in this way than by deposition. This
is indeed the key to showing that chemistry plays a major role in the tropospheric ozone budget. Ozone photolysis produces various free radicals (OH) and peroxy
radicals (H0 2),which subsequently become involved in
chain reactions contributing to destruction and production of ozone. Figure 3.2C shows the processes that produce ozone in the troposphere which appear to be on a
similar scale to the destruction process. Ozone production involves NO x (NO + N0 2) and the switchover from
loss to gain of ozone is critically dependent on the concentration of NO at concentrations of the order of
10 pmol mol'". The chemistry that produces ozone also
produces many other photochemical products, some of
which are illustrated in Fig. 3.2C under the notation NOy
and NOz' with the sum NO and N0 2 being NO x '
The chemistry shown in this figure reveals itself
clearly in the troposphere in the form of photochemical smog near the surface as shown in the ozone profile
in Fig. 3.1. It can occur anywhere in the troposphere,
however, depending on light levels in the near UV region and the concentration of various precursors to
ozone, such as hydrocarbons, NO x ' and water vapour.
Photochemical smog has been discussed in detail in reports such as those produced by the United States National Research Council (NRC), and IGAC's focus has
been on global rather than regional aspects of atmospheric chemistry. Manyaspects of the chemistry though
are common to the polluted boundary layer and the free
troposphere and the difference is more a matter of degree than kind. Also, as will be shown, transport of
boundary layer pollution is an important contributor
to global ozone.
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Hydroxyl radicals are the main oxidising species in
the gas phase troposphere. They react with almost all
trace gases containing H, C, N, 0, S, and the halogens
(with the notable exception of the CFCsand N20 which
are mostly removed by photolysis in the stratosphere)
but they do not react with the principal components of
the atmosphere such as N2,02' H20, and CO2, The chemistry of the lower atmosphere is thus much concerned
with the production of OH radicals from ozone photolysis in the presence of water vapour, their reaction
with other trace gases, and their subsequent removal by
reaction with oxides of nitrogen to form nitric acid.
Other important species are peroxy radicals and
peroxides, the former of which are intimately involved
in ozone production and loss, and the latter of which
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are a principal sink for HOx radicals. Proxides are also of precursor species by free radicals leading to ozone
involved in reactions with sulphur dioxide (S02) in production and loss, is the subject of Sect. 3.3,and transclouds, leading to the wide-scale production of sulphu- port of ozone and its source gases around the tropo ric acid and of a sulphate aerosol (S04)' Establishing sphere including exchange between the boundary layer
the extent of tropospheric chemistry occurring has been and the free troposphere, convection, and synoptic-scale
one of the major achievements in the field of tropo- transport, and stratosphere-troposphere exchange,is the
spheric science over the last decade; IGAC has played a subject of Sect. 3.4. A consideration of the impact of all
large role in this venture.
of these processes is presented in Sect. 3.5 along with an
Tropospheric chemistry and tropospheric ozone have up-to-date summary of the global ozone distribution
until now been treated rather as addenda to other main as seen from ground-based measurements, from sonde
subject areas in recent reviews of stratospheric ozone data, and from new platforms including commercial airby WMO/UNEP (1995,1999), and of greenhouse gases craft and satellites. Section 3.6 highlights results from
and their influence on climate by IPCC (1999). Tropo- some recent aircraft experiments carried out principally
spheric chemistry and tropospheric ozone are intrinsi- under the auspices of IGAC, which suggest that longcally important in their own right . The object of this range transport of ozone formed over the continents is
review is to reveal the relevance of tropospheric chem- a major contributor to ozone observed throughout the
istry by showing that it largely controls the trace gas background troposphere. Although this chapter is not
composition of the lower atmosphere with all its conse- comprehensive, it does present a full picture of the curquences on different time scales. For example, it is re- rent state of knowledge of tropospheric oxidation procsponsible for controlling atmospheric composition over esses and tropospheric ozone. Much more needs to be
geological time by modifying emissions from the done before these two subjects are understood in degeosphere and the biosphere and allowing them to be tail.
removed in soluble forms into the hydrosphere. It is
currently responsible for many forms of tropospheric
pollution including photochemical smog, sulphate, ni- 3.2 Ozone Precursors
trate, and organic aerosol production, and also for the
production of most of the acidity found in rain. Over 3.2.1 Introduction
the last five or ten decades it has almost certainly been
responsible for a doubling in ozone concentrations As will be shown later ozone (03) photochemical prothroughout much of the troposphere. For many reasons duction in the troposphere occurs by hydroxyl radical
it must make a large contribution to the extent and na- oxidation of carbon monoxide (CO),methane (CH4),and
ture of the greenhouse effect, particularly in regard to other hydrocarbons (generally referred to as NMHC) in
regional effects caused by shorter lived gases and parti- the presence of nitrogen oxides (NO x )' A quantitative
cles. The consequences of its inefficiencies are revealed understanding of the budgets and distributions of these
in a most startling way in the case of emission of CFCs 03 precursors is key to understanding the global budget
and CO2, both of which are totally inert in the tropo- and distribution of tropospheric 3, as well as in presphere and therefore accumulate to cause serious envi- dicting how its concentrations will likely change in response to future changes in emissions of these precurronmental problems .
sors. It is also worth noting that the chemical cycles of
0 3 precursors are intricately coupled to the chemical
cycling of 03 itself. In this section, we briefly summa3.1.2 Chapter Structure
rise the present state of knowledge of the sources and
The main theme of this chapter is tropospheric ozone distribution of these precursors focusing on those
and the processes that determine its production and loss. known to have significant concentrations in the free
Many of these processes are common to other gases and troposphere. For a more detailed review of these topics,
particulates in the atmosphere and are discussed in the reader is referred to Brasseur et al. (1999a) and to
Chap. 1 (see Fig. 1.1). They are described here as they Ehhalt (1999).
relate to ozone in five main sections, as follows: Sect. 3.1
provides introductory material, while Sect. 3.7 gives a
summary of principal achievements over the IGAC pe- 3.2.2 Primary Emissions of Ozone Precursors
riod and identifies remaining uncertainties and future
research to be undertaken in the study of photooxidants. 3.2.2 .1 Nitrogen Oxides
Section 3.2describes how gases, which are precursors to
tropospheric ozone, particularly nitrogen oxides (NO x )' The release of nitrogen oxides into the atmosphere
methane, and carbon monoxide, are emitted from the occurs due to the fixation of nitrogen by human activicontinents and the oceans. Photochemical processing ties or by natural phenomena. A breakdown of the esti-
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Table 3.1. Estimated primary emi ssions of 0 3 precursors. Best estimates are listed , with ranges given in parentheses (WMO 1998)
Sources

CH. (Tg y....' )

Energy use

110

(65-155)

CO (Tg yr-')
500

(300-900)

NMHC (Tg C y ("' )
70

(60-100)

Aircraft

NO. (Tg N y ("' )
22

(20-24)

05

(0.2-1)

8

(3-13)

Soils

7

(5-12)

Lightning

5

(2-20)

Biomass burning

40

(10-70)

Vegetation

Ruminants

85

(60-105)

Rice paddies

80

(30-120)

Animal wastes

30

(15-45)

40

(20-60)

Landfills

500

(400-700)

100

(60-160)

40
400

(30-90)
(230-1150)

NHJ oxidation

0.9 (0-1.6)

NlO breakdown
Domestic sewage
Wetlands
Oceans

0.6 (0.4-1)
25
145

(20-30)
(11 5-175)

10

(5-15)

5

(1-10)

CH. hydrates

10

(5-15)

Termites

20

(1-40)

Freshwaters

Total
a

600

(520-680)

50

1150

(20-200)

(780-1960)

50

560

(20-150)

(340-1490)

44

(30-73)

NO, produ ced in t he stratosphere and transported to the troposp here.

mated primary NO x emissions by source category is pro- latitudes over the US, based upon the number of moles of
vided in Table 3.1 (WMO 1999). The latitudinal varia- NO produced per metre of lightning flash (STEREO-A)
tion of the zonally-averaged total column NO x source is (Dye et al. 2 0 0 0 ) . The subject of aircraft emissions in
shown in Fig. 3.3. Clearly, the predominant source of NOx the context of impact on ozone in the upper troposphere
(-22 Tg N yr") is surface-based fossil fuel combustion, is discussed further in Sect. 3.6 and has been discussed
which accounts for about half of the total global source. extensively in a recent report by IPCC (1999).
While global estimates of the magnitudes of the inThis source is concentrated in Northern Hemisphere
mid-latitudes . In the tropical boundary layer, the princi- dividual NO x sources are useful, there are several issues
pal sources of NO x are biomass burning (-8 Tg N yr") worth considering in the context of assessing current
and emissions from soils (-7 Tg N yr"). In the free tropo- and future impacts of anthropogenic activities on troposphere, production of NO x by lightning (-S Tg N yr") is spheric 0 3' It is important to note that sources of smaller
the dominant source, while emissions from aircraft and magnitude can have disproportionately large impacts
injection from the stratosphere (each about o.s Tg N yr") on NO x budgets in specific parts of the atmosphere
make smaller contributions. Table 3-1 also shows that , owing to the relat ively short tropospheric lifetime of
even from a global perspective, there are considerable NO x ' It is also worth noting that while the biomass burnuncertainties in the magnitudes of the biomass burn- ing and soil sources of NO x are partly natural in charing and lightning sources of NO x ' The uncertainty in acter, they have been strongly impacted by human acthe biomass-burning source is related to uncertainties tivities. For example, Crutzen and Zimmerman (1991)
in the areal extent of biomass burning and in the asso- estimated that pre-industrial biomass burning emisciated NO x emission factors (see Chap. 2 for a more ex- sions were about ten percent of present-day values owten sive discuss ion ). The un certainty in the lightning ing to the lower human population in the Tropics. In a
source is related to uncerta inties in the characteristics similar vein, Yienger and Levy (199S) estimated that preof individual lightning strokes as well as to uncertain- indu strial emissions of NO x from soils were about 3S%
ties in extrapolating to the global scale. Some recent lower tha n present -day values. The low pre-industrial
estimates based on the EULINOXexperiment carried out emission rate reflects in part the use of fert ilisers and
at mid-latitudes over Europe suggest a global NO x pro- in part the conversion of forest with low NO x emission
duction rate of 3 Tg N yr- I from lightning (Huntrieser rates to grasslands and pastures with higher NO x emiset al. 2 0 0 0 ) , which is in line with other studies at mid- sion rates. Another issue worth noting is that the ambi-
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Lat itudinal d istribution of
zonally-averaged NO x ernissions (courtesy of H. Levy II,
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ent NOx concentration at certain remote locations
during certain times of the year may be largely due
to decomposition of PANand photolysis and oxidation
of HN0 3 (Moxim et al. 1996; Schultz et al. 2000) rather
than due to direct transport of primary NOx ' In addition, it has been hypothesised that rapid chemical
conversion of HN0 3 to NOx by a heterogeneous pathway can be a significant source of NOx in the remote
troposphere (Chatfield 1994; Hauglustaine et al. 1996;
Lary et al. 1997).

3.2.2.2 Carbon Monoxide, Methane,
and Nonmethane Hydrocarbons

Primary emissions of COinto the atmosphere occur principally due to surface-based fossil fuel combustion and
biomass burning (see Table3.1). Each of these sources is
estimated to contribute about 500 Tg CO yr'". In addition to these primary sources, there are significant secondary sources of CO in the troposphere owing to oxidation of CH4 and NMHC.According to recent estimates
by Wang et al. (1998a),the combined magnitude of these
secondary sources (-800 Tg CO yr- I from CH4 oxidation and -300 Tg CO ye- I from NMHC oxidation) is
comparable to the combined magnitude of the primary
sources. The global CH4 source is estimated to be about
600 Tg yr-I.A significant portion of this total is believed
to be associated with anthropogenic activities related
to energy use, biomass burning, animal husbandry,
waste management, and agriculture. The global NHMC
source is also estimated to be 600 Tg C yr- I, with the
dom inant component being emissions of isoprene and
monoterpenes from vegetation and a smaller contribu-

tion from anthropogenic activities related to energy use
and biomass burning.
As is the case with NOx sources, there are significant
uncertainties in the estimated sources of CO,CH4, and
NMHC. In the case of CO, the uncertainties arise because of poorly known CO emission factors during combustion processes, the areal extent of biomass burning
and the associated CO emission factors, and the yield
of CO from CH4 and NMHC oxidation processes . Although oxidation of isoprene is generally considered to
be a natural source, the yield of CO depends on the ambient NOx concentration (Miyoshi et a1.1994) that could
have a significant anthropogenic component. In the case
of isoprene and monoterpenes, uncertainties in the global emission rates are related to sensitive dependence of
emissions on a variety of factors (e.g. light, temperature,
tree species, etc.) that make global extrapolation difficult; for a more detailed discussion see Ehhalt (1999).

3.2.3

Global Distribution of Ozone Precursors

3.2.3.1 Nitrogen Oxides

Our present understanding of the global distribution
of NOx is derived from sporadic measurements at a variety of locations complemented by results from global-scale model simulations. In general, the spatial NOx
distribution is highly variable as would be expected
given its relatively short lifetime and geographically
inhomogeneous source distribution. Surface and airborne observations of NOx have been compiled by
Emmons et al. (1997,2000), Thakur et al. (1999), and
Bradshaw et al. (2000).
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Fig. 3.4 a. Global distribution of NO concentrations at 2-4 km (from http://aoss.engin.umich.edu/SASSarchive/Species.htm; 1. K. Emmons,
NCAR, Oct. 6, 1999)

Ground-based measurements at rural locations in North
America and Europe show mean NOx levels ranging from
1-3 nmol mol" in polluted regions (Parrish et al.1993a) to
a few tenths of a nmol mol"! in cleaner air masses (e.g.,
Horowitz et al. 1998).By contrast, measured median summertime NO x concentrations at Sable Island, off the coast
of Nova Scotia, are less than 0.1nmol mol"! (Wang et al.
1996a) and even lower median NO x concentrations
«0.05 nmol mol") have been reported from shipboard
measurements in the eastern North Atlantic (Carsey et al.
1997).Observations over one year at Hawaii (200 N, 3.4 km
altitude) were made during MWPEX 2 and showed median NO x values of 30-40 pmol mol ? (Atlas and Ridley
1996).At more remote locations, such as in the boundary
layer of the equatorial Pacific, NOx concentrations as low
as 5-10 pmol mol- l have been measured (Torres and
Thompson 1993; Singh et al. 1996a).
Airborne measurements of NO and N0 2 have also
been made during a variety of field campaigns. It is generally accepted that until recently airborne NO obser-

vations have been more reliable than N0 2 measurements
(Crawford et al. 1996; Bradshaw et al. 1999). Emmons
et al. (2000) have recently created a data composite of
tropospheric NO measurements from 27 aircraft field
campaigns in the 1983-1996 time period, and have developed maps of average NO concentrations at different altitudes based on this data composite. Figure 3.4
shows the NO maps developed by Emmons et al. (2000)
for 2-4 km, 6-8 km, and 10-11 km. The aircraft campaigns included in these composites are listed in Table 3.2; many of these were carried out as part of IGAC.
In the lower troposphere, high values occur near conti nental emissions, but NO x is quickly oxidised to HN0 3
and PAN with a photochemical lifetime of a few hours
in mid-latitude summer, and concentrations are quite
low in remote regions. In the upper troposphere, NO x is
produced by aircraft and lightning in addition to being
transported from the continental surface. Due to these
additional sources combined with a longer lifetime (two
to seven days) in the upper troposphere, NO x mixing
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Fig. 3.4 b. Global distribution of NO concentrations at 6-8 km (from http ://ao ss.engin.umich.edulSASSarchive/Species.htm ;1. K. Emmons,
NCAR, Oct. 6,1999)

ratios generally increase with altitude over the ocean,
while C-shape vertical profiles are often seen over the
polluted continent (Singh et al. 1996a).
In the lower troposphere, average NO concentrations
of 20-60 pmol rnol" are evident over the continents. The
mean NO concentrations over biomass burning regions
in South America and southern Africa during September-November (TRACE-A) are comparable to summertime concentrations over the United States (e.g., CITE-2,
ABLE-3B). Evidence for outflow of NO x from continents
to adjacent ocean regions is seen in the measurements
off China during March-May (PEM-West-B) and over
the tropical south Atlantic during September-November (TRACE-A). Over more remote oceanic regions , NO
concentrations in the lower troposphere are typically less
than 20 pmol mol" (ACE-l during December-February,
and PEM-Tropics-A during September-November).
Over South America and Africa the NO x mixing ratios are lower at 6-8 km than at 2-4 km (TRACE-A) due
to its conversion to HN0 3 and PAN. Over the oceans,

however, the NO x values increase with altitude from
below 10 pmol mol"! at 2-4 km to above 50 pmol rnol'".
During September-November emissions from biomass
burning have been convected as NO x or its reservoirs
and then transported to the Atlantic (TRACE-A) and
the Pacific (PEM-Tropics-A) (Jacob et al. 1996; Schultz
et al. 2000). Lightning-produced NO can also contribute to these high levels.
The maps of NO at 10-12km (Fig.3.4C) include observations from commercial aircraft (NOXAR) (see Emmons
et al. 2000). Observations at high latitude during winter
(AASE, STRATOZ-3) are below 20 pmol mol" due to the
lack of sunlight. Seasonal variation can be seen over
North America, Europe, and Asia, with the highest values occurring during June-August, coincident with the
maximum in lightning activity. As at 6-8 km, high levels of NO, above 100 pmol mol'", are observed over the
South Pacific and South Atlantic.
The overall features of the observed NO x concentrations are simulated reasonably well by global-scale
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Table 3.2. Campaigns included in data composites (Emmons et al. 2000)
Date

Date

location

ClTE-1-Hawaii

Oct. 19 to Nov. 26. 1983

Hawaii

PEM-West-A

Sept. 16 to Oct.21, 1991

N.Pacific

ClTE-1-Ames

April 20 to May 10. 1984

California

MSE-2

Jan. 14 to March 20, 1992

Arct ic

STRATOl-3

June 4-26 , 1984

N.and S.Atlantic

MLOPEX-2

April 25 to May 11, 1992

Hawaii

STRATOl-3S

March 11-23, 1985

E. N.Atlantic

TRACE-A

Sept.2 1 to Oct.26. 1992

S.Atlantic
N.Atlantic

ABLE-2A

July 12 to Aug. 13, 1985

Amazon

OCTA-l

March 23 to May21. 1993

ClTE-2

Aug.ll to Sept. 5. 1986

N.America

OCTA-2

Aug. 19 to Sept. 1,1993

N.Atlantic

ABLE-2B

April 1 to May 13. 1987

Amazon

OCTA-3

Jan. 12-1 7, 1994

N.Atlantic

TROPOl-l

Dec. 11-22 , 1987

N.and S.Atlantic

OCTA-4

March 1 to April 26. 1994

N.Atlantic

ABLE-3A

July 7 to Aug.17.1988

Alaska

PEM-West-B

Feb. 7 to March 14, 1994

N.Pacific

MSE-1

Jan.2 to Feb. 15. 1989

Arct ic

ACE-1

Oct.31 to Dec.22. 1995

N.and S. Pacific

INSTAC-1

March 5-10, 19B9

W.N.Pacific

TOTE

Dec.6-22 . 1995

TropicalN.Pacific
ArcticN. Pacific

ELCHEM

July 27 to Aug.22, 1989

New Mexico

VOTE

Jan.20 to Feb. 19, 1996

ClTE-3

Aug.22 to Sept. 29, 1989

W.Atlantic

SUCCESS

April 15 to May15, 1996

N.America

ABLE·3B

July 6 to Aug. IS, 1990

E.Canada

PEM·Tropics-A

Aug.15 to Oct.5, 1996

Central Pacific

TROPOl-2

Jan.9 to Feb. 1. 1991

N.and S.Atlantic
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Fig. 3.5. Maps showing largest source contributor to NO. by season and altitude (8 = stratosphere; BG = biogenic; L = lightning;
A = aircraft; BM = biomass burning; C = fossil-fuel combustion) (Levy et al. 1999)

models (e.g., Emmons et al.1997; Wang et al.1998b;Levy
et al. 1999). Based on an analysis of model results, Levy
et al. (1999) have delineated the largest source contributing to NO x in various regions, altitudes, and seasons .
Their results (see Fig. 3.5) illustrate the complex controls on tropospheric NO x as well as the fact that human activities have substantially altered NO. concen-

trations in large parts of the atmosphere. It is also worth
noting that the model-based analysis of Wang et al.
(1998b) provides only limited support for the hypothesis that there is a significant secondary source of NO x
in the remote troposphere associated with a rapid heterogeneous conversion of HN0 3 to NO x ' Schultz et al.
(2000) also indicate regions such as the tropical Pacific
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Annual mean 1997 : Europe

pictions shown in Fig. 3.6 have been derived. These three
panels show the annual mean distribution of N0 2 over
Europe, the US, and southeast Asia. By far the majority
of the N0 2 shown in these satellite measurements resides
in the boundary layer over the continents. The rapid dilution as the plumes of N0 2 spread over the surrounding oceans is also visible, but unfortunately as yet it is
not possible to measure N0 2 by satellites down to the
levels at which ozone production switches to ozone loss.

3.2.3.2 Carbon Monoxide, Methane,
and Nonmethane Hydrocarbons
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Fig. 3.6 GOME N0 2 distributions over industrialised regions

0. Burrows, University of Bremen, Germany)

will not be conducive to heterogeneous HN0 3 reactions
due to the aerosols being dry and fully neutralised.
Since 1995, the Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
(GOME) has been providing satellite measurements with
enough spectral resolution that total column nitrogen
dioxide (N0 2 ) and formaldehyde (CH 20) can be measured. Using a residual technique similar to the methodology described by Fishman et al. (1990), and making
the assumption that the stratospheric N0 2 column contribution did not vary as a function of latitude, the de-

There exists a well-established monitoring programme for
surface CO and CH4 operated by the Carbon Cycle Group
(CCG) at NOAA's Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics
Laboratory (CMDL). The geographical distribution of the
measurement sites is shown in Fig. 3.7. In addition to the
surface sites, this monitoring program makes measurements using tall tower and aircraft platforms at a limited
number oflocations. The surface measurements reveal distinctive seasonal and latitudinal patterns in CO and CH4
that are related to the distribution and seasonality of the
sources and sinks of these compounds (see Fig. 3.8and 3.9).
As discussed in Novelli et aI. (1998), background surface
CO mixing ratios are largest (200-225 nmol mol") in the
high latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, while lowest
mixing ratios are found in the Southern Hemisphere during summer (35-40 nmol mor'). The absolute seasonal
amplitude is also highest in the high northern latitudes
and the seasonal cycles in the two hemispheres are out of
phase by about six months. CH4 concentrations generally
range from about 1.85 umol mol"! at high northern latitudes during winter to about 1.68 urnol mol"! at the South
Pole during the austral summer.
The CMDL CO and CH 4 measurements also provide
information on recent trends in global CO and CH 4
concentrations. The data of Novelli et aI. (1998) indicate
that background-mixing ratios of CO have shown a downward trend (-2.3 nmol mol" yr- I on a global- and annualaverage basis) over the last decade (see Fig. 3.10). While
reasons for this trend are not entirely clear, Novelli et aI.
(1998) speculate that changes in OH and in sources such
as biomass burning have contributed to the overall decrease. While the globally averaged atmospheric CH 4
concentration continues to increase, the rate of increase
has decreased (Dlugokencky et al. 1998) (see Fig.3.n).
This decrease in the growth rate has been attributed to
a slow approach to a globally averaged steady-state CH4
concentration of about 1.8 umol mol'" consistent with
relatively constant CH4 emissions and OH concentrations (Fig. 3.n) although other processes are likely to be
operating on shorter timescales.
Unlike the case for CO and CH4 , there is no well-established monitoring network for NMH C. Consequently,
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Fig. 3.8.
Three dimen sional representation of the latitudinal distribution of atmospheric carbon
monoxide in the marine boundary layer for the period 1993
through 1997. Data from the
NOAACMDL cooperative air
sampling network were used.
The surface represents data
smooth ed in time and latitude
(from http://www.cmdLnoaa.gov/

ccgg/figures/figures.html)
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our knowledge of the distribution of NMHC is derived
from sporadic field measurements. A summary of a limited set of measurements for selected NMHC compiled
by Brasseur et al. (1999a) shows background mixing ratios over continental regions of a few nmol mol"! or less
(see Table 3.3).Over oceans, lower concentrations oflight

NMHC are generally observed though there is evidence
of oceanic emissions ofNMHC such as ethene and pro pene (e.g, Rudolph and Ehhalt 1981; Singh and Salas 1982;
Rudolph and Iohnen 1990; Broadgate et al. 1997). Composites of aircraft observations of NMHC have been
made, as for NO discussed above (Emmons et al. 2000) .
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Fig. 3.9 .
Three dimensional representation of the latitudinal distribution of atmospheric methane in
the marine boundary layer for
the period 1988through 1997.
Data from the NOAA CMDL
cooperative air sampling network were used . The surface
represents data smoothed in
time and latitude (from http://

www.cmdl.noaa.gov/ccggffigures/figures.html)
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Fig. 3.10. Hemispheric and global time series and trend curves
for CO (from Novelli et al. 1998)

Fig. 3.11. Time variation of global average atmospheric methane (top)
and calculated emissions and loss assuming a methane lifetime of
8.9 years (bottom) (from http://www.cmdLnoaa.govlccgg/news.html)

Figure 3.12a and b respectively show C2H6 at 2-4 km and
6-8 km. The highest values are seen over the continents
at 2-4 km, decreasing over the oceans and with altitude.
The relatively long lifetime of ethane (weeks in summer) allows it to be transported some distance from its
sources, such as over the western Pacific during MarchMay (PEM-West-B). Mixing ratios above 400 pmol mol- l
are seen over the southern Pacific and Atlantic Oceans
during September-November, indicating transport of
biomass burning emissions from Africa and South
America (TRACE-A and PEM-Tropics-A).

In the near future column CO measurements from the
Measurement of Pollution in the Troposphere (MOPITT)
satellite should become routinely available on a twiceweekly basis (the GOME N0 2 measurements provide
monthly depictions, at best). In addition, GOMEhas demonstrated the capability to measure formaldehyde in regions of enhanced concentrations. Thus, in the early part
of the first decade of the new millennium, the capability
to observe key tropospheric constituents that contribute
to understanding the oxidising capacity of the troposphere
will become a reality (see Chap. 5 for more detail).
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Table 3.3. Background contine ntal NMHC mixing ratios in several rural and remote terrestrial ecosys tems (s urface and boundary layer )
Ecosystem
Sub-Alp ine fores t'

2.2

0.46

1.27

0.24

0.63

0.14

Tropical rainforest'

0.98

0.97

0.37

0.08

2.04

0.10

Tro pical rainforest<

1.10

0.70

0.16

0.17

5.45

0.20

Tro pical rainforest"

0.73

0.29

0.10

0.07

1.21

0.06

Wooded savanna"

0.65

0.33

0.11

0.16

0.04

<0.01

Wooded sava nna!

0.26

0.09

0.05

0.04

<0.01

<0.01

0.88

0.13

4.33

0.28

Mixed temperate fore st?

• Niwot Ridg e, CO,USA, August/September, surfa ce (Gree nberg and Zimmerman 1984).
b Amazon Tro pical Fo rest, Brazil,dry season, boundary laye r (Zimm erman et al. 1988).
C Amazon Tro pical Fo re st, Brazil,we t season, bo undary layer (Zim me rma n et al. 1988).
d Niger ian Tropica l Fo rest, wet season, surface (Zim me rman et al. 1988).
e Kenya, dry seaso n, su rface (Gree nbe rg et al. 1985).
f Ke nya, wet seaso n,su rface (Greenberg et al. 1985).
9 Jacq uin, Alabama,July 1990, boundary laye r (Guenthe r et al.1995).
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3.3

Photochemistry in the Troposphere

3.3.1 Background

°

However N02 canbe photolysed inthetroposphere,yieldinggroundstate whichrecombines with 0 2to form 03 i.e.:
(h)

N02~ NO +

°

(A < 400 nm)

Photochemicalgenerationof ozonein the troposphere was
NO also reacts with ozone reforming N0 2:
first identified in the work carried on in California in the
'50S (Haagen-Smit 1952) and until the 1970S was thought to
be a local phenomenon associated with air pollution. Photons at wavelengths shorter than -290 nm are not present
The coupled reaction cycle 3.1-3.3 leads to the estabin the troposphere so that 02 cannot be photolysedand 03 lishment of a photostationary state between NO,N0 2, and
cannot be produced via the Chapman mechanism i.e.:
03 in the sunlit atmosphere on a timescaleof -100 s.Since
Reaction3.1 is effectively instantaneous we then obtain:
02 ~ +
(A < 242 nm)

° °

(A)
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°

Although atoms are reactive chemically, their concentration is suppressed by reaction with molecular
oxygen (Reaction 3.1), and they do not playa significant role in trace gas oxidation. This research pointed
to the possible importance of free radicals of the HO x
family (H, OH, HO z) and related radicals derived from
organic species (e .g, CH 30 Z' CH 30) in atmospheric
chemistry.In 1972 Weinstock and Niki proposed that OH
radicals led to the atmospheric oxidation of CO:
OH+CO~H+COz

and in 1971Levyoutlined a new theory which predicted significant OH concentrations in the normal sunlit troposphere
and pointed out its significance for the chemical removal of
many minor constituents. This theory involves production
of OH from the small amount of highly reactive excited
atomic oxygen, O(ID), produced by photolysis of 03 at
wavelengths less than A - 320 nm, which reacts with water
vapour, present at high concentrations in the lower troposphere, in competition with quenching to the ground state:

(k 6 )

Oe D) + M ~ Oep) + M (ks)
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These products are highly soluble, and are removed
from the atmosphere fairly rapidly by absorption
into cloud water and rainout, along with gaseous deposition in the boundary layer. Both HzO z and HN0 3
can also be photolysed, releasing HO x (and NO x ) '
Using steady state approximation, a knowledge of
the photolysis frequency of ozone, and rate coefficients
for the radical loss reaction, Levy (1972) estimated
the [OH) present in the sunlit surface atmosphere to
be 3 x 106 molecules cm- 3.
Crutzen (1973) and Chameides and Walker (1973) first
suggested that photochemical generation of ozone might
be important in the global troposphere. They pointed
out that the oxidation of co and CH4 initiated by OH
radicals would lead to ozone production, whenever NO x
was present, due to the reactions of peroxy radicals with
nitric oxide. NO competes with 03 for the available HO z'
in an extended reaction cycle:
(3·8)

NO z can be photolysed, yielding ozone i.e.:

(3.6)

(3-2)

(k 7 ) OeD) + HzO~ OH + OH (kz)

(3.7)

(3-1)

OH rapidly converts to HO z' primarily (-70% of the
time in unpolluted air) by reaction with co:

Thus the net effect of incorporating Reactions 3.8-3.13
is:

OH+CO~H+COz

and at low NO x concentrations, HO z is converted back
to OH by reaction with 03:

About 30% of the OH radicals convert to HO z via a
more complex chain of reactions initiated by reaction
with methane:

followed by oxidation of the CH3 radical to HCHO and
HO z. A steady state between HO z and OH is rapidly established in sunlight, allowing us to define the odd hydrogen familyHO x = [OH) + [HO z)' HO x is lost through
formation of HzOz and HN0 3:
(j.n)

OH + NO z + M ~ HN0 3 + M

so that ozone is produced by the overall oxidation cycle. Note that both OH and NO are regenerated during
the cycle.
The oxidation of methane is initiated by:

is:

The principal fate of CH 30 Z in a low NO x environment

CHPOH is removed from the atmosphere in a similar
way to hydrogen peroxide, leading to a net loss of HO x' In
this situation the oxidation of CO and CH4leads to a loss of
ozone at a rate equal to the rate of the O[ID) + HzO reaction. The reaction of methyl-peroxy with NO leads to the
formation ofNO z (3.15), which leads to further ozone formation via Reaction 3.2 and 3.1 and to formaldehyde
which can also be photolysed in the troposphere to liberate HO x '
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ples of these models were reported in 1977 by Crutzen
and Fishman, and by Derwent and Curtis (1977). They
(3·16) are now widely used tools for tropospheric research .
At the same time the first attempts to measure OH
directly in the atmosphere were being made. Field inHCHO + hv ----7 HCO + H
struments based on two techniques were developed uti(3·18) lising spectroscopic properties of OH in the ultraviolet
region. The first used laser-induced fluorescence (LIF)
Thus, the presence of NO completely shifts the bal- where the emission was detected from OH following
ance of the oxidation process in favour of production excitation by pulsed laser radiation near 280 nm. This
of both ozone and additional HOx' There is also a criti- method presented many difficulties for tropospheric
cal concentration of NO which leads to net ozone pro- conditions, most notably the unavoidable production of
duction and it can be shown to be approximately equal OH due to photolysis of 03 in the incoming air by the
to the ratio of the rate constants for Reaction 3.9 and probe laser. The second technique utilised long path
3.13 multiplied by the ambient ozone concentration. absorption spectroscopy (LPAS), where the characterFor a background ozone concentration of 35 nmol mol! istic absorption features of OH in its UV spectrum were
this approximates to an NO concentration close to detected in a broadband laser beam propagating over a
10 nmol mol"! (Fishman et al. 1979).
long atmospheric path, up to 10 km . This method lacks
These developments showed the potential impor- intrinsic sensitivity and is subject to interference due
tance of photochemistry in determining the budget of to absorptions by other atmospheric gases present at
ozone in the troposphere and the critical importance of much higher abundance. However calibration of this
NOx ' Thus there is a sink for ozone (the O[lDj reaction measurement is straightforward since the absorption
with H20) and a source for ozone (from HOxl NOx cou- cross-sections for OH are well known. Both these methpling). The net balance between these processes modi- ods have subsequently benefitted from technical imfies the ozone fields, which would otherwise be deter- provements and during the period of IGAC have promined only by transport and surface deposition (see vided a substantial amount of data which have demonSect. 3.5for quantitative estimates of the magnitudes of strated the basic validity of the tropospheric photothe various chemical and transport-related terms in the chemical theory summarised in Fig. 3.2.
ozone budget). The mechanism also explains the anthroThus by 1988 at the start of IGAC there existed a well
pogenic perturbation of the ozone amounts by man- developed theory of tropospheric OH which enabled
made emissions of NOx and volatile organic compounds estimates to be made of local time-varying and global
(VOC). Quantitative understanding of tropospheric mean concentrations. This provided a working basis for
ozone production has been largely dictated by the ex- determining the tropospheric lifetime of halocarbons,
tent of knowledge of the amounts and distribution of which were being considered as substitutes for CFCsand
tropospheric NOx and VOCswhich has slowlybeen im- of climate gases, e.g. CH4 and DMS, and the budget of
proving over the period of IGAC.
tropospheric ozone. It also provided a mechanism for
Following the introduction of tropospheric free radi- the efficient production of acidic substances (H2S04 and
cal theory, much interest was directed to determine the HN0 3 ) in the atmosphere and for the production of
lifetime of pollutant gases due to reaction with OH. Of sulphate aerosols, both by gas-phase and multi-phase
particular interest were the halocarbons because it was methods (see later). The theory was supported by the
realised that their potential for depleting stratospheric limited amount of observational data on relevant atmoozone depended on their tropospheric lifetime, which spheric composition availableat that time, such as measin turn depended on the global mean OH concentration. urements of CH3CC13 and 14CO, and embodied the most
In the mid 1970SSinghand others used a simplebox model up-to-date knowledge of atmospheric chemistry. The
of the troposphere together with observational data for first reliable measurements demonstrating the presence
methyl chloroform, and an inventory of its industrial of OH in the sunlit atmosphere using the LPAS method
production and release, to establish its tropospheric life- had been made (Perner et al. 1976), and indirect detectime. This information, combined with a knowledge of tion of peroxy radicals using a chemical amplification
the rate coefficient for its reaction with OH, allowed an technique had been reported (Cantrell and Stedman 1982;
estimate of the global mean concentration of OH.
Cantrell et al. 1984). However, these observations were
Subsequently more sophisticated models of tropo- neither extensive nor reliable enough to validate the
spheric chemistry were developed, in which two-dimen- photochemistry schemes being used in models. The nisional time dependent OH fields were computed using trate radical had been detected in the night-time boundchemical schemes with ozone photochemistry, hydro- ary layer, but its reactivity was considered to be low.
carbon and NOx gas phase chemistry, and physical scav- Oxidation by halogen radicals was not considered an
enging by aerosols and rainout. Some of the first exam- issue in tropo spheric chemistry.
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More importantly there was no consensus as to the
extent to which photochemical processes were active in
determining tropospheric ozone amounts, and hence
tropospheric oxidising efficiency.A major role perceived
for IGAC at the outset was to extend knowledge of the
tropospheric free radical chemistry needed to formulate models with better diagnostic and predictive power
for global change issues involving tropospheric ozone
and chemically reactive greenhouse gases.

3.3.2

IGAC Activities Related to Testing the Theory
of HOx Photochemistry

One of the main aims of IGACwas the creation and coordination of major field campaigns to provide observational data on atmospheric chemical species to test
theory. Photochemical oxidant production in the troposphere was the major focus of a number of large field
projects worldwide. These initiatives also stimulated
some major improvements in the instrumental capability for measurement of trace species involved in the
photochemical ozone balance, and many important observational campaigns have been carried out in remote
areas (Ridley et al.1987; Cantrell et al.1996c,d; Jaffeet al.
1996; Carsey et al. 1997). In the first years of IGAC the
emphasis was on precursor species (hydrocarbons, nitrogen oxides) and the reservoir species for HO x and NO x
(peroxides, nitrates, HN0 3, and PAN). In recent years,
measurements of HO x free radical species, oxygenated
VOCs and other radicals such as N0 3 and halogen oxides have also been achieved. Measurements have been
made at meteorologically and climatologically wellcharacterised ground observation stations as well as
from ships and aircraft. Airborne measurements have
expanded recently, allowing concentrations of HO x and
related species to be determined throughout the free
troposphere. These have provided new opportunities to
test the photochemical theories of tropospheric free
radical chemistry and its relation to the net production
and loss of ozone throughout the atmosphere. These
activities have made a significant and prominent contribution to the overall success of IGAC.

3.3.2.1

H0210H Measurement Campaigns

The following summary traces the progress in atmospheric HO x radical measurements. Successful direct
measurement of HO x (OH and H0 2) at a remote site at
high altitude on the Island of Hawaii was accomplished
in 1991 and 1992 during the MLOPEX2 experiments.
Maximum concentrations of OH of 4 to 6 X 106 molecules em'? were measured using SICIMS (Eisele et al.
1996), which was a factor of two or three lower than
modelled values. Other aspects of the MLOPEX experi-
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ment, which was one of the first to characterise local
ozone photochemistry in the remote troposphere, are
published in special sections of the Journal of Geophysical Research (e.g, Atlas and Ridley 1996; Hauglustaine
et al. 1999).
Two important intercomparison campaigns took
place in the US in 1993 and in Germany in 1994. The
TOHPE intercomparison at Idaho Hill in the US involved measurement of OH by SICIMS, LIF (OH/H0 2 ) .
and LPAS. Only two systems worked satisfactorily; a
fourth OH technique was used but the data were not
published.Thiswasthe wet chemicalsalicylic acid method.
Problemswere encountered with the interpretation oflong
path OH absorption data. The calculated [OH] was typically a factor of one and a half greater than observed
and the calculated [H0 2 ] was up to a factor of ten greater
than observed. The H0 21 OH ratio was dependent on
local NO x ; ratio values of 15-18 were observed for
NO x > 100 pmol mol:', which agreed wellwith model calculations,while for clean air the ratios (three to four) were
lower than predicted (Eisele et al. 1997). The POPCORN
campaign involvedintercomparison between a FAGE-LIF
and LPAS in a multi-reflectionprobe at a rural site in North
Germany. Good agreement between the different techniques wasobserved (seeChap. 5).The recorded maximum
[OH]was 1x 107 molecules em? and [OH]correlated well
with hOlD) (see Fig. 3.13) (Dorn et al.1996; Hofzumahaus
et al. 1996,1998; Plass-Diilmer et al. 1998).
As further measurements of OH and H0 2 at ground
level have been conducted in recent years, the quality of
OH measurements has improved dramatically, giving
much lower detection limits and freedom of interferences. Full diurnal profiles are now measured routinely.
Several intercomparisons have now been made between
physically distinct techniques, but there have been no
blind intercomparisons of HO x measurements.
The first reported aircraft measurements of OH in the
lower atmosphere were conducted in 1995 as part of the
ACE 1campaign in the Southern Ocean in the vicinity of
Tasmania and New Zealand (Mauldin et al. 1998a). A
SICIMSinstrument mounted in an aircraft was successfully deployed. An important observation was the much
higher [OHI (8 to 15 x 106 molecules em:") above clouds
compared to clear skies (3 to 5 x 10 6 molecules cm" ).
Comparison of results with model calculation showed
greatest errors in clouds and in the marine boundary
layer (Mauldin et al. 1997. 1998b).
The first aircraft measurements of OH and H0 2 in
the upper troposphere were made using the LIF technique in the STRAT campaigns in 1995-96 (Iaegle et al.
1997). The concentrations of OH and H0 2 were substantially higher than predicted by models, in which the
OeD) + Hp reaction was the dominant source of radicals, leading to the suggestion that acetone photolysis
was a major OH source in the dry upper tropospherelower stratosphere.Acetone has been found to be a wide-
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Fig. 3.13.
Relationship between diurnal
variat ion of [OH] and jjO' D]
(Hofzumahaus et al. 1996)
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spread constituent of the troposphere and is believed
to result from degradation of various volatile organic
compounds. both natural and man-made. For example
concentrations of oxygenated organics (including methanol, acetone. acetaldehyde , and formaldehyde, CH300H)
in PEM-Tropics B were found to be considerably higher
than those of non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHCs) and
to play an important photochemical role. They showed
relatively little spatial gradients and were only weakly
correlated with pollution. Better understanding of the
factors controlling the abundances of these oxygenated
organics emerges as a major issue in the wake of PEMTropics B.
Sources of OH oth er than ozone photolysis in the
mid -upper troposphere were also indicated by airborne
measu rements of OH and H0 2 by LIF in the SUCCESS
campaign conducted in 1996 (Brune et al. 1998). Observed midday [OH] was 2 to 10 X 106 molecules crrr",
and [H0 2 ) was 6 to 3 0 X 107 molecules cm'", [OH) was
sensitive to cloud and the H0 2 ' OH ratio. measured in
the upper troposphere in clean air and in aircraft contrails. was observed to be a function of NO...and varied
from > 10 0 at low NOx « 20 pmol mol' ) to - 2 at very
high NOx (-1 nrnol mol:"). The agreement of the rat io
with a model was good. Further airborne measurements
with a SICIMS instrument. conducted in 1996 on the
PEM-TROPICS A campaign. showed midday marine
boundary layer [OH) of 2 to 10 X 106 ern? with higher
levels (x 2-3) seen above cloud (Mauldin et al. 1999).

In 1997 the Subsonic Assessment: Ozone and Nitrogen
Oxide Experiment (SONEX) assembled the most complete
measurement complement to date for studying HOx (OH
and HO2 ) chemistry in the free troposphere. This mission
included flyingin contrails in the North Atlanticflightcorridor. The measured HO... and also the measured H0 2,
depended upon NO... Observed and mod elled HO and
H0 2 agree on average to within experimental uncertainties (see Fig. 3.14). However. significant discrepancies
occur as a function of NO and at solar zenith angles,some
of which appear to be removed by model adjustments to
HO-NO chemistry (Brune et al. 1999; Iaegle et al. 1999) .
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Fig. 3.14 . Calculated and observe d OH and HOz as a functio n of
[NO] (data from SONEX experiment; Brun e et a1. 1999)
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There is now a considerable database for OH at many
surface locations with differing characteristics and also
in the free troposphere from aircraft. Recently the campaigns have provided comprehensive supporting data
(e.g. CO,CH4, CH20,j(0ID),j(NO z»' other photolysis rates
from spectroradiometric measurements, and aerosol
size and surface area, enabling case study modelling to
be performed in order to validate theory.

3.3.2 .2 Comparison Between Observations and Models
3.3.2.2.1

Ground

In general the models overpredict observed (OH) and
(H0 2 ) measured at the surface (e.g. TOPHE, ACSOE
campaigns). A number of possible reasons have been
suggested, including heterogeneous losses, missing gas
phase sinks, poor co-location of instruments, etc. In
SOAPEX-2, preliminary modelling shows that under
baseline conditions, model and experiment agree to
within 20%,but agreement deteriorates (overprediction
of (OH) and (H0 2 » as air masses influenced by continental sources move over the site at Cape Grim, Tasmania (Cox et al. 1999). This suggests that the primary production of HO x in clean air is accurate, but the secondary production of radicals, e.g. via H0 2 + NO,is not correctly modelled. The opposite behaviour was found
in AEROBIC, a forested site, where the model underpredicts measured OH and H0 2, which is thought to be
due to additional HO x sources from 0rterpene reactions, which may be underestimated in models. However the mechanism is likely to be incomplete, as all
terpenes are converted to equivalent a-pinene. The
modelling of OH and H0 2 observed in the polluted air
of the Los Angeles basin seems remarkably good considering the simple parameterised treatment of VOC
(George et al. 1999).
3.3.2.2.2

Airborne

Initial model-experiment comparisons with airborne
measurements showed deficiencies in OH and H0 2 •
When acetone-peroxide sources of HO x are included in
the models following PEM Tropics-B agreement is reasonably good in the remote upper troposphere-lower
stratosphere, but in and around clouds there are discrepancies. This is attributed to poorly measured actinic flux above and missing in-cloud heterogeneous
processes such as H0 2 loss. In SONEX, measurements
were made in contrails of aircraft in the North Atlantic
flight corridor. A huge variation in NO x was observed,
and OH and H0 2 were observed to be a strong function
of NO x ' Clearly models need to calculate accurate NO x
fields in order to represent HO x'
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3.3.3 Measurements of Total Peroxy Radicals
(H0 2+R02)
Measurement of the atmospheric steady state concentrations of peroxy radicals provides a direct insight into
the local production or loss rate of ozone, as well as a
diagnosis for HO x photochemistry. Improved field measurements ofR02 havebeen an objectiveof severalprojects
in IGAC. Two techniques are used: the PERCA (Peroxy
Radical Chemical Amplifier) and MIESR (Matrix Isolation Electron Spin Resonance), and much effort has been
made in obtaining reliable field intercomparison measurement using these techniques. PERCA makes no distinction between R0 2 (organic peroxy radicals) and H0 2,
whereas the MIESR method can give information on
specific peroxy radicals, although with low resolution.
Stand-alone deployments suffer from uncertainty in
absolute calibration .There are still a very limited number
of ground level H0 2 measurements mainly using FAGE.
The measurement is not as straightforward as for OH.

3.3.3.1

Field Measurements of Peroxy Radicals

Todate only terrestrial surface measurements have been
reported for R0 2 and these have been mainly conducted
using the PERCA technique and consequently do not
distinguish between H0 2 and organic peroxy radicals.
In the US measurements have been made at a forested
location in Alabama (ROSE I Campaign, Cantrell et al.
1992),at Mauna Loa (Cantrell et al.1996a,b), and in Colorado (TOPHE Campaign, Cantrell et al. 1997a). In the
latter campaign H0 2 was also measured by LIF and the
ratio [R0 2l I [H0 2l was typically a factor of ten larger
than predicted by case study models.
European groups have conducted an intercomparison
of fivedifferent PERCA and MIESR instruments measuring R0 2 radicals at Schauinsland in Germany (Heitlinger
et al. 1996). The results show no systematic difference
between PERCA instruments although MIESRmeasured
systematically higher.
PERCA instruments have been deployed at a coastal
location in Tasmania (SOAPEX-l campaign, Monks et al.
1996; Penkett et al. 1997)and in Ireland (ATAPEX, Carpenter et al. 1999, and ACSOE-EASE campaigns, Salisbury et al. 2001).These results show clear confirmation
of simple photochemical theory for HO x production in
clean and polluted air situations, in terms of the dependence ofR0 2 on the actinic UV radiation for OeD) production from 03 photolysis.
Measurements of R0 2 have also been conducted at
the Iungfraujoch, Switzerland (Zanis et al. 1999),allowing seasonal variation of HO x chemistry in the free
troposphere to be established, after account has been
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peroxy radical concentration [R0 2l andj[OIDjll2 for baseline conditions at Cape Grim, Tasmania (Penkett et a1. 1997)

Fig. 3.16 . Diurnal variation in ozone and total hydroperoxide
(ROOH =CH300H + HP2) for baseline conditions at Cape Grim,
Tasmania (Ayers et al. 1992)

taken of upslope-downslope effects, first observed in
MLOPEX (Cantrell et al. 1997b).
Overall the results from the field measurements of
R0 2 are broadly consistent with photochemical theory
of HOx radicals in the troposphere. However, difficulty
arises when the detailed amounts of H0 2 and R0 2 (total peroxy radicals) are examined. Some calibration and
sampling issues remain with the PERCA technique. In
comparison with case study models, observed R0 2 concentrations in the surface atmosphere are mostly lower
than calculated in the models. Other points which
emerge from the measurements are: (1) R0 2 radicals are
present at night-time; (2) Total peroxy radical concentration shows a square root dependence on i(OlD) in clean
air, as expected from theory (Fig. 3.15); this relationship
changes towards linear dependence as NO x increases;
and, (3) Measurements are often complicated by effects
of local emissions and diurnal flows.

optimum conditions for testing atmospheric photochemistry in the surface atmosphere; also the contrast
between the behaviour of maritime and continental air
provides information on the perturbation of the unpolluted atmosphere by terrestrial emissions, especially
man-made pollutants.
This approach has been particularly successfulat Cape
Grim where Ayers et al. (1992, 1996b) have observed diurnal modulation of ozone and hydrogen peroxide concentrations which are consistent with a simple model in
which 0 3photolysis depletes ozone in the marine boundary layer (MBL) during daytime with associated production of peroxides (H202 and organic peroxides, mainly
CH300H) from the free radical chemistry (Fig. 3.16).
Changes in patterns when polluted air is advected over
the Cape Grim site and also at Mace Head are quantitatively consistent with photochemical theory (Carpenter et al. 1997). This includes experimental determination of the critical NO concentration required to switch
from ozone destruction to ozone production in marine
air (see also Sect. 3.7).

3.3.4 Measurements of Ozone and Peroxide
Climatologies in Clean Air
3.3.4.1

3.3.4.2 Indications of the Importance of Water Vapour
in Tropospheric Free Radical Chemistry

Evidence for Ozone Photochemistry

Long-term measurements and intensive measurement
campaigns at meteorologically and climatologically
well-characterised ground observation stations have
provided new opportunities to test the photochemical
theories of tropospheric ozone. Sites in the Southern
Hemisphere (Cape Grim,Tasmania.ao.z" S,144.7° E) and
in the Northern Hemisphere (the Oki Islands in the Sea
of Japan, 360 N, 133 0 E, and Mace Head, Ireland, 53.3 0 N,
9.90 W) have been exploited in this way (Ayerset al.1992,
1996b;Penkett et al.1997; Carpenter et al.1997; Jaffeet al.
1996;Kanaya et al. 1999). These sites are exposed to unpolluted maritime air for long periods, interspersed with
periods when more or less polluted continental air
advects into the region . The homogeneity of the marine
air masses in terms of chemical composition provides

Hydrogen peroxide is one of the major products of HOx
recombination reactions and as such it is a good indicator of the extent of tropospheric free radical chemistry. The controlling role of water vapour on the chemistry in the troposphere is shown rather well in some
measurements of H202 and water vapour over the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans between the surface and 8 km
(Penkett et al.1995, 1998). The left-hand panel of Fig. 3.17
shows that these two species are highly correlated in the
vertical profiles. The reason is revealed in Expression B
below for the equilibrium concentration of hydrogen
peroxide produced by HO x chemistry in the absence of
NO x assuming that all the peroxy radicals are produced
from the oxidation of CO by OH (Penkett et al. 1998).
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Fig. 3.17 .
Vertical profiles of peroxide and
water vapour and a comparison
of measured and calculated peroxide between the surface and
7.5 km. The measurements were
collected in the aCTA campaign
in September 1994, which was
a component of IGACINARE
(Penkett et al. 1998)
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carbons and carbonyls. The sum total of NO and NO z is
referred to as NOx ' and the sum total of all oxidised nitrogen compounds (except NzO) is referred to as NO y .
NOz is the difference between NO y and NOx (see Fig. 3.2),
and is often highly correlated with ozone in the troposphere (Dentener and Crutzen 1993; Iaegle et al. 1999).
PAN results from the oxidation of various carbonyls
including acetaldehyde and acetone.
CH3CHO + OH(+Oz) ----7 CH3C(0)00 + Hp (3.22)

°

CH3COCH3( +Oz) ~ CH3C( )00 + CH3
(3.23)
There is often good agreement between measured
peroxide concentrations and those calculated using
Expression B (right-hand panel of Fig. 3.17). This only
occurs in low NOx conditions when ozone is being de- with, for Reaction 3.24, a ratio between the forward and
stroyed by the HOx chemistry rather than being created, reverse reaction rate of
and there is an anticorrelation between ozone and perkel k, = 1.11 X lO Z8 exp (-14000 I molecule em>'
oxide in the vertical profile. In conditions where a positive correlation is observed between ozone and peroxOther commonly observed molecules in this series are
ide in the profiles, due to both being produced simultaneously by the free radical chemistry outlined earlier, the peroxypropionyl nitrate (PPN,CzHsC(O)OONO z)' peroxyclose agreement between calculated and measured per- benzoyl nitrate (PBzN; C6HsC(0)00N0 2 ) , and peroxyoxide shown in Fig. 3.17 disappears (Penkett et al. 1998). methacryloyl nitrate (MPAN; CH2 = C(CH3)C(0)00NO z)
(Williams et al. 2000).A unique property of PANsis that
they are not directly emitted from any known source .
They are all products of atmospheric photochemical
3.3.5 Reactive Nitrogen Chemistry
reactions involving hydrocarbons and nitrogen oxides
Nitrogen oxides are emitted into the atmosphere in the (NOx ) ' This makes them excellent indicators of photoform of NO and N0 2 (see Sect. 3.2). These are chemi- chemical activity. As is shown above, PAN is in thermal
cally modified by HOx chemistry and photolysis with the equilibrium with N0 2• However, the equilibrium rate
formation of ozone, through Reactions 3.2 and 3.3 and, constant is an extremely strong function of temperathe simultaneous formation of many other forms of ture . At warm temperatures, as may be encountered in
oxidised nitrogen compounds. These include nitric acid the boundary layer, PAN has a lifetime of only a few
formed by Reaction 3.12 and many organic forms in- hours and the equilibrium is shifted towards N0 2 • At
cluding peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN) and organic nitrates colder temperatures, as may be encountered in the upwhich are formed in the course of oxidation of hydro- per troposphere, PAN is essentially thermally stable .

n
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These properties allow PAN-like materials to be effective reservoirs and carriers of atmospheric NO x (Singh
1987; Roberts et al. 1996). Other reservoir species such
as H0 2N02 are also formed but they are stable only in
the cold temperatures of the upper troposphere (>7 km),
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This process is in competition with the reaction that
converts NO to N0 2 (H0 2+ NO ~ OH + N0 2) and a
higher percentage of RON0 2 is made as the carbon
number of the R0 2 radical increases. Alkyl nitrates are
relativelyless abundant in the atmosphere and photolyse
extremely slowly. While they are not significant reservoirs of NOx' they do provide useful information as tracers of photochemical reactions.
An important role for the HOx radicals is in the removal of reactive nitrogen from the atmosphere. These
radicals can quickly oxidise N0 2 to HN0 3 that can be
removed from the atmosphere via processes of dry and
wet deposition. In the upper troposphere where the lifetime can be of the order of a week, HN0 3 can be converted back to N0 2 prior to its removal by deposition.
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Fig.3.18 . Reactive nitrogen budget during the NASASONEXmission (Talbot et al. 1999)

Thus while NO may be emitted as a simple molecule,
it is quickly converted to a complex set of species such
as PAN, HN0 3, H0 2N02, N20 S' RON0 2, ROzNOz' and
aerosol nitrate (Singh 1987; Roberts et al. 1996) . A full
understanding of the reactive nitrogen chemistry is
made difficult by the fact that many of the products are
hard to measure, have varying lifetimes, and under certain conditions can act as reservoirs and provide secondary sources of NO x ' In spite of this a rather complete set of data on the NOy composition of the upper
troposphere was obtained by the SONEX experiment
(Talbot et al. 1999) where nearly 90% of total NO y as
measured by the instrument was accounted for by individual measurements of the species making up NOy
(Fig. 3.18). These included particularly NO x' PAN, organic nitrates, and HN0 3•

3.3.6 The Role ofTropospheric Chemistry
in the Production of Particulate Matter
in the Troposphere
Particles of different sorts (see Chap. 4) are formed in
the atmosphere by chemical transformations to low
volatility products. Examples include nitrates formed

from the reaction of NzOs with water, organic aerosols
formed from the oxidation of terpenes and other naturally emitted hydrocarbons, and sulphates formed from
the oxidation of S02' The latter reaction has been extensivelystudied in the course of increasing understanding of the problem of acid rain, which occurred before
the setting up of IGAC (National Acad. of Sciences, Report on Acid Rain Formation 1985).
The main reaction responsible for gas phase oxidation of S02 is:
(3-28)

Allother gas phase processes are oflittle significance.
Of major significance are the reactions of SOz dissolved
in droplets. Here the hydrolysis products HSOj and SO~
are oxidised efficiently by peroxides and by ozone to
produce sulphuric acid and neutralised sulphate in cloud
droplets, so much so that up to 80% of all atmospheric
sulphate has been estimated to be produced this way
(Langner and Rodhe 1991).
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The process of formation of sulphuric acid by reaction with peroxide is acid catalysed, which overcomes
the tendency for S02 to become less soluble due to suppression of hydrolysis as the cloud droplets become more
acid. In the case of the ozone reaction the rate of Reaction 3.35 (see Sect. 3.1.3.9)is several orders of magnitude
faster than Reaction 3.34 meaning that ozone oxidation
is most efficient in neutral or basic solutions. The switchover point for the peroxide or the ozone reaction to predominate occurs at a pH slightly above 5, which is higher
than the pH of most cloud droplets (Penkett et al.1979).
For a fuller discussion the reader is referred to Calvert
et al. (1985) and references therein. The significance of
this multiphase oxidation of S0 2is also described in more
detail in Chap. 4 concerned with atmospheric aerosols.
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Fig. 3.19. Net ozone production as a function of [NO], in clean
oceanic air at Cape Grim , Tasmania (Cox 1999)

are balanced. Cox (1999) investigated the influence of
NO x in the clean marine boundary layer in a box model

with simple chemistry. Figure 3.19 shows the mean
hourly rate of change of ozone concentration during the
period 0900-1400 hours as a function oflocal NO concentration calculated for summertime conditions at Cape
Grim. Net loss of ozone occurred at [NO1= 15 pmol mol"
changing over to net production above this level. On
the basis of their observations of 03 and NO at Cape
Grim, Galbally et al. (1996) estimate a compensation
point of 20 ±5 pmol mol:' NO. Similar model calculations and observations at Mace Head give a higher value
3.3.7 Modelling of Radical Chemistry and Ozone
of [NO1at the compensation point of 30-55 pmol mol"
(Cox 1999; Carpenter et aI.1997), which is consistent with
Production and Loss
the control being primarily due to a competition beBecause the time constants for radical photochemistry tween the above react ions, taking account of the higher
are short compared with transport times, photochemi- climatological ozone concentrations at the Northern
cal theory can be readily tested by comparison to OH Hemisphere site.
Davis et al. (1996) have conducted a comprehensive
and R0 2 measurements using simple zero-dimensional
models , providing the boundary condition imposed by box modelling study of ozone photochemistry in the
the concentrations of relevant stable constituents can northwest Pacific region, making use of aircraft measbe defined. Numerous examples of modelling studies urements from the PEM-West A mission to constrain
associated with the OH and H0 2 measurements have the model. They calculated the ozone photochemical
been reported. The more recent HO x measurements, tendency term, P(03) (i.e. the difference between the
with fast time resolution, compare well with the gen- total gas phase production and loss terms for ozone)
eral features of the photochemical theory (see for ex- using measurements as input to the model. P(03) valample Hofzumahaus et a1.1998; Carslaw et al. 1999a, b) . ues were generally negative below - 6 km altitude and
Ayers et al. (1997) were able to describe the peroxy radi- positive above 8 km throughout the study region, alcals, ozone, and hydrogen peroxide observed at Cape though significant positive values were also found in
Grim with a simple one-dimensional model of the ma- fresh boundary layer air of continental origin. Davis
et al. (1996) also estimated the critical nitric oxide conrine boundary layer.
Box modelling has also been used to investigate the centration NOerit for which P(03) was zero (equivalent
critical nitric oxide concentration NOerit> the so-called to the compensation point), based on median values of all
"compensation point.twhere ozone loss and production model input parameters in 13 altitude-latitude bins. In the
lowest2 km,NOcrit wasbetween 9 and 17 pmol mol", while
due to reactions:
03 was in the range 10-30 nmol mol", Above 1km, NOerit
tended to decrease with increasing altitude. These results indicate somewhat lower compensation points
than in the boundary layer, where physical loss procH0 2+ NO ----7 OH + N0 2
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Modelling the Global Budget of OH

The OR concentration responds almost instantaneously
to variations in sunlight and local trace gas composition changes and the OR field varies by orders of magnitude in space and time. Observations can be used to
test photochemical theory in specific circumstances but
are not capable of providing globally averaged values
of [OR). We must therefore rely on numerical models
and surrogates to provide the global distributions of OR
that are required to calculate, for example, trace gas lifetimes and global ozone production and loss rates. The
development of such models has advanced significantly
in the past decade. An example of the output of such
models for calculated global concentration fields of OR
in July and January for the whole earth surface layers, is
given in Fig. 3.21. Broad features of seasonal and latitudinal variation are superimposed by smaller scale variations caused by a multitude of factors such as UV penetration, and trace gas variations, which affect R x radicals.Discussion of these model developments is beyond
the scope of this synthesis and we concentrate here on
recent progress in determination of globally averaged
[OR) based on new observations of methyl chloroform
and 14CO, obtained in IGAC, and using more sophisticated models than those used earlier. For a general discussion of atmospheric chemistry models, see Chap. 6.

°

0
10

100

1000

NOx (pmol mol")
Fig. 3.20. Mixing ratios of H0 2 (upper panel), and OH (middle
panel), and net ozone production rate (lowerpanel) as a function
of NOx mixing ratio (from JaegIe et aJ. 1999)

esses have an influence. Klonecki and Levy (1997) have
also discussed the effect of water vapour on the compensation point. Overall these studies confirm the basic theory for NO-mediated ozone production in clean
tropospheric air.
Observations of free radicals have also been used
to calculate ozone budgets in the troposphere. Ozone
production in the upper troposphere has been studied
by Iaegle et al. (1999). Simultaneous observations of
NO, RO, and other species were obtained as part of
the SONEX campaign in the upper troposphere over
the North Atlantic (40-60° N). These were used to
derive ozone production rates, P(03)' and to examine
the relationship between P(03) and the concentrations of NO x (= NO + N0 2 ) and ROx (= OR + peroxy)
radicals. A positive correlation is found between P(03)
and NO but after filtering out transport effects, P(03) is
nearly independent of NO for NO > 70 pmol mol'",
showing the approach of NO-saturated conditions
(Fig. 3.20).

3.3.8.1

Global OH Estimates from
CH3CCI3 Measurements

Methyl chloroform (CR3CCI3 ) is an industrial gas for
which analyses of atmospheric concentrations and
trends have been used to derive concentrations of OR
on broad scales. This technique provides estimates of
"global" OR concentrations that are weighted heavily
towards the Tropics and subtropics of the lower atmosphere since this is where [OR) is highest and most of
the CR3CCl3 is oxidised . Estimates made in the presence of substantial methyl chloroform emissions suggest a mean global lifetime of 4.8 ±O.3 yr over the period 1978-1994 (Prinn et al. 1995). This represents a significant decrease in the estimated methyl chloroform
lifetime, and the lifetimes of other gases such as CR4
and CFC-substitutes, compared to those made ten years
ago. Such estimates , however, depend heavily upon the
accuracy of measurement calibration and emission figures. As a result these estimates have changed continuously over the past 15to 20 years owing to improvements
in calibration and in estimated emissions. More recently
emissions have declined dramatically owing to production restrictions on substances that deplete the ozone
layer outlined in the Montreal Protocol. The resulting
decline of methyl chloroform observed in the atrno-
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Fig.3 .21.
Global concentration fields
of OH (10 5 cnr"), in July and
January for the whole Earth
surface layers (Spivakovsky
et aI. 2000)
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sphere allows estimates of global and hemispheric
lifetimes of this gas that are much less sensitive to
uncertainties in measurement calibration and emission
figures. This approach suggests a global mean lifetime for methyl chloroform of 5.2 [+0.2/-0.3] yr (Montzka et al. 2000). Using the latest information on deriving mean [OH) from methyl chloroform lifetime (Spivakovsky et al. 2000) gives a global mean value [OH] of
1.1 x 10 6 molecules cnr",
3.3.8.2 Global OH Estimates from 14CO Measurements

Atmospheric carbon monoxide exists in several isotopic
forms, one of which, 14CO, has been useful in understanding tropospheric OH, which is the main sink for
CO. 14CO is produced in the atmosphere from cosmic
rays, mainly in the stratosphere and upper troposphere,
with a reasonably well known source strength. A substantial amount of new data for the global distribution
of 14CO has been obtained in recent years using a new
technique based on accelerator mass spectrometry (Mak
et a1. 1992; Brenninkmeijer et a1. 1992). Comparison of
the observed 14CO distributions with those obtained
using photochemical-transport model calculations

(Mak et al. 1994; Derwent et al. 1994) shows a good generallevel of agreement, with an implied global [OH) of
-9 x 10 5 molecules em".

3.3.8.3 Interhemispheric Differences in OH

An independent method for the evaluation of the OH
distribution and seasonality on the global scale is based
on observations of 14CO. 14CO is primarily produced
within the atmosphere by cosmic ray interaction. The
smaller secondary source comprises "biogenic" 14CO,
containing 14C which was recycled through the biomass.
It was found that the cosmogenic 14CO could be regarded
as independent tracer, with a small perturbation from
the biogenic contribution (e.g, Jackel et a1. 2000). The
primary global average source strength of 14CO is modulated by the changing solar activity. The atmospheric
response to this varying global source strength has been
calculated (Jackel et al. 2000) . Further, the relative solar modulation of the source has been quantified by
using observations of atmospheric neutron count rates,
sunspots, and calculations of the heliospheric potential
(Jackel and Brenninkrneijer 2001). These results can be
used if 14CO observations of different epochs are to be
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compared, and have been used for compiling a 14CO climatology, i.e. a zonally averaged seasonal cycle at the
surface comprising 1088 14CO observations from four
institutes (Iockel and Brenninkmeijer 2001). This climatology has been used for the evaluation of two three -dimensional atmospheric models (MATCH and TM3) in
terms of the simulated OH distribution and seasonality
and the simulated stratosphere-troposphere exchange
(Iockel et al. 2001).Especially,the intensively discussed
issue of the interhemispheric asymmetry of OH has
been revisited. Evidence for a higher OH abundance in
the Southern Hemisphere is no longer supported, since
the observed interhemispheric 14CO asymmetry can
consistently be explained by interhemispheric differences of the exchange rate between the stratosphere and
the troposphere (Iockel et al. 2001).
Interhemispheric differences in OH derived from
model analysis of methyl chloroform data have also been
inconclusive, although the contemporary distribution
of this gas arising from the virtual cessation of emissions offers prospects for answering this question. The
most recent analysis of the methyl chloroform data indicates mean [OH] is 15% higher in the Southern Hemisphere (south of the ITCZ) (Montzka et al. 2000).

3.3.8.4 OH Temporal Trends

The question of temporal trends of OH has been discussed by several workers. This would be an important
diagnostic for model performance, particularly of interest for prediction of the oxidising efficiency of future atmospheres. Prinn et al. (1995) derived a trend
of 0 ±0.2% yr- 1 for OH based on model analysis of
CH3CCl3 data for the period 1978-1994. Krol et al. (1998)
used a three-dimensional chemical transport model
scaled to the same CH3CCl3 data to derive a trend of
0.46 ±0.54% yr- I . Both methods have uncertainties due
to calibration of the halocarbon data and the significance of the derived trends must be accepted with caution . Nevertheless, the present evidence points to a zero
or slightly positive trend which implies that OH production may have increased over the period. Considering the known upward trends (-11% change) in CH4and
CO, the main sinks for H, increased penetration of UV
accompanying the known reduction in stratospheric
ozone over this period could have contributed to increased OH production.

°

3.3.9

Night Time Free Radical Chemistry - N0

3

Field measurements of HO x radicals have consistently
indicated the presence of free radicals during nighttime,
implying a non-photochemical source. Two important
non-photochemical sources of radicals have been dis-

covered. Firstly,the reaction of ozone with alkenes leads
to production of OH. This source is particularly efficient for terpenes and other biogenic alkenes (Atkinson
et al. 1992), and there are indications that it can be significant in terrestrial forested regions (Cantrell et al.
1997b). The second non photochemical source is the
nitrate radical, N0 3 , which is formed throughout the
atmosphere by the reaction :

In daylight it is removed instantly by photolysis and
by reaction with NO,but at nighttime it is removed from
the atmosphere either directly (e.g. by reaction with DMS
and unsaturated organic molecules such as terpenes), or
indirectly through its equilibrium with di-nitrogen
pentoxide (N zOs), which reacts with H zO on aqueous
aerosol surfaces to form HN0 3•

The reactions of N0 3 with organic molecules generate peroxy radicals (ROz) as secondary products, and a
correlation between N0 3 and ROz has been observed at
night (Carslaw et al.1997a). Box models ofN0 3 chemistry in the marine boundary layer, when constrained by
a comprehensive suite of measurements of all these loss
processes, are able to reproduce the observed N0 3 levels satisfactorily (Allan et al. 1999). Such models show
that nighttime N0 3 chemistry provides a route for converting to NO x to HN0 3 which could be as high as 50%
of the daytime route via OH + NO z. This also constitutes
a major loss for atmospheric NO x with significant consequences for the tropospheric ozone budget (Dentener
et al. 1996).
Atmospheric measurements of the nitrate (N0 3 ) radical have mostly been made by the technique of differential optical absorption spectroscopy (DOAS), using
the strong absorption band at 662 nm. The exception to
this is a data set obtained using Matrix Isolation - Electron Spin Resonance (MIESR) (Mihelicet al.1993). DOAS
instruments operating with an artificial light source
in the lower boundary layer over optical path lengths
up to 10 km have now achieved detection limits of
1 pmol mol'" . DOAS measurements using either the
moon or scattered pre-dawn sunlight as a light source
have also been employed to measure N0 3 columns in
the free troposphere (Aliwelland Jones 1998).There has
also been one direct measurement of free tropospheric
N0 3 at a high altitude site, Izaiia de Tenerife, Canary
Islands (Carslaw et al. 1997b).
Although there have been a few published reports on
measurements of continental N0 3 during the past ten
years (Platt and Heintz 1994; Smith et al.1995),most field
campaigns have focused on the behaviour of the radical in the marine boundary layer.These havebeen driven
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by th e close coupling of the NO%an d sul phur cycles
th rou gh th e rapid re action between NO, and dimethylsulphi de (OMS) [Yvon et al. 1996a; Carslaw et al. 1997b;
Heintz et al. 1996; Allan et al. 1999). All th ese stu dies , as
well as more recent measur ements in the remot e ma ri ne
boundary layer (Tener ife and Mace Head). have shown
th at NO) is present at up to app roximately S pmol mol"!
even und er low NO% condi tions ([NO%J < ISO pmol mol' "),
when the tur nover lifetime of the radical is well over an
hour. By contras t. the lifeti me can be less tha n a min ute
in semi-polluted air where re act ive orga nics and aerosol
loadings are highe r. It sho uld be not ed tha i when th e NO)
concentration is larger than abo ut 1 pmol mol-', OMS is
oxidised by OH more rap idly at n ight th an during the
day. Th is seems to be the case even in the quite remo te
mar ine boundary layer (Allan et al. 1999).

3.3.10 Halogen Che mistry in the Troposphere
Observational d ata on tro pospher ic ozone over the past
40 years show that th ere ar e a nu mber of anom alies
in its dist rib ut ion which ar e not easily explained by
current theory. One example is the episodic and rapid
dep letio n of ozone in the surface at mosphere in po lar
regions, pa r tic u larly in the boreal an d austral spring
(Bottenheim et al. 1990). Anothe r exa mple is the observation of almost comple te absence of ozone in th e
tr op o sp h er e in t h e t rop ical oceanic reg ions o f t h e
easte rn Pacific Ocean (Kley et al. 1996). Recent observations from Mace Head ind icate a seasonal correlatio n
o f low ozone with phy topla nkton activity (Carpenter
et al. 1999).
Of th e kn own spec ies which could destroy ozone cata lyt ically in th e troposp here, the halogens, par t icular ly
br omine, are potentially th e most efficient. It is now fairly
dear that ra pi d loss of ozone in the Arct ic bo undary
layer is due to catalytic cycles involv ing BrO radica ls
(Barrie er al. 1988).
BrO + BrO --+ ~B r + O2

n<t

Catalytic de str uct ion of ozone can also occur in the
troposphere by reaction ofX O ra dicals (X = Br or I) with
HOl in th e following reac tio n seq uence:
XO + HOl --+ HOX + 0 2

(J· 4 0)

HOX + hl' --+ X + OH

(3·41)

OH + 0)--+ HO:z +Oz

(3-42)

X +O)--+XO +O l

(3-43)

20) --+ 30 2

(3.27)

not

This mechanism with X = I has been postulated to
acco unt for low ozone in the marine bou ndary layer
(Davis et el. 1997; Stu tz et al. 1999). Although th ere is n o
d irect eviden ce, a recent m odel study (Vogt et al. 1999)
based on observed 10 concentrat ions indicates that iodi ne could have removed up to 12% of the ozone per
day, maki ng it more important than dry d eposition or
o dd hydr ogen photochemistry. Recent work shows that
010 may be impo rta nt in iodine che m istry (Cox et al.
1999) an d th is has been con firmed by obse rvatio ns at
coas tal sites in th e Northern and Southern Hem isph eres
(Stut z et al. 1999; Allan et al. 2000) .

3.3.10.1 Release of Halogens into the Troposphere
Halogens are released into the trop ospher e from a vari ety of sou rces which are sum ma rised in Table 3.4. The
photochemical b reakdo wn of organic halides such as
CHzl l , CHzICI. CHJI, an d CHBrJ (Schall and Heu m ann
1993) is probably the major so urce of reactive iodine
species in the m ari ne bounda ry layer. Modulation o f
tropospheric ozone and oxidising capacity ca n thus be
ach ieved by the release of b iogen ic source gases.
CIO~ an d BrO%can also be p roduced from the oxidat ion of CI- and Br" in sea salt (aerosol, sea ice, salt pans).
The processes lead ing to loss of halide from the con "
den sed ph ase have only recently bee n diagnosed, but
it is dea r that this sou rce of reactive Br an d CI is likely
10 be mo re significant than tho ught h ith erto. Curre ntly
there are two th eor ies: (I) auto cata lytic rel ease of Brz

TOIble3 .4 .

Sources of reactive halogen
species found in various parts
of the troposphere

·ke

so urce medu,nism

CIO. in the polar boundary layer

By-product o f the "bromine e xplo sion"

BtO. in the polar boundary

Autocatalytic release from sea salt on ice
("bromine e xploskln " me<:h anj~m)

Iayet

BrO. in salt pans (eg. the Dead Sea Basin)

Bromine

BrO. in the free troposphere

Photodegradation

10. in the marine boundary layer
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(and probably BrCland IBr) from sea salt bromide (Vogt
et al. 1994) the 'bromine explosion' mechanism; and
(2) formation ofBrNO z and CINOz by the reaction of gasphase N Z0 5 with sea salt halides (Vogt and FinlaysonPitts 1994),which could be important in polluted regions.
However, the evidence for these mechanisms in the
field is rather circumstantial and there appear to be (yet
unknown) sources for CIOx in oceanic regions. The role
of iodine in the release of Cl (and Br) requires further
study.

3.3.10.2 Reactive Halogens in the Troposphere

Free tropospheric Bra has been observed both in the Arctic as well as at midlatitudes by the technique of Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) (Hebestreit et al. 1999).Amounts of Bra observed are consistent with BrO-catalysed decomposition being responsible
for the ozone loss observed in the local boundary layer.
Combined balloon, ground-based, and satellite observations, using the same technique, indicate a residual component in the total column Bra of up to 1-2 pmol mol"
Bra distributed in the free troposphere at midlatitudes
and in the polar regions. This implies catalytic ozone
loss via the Bra + HO z reaction cycle described above
which is likely to be significant in the tropospheric ozone
budget.
10 is the only halogen oxide so far observed in the
low to midlatitude marine boundary layer. 10 was measured for the first time in 1997at Mace Head by the DOAS
technique (Alicke et al.1999;Allan et al.1999).Figure ).22
illustrates measurements off the north coast ofTenerife,
where 10 displays a clear diurnal cycle. It has now been
observed in both hemispheres (Allan et al. 1999), implying a significant contribution to ozone loss in the
local marine boundary layer.
Fig. 3.22.
Observed 10 concentration
profiles obtained at Tenerife
during the period of 04-17 July
1997. The 10 concentrations
(broken symbols, courtesy of
B. J. Allan, VEA) are plotted
with the measured JN0 2 values
(solid dark lines, courtesy of
G. McFadyen, ITE). The average error for the 10 concentrations is 0 .2 pmol mol" (20)
for this period with an
average detection limit of
0.2 pmol mol"! (20)

3.3.10.3 CI Atoms in the Troposphere

Halogen atoms are efficient oxidising species in their own
right and can lead to the degradation of volatile organics.
Cl atoms are of interest because they are up to 103 times
more reactive than OH and may significantly enhance
trace gas removal from the atmosphere. High concentrations of Cl atoms may destroy 0 3 in certain regions of
the atmosphere, influence the oxidation of DMS in the
marine boundary layer, and initiate processes that could
lead to the production of stratospheric ozone destroying chemicals (e.g, CzC14 + Cl ~ ~ CC14) .
Prior to 1988 it was believed that the abundance
of Cl atoms in the troposphere was extremely small
(102_103 molecules crrr") and the main source was oxidation of HCl (Singh and Kasting 1988). Experimental studies in the laboratory (Zetzsch and Behnke 1992) and in the
field (Keene et al. 1990;Pszenny et al. 1993) provided tan talising evidence that inorganic chlorine in the form of Clz
or HOCImay be present in an environment that contained
wet sea salt, ozone, and sunlight. Indirect evidence for the
presence of Cl atoms in the arctic BL (Jobson et al. 1994),
tropical-Pacific-boundary layer (Singh et al. 1996a), and
subtropical-Atlantic-BL (Wingenter et al. 1996) was deduced from the loss rate of CZ-C4 NMHC. These studies
suggested that Cl atoms in the vicinity of 103_105 molecules em? may be present in the MBL. Singh et al.(1996b)
also concluded that Clatom formation was associated with
mechanisms that did not involve acid displacement of sea
salt chlorine. The mechanisms for the release of Cl from
sea salt are only now being elucidated (Finlayson-Pitts and
Hemminger 2000; Vogt et al. 1996). In none of these studies Cl atoms were thought to be present at concentrations
high enough to cause 0 3 destruction.
Complementing these MBL Cl-atom studies were
inferences of global Cl from the budgets of CzC1 4 and
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C2H6, both highly sensitive indicators of CIatoms (Singh
et al.1996c;Rudolph et al.1996). These studies concluded
that the mean global abundance of CI atoms was low
(10 2_103 molecules em:"), but did not rule out the presence of substantially high CIconcentrations in the MBL.
This implied that CI atoms may enhance CH4 oxidation
by <2% and DMS oxidation by >20%.
There are no direct measurements of CI or CIO although in one study substantial concentrations of Cl2
were detected during the night (Spicer et al. 1998). No
mechanism for nighttime release of Cl2 is currently proposed. At the present time, the role of CIatoms in tropospheric chemistry must be considered speculative although there is much progress. There is a great need for
instrumentation that can directly detect CII CIO along
with a need for laboratory studies to elucidate the processes that are involvedin the release of CI/ Bratoms from
sea salt.
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Fig. 3.23. A schematic representation of various transport processes in the troposphere (courtesy of K. S. Law,University of Cambridge , England)

day variations in the height of the PBLand rapid transport of air vertically by deep convection often into the
mid and upper troposphere. Transport of air by synoptic-scale frontal systems is also an important mechanism for moving air out of the PBLinto the free troposphere as well as for transporting air downwards from
3.4 Transport and Mixing Processes
the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. The latIn the previous sections, the emissions of 03 precursors ter is also important for 03 which has a large source in
and photochemical processes important for the produc - the stratosphere. It should also be noted that deposition and destruction of 0 3 were discussed. Another im- tion at the surface is an important sink for many trace
portant component of the tropospheric system which gases including ozone. This process is intimately linked
influences trace gas distributions and budgets is the to PBL exchange and the rate at which air comes into
transport of trace gases within the troposphere. The contact with Ear
rface. Dry deposition is discussed
distributions of trace gases emitted into the troposphere in more detail in Chap. 2.The treatment of dry deposiare affected by both dynamical and chemical processes. tion and transport processes in chemistry transport
Traditionally, the extent to which a particular trace gas models is described in Chap. 6.
is affected by transport or chemistry is given by its lifeThe processes discussed in the following sections all
time with respect to photochemical loss such as the re- playa role in transporting emissions and photo oxidants
action with OH. While this classification provides a use- from source regions into the free troposphere. They also
ful term of reference, the distribution of a particular form an integral part of the general circulation of the
trace gas will depend on chemical lifetime relative to troposphere as shown in Fig. 3.23. For example, large
characteristic transport times and physical loss proc- regions of deep convection associated with the ITCZare
esses such as wet and dry deposition. For example, the very efficient at moving trace gases from the surface into
distribution of CO,which has a chemical lifetime on the the upper troposphere. This forms the upward part of
order of months in the free troposphere, will be gov- the Hadley circulation which then subsides in the suberned much more by transport and mixing processes tropics. In midlatitudes, synoptic scale transport and
than by chemical processes, compared to, for example, coincident STE is intimately linked to the large-scale
isoprene which has a chemical lifetime of hours or less. winds in the upper troposphere which move material
Gases such as 03' which are photochemically produced from west to east around the globe. This large-scale flow
and destroyed in substantial amounts (see Sect. 3.3),are is also important for transporting long lived trace gases
also affected by transport processes because their pho- northwards and southwards .
The recognition that 03 and its precursors can be
tochemicallifetime is also of the order of months in the
free troposphere. Therefore, in order to quantify the transported very large distances throughout the free
budget of a gas such as 03 it is necessary to understand troposphere is a major finding of several IGAC field
the dynamical as well as chemical processes which gov- experiments which are discussed in Sect. 3.6. In summary, the emerging picture is a complex one with air
ern its distribution.
Dynamical processes occur on a range of different masses of different origin interleaved with each other
scales starting with mixing and exchange between the in a multi-layered troposphere. Quantification of the role
planetary boundary layer (PBL) and the free tropo- of transport and mixing on the budget of 03 and its presphere. This includes exchange associated with day-to- cursors remains an on-going topic of research.
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cycle is much more pronounced over land where the day
to night contrasts in surface heating are much larger.
Figure 3.24 shows the typical evolution of the boundPollutants are emitted and deposited in the boundary ary layer under a high-pressure system (Stull 1988).
layer and transported away from the surface into the During the day a well-mixed convective layer builds up
free troposphere making boundary layer mixing and and the depth of the boundary layer deepens to a maxiexchange important processes to be considered in the mum around noon. Air from aloft can be entrained into
study of photo oxidant formation and removal. Here we the boundary layer during this time and clouds can form
describe the evolution of the boundary layer, how air at its top. Towards dusk, the boundary layer collapses to
can be exchanged with the free troposphere, and the form a rather stable nocturnal boundary layer leaving
importance of these processes for redistributing emis- formerly mixed air in a residual layer just above.
sions and photooxidants.
At the top of the boundary layer there is a stable enThe boundary layer can be defined as the lowest part trainment zone where air can mix between the boundof the troposphere which is directly influenced by the ary layer and the free troposphere. Sometimes this layer
presence of Earth's surface. The evolution and depth of becomes very stable and acts as a capping inversion prethe PBL responds to changes in surface processes such venting any movement of air between these two regions.
as evapotranspiration, sensible heat transfer, orographic In this case, which often occurs under high-pressure
forcing, and frictional drag on time scales of an hour or systems, pollutant concentrations can buildup to high
less (Stull 1988). The depth of the boundary layer is also levelsover a period of several days. For example, Fig. 3.25
affectedby synoptic scaleweather systems;it will be thin- shows the buildup of 03 at Mace Head during a period
ner in regions of high pressure where air is subsiding. In of several days in July 1996 (Julian day 198 to 203) when
low pressure regions, frontal uplift complicates the pic- there was an anticyclone positioned over Europe and
ture often resulting in the rapid transfer of boundary high concentrations of pollutants were advected westlayer air to the free troposphere (see Sect. 343). Con- ward over the UK and Ireland. Also shown are results
vection is also an efficient mechanism for moving air from a photochemical trajectory model which, even
out of the boundary layer (see Sect. 3.4.2). Local circu- though it included a rather simple treatment of boundlations, such as land-sea breezes, can also affect the na- ary layer mixing, reproduces the observed 0 3 levels reasonably well (Evans et al. 2000).
ture of boundary layer evolution.
In the absence of these processes there are diurnal
Theoretical treatment of boundary layer mixing and
variations in the boundary layer height which depend exchange of trace gases is dealt with in different ways
largely on the surface below.Over the sea there is only a depending on the scale of the phenomena being studsmall diurnal cycle because the underlying sea surface ied. Gaussian plume models have been used to study
temperatures vary only slightly. The boundary layer the evolution of point sources whereas LargeEddy Simuheights during the middle of the day when heating is at lation (LES) models have been used to study PBLprocits maximum are only slightly higher than at night. This esses on the scales of 50 m or more. The latter resolve
3.4.1

Boundary Layer Mixing and Exchange
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Fig. 3.26. An illustration of the role of a cumulonimbu s cloud in
transporting air from the surface to the tropopause (from Wallace
and Hobbs 1977)

Fig. 3.25. A comparison of calculated and measured buildup of
ozone during the ACSOE experiment at Mace Head in Ireland in
July 1996 (Evans et al. 2000)

develops. Updraft velocities are large and there is considerable entrainment and detrainment at the cloud
boundary. There is outflow at the top of the cloud, with
eddies down to smaller scales than most other tech - a characteristic anvil cloud defining this region. These
niques which parameterise these processes, often by processes are shown schematically in Fig. 3.26 (Wallace
assuming similarity between vertical fluxes of quanti- and Hobbs 1977).
Observations have shown that short lived trace gases
ties such as heat, momentum, and moisture or by relating the vertical flux to an eddy diffusivity and the verti- are efficiently redistributed in deep convective clouds
cal gradient of a particular quantity. This method, (e .g, Dickerson et al. 1987; Pickering et al. 1988) giving
known as K-theory, was also first used in chemical trans- rise to C-shaped altitude profiles with high concentraport models but to a large extent has been superseded tions in the boundary layer and in the upper tropoby more complex parameterisations developed for nu- sphere. Early modelling studies indicated that the vermerical weather prediction models which also take into tical redistribution of trace species in rapid convective
account counter-gradient flow. This can be important updrafts is important for their chemical processing
in unstable and convective conditions when the largest (Chatfield and Crutzen 1984; Pickering et al. 1992).For
transporting eddies may have a similar size to the example, convective venting is important for transportboundary layer itself and the vertical flux can then be ing NOx out of the continental boundary layer.Since the
counter to the local gradient (e.g. Holtslag and Boville lifetime of NOx in the upper troposphere is up to a fac1993). Not surprisingly, it was found during a World Cli- tor ten longer than in the boundary layer, its potential
mate Research Programme (WCRP) comparison exer- to contribute to 03 formation is enhanced (Ehhalt et al.
cise when models were compared against Radon-222 1992). Convective uplift is also important for transportdata (Jacob et al. 1997) that models with a more realistic ing sources of HOx such as HzO z' CH300H etc. into the
treatment of boundary layer processes were able to simu- tropical upper troposphere (e.g. Mari et al. 2000). This
late the data more accurately. Realistic treatment of con- recent study also indicated that downward transport of
vection was also an important factor (see Chap. 6).
air in and around convective clouds could also be important.
Since deep convection is often associated with lightning and consequent NOx production, fresh NOx of natu3.4.2 Convection
ral origin can also be added to boundary layer pollutConvection associated with thunderstorms, and some- ants in the anvil outflow, yet another mechanism to contimes with organised ascent within frontal systems,plays tribute to upper tropospheric 03 formation (see also
an important role in vertical exchange between the lower Sect. 3.2). Recent field campaigns, such as the European
and upper troposphere. Large, organised ascents occur Lightning Oxides Project (EULINOX) and STERAO-A
in warm, humid regions of the globe such as around the in the United States have led to estimates that a signifiITCZ in the Tropics. Summertime continental regions cant fraction of upper tropospheric NOx can be traced
in midlatitudes are also prime areas for deep convec- back to convective regions with high lightning activity
tion . It is the process by which air, heated at the surface, and enhanced 0 3 production downwind (Holler and
becomes buoyant and rises rapidly through the depth Schumann 2000; Huntreisser et al.2000; Dyeet al.2000).
of the troposphere forming a cumulonimbus cloud as it Moreover, convective mixing with background air can
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lead to NO x dilution, which also increases the 03 formation efficiency. For example, a recent modelling study,
based on observations from the STERAO-A campaign
over the central United States, estimated that lightning
NO x could have increased 0 3production rates by a maximum of 7 nmol mol" per day downwind of a convective
storm in the upper troposphere (Skamarock et al. 2000).
It is very difficult to distinguish between the various
upper tropospheric NO x sources, including downward
transport from the stratosphere and in situ emissions
by aircraft. From both measurements and modelling
studies it is nevertheless evident that several NO x
sources playa major role in the upper tropospheric 0 3
budget. This has been clearly shown in NO x data from
the NOXARprogramme collected in the North Atlantic
flight corridor during summer and autumn 1995 and
1997 (Brunner et al. 1998; [eker et al. 2000). As well as
spikes in NO x that were attributable to aircraft emissions,
more widespread peaks exceeding 500 pmol mol: ' NO x
were measured which were attributed to uplift of boundary layer pollution or lightning emissions of NO x over
the western North Atlantic in the upper troposphere.
These enhancements can be seen in Fig. 3.27 (from [eker
et al. 2000). They were also found during the SONEX
campaign (Thompson et al. 1999). Model calculations
suggest that while, in certain cases, 30-50% of NO x derives from aircraft emiss ions other sources certainly
contributed a similar amount.
Whether the convective updrafts of boundary layer
NO x and other 0 3 precursors or mesoscale descent of
upper tropospheric 0 3 and NO x dominate the overall
effect of convection depends, to a large extent, on the
geographical location, e.g . marine or continental
(Lelieveldand Crutzen 1994). Also,considering the relatively small scales of thunderstorm convection (S10 km)
and the grid sizeof chemistry-transport models (:~100 km),
it has proven difficult to account for these processes in
global model simulations. This not only applies to deep
convection, but as well to shallow and mid-level convec-

tion that also contributes to boundary layer venting. It
remains a challenge to represent these processes accurately in large-scale models (see Chap. 6).
An important additional feature associated with convection is that radiative and evaporative cooling in the
cirrus anvil can cause mesoscale descent and therefore
downward transport of upper tropospheric trace gases
towards the surface where their lifetime is generally
shorter. This involves, for example, 03 and NO x of
stratospheric origin. Gravitational settling of ice crystals below the cirrus anvil could also be an important
sink for species such as HN0 3 (Lawrence and Crutzen

1998).

3.4.3 Synoptic Scale Transport
Synoptic scale processes affect the transport of trace
species largely at midlatitudes in both hemispheres.
Upper level winds drive the lower level pattern of high
and low pressure weather systems which track from west
to east around the globe. In high pressure systems the
flow is clockwise (in the Northern Hemisphere) and the
air is slowlysubsiding. In the summertime, large regions
of high pressure form over the sub-tropical oceans and
can act as effective sinks for 0 3 due to the higher concentrations of water vapour. The flows associated with
low pressure systems or cyclones are more complex.
When air motion is considered relative to the movement
of the front or cyclone, several airstreams or conveyor
belts can be identified moving along vertically sloping
isentropic surfaces. This is shown schematically in
Fig. 3.28 (Cooper et al. 2001). These airstreams or conveyor belts tend to be well defined and are called the
warm conveyor belt (WCB), and the cold conveyor belt
(CCB)along with the dry airstream orintrusion (Carlson
1991; Browning 1990) .
Dry intrusions, which occur behind a cold frontal
surface, can lead to the transfer of lower stratospheric

Fig. 3.27.
Composite of all z-rnin averaged NO measurements performed at cru ising alt itude
(300 -190 hPa) in the period
13 August to 23 November
1997 (Jeker et al. 2000)
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air or upper tropospheric air to lower altitudes in the been an area of study that IGAC has contributed to
troposphere. Occasionally, the dry intrusion will over- through its NARE and the East Asia-North Pacific Rerun the cold frontal zone. The importance of strato- gional Study (APARE) activities (see Sect. 3.6). Studies
sphere-troposphere exchange is discussed in more de- following the first IGAC NAREexperiment in 1993 noted
tail in the next section. The WCB originates in the the potential importance of frontal systems for the transboundary layer on the equatorward side of the cyclone port of ozone and its precursors into the upper tropoand moves rapidly upward and ahead of a cold front in sphere using back trajectory analysis (e.g. Berkowitz
the upper troposphere. As it ascends, it can turn anti- et al. 1996; Wild et al. 1996). Aircraft measurements of
cyclonically above the warm front. The CCB originates chemicals in the vicinity of mid-tropospheric fronts
ahead of the warm front and travels westward (in the reveal sharp air mass differences and fine interleaving
Northern Hemisphere) ahead of this front ascending of air from different source regions (Bethan et al. 1998).
into the mid-troposphere. This airflow often moves un- Further field campaigns have highlighted the widederneath the WCB flow aloft.
spread existence of multiple layers with different 03 and
The role of frontal systems as a mechanism for trans- pollutant concentrations. Often these layers display charport of pollutants away from continental regions has acteristics that lie between polluted boundary layer air
and stratospheric air. The amount of mixing which occurs between different air masses and its impact on
photochemistry still has to be resolved but it is possible
that mixing between dry 03-rich stratospheric air and
humid boundary layer air could enhance OH concentrations (e.g, Esler et al. 2001).
Frontal systems also contribute to the long-range
transport of 03 and precursors from one continent to
another because they develop over a period of several
days while moving from west to east. An example is
shown in Fig. 3.29 when 03 lidar data collected over
Garmisch Partenkirchen in southern Germany showed
a region of elevated03 concentrations in the upper troposphere; these were attributed to long-range transport by
a WCB of air from the continental North America boundary layer into the upper troposphere and then across the
North Atlantic to Europe (Stohland Trickl1999).The data
also show a filament of lower stratospheric air being
transported
downwards in an intrusion behind a cold
Fig. 3.28. A representation of mixing of air streams and conveyor
front several hours earlier.
belts associated with frontal systems (from Cooper et al. 2001)
May 28 and 29 , 1997
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Fig. 3.29. Oj lidar data collected over Garmisch Partenkirchen in southern Germany showed a region of elevated 03 concentrations in
the upper troposphere which have been attributed to long-range transport by a WCB that transported air from the continental North
America boundary layer into the upper troposphere and then across the North Atlantic to Europe (Stohl and Trick11999)
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3.4.4 Str atos phe re·Tropos phe re Exchange
Previous to the discovery that photochemistry is of global scale importance. it was widely assumed that strarosphere-troposphere exchange (STE) controlled the distri bution and abundance of tropospheric ozone (Junge
1962; Dan ielsen 1968). This assump tion was based on the
observed increase of 0, with altitude and a negative correlation between 0 ) and H 20 at extra-tropical latitudes,
being suggestive of downward 0 , transport across the
tro pupa use. and removal by dr y dep osi tion UII the surface. Field cam paig ns and global mo delling studies
within me framework of IGAChave underscored the significance of pho tochemical processes. Neverthele ss, STE
provides an 0) "beckground' Vrequired to initiate OH formation. While several field campaigns have been undertaken to examine processes related to STE (e.g. WMO
1999), the overall impact of STE on the t ropospheric 0,
budget has yet to be fully q uantified.
Stratospheric ozone is transferred to the troposphere
in the Brewer-Dobson circulation that is driven by wave
disturbances that propagate upward from the troposphere (Haynes et al. 1991). This "wave forcing" causes a
mass flux that carries OJ-rich air from the trop ical upper stratosphere poleward and downward. and ultimately
through the extra -tropical t ropopause. The mass balance
of the stratosphere is maintained by suction of trop ospheric air across the tropical tropopause (Holton et al.
1995). The wave forcing is most efficient in winter and
early spring, since meridional temperature gra dient s are
strongest then, and thu s wave dist urbances are most frequent. In add ition, ent rainme nt of rela tively Oj-rich
lower stratospheric air into the tropo sphere is strongest in spri ng, associated with increasing tropopa use al titudes in the wint er-summer transit ion (Appenzeller
et al. 1996).
The two major STE processes are tropopause folds
which occur along the edges of upp er-level troughs
(Danielsen 1968;App enzeller et al.1996) and cut-off lows

(Price and Vaugha n 1993). T hese events occur yearround in th e midlatitudes (Aust in and Follows 1991;
Beekman n et el. 1997). Additionall y, transport from the
st ratos phere along the subt ropica l jetstream may be
important (Langford 1999). There is also eviden ce from
theoretical calculations and from field measu rement s
for t ransfer of t race gases from the upper t roposphere
into the lower stratosphere (e.g. Bregm an et al. 1997;
Fische r et al. 200 0). For example. duri ng th e Stratosphere-Tropo sp here Exper iment by Aircraft Measuremen ts (STREAM) ext ensive CO plum es fr om wild
fires uver Canada were observed over Ireland. Trajectory analyses showed that this air had become entrained
into the lower st ratosphere, tran spor ted large distances,
and then transporte d back into the tro posphere (Waibel
et al. 1999).
Satellite water vapour imagery can be used as an effective dynamical tracer to identify regions of stratospherictroposph eric exchange. Derived products, such as specific hum idit y and isentropic pote ntial vorti city. have
been used to identify dry intrusions and cut-off lows in
the mid to uppe r t roposphere (Appenzeller et al. 1996;
Cooper et al. 1998b). These features are often associated
with 0 , enhancements as already shown in Fig. ). 2.9
(Stohl and TrickI 1999).On occasion s,layers with elevated
0, which originate from the stratosph ere have also been
observed in the mid and lower troposphere, for example, in ozoneso nde data collected over the North Atlantic in post cold-frontal air masses (Cooper et aL 1998b).
Recently. fully coupl ed dynamic al-chemical model s
that simulate downward t ran sport of ozone on a global
scale have become available (e.g. Roelofs and Lelieveld
1997).While models perfo rm well in cert ain regions when
comparing against observations near the tr opopause
where our unde rstandi ng of the meteorology is good
(e.g. over the North Atlantic) they per form rather less
well in othe r regions (e.g. subt ropics) (Law et al. 2000 ).
State of the art chemistry transport model s have also
been used to dia gnose the st ratosphe ric cont ribution
to the tropospheric 0 , bud get (see Table 3.S). Estimate s

Tab le 3.5. Ozone budget (Tg-O, yr -') below 300 hPa, except mentioned differently, as computed by
sion al models in the IGACI3-D CTM 0, interco mparison nercise

ue thirteen global three -dimen-

MODEL0,
bu dget
Chemica l
production

2495

4763

"00

3890

3060

"00

3018

39 79'

Chemical
destruct ion

2821

4898

3680

3276

3191

3550

2 511

4 065'

'"

1 253

820

1 074

1388

<\OIl

179

'38

310

Deposition
Cross
300 hPa flux
Burden

,'"
'"
207

4 528

""

3923

4379

3 629

""

58'

'"

898

89'

1017

898

869

59'

391

768'

878

722

220

'00

193

'" '"

""

559

336

'"

• Below 150 hPa
b Poleward of 30' 5 and 30' N budgets are calculated below 241 hPa.between 30' Nand 30-5 budg et s are calculated below 150 hPa.
, In l £l O mole<:ut~ cm -' s-'.
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range from 400-1400 Tg yr- 1 for this flux illustrating
that significant uncertainties still exist in these estimates. Models have also been used to investigate the
causes of the spring 03 maximum at remote sites (see
Sect. 3.3.5-1). For example,Lelieveldand Dentener (2000)
indicate that while STE influences the seasonal cycle by
contributing to the spring maximum, photochemical
production of 03 clearly dominates the seasonal cycle
at the surface, especially in the Northern Hemisphere.
Figure 3.30 shows that for three locations in the Northern Hemisphere, Jungfraujoch OFJ), Mace Head (MH),
and Mauna Loa (ML), the dominant source in spring
and summer is tropospheric photochemistry, with the
stratosphere making a roughly equal contribution in the
winter at the two more northerly sites (MH and JFJ).In
the Southern Hemisphere at Cape Point (CP) tropospheric production again predominates but the influence of the stratosphere is highly significant in the
Southern Hemisphere spring.
STEcan be important on regional and relativelyshort
time scales, associated with tropopause folding events
etc. However, results emerging from recent field campaigns and modelling studies suggest that both concentrations and distributions of ozone in the troposphere
are, to a large extent, controlled by in situ photochemistry (see Sect. 3.5).

Q)

c
0

N

0

10
60

3.5
Mau na Loa

A Climatology ofTropospheric Ozone

3.5.1 Factors Controlling the Global Distribution
of Ozone

40

The distribution of ozone in the troposphere is controlled by the processes that have been discussed in previous sections, that is, emission of ozone precursors, in situ
photochemical processing, and transport within the
0
Samoa
troposphere. Ozone is directly transported into the
25
troposphere from the stratosphere but as has been emphasised previously this is not the main source. Similarly the main sink is not deposition to Earth's surface.
15
Dry deposition is not discussed in detail here since it is
dealt with in Chap. 2 . It is a very important process for
5
many tropospheric trace gases and in the case of ozone
is much more effective over land than over ocean, such
4
6
8
10
12
0
2
that approximately two-thirds of the deposition occurs
Month
in the Northern Hemisphere.
Fig. 3.30. Observed (black) and simulated (red) surface 0 3 at sevAs discussed in Sect. 3.3, the main sources and sinks
eral background monitoring sites. Cape Point is located 42° S ,18° E,
of
ozone
in the troposphere are in situ photochemical
[ungfraujoch (Switzerland) is located at 47° N, 8° E (3 .6 km altiproduction from photolysis ofN0 2 assisted by the H0 2 tude), Mace Head (Ireland) is located at 53° N, 10° W, and Mauna
Loa (Hawaii) is located at 19° N, 155°W (3 .4 km altitude) . Average OH chain reaction, and photochemical destruction from
seasonal cycles. Model-calculated ozone of stratospheric orig in
ozone photolysis and the same chain reaction. The
(03S) is indicated with the green solid line, and 0 3 from in situ
tropospheric formation is indicated with the green dashed line. switch from net destruction to net production is deterMeasurements are by courtesy of the National Oceanic and At- mined mostly by the levels of NO x ' which because of
mospheric Administration (NOAA), S. Oltmans, E. Brunke,
the very limited database on these species (see Sect. 3.2),
H. Scheel, and J. Stahelin (http://www.badc.rl.ac.uk/data/toms/
makes a quantitative prediction of the distribution of
references.html) (taken from [: Geophys. Res., 105(3), P3540, 2000)

20
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resentation of the chemical and physical pro cesses along
with quantification of the various terms has been shown
ear lier in Fig. 3.2.
The process of injection of ozone from tile stratosphe re
is clearly visible in tile troposphere and there is strong
experimental evidence that the cross tropopause flux of
ozone lies somewhere between 300 and 800 Tg 0 3 yr- l
(Mur phy and Fahey 1987). Th is is considerably larger
than the average net production in the troposphere calculated by models (-120 Tg 0 3 yr'"), Th e in situ chemical processes are also visible and the ir nature and large
scale ar e shown very effectively from composite LIDAR
pictures obtained by the NASA DC8. Figure 3.31a shows
the distribution of ozone over th e South Atlant ic, where
ozon e is produced in biomass plumes tr ansported from
the continents of Africa and South Amer ica. Figure 3.31b
shows the ozone distribution over the western Pacific
whe re ozone destruction is occurring in upl ifted ma-

ozone in the troposphere by theoretical models very difficult. Water also plays a role in the switch-over of the
chemistry due to its large influence on the rate of ozone
dest ruction (Kloneck i and Levy 1997).
In spite of the se difficulties many models are now
producing realistic representations of the global distribution of ozone. Table 3.5 scales up the various terms
involved in the global ozon e budget as calculated by nine
models in a model intercomparison exercise organised
recently by the European IGAC Project Office (EIPO) as
pa rt of the Global Integrat ion and Modelling (GIM) subproject (see also Chap. 6) (Kanakidou et al. 1999). The
individual terms for production and destruction are
both very large with average values of 3747 Tg 03 yr" 1
and 36 29 Tg 03 yr · 1 respe ctively. Both these terms are
significantly larger than either the average cross tropopause flux (722 Tg 0 3 yr' ) or the average deposition of
ozone to the surface (869 Tg 0 3 yr >'). A graphical repFig.3.31.
a Average ozone distr ibuti on
over the South Atlantic basin
obtai ned from ozone lidar
measurem ents du ring the
NASA Global Tropospheric
Experiment (GTE)/Transpo rt
and Atmosphe ric Chemist ry
Near the Equator-A (TRACE-A)
field experi ment conducted in
Septemb er-October 199Z. Enhanced orange associated with
biomass burning in Africa and
South America can be readily
seen across the ent ire troposphere between 0° and 25° S
(Browell et al. 1996a);
b Average ozone distributio n
over the Western Pacific obtained from airborn e lidar
measurements during the
NASA GTE/Pacific Exploratory
Mission West (PEM-West II)
conducted dur ing FebruaryMarch 1994. Ozone destruction
near the sur face in the Tropics
produces the observed low
ozone levels in the lower troposphere, and deep cloud convection in the Tropics tr anspor ts low ozone from near the
surface to the upper troposphere (courtesy of E. V.Browell,
NASA Langley Research Center,
Hampton, Virginia)
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rine boundary layer air, with low NO x and high water
vapour (Browell et al. 1996).
It is clear, however, that large uncertainties remain
about the relative magnitudes of ozone sources and
sinks and it is very instructive therefore to examine the
database on the distribution of ozone in the troposphere
against this background. This database historically has
been made up of ground-based data and sonde records
that have perhaps been misinterpreted in the past by
considering only physical processes. Increasingly very
valuable records are being collected both by research
and commercial aircraft and by satellites which emphasise the role of in situ processing and transport. It is
hoped that much more data will be available from these
latter sources over the next decade.

3.5 .2

Global Measurements of Ozone
and Sonde Data

3.5.2.1 Ground-Based and Sonde Observations

Surface ozone measurements in a global perspective
have been surveyed by Oltmans and Levy (1994) and
are summarised in some detail along with data from
the ozone sonde network in a recent paper by Logan
(1999). These publications have performed a very valuable service while at the same time indicating the inadequacy of the extent of the data record, some aspects of
which are discussed below.
Atremote sites in mid and high latitudes in the Northern Hemisphere, surface-ozone displays a distinct maximum in spring (March to May) (Fig. 3.32a,b) , which
could result from a variety of causes (Penkett and Brice
1986;Monks 2000). Downward transport from the stratosphere carrying 03-rich air into the troposphere maximises in this season (Danielsen 1968),but photochemical formation in the troposphere has also been proposed
due either to increasing insolation and the presence of
ozone precursors which have accumulated during the
winter (Penkett et al. 1993), or buildup of photochemically-formed ozone during the winter when its atmospheric lifetime is long enough to allow accumulation
(Liu et al. 1987).
Global chemical transport model results suggest that
the spring maximum of ozone is the result of the superimposition of a stratospheric component, which maximises in late winter to early spring at the surface, and a
photochemical component in the troposphere which
maximises in summer (Wang et al. 1998c;Lelieveld and
Dentener 2000). Wang et al. (1998c)also argue that tropospherically-produced ozone is transported more effectively in spring than in summer because of a longer lifetime, again emphasising the role of transport. An exception to the normal spring maximum in Fig. 3.32a is
Barrow, Alaska, where a minimum of ozone occurs in
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April caused by photochemical destruction by bromine
species over the ice-covered Arctic region (Barrie et al.
1988; Oltmans et al. 1989). While this phenomenon is
now observed generally in the boundary layer of the
northern polar region (Oltmans and Levy1992),the precise mechanism, particularly the source of the act ive
bromine, has not been well established (Oum et al. 1998;
Hirokawa et al. 1998).
In rural areas subject to regional pollution on the
European and North American continents the highest
values of ozone are found in summer, undoubtedly due
to in situ production in the boundary layer (Fig. 3.32b).
A gradient toward higher concentrations from west to
east in the United States, and from northwest to southeast in Europe has been noted (Logan 1999). At coastal
remote sites in Asia the summer maximum is emphasised due to large-scale air mass exchange by the Asian
monsoon showing the critical importance of transport
in determining the distribution of ozone in the troposphere (Logan 1985; Ogawa and Miyata 1985). Remote
marine sites at midlatitudes experience a summer minimum due to ozone destruction by strong insolation associated with high water vapour concentrations (see
Fig. 3.32C), although at high altitude sites, such as Mauna
Loa (Hawaii Islands), Izana (Tenerife) and Niwot Ridge
(Colorado), where the influence of high water vapour
of marine air is less pronounced, a summer minimum
is not observed.
At Barbados and Venezuela in the Northern Hemisphere Tropics, surface ozone maximises in winter and
minimises in summer (Fig. 3.32d). At Samoa, a clean
tropical site in the Southern Hemisphere, a similar
seasonality is observed but shifted six calendar months
compared to the Northern Hemisphere. Measurements
made from ships often observe very low concentrations
of ozone (less than 10 nmol mol:") over the equatorial
Pacific (Piotrowicz et al. 1991; Johnson et al. 1991). While
OH radical chemistry is generally thought to be mainly
responsible for photochemical loss of ozone in the marine boundary layer (e.g, Ayers et al. 1997),there is also
evidence that bromine chemistry may playa role
(Sander and Crutzen 1996;Nagao et al.1999). Losses due
to iodine chemistry have also been proposed to account
for the extremely low observations of ozone in the tropical marine boundary layer (Evans et al. 2000)
Surface ozone concentrations display a distinct maximum in the austral spring which is particularly pronounced
at continental sites in the Southern Hemisphere subtropics such as Brazzavillein the Congo and Cuiaba and Natal
in Brazil (Fig. 3.32e). Spring in the Southern Hemisphere is
the dry season, when large-scale biomass burning occurs
in tropical and subtropical areas in South America, Africa, and Indonesia, releasing ozone precursors which
cause extensive ozone production. At Brazzaville surface
ozone is about 30 nmol mol" in the wet season between
December and July, whereas it is only -10 nmol mol"!
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Fig. 3.32. Average annual ozone cycles at the surface for background global measurement sites (Logan 1999)

at Natal and Cuiaba which are both strongly influenced
by marine air masses transported from the Atlantic
Ocean (Kirchoff and Rasmussen 1990). A similar seasonal variation, but shifted by six months, is observed
in the Northern Hemisphere Asian subtopics, with
Thailand, for instance, giving a distinct maximum in
March and April due to regional-scale biomass burning
(Pochanart et al. 2001) .
Finally, the ozone seasonality at locations in the
Southern Hemisphere middle and high latitudes dis-

plays a winter maximum and a summer minimum
(Fig. 3.32£) driven by photochemical destruction of
ozone, which is most efficient during the summer
months. In addition, stratospheric-tropospheric exchange will bring large amounts of ozone to the lower
troposphere in late winter when photochemical destruc tion is at a minimum.
In the sonde data at 500 hPA in the mid troposphere
most stations in the Northern Hemisphere north of the
Tropics show a broad summer maximum between April
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Fig. 3.33 a. Ozone seasonal cycles at 500 hPa and 300 hPa for North ern Hemisphere mid latitude son de launch sites (Logan 1999)

and September (Fig. 3.33a); th is is almost certainly
caused by efficient photochemical ozone formation in
summer aided by industrial emissions ofNO x' Also NOx
emissions from lightning, which are most pronounced
over continents in summer, may contribute significantly.
The peak in ozone occurs somewhat earlier at higher
latitudes than shown in Fig. 3.33a probably due to different contributions of stratospheric. tropospheric exchange (STE), maximising in spring, and photochemical formation, maximising in summer. The Northern
Hemisphere ozone concentrations at 500 hPa all lie between 35-50 nmol mol- l in winter and 50-75 nmol mol-l
in summer consistent with recent model calculations
(e.g. Lelieveldand Dentener 2000; Wang et al.1998c). At
300 hPA the ozone concentration starts to increase in
February at many stations in the Northern Hemisphere
(Fig. 3.33a), no doub t due to a significant contribution
from the stratosphere. The tropospheric influence is still
present though extend ing the broad maximum in the
summer months for stations south of 600 N.
At Southern Hemisphere trop ical latitude s, such as
for Natal and Ascension Island, high ozone concentrations occur from August to November in both the lower
and the upper troposphere (Fig. 3.33b). The same pattern is also noticeable at Pretoria (South Africa). Ozone
minimises in the wet season between April and June
when the in situ photochemical activity decreases. The
high values of ozone between August and November are

Fig. 3.33 b. Ozone seasonal cycles at 500 hPa and 3 0 0 hPa for Southern Hemisphere sonde launch sites strongly influenced by biomass
bu rn ing (Logan 1999)
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Fig. 3.33 c. Ozone seasonal cycles at 500 hPa and 3 0 0 hPa for South ern Hem isphere tropical and mid latitude sonde launch sites
(Logan 1999)
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caused by emissions of precursors from biomass burning in Brazil and South Africa (Logan and Kirchoff 1986;
Cros et al. 1992). The July maximum in the lower troposphere at Brazzaville reflects the peak burning season
in May to August in eastern Africa south of the Equator,
while the secondary peak in January reflects the burning season north of the Equator (Nganga et al. 1996).
The biomass burning influence is also noticeable at 500
and 300 hPa for Aspendale (near Melbourne, Australia)
and Lauder (New Zealand). At 500 hPa in the free troposphere over Samoa in the tropical Pacific (Fig. 3.33c),
ozone concentrations are low between January and April
and maximise between August and November, i.e. at the
same time as ozone concentrations maximise over Africa and South America. This hemispheric spread of
ozone from biomass burning on the continents is now
recognised as a major feature of the ozone budget in
large parts of the Southern Hemisphere (Blake et al.
1997)·
3.5.2.2 Aircraft Data

Over the last decade several projects have been initiated to use commercial aircraft as platforms to make
regular measurements of various trace gases including
ozone. These represent a major advance in our measuring capability and have provided new information on
trace gas distributions. The projects include: MOZAIC

(Measurement of Ozone and Water Vapour by Airbus
In-Service Aircraft) (Marenco et al. 1998);NOXAR (Nitrogen Oxide and Ozone along Air Routes) (Dias-Lalcaca
et al. 1998); and, CARIBIC (Civil Aircraft for Remote
Sensing and In situ Measurements in the Troposphere
and Lower Stratosphere Based on the Instrumentation
Container Concept) (Brenninkmeijer et al. 1999). The
MOZAIC data are discussed below in more detail. The
NOXAR project made measurements of 03 and NO x on
board a commercial aircraft flying across the North Atlantic (Ieker et al.2000) (see Sect. 3.4.2)and the CARIBIC
project makes measurements of a wide range of trace
gases from a container carried on an aircraft flying from
Germany to the Maldives and Southern Africa.CARIBIC
is particularly suitable for examining the contribution
made by various processes (industrial emissions, biomass burning, etc.) to the ozone levels observed in the
free troposphere at cruise altitudes. An indication of its
capabilities is shown in Chap. 5.
MOZAIC is an EU project, which started in 1994,
consisting of automatic instrumentation measuring
ozone and water vapour, installed on five long-range
Airbus A340 aircraft in normal airline operation (Marenco
et al. 1998; Thouret et al. 1998a,b). In addition to vertical profiles collected over major airports, the MOZAIC
data have provided a climatology of the 0 3 distribution
around the tropopause, in particular over the North
Atlantic. For example, Fig. 3.34 shows seasonally averaged data obtained between September 1994 and Au-

Fig. 3.34. Seasonally averaged ozone data between September 1994 and August 1996 at approximately 11 km (courtesy of A. Marenco,
CNRS Labor atoire d'Aerologie, Toulouse, France)
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gust 1996at approximately 11 km. In the Northern Hemisphere midlatitudes, MOZAIC 0 3 observations show a
relatively well-defined seasonal variation with maximum concentrations in the late winter and spring in
line with the sonde data at 300 hPA and with the magnitude of the maximum dependent on the position of
the measurements relative to the height of the tropopause (Thouret et a1. 1998a; Law et a1. 2000). For example, peak concentrations over Europe are lower than over
eastern North America and eastern Asia. In areas where
little or no sonde data have been available previously,
such as over northern India and neighbouring countries, a spring maximum is also found. This is probably
produced by incursions of stratospheric air across the
subtropical tropopause. Data collected at these locations
also show a summer minimum with monthly mean concentrations as low as 40 nmol mol" in the upper troposphere. Further south (e.g. over Burma), 0 3 levels are
lower throughout the year and there is no apparent influence from the stratosphere. Occasionally, very high
concentrations (greater than 400 nmol mol') have been
observed in the MOZAIC data. These were first noted
by Suhre et a1. (1997) and were found to be small-scale
features existing in the upper troposphere. Further study
by Cammas et a1. (1998) showed that these events are
most likely to be due to transport across the subtropical
tropopause; they have been observed over the Atlantic
and the Indian Ocean and sub-continent.
In the Tropics,MOZAICdata are sparser but nevertheless have given new insights into the distribution of ozone
around the tropopause. Generally, ozone concentrations
decrease towards the Equator and show less seasonal variation. Occasionally, ozone concentrations as low as a few
nmol mol"! have been observed in the upper troposphere
over tropical oceans.Verylowlevelsof ozone havealso been
observed in ozonesonde data collected on ship cruises
over the Indian Ocean (Kley et al. 1996).Examination of
MOZAICdata shows that this phenomenon is more widespread with concentrations ofless than 10 nmol mol:' also
found above the Atlantic Ocean. Even so, the lowest concentrations (less than 1nmol mol:") do appear to occur
over the Indian Ocean. The mechanism leading to such
low concentrations is still unclear.
The MOZAICvertical profile data collected over major cities also show many interesting features with the
major airline centres being the most well documented
(e.g, Paris, Frankfurt, New York City). The large number
of profiles collected over several years has enabled, for
the first time in some cases, examination of day-to-day
variations, seasonal variability, and interannual variability of the 0 3 distribution. For example, Fig. 3.35 shows a
time series of profiles collected over Frankfurt from 1994
to 1999. In some cases more than one profile was collected on anyone day. The broad seasonal variations
with a summer maximum are in agreement with those
seen in sonde data. In addition, the high temporal reso-
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lution of the MOZAIC data clearly shows the considerable day-to-day variations in 0 3 concentrations which
are superimposed on the seasonal cycle. Studies of the
data have shown that convective uplift and stratospheric
intrusions affect 0 3 levels on particular days (Law et al.
1998;Cammas et a1. 1998). Another interesting feature is
the buildup of 0 3 during the summer months, especially
in the upper troposphere, which appears to be largely
due to photochemical production of 0 3 (Plantevin et a1.
2000). The flux from the stratosphere is rather continuous throughout the year with a larger contribution in
the late winter and early spring. The summer maximum
is seen over many northern midlatitude locations in the
MOZAIC and sonde data, suggesting that photochemical production in the troposphere is affecting 0 3 levels
on a hemisphere-wide scale (Law et a1. 2000; Logan et al.
1999).
Similar to the sonde and ground based data at coastal
sites (Simmonds et a1. 1997; Oltmans and Levy 1994),
MOZAICdata collected at coastal locations in the Northern Hemisphere also show the influence of advection of
clean maritime air producing a summer minimum in
0 3 in the lower and mid troposphere (e.g. Miami and
Toyko). This has also been observed in MOZAIC data
collected in the Tropics (e.g. Madras, India, and Caracas, Venezuela). Over Madras air masses containing low
levels of 0 3 are advected from the south as part of the
monsoon circulation. These data again emphasise the
role of transport in controlling tropospheric ozone, in
this case transport of air in which ozone has been photochemically destroyed.
Vertical profile data collected over continental regions in the Tropics and the Southern Hemisphere over
South America and southern Africa also show the influence of biomass burning and industrial emissions on
the 0 3 distribution. In particular, the seasonal influence
of biomass burning produces layers with elevated 0 3
concentrations which can be transported many thousands of kilometres from source regions. The MOZAIC
data show that this is a feature which exists from year to
year, as illustrated in Fig. 3.36 for data collected over
Johannesburg, South Africa, where 0 3 concentrations
peak in the austral spring in the upper troposphere. This
phenomenon was referred to when considering the
ozonesonde data and is attributed to convective uplift
of ozone and its precursors from biomass burning regions into haze layers, which can exist for many days
and be transported long distances away from the African continent (Garstang et a1.1996; Diab et al.1996). The
MOZAIC data in this region also confirm earlier results
from regular sonde measurements and field campaigns
such as TROPOZ I-II (Ionquieres et al. 1998),TRACE-A,
and SAFARI. Over South America (e.g. Sao-Paulo-Rio)
an austral spring peak is observed throughout the entire depth of the troposphere. Deep convection combined with northwesterly flow out of the South Ameri-
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Fig. 3.35. The seasonal behaviour of ozone throughout the troposphere in a continuous series of vertical profiles collected by the
MOZAIC programme over Frankfurt for the period July 1994 to February 1999 (cour tesy of A. Marenco, CNRS Laboratoire d' Aerologie,
Toulou se, France)
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Fig. 3.36. The vertical distribution of ozone over Johannesburg between 1995 and 1999 as collected by the MOZAIC programme (co urtesy of A. Marenco, CNRS Laboratoire d' Aerologie, Toulouse, France)
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can continent transports 0 3 and precursors awayfrom areas where burning is taking place in the Amazon forest
and savannah regions to locations further south (Thompson et al.1996b;Singh et al.1996d, 2000; Lawet al. 2000).
The influence of biomass burning on trace gas emissions
and distributions is also discussed in Chap. 2; it clearly
has an important influenceon 0 3 concentrations throughout the Tropics and the Southern Hemisphere. In summary, the MOZAIC data emphasise the fact that the 0 3
distribution is affected by long-range transport of 0 3
and/or its precursors in both hemispheres.
3.5.2.3 Satellite Data

In a series of papers over the last decade, Fishman and
co-workers used concurrent measurements from SAGE
(Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas Experiment) and TOMS
(Total Ozone Mapping Spectrometer) to produce global
maps of the amount of ozone in the troposphere. Vertical ozone profiles from SAGE were used to provide an
independent measurement of the stratospheric ozone
content which could then be subtracted from the collocated TOMS total ozone amount to derive the tropospheric
ozone residual (TOR). This methodology was then applied to more than 40 000 concurrent measurements over
more than a decade to derive the climatological seasonal
depiction of tropospheric ozone (Fishman et al. 1990;
Fishman and Brackett 1997). The seasonal distributions
derived summarise many of the features observed by
the in situ techniques. This includes large areas of low
ozone over the tropical oceans, enhanced ozone throughout large parts of the Northern Hemisphere during the
summer, and an enhancement during austral spring in
Fig. 3.37 . Composite seasonal distribution of the tropospheric
the southern Tropicsand subtropics resulting from wide- ozone column as determined from TOMSand SAGE (courtesy of
spread biomass burning (Fig. 3.37). More recently, the J. Fishman , NASALangley, US)
residual technique has been refined to produce daily
maps of TOR using TOMS measurements in conjunction with stratospheric ozone data from the Solar Back- 3.5.2.4 Tropospheric Ozone Trends
scattered Ultraviolet (SBUV) instrument (Fishman and
There is clear evidence that tropospheric ozone has inBalok 1999).
Another algorithm using TOMS data that provides creased at least by a factor of two to three from the end
information about tropospheric ozone is the convective- of 19th century as a result of increases in emissions of
cloud differential (CCD) technique of Ziemke et al. ozone precursors from anthropogenic sources (Volzand
(1998). In the CCD technique total column ozone is in- Kley 1988). Observational evidence is primarily based on
ferred from low cloud reflectivity measurements and several European records of either surface ozone measthe amount of ozone in the stratosphere is derived from urements or ozonesonde data (Tiao et al. 1986; Staehelin
column measurements taken above the tops of nearby, et a1.1994; Marenco et al.1994),which demonstrated that
very high tropopause-level clouds under conditions of tropospheric ozone has increased mostly in the 1960s
high reflectivity. The difference between these quanti- and 1970S. A similar increasing trend in the 1970S and
ties yields the total tropospheric column ozone (TCO). 1980s has also been observed in the ozonesonde data
A unique property of the CCD technique is that it is not from Japan (Akimoto et al. 1994).
A comprehensive analysis of trends in the ozone veraffected by inter-instrument calibration errors in ozone.
The CCD method works best in the Tropics where there tical profile and in surface ozone has been made by Loare large quantities of strong tropopause-level convec- gan (1994), Oltmans et al. (1998), and SPARC (2000), respectively.Typically, at European stations, such as Hohentive systems throughout the year.
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peissenb erg , Germany. increases of about 1% yr-' below
10 km have been rec orded for th e period 1971- 1991. The
te m po ral behaviour o f ozone at Ho henpeissenberg since
1978 is similar to that re co rd ed at the nearby surface s tatio ns a t th e Zugspitze () km) a nd Wa nk (1.8 km) (Logan
1994; SCheel ee al. 1997). Th e bulk of inc rease to ok place
in the 1970Sa nd ea rly rsacs.Pcr example. at the Zugs pitz e
the in cre asing trends of ozone in th e first h alf of the 1970S
is ).06 ± t.Ol% yr- l whereas in th e latter half of th e 1980s
it is only 0.63 ±0.42% yr l (Oltmans e t al. 1998).
A c haracte ristic o f the tropospheric ozone inc rease
in Europe is th at it is observed at all altitu des below
10 km (Loga n 1994). This is in co nt ras t to the inc reases
of oz one at the Jap a nese st ations th at occ ur only at alt itu des lower th an 5.5 k m (500 hPa ) w ith the largest increase being below 2 km (Akim o to et al. 1994). It is important to not e that the inc reasing trend at Naha is st ill
continuing at the rate of 2.5 ±0.42% yr- I in the 1990S.in
contrast to Europe and No rt h America; th is may be as crib ed to the co ntin ui ng regio nal in creasing tre nd of
NO" emissions in East Asi a (Lee et al .1999).
In the United Sta tes no d ist inct trend has been obse rve d at Wallo ps Island, Virgi ni a and Whiteface Mountain. New Yo rk (Loga n 1994; Olt mans et al . 1998). Also
three Canadian stat io ns s how a decrease in troposphe ric
ozone for th e 1980S to the ea rly 1990S. The lo ng-ter m
decl ine in the Canadian a rctic troposphere parallels the
change that is seen in th e lo wer s t ratosphe re d ur ing the
same pe riods. T he surface ozone at the So uth Pole has

declin ed fro m the la te 1970S until the 1990S. wh ich may
be associa ted wit h additional p hotoche m ic al o zo ne loss
in th e tr oposphere d u e to the incr eased UV radia tion
(e.g. Ayers 1992). Ho wever. the exact rea so ns for the regi onal and temporal variatio ns in ozone trends s till rem ain to be dete rmined.

3.6

3.6.1

Long-Range Transport of Pollution and Impact
o n the Ozone Budget
Introdu<:tion

The precedin g sect io n show ing the global dis tribution
of ozone as measured by vario us sys tems indicated that
h igh ozone co nce ntrat io ns a re w idesp read throughout
the troposphere in spring and summ e r and that the cause
is pri m a rily t ro pospheric photochemistry. It is also ve ry
likel y th a t large-scale t ransport of o zon e is o cc urr ing
which quite probably h as its o r ig in in the boundary layer
o ver co nt ine nts. This is a key fin ding fro m m an y of the
IGAC aircraft campai gns which have been unde rtaken
over th e last decade. It is also clear that this pro cess is
not well quantified a nd a new IGAC s ubproject entitled
In te rconti ne ntal Trans port and Chemical Tran sfo r m at io n (ITCT) has been fo r m ula ted to investigate these
processes in a syste m a tic manner over the ne xt decade.
In this sec tio n th e intention is to highlight fr om va r io us fiel d ca m p aign s. many wi th a n IGAC label. w hich

Box 3.1. Looking at tropospher ic chemistry from space
Makingmeasurements of tropospheric composition from space
is a great challenge to instrument designenl. The pre~ nce of
clouds and the proximity of the surface are two considerable
impediments to proposed projects.Only recently- about 20 years
after similar studies of the middle atmosphere became possible - has sigoificant progress b...,n made in this area.
The advantages of a satellite measurement ace the total global coverage that may be obtained and the length of time that
the measurements can be sustained. in many ca~s over many
yu rs. Tbe disadvantages are the lack of measurement density
in time at any point. and the bias of the measurements to d earsky conditions, which is why satellite measurements can never
totally replace other measurement techniques.
Measurements are made using either a limb nr a nadir ge·
ometry.The limb path has excellent vertical resolution but poor
horizontal resolution. Cloud, aerosol. and spect ral inter ference
effectsalso render measurements at altitudes below 8 km very
problematic. Nadir geometry gives better horizontal resolution
and is capable of sensing down to the surface, but the vertical
resolution is poor; sometimes only a column measurement is
possible.
Similarly, th e gases that can be measured are restr icted.
Strong and unique signatures are necessary to sort out the gaseous signal from other effects.A middle atmosphere overburden can also be a problem. Measurements of ozone and CO in
the troposphere have been made on a ~regularH basis, but BrO.
NOI • HCHo, and SOl have been seen in long-term averages or
when their concenlrations have been very high.
The first major measurements of tropospheric composition
from space were of CO made by the MAPS instr ument from the
shuttle in 1984 and 1994 (Reichle et al. 1986), but a technique

developed by Fishman and Brackell (1977) using the differences
between two satellite instrumen ts and measurement techniques
has also yielded measurements of tropospheric ozone.
More recently. instr uments specifically designed for long·
term measurements have been developed and flown. On the
Terra spacecraft, there is the Measurements of Pollution in
the Troposphere (MOPlTI) inst rument; on the ERS·1 satellite,
we have the Global Ozone Monitoring hperiment (GOME).
These will be joined by the Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer
(TES) instrument on lhe Aur. spacecraft in 1003 and the
sCanning Imaging Absorpt ion SpectroMeter for Atmospheric
CHartographY (SCIAMACHY) instrument on Envisat in 2001.
Each instrument has different target gases and operating .cenarios.and therefore yields different viewsof the lropospheric
system.Thesevaryfrom the specific two-gas (CO and CH.) monitoring role of MOPlTi to the broad survey capabilities of the
TES instrum ent.
The results of these early tropospheric measurements have
been quite revolutionary. The early detection of an ozone feature in the troposphere off the east coast of equatorial Africa
was sufficiently unusual that the TRACE-A (Transport and Atmospheric Chemisrry near the Equator-Atlantic) experiment
Was designed to investigate the truth of the measurement. The
measurements of CO from MAPS showeddear evidence of the
outflow from biomass burning in the equatorial belt, and the
recent MOPlT I maps mow not only the time evolutionof those
flews, but additional featuresdue to industrial and other sources.
As time goes on and the monitoring of tropospheric composition becomes more comprehensive,we can expect considerable
evolution in our understanding of the global picture of the
chemistry of this region.
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show where ozone is being formed in the troposphere
and the manner in which it is transported. This is probably the most important outcome of IGAC in the area
of photooxidants. Thus there are brief discussions of
the findings from studies in the continental boundary
layer, and outflow from continental regions over the
Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Highlights of the experi ments designed to study the impact of aircraft emissions on ozone production in the upper troposphere and
lower stratosphere are also presented. These experiments taken as a whole consider a range of processes
which have a strong influence on the ozone budget in
the free troposphere, including chemistry, dynamics, wet
and dry deposition, and free tropospheric emissions .

by what mechanisms 03 is produced over continental
regions in order to compare with the amount produced
in the free troposphere away from source regions. An
issue of particular importance, which has received much
attention in the form of dedicated field campaigns, is
whether the photochemical production of 0 3 is controlled by the availability of NO x or VOCs in the boundary
layer or lower troposphere over continental regions (see
also Box 3.2). In the United States, the impetus for many
of these studies was the 1991 report of the US National
Research Council Committee on Atmospheric Chemistry entitled, "Rethinking the ozone problem in regional
and urban air pollution" (NRC 1992). This report drew
attention to serious difficulties in understanding the
nature of photochemical air pollution, par ticularly in
the southern US, and in measures then being adopted
3.6.2 Continenta l Pollution
to ameliorate the problem. This was stimulated by results that showed that much of the hydrocarbon mateWhile this topic has not been a major focus of IGAC rial oxidised to produce photooxidants was emitted
field activities, it is important to know how much and naturally in the form of isoprene (Trainer et a1. 1987).
Box 3.2. Health e ffec ts of ozon e an d its p recurso rs
Tropospheric ozone. along with multiple pollutants involved in
ozone formation. has been associated with adverse health outcomes at current ambient concentrations. For ozone, evidence
is pr incipally drawn from time-series epidemiological studies
(wh ich evaluate correlations between da ily concentration
changes and daily changes in morbidity or mortality) and con trolled human or animal experiments.
The primary mechanisms by which ozone influences respiratory health are fairly well defined. Ozone and other oxidants
can react easily in the fluid lining the lung, an effect more pro nounced in individuals with asthma or chronic obstructive
pulmonary disease (Levy et a!. 2001). Ozone has been shown to
lead to increased airway resistance. increased reactivity to
bronchoconstrictors, and airway inflammation (Mudway and
Kelly 2000). Long-term exposures have also been shown to lead
to sustained decrements in lung function. with the potential
for persistent developmental changes given exposure at a young
age (Paige and Plopper 1999).
These mechanisms support the observational evidence of
respirator y-related health outcomes. In epidemiological studies. ozone has been linked with premature mortality. hospital
admissions and emergency room visits for respiratory causes.
minor restrictions of activity. and possible development of
asthma (Thurston and Ito 1999; Levy et a!. 2001). The approximate magnitudes of some of the health effects associated with
ozone are summarised in Table 3.6.
Although it is difficult to separate the independent effects of
ozone from other correlated pollutants or weather (since hot and
humid days lead to both higher ozone formation and heat-related health problems). studies that evaluate the relationship between temperature and health outcomes more carefully have generally documented greater effects than studies with more naive
models (Thurston and Ito t999). Interpretation of findings is also
complicated by the range of averaging times considered in the
literature (e.g, one-hour maximum. eight -hour average. 24-hour
average ). Because of these and other issues. the magn itudes of
many ozone effects remain somewhat uncertain. As a result. the
US EPAhas thus far declined to incorporate ozone mortality into
its benefit-cost analyses. to avoid potential double counting with
particulate matter mortality (US EPA t999).
Along with these effects from ozone exposures, precursors
such as carbon monoxide (CO). nitrogen oxide s (NO.). and vari-

ous non-methane hydrocarbons (NMHC) can have their own
independent effects. It is well known that CO preferentially reacts with haemoglobin in the blood. reducing oxygen transport and leading to symptoms ranging from headaches to depressed heart and respiratory rates to death at extremely high
concentrations. At lower ambient level. there is weak but suggestive evidence of possible links with premature mortality. with
stronger evidence of an influence on card iovascular morbidity
for susceptible sub-populations (e.g, heart disease hospital ad missions for elderly individuals with pre -existing disease) (US
EPA 2000). Understanding CO health effects at low ambient
levels is complicated by the high correlation with other automotive-related pollutants, which may have independent effects
on health.
NO. has generally been linked with fewer health outcomes at
ambient levels than ozone. although the pollutants share the same
potential for oxidative activity in the lungs. At extremely high
levels (often found in poorly ventilated indoor settings with
combustion sources). NO. has been linked with shortness of
breath. cough. and hemoptysis (Hedberg et a!. 1989). Inc reased
rates of respiratory illness and symptoms have been found in
children exposed to elevated indoor NO. (Hasselblad et a!.1992).
but evidence of significant health effects from outdoor NO. has
been somewhat inconsistent. As a result, the US EPA has only
considered respiratory symptoms and hospitalisations for selected causes in its benefit-cost analysis of the Clean Air Act
(US EPA 1999).
Finally. determining the health effects of NMHC is complicated by the fact that numerous compounds are involved. with
the composition varying by location. Some compounds. such
as benzene and 1.3-butadiene. are considered to be human carcinogens at ambient concentrations. Benzene has been classi fied as a known human carcinogen. based on evidence of increased rates of leukaemia in exposed workers (WHO 2001).
1.3-butadiene is considered a probable human carcinogen. with
sufficient rodent studies but limited information in humans
(WHO 2001). On the other hand. many NMHC associated with
ozone formation (such as d-Iimonene) have no documented
carcinogenic or non-carcinogenic risks at ambient concentrations . Volatile organics can also adsorb onto particles. forming
carbonaceous particles that may be associated with numerous
particulate-related health effects.
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Tabl e 3.6.

central estimates o(
the effects o ( short -ter m or
long-term ozone exposure
(adap ted from Levy et al. 2001)
S ele ~ted

Outcome

change in outcome per
n d<1i1y <1ver<1ge O.

Prem ature morta lity (all ages)

0.5

Respir atory ho spital admissions (all ages)
Minor res tricted activity days (age

10 j.lg m -'lflCre<1ie

18+)

2
l

a

Chronic as t hm a (m ales <1ge 27+)

• Based on :to-ye ar average concen t ration s; pe rce ntage refe rs to incide n t cases o f adu lt as th m a.

Many expe rime ntal campaigns have taken place over
la.sl decade tha t ha ve add ressed these issues. Only a
couple of examples are discussed here as this is not the
main focus of th is chapter. For example, in the United
States, the Southern Oxidants Study (SOS), which car ried out a series of large field experiment s in the 1990S,
assessed the relative imp ortance of biogenic emissions,
emissions from cities in th e for m of urban plumes, and
emissions from power plant s, which are rich in nitrogen oxides but lean in reactive hydrocarbons (Cowling
et al. 1998, 2000 ).
Several campaigns have also taken place over Europe.
For example,during the EU Testing Atm osphe ric Chemistry in Anticyclones (TACIA) project it was found th at
over th e most po lluted reg ions of no rtheast Europ e
(sou thern England . norther n France, Belgium, and The
Net herla nds) 0 , production was voe lim ited rather
th an N021imi ted which is more generally the case (Hov
et al. 1998). This was due 10 th e very high levels of N0 2
that had built up under the anticyclonic condi tions . It
was also foun d tha t large emission rates of short lived
hydrocar bons , including biogen ics such as isoprene,
have the potential to pro duce significant qu antities of
0 , over Euro pe pa rt icularly in war m summer conditions, a find ing tha t had already been confirmed by SOS
for the United States d ur ing the summer months. A full
review of the nat ura l em issions over Europe can be
found in an article by Simpson et al. (1999).
tilt:

3.6.3 North Atlantic Ocean Field Campaign s

The Nort h Atlantic region has bee n the focus of several
large field campaigns (car ried out principally under the
auspices of the IGAC North Atlantic Regional Experiment. NARE) investigating the distribution and bud get
of 0 , and its precursors. NARE was a joint US and European experiment to investigate wh ether po llution
plume s from North America could in fact be observed
over th e Nor th Atlant ic, and if the pollution levels are
high enough to be significant for the regional 0, budg et.
Two majo r internati on al aircra ft exp eriment s too k
place; NAREI in sum mer 1993 and NARE2 in 1997. In
addition. other smaller campaigns took place at other
times together with regula r monitoring at surface sites.
Some data from NARE, emphasising the role of fron tal

uplift of pollution, have al ready be en de scr ibed in
Sect, j.4 conc er ned with t ran sport.

Surface measurements of CO and 0 , provided an ext remely useful tool (or initial investigatio ns of the an thropogenic impacts on the tropospheric OJ budget in
the North Atlantic.Three sites were operated in the Maritime Provinces of Canada at distances progressively fur ther downwind from the eastern US seaboard. North
American poUution plumes were readily detectable at all
three sites, the fur thest being 1500 km downwind from
the sources (Parrish et aI. 1993a) as shown in Fig. 3.38.
Subsequen tly, meas urements at a site in the Azores located 3000 km downwin d from the sources established
that North American pollution enhances 0 , in the central
North Atlantic, at least in the spring (Parr ish et aI. 1998).
These qualitat ive observations of 0 , and CO transport were important, but they also provided the basis
for the quant itative assessment of the amount of anthropc gent c 0 , tr ansported from North Ame rica. Base d
upon the observed ratio of 0 , to CO and em ission inventorie s of CO, Parrish et al. (I993c) concluded th at in
the summer, 0, transpo rted from North America exceeded natural OJ from the stratosphere in the lower
troposphere over the North Atlantic. From these measurements. fur ther refinements of the qua nt itative calculat ions indicate that the total flux of ozone from North
Amer ica to the North Atlantic in th e summer is on the
order of 1.0-1.6 Gmol day"" l (Chin et al. 1994: Berkowitz
et al. 1996). These studies have conclusively shown th at
d uring the sum mer the 0 , budget in the lower t ropo sphere above the area near the western seaboard of the
Nort h Atlantic is dominated by pho tochemically pro duced OJ derived from Nort h American sources.
The form in which continental outflowof oxidants takes
place is shown rather well in some model simulations
used in support of the European NARE studies in 1997.
Figure 3.39 shows high levels of ozone at ground level
over the eastern part of the US in mid August 1997,
extending into the Atlantic in pattern s simila r to those
observed on the ground by the US studies in the Maritime Provinces of Canada (Par rish et aI. 1993b). Thre e
days later th e same air had been lifted up to an altitude
of 7 km and had car ried substantial amo unt s of ozone
over to the Euro pean side of the ocean by simila r processes to those discussed in Sect. 3.4.3{Flatey et al. 2000).
Layers of air containing high concent rations of ozone
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Correlations between ozone
and carbon monoxide in North
American pollution plumes
detected at three sites in the
Canadian Maritime Provinces
at increasing distances from
the source (From Parrish et al.
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phoons (Merrill et al. 1997). Because 0 3 production is
closely linked to the distribution of NO x (and other precursors), the observed distributions and transport patterns had a strong influence on the regional and altitudinal
distribution of net ozone production (e.g. Davis et al.
1996; Crawford et al.1997a,b). For example,Crawford et al.
(1997a) examined the impact of regions characterised
by high and low levels of NO x observed during PEMWest B. The high NO x regime was characterised by convective transport from continental regions , including a
significant source of NO x from lightning; the 10w-NOx
regime was associated with air masses of tropical marine origin. The differences in NO x (and H 20 ) resulted
in a significant contrast in the photochemical ozone
budgets of the two regions. Ozone production in the high
NO x region exceeded that in the 10w-NOx region by factors of two to six. Ozone destruction rates, though, were
3.6.4 Pacific Ocean Field Campaigns
as much as three times higher in the low NO x regime.
Several large field campaigns have also taken place over Extrapolating a model to include altitudes up to 17km
the Pacific region organised under the auspices of NASA (tropopause height) showed that the high NO x regime
GTE Pacific Exploratory Missions (PEM) and the IGAC had a small net ozone production while the low NO x
activity,East AsiaINorth PacificRegional Study (APARE). regime strongly destroyed ozone.
Seasonal aspects of ozone photochemistry in the
northwestern Pacific were also examined from the
data in PEM-WestA (Sept.-Oct. 1991) and B (Feb.-March
3.6.4.1 Northwest Pacific
1994). Crawford et al. (1997b) showed that the ozone
The PEM-West missions character ised in detail the budget of the region was strongly impacted by cont ichemical composition of air masses and the meteoro- nental emissions in the lower atmosphere during the
logical factors that controlled their distribution over the early spring. Thus, while the net ozone production
northwest Pacific (e.g, Gregory et al. 1997; Talbot et al. dur ing PEM-West A switched from negative at low alti1997;Blake et al. 1997). Transport in this region was in- tudes to posi tive at altitudes >6 krn, net ozone producfluenced strongly by the position of the westerly jet, and tion during PEM-West B was positive at all altitudes
the Pacific High, and by vertical mixing from convec- (Fig. 3.40). The authors note that the observed ozone
tive processes over continental Asia, associated with ty- production in the marine boundary layer may be ex-

with an American origin are frequently observed in aircraft experiments over the North Atlantic and Europe (e.g.
Wild et al. 1996; Hov et al. 2000). LIDAR measurements
over southern Germany have also detected the presence
of high ozone levels in air uplifted by a warm conveyor
belt from the continental boundary layer over the US
(Fig. 3.29) (Stohl and Trickl1999). Interestingly, observations of layers containing low ozone concentrations
have also been made in the upper troposphere over
Aberystwyth in west Wales by Davies et al. (1998) who
concluded that their origin was the tropical PacificOcean.
The observations of both high and low ozone in layers
with a distant origin emphasise the role of transport in
determining the ozone budget over the Atlantic.
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approximately equal in magnitude to tile in situ chemical
production of ozone. Considering in situ processes only,
photochemical destruction of ozone was found to be approximately twice that of ozone production. Net photo chemical loss of 18 x 10 10 molecules cm-2 S-I was balanced
by influx from continental sources (Schultz et al. 1999).
Observations during PEM-Tropics B indicated two
major barriers for atmospheric transport, the ITCZ and
the South Pacific Convergence Zone (SPCZ). Pollution
layers were almost exclusively confined to tile north of
the ITCZ, while the SPCZ to the south separated clean
equatorial and midlatitude air masses. Considerable
vertical mixing by convection was observed in the equa torial wedge between the ITCZand the SPCZwith rather
3.6.4.2 Tropical Pacific
low 03 concentrations (4-20 nmol mol'") observed
PEM-Tropics A flew at the end of the dry season of the throughout the troposphere (Browell et al. 2001). These
southern Tropics and observed extensive biomass burn- data from PEM-Tropics B confirm previous balloon
ing emissions transported 10 000 km or more from fires sonde measurements made by Kley et al. (1996).
North of the ITCZ measurements over the tropical
in South America and southern Africa (Sept.-Oct. 1996).
PEM-Tropics B, conducted in the wet season of the North Pacific had relat ively high 03 concentrations, resouthern Tropics, observed exceedingly clean atmo- vealing a complex mix of combustion influences. A masphere over the South Pacific (March-April 1999) . This jor component was long-range transport from the Euracontrast is illustrated in Fig. 3-41 with mean ozone con- sian continent at midlatitudes in the prevailing westcentrations measured remotely by DIAL as a function erly flow,followed by subsidence around the Pacific High
of altitude and latitude. The large ozone enhancements and transport to tile Tropics in the lower troposphere.
over the South Pacific during PEM-Tropics A are due to This Eurasian influence extended over the full longitubiomass burning and are absent during PEM-Tropics B. dinal extent of the Pacific and appeared to include maThese results reinforced conclusions from the earlier jor pollution contributions from both Europe and Asia
PEM-West missions that the tropospheric ozone budget (Staudt et al. 2001). Long-range transport from western
is determined mostly from a balance between in situ pro- North America at low altitudes around the Pacific High
duction and loss processes , and by transport from con- and into the easterly trade wind circulation was found
to make a significant contribution to pollution levels in
tinental regions (Hoell et al. 1999; Schultz et al. 1999).
A significant finding from PEM-Tropics A was that the tropical boundary layer over the north Pacific. Biobiomass burning emissions from Africaand possiblySouth mass burning from fires in southeast Asia (particularly
America had a large impact on tile levels of various trace active during the PEM-Tropics B period) made a major
gases and on tile oxidising capacity of the South Pacific. and perhaps dominant contribution to pollution in the
NOx levelswere sustained in tile lowest 4 km by decompo- free troposphere.
This combined transport of pollution from a multisition of PANtransported from biomass burning regions.
Furthermore, it was suggested from model analyses that plicity of sources over the tropical north Pacific, chanwesterly transport of ozone from continental pollution is nelled by subsidence and transport around the Pacific

pected near coastal regions, but there are suggestions
that such ozone production could extend far from the
Asian Rim. Consequences of continental outflow on
ozone budgets may be expected on large regional or global scales. Significantly, the measurements and the
model results from the PEM-West studies indicated the
predominance of in situ ozone production compared to
stratospheric ozone influx on the tropospheric ozone
budget. The column-integrated ozone production rate
is nearly six to 12 times the estimated northern hemi spheric stratospheric flux of ozone.
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High, resulted in a continuous and persistent air pollution "river" in the boundary layer. These air masses, with
elevated levels of trace gases such as CO were carried
southwestward by the trade winds (Bey et al. 2001a,b).
Evidence for interhemispheric transport of trace gases ,
based on concentration gradients of hydrocarbons and
halocarbons, was also found in the upper troposphere
in the region of the !TCZ and, to a lesser extent, near to
the SPCZ (Staudt et al. 2001).
Therefore, it is clear that emissions from tropical Asia,
in particular the Indonesian maritime continent and
northern Australia, can have a large impact on chemical composition over the tropical Pacific. Combustion,
lightning, and biomass burning sources all contribute.
For example, during the Biomass Burning and Lightning Experiment (BIBLE), conducted between 1998 and
1999, enhanced concentrations of 0 3 precursors over
Indonesia (Kita et al. 2001; Koike et al. 2001) were observed. Elevated concentrations of 03 and its precursors were found in air masses originating from further
away over southern Africa, South America, the Indian
Ocean, and southeast Asia (Kondo et al. 2001). In 1997,
during an El Nino, enhanced 03 concentrations related
to large-scale biomass burning over Indonesia were also
observed (Kita et al. 2000) .

3.6.5 Studies of Aircraft Emissions
Several aircraft campaigns have studied the impact of
aircraft emissions on the levels of NOx and ozone in the
North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC). Radiatively, the
upper troposphere is a region which is particularly sensitive to perturbations in ozone concentration (Lacis
et al. 1990; Forster et al. 1997). The ozone budget of this
region is still very uncertain with significant contributions from photochemistry, and transport of ozone and
precursors from the lower troposphere and the stratosphere. Production of ozone from natural emissions of
NO x from lightning (see Sect. 3.3.2 and 3-3.4)and associated convective transport of surface pollutants (see
Sect. 3.3.4) are also important factors which have received
considerable attention over the last decade. In particular, the POLINAT (Pollution from Aircraft Emissions in
the North Atlantic Flight Corridor), and SONEX (SASSSubsonic Assessment-Ozone and NO x Experiment), and
NOXARcampaigns (see Sect. 3.4.2) investigated the contribution of aircraft NO x emissions to the budget ofNOy
and 03 in the upper troposphere (Schlager et al. 1999;
Schumann et al. 2000; [eker et al, 2000; Singh et al. 1999,
and related publications in these special sections).
Measurements during both SONEX and POLINAT-2
in 1997 showed clear evidence of enhanced concentrations of NO x' S02' and CN in the NAFC as a result of
recent emissions from aircraft in the summer and autumn. This was also observed in previous campaigns

over the North Atlantic as shown in Fig. 3.42 which is a
composite figure of all the NO data collected during
POLINAT (and related campaigns) from 1994 to 1997
(Schumann et al. 2000). In 1997the flights also identified
large-scale enhancements of NO mixing ratios inside the
corridor of about 50-150 pmol mol "! producing a local
maxima in NOx and NOy between 10.5and 11.0 km. Occasionally, enhancement in NOx of up to 3 nmol mol? was
observed.While no corresponding 03 accumulations could
be detected in the NAFC, direct measurements of HOx and
NOx were used to show that in situ 03 production occurs
in this region and is rather insensitive to NOx concentrations at high levels of NOx (see Sect. 3.3). The mean net
production rate of 03 was calculated to be 0.5 nmol mol"!
per day which can be contrasted to rates of 10 nmol mol?
per hour or more in the continental boundary layer.
Models have been used to diagnose the contribution
from different sources to the budget ofNOy in the upper
troposphere. An example is shown from Allen et al. (2000)
in Fig. 3.43. Here, a global model with increased resolution over the NAFC was run for the SONEX period. Results show that aircraft, lightning, and surface sources of
NO x all make significant contributions to NO y in the
upper troposphere. Many model calculations have been
carried out to assess the impact of aircraft NO x emissions
on 03 concentrations in the troposphere.In general changes
are predicted to be rather small when comparing simu lations with and without aircraft ranging from 2-10% increase in 03 in northern midlatitudes at cruise altitudes
(IPCC 1999; Brasseur et al. 1998a). It is clear that these
calculations will have to be revisited as models improve
and our understanding about other important processes,
such as uplift of pollutants from the surface, increases.

3.7

Summary of Principal Achievements
and Remaining Uncertainties

The IGAC Project of IGBP has been directly responsible
for stimulating a large amount of research into virtually
all aspects of the chemistry of the troposphere. In the
area of photochemistry, which has been the subject of
this chapter, the research has had many successes that
have considerably improved our understanding of the
nature of atmospheric chemical processes, and of their
overall impact on the composition of the troposphere.

3.7.1

Achievements

A list of the main achievements includes the following:
• Showing that the distribution and extent of ozone in
the troposphere is mostly controlled by in situ chemistry and transport, rather than simply by injection
from the stratosphere and deposition at the surface.
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Fig. 3.43.

Model-calculated vs. measured NO y (pmol mol") on
October 23,1997. NO y (pressure) data after averaging
over 60 s are shown by asterisks (a dashed line).
Model-calculate NO y is shown
for the grid volume containing
the measurement. The value
for each 60-s period is obtained
by linearly interpolating model
output that is available at 0000,
0600, 1200, and 1800 UT.
Shading and patterns are used
to show the model-calculated
contribution from each term as
well as total NOy' Time periods
where data are missing are
unshaded . Model output from
experiment SGOLs (Allen et al.
2000)
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• Validating the basic free radical chemistry theory of
tropospheric chemistry involving HOx under conditions of low NOx'
• Demonstrating that transport of pollution from the
continents has a large impact on the composition of
most of the troposphere. This includes ozone and its
precursors, and associated photochemically-produced products, particularly nitrogen compounds.
• Proving the existence of other types of free radical
chemistry including halogen and nitrate radical
chemistry.
• Carrying out coordinated fieldcampaigns,both groundbased and from aircraft, which have led to the establishment of large databases on tropospheric composition.
• Developing and applying 3-D global models of tropospheric chemistry capable of successfully replicating
observations, and providing estimates of the global
budgets for ozone and other major trace gases.
• Developing important new instrumentation for
measurements of stable gases and free radicals which
have been used extensively in IGACfield campaigns.
• Obtaining the first global scale maps for trace gases
from satellites and from commercial aircraft.

3.7.2

Uncertainties

In spite of these achievements, which have revealed the
true nature of chemistry in the troposphere on a global
scale, many uncertainties remain that require further
research. These include:
• The links between chemistry and climate on the one
hand and climate and chemistry on the other.

• Determining the impact of large-scale pollution of
the troposphere by ozone and by reactive nitrogen
compounds on climate and regional air pollution, and
on fertilisation of the oceans and land surfaces .
• Quantifying by experiment the various processes
known to affect global tropospheric ozone, in particular how and where ozone is made in the troposphere.
• Determining trends for reactive molecules such as
ozone and free radicals, particularly OH.
• Detecting the presence of heterogeneous chemistry
and quantifying its influence on free radical chemistry and ozone destruction.
• Quantifying the global influence of halogen radical
chemistry, particularly in ozone destruction, and nitrate radical chemistry, particularly in the marine
boundary layer.
• Studying the impact of increased emission of pollution from developing regions in Asia, South America ,
and Africa on global tropospheric ozone.
• Improving the understanding of the transport processes that affect the ozone budget such as STE,fron tal systems, and convection.
• Removing the large uncertainties in the magnitude
of many natural processes, including emissions from
vegetation, lightning, and the ocean and the potential impact of climate change.
• Identifying the full range of compounds which are
emitted into the atmosphere from both natural and
anthropogenic processes.
• Determining detailed global distributions of the most
important trace gases in tropospheric chemistry including HzO, NOx' NOy ' CO, NMHCs, peroxides, and
carbonyl compounds.
• Obtaining global-scale measurements of many free radicals including OH, HOz' ROz' BrO,10, ClO,and N03•
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4.1

Introduction

Between 1970 and 1990 the major advances in atmospheric chemistry were made in gas-phase photochemistry, except perhaps for a brief intermezzo of "nuclear
winter" studies. This focus is now shifting, as it is recognised that natural and anthropogenic aerosols playa
substantial role in the radiative properties of the atmosphere and Earth's climate. In addition, studies on the
causes of the Antarctic ozone hole have demonstrated
the large role of reactions that take place on ice and
particulate surfaces. If such reactions occur in the stratosphere, they must take place also in the troposphere,with
its abundance of various types of aerosol. Considering
these factors, and especially because of various break throughs in experimental techniques, it is likely that
aerosol research will be prominent in atmospheric
chemistry in the coming decades. This research will involve process studies both in the atmosphere and in
laboratories, studies on the sources and sinks of aerosols, chemical analyses of the particulate matter (PM),
modelling, and especially regional (campaigns) and global (satellites) observations on the distribution of the
atmospheric aerosol. This is all the more important because climate models, which in most cases currently
consider only sulphur chemistry, cannot be tested sufficiently for want of data, despite the potentially great
climate effects of aerosols .Aerosol particles may already
be significantly counteracting the radiative forcing by
the greenhouse gases (Ramaswamy et al. 2001).
One of the most important advances in aerosol research in the past decade has been the realisation that it
will not be possible to understand (and even less so to
be able to predict) the chemical state of the atmosphere
without taking into account its multi-component and
multi-phase nature. Figure 4.1 shows in a generic way
that atmospheric aerosol particles exhibit a wide range
of sizes, from nanometers to micrometers, and a range
of shapes, and that chemical composition usually differs among the size ranges and even among individual
particles within a given size range. These properties distinguish aerosols from trace gases, for which knowledge
of the mass concentration or mixing ratio is sufficient

to characterise their abundance and to permit specification of their properties, reactions, and effects. Particle size is central to the description of the radiative effects of aerosols and to their influences on clouds. Likewise, composition affects the hygroscopic growth of
aerosol particles, again affecting the ir radiative influences and ability to form cloud droplets. For these reasons the ability to characterise particle size and sizedependent composition and to represent these properties in large-scale chemical transport models is essential.
As aerosol particles are strongly coupled with gasphase chemistry and clouds, an understanding of their
properties and effects, and of the atmosphere in general, requires that gases, aerosol particles, and clouds
be treated as a single system. The scales to be considered
in this system range from molecules and nanometersized aerosol particles to frontal cloud systems spanning
hundreds of kilometres.
An example for the gas-particle-cloud coupling is that
aerosol particles and cloud droplets can influence gasphase chemistry by acting as sinks of reactive species
and by decreasing or increasing actinic flux. Clouds also
serve as reaction media that can release reactive species to the gas-phase.Assuch, aerosol particles and cloud
droplets affect the so-called oxidising capacity of the
atmosphere, which determines the chemical lifetimes
of atmospheric trace substances including condensed
phases (see Chap. 3).
An example highlighting the range of scales that must
be considered is that clouds cover roughly half of the
earth's surface; yet any individual cloud is composed of
billions of individual droplets or crystals, each of which
started its life as an aerosol particle. Thus, understanding and predicting the characteristics and behaviour of
clouds on a global scale will not be possible without an
understanding of the microscale processes that create
and control clouds.
Aerosol particles have a multitude of sources . They
derive from primary sources, involving direct emissions
of particles, and from secondary processes, i.e. reactions
of gaseous precursors in the atmosphere, to form particles. Some of the natural processes leading to particle
production and the anthropogenic processes leading to
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Fig.4.1.
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changes in natural aerosol are summa rised in Table 4.1.
Anthropogenic effects on the atmos pheric part icle burden can be direct , through changi ng and adding emissions of particles or their precursors. The effects can
also be indirect, as consequences of changing the transformation processes leading to seconda ry aerosol particles (e.g. altered oxidlslng capacity ofthe atmosphere),
or of climate chan ge. The effects of climate change relevant for particle production are exemplified in th e last
column of Table 4.1.
The discussion of recent developm ents presen ted in
thls chapte r points to a highly ex cfung future of this
subject as an integrative component of atm osp heric
chemistry.

4.2

Integrated Viewof the Present State
of Knowledge of Atmospheric Aerosols
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4.1. Definiti ons

Opt ica l thi cknes s; A m~aSur~ of ~xtinclion of dire ct solar
beam by transmittance thro ugh the almosph~re. Th~ fract iona l transmitta nce of th e direct b~am for solar zenith
angle, 9,is exp ressed in terms of the optical thickness, r, at a
gi~n wavelengt h as up (- TI cos 6); tha I is, Tis the oplical
thickness for overhead sun. Opt ical thickness COn. iSISof ad ditiv~ conmburlons from Ray]~ igh K attn ing, gaseou s absorplion, and aerosol scattering and absorpt ion.
Angs trOm e~ ponent; A measu re of the dependence of aero sol optical thickness r. on wa~le ngth ..l., a = - d In r. ' dIn A.
A greate r value of Angstrom exponent corresponds to smaller
siIt aerosol pa rticles.
5(IV ]: Th~ Roman nume ral lV in parenth~ses indicale s the oxidation numbe r of +4 ofthe sulphur atom S in SOl and its family of aqu~OIla dissol ution products, i.e., bisulphite (HSOj) and
sulphite (~-). Th~ S atom in aulphal(
has . higher oxidalion numbe r of +6 and is a member of the S(V1 ) family.Oxidation numbers arediscussed in moat general chemist ry l(xIS.

Dur ing the past decade, model calculatio ns, insitu obse rva tions, a nd measur emen ts from satellites have
looked in different ways at the atmospheric aerosol. The
first space-borne radiometer s t hat pr obed the tropo sphe re revealed the transport of aeros ols on regional
and global scales. Measuri ng campaigns focussing on
areas of interest revealed by those satellite images documented a large variety of aerosol physical and chemical
prope rties.which guided the way to a bette r understanding of the process es cont rolling the evolution of the aerosol particles.Model calculati ons helped to identify links
betwee n aerosol sou rces, atmospheric chemistry,trans port, and some of the characteristics of th e obse rved
fields.
What eme rged from these different perspectives is
that the re is no such thing as a global aerosol. Instead
there exists a supe rposit ion of largely ind ependent regional aerosol plumes and layers, each having unique
sources and corr espo ndingly differin g spatial and seasonal patterns as well as s pecific micr oph ysical and
chemical characteristics.

tson

concentrati ons. which decrease with dista nce from th e
coas t. This patte rn arises from aerosol emissions from
the contin e nts, followed by atmospher ic dispersi on,
tra nsforma tion , and decay in the downwin d direct ion.
In large-scale flow fields. such as the trade winds, these
continental plumes persist over several thousand kilometres.
With some a priori knowledge of source distr ibutions,
the plumes illustrated in Fig. 4.2 can be attributed to
mineral dust, biomass bur ning,and industrial emissions.
The dominan t plumes are in the Tropics and subtroplcs
and are due to mineral dust emissions and biomass burn ing; the aerosol levels gene rally peak in th e dry seaso ns
in the respective hemispheres.
The Angstrom exponen t shown in Fig. 4.2a exhibits
a very different pattern from that of the aerosol optical
th ickn ess; specifically, it exhibits high values in or nea r
industrialised regions and regions of biomass burning,
indicative of small particles aris ing from dire ct emissions from combustion sources and/or gas-to-particle
conversio n, and low values associated with large particles in plumes of soil dust from deserts and in sea salt
aerosols.
Sand dunes are shown on Fig. 4.2b as yellow patches
4.2.1 Space-Borne Measu rements
over the Sahara a nd northwes tern China . However, it
sho uld be noted that sand dunes are not necessarily
4.2.1.1 Maps of Aerosol Op tical Depth
strong or exclusive sources of wind-b lown dust. The
from Space-Borne Radiometers
emission of wind-blown du st is season al and it is driven
Global horizontal pattern s of aerosol optical thickness by highly episodic windy conditions. Frequently th e
and AngstrOmexponent (see Box 4.1for definitions) over sources of such aerosols are pans of dry silty soil that
the oceans derived from the POLDER inst ru ment for have resulted from prio r rain events. The cha racteristic
December 1996 and June 1997 are shown in Fig.4.2a,b. dust particle is in the coarse particle mode (see Fig. 4.4i).
The oceanic aerosol optical depth maps reveal two dis- Its composition does not always reflect the local sand
tinctly different spat ial patterns: aerosol plume s origi - composition, but might be enriched by anthropogenic
nating from continents and oceanic aerosol patches that sulphates and nitrates.
Biomass fires are shown as red dots. Note that the
are detached from the cont inents. Near coastal areas the
continental aerosol plumes are characterised by high fire locations in December (Fig. 4.2a) are distinctly dif-
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Fig. 4.2a. Global horizontal patterns for December 1996 of aerosol opt ical thickness and Angstrom exponents over the oceans from the
POLDERinstrument aboa rd the ADEOSsatellite and extinction coefficient s over land areas from visibility data (reproduced with permission of Laboratoire d'Optique Atmospherique (LOA), rille; Laboratoire des Sciences du Climat et de I'Environnement (LSCE), Gif-sur
Yvette; Centre National d'Etude s Spatiales (CNES), Toulouse, France; and the National Space Development Agency (NASDA), Japan)

ferent from those recorded in June (Fig. 4.2b). The regular yearly biomass burning regions of the world are distributed over central and sub-Saharan Africa, and Central and South America, as well as Indone sia and Indochina. More sporadic fires are recorded over the boreal
forests of Canada and Siberia. Biomass smoke particles
are composed of organic species, elemental carbon, ionic
spe cies (sulphate, ammonium, and potassium), and
other combustion residues, and they are generally submicrometer in size (see Fig. 4.4d).

Anth ropogenic sulphur sources obtained from the
IGAC GEIA inventory (see Sect. 4.3.2.3), sho wn as
purple areas, are broadly representative of other types
of industrial aerosol emis sions and their pre cursors
(e.g. organic species, nitrates, black carbon, etc.). Anthropogenic emission s are located mainly in the Northern Hemisphere and mainly in midlatitudes. The three
major anthropogenic sulphur-emitting regions are
eastern North America, Europe, and eastern Asia. Anthropogenic sulphate particles are sub-micrometer in
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Fig. 4.2b . Global horizontal patterns for June 1997 of aerosol optical thickness and Angstrom exponents over the oceans fro m the
POLDERinstrument aboard the ADEOSsatellite and extin ction coefficients over land areas from visibility data (reproduced with permission of Laboratoire d'Optique Atmosphe rique (WA) , Lille; Laborato ire des Sciences du Climat et de l'Envi ronnement (LSCE), Gif-sur
Yvette; Centre National d'Etude s Spatiales (CNES), Toulouse, France ; and the National Space Development Agency (NASDA), Japan )

size and often co-exist with condensable organic species (see Fig. 4.4c).
The oceans are also sources of aerosols and precursor gases, especially dimethylsulphide (DMS).
DMS emissions are seasonally and regionally dependent with the highest emissions in the middle and high
latitudes dur ing the summer months (Kettle et al.1999).
Unfortunately, there are no satisfactory proxy indicators for oceanic sulphur emission patterns. For example, oceanic emissions of DMS do not appear to

be related to chlorophyll distributions in the ocean
(e.g. Leek 1990), which can be measured by satellite.
The sea is also a source of primary particles to the
atmosphere through bubble bursting and shearing
of wave crests. Although the total number concentration of mechanically produced super-micrometer
sea salt particles is relatively small even in the remote
marine boundary layer (MBL, cf. Fig. 4.40, they can
dominate light scattering by aerosol particles (Quinn
et al. 1996c).
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aerosol-free, possibly because of the intense cloud
processing and removal of particles by precipitation.
The picture, however, also shows that significant
amounts of aerosol are transported above clouds and
The vertical distribution of aerosol plumes (and clouds) become well separated from the boundary layer. The
over the Atlantic Ocean is shown in Fig. 4.3a. By a fa- slow removal within the free troposphere allows the
vourable coincidence, the LITE(Lidar in Space Technol- long-range transport of these plumes over many thouogy Experiment, September 1994) lidar recorded the sand kilometres until they are entrained into precipivertical distribution of both the Sahara dust plume and tating cloud systems.
The biomass burning haze layer over the Amazon
the biomass smoke plume emanating from southern
basin is depicted in Fig. 4.3b. The layer extends from
Africa.
The picture provides clear illustrations of aerosol- the basin floor to about 3000 m altitude. It is remarkcloud interactions. For instance at 12°N the marine able that the aerosol layer is spatially homogeneous over
boundary layer (MBL) extends to about two km and the entire 1000 km cross section along the track of the
there is evidence of dust entrainment into the MBL spacecraft. During the LITE passage over this part of
and the clouds. The cloudiness associated with the In- South America, the free troposphere above 5 km was
ter- Tropical Convergence Zone is also clearly visible remarkably aerosol-free. The Andes constitute a strong
at about 5°N. The entire convergence zone is relatively barrier to the dispersion westward of the smoke layers.
4.2.1.2 Vertical Aerosol Distributions
from Space-Borne Lidar

Sahara Dust and Biomass Smoke over the Atlantic

Biomass Smoke over South America

Fig. 4.3. Vertical distribution of aerosol plumes (and clouds) from the Lidar in Space Technology Experiment (LITE) instrument, over
a the Atlantic Ocean, and b South America
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4.2.2 In situ Measurements
There has been extensive development in instrumentation for the physical and chemical characterisation of
aerosol particles. Implementation of these instruments
in well-designed field studies in IGACand elsewhere (see
Sect. 4.4) has provided considerable new information on
aerosol microphysical and chemical characteristics, at
least in those areas visited by these experiments. A compilation of particle size distributions and their chemical
composition is shown in Fig. 4.4, and discussed below.
The degree to which they lead to a three dimensional
picture of the global aerosol is discussed subsequently.

4.2.2.1 ParticleSize Distributions
In the global atmosphere, the size distribution of aerosol particles, while highly variable, generally can be represented as a superposition of more or less distinguishable modes. These modes are often approximated as
log-normal distributions. Following the original suggestions of Whitby (1978), these modes are generally referred
to as the nucleation mode (particles with diameter
Dp < 0.01 pm ),the Aitken mode (0.01 < Dp < 0.1 um), the
accumulation mode (0.1 < Dp < 1 um), and the coarse
mode (Dp > 1 urn). Each mode results from specific emissions and atmospheric processes. The nucleation mode
is the result of recent nucleation of new particles from
gases. The Aitken mode results from condensation on
and coagulation of nucleation-mode particles, as well
as from primary emissions during combustion. The accumulation mode typically results from coagulation and
from the formation of particle mass by chemical reactions in cloud droplets. Primary emissions from the mechanical break-up of bulk material also contribute to
accumulation mode particles, but they dominate the
mass of the coarse mode .
Particle number concentrations typically decrease for
particles with diameters below 10 nm, because the smallest particles and clusters have a high mobility and therefore rapidly diffuse to surfaces or coagulate with other
particles . The presence of high numbers of nucleationmode particles, for example, in urban and suburban environments (Fig. 4.4) and (on occasion) in the clean MBL
of the Southern Ocean (Fig. 4.40, indicates that nucleation has taken place recently. Over oceans, this is thought
to happen aloft in the neighbourhood of clouds (e.g,Hegg
et al.1990). The nucleating particles are 1nm and less in
diameter and they are not detectable with the present
instrumentation, which has a lower limit of 2-3 nm.
Number concentrations also decrease for particles
with diameters above about 500 nrn, because of impaction or gravitational settling. Significant number con-
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centrations of coarse particles are found in the presence
of primary emissions, e.g, of sea salt (Fig. 4.4c-O or
crustal dust (Fig. 4.4b). The Saharan dust layer in the
free troposphere (Fig. 4.4i) contains relativelyhigh num bers of coarse particles even several hundreds of kilometres from the emission area. In the diameter range
10 to 500 nm, the number size distributions exhibit one
or more maxima. When particles resulting from industrial activity (Fig. 4-4C) or biomass burning (Fig.4-4e)
age during transport from their sources, primarily because of coagulation and cloud processing, a single accumulation mode develops with diameter typically centred near 100 nm. These aged aerosols are also present
over the continents where they can mix with freshly
produced aerosols (e.g. Fig. 4.4a,b).
In the clean MBL, far from anthropogenic influences,
the sub-micrometer size distribution is typically bimodal (Fig. 4.4d,f,g). The Aitken mode is thought to arise
from entrainment of free tropospheric aerosol (Fig. 4.4h)
into the boundary layer,whereas the accumulation mode
results from the growth of smaller particles, mainly by
chemical reactions in non-precipitating clouds. In the
summer Arctic three sub-micrometer modes have consistently been found (Covert et al. 1996b).

4.2.2.2 Chemical Composition
Within a given environment the chemical composition
of sub-micrometer particles (Dp < 1 urn) is generally
different from that of coarse mode particles (Dp > 1 urn),
reflecting the different formation mechanisms (Fig. 4.3).
In the following discussion we will focus on the submicrometer fraction, which is most relevant for many
of the aerosol effects.
Urban aerosols are often dominated by sulphate and
by organic species that derive from the incomplete combustion of fossil fuels. Other products from fossil fuel
burning, such as nitrate and black carbon, are also
present in this aerosol. The acid fraction of the particles is partially neutralised by ammonia. Figure 4.4a and
b show data for the city of Milan (Italy) during summertime. Aerosols in cities in northern Europe contain
a smaller contribution of organic particulate matter and
exhibit significant seasonal variations. Outside of the
urban environment, the regional continental sub -micrometer aerosol (Fig.4.4C) is generally dominated by
sulphuric acid and its partial neutralisation products
with ammonia (NH4)xHyS04' where x and y range from
zero to two and two to zero, respectively. The dominant
source of the sulphur in this aerosol is industrial fossil
fuel combustion.
Although the measurement of the organic constituents is fraught with large uncertainties, there are indications that organics also form a large fraction of the
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sub-micrometer aerosol in the free troposphere (see
Fig. 4.4h) (Novakov et al.1997; Putaud et al. 2000).
The particulate products of biomass burning (see
Fig. 4.4e) are enriched in black carbon, potassium, ammonium, and chlorine. Some chlorine can be displaced by
sulphate over short distances from the fires (Liuet al. 2000).
Sea salt generally dominates the mass of super-micrometer particles over the ocean (Fig. 4.4c,f) and can
dominate the mass of the sub-micrometer particles in
the remote marine environment (Fig. 4.4f). Single particle analysis during ACE-1 revealed that over 90% of the
aerosol particles with diameters >130 nm (Murphy 1998)
and up to 70% of the particles with diameters >80 nm
(Kreidenweis et al. 1998) contained sea salt. In the subtropical North Atlantic (ACE-2) the contribution of sea
salt to the sub-micrometer aerosol was less dominant
(compare Fig. 4.4e and f), even in air masses of marine
origin.
Over the oceans, in plumes originating over the polluted continent, the sea salt becomes depleted in chlo ride (55% on average during ACE-2, see Fig. 4.4C), indicating the interaction of sea salt with anthropogenic
acids (Quinn et al. 2000) or perhaps other mechanisms
(Keene et al. 1990). In such plumes, the contribution of
nitrate to the sub-micrometer aerosols is also very small.
This can be explained by the displacement of the equilibrium NH 4N03 ~ NH 3 + HN0 3 through the reaction
of HN0 3 with : NaCl + HN0 3 ----7 NaN0 3 + HCl.
During transport events out of North Africa, mineral dust is the main component of sub-micrometer
aerosol particles in the free troposphere (see Fig. 4.4i).
However, the presence of nitrate and sulphate and the
high SOl-/ Ca2 + ratio suggest that dust plumes over the
Atlantic tend to be mixed with aerosol resulting from
industrial activity.

<Ill Fig. 4 .4 . A compilation of particle size distributions and their chemi-

cal composition representative of different atmospheric settings.
Size distributions below 1000 nm are obtained with differential
mobility analyser (black line), above 1000 nm with optical particle
counter or aerodynamic particle sizer (APS) (gray line) . Aerodynamic diameters have been converted to geometric diameters for
consistent representation. Numbersinside the size distribution panels indicate integrated number (resp .volume) concentration for the
sub-urn (black) and the super-f.lm (gray) size range in the same unit
as indicated in the Y-axis. Numbers inside the chemical composition panels indicate gravimetric mass (pg m- 3 ) for the respective
size ranges . Labels for the composition bars are as in the lower panels, unless indicated otherwise (black bars). The unknown fraction
is the difference between gravimetric mass and the sum of quantified compounds. a Urban background during rush hour; b Suburban
at local noon; C N. Atlantic MBL,continentally influenced; d N. Atlantic MBL,background; e N. Atlantic MBL,biomass burning influenced; f Southern Ocean MBL, background; g Arctic MBL, background during clear sky; h N.Atlantic free troposphere, background;
iN. Atlantic free troposphere, Saharan dust plume; (courtesy of
R. Van Dingenen, J. P. Putaud, EC Joint Research Centre, Ispra, Italy;
T. S. Bates, P. K. Quinn, NOAA PMEL, Seattle, WA; C. Leek, MISU,
Stockholm, Sweden, H. Maring, RSMAS, University of Miami, FL)
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4.2.2.3 The 3-Dimensional Distribution of
the Atmospheric Aerosol Based on
in situ Measurements

Measurements such as those shown in Fig. 4.4 must be
compiled to construct global aerosol climatologies. Such
climatologies are necessary for testing models, for verifying satellite observations and, eventually, for quantitatively assessing any regional or global aerosol effects
in the Earth system. This goal is far from being achieved.
A compilation of surface-based aerosol measurements
has recently been published for marine areas (Heintzenberg et al. 2000). Well-calibrated and parameterised submicrometer particle size distributions are available for
only about a quarter of the oceanic surfaces. For bulk
chemical composition the corresponding coverage is
somewhat better (::::60%), but still far from satisfactory.
Significant progress in marine aerosol characterisation
came through the large IGAC field experiments of the
1990S:ASTEX(Huebert et al.1996);ACE-1 (Bateset al.1998;
Bates 1999); TARFOX (Russell et al. 1999); and ACE-2
(Raes et al. 2000a).
For continental aerosols, no comprehensive parameterisation ofthe size distribution of continental aerosols has been accomplished since the pioneering work
of K. T. Whitby (see Whitby 1978),despite the availability of commercial and specialised methodology that can
reveal many more details than was possible 25 years ago
(e.g, Heintzenberg et al. 1998). Regional air pollutant
networks such as EMEP in Europe (http://www.nilu.no/
projectslccclemepdata.html) and IMPROVE in the US
(http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/IMPROVE) have been collecting data on aerosol chemical composition (typically
sulphates, nitrates, and black carbon), which are of some
use, and the Global Atmospheric Watch programme
(GAW) of WMO has started archiving various aerosol
parameters at its World Data Centre for Aerosols (http://
www.ei.jrc.it/wdcal). The latter have been used for a validation exercise of global chemistry and transport models of the sulphur cycle (Barrie et al. 2000).
Knowledge of the vertical aerosol distribution is even
more limited than that of the surface distribution. Over
the continents there has been only one long-term effort
in vertical aerosol profiling by in situ measurements
(Hofmann 1993);valuable data were obtained on the effects on the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere
of volcanoes, of the increase of air traffic, and of decreasing surface emissions. A series of research flights
complemented the continental data to some extent with
measurements over the Pacific and North Atlantic region (e.g, Clarke 1993; Heintzenberg et al. 1991; Hobbs
and Yates1985).As an example, all Pacific measurements
from major aircraft experiments made over a ten-year
period are summarised in Fig. 4.5. The measurements
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Fig.4.S.
Ultrafine par ti cles (diameter
Dp > 3 nm) in particles em:",
STP as a function of lat itud e
and altitude from five major
aircraft expe riments: GLOBE
(1989,19 90) ; ACE-l (1995);
and PEM-Tropics A and B
(1996,1 99 9, respe ctively)
above the Pacific Ocean . Because of data point overlap,
th e data have been separated
into three panels with indicated concentration ranges
of 0-500 em? (red-pi nk );
500-2000 ern'? (yellow-green)
and 2000-10 000 cm- 3 (lightdark blue) (data courte sy of
A. Clarke, University of Hawaii, and B. Anderson, NASA,
Langley Research Center)

UCN(d>3nm ) Cone ., e rn?
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reveal the occurrence oflarge-scale natural aerosol product ion over the Pacific. For these extensive regions the
highest concentrations are generally most common aloft
in the Tropics and near deep convective regions near
the south polar front and elsewhere. These are regions
of well scavenged air with very low particle surface area
and new particle production that appears to be linked
to cloud pumping of precursors aloft where low surface
area, low temperatures, and high humidity favour nucleation (Clarke et al. 1998,1999a,b; Weber et al. 1999).
Lower concentrations are more common at higher latitudes in both hemispheres. In spite of fewer flights in
the higher altitude and latitude regions, it appears likely
that these differences reflect air masses de-coupled from
the tropical latitudes, as would be expected for typical
characteristics of the Hadley circulation.
Lower number concentrations but larger particles
were frequently observed in the North Pacificmidlatitude
free troposphere (FT). Here aged "rivers" of continental
aerosol are present frequently, often internally mixed
with a non -volatile residual indicative of soot and/or
externally mixed with dust. The higher concentrations

of small volatile nuclei often observed near combustion
source regions tend to be depleted in the aged plumes,
perhaps because of coagulation with the high available
surface areas. The FT in the subtropics tends to show
frequent and marked transitions and mixing between
these clean and continental aerosol types .
Vertical aeros ol distributions have also been moni tored over several years by a few lidars over the European continent (Ansmann et al. 1997; Jager and Carnuth
1994) and more recently by Raman lidar at a site in central North America (Peppler et al. 2 0 0 0 ).
After about five years of technical development, an
aerosol payload is now flying frequently on a commercial aircraft (Brenninkmeijer et al.1999).An aerosol climatology for the tropopause region has been accumulated for several years during scheduled flights between
Europe and the Indian Ocean (Hermann 1999). As over
the Pacific (cf., Fig. 4.5) there is a clear influence of surfaceaerosol sources in the Tropics and in the midlatitudes
over Europe (Fig. 4.6). In the latter region aircraft emissions contribute to aerosol sources in the tropopause
region.
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Box 4.2. Aviat ion -produced particle s
Aircraft affect atmospheric aerosols and cirrus (ice) clouds by
releasing particles directly into the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere and by producing contrails (condensat ion trails)
(Pen ner et al. 1999) . At cru ise altitudes (9-12 km), co ncentrations of atmospheric aerosol particles are muc h lower, and thei r
associated residence times are much longer. tha n for regio ns
closer to Earth's surface. 1Wo major particle ty pes ca n be distinguished in aircraft exhaust (Karcher 1999) : (1) ultrafine liquid particles (diameter range 5 to 10 nm ) form ed by nucleation
during cooling and dil ution of the exhaust. which are composed
of water. sulphuric acid. and orga nic matter; and (2) so lid soot
particles (20 to 60 nm) composed of carbo naceous agglomerates containing sulphur and organic com po un ds formed d uring com bustion.
Charged molecular clusters (cherni -ions) produ ced via high
temperature chemical reactions in engine comb ustion chambers
are believed to playa central role in the formation and evolution
of the liquid particles (Yu and Turco 2000). In th e dispe rsing air craft plumes, the particles grow by coag ulation an d condensation to form internally m ixed soot -sulp ha te par ticles.
Perturbations in particle number concen trations in ai rcraft
corridors have been observed at regional scales . The aircraft
Fig. 4 .6.
Climatology of particles
(4 nm :S Dp:S 12 nm) in (II cnr",
STP) in th e midd le and uppe r
tropo sphere as a fun ction of
latitud e from scheduled flights
during the period 1997-2000
with a commercia l aircraft
between Europe and the Indian
Ocean (Herm an et aI. 2002)

fleet may increase cirrus cloudiness (Jensen and Toon 1997).
Satellite and in situ observations show that pers istent contrails
may develop into cirrus clo uds. Aircraft-produced particles may
also trigger cirrus indirectly. after the disapp earance of short
lived contrails. Exhaust soot particles coa ted with hygroscopic
su lphates cou ld be more efficie nt freezing nuclei tha n ambient
ae rosol par ticles. Concerns have been raised abo ut the role of
aircraft soot in modifying existing o r stimulating formation of
new cirrus (Jensen and Toon 1997) beca use there is the potential for heterogeneous nuclei to cause ice formation at relat ive
humidities that are lower than those needed to form ice homogeneo usly on sulphate pa rt icles.
Observational evidence exists for aircraft soot influencing
cirrus (Strom and Ohlsson 1998), but the physical mechanisms
are not understood. Whereas direct radiative forcing associated
with aircraft-produced particles is estimated to be small com pared with that originating from greenhouse gases now, the effect of these particles on cloud formation and modification
coul d become substantial in tire futu re. A better understanding
of physico-chemical and ice-for ming par ticle prope rties is required before the impact of aviation on cloud format ion and
heterogeneous chemistry can be addressed fully.
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4.2.3 Process Understanding
An increased understanding of the processes underlying the observ ed variability in Fig. 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 has
evolved over the past 10 to 20 years. This includes both
the microphysical and chemical processes involved in
aerosol particle formation, evolution, and removal, as
well as the role of large-scale meteorological processes.

4.2.3.1 Microphysical and Chem ical Processes

The main microphys ical and chemical processes that
influence the size distribution and chemical cornposi-

20

25
30
Latitude [ON)

35

40

45

tion of atmospheric aerosol particles ar e depicted
schematically in Fig. 4.7. The figure illustrates the existence of primary and secondary particles and also the
wide range of sizes involved in their format ion and evolution. How aerosol particles participate in atmospheric
chemical processes through homogeneous, heterogeneous, and in-cloud reactions is also highlighted in Fig. 4.7.
Primary particles that derive from the comminution
of bulk material and subsequent suspension by the wind,
such as sea salt, soil dust, and biological material , have
most of their mass in the coarse particle mode. However, their highest numbers occur in the sub-microm eter range. Because of their small numbers and large
sizes, these primary particles generally do not coagulate. They can, however. become more heterogeneous
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Fig. 4.7. Major microphysical and chemical processes that influence the size distribution and chemical compo sition of atmospheric
aerosol particles

through uptake and chemical processing of condensable gases.
An important type of primary particle is so-called
soot emitted from combustion of carbonaceous fuels.
Soot consists of black carbon-containing material, which
has not been fully oxidised in the combustion process;
it is often mixed with refractory metal oxides. Primary
soot particles have diameters from about 5 to 20 nm .
Such particles coagulate rapidly to form fractal-like aggregates, which in turn collapse under the influence of
capillary forces of condensing vapours to form more
compact structures having diameters of up to micrometer size.
Gas-to-particle conversion (i.e, nucleation of new particles or condensation on existing particles) occurs when
a volatile species reaches a concentration that exceeds its
equilibrium vapour pressure, resulting in a thermodynamic driving force for condensation. In the atmosphere,
this situation can be driven by chemical reactions leading to products with very low equilibrium vapour pressures (e.g, S0 2~ H2S04, u-pinene ~ pinonic acid).
Alternatively, this situation also can be reached by a reduct ion in temperature, which reduces equilibrium vapour pressures. Another suggested mechanism is the cocondensation of several substances for which the equilibr ium vapour pressure is lowered by the presence of
other compounds in the particle. For example, the cocondensation of small amounts of ammonia has been

predicted to enhance greatly the binary nucleation of
H2S04 and water vapour (Kulmala et al. 2000). Nucleation is energetically less favourable than condensation
onto existing surfaces because of the free energy penalty associated with formation of new surface area.
Therefore , nucleation is facilitated by the absence of preexisting particulate surface. After nucleation occurs, the
new particles grow further by condensation and coagulation. As particles reach a diameter of the order of the
mean free path of the condensing molecule , typically
ca. 0.1 um, condensation becomes diffusion limited and
slows down. Also,coagulation eventually slows down as
the number concentrations of particles decrease . Under background tropospheric conditions particles
formed initially by nucleation require from days to
weeks to grow larger than about 0.1 pm solely by condensation and coagulation (Walter 1973). Under polluted
condit ions this growth can occur within a day because
of the strong supply of condensable material (Raes et al.
1995)·
Another growth process is by chemical processing
in non-precipitating clouds (e.g. Bower et al. 1997; Laj
et al.1997). This process begins with the uptake of water
vapour by the particle with increasing relative humidity
(RH). According to traditional Kohler theory, a critical
supersaturation exists slightly above 100% RH. For RH
exceeding this critical value, water vapour condensation
is energetically favoured, leading to rapid growth of sub-
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micrometer aerosol particles to supermicrometer cloud
drops. This critical supersaturation depends on size and
chemical composition of the particle as well as the concentrations of soluble gases in the surrounding air.Some
soluble gases, most prominently S02' are oxidised in the
aqueous phase. As most clouds evaporate before the
onset of precipitation, larger particles result from the
additional oxidised material, e.g. sulphate (Birmili et al.
1999b;Yuskiewiczet al. 1999).
Reactions that occur in cloud water also occur in
wet particles under sub-saturated (non-cloudy) conditions. However,reaction rates are generally much lower
because of lower liquid water content; reaction rate
expressions also differ because of the higher ionic
strengths in the wet particles. Additionally, adsorbed
gases react on the particle surfaces yielding products
that might either remain on the particle or return to
the gas phase.
Particles are removed from the atmosphere by dry
and wet processes. For particles whose diameter is less
than 0.1 urn, the dominant dry removal mechanism involves turbulent diffusion followed by Brownian diffusion to the surface through a viscous sub-layer, typically
about 1mm thick; this process becomes less efficient as
particle size increases. Coarse particles (Dp > 1 urn) settle gravitationally, a process that becomes less efficient
as particle size decreases. Coarse particle dry deposition
is enhanced by impaction , which is wind speed dependent (Slinn and Slinn 1980). In the range 0.1 < Dp < 1 urn,
dry removal is very slow,resulting in long atmospheric
residence times (up to weeks). Provided their atmospheric residence time is not limited by any of the above
sink mechanisms, these particles are removed mainly
by growth to cloud drops during cloud formation and
subsequent removal from the atmosphere in precipitation.
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bution and chemical composition of the particles. For
example, during vertical transport in precipitating
clouds, a separation occurs between soluble compounds
that are rained out and insoluble compounds that are
pumped aloft (Rodhe 1983). In the outflow regions of
such clouds, optimal conditions exist for nucleation, the
consequences of which have been both observed (e.g,
Perry and Hobbs 1994;Clarke et al.1999b) and modelled
(e.g, Hegg et al.1990; Wiedensohler et al. 1997). Aerosol
layers observed in the free troposphere are possibly the
result of such cloud outflows, the structures of which
are maintained by meteorological stratification. On the
other hand, entrainment of free tropospheric aerosol
into the boundary layer may be a source of Aitken-mode
particles, which may quench nucleation of new particles. Because strong gradients of particle concentration
will form above the inversion layer, turbulent mixing
will cause very large changes in particle concentrations
and size distributions observed at the surface (Bigget al.
1996).

4.2.4

Large-Scale

Aerosol Models

The advances in understanding of aerosol processes are
making their way into numerical models describing the
emissions, transport, transformation, and deposition of
aerosol particles and their precursors on a variety of
scales from local to global (see Chap. 6). Major progress
has been achieved over the last decade in simulating the
global distribution of tropospheric particulate mass
using chemical transport models (CTMs). Simulation
of the global distribution of biogenic and anthropogenic
sulphur (Langner 1991) led to the recognition that anthropogenic sulphate aerosols may have a significant
impact on the global radiation balance (Charlson et al.
1991). This spurred a large interest in simulating global
mass distributions of the aerosol types listed in Table 4.1.
Despite the simplification of considering each aerosol
4.2.3.2 Horizontal and Vertical Transport
type independently, these studies were important in sevThe aerosol plumes and layers depicted in Fig. 4.2 and eral respects. They related emissions to global aerosol
4.3 result from meteorological transport, including ex- distributions, constructed global and regional budgets,
change between the lower and upper troposphere by dry estimated the contributions of anthropogenic sources
or wet convection. The characteristic times of many of to the aerosol burden, and drew attention to elements
the microphysical aerosol processes depicted in Fig. 4.7 of the general circulation that are important for aerosol
are days up to several weeks. This is typically longer than transport, particularly deep convection (Feichter and
the time between emission/formation of aerosols in the Crutzen 1990). As an example, global fields of mineral
boundary layer and their transport into the free tropo- dust, sulphate, and "smoke", calculated with a CTM
sphere. Hence, to understand aerosol properties one driven by observation-derived meteorological data, are
cannot confine the discussion to such compartments as shown in Fig. 4.8. Many of the calculated features can
the continental or marine boundary layers or the free be compared with the observations from space, shown
troposphere. Instead, one needs to view aerosol micro- in Fig. 4.2a and b. A sub-hemispheric sulphate model
physical processes in the context of the atmospheric driven by observation-derived meteorological data has
transport processes that connect those compartments been evaluated by thousands of daily comparisons with
(Raes et al. 200ob). Meteorological processes also affect surface measurements (Benkovitz et al. 1994;Benkovitz
microphysical processes and influence the size distri- and Schwartz 1997).
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Fig. 4.8.
Global fields of mineral
dust . sulphate. and "smoke".
calculated with a CTM
using actual meteorology
(http://www.nrlmry.navy.m il/
aerosol/)
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4.3.1.1 Soil-Derived and Industrial Dust

The majority of soil-derived dust particles is lofted into
the atmosphere by wind in arid and semi-arid regions.
which comprise approximately one third of Earth's land
area. However, any type of land surface is a potential
source of dust particles. Besides production mechanisms. surface properties (e.g , texture , roughness, composition. moisture, and vegetation) are key factors that
determine the emission of dust for specific meteorological events (Gillette et al. 1980).
Estimates of global annual mean dust production
range from 1000 to 5 000 Tg yr- 1 (Duce 1995). The large
uncertainties are due mainly to the complexity of dust
production mechanisms, which exhibit a large spatiotemporal variability. Despite progre ss in developing dust
emission schemes for Saharan desert dust (Marticorena
and Bergametti 1995), these schemes cannot be extended
directly to other source regions due to a lack of data on
surface properties. Emission data and models need to
include explicit information on the particle size distribution and mineralogical composition to allow for better physically-based treatments of key processes (Sokolik
et al. 1998; Claquin et al. 1999).
Anthropogenic dust is of special interest in climate
change studies because human activities such as land
use practice and construction, etc., can modify the geographical area of dust sources and increase the dust
loading of the atmosphere. Recent estimates show that

ages are very uncertain (Sokolik and Toon 1996;Tegen
and Fung 1995). The dependence of dust emissions on
meteorological parameters, such as wind speed and
rainfall, suggests that atmospheric dust concentrations
could be affected significantly by climate change.
Another type of anthropogenic aerosol is industrial
(fly ash) produced by most combustion processes, cement manufacturing, metallurgy, and so on (Flagan and
Friedlander 1978). Current estimates give a global emission for industrial dust of about 130 Tg yr- 1 (Andreae
1995). The rapid economic expansion and industrialisation in developing countries may result in additional
industrial aerosol emissions .
Both natural and anthropogenic fractions of dust must
be better quantified to predict the overall effects of dust
on atmospheric chemistry and on the climate system.

4.3.1.2 Primary Particles from the Oceans

The ocean is a source of primary sea salt particles to
the atmosphere through the bursting of bubbles (yielding film and jet droplets) , mechanical tearing (spume
droplets), and spillover (splash droplets) of wave crests
(reviewed by Andreas et al. 1995). Number concentration is dominated by the smallest, sub-micrometer salt
particles, whereas surface area is dominated by jet drops,
and volume by spume drops when present. Although the
total number concentration of mechanically produced
super-micrometer sea salt particles is relatively small
even in the remote marine boundary layer (MBL, cf
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Fig. 4.4f), these particles can dominate the mass size
distribution and thus have significant effects on chemical reactions occurring in the MBL (Sievering et al.1992),
the nucleation of new particles (Covert et al.1996a),and
the formation of clouds (O'Dowd et al.1997b). The magnitude of the ocean-atmosphere flux of sea salt particles depends on the wind-dependent sea state (Woodcock 1953). The instantaneous atmospheric sea salt size
distribution depends on the present and prior oceanatmosphere flux, mixing between the MBL and free
troposphere (FT), size-dependent removal processes,
and advection. Typically, number and mass concentrations increase with increasing wind speed . Estimates of
the source strength of aerosol are quite uncertain.
Andreae (1995) gives a best estimate of the annual global mass emission rate of 1300 Tg yr-! with an uncertainty range of 1000 to 10 000 Tg yr-!; the estimate of
Tegen et al. (1997) is 5900 Tg yr'" . Estimates of local
production flux and its dependence on controlling variables, such as wind speed, are also quite uncertain as
are estimates of the size-dependent production flux.
Sea salt aerosol particles also contain biological material. Blanchard (1963) reported surface-active components of the marine aerosol,which he demonstrated were
transported into the atmosphere by bubble bursting.
Subsequently, Gershey (1983) found that the production
of particles by bubbling in seawater discriminated against
the more soluble low molecular weight compounds in
favour of the more surface-active high molecular weight
compounds. These latter compounds are most likelyconcentrated in the walls of the bubble and are liberated as
film drops when the bubble bursts, leading to a considerable enrichment of these organic components in the
aerosol relative to the parent water. As a result, primary
biological particles in the marine environment will usually contain a wide range of biogenic compounds such
as long chain fatty acids, alcohols,esters, and soluble proteins. Some of these compounds are oxidised in the atmosphere to form other products (e.g. fatty acids to
oxalic acid and proteins to amino acids).

4.3.2 Emissions of Particle Precursors
4.3.2.1 Dimethylsulphide

The emission of dimethylsulphide (DMS) from the
oceans is a major sulphur source to the atmosphere
(Barnard et al. 1982; Kettle et al. 1999) and contributes
to the sulphur burden in both the marine boundary layer
and free troposphere (over areas of active cloud convection) (Chin et al. 1996). Recent global estimates of
DMS flux from the oceans range from 8 to 51 Tg S yr!
(Kettle et al. 1999;Spiro et al. 1992).This accounts for at
least 50% of natural sulphur emissions from ocean,
plants, and soils taken together (Bates et al. 1992). Alto-
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gether the natural sulphur flux is estimated to be of the
same order of magnitude as the anthropogenic sulphur
emissions, mainly from fossil fuel combustion, which
are currently estimated at 76 Tg S yr-! (Benkovitz et al.
1996) (see also Sect. 4.3.2.3). The relatively large uncertainty in the reported estimates of the oceanic DMSflux
is due partly to differences in the transfer velocities used
in the sea-to-air calculations , but mainly to the different assumptions involved in seasonal and latitudinal
extrapolations of the DMS seawater measurements. In
particular, there is a paucity of data for seawater DMS
concentrations in the winter months and at high latitudes. This very important natural precursor of sulphate
particles and its biogeochemical cycling in the water
column is discussed in more detail in Chap. 2.
The chemical and physical pathways that lead from
atmospheric DMS to sulphur particles are complex and
still poorly understood. Over the past ten years, DMS
chemistry has been studied extensively by comparing
model simulations with laboratory experiments and atmospheric observations. One of the main findings of
these investigations has been the important role ofheterogeneous reactions on pre-existing secondary and
primary (sea salt) particles and cloud drops in producing particulate non-sea salt sulphate (nss-SO~-) and
methanesulphonate (MSA).The latter two compounds
are the most important end products of DMS oxidation
via the formation of gaseous sulphur dioxide, sulphuric
acid, and methanesulphonic acid (Campolongo et al.
1999;Capaldo and Pandis 1997; Daviset al.1999;Yin et al.
1990a,b). Additional oxidation products are dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO) and dimethylsulphone (DMSOz)'
Initial reaction products of gas-phase reaction of DMS
include CH3SOZ and CH3S03' The unimolecular decomposition pathways of both compounds are considered
important in affecting the yields of SOz'H ZS04, and MSA.
The branching between these pathways determines
whether DMSoxidation leads to particle nucleation from
H ZS04, or to condensation of H zS0 4 and MSAon existing particles.Unfortunately, the decomposition rates and
their temperature dependencies are poorly known and
subject to an intense debate. For example, reported
CH3S03 decomposition rates range over five orders of
magnitude (Campolongo, et al. 1999). Temperature is
thought to strongly affect the decomposition rates. Future research on the atmospheric life cycleofDMS should
concentrate on reducing these uncertainties and on their
implications for a potential DMS-climate feedback.

4.3.2.2 502 Emissions from Volcanoes

Volcanoes are a major natural source of atmospheric
sulphur species. Most active volcanoes are in the Northern Hemisphere (::::80%). The strongest source region
is Indonesia. The most important products of volcanic
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degassing are Hp, CO2, and sulphur (as SOz, HzS, and
SO~-) in varying fractions depending on the magma
type. The measured concentration of SOz in volcanic
plumes can be combined with wind speeds to estimate
the SOz fluxes. However,emissions have been measured
from only a few of the approximately 560 potential volcanic sources, and only a handful of these have been observed more than episodically. For some important regions (e.g. Kamchatka, Russia) there exist no data at all.
Based on published observations, (and excluding important regions) the total amount of volcanic tropospheric
sulphur emissions has been estimated at 14 ±6 Tg yr 1
(Graf et al. 1997) in accordance with other recent estimates (e.g. Andres and Kasgno c 1998). This is much less
than the 25 Tg yr- 1 estimated by Lambert et al. (1988)
from the S0 2/z1oPb ratio.
As active volcanoes generally reach considerable elevations, most of their emissions are injected into the
free troposphere. There, removal processes are slower
and, consequently, the volcan ic sulphur species have
longer boundary layer residence times than anthropogenic and biogenic species , leading to more efficient
large-scale transport than for low-elevation emissions.
Mean volcanic sulphur emissions are of comparable
importance for the atmospheric sulphate burden as anthropogenic sources because they affect the sulphate
concentrations in the middle and upper troposphere
whereas anthropogenic emissions control sulphate in
the boundary layer. Volcanic emissions are highly variable in space and time, so there is need to quantify these
sulphur sources better. There is also need to estimate
transformation rates of SOz to SO~-, in warm, moist volcanic plumes, and the contribution of HzS, SO~-, and SOz
asso ciated with plume particles, because these compounds are not measured by conventional methods. Finally, there is need to determine three -dimensional SOz
and sulphate fields.

4.3.2.3 Industrial S02 Emissions

A key advance that has enabled the modelling of spatially and temporally varying aerosol concentrations has
been the development of spatially disaggregated inventories. The Global Emissions Inventory Activity (GEIA)
has been particularly successful in engaging researchers from different countries in preparing separate country-level inventories (Graedel et al. 1993). For the industrial SOz inventory,in regions where local inventorieswere
not available, GEIA specified an inventory based on a single emission factor for fossil fuels and distributed emissions according to population. Where available, the individual country-levelemissions were used (Benkovitzet al.
1996). This method of inventory preparation suffers
from the lack of uniform methods for different countries but is expected to be more accurate than previous
inventories which used a single emission factor for fossil fuel emissions from different locations. In addition,
emissions from industrial activities (e.g. smelting) can
be more accurately estimated. A rem aining uncertainty
with the inventories is the estimate of sulphur released
as primary sulphate. Estimates range from less than one
percent (Dietz and Wieser 1983; Saeger et al. 1989) to five
percent (Eliassen and Saltbones 1983).
The global inventory developed for calendar year
1985 (see Fig. 4.9) indicates that about 81% of anthropogenic sulphur emissions are from fossil fuel combustion, 16% from industrial processes, 3% from largescale biomass burning or waste treatment activities,
and 1% from the combustion of biofuels . The current
inventory is in need of substantial revision for other
years. Total emissions of S02 from fossil fuel burning
and industrial activities for 1985 have been estimated
as 76 Tg S yr", accurate to 20-30% (Benkovitz et al.
1996; Penner et al. 2000).

Fig. 4.9 .
Global distribution of anthropogenic S0 2emis sions for 1985
as estimated by the IGACIGEIA
Activity (Benkov itz et aI. 1996)
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4.3.2.4 Nitrogen Oxides and Ammonia

In addition to the ir importance in atmospheric oxidant
chemistry (Chap. 2 and 3) nitrog en oxides are important as pre cursors for nitric acid, which , despite its high
vapour pressure, can be bound into the particle phase
by the equilibrium reaction with NH 3:
HN0 3(g) + NH3(g)

~

NH4N0 3(s)

Ammonia is important as well be cause of its role in
neutralization of aero sol sulphuric acid and possible role
in new particle formation. Rather complex dynamic
equilibria will usually exist in the atmosphere between
aqueous aerosols and the gas phase (H 20, HN0 3, H 2S04 ,
NH 3 ) gas ~ (water, sulphate, nitrate ... ) particle. The
emissions of ammonia (NH3) and nitrogen oxides (NOx)
are discussed in Chap. 2 and 3, respectively.

4.3.2.5 Organic Carbon and Black Carbon

There are two main sources of combustion aerosols : fossil fuel burning and biomass burning. The main compo nents are organic and black carbon and, for fossil fuel
combustion, sulphate. The format ion of particulate matter depends strongly on the conditions of combustion,
especially temperature, combustion efficiency, and the
nature of the fuel. Higher temperature favours the production of larger amounts of black carbon (Be) and a
lesser organic fraction . Inefficient combustion increa ses
total particulate matter production.
Biomass burning sources include savannah and forest
burning associated with both land clearing and deforestation, burning of agricultural wastes, and domestic burning of biofuels. Development of an understanding of the
temporally and spatially varying emissions requires an
estimation of total fuel burned and emission factors.
A number of IGAC-sponsored field studies have
helped to quantify emissions factors from biomass burning, especially in the major savannah and forest burning regions in the Tropics (e.g. Andreae et al. 1998; see
also Chap. 2). These emission factors have been used to
develop inventories of both total particulate matter and
BC from biomass burning (Liousse et al. 1996). The
amount of fuel burned has been based on statistics from
the Food and Agricultural Organisation (FAO) of the
United Nations for wood and agricultural grain production , amount of deforestation, and estimates of savannah burning frequency. Data from satellites,together with
vegetation maps, promise to provide more quantitative
estimates of area burned (Barbosa et al. 1998).Development of emissions estimates from other biomass activities may require data on individual country practices.
Current estimates for total biomass burning, expressed as dry mass, range from 4000 to 10 400 Tg yr- I
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(see Table 2.4).The total soot production associated with
these estimates ranges from 60 to 100 Tg yr- I , with approximately 10% of this total associated with BC.
Fossil fuel emissions of combustion particles depend
on burning practices in indi vidual regions and the type
of fuels burned. Rough estimates for BC emis sions are
available from , e.g., Cooke and Wilson (1996).Bond et al.
(1998) suggested that new emi ssion factors should be
produced, based on the absorption properties of the
emitted compounds, but insufficient data of this nature
are available to develop such an inventory.
A simple estimate of organic carbon (OC) emissions
from fossil fuel combustion was based on observed ratios
of BCto OC in source regions (Liousse et al.1996). Cooke
et al. (1999) attempted a more detailed estimate based on
emission factors and fuel use. However,their total inventory was about half that estimated in Liousse et al. (1996)
and underestimated observed OC when used in a model
study. The currently estimated range of emissions of OC is
10 to 30 Tg yr " , Using the measured ratio s of BC to OC
summarised by Liousse et al. (1996) yields a source
strength for fossil fuel BCranging from 2.3 to 7 Tg C yr",

4.3.2.6 Volatile Organic Compounds

Volatile organic carbon compounds (VOCs) are emitted
into the troposphere from anthropogenic and biogenic
sources.Anthropogenic compounds include organics such
as alkanes, alkenes, aromatics, and carbonyls,whereas biogenic gases include isoprene, mono- and sesquiterpenes,
and a variety of oxygen-containing compounds. Because
the volatility of the oxidation products is one of the most
important parameters that determine the significance of
precursor gases in terms of their particle-forming poten tial, only hydrocarbons with more than six carbon atoms
are considered to contribute to secondary organic particles under atmospheric conditions (Seinfeld and Pandis
1998). Thus, natural secondary organic aerosol (SOA) formation is believed to result mainly from the oxidation of
CIO - and Cis-terpenoids .Basedon emission inventories and
laboratory data of biogenic VOC particle yields, Andreae
and Crutzen (1997) estimated 30 to 270Tg yr -I for the production of secondaryorganic particulat e matter from natural VOCs. Because the estimated global emissions of anthropogenic VOCs are significantly lower, their contribution to organic particulate matter on a global scale would
appear to be small in comparison. However, in the urban
atmosphere during severe smog episodes, anthropogenic
SOA formation can make a major contribution to fine
particulate mass (see Fig. 4.2b).Among the anthropogenic
precursor gases, aromatics have been identified to dominate the process of SOAformation; this suggests that anthropogenic SOA formation in an urban air shed can be
modelled based on the aromatic content of the complex
organic mixture (Odum et al. 1997).
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Box 4.]. The CLAWhypothe sis
Tn 1989, Cha rlson, Lovelock, Andreae and Warren (Charlson
et al. 1987) wrote an influential papc r th at hypothesi5ed about
the role that sulphate particles deri ved from OMS emiMions play
in climate control. (The hypothe sis is caUed"Cl aw",after the firs t
initial of each man's las t name.) In order to uplain the rela ti~ly stable temperature on Earth o~r geological t ime,., they
proposed a negat i~ feedback cycle with the following elements:
OMS emission fro m oce anic phytoplank to n are supposed to
increase with increasing tempe rature. The increase in OMS then
leads 10 an inc rease in the number of non-sea·salt (nss)·sulphate aerosol pa rti cles, whic h were tho ug ht to be the main nu clei o n which clou d d roplets fo rm in the marine boundary layer.
At a given liqu id water content, mo re clo ud d roplets result in
an increased reflectivity of the clou ds (TIvomey 1974). The lat ter leads to a cooling, counteract ing the ini tial war ming.
The CLAW hypothes is linked oceanic biology, atmosph er ic
chemist ry,cloud physics, and climate in an elegant way. As such
it spur red extensive new atmosphe ric and biological research
an d improved un derstanding of especu of the biogeochemical
cycling of sulphur and its relationship to climate. In part icular
it promote d the at mospheric ae rosol as a poMible key playe r in
the climate system through its indirKt radiati~ effe<:l Onclouds.
In fact, it was the basis of most of the aerosol wo rk initiated
and performe d within IGAC.
The CLAW hypo thesis was criticised ea rly on the grounds
tha t its proposed se nsi tivity of cloud albedo to sulphur emis sions together with anthropogenic sulphur emissions largely
in the Northern Hemisphne would result in a much g reate r
interhemispheric contrast in clou d albedo and temperature
change than has been observed (Schwar tz 1988). The hypothesis was cr iticis ed as well on the g rounds that the ene rgy requirements for OMS prod uction by marine phytoplankton were
inconsistent with the be nefits th at would be der ived by the individual organisms (Caldeira '989). Nonetheless after 15years
of rese arch the CLAW hypothesis still stands. Howe~r, a number
of related mechanisms ha~ bee n proposed that migh t dampcn
the effecti~ness of the con trolling feedback loop. o r that at leas t
migh t help to explain why a relat ion sh ip between OMS emissions an d clo ud·forming par ticles remains elusive. Figure 4.10
summa rises the pr ese nt thinking, indicating Same of these
mechanis ms:
I.

Whe reas the CLAW hypothesis assumed tha t the nss-sulphate
particles deri~d fro m OMS oxi dation are the mai n contributors to clo ud conden••tion nuclei, it is now accepted th at
SOmeof the nss-sulphate mass in the MBL is internally mixed
with sea salt (e.g. Chameides and Stelson 199z;Sie~ ringet aI.
199z).ln co mbinat ion with the analysis of indiv idual sea.salt
par t icles during ACE-I. this suggests that a aignificant Iraction of the con version of OMS-derived SOl to sul phate cc -

4.3.3 Formation, Evolution, and Removal
of Condensed Material
4.3.3.1 Nucleation
4.3.3,1,1

Laboratory Studies

Homogeneous nucleation has been investigated in the
laboratory for several inorganic and organic chemical
systems pertinent to th e atmosphere.
The ino rganic system that has received the most attendon is the binary sulphuric acid-water vapour system. Recent advances include the direct measurements
of molecular clustering in the H2S0 4-H 20 nucleating

curs o n o r in sea-salt particles Over th e oceans and therefore
does not lead to new particle production. Several pH-dependent su lphur oxidation pathways in sea-salt part icles ha~ been
hypothesised that invol~ either ozone, hydrogen pe roxide,
haloge ns, and/or trace metals (see review by Keene et al. 1998).
Sulphur oxidation also occurs in the marine stratiform clouds
(e.g. Ayers and Larson 1990; Hegg and Larson 1990; O'Oowd
et at.aocc), where it is also pH-depe ndent. Coarse-mode seas.lt p articles d ry-depo sit to the ocea n surface relati~ly
qu ickly Ie.g. Slinn and Slinn 1980 ) an d, thus, remove nss-sulphate from the MBL efficiently. This mu lt ipha se pl'Q(essing
and removal of biogenic sulphur could be an efJecti~ shunt
that prevenn the formation of new sul pha te pa rticle s by nucleation, fo r which gas-ph ase oxidation of SOl is prerequisite.
2. Tnthe or iginal CLAW hypo thesis aU processes th.t t ransform
OMS into new or better cloud-forming particle s were sup'
pos ed to take place within the ma r ine boundary layer. A key
link in this chain of pro cesses was the nu cleation of sulphu·
r ic acid into ne w pa rt icles an d eventually ne w cloud-fo rming particles. Box mo dels of the MBL tha t des<:ribed these
Pl'Q(esses depicted in Fig. 4-7 dealing with sea·.sall and sulphate particle formation were in beller ag reeme nt with the
obse rved size d ist ribut ions only when entrainment of aero·
sols from the free t ropo sphere was considered as a so urce of
part icle number in the MBI. (Raes 1995; Katoshevski et al.
1999). Some meas urements h.~ been reported of the freq uent occ urrence in the SUmmer Arctic (coven et al. 1996b)
of lar ge numbers of ultra-fine pardcles followi ng rain events
o r subsi de nce of free tropo spheric air (coven et aI. 1992).
Other o bser vatio ns indicate that in situ nucleat ion is absent
an d that en trainme nt fro m the free t ropo spher e is the source
of MBL particle num ber concent ration (Cla rke et al. 1996).
3. An alte rna tive feedb ack meclt anism has bee n proposed that
invol~s convection in the MBL rather th an the active partic ipation of marine phytoplankton (Shaw et al. 1998a). Based
on the accep ted view tha t the freque ncy of occurrence and
intensity of con~etion incre....,. with sea su rface temperatur e, they sugg es t th at such.n increase in eonvec ucn would
increase the for m. t ion of free t ropospherk sulphate pa rt icles, which after subsidence an d ent rainment would interact
with the MBL clouds and increase their reflecnvitgleadrng
to cooling of the sea surface. It ha s been est imated that in
the uppc r tropo sphere, in particular in the Tropic s and the
midlat it udes of the Southern Hemispher e, up to 100% of the
SOl might be derived from OMS (Raes et al. 2000b). Hence a
mechanism by which changes in the mass and number of
free tropospheric sulphate par ticles result from changes in
con~ctive tr ans po rt of boun dary layer OMS into the free
troposphere is a possibili ty.

system (Eisele and Hanson 2 0 0 0; Hanson and Eisele
2000). Despite reasonable agreement between predjction of binary H2SO. nucleation theory and laboratory
experiments (Viisanen and Kulmala 1997),large discrepancies have been repo rted between this theory and field
data. The additi on of ammonia (NH3) was shown to increase nucleation rates dramatically and to reduce the
dependence on H2S0 4 (Ball et al. 1999). These laboratory studies, however, have all been do ne at sulphur ic
acid vapour concent rations th at are much higher than
those measured in the atmosphere.
Several other laboratory studies of multi-component
nucleation significant to the atmosphere have been reported. Binary nud eation in the MSA-water system oc-
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Fig. 4.10.
The or iginal CLAWhypothesis (in black) and m ajor ad ditional mechanisms pro po sed such as: (i) the role of
sea-salt; (ii) the quenching of
nucleation by ae rosols entrained from the free trop osphere; and (iii) the role of
convective transport into the
free troposphere
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curs at partial pressures below those required for either
pure species (Kreidenweis et al. 1989).It is unlikely, however, that atmospheric concentrations of MSA are high
enough for binary MSA-H 20 nucleation to play an important role. Likewise,it is unlikely that ternary nucleation
involving H2S04-MSA-H 20 is important (Van Dingenen
and Raes 1993). Recent experiments have shown that
mult i-component nucleation rates are enhanced even for
immiscible substances (Strey and Viisanen 1995).
Recent studies of particle production by ionising radiation (He and Hopke 1995; Kim et al. 1998; Makela
1992) have shown that small ions enhance nucleation
rates in systems that are chemically similar to the atmosphere and that NH3 enhances nucleation rates when
S02 is irradiated in air containing it and H 20. Understanding of clustering on small ions is needed to permit quantitative estimates of the importance of ion-in duced nucleation in the atmosphere; such studies are
proceeding (Yu and Turco 2000).
Data from smog chamber studies of the formation
of organic aerosol particles have been analysed to make
inferences about homogeneous nucleation (Pandis et al.
1991; Stern et al.1987;Wang et al.1992).However,organic
precursors typically produce multiple particulate products, and the molecular identity and physical and chemical properties of these products are often unknown.
Nevertheless, summary yields and product information
can be gained through this approach (Odum et aI.1996).
4.3.3.1.2 Field Experiments

Nucleation is often observed during daylight hours in
the vicinity of convective clouds in continental (Radke

and Hobbs 1991) and marine environments (e.g. Clarke
et al.1998; Hegg et al.1990) .A definitive explanation for
this phenomenon is not yet established, but H 2S04-H 20
nucleation has most often been invoked (Perry and
Hobbs 1994). Atmospheric observations (Weber et al.
1999) suggest that nucleation in cloud outflows often
occurs at H2S04 relative acidity (ratio of H 2S04 partial
pressure to equilibrium vapour pressure) consistent
with that predicted by the classical binary theory for
H 2S0 4-H 20 nucleation. Hoppel et al. (1994) also observed nucleation near clouds but found difficulties in
matching the nucleation to expected production of
H2S04 , De Felice and Cheng (1998) proposed that numerous smaller particles were produced from residues
of rapidly evaporated cloud drops during the process
of crystallisation. Leek and Bigg (1999) suggested that
nucleation would also result if the cloud residues contained the amino acid L-methionine, derived from pri mary particles of marine biological origin. In the upper
tropical troposphere observations suggest that nucleation is a significant global source of atmospheric particles (Brock et al. 1995; Clarke 1993). Evidence has also
been reported for nucleation in the midlatitude upper
free troposphere (Schroder and Strom 1997).
Nucleation has been observed occasionally in the
cloud-free marine boundary layer (Covert et al. 1992;
Clarke et a1.1998), and more frequently during on-shore
flow in coastal areas that are exposed at low tide (e.g,
O'Dowd et al. 1999).
Nucleation events also have been observed at many
different ground-level continental sites (Birmili 1998b;
Horrak et al.1998;Koutsenogiiand Jaenicke1994; Kulmala
et al. 1998). These events typically follow regular diur-
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nal patterns, with concentrations of nucleation-mode 1962). The observed rate constant as a function of ion
particles beginning to increase several hours after sun- concentration then results from two parallel elementary
rise, reaching peak concentrations several hours later. reactions coupled by the ion pair formation equilibrium.
The chemical mechanisms of nucleation in these regions Such treatment was suggested by Olson and Simonson
have not yet been established, though one possible ex- (1949).
The experimental data set for a more complete deplanation involves sulphonate clusters (Kulmala et al.
scription of aerosol chemistry is very sparse. In the case
2000) .
In summary, a great deal of new insight into the nu- of non-radical reactions, various data sets relating to
cleation process has been gained in the past decade. Bi- aqueous sulphur oxidation now exist (Lagrange et al.
nary H2S04-H20 theory may explain a limited number 1993,1995, 1999a,b),and modelling the impact of ionic
of field observations. When there is a discrepancy, nu- strength effects under tropospheric aerosol conditions
cleation rates inferred from atmospheric observations should be possible in the near future . Concerning radiare typically higher than those predicted from theory. cal reactions, it is striking that even for OH no ionic
These findings suggest the presence of stabilising com- strength dependency has been measured for a system of
pounds such as ammonia, hydrocarbons, or electrically relevancein tropospheric aerosol chemistry. This is probcharged precursors that reduce the dissociation rate of ably due to the widespread view that ionic strength efthe pre-nucleation molecular clusters. Laboratory stud- fects involving one neutral species generally can be neies have provided some support for these speculations. glected. While this is true for the original Debye-Hiickel
Clearly far more atmospherically relevant studies are theory in the concentration range for which that theory
was derived, electrolyte contents of several mol 1-1 may
needed in this area.
change a rate constant for a reaction involving a neutral
by about one order of magnitude, as was shown for nitrogen trioxide (N0 3 ) reactions (Herrmann and Zellner
4.3.3.2 Aerosol Growth through Concentrated
1998).Recently,ionic strength dependencies have been
Liquid-Phase Chemical Reactions
studied in H-abstraction reactions of chlorine radical
Tropospheric aerosol particles are exposed to ubiqui- anion (Cli) (Jacobi et al. 1999).
tous water vapour. The physical matrix of highly conAt present , there is no comprehensive tropospheric
centrated, or even supersaturated, aqueous electrolyte aerosol model that takes into account the available kidroplets in air contains a variety of compounds that may netic data described here. Further systematic laboratory
be involved in solution-phase aqueous reactions (see, studies are required. Apart from experimental data for
e.g. Zellner and Herrmann 1995). A chemical reaction single reactions, such stud ies may also yield correlations
in a given electrolyte solution could be described cor- which, in the future , may allow the estimation of rate
rectly if either all activity coefficients involved or the constants at elevated ionic strength in different cases
rate constant for the reaction under the given set of con- for different electrolyte compositions (e.g, for a marine
or continental tropospheric aerosol).
ditions (pH, temperature, etc.) were known .
Kinetic salt effects in ion-ion reactions (type 1) can
be treated by the Debye-Hiickel theory and its extensions (for an overview, see Robinson and Stokes 1959). 4.3.3 .3 Cloud Processes
In reactions involving neutrals only, or one ion and a
neutral, a primary kinetic salt effect is also clearly iden- The life cycle of a cloud - its formation, development
tified (Debye and McAulay1925; Herrmann and Zellner (both microphysical and chemical), and dissipation - is
1998). This effect (type 2), cannot currently be treated linked in part to the nature of the aerosol on which the
other than by experimental examination of each reac- cloud forms . Recent developments have increased
tion in each matrix separately.
knowledge of the underlying processes. The processing
Equilibrium constants are affected by ionic strength of compounds by liquid water droplets influences the
(secondary kinetic salt effect) as they may be viewed as chemical composition of the troposphere (e.g. Lelieveld
the ratio of two rate constants, both of which are sub- and Crutzen 1991). A proper descr iption of liquid phase
ject to the above primary kinetic salt effects (Harned chemistry is therefore necessary to assess the role of
and Owen 1958; Robinson and Stokes 1959). These ef- clouds in a changing atmosphere.
fects have been considered in cloud models in the same
manner as the type 1 effect for ion-ion reactions (Jacob Aerosol scavenging. In most clouds , the fraction of
1986).
aerosol that is taken up (scavenged) by cloud droplets
Ionic strength effects may be treated kinetically by is less than unity, both in terms of particle number and
the ion pairing approach. Stabilityconstants for ion pairs mass (Leaitch et al. 1992; Noone et al. 1992b). The ability
are available (Hogfeldt 1982; Perrin 1979) or may be cal- of particles to act as cloud condensation nuclei is deculated according to the Fuoss-Eigen equation (Davies pendent on their chemical composition and size. Differ-
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(e.g. NO..) and redu ced (e.g. NH l ) nitrogen compounds
is of lesser importance, altho ugh thei r dissolution alters the pH of cloud droplets and thu s affects aqueo us
chemistry.
Sulphur oxidation reactions occur in douds at a much
faster rate than in the clea r air . Model calculation s
(Langne r and Rodhe 199t) have shown that, on a global
scale, tropospheric In-cloud SOz oxidat ion is from two
to five times more important than out-of-cloud oxidation . Laborator y studies have identified the most likely
reactions responsible for sulphur oxidation in the atmospheric liqu id phase and in determining th e associ ated rate coefficients (Warn eck 1991).
Verylittle is known about atmospheric aqueou s phase
chemistry of organi c compounds. In current box models, the description of organic chemistry in cloud water
is limited to dissolved CI and C2 compound s (Herrmann
et al. 1999). Recent work has shown that cloud-forming
par ticles contain a high percentage of soluble organic
compounds (Facchini et al. 1999; Noone et al. 2000;
Saxena and Hildemann 1996; ZappoJi et al. 1999).
A furt her complication concern ing doud chemical
pro cesses derives from the size-depe ndence of cloud
droplet chemical composition (Ogren and Charlson
1992). Because the concentration and composi tion of
cloud droplets are not uniform, the transfer of gases into
Aqueous-phase pr ocesses . Clouds constitute an effi- the droplets will depend on droplet size (Twohy et aI.
cient reaction medium for chemical tran sformations. 1989). Model results (Heggand Larson 1990; Fandis et al.
After cloud format ion, the composition of the droplets 1990) have also shown the impor tan ce of size-dependcan be modified by the disso lution of soluble gases. ent cloud droplet chemistry, demonstrating thai use of
Two families of chemical compounds are key partici- bulk cloud water parameters can lead to substantial erpants in cloud liquid-phase chemi cal reactions: sulphur rors in description of processes tak ing place within inand or ganic compounds. The chemistry of oxidised dividual cloud drop lets.

ent compounds are scavenged with different efficiencies,
either becaus e the particle composition is size dependent, or because of the chemical nature of the substance
itself (Facchin i et al. 1999; Hallberg et al. 1992.)_Thi s ini tial step determines the starting chemical composition
of the cloud drop lets.
Recent insights into the classical treatment of growth
of aerosol particles into cloud droplets have expanded
on the classical theory tha t chemical effects,and not sim ply particle size, are important factors in droplet formation. Slightly soluble substances (in particular certain organic compounds) may influence droplet surface
tension and equilibriu m vapou r pressure, thu s influencing the aerosol scavenging pro cess (Laaksonen et al.
1998; Shulman et al. 1996). Also, this effect has importan t implications for indirect aero sol rad iative forcing
(see Sect. 4.3.4.2.) by affecting the drop size dis tribut ion.
Anot he r potential factor that controls th e growth of
cloud droplets is co-condensation of soluble gases other
than water onto aero sol particles. For examp le, model
calculations have indicated that co-condensation of nitr ic acid (HNO}) can increase the scavenging efficiency
of particles in clouds (Laaksonen et al. 1997). The importance of these effects in the atmosphere has not been
demonstrated experimentally.

Box 4.4. The ut ility of t he cloud co ndensation nucle us (CCN) con ce pt
The concept of CCN has been accepled by the cloud physics
comm unuy, and by most of the aeroso l research cnmmunity,
for many decades. Its allractiveness stems par tly from the ptoneertng work of Twomey (19;9), who introd uced measured supersatur ation spect ra of droplets into cloud modelling. Visualising a distinct subsel of the ver y complex almos pheric aerosol
as a well-defined and measurable quantity, sufficient for a descri ption of the interact inn of par ticles and clouds , is another
factor conlributing 10the attra ctiveness and the wide applica·
lion of the CCN concept.
However,there are over-simplifications inhe rent in Ihis con cept that become increasingly difficuh to juslify with the rapidly advancing expe rimental and modelling capabilities of almospheric aerosol research. The concept or definilion of CCN
is at best oper ational because any quantification of CCN with
exisling inSlrumentali on is strongly depend ent on the thermo·
dynamic evolution forced upon an aerosnl sample in any par ·
licularCCN coun ter (Nenes et al. l 001).An intrinsic prnbl..m is
that the thermodynamic evolutinn occurring in any experim en tal CCN device bears rather lillIe resemblance to the con den salion al growth that hap pen s in any real cloud. Most CCN
coun ters have not been characterised sufficiently to juslify
mean ingful connection of their results to drople t growth in real
clouds (Nenes et al. aco r). Many physical and chemical faclors
contribute to the subset of the total pa rticle population that

evolves inlo a cloud droplet populalion . Even cerlai n soluble
gases can slrongly affect the growth of cloud elements (Kulmala
et aI. 1993).
Additionally. the concentralion of CCN at a parlicu lar supersaturatinn is not necessarily applicable to the predicti on of
cloud drople t concent ralion . Even the generally accepted hypotbesis that an increase in concentratio n of CCN leads to an
increase in cloud droplel cnncentralion is not necessarily correct, particul arly in a mued population of CCN (Feingold and
Kreidenweis 1000). For example, an enhancem ent in CCN concen tra tion measured at 0.1'1& su pe rsat ura tion, typic al o f
stralocu mulus clouds, suggests a similar increase in cloud droplet concentrali on within Ihis cloud type. However, if the addilional CCNare aClivaled al supersatur ations consider ably lower
than 0.1'1&, the resulti ng depletion of water vapou r and suppression of the peak supersaluration in a real cloud can inhibit
activalion of a significanl fractio n of the CCN population. This
results in a reduction in the number of cloud drops (O'Oowd
elal.1999)·
Avenues of research that may resolve the CCN issue include
more detailed experimental sludies of the conde nsation al
growth properl i..s of size-resolved atmospheric pan icles, providing parameterisalions for cloud models and cloud sirnulalion experiments wilh more realistic flow-thro ugh cloud simu·
lalors.
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Cloud dissipation. Upon evaporation, gases and particles contained in the droplets are released back to the
cloud-free atmosphere. The residual particles are likelyto
be quite different (physicallyand chemically) from those
that entered the cloud because of in-cloud processes .
Field observations and modelling results have shown that
sulphate size distributions before and after passage
through a cloud differ significantly, with much larger concentrations in the outflows of the cloud systems (Bower
et al.1997; Hoppel et al.1986;Laj et al.1997; Wiedensohler
et al. 1997). The effects of multiple cloud passages on
cloud-processed particles have important implications
for direct aerosol radiative forcing (see Sect. 4.3.4.1) by
increasing the efficiencyof light scattering due to in-cloud
particle growth (Yuskiewicz et al. 1999).

4.3.3.4 Aerosol Deposition Processes

Wet deposition and dry deposition are important removal pathways for suspended particulate matter. As
such they act as key determinants of the residence times
and concentrations of tropospheric aerosol particles.
Aerosol deposition processes often involve multistage pathways and can include interactions with gases.
This is especially true for wet deposition, which often
occurs through a complex interaction involving various
combinations of sorption, dissolution, particle capture,
aqueous reaction, precipitation formation, and precipitation delivery. Dry deposition processes, while not so
multi-faceted in nature, nevertheless can be complicated
by condensational particle growth in humidity gradients.
The level of scientific effort in deposition research
during the past ten years, while appreciable, was significantly less than corresponding efforts during the 1970S
and 1980s. As a consequence, some of the older reviews
of dry deposition (e .g, Hicks et al. 1990)and wet deposition (e.g. Hales 1990) still provide useful and relatively
up-to-date synopses. Some of the more significant advances during the past decade are summarised below.
4.3.3.4.1

Dry Deposition

Weselyand Hicks (2000) present a review of recent dry
deposition research which, combined with Hicks et al.
(1990), provides an up-to-date summary of scientific understanding in this field. Brook et al. (1999a) review past
measurements of deposition velocities and model results.
Recent scientific progress in this area has been limited
by complexities in four main areas, described below:
Measurement. Air-surface exchange fluxes to and from
natural surfaces are exceedingly difficult to measure.
This has resulted in a profusion of (relatively) direct as
well as indirect surrogate and inferential measurement
methods (Wesely and Hicks 2000). Techniques such as

eddy correlation, eddy accumulation, and profile methods directed toward measuring Reynolds fluxes (i.e.
those associated with turbulent transport) are generally favoured for gas flux measurement when practicable, but require monitoring equipment that has fast time
response, high precision, or both. Such methods are
applicable for measuring fine particle fluxes as well, but
they are inappropriate for larger particles, whose gravitational settling rates contribute significantly to the total deposition flux. Much of the advance in air-surface
gas exchange measurement during the past decade derives from the advent of newer,fast-response instrumentation, which allows Reynolds-flux measurement for a
number of additional gases and particles (Gallagher
et al. 1997; Shaw et al. 1998).
Conceptual microscale model development. Most recent development involved an extension of the traditional resistance analogy (see Chap. 2) through more
detailed description of the micrometeorological and
deposition processes within complex canopies, such as
forests and croplands.Although founded on simple concepts that sometimes do not conform with actual twoway exchange processes, such conceptual models often
involve considerable complexity.
Large-scale parameterisations. Significant advances
have occurred in dry deposition parameterisation for
large-scale CTMs during the past ten years through extension of traditional procedures (Brook et al. 1999b)
as well as the employment of satellite land-use mapping
(Gao and Wesely 1995a,b).
Advanced monitoring and field studies. Resulting in
part from the advent of the newer instrumentation noted
above (and discussed in Chap. 5), a number of advanced
field studies have been conducted, which have contributed
significantly to the general understanding of dry deposition rates and processes. The comprehensive investigation
of dry deposition in the Speulder forestin the central Netherlands is a prime example of such efforts (Erisman et al.
1997 and companion articles in that issue).
4.3.3.4.2

Wet Deposition

Some of the more recent scientific advances in understanding wet deposition and precipitation scavenging
have been associated with large, multi-participant efforts.
Examples include the European Ground-Based Cloud
Experiments (Fuzzi et al. 1992; Wobrock et al. 1994) and
the High Alpine Aerosol and Snow Chemistry Study
(Nickus et al, 1997).
Major features of the precipitation scavenging sequence were understood scientifically by the close of
the 1980s.Because of this, advances since that time can
be considered either as mechanistic extensions to exist-
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ing theory or to composite modelling of the scavenging
phenomenon. Particularly important advances have
been made in the areas of aqueous-phase chemistry,
aerosol cloud interactions, and composite modelling.
Some of the advances in key categories during the past
decade are summarised below.
Aqueous-phase chemistry. Jacob (2000) presents a review of progress in aqueous-phase chemical processes
of importance to scavenging. Much of the more recent
advance in thi s area pertains to the behaviour of incloud odd hydrogen (HO x ) chemistry. Aqueous reactions of a numbe r of trace substances (e.g. sulphur and
nitrogen oxides, soluble organics) are believed to be
linked closely with this oxidant chemistry.
Aerosols and cloud formation. During the past decade
a number of field,laboratory, and theoretical studies has
evaluated cloud formation from mixed aerosol particles in competitive environments as functions of particle size, composition, and saturation conditions. These
studies are particularly important because they can elucidate relative efficiencies for the scavenging of specific
aerosol particle classes as functions of storm type and
intensity. Several examples of field measurements of
related phenomena appear in references associated with
the multi-participant studies cited above.
Composite modelling. Although several global and regional models of the 1990S have incorporated increasingly complex representations of wet chemistry and precipitation scavenging (e.g, Rasch et al. 2000), the results
of these efforts shed comparatively little light on physical and chemical mechanisms of the scavenging process. On the other hand, a number of mesoscale modelling efforts have been undertaken during the past decade that may provide valuable mechanistic insights, especially when linked with modern field studies. The
study of Voisin et al. (2000) provides a recent example
of such an effort.
4.3.4

Effects of the Aerosol on Radiation
in the Atmosphere

Aerosols influence Earth's radiative balance both directly and indirectly, through their influence on cloud
properties. The magnitude and sign of their influences
are variable, and the controlling properties and processes behind the radiative effects are presently not well
understood. Understanding these controlling properties
and processes, and quantifying the influence of aerosols on the radiative balance of Earth, is expected to be
a major component of aerosol research in the next decade. Aerosols also affect the actinic flux and, as such,
photochemistry.
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4.3.4.1 Direct Radiative Effects

Aerosol particles both scatter and absorb incoming
solar radiation, effects that are visible to the naked
eye. Figure 4.na-c shows examples of visibility reductions over the Arabian Sea and Indian Ocean caused by
transport of pollution from the Indian sub-continent.
Figure 4.nd shows an almost pristine atmosphere south
of the Inter-Tropical Convergence Zone.
If incoming radiation is scattered back to space, the
energy contained in the scattered photons is lost from
the system. In this case, aerosols would exert a net cooling effect on the Earth system. If the incoming radia tion is absorbed in an aerosol layer above Earth's surface, the energy contained in the absorbed photons is
transformed to heat, and can result in a warming of the
absorbing layer. This backscattering and absorption in
the atmosphere can reduce the amount of solar energy
available at the surface for biological processes.
The mass scattering efficiency (scattering coefficient
per mass concentration of aerosol) is strongly dependent on wavelength and particle size,reaching a maximum
for particle diameter near the wavelength of the light.
For radiation near the centre of the visible spectrum
(0.53Ilm) this maximum occurs at Dp "" 0.51lm for ammonium sulphate aerosol with value ca. 9 m 2 (g SO~-tl,
and with the most efficient size range for scattering betweenparticle diameters of about 0.1 and 1.0Ilffi(Ouimette
and Flagan 1982; Nemesure et al. 1995; Schwartz 1996).
Scattering can be reasonably accurately apportioned
among the various chemical constituents that make up
the atmospheric aerosol (White 1986; Sloane 1983; Zhang
et al. 1994b; McInnes et al. 1998). The particular component that dominates scattering depends on location,
time, and other factors.
Sulphate particles have received the most attention
in assessing the direct radiative effects of aerosols
(Charlson et al. 1990,1992),but other chemical components are also important. Over the oceans, sea salt can
contribute substantially to the total aerosol optical
depth. Using sea salt distributions from a chemical
transport model and similar mass scattering efficiencies,
Tegen (1999) estimated an 8iYo relative contribution
from sea salt in the 200 Sto 200 N latitude band at 1400 W,
a 57% contribution for the world's oceans, and a 44%
contribution to the global aerosol optical depth. Similarly, based on a comparison of clear-sky, top-of-theatmosphere solar irradiances observed by the Earth
Radiation Budget Experiment with those calculated
from a general circulation model, Haywood et al. (1999)
reported that sea salt is the leading particulate contributor to the global mean clear sky radiation balance over
oceans. Organic aerosols can also be a significant contributor to particulate scattering. For example, from aircraft flights off the east coast of the US,Hegget al. (1997)
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Ma rch 21 . 1999 : Arab ian S ea : Th ick haze (9 .2 °N , 73 .S0 E)

February 24 , 1999 : Just north of ITCZ
Haze extends up to top of CU (O,SO N, 73 .3 °E )

March 2S , 1999 : Clouds under th ick haze (3.0 oN, 74 .S0E)

March 24 , 1999 : Just south of ITCZ
Almost p ristine clouds (7 .s oN, 73 .S0E)

Fig. 4.11. Aerosolsand clouds as observed during the INDOEX experinIent.a Arabian Sea,thick haze; b Indian Ocean,clouds under thick
haze;c Indian Oceanjust north of the ITCl, hazeextends up to the top of cumulus clouds;and d Indian Oceansouth of ITCl, almost pristine
clouds(photographsfrom Center for Clouds,Chemistryand Climate, ScrippsInstitution of Oceanography, US; Satheesand Ramanathan 2000)

showed that organic particulate matter accounted for a
substantial fraction of aerosol light scattering. Mineral
dust also exerts a large influence on the radiative balance (e.g. Sokolik and Toon 1996) .
Radiative forcing, defined as the change in the
radiative fluxes at the top of the troposphere or top of
the model domain due to a given aerosol component,
has been calculated for a variety of particle distributions
and emission scenarios. The most recent summary of
forcing results is given by the Intergovernmental Panel
on Climate Change (IPCC 2001); see Fig. 1.7. The wide
range of values for the calculated global direct radiative
forcing of aerosols clearly shows that more information
is needed to constrain this forcing. Keyinformation needs
are: (1) the mass loading and geographical distribution
of the aerosol; (2) the chemical components of the aerosol, their state of mixing in the atmosphere, their relative contributions to light scattering and absorption, and
their response to varying relative humidities ; and (J) a
better understanding of the cycles of the various sub-

stances that make up the aerosol. The large uncertainty
in direct aerosol forcing limits quantitative estimates of
climate response to forcing over the industrial period.
4.3.4.2 Indirect Effects

The indirect aerosol effect refers to potential changes
of cloud properties at the global scale due to anthropogenic perturbations of the concentrations and physical
and chemical properties of the particles that form cloud
drops or ice crystals. This indirect aerosol effect is presently the most uncertain of the known forcing mechanisms in the prediction of climate change over the industrial period (see Fig. 1.7). Bridging the scales involved
is one of the major challenges in understanding and predicting the indirect radiative effect of aerosols. While the
effect itself is global, the processes causing it occur on
spatial scales as small as micrometers and temporal scales
as short as seconds. Thus, the global-scale phenomenon
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cannot be understood and predicted quantitatively without adequate understanding of the microscale processes.
The basis of the indirect effect is a link that was established by Twomey (1974) between aerosol properties,
cloud droplet concentrations, and cloud albedo.For a given
cloud liquid water content and cloud depth, Twomey
showed that an increase in aerosol particle number concentration could lead to an increase in cloud droplet
number concentration, which would cause an increase
in cloud albedo.The increase in cloud albedo would lead
to cooling and partially counteract the warming due to
greenhouse gases (Slingo 1990).The main contribution
to the indirect effect is thought to come from marine
stratocumulus clouds (Randall et al.1984). However,cirrus clouds may also be influenced by anthropogenic
aerosols, but for the cirrus case not even the sign of the
global radiative effect is known. Additional feedback
mechanisms potentially responsible for the uncertainty
in the prediction of the indirect effect include increases
in cloud cover with increasing global temperature
(Arking 1991), reduction of the precipitation efficiency
of clouds causing an increase in the ir lifetime or extent
(Albrecht 1989), coupling between diabatic processes
and cloud dynamics (e.g, Pincus and Baker 1994), and
the radiative effect of in-cloud absorption on short wave
rad iation (Boers and Mitchell 1994).
A number of experiments have been carried to understand better the aerosol-cloud interactions respon sible for the indirect radiative effect. Ship tracks in marine stratocumulus clouds have been used as a natural
laboratory to understand better how anthropogenic
aerosol emissions cause observable increases in cloud
albedo (Durkee et a1. 2000b; Ferek et al. 1998;King et al.
1993; Radke et al. 1989).In another approach, Brenguier
et a1. (2000) observed marine stratocumulus clouds
during the second Aerosol Characterisation Experiment
(ACE-2). In these studies, simultaneous in situ measurements of cloud microphysical properties and remote
sensing of the cloud radiances in the visible and nearinfrared provided direct evidence of changes in cloud
radiative properties related to changes in the input aerosol. Drizzle suppression has also been observed in clouds
influenced by anthropogenic aerosols, through both
in situ measurements (Ferek et a1. 2000) and satellite
observations (Rosenfeld 2000).
Anthropogenic effects on cirrus cloud radiative properties have also been investigated in recent years, particularly in terms of the effects of aircraft emissions on
cirrus cloud properties. Wyser and Strom (1998) showed
that the balance between short-wave cooling and longwave heating effects of cirrus clouds could be very sensitive to changes in crystal size caused by aerosol emissions from aircraft. Several recent research programmes
have been aimed specificallyat assessing the effectsof aircraft emissions on cirrus cloud properties (Brasseur et al.
1998a;Schumann et al. 2000; Toon and Miake-Lye1998).
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Detecting large-scale changes in cloud properties
from satellites has proven to be challenging. For example, Han et a1. (1994) showed that effective radius in
warm (T > 273 K) continental clouds was on average two
to three f!m smaller than that in marine clouds. They
also showed that droplet radii are about one urn smaller
in marine clouds of the Northern Hemisphere than in
those of the Southern Hemisphere. Likewise , fairly
strong spatial correlations have been reported of
monthly mean aerosol optical depth and number concentration with effective radius (negative correlation)
and optical depth (positive correlation) of low clouds,
all of which would be consistent with the Twomey effect (Wetzel and Stowe1999;Nakajima et al. 2001). However, the expected enhancement of cloud albedo due to
the Twomey effect has not been identified in interhemispheric comparisons (Schwartz 1988; Han et al. 1998).
Likewise , examination for aerosol enhancement of
monthly mean cloud albedo as a function of distance
from continents has been negative (Falkowskiet a1.1992)
or has shown only marginal indication of enhancement
(Kim and Cess 1993). Evidence has been presented of
enhanced reflectivity of marine stratocumulus clouds
in the vicinity of copper smelters in Peru under conditions of offshore flow (Kuang and Yung 2000). Indications of the indirect effect were also presented by
Rosenfeld and Lensky (1998),who analysed AVHRR satellite images of cumulus and derived the cloud top temperature and effective radius. Variations of the relationship between those two parameters were interpreted as
a sign of changes in cloud rad iative properties due to
continental pollution.
Several global-scale model studies have been undertaken to explore the consequences of anthropogenic
aerosol emissions on cloud radiative properties. While
the parameterisations used in the models are limited by
an incomplete understanding of the processes involved
and by a lack of data on nearly all scales, the results as
summarised by Penner et al. (2002) and Ramaswamy
et al. (2001) indicate that the indirect effect may be very
important (see Fig. 1.7).
The relationship between radiative forcing and climate response was examined for a wide range of artificial perturbations by Hansen et al. (1997b). The direct
and indirect climate effects of anthropogenic sulphate
were examined for equilibrium and transient responses
to anthropogenic sulphate, and with prescribed or interactively calculated forcing. Tegen and Miller (1998)
calculated the climate effectof mineral dust interactively
in an equilibrium simulation. Climate models exhibit
wide scatter in the climate sensitivity (defined as the
ratio of the change in the global mean surface air temperature to the global mean radiative forcing). Factors
causing this scatter include uncertainties in the distribution and the optical properties of aerosol particles and
differences in approaches to treating cloud physical proc-
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esses and in the assumed optical properties of clouds
(e.g. Cess et al. 1996). In view of the many uncertainties
associated with understanding and describing aerosol
sources and processes and with their parameterisation,
such forcing and the ensuing climate responses simulated by models must be considered tentative.

4.3.4.3 Aerosol Effects on Actinic Flux

Solar radiation, especially in the ultraviolet (UV) range,
drives tropospheric photochemistry. The presence of
tropospheric aerosols results in additional scattering
and absorption of UV radiation and, hence, affects photolysis rates. Several recent studies have pointed out that
aerosol particles might strongly perturb the formation
of ozone and other trace gases in the lower atmosphere
(Dickerson et al. 1997). For example, for given meteorological conditions and levels of photochemically active
gases, ozone production is sensit ive to the aerosol burden and optical properties. Strong UV-absorbing particles (such as soot and mineral dust) cause a decrease in
photolysis rates, which, in turn, inhibits ozone produc tion . The presence of purely scattering particles (such
as sulphate) or clouds in the boundary layer can increase
photolysis rates there and above cloud tops, which enhances ozone production aloft (He and Carmichael
1999) . However, near-ground photolysis rates can decrease as particle concentrations increase. Because the
distributions of tropospheric aerosols and clouds are
highly variable in space and time, the quantification of
the effects of the aerosol on photochemical processes
remains a challenging problem .
4.3 .5

Effects of Aerosols on
Photochemistry

Atmospheric

Aerosol particles can affect atmospheric photochemistry by changing the actinic UV flux (see Sect. 4.3.4.3),
or more directly by acting as sinks or sources of reactive trace gases (Ravishankara and Longfellow 1999) .
Aerosol growth due to reactions in deliquescent particles at very high relative humidities has already been
discussed (Sect. 4.3.3.2). Here we focus on heterogeneous reactions at lower relative humidities and/or on
insoluble particulate matter. A textbook example is the
hydrolysis of NzOs on particles, which affects the oxidising capacity of the troposphere via the atmospheric
residence time of NO x ' The process was shown to be
important on a global scale by Dentener and Crutzen
(1993) who assumed in their model calculations that
the hydrolysis rate is first order in [NzOs] and proportional to the surface area of the particulate matter, times
a constant reactive uptake coefficient, y. A value of

y= 0.1 was used in the base case calculations. More
recent aerosol chamber studies yielded significantly
lower uptake coefficients, which also depended on the
nitrate activity of deliquescent aerosol particles (Mentel
et al. 1999).
Considerable attention has been paid to reactions of
oxidising species with soot particles from fossil fuel
combustion. Several studies yielded relatively large values of yfor the decomposition of ozone on soot (Rogaski
et al. 1997) which indicated that ozone destruction on
aircraft soot may be significant (Bekki 1997). However,
chamber studies yielded much lower time - and concentration-dependent values of y, implying a complex reaction mechanism which eventually leads to surface
passivation (Kamm et al. 1999).
The reduction of HN0 3 and/or NO z on soot was also
stud ied in several laboratories, and surprisingly large
values of ywere obtained (Rogaski et al. 1997). The latter reaction was found to produce HONO as a by-product (Kalberer et al. 1999) , which is a photochemical
source of OH in polluted atmospheres. However,simple
thermodynamic considerations imply that neither NO z
nor HN0 3 can be reduced on soot at a constant rate,
because some reducing functionalities must be consumed in the process. This was confirmed by a recent
aerosol chamber study which yielded much lower upper limits for the time-averaged reactive uptake coefficients of NO z, HN0 3, and several other oxidising species
on soot particles (Saathoff et al. 2001) . Multi-day model
calculations,assuming a large mass concentration of soot
particles, resulted in up to 10% lower ozone maxima on
the second day when the whole set of heterogeneous reactions was included. The reduction was mainly due to
the loss of HO z on soot, for which y::; 1O- z had been determined. More accurate measurements of y(HO z) are
needed to prove or disprove this result.
Trace gas-soot interactions are comparable to reactions with large polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons. The
oxidation by ozone of benzo-(a)-pyrene adsorbed on
soot aerosol has recently been stud ied in an aerosol flow
tube (Poschl et al. 2001) . The surface reaction with the
adsorbate is preceded by the reversible adsorption of
ozone on soot. The reaction rate decreases in humid air
because of competition between water vapour and ozone
for adsorption sites. Kirchner et al. (2000) reported that
reactions of NO z and HN0 3 with soot induce permanent changes in the IR spectra of the particles, confirming the analogy with PAH reactions. They measured
concentration- and time-dependent values of y, which
were limited by surface saturation, in good agreement
with Kalberer et al. (1999), who observed saturat ion-limited NOz-to-HONO conversion on soot particles. Clearly,
the assumption that "initial" uptake coefficients, determined under idealised laboratory conditions, can be
used to calculate reaction rates on aerosol particles un-
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der realistic atmospheric conditions is not justified in
4.4 Research Approaches
general.
The role of mineral particles as a reactive surface in 4.4.1 In situ Observations with Intensive Campaigns
the global troposphere was pointed out by Dentener et al.
(1996). Recent laboratory investigations (Hanisch and To a great extent the progress in atmospheric aerosol
Crowley 2001) yielded very large slightly humidity-de- research during the past decade can be attributed to a
pendent uptake coefficients for HN0 3 on CaC0 3 and on change in the way aerosol measurements and chemical
authentic samples of desert dust. The release of CO2 atmospheric measurements in general are being
confirms that carbonates are converted to nitrates, conducted. Investigators and funding agencies recogthereby changing the hygroscopic properties of the dust. nised that meaningful progress in understanding atmoSea salt particles are a potential source of photo- spheric aerosol properties and processes requires a large
chemically active halogen compounds. It is now quite number of measurement capabilities to be brought
clear that bromine atoms are involved in polar tropo- to bear simultaneously. This research strategy results
spheric ozone destruction during springtime. Large in over-determined data sets that can be used in clotropospheric BrO-clouds have been observed by satel- sure studies (e.g. Ogren 1995; Quinn et a1.1996a), which
lite in polar regions of both hemispheres while ozone can summarise critically and quantitatively the state
destruction occurred (Richter et al. 2001).Details of the of knowledge about characteristics, processes, and efcomplex chemistry of sea salt activation have recently fects of the atmospheric aerosol. This approach has
been reviewed (De Haan et al. 1999),but further work is been used successfully during several large, internaneeded to understand better the halogen source related tional campaigns (e.g. ACE-I, Bates et al. 1998; Bates
to the sea salt aerosol.
1999;TARFOX, Russell et al. 1999; and ACE-2, Raes et al.
In summary, there is now overwhelming evidence that 2000a) .
A second and related advance in the past decade has
aerosol particles can act as sources and sinks of reactive
species in the gas phase. It is, however,important to note been the conduct of aerosol investigations over large arthat reactions on particles not only impact on gas-phase eas (thousands of square kilometres or more) in order
photochemistry, but also change the bulk and/or surface to capture significant aerosol processes that take place
chemical composition of particulate matter, with impor- over such geographical scales. These studies require
tant consequences for their hygroscopicand optical prop- major resources - ships, aircraft, and surface stations, as
well as large numbers of investigators and specialised
erties.
instruments - that often exceed the capabilities of any
single agency or even a whole country. With such resources it has been possible to conduct Lagrangian ex4.3.6 Aerosols and Health
periments, wherein an air parcel is identified and folAlthough aerosol studies within IGAC primarily looked lowed as it is transported. This strategy has been emat aerosol effects on radiation and chemistry, it should ployed in several large-scale experiments (e.g. ASTEXnot be forgotten that a major driver of aerosol research MAGE, Huebert et a1.1996; ACE-I, Bates et a1.1998; Bates
has been their effect on human health. It has been shown 1999; ACE-2, Raes et al. 2000a; and INDOEX,Satheesh
that cardio-pulmonary diseases and mortality are re- and Ramanathan 2000) and has yielded process inforlated to the presence of particulate matter (e.g. Dockery mation less confounded by effects of advection.
Large-scale projects also require the active particiet al. 1993). Significant correlations have been established between mortality and the levels of PMlO (i.e. the pation of meteorologists and modellers who can promass concentration of particles with aerodynamic di- vide descriptions of the transport fields that are necesameters less than 10 urn) and PM2.5 (mass concentra- sary for the interpretation of the observations. Mathtion below 2.5 urn); see Table 1.3.As yet, no mechanism ematical models are the integrator of understanding of
is known that relates specific chemical or physical char- atmospheric processes, and field data analyses are now
acteristics of the particles to their effects on health. The being carried out hand-in-hand with model implemenfact that PM2.5 has a larger effect than PMI0 may be tation and evaluation. Moreover, some models are beexplained by the fact that the PM2.5 fraction contains ing used prior to the field experiment in the design of
most of the combustion-derived and most soluble par- the best possible measurement strategy. Recently,modticles, or alternatively may be due to the greater depth elling in forecast mode has begun to aid the day-to-day
of penetration of small particles into the lungs. Clearly, planning of aircraft missions during large campaigns .
the advanced methodologies developed for IGAC experi- The increasing interaction of experimentalists, modelments and the aerosol characteristics derived in these lers, and meteorologists is a third major advance in the
experiments will be useful for the understanding of past decade that is helping to advance understanding
of aerosol processes.
aerosol effects on health.
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A fourth related advance, and a major research strategy in large international experiments, has been the
open sharing of data among research participants and
with the broader research community, which greatly
enhances the utilisation and value of the data. Similarly,
much of the ability of meteorologists to contribute to
these studies relies on the availability of synoptic -scale
meteorological data from the operational weather forecasting community.
Quality control of the host of particle instruments
remains a crucial problem that limits the gains of these
large experiments as compared to focussed small scale
process studies. In particular, there are no generally accepted sampling specifications for atmospheric aerosols,
neither concerning the range of sampled sizes nor concerning the thermodynamic state of the aerosol. Also,
for crucial particle properties such as carbonaceous
matter or light absorption there are no internationally
established reference methods and standards for calibration.

Because the primary purpose of these networks, however, is not aerosol characterisation, the resulting data
are not alwaysappropriate for aerosol climatological use.
For lack of suitable methodology and local scientific
capacity, the initial global aerosol monitoring prograrnmes designed by WMO(1993) has been of somewhat
limited value so far. These programmes had initially
adopted a design philosophy restricted to monitoring
stable long lived trace gases. However,there are renewed
efforts to extend the Global Atmosphere Watch (GAW)
programmes to detailed aerosol measurements (GAW
1994) and the World Data Centre for Aerosols (http ://
www.ei.jrc.itlwdcal) has made progress in constructing
an archive of existing data. The latter has been used in
the IGAC-WCRP intercomparison and validation study
of global CTMsof the sulphur cycle (Barrie et al. 2000).

4.4.3 Remote Sensing of Aerosols

Although much aerosol research has traditionally
focussed on in situ measurements, a major exception
has been remote sensing by sun photometry. Networks
4.4.2 In situ Observations Using
of well-calibrated instruments capable of measuring
Long-Term Monitoring Networks
aerosol optical thickness with high accuracy have been
Although large, intensive projects such as ACE-1 and initiated over the past decade (e.g. AERONET; Holben
ACE-2 can contribute much to the understanding of aero- et al. 1998). The availability of such data on the web
sol characteristics and the underlying processes, they are greatly enhances their utility both in developing aeronot sufficient to produce needed aerosol climatologies. sol climatologies and in evaluating models.
A major factor limiting the extent and quality of present
Surface-based lidars are starting to be employed in
aerosol climatologies is the rarity of well-defined and networks, and limited experience thus far shows that
calibrated aerosol monitoring programmes. The suc- they can probe aerosols and provide useful microphysi cessful networks operated by the University of Miami cal information with vertical resolutions of a few hun (Florida, US) until the mid 1990S (e.g, Prospero 1996; dred meters .
Prospero et al. 1983; Saltzman et al. 1986) provided a
An increasingly valuable source of data to the aerounique record of aerosol chemistry properties in the sol research community is satellite-borne instruments.
marine environment. NOAA-CMDL has records of aero- Most data so far have come from passive instruments
sol physical properties dating from the 1970S at its base- such as radiometers; often the aerosol signal is obtained
line stations, but only limited aerosol chemistry data as a residual after subtraction of other known or as(Bodhaine 1989; Bodhaine and DeLuisi 1985; Bodhaine sumed contributions; and products, such as aerosol opet al. 1986). Other noteworthy data sets exist for a few tical thickness, are somewhat dependent on assumptions
individual stations . Examples include Cape Grim, Tas- (Kaufman et al. 1997aand papers in that issue; Wagener
mania (Ayers et al. 1991, 1995; Gras 1995); Iungfraujoch, et al.1997; King et al.1999).Active devices such as satelSwitzerland (Baltensperger et a1.1997; Weingartner et al. lite-borne lidars and the combination of radiometers
1999); Hohenpeissenberg, Germany (Fricke et al. 1997); and radars on the same satellite hold great promise for
Spitsbergen,Norway (Heintzenberg and Leek1994); and the future (see Chap. 5).
Alert (Ellesemere Island, Canada) (Sirois and Barrie
1999). In addition, regional acid deposition networks
such as EMEP in Europe (http://www.nilu.no/projects/ 4.4.4 Aerosol Modelling
ccc!emepdata.html), CAPMon(Canadian Air and Precipitation Monitoring Network), NAPAP (US National Acid The need to address with models questions ranging from
Precipitation Assessment Program) and CaSTNET (Clean local and regional air pollution to the direct and indiAir Status & Trends Network) (http://www.epa.gov/ rect radiative influence of aerosols on a global scale is
castnetldata.html), and air pollution networks such as placing increasing demands on the aerosol modelling
IMPROVE (http://vista.cira.colostate.edu/IMPROVE), community (see also Chap. 6). Most work to date has
make selective measurements of aerosol properties. focussed on particulate mass of a single substance, ig-
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noring the dynamics governing its size distribution.This
is a major shortcoming given the strong influence of
particle size on aerosol radiative properties (Nemesure
et al. 1995; Schwartz 1996; Boucher et al. 1998) and on
cloud microphysical influences (Pruppacher and Klett
1980;Schwartz and Slingo 1996).
Likewise, from the perspective of developing strategies to control local and regional particulate air pollution, it is necessary to develop model-based representations of the processes responsible for aerosol burdens
that can confidently relate these burdens to sources of
particulate matter and to other controlling variables.
Several global-scale models have represented mass concentrations of some key aerosol constituents, e.g.sulphate
(Langner and Rodhe 1991; Pham et al. 1995; Chin and
Jacob 1996; Chuang et al. 1997; Feichter et al. 1997; van
Dorland et al. 1997; Graf et al. 1997; Lelieveld et al. 1997;
Restad et al.1998;Lohmann et a1.1999a; Barth et al. 2000;
Rasch et al. 2000); nitrate (van Dorland et aI.1997);and
organic and elemental carbon (Liousse et al.1996;Cooke
and Wilson 1996; Cooke et al.1999; Penner et al.1998b).
Sectional models for a range of particle sizes have been
used for sea salt (Gong et al. 1997a,b;Tegen et al. 1997)
and soil dust (Tegen and Fung 1994); these models are
essentially models for the mass of each of the several
sections, as there is no dynamical evolution of these materials. Accuracies of these models are generally evaluated by comparison with monthly mean or annual measurements at surface stations. Often agreement is within
a factor of 1.5 to 2 in such comparisons, but occasionally
much worse. Comparison is occasionally made with aircraft flights, for which agreement is generally less. At
the sub-hemispheric scale, for a model driven by observationally derived meteorological data, it has been possible to make comparisons for specific dates; measured
and modelled daily-average mass concentrations of sulphate typically agree within a factor of two but with numerous outliers (Benkovitz and Schwartz 1997).
Considerable effort is now being directed toward
developing models that explicitly represent aerosol microphysical processes to gain predictive capability of
aerosol particle size and size-distributed composition.
Approaches to this size-resolved modelling include explicit representation of the size distribution (Meng et al.
1998); modelling the evolution of the amount, peak radius , and standard deviation of each of several aerosol
modes (Schulz, et al. 1998); and, modelling the evolution of the moments of the size distribution, from which
aerosol physical properties can be calculated (McGraw
1997; Wright et al. 2000; Wright 2000). In view of the
still limited understanding of many of the processes that
must be represented in the models, it is clear that much
effort must be directed to enhance understanding before these processes can be represented realistically.
A major objective of global-scale aerosol modelling
is evaluation of aerosol influences on climate at present,
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over the industrial period, and for the future, for various assumed emission scenarios. Three types of evaluations may be distinguished. Until recently, assessments
of aerosol influences on climate have used temporallyaveraged aerosol fields calculated in transport-transformation models that are run separately from the radiation transfer model used to assess the climate influence;
that is, the aerosol field is calculated off line. This approach may misrepresent key features of aerosol-climate
interactions, for example, by not capturing correlations
between particulate concentrations and relative humidity or cloudiness that might affect direct forcing. A second approach (e .g , Koch et al. 1999; Adams et al. 1999;
Tegen et al.1997) calculates the aerosol loading and distribution in a model for which the meteorological driver
is the output of a GCM,thereby permitting such corre lations to be captured. However,even these calculations
fail to represent the influence of aerosols on the climate
system, such as their influence on precipitation development and resultant changes in the hydrological cycle.
In an early study Taylor and Penner (1994) found that
inclusion of sulphate aerosol chemistry and transport
in their GCM resulted in changes in precipitation patterns that in turn enhanced the sulphate loading. While
it is premature to attribute such specific climatic effects
and interactions to aerosols with confidence, the fact
that such changes are exhibited in on-line aerosol-climate models underscores the need for aerosols ulti mately to be represented on line in climate models and
for the aeroso l influences on the climate system being
modelled to be taken into account. This will add considerable computational burdens, which poses a challenge to the aerosol modelling community to develop
accurate and efficient methods of representing size- and
composition-dependent aerosol processes suitable for
incorporation in climate models.
4.5

Highlights and Remaining Challenges

The decade of the 1990S was one of major progress in
the recognition of the role of aerosols in global atmospheric chemistry, in describing concentrations and
properties of tropospheric aerosols and their geographical distribution, and in understanding the controlling
processes. Much of this revolution has been fuelled by
new measurement capabilities. Extension of the range
of differential electrical mobility analysers and condensation particle counters down to particle diameters of a
few nanometers has revealed the episodic nature of nucleation events, though the substances responsible for
these events still remain elusive. Single-particle mass
spectrometers have revealed that the internal and external state of mixing of particles is much richer than
had previously been imagined. This richness is a challenge to explain but it provides a means of identifying
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the processes responsible for formation of particulate
matter in the atmosphere. To a great extent the revolution in atmospheric aerosol research can be attributed
also to a change in the way aerosol measurements and
atmospheric chemistry measurements generally are
being conducted. Investigators and funding agencies are
recognising that meaningful progress in understanding
atmospheric chemistry processes requires a large
number of measurement capabilities to be brought to
bear at the same time, as noted above.
The enhanced understanding is making its way into
numerical models describing the emissions, transport,
transformation, and deposition of aerosols and their
precursors on a variety of scales, from urban air sheds
to global.
During the past decade it has become clear that human activities have dramatically modified the regional
distributions of atmospheric aerosols. It is also evident
that anthropogenic aerosols playa major role in the
determination of local and regional climatic regimes,
through both direct and indirect radiative forcing of
climate. Increases in anthropogenic aerosols can cause
potentially disruptive changes to sociologically and economically important factors such as regional hydrological cycles.
While we have learned a lot about aerosol characteristics and the nature of many of the processes responsible for their impacts, in many cases our understanding
is not yet sufficiently quantitative for accurate prediction of the severity of impacts. A few future challenges
are outlined next.

4.5.1 Characterisation of the Atmospheric Aerosol
Characterisation of primary particulate matter from
combustion should include divisions by mass into fractions that are relevant optically: ash, organic carbon,
black carbon, and, possibly, sulphates. Particular attention is needed for the combustion practices thought to
contribute the largest fractions to the global burden of
primary particles, such as domestic coal and wood burning' and industrial combustion in less-developed countries. The hygroscopicity of these particles should be
investigated as a first step in estimating their lifetimes
and roles in cloud droplet formation .
A tabulation of combustion practices by region is
needed for development of more accurate emission inventories. Information on practices in non-OECD countries is particularly sparse. There are no quantitative
estimates of global fly ash emissions, in particular fly
ash from biomass burning. Information is also lacking
on primary mineral matter emissions from sources
other than combustion for heat and power.
As volcanic sulphur emissions are comparable to
anthropogenic emissions of sulphate, there is a need to

estimate volcanic emissions better. Volcanic sources
should first be grouped according to their respective
magma provinces. Combination with their respective
levels of activity will then yield better spatial and temporal emissions patterns. To obtain better data on the
absolute emissions from volcanoes, more systematic
measurements are needed, at least for those sources that
contribute most. Exemplary long-term (a few years)
measurements must be made at type -representative volcanoes.
Physical techniques based on single particle counting will continue to playa vital role in atmospheric aerosol science. The high counting sensitivity that can be
achieved means that extremely small samples are sufficient. Bulk aerosol composition data provided by these
techniques can be used for studies of environmental
cycling of various elements, aerosol mass closure studies, and source apportionment based on receptor modelling.
Single-particleanalysiscan provide invaluableinformation on the origin and evolution of atmospheric particles,
such as their degree of external and internal mixture and
newparticle formation.Single-particlecompositional data
still remain to be reconciled with measurements of other
properties performed in situ on individual particles, such
as hygroscopic and cloud-nucleating behaviour.

4.5.2 Formation and Growth of Particulate Matter
Laboratory studies are needed to test further binary and
ternary nucleation theory and to investigate more quantitatively the influence of ambient levels of ammonia
and various other potential biogenic and anthropogenic
precursor compounds on particle nucleation rates.Also,
a quantitative study of ion-induced nucleation needs to
be undertaken. Models should be developed to help explain laboratory results and to help short-circuit the
arduous path of investigating all possible combinations
of nucleation precursors. Models should also be run to
determine where climatic and health influences of this
highly non-linear nucleation process are most sensitive
to changes in precursor concentrations.
There is a need to assess the relevance of various
oxidation pathways to form condensable species under
atmospheric conditions, especially in the case of natural precursors, and to understand the chemical mechanisms leading to very low volatility oxidation products
of reactive organic gases. The influence of humidity on
product and particle yields requires further study. The
speculation that aerosol particles (both organic and inorganic) might also affect the oxidising capacity of the
troposphere, by serving as sources or sinks for gas-phase
radicals, needs to be evaluated.
Further systematic laboratory studies are required
to provide fundamental data (e.g, accommodation co-
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Boll 4.5. Effects of volcanoes
In addit ion to their considerable cont ribution to the troposphene sulphur budget, eprscdrc strong volcanic eruptions
reaching the stratosphere cause measurable climatic effects over
periods lasting a few years. Injections of volcanic material of
more than abou t 3 Tg SOl to the stratosphere occur about once
per decade. Such events cause an increase in str atospheric sulphate aerosol particles of one to two orders or magnitude and
a reduction of sola r radia tion reaching the troposphere of
ca. 1 Wm -) in the global mean, thus compensating much of the
anth ropogenic greenhouse effect for one to two years . The
rad iative cooling resulting from the 1991 Mt. Pinatubo er uption
was modelled to ~-0.3 to -o.s K(global annual mean) (Hansen
et al. 1996):a concomitant global cooling of simila r magnitude
was observed. Discrepancies between observations and model
results based on solar radiation effects alone have been overcome by the inclusion of terrestrial radia tive heating of the
stratosphe ric aerosol layer (Graf et al. 1993). The 1-4 K war ming of the low-latitude lower str atosphere by this effect intensifies the winter polar vortex, with consequences for the strue ·
ture of tropospheric planetary waves.This dyn amic effect re-

efflcienrs, rate coefficients) needed for a more complete
description of aeros ol chemi stry. In addition to experimental dat a for indi vidual reactions, such studies should
aim toward developing correlations that could allow the
estimatio n of rate constants at high ionic strengt h in
var ious electrolytes.

4.5.3 Aeroso l-Cloud Interact ions
The need to predict cloud dro plet form ation from given
aerosol particle size distr ibutions in models provides a
strong motivation for ident ifying the sour ce of the apparent disparities (e.g. Schwarzenbock et al. 2000 ) between aeroso l physico-chem ical me asu rements and
cloud droplet number concentra tions. Future investigations must examin e more comprehens ively the influence
of soluble gases, partly soluble material, and surface active
materials on water uptake by aerosol particles and drops.
There is need for a coordinated effort to investigate the
proper ties of par ticles on which cloud droplets form .
In the are a of do ud chemistry, curr ent theoretical
research is centred on the intera ction of rad icals with
organics tha t may influence the rate of S(IV) oxidation
in droplets, alter the pattern of precipitation composition, and poss ibly lead to the produ ction of ha rmful
subst ances. Th e radical-driven oxidation of S(IV) to
S(VIj is a n extensive resear ch topic of its own. Atte ntio n needs to be given to unders tand better the pro duction and aqueous-phase chemistry of organic species
via laboratory studies, focussed field campaigns, and
mode lling efforts.Curr ent efforts to measure and mod el
size-depend ent do ud chemical composition should also
be improved.
Potentially,dyn amic and precipitation effects thro ugh
ice nucleation and crystal multiplication pro cesses have
great global importa nce a nd must receive more etten-

sults in adveetive continental winter warming in the northern
mid. and highlalitudes reaching maxima of +6 K over Siberia
following the eruption of tropical volcanoes (Robock and Mao
1991).
The particle siz.e distribution and optical properties of background and distu rbed stratospheric aerosol are known bette r
than for most tropospheric aerosols, and have been simulated
in a CTM(Hamill et a!.1997)and in a climate model (Timmreck
elal.'999)·
During volcanicallydisturbed episodes the gravitational settling of stratospheric sulphate particles contributes significantly
to the upper tropospheric (Vi) aerosol. Tropopause folds during other times bring stratosph eric aerosol to the Vi region and
increase the frequency of occurrence of cirr us. After the eruptions of El Chichl1n (1981) and Pinatubo (1991) subvisible cirrus increased by about 10%.Byincreasing heterogeneous reactions with anthropngenic chlorine the enhance d stratospheric
sulphate aerosol also leads to a decrease of str atospheric ozone
(Brasseur and Granier 1991),which reduces the net heating of
the aerosol layer.

tion in future aerosol research. There are large uncertainties in the understand ing of basic ice format ion
processes and th eir connection with the atmospheric
aerosol that need to be reduced before new experimental approaches for measur ing ice nuclei can be developed.
When improved methodologies are in place, global invento ries need to be established that, in turn, must be
connected to d oud microphysics and precipitation data.
A challenge for the prediction of indirect radiative
forcing through aerosol-cloud interactions is to develop
physically based GCM pa rameterisation s from process
pa ram eter isations. The pr ed ictable para meters in a
Ge M are far fewer tha n th e measured parameters in a
closure expe riment, a nd they characterise prop er tie s
averaged over a scale much larger tha n the typical process scale. The basic information needed for simulation
of aerosol-cloud interactions is the physical and chemical characterist ics of aeroso l particles and cloud dro p.
lets, interstitial gas composition, and the dynamic and
therm odynam ic properties of the cloud field. Numerous questions have to be answered collaboratively by
experimentalists and modellers.

4.5.4 Modelling Challenges
Concerning aerosol process modelling , there is a strong
need for impro vement s in the time efficiency and accuracy of the computational techn iqu es used, especially
for applications to atm osph eric tr ansport models. One
of the most impor tant questions is how to describe properly gas-to-particle mass transfer, especially for organic
mater ial {i.e. how to account for parti cle nucleation an d
growth processes when organic species are involved).
Models to calculate heteromolecular nucleation rates for
organic species in atmos phe ric systems are few and have
large uncertai nties associated with them.
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Most global climate model studies so far have only
considered the bulk particulate mass of few specific
components, rather than the size distributions of an
externally and internally mixed aerosol and size-dependent chemical composition. This is despite the recognition that the size distribution and the chemical composition of the particles control the activation of particles to cloud elements. Moreover, the cycles of aerosol
particles are closely connected with hydrological processes. Models have to consider the complexity of a multi phase system. Certainly a weak point of the climate
models is the parameterisation of cloud processes and
properties as well as cloud-radiation feedbacks. Uncertainties in the calculated cloud properties are hard to
quantify because satellite retrievals are not very accurate and in situ measurements cannot be extrapolated.

As alwayswith large-scale models there is a continuing
need for evaluation. Future work should take its cue from
the recent successful large-scale, multi-investigator field
projects that have brought together - in an arena covering
thousands of kilometres and including a variety of platforms, instruments, and techniques, to provide detailed
characterisation of aerosol sources, geographical distributions, and chemical and microphysical properties, and of
the governing meteorological fields. Data sets resulting
from these studies,together with satelliteobservations,provide the basis for a stringent test of the accuracy with which
chemical transport models can represent aerosol loadings
and properties is necessary if these models are to be used
with known and reasonable accuracy to calculate aerosol influences on climate at the present, over the industrial period, and for future emissions scenarios.
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5.1

ble steps forward in understanding the atmosphere. Several examples of successful long-term networking strategies are highlighted.

Introduction

The global distribution and the regional and temporal variations of chemical compounds in the atmosphere, both
gases and aerosols, are still not well known . A full understanding of the atmospheric system can only be achieved
through an integrated use of field measurements, modelling, and laboratory measurements. The past ten years
have seen an impressive increase in the number of field
measuring systems in use, while laboratory studies of
reaction rate coefficients and mechanisms have benefited
from advances in technology. The advances are often
synergistic, with field instruments frequently being based
on laboratory systems, and new versatile detectors
brought into the lab to increase the capabilities there.
A major focus of the atmospheric chemistry community has been on the measurement of atmospheric composition, from both in situ samp ling devices and remote
sensing instruments, which can be ground-, aircraft- or
satellite-based. During the last decade it has been recognised that the deployment of a suite of coordinated measurement activities is required to provide an adequate understanding of the chemical composition of any region
under study. Advances here include the development of
well-calibrated instrument networks and the use of coordinated suites of instruments on multiple platforms
deployed in field campaigns over large geographic regions. There is an increasing integration of observational
and modelling activities, both for interpretation of observations and, recently, as an aid in developing data acquisition strategies and directing the conduct of field
campaigns. These increasingly sophisticated strategies
for using instruments have been as important to the advance of fundamental science as improvements in the
instruments themselves.
This chapter examines the advances made in laboratory and field measurements over the last ten years or
so, with an emphasis on the global troposphere. While
significant steps forward have been made in stratospheric
chemistry, particularly with regard to polar ozone , these
aspects are not covered here . The chapter is not intended
to be a comprehensive review of techniques, but more a
synthesis of the ideas that are leading to the most nota-

5.2

Laboratory Studies

5.2.1 Recent Advances
Our knowledge of the details of tropospheric chemistry has increased tremendously over the last ten years.
This increase is in part related to the sheer volume of
work done, but is also a consequence of new measurement techniques. The broadest source of data on oxidation mechanisms has been environmental chambers,
which provide integrated pictures of the overall chemistry. However, the methodology often suffers from an
inability to isolate the particular reaction of interest.
Furthermore, wall reactions are often irreproducible,
and differ from chamber to chamber. On the other hand,
direct, time-resolved spectroscopic methods can be designed to study a single compound undergoing a single
reaction. However,the conditions under which that compound can be studied are often very different from those
encountered in the atmosphere, and care must be exercised when extrapolating the results to the real world.
Clearly, the most progress has been made where direct
and indirect methods have been integrated to test our
understanding at both the microscopic and macroscopic
levels. Some of the major advances in laboratory techniques are highlighted below, along with future trends.

5.2.1.1 Ozone-HOx Photochemistry

The photolysis of ozone (03) to produce OeD), followed
by the reaction of O(lD) with H20, provides the largest
source of hydroxyl radicals (OH) in the lower atmosphere.

OeD) + H20--7 OH + OH

G. Brasseur et al. (eds.), Atmospheric Chemistry in a Changing World
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The study of the quantum yields for ozone photolysis (in particular in the "energy-deficient" region beyond 310nm) has long fascinated physical chemists and
has even been the subject of some controversy over the
years as described by Ravishankara et al. (1998). However, in the last several years, major advances have been
made in our understanding of the processes involved in
ozone photolysis. The techniques used have included traditional methods such as resonance fluorescence or laser induced fluorescence,but also include more advanced
techniques "borrowed" from the chemical physics community. For example,the excited 0(1D) and 02(1~) photo fragments have been detected using a resonance enhanced multi-photon ionisation (REMPI)technique (Ball
et al. 1993) or by vacuum ultraviolet laser induced fluorescence (Takahashi et al. 1996).The direct detection of
all the photofragments, Oep), 0(1 D), 02(1M, and 0 2er),
has now been accomplished and the presence of a clear
"tail" in the OeD) quantum yields beyond 310nm has
been firmly established. Corroborative evidence for the
existence of this long wavelength tail has been obtained
from in situ measurements ofthe ot'r» production rate
using chemical actinometry (Shetter et al. 1996).Calculated photolysis rates only show a good agreement with
such actinometer measurements (particularly at high
solar zenith angle) when the long-wavelength tail is incorporated into the calculation. Chapter 3 deals with
advances in field measurements associated with atmospheric oxidants.
While the database for the kinetics of the reactions
of OH with organic compounds (including hydrocarbons, halocarbons, and organosulphur compounds) has
expanded (Atkinson 1997a), confidence in the accuracy
ofthe measured rate coefficients can also be considered
to have increased. Improvements in both laser technology and in the electronics used for detection systems
have allowed OH to be measured in pressures up to
600 Torr 02/N2 in both flash photolysis (Hynes et al.
1995; Brown et al. 1999a) and flow tube systems (Abbatt
et al. 1990), in spite of the rapid quenching of the fluorescence that occurs under these conditions. The versatility of flow tube experiments has been extended by
the use of high pressure turbulent flow systems (Seeley
et al. 1996; Donahue et al. 1997). The OH database has
particularly been refined at low temperature; in the case
of hydrocarbon react ions, this improvement has been
achieved partly as a result of the care taken in sample
purification (e.g., Vaghjiani and Ravishankara 1991).
While IGAChas not directly been involved in funding laboratory studies, it has supported evaluations of
laboratory data. In conjunction with SPARC, it has facilitated two such evaluations . The first concerned the
chemistry of peroxy radicals (Tyndall et al. 2001),while
the second considered the quantum yields for ozone
photolysis (Matsumi et al. 2002). Both brought together
a group of the major researchers in each field to give

specialist input on their topic and to provide an objective, hands-on evaluation giving a sound basis for future studies in these fields.

5.2.1.2 Isoprene-Terpene Oxidation Mechanisms
Much of the progress in isoprene chemistry has occurred through use of large photoreactors, which can
be considered "descendents" of those developed at the
University of California, Riverside, in the 1970S. While
the major pathways from isoprene to methylvinyl ketone and methacrolein have been quantified using
Fourier transform infrared (FTIR)spectrometry (Tuazon
and Atkinson 1990)or gas chromatography (GC)(Paulson
et al. 1992), there still exist many uncertainties in the
yields of minor products, particularly under conditions
oflow NO x (Miyoshi et al. 1994). The atmospheric pressure ionisation (API) mass spectrometric technique has
been used by Atkinson's group to identify the presence
of hydroxycarbonyls not detected by GC (Kwok et al.
1995). Such a technique offers the great advantage of
direct sampling from the reaction chamber into the mass
spectrometer, reducing the loss of compounds having
low volatility or a tendency to stick to the walls of
sampling tubes. Jeffries and coworkers (Yu et al. 1995)
have implemented the techn ique of derivatisation using 0-(2,3>4,5,6-pentafluorobenzyl) hydroxylamine hydrochloride (PFBHA). In derivatisation, carbonyl compounds are reacted with an amine (traditionally 2,4dinitrophenyl hydrazine, DNPH) to form a new compound that can be detected by Gc. A further technique
allows the detection of alcohols and acids after reaction
with N,O-bis(trimethylsilyl)-trifluoroacetamide. These
new derivatisations enable the identification of many
reactive carbonyls and acids which otherwise would not
be amenable to detection by standard chromatographic
methods (Yu et al. 1998,1999). Both API mass spectrometry and PFBHA derivatisation need some development before they can be considered to be quantitative,
but they offer the possibility of quantifying multi-functional products. The oxidation of terpenes has been less
well studied, with each of the terpenes subject to only
two or three investigations. The expected range of reaction products is wide, and the mass balances obtained
are poor. The chemistry of the oxygenated reaction
products also remains poorly quantified.
Much work in the last few years has been dedicated
to understanding the chemistry of alkoxy radicals
(Atkinson 1997b). Alkoxy radicals provide a branching
point in the oxidation of most hydrocarbons, and the
competition between the various reaction pathways determines the rate at which the carbon chain gets shortened, influences the degree of oxidation, and ultimately
determines the solubility of the stable reaction products formed. The majority of studies have been per-
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volatile products into the organic layer formed (Jang
and Kamens 1999).Kinetic modelling has recently been
used to predict the compounds likely to be deposited
onto particles (Kamens and [aoui 2001).
Tropospheric heterogeneous chemistry is a relatively
new and untapped research area. Atmospheric pressure
flow reactors have been used to measure the coefficients
for reaction of gaseous NzOs directly on monodisperse,
sub-micrometer sulphuric acid aerosols (Mozurkewich
and Calvert 1988; Fried et al. 1994; Lovejoy and Hanson
1995; Hallquist et al. 2000). Much progress has been
made in understanding the uptake of organics onto
aqueous or acidic aerosol using the falling droplet technique pioneered by Aerodyne/Boston College (Jayne
et al.1992).These experiments often yield values for both
5.2.1.3 Aerosol Formation-Heterogeneous Chemistry
the uptake parameters and the solubility constants, and
Several improvements in instrumentation have led to a the suite of molecules investigated includes carbonyls,
better understanding of aerosol formation and growth acids, alcohols, and sulphur gases. Less is known about
at the microscopic level. Kulmala and coworkers have the chemical transformations that occur in aqueous
performed both experimental and theoretical studies on tropospheric aerosols . While the aerosol offers abunnucleationof sulphuric acid-watermixtures (Viisanenet al. dant surface area for uptake, the small volume may limit
1997; Kulmala et al. 1998). Ball et al. (1999) made use of the extent to which gas-phase chemistry may be influan ultrafine condensation nuclei counter to detect par- enced. However,the very concentrated solutions encounticles in the early stages of growth (diameter ~ 3 nrn), tered could lead to rapid reaction rates under the right
and thereby infer the nucleation rate. The use of chemi- circumstances. Recent advances in understanding the
cal ion mass spectrometry (CIMS) made detection of oxidation of SOz in solution are summarised by Georgii
very low concentrations of sulphuric acid possible. Both and Warneck (1999). The interaction of common atmo these groups concluded that the functional dependence spheric oxidants with organics , particularly the effects
of the nucleation rate on water and sulphuric acid was of ambient light, need to be investigated in detail before
much stronger than given by older theory, but in rea- a full understanding of the impact of aerosol on biosonable accord with field experiments. Ball et al. (1999) genic carbon (and vice versa) can be determined. Dealso showed that nucleation was strongly enhanced in velopments in understanding the atmospheric aerosol
the presence of NH3• The electrostatic balance (particle are discussed in Chap. 4.
levitation) has been used to follow the deliquescence
behaviour of NH4HS04 and (NH4}zS04 particles (Imre
et al. 1997; Xu et al. 1998). In this technique, a charged 5.2.2 Future Needs
particle is trapped by an electric field, its mass is measured by the magnitude of the restoring force, and its 5.2.2.1 Oxidant Chemistry
physical state inferred from measurement of scattered
laser light. Changes in the mass (and hence composi- The future will see an increased need for the detection
tion) of the particle can be related to the deliquescence oflarge atmospheric free radicals. The technique of cavity ring-down spectrometry has been shown to be a very
behaviour of the solution .
Techniques for measuring particle size distribution sensitive way to detect both transient free radicals (Zhu
have been applied to quantify the yield of aerosol in labo- and Johnston 1995) and weak transitions of stable molratory investigations of terpene oxidation. While the ecules (Newman et al.1999) with high resolution in the
potential for the formation of aerosol particles from bio- laboratory; however, it has not yet been tested in the
genic hydrocarbons has long been recognised, descrip- field. Since it is an absorption technique it is not subject
tions of particle growth are still largely empirical, and to the effects of quenching as encountered with fluoresare limited to a description of the yield of particulate cence techniques, while the sensitivity may approach
matter as a function of the extent of oxidation (Odum that of LIF for larger molecules. Other advances in laser
et al. 1996;Hoffmann et al. 1997). However, it is not clear technology such as near-IR diodes (Johnson et al. 1991)
whether this parameterisation can be simply transferred and difference-frequency or colour-center lasers in the
to atmospheric conditions. It is thought that particle mid-IR (e.g., Schiffman et al. 1991) should lead to imnucleation, or initial growth on seed nuclei, involves the provements in techniques for detecting peroxy and
deposition of low-volatility products, often formed in alkoxy radicals . Part of the reason for the improvements
small amounts, followed by ad- or absorption of more in precision in the last ten years is related to the wider

formed in smog chambers by studying the relative rates
of formation of the various products. However, recent
chamber studies at lower temperatures have indicated
that the oxidation chemistry of even simple organics
such as ethene may be more complicated than inferred
from room temperature studies (Orlando et al. 1998). A
few studies using direct spectroscopic detection of
alkoxy radicals have been performed, but these are limited to small radicals derived from alkanes (Devolder
et al.1999; Blitz et al.1999). For larger radicals the spectra become congested, and alternative detection methods are desirable .
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availability of lasers and signal acquisition hardware. It
should also be noted that a better detection sensitivity
allows lower radical concentrations to be used, which
in turn minimises the effects of secondary reactions . As
further developments in instrumentation occur they will
undoubtedly be incorporated into laboratory systems
too.

optical techniques should be developed to further investigate the reaction mechanisms .The key branching steps
to the formation of S02' S03' and methanesulphonic acid
(MSA), and their dependence on temperature and NO x
(Serensen et al. 1996; Patroescu et al. 1999) need to be
identified through direct laboratory studies in conjunction with chamber studies.

5.2.2.2 Hydrocarbon Oxidation

5.2.2.4 Aerosol Chemistry

Much work still needs to be done on the chemistry of
oxygenated reaction products, particularly multi-functional carbonyls. Derivatisation techniques for carbonyls
are constantly being improved and incorporated into
both laboratory and field studies. Mass spectrometric
methods using ionisation by atmospheric pressure ionisation (Kwoket al.1995),chemical ionisation (Huey et al.
1995), and proton transfer reaction (Lindinger et al.
1998a,b) have rapid time response and high sensitivity,
and could be used in time-resolved laboratory studies
if appropriate conditions can be found. The sensitivity
and selectivity of CIMShas been demonstrated both for
stable molecules (Lovejoyand Hanson 1995) and for free
radicals (Villalta and Howard 1996).
The chemistry of alkoxy radicals remains central to
our understanding of hydrocarbon chemistry. Most of
the work to date has been done using competitive product studies . Some direct spectroscopic techniques have
been used, but at present they tend to be labour intensive. The development of more general techniques, applicable to several different radicals, would be useful.
Finally,the new generation of environmental chambers should be mentioned. For example, the European
community facility EUPHORE(Becker 1996;Klotz et al.
1998),which is near Valencia, Spain, includes a variety
of optical in situ measurements in addition to the more
conventional techniques such as gas chromatography.
A similarly equipped large outdoor chamber, SAPHIR,
has been constructed at the Forschungszentrum Iulich,
Germany. The optical techniques can be used to measure transient free radical concentrations under wellcontrolled chemical conditions while utilising ambient
solar irradiation, and should provide a means to validate photochemical theory with greatly improved accuracy.

Continuing laboratory studies should elucidate the details of nucleation of particles. Most studies to date have
been on "model" mixtures, e.g., sulphuric acid-water. A
better understanding of the conditions required for
nucleation will enable the extent of new particle formation in the atmosphere to be assessed. Further studies
of pre-nucleation clusters (Eiseleand Hanson 2000) will
aid this understanding.
The extent of formation of particles from the oxidation of organics is still a long way from being understood. It is particularly important to isolate the effects
of the individual oxidants, e.g., OH, N0 3, or 03' since
these oxidants tend to be important in different regions
of NO x or solar intensity, and each leads to products of
differing volatility. Better methods to speciate the organic components of aerosols need to be developed.
The question of chemistry inside , and particularly
on the surface of, particles needs to be addressed more
systematically. Currently, the identity and concentrations of oxidants within aqueous aerosol particles have
not been thoroughly studied. The oxidation of partially
oxygenated compounds removed from the gas phase
could continue inside droplets and influence not only
the measured concentrations but also the physical prop erties of the particles. Future studies should consider
solubility, rate of uptake, and reaction inside the droplets. Finally, the occurrence of reactions on the surface
of both organic aerosols and black carbon (soot) needs
to be thoroughly investigated. This is a new field which
has been the subject of speculation for many years, but
which has not been quantified satisfactorily to date.

5.2.2.3 Dimethylsulphide (DMS) Oxidation

There still exist many problems in identifying and quantifying the intermediate radicals in the oxidation of
DMS. The intermediates studied directly include CH3S
by LIF(Tyndall and Ravishankara 1989; Turnipseed et al.
1992) and CH3SO by mass spectrometry (Mellouki et al.
1988; Domine et al. 1990). Both mass spectrometric and

5.2.3 Summary

Tropospheric homogeneous and multi-phase chemistry have both seen impressive expansions in the last ten
years. Tropospheric chemistry, particularly relating to
biosphere-atmosphere interactions, tends to be complex
and , to date, not enough studies have been carried out
to fully test the reproducibility of many of the different
systems studied in the laboratory. In this sense, the discipline is still immature, and much work remains to be
done to validate and extend the current database. Our
current understanding of heterogeneous and multi-
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phase systems is largely based on data from bulk systems. Further developments in measurement techniques
will undoubtedly lead to a continued appreciation of the
complexities and subtleties of the chemical reactivity
in the atmosphere.

5.3

Field measurements: Gas Phase

5.3.1 Recent Advances
Major advances in instrumentation over the past decade , particularly in a few specific areas, have greatly
enhanced understanding of gas phase chemical processing and are also providing a whole new view of the production, growth, and interaction of particles in the atmosphere.

5.3.1.1 Measurements of OH and H02 Radicals

The rate at which Earth's atmosphere cleanses itself is
largely dependent on its ability to produce the hydroxyl
radical (OH; see Chap. 3), yet only a decade ago very
few if any credible in situ tropospheric measurements
of this compound existed. By1991, a sensitive new in situ
ground-based OH instrument using selected ion chemi cal ionisation mass spectrometry (SICIMS)was successfully deployed . This technique employs a chemical conversion of OH radicals to isotopically labelled H 2S04 ,
which is detected by CIMS (Tanner et al.1997). The sensitivity and time response of the method exceed others,
and even allow the detection of OH at night . The viability of the SICIMStechnique was confirmed by comparing it to a long path UV absorption instrument in the
Colorado Mountains (Eisele et al. 1994).
Large increases in the sensitivity oflong-path absorption instruments have led to new folded-path instruments, which can make ground- or ship -based in situ
mea surements (Brandenburger et al. 1998). The technique oflaser induced fluorescence (LIF), which has also
seen substantial improvements,has been combined with
the use of an expansion jet (Hard et al. 1995) in the
method of fluorescence assay by gas expansion (FAGE).
The expansion reduces the number of collisions suffered
by the OH, extending the fluorescence lifetime, and allowing better discrimination against scattered laser
light. Recent instruments use an excitation laser with
low power and high pulse rate at a wavelength of 308 nm
(rather than 280 nm) , which reduces the extent of interference from secondary generation of OH caused by
photolysis of 0 3 by the detection laser (Heal et al. 1995;
Hofzumahaus et al. 1996; Mather et al. 1997).
Instruments for the measurement of OH have also
been adapted for the measurement of H0 2, by chemical
conversion using the reaction H0 2 + NO (e.g., Mather
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et al. 1997; Reiner et al. 1998).Since the H0 2 concentration is up to 100 times larger than that of OH the instruments do not need to be as sensitive as those dedicated to OH measurements. However, larger organic
peroxy radicals can also be converted to OH in the presence of NO, so the technique suffers from uncertainties
in calibration.
While still not commonplace, OH and H0 2 measurements have contributed significantly to several major
aircraft and ground-based campaigns (e.g., Brune et al.
1998;Mauldin et al.1998b). Simultaneous measurements
of OH and H0 2 in the upper troposphere were used to
provide an impressive constraint on uncertainties in
kinetic rate pa rameters measured in the laboratory
(Wennberg et al. 1998).
Alongside these developments for OH, the technique
of peroxy radical chemical amplification (PERCA) has
been further developed (Cantrell et al. 1996a; Carpenter et al. 1997). In this method, which provides a nonspecific measurement of H0 2 and other peroxy radicals, CO and NO are added to an air flow, and the N0 2
produced in a chain reaction is measured by a chemiluminescence technique. The technique requires calibration, since the chain length is specific to th e instrument
used.

5.3.1.2 Measurements of Organic Compounds

Another area of major progress is the measurement of
organic compounds. Over the past decade or so, the previously held view of vegetation as an emission source
of a few fairly passive organic compounds has changed
to one in which vegetation plays a central interactive
role in ozone production in particular and atmospheric
chemistry in general. The major problem is specificity
because of the sheer number of compounds to be measured and the fact that many of the compounds are so
similar chemically. In addition, many of the oxygenated
product compounds are sticky and can be deposited
onto surfaces. Chemical identification and the concentration measurement are important, as is flux of the
compounds.
Much progress has been made using customised GC
and GC-MS measurement schemes to inventory both primary biogenic emissions and their products (Guenther
et al. 2000) . While such techniques are highly specific
they are typically quite slow, requiring 102_10 3 s. One of
the most widely used techniques to measure gas-phase
carbonyl compounds is the 2,4-dintrophenylhydrazine
(DNPH)-coated cartridge technique (Fung and Grosjean
1981; Sirju and Shepson 1995; Apel et al.1998). This technique, which has been around since the early 1980s,suffers from low sensitivity requiring large sample sizes
(>501) and long sampl ing times (one to three hours).
Detection limits are on the order of 0.5 nmol mol", Di-
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rect gas chromatographic analysis of cryoge nicall y col- (Lind tnger et al. 1998a,b ), offers several ad vanta ges over
lected samples was develo ped relatively early on (Jonss on existing hyd roca rb on measu re ment te chniqu es: fas t
et al. 1985; Piero tti et al. 1990) promising in creased sen- measureme nts (in the one secon d t ime fram e),a reason sitivity «50 pmcl mol- ' ) and reduced sample collection able am ount of specificity usin g mass analysis to idenand analysis ti mes (one-half ho ur ). A lack of recogni- tify comp oun ds, sensi tivity better th an 1 nmol mol- l,and
ti on of the impor tan ce of these compounds to atmo - the ability to be used on an aircraft (War neke et aI.200l ).
sph eric chemistry cycles an d an alytic al d ifficulties asso - The techniqu e h as been de mo ns t rated to be sensitive
ciated with calibration and quantitative recovery led to for alke nes and carbonyls, as well as oth er compou nds
slow gene ral acceptance and usage of this tech ni que. contai ning oxygen and nitrogen, wh ich all have pro ton
Recent advan ces in analyt ical standa rds preparation , in - affinities in th e app ropri ate ran ge. To measure the large
ert coatings for t ubing sur faces, faster ch romatog raphic nu mber of or ga n ic compo unds presen t in th e atmotechn iques, and imp rove m en ts in mass spec t rometer sphe re in an una mb iguo us way ma y require more anainstru me ntat io n h ave led to airborne GClMS syste ms lyt ical power than is provided by the present PTRMS,
capable of measuring n ot only car bonyl compo unds but but thls can be gre atly improved th ro ugh the use of tan also alcohols with a lim e respo nse of five minutes and a de m mass spec tro meters, ion tr aps, or t ime o f flight
limit of de tect ion of less than 10 pmol mol-'. Such in - mass spectrometry (TOF-MS).
Advances in dio de laser techno log y h ave led to sevst ru ments h ave been used to demonstr ate the w ide spread d ist ribu tion of oxygen ated organic compoun ds er al new techniques for making faster measu rements of
in th e upper t ropos phere (Singh et al. 2001). The ro le of compounds such as HCHO, NH 3, CO, N0 2, H 20 2, N 20 ,
such oxyg enat ed compounds in t ropospheric ph oto- and S0 2(Silver et al.199l; Roths et al. 1996; Mackay et a1.
che mistry and ae rosol formation is still bein g eluci - 1996; Fried et al. 2001). Th e use of Herr iot cells allows a
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sphe ric m easurem ents are na. This ins trumen t, th e pro - of ten s o f pmol mol-! (Fr ied et aI. 2001), it is un likely
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allythe bulk of major biogenic emissions and their products (particularly complex compounds with more than
five atoms) over the next decade.
Table5.1 shows some of the advances made in instrumentation capabilities over the last 10-12years. While
some of the progress has been incremental. other techniques are novel and did not exist at the beginning of
IGAC. Such instruments have in general not been compared to others, so estimates of their accuracy can not
be considered to be as good as those for more established techniques .
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of 0.02%0, 0.040/00, and 0.4 umol mol:", respectively
(Ferretti et al. 2000), or measure 613C in methane (CH4)
at ambient levelsin 150 ml of air to a precision of 0.050/00.
Future developments are likely to result in improved
precision and an increase in the number of compounds
studied using the technique.

5.3.2.2 High Resolution Infrared Spectrometry

In IRMS,high quantitative precision is obtained at the
expense of high mass resolution so that isotopic molecules (isotopomers) of like mass, such as 0 13CO and
170CO, or 13CH4 and CH3D (D =2H = deuterium), can5.3.2 Techniques for the Measurement of Isotopes
not be distinguished. The infrared spectra of gases deIsotopic techniques are used in atmospheric chemistry pend on both their mass and molecular structure, and
to help constrain source strengths. Isotopic measure- IR spectrometry can sometimes be used to differentiments are made in the atmosphere of both stable iso- ate between isotopomers of the same molecule. Altopes (e.g., D, 13C, 180 ) and radioactive isotopes such as though the precision of the technique is poor compared
14C. Different biogenic and anthropogenic sources ex- to isotope ratio mass spectrometry, it has proved to be
hibit different ratios of isotopes, usually with a range of very useful in situations where the mixing ratios of atvalues typical for a given source. Furthermore, isotopic mospheric trace gases are elevated above ambient, for
fractionation occurs in the atmosphere, since the dif- example at landfill sites or above a vigorously growing
ferent isotopic variants react at different rates. Thus , pasture (Esler et al. 2000). In addition Esler et al. (1999)
measurements of isotopic ratios can give information have shown that FTIRmay be used in a continuous baseconcerning both the source and the atmospheric line monitoring situation to monitor 613C in atmoprocessing of the particular molecule.
spheric CO2 at the same time as the mixing ratios of
CH4, CO,and N20.
Infrared-based isotopic analysis of atmospheric gases
has also been exploited using tuneable diode laser ab5.3.2.1 Isotope Ratio Mass Spectrometry (lRMS)
sorption spectrometry (TDLAS), for example to assay
Most stable isotope measurements in atmospheric 13C and D in CH4 (Bergamaschi et al. 1994; Bergamaschi
chemistry have been made using IRMS. The ion cur- 1997).Although the 13C data derived by this technique
rents produced can be ratioed precisely to determine lack the precision needed for background studies of CH4,
very small differences in isotopic ratios (relative to a the D data are the most precise (0.5-1.0%0)of any pubreference) of the sample. Currently, IRMS is the only lished method including IRMS (Bergamaschi et al.
technique capable of resolving some of the very small 1998a,b).
Optical absorption techniques for stable isotopic
fractionations of interest and importance in atmospheric chemistry, for example of the order of 1part in analysis offer many advantages such as semi-continuous measurement of several atmospheric compounds
10 5 = 0.01%0.
Conventional dual-inlet IRMS for trace gas analysis simultaneously, non destructive testing of samples, and
has the large disadvantage that, prior to analysis, the gas lack of ambiguity for isotopomers of the same mass but
of interest must be quantitatively extracted from a large different isotopic structure. It is likely that the precivolume of air, the size of which increases as the gas mix- sion of these techniques will improve in the future to
ing ratio decreases. Clearly in this approach there are the point where they offer a very attractive alternative
potential problems as a result of incomplete recovery to IRMS.
of the gas of interest or contamination. The use of GCIRMS, in which the components are first separated using gas chromatography, offers huge advantages for at- 5.3.2.3 Accelerator Mass Spectrometry (AMS)
mospheric chemistry research when compared to conventional dual inlet IRMS. This is because of the very Accelerator mass spectrometry is a relatively new techlow sample volumes used and the potentially contami- nique to derive the isotopic abundance of 14C, which is
produced by cosmic ray activity in the middle atmonant free on line preparation of sample gases.
Prototype instruments now provide simultaneous sphere.Since14C decaysto 14N with a halflifeof 5730years,
analyses of 613C, 6180, and mixing ratios in atmospheric measurements of its abundance provide a way to differCO2 at ambient levels in 0.5 ml of air to precisions (10) entiate between carbon associated with fossil fuel (in
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which the 14C has decayed away)and more recent sources
that are derived from atmospheric CO2, Tropospheric
air contains only a few hundred 14CO molecule cm".
However, using AMS (Litherland 1980) abundances of
14C / l2C down to about 10- 15 can easily be detected in
samples containing from 100 to 1000 fig of carbon. The
first publishedAMS measurements of 14C in atmospheric
CH4 were by Lowe et al. (1988) and Wahlen et al. (1989)
and in atmospheric CO by Brenninkmeijer et al. (1992).
With further reductions in sample size likely, AMS is
certain to playa role in future developments in the use
of 14C in atmospheric chemistry. Measurements of 14C
in CO have been used to investigate downward transport from the stratosphere to the troposphere, and to
estimate the abundance of tropospheric OH (Brenninkmeijer et al. 1992).

5.3.3

Use of Lidar on Airborne Chemistry Missions

Lidar (light detection and ranging) has been used on
airborne atmospheric chemistry missions for the past
20 years (Browell et al. 1998) but it is only in the last
decade that lidar has been fully integrated into the measurement strategies of these missions. A differential absorption lidar (DIAL) system operating in the ultravio let to measure ozone profiles has come to be an integral
part of the airborne Global Tropospheric Experiment
(GTE) missions that study atmospheric chemistry in
remote regions of the world. More recently, in the Laser
Atmospheric Sounding Experiment (LASE), a water vapour DIAL system has been added to these and other
missions (Browell et al. 1997).
DIAL systems make instantaneous profile measurements of aerosols, ozone, and/or water vapour, as well
as the location and vertical extent of clouds. Profiles are
important for determining features of atmospheric
structure, such as the top of the mixing layer, and interpreting column measurements. Observation of plumes
with elevated aerosol and ozone layers also provides
insights into atmospheric dynamics. For example, during the Transport and Atmospheric Chemistry Near the
Equator-Atlantic (TRACE-A) mission in 1992, the
UV DIAL system clearly showed a fresh biomass burn
plume with high aerosols and ozone coming off the coast
of Africa below 6 km, with a layer of elevated ozone
but not aerosols advected from Brazil at an altitude of
6-9 km (Browell et al. 1996a).
DIAL systems have also been used to classify air
masses by type such as high ozone plumes, convective
outflow, stratospherically influenced, near surface, etc.
(Browellet al.1996b; Fenn et al.1999).Classifications are
based on average aerosol and ozone profiles for the study
region during the mission. Determination of the extent
of the air masses from DIAL can be used to direct aircraft to regions of interest and optimise the placement

and operation of in situ instruments. For example, during the Pacific Exploratory Mission-Tropics A (PEMTropics A), the UV DIAL system identified the extent of
the largely unexpected biomass burning plumes that
were found to be nearly ubiquitous over the South Pacific from late August to October 1996 (Fenn et al.1999).

5.3.4 Flux Measurements

Advances in flux measurement techniques have enabled
investigators to characterise the exchange of trace gases
between the atmosphere and entire terrestrial landscapes using methods that do not influence the source.
Previous measurements relied on the enclosure method
that enabled measurement of only small components
of an ecosystem and often considerably perturbed the
environment surrounding the source. Eddy covariance
is the most direct and accurate flux measurement
method. The limited application of this method is due
to the requirement for fast response chemical sensors.
It has recently been used successfully to measure fluxes
of several important trace gases including CH4 (Fan et al.
1992),N20 (Hargreaveset al.1996),and isoprene (Guenther
and Hills 1998). Future advances in fast response chemical sensors may provide eddy covariance measurements
for most trace gases. Other techniques that have been
developed and improved in the past decade, including
relaxed eddy accumulation and periodic eddy accumulation (e.g., Hargreaves et al. 1996; Guenther et al. 1996;
Rinne et al. 2000), have also significantly improved areaaverage flux measurement capabilities. Improvements
have also been made in the application of indirect flux
measurement methods including enclosures, surfacelayer gradient, mixed-layer gradient, and mass balance
techniques (e.g., Guenther et al. 1996).
Until recently, only a few attempts to measure air-sea
gas fluxes directly have been made. Methods to measure air-sea gas flux, particularly CO2, led to much controversy in defining the magnitude of the oceanic flux
(Broecker et al. 1986). Because of the lack of direct flux
measurements, parameterisations for air-sea gas exchange were based on indirect measurements. Models
combine sea-surface measurements of concentration
with parameterisations for the gas exchange rate. The
number of parameterisations developed over the years
to describe gas transfer across the sea surface is extensive.However,to date, all such relationships have sprung
from observations made over large spatial or time scales,
which smooth out even the synoptic-scale variability of
atmospheric forcing. Algorithms relating gas exchange
to wind speed are either developed from compilations
of field data (Nightingale et al. 2000a), from controlled
studies at a single field or laboratory site (Watson et al.
1991b), or from a combination of field and laboratory
data (Liss and Merlivat 1986). Several recent gas ex-
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change models are constructed to reconcile the budgets of radiocarbon and radon tracers (Wanninkhof 1992;
Wanninkhof and McGillis 1999).However,lack of sufficiently decisive data from past field experiments has
prevented confirmation of a single relationship for airsea gas exchange (see Fig. 2.18).
Several advances in gas flux measurements address
the concerns related to the application in oceanic conditions (Fairall et al. 2000). Advances in air-side gradient and covariance measurements have decreased the
time scale to sub-hour, notably the ocean-atmosphere
direct covariance method for CO2 (McGillis et al. 2001)
and the gradient method for DMS (Dacey et al. 1999).
For air-sea fluxes for more soluble gases (e.g., DMS)the
oceanic boundary layer is also considered (McGillis et al.
2000). Advances in air-sea gas flux measurements have
relied on: (1) the ability to adequately remove the motion contamination; (2) the deployment of the sensor
package at a location that minimises the effect of flow
distortion around an ocean-going vessel; and, 0) having adequate signal levels and frequency response to
compute the gas flux using currently available sensors .
These concerns are now being addressed for air-sea flux
systems and incorporated into analysis schemes for
measuring air-sea fluxes.
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Fig. 5.1. Comparison of OH radical concentrations measured simultaneously using long-path differential absorption spectrometry and
laser-induced fluorescence. The data show a good correspondence,
and a I : I dependence using the calibrations available at that time
(adapted from Brauers et al. 1996)

ries and in the field. Atmospheric scientists should continue to show an honest scepticism about the accuracy
of measurements derived from any new measurement
5.3.5 Instrument Intercomparisons
technique until such time that it has been proven
Instrument calibration is vital, and is indeed as much through adequate testing and evaluation in blind
a part of doing atmospheric research as is gathering intercomparisons and through other careful laboratory
data to test a geophysical hypothesis. A reliable esti- and field testing.
mate of the uncertainty in a measurement is as imporSeveral different techniques of measurement of the
tant as the measurement itself. While all investigators OH radical concentration in the troposphere have been
strive to calibrate their instruments, it is also vital to developed (Sect. 5.3.1), such as the ion-assisted OH
devise ways to compare instrument calibrations, either measurement (Tanner et al. 1997), laser induced fluoby sampling the same air mass or by the exchange of rescence (Hofzumahaus et al. 1996;Mather et al. 1997),
reliable standards. A great variety of intercomparisons and long path absorption spectrometry (Dorn et al.
have been carried out during the past ten years. Tech- 1996). Several informal intercomparisons which show
niques and methods to measure many of the atmo- promising agreement have taken place over the last few
spheric gases have been evaluated quantitatively, for ex- years, for example the 1993 Tropospheric OH Photoample N0 2 (Fehsenfeld et al. 1990); CHp (Gilpin et al. chemistry Experiment, TOHPE (Crosley 1997), and
1997);hydrocarbons (Apel et al.1994,1999);and S02 and Photo-Oxidant Formation by Plant Emitted Compounds
other sulphur gases (Hoell et al.1993; Gregory et al.1993; and OH Radicals in North-Eastern Germany,POPCORN
Stecher et al.1997). In the first airborne intercomparison (Hofzumahaus et al. 1998). Figure 5.1, adapted from
of S02 instrumentation, CITE-3held in 1989(Hoell et al. Brauers et al. (1996),shows a comparison of OH meas1993), no meaningful correlation was found among the urements made using laser absorption and fluorescence
five instruments below 200 pmol mol:". At a second instruments. Techniques for OH have been improved
blind ground-based intercomparison, GASIE (Stecher greatly during the past ten years, and their use is now
et al. 1997),much better agreement was found, with six increasing. It is suggested that the atmospheric scienof seven instruments being able to measure S02 levels tists plan an IGAC-sponsored intercomparison involving the OH radical. Such an intercomparison should use
of 40 pmol mol'" .
The IGAC-sponsored NOMHICEActivity (Apel et al. either blind laboratory tests in air mixtures prepared in
1994,1999) has provided a world-wide standard for hy- a common manifold or a common calibration source,
drocarbon measurements and has allowed scientists to along with field studies at a common site under a varicompare their instruments, both in their own laborato- ety of atmospheric conditions.
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Another area that deserves far more attention in
the next decade is related to aircraft inlets. As an ever
increasing number of field studies is mounted from
The better we come to understand atmospheric chem- aircraft platforms , and as measurement capabilities are
istry, the more complex we realise it is. This complexity extended to include more reactive and/or sticky comtakes on several forms, each of which poses a different pounds, sample integrity becomes a major issue. An inset of measurement challenges. Part of this complexity strument that works perfectly on the ground or even
occurs because observed chemical concentrations are in an aircraft will add little to an aircraft mission if
typically a result of dynamics as much as chemistry. In the compound of interest cannot be transported in a
order to understand the influences of each, more chemi- well understood way between ambient outside concally speciated lidar and satellite measurements are ditions and the measurement instrument. This problem
needed. For example, DIALprofiling of ammonia seems is particularly acute for aerosols (see next section),
feasible,at least in polluted conditions (Zhao 2000). The but affects many gas phase measurements as well.Some
development of more rapid (preferably continuous) of the issues that need to be addressed are: (1) large
measurement techniques to determine fluxeswould also air speed changes and the associated temperature
contribute significantly, as would the measurement of a changes, even if measurements are made outside the
wider range of compounds, many of which could be used aircraft; (2) temperature changes associated with bringas tracers.
ing air into the aircraft; (3) re-equilibration of comOne of the more persistent problems in atmospheric pounds found both on particles and in the gas phase
chemistry has been the apparent discrepancy between as temperature and relative humidity change; (4) loss
measured and modelled NO x and NO y levels in the re- to and evaporation from inlet surfaces as altitude,
mote troposphere (e.g., Ridley et al. 1998; Schultz et al. temperature and relative humidity change; (s) the in1999,2000). It is often found that the measured ratio fluence of pressure changes, aircraft boundary layer
NO x / HN0 3 is higher than predicted by models. How- thickness, inlet orientation and position relative to other
ever, it is not known to what extent this reflects prob- inlets; and , (6) high speed droplets, droplet shattering,
lems associated with the measurement ofNO z or HN0 3, and icing.
or whether it is really an indication of poorly understood partitioning in the NO y family.Nevertheless, this
discrepancy limits our confidence in calculations of 5.4 Field measurements: Aerosols
ozone production rates. More reliable measurements of
HN0 3 and HzO z would be particularly desirable in the In situ techniques are used to measure physical, optical,
study of ozone production and loss in the free tropo- and chemical properties of aerosols.Newtechniques and
sphere , as would a more specific detection method for improvements in older techniques have contributed over
the last decade to improvements in understanding such
NO z·
The use of multiple measurement platforms could areas as particle composition, the degree of internal and
also provide additional insight, especially near localised external mixing, and new particle formation. Further
sources or convective systems . As measurements ap- increases in understanding are expected to result as the
proach the surface, particularly in industrialised or ur- single particle mass spectrometers that are under deban areas, the complexity increases in part because the velopment come into regular service. The review art isheer number and types of sources increase. If such ar- cleby McMurry (2000) contains a more detailed descripeas are to be stud ied in detail, far more compounds need tion of many of the instruments currently in use.
to be measured, and if accomplished on an aircraft , the
measurement time needs to be decreased to the order
of a few seconds so that individual sources or plumes 5.4.1 Chemical Analysis of Aerosol Samples
can be distinguished from each other. This will require
new, more sensitive measurement techniques. Chemi- Numerous analytical techniques based on physical princal ionisation mass spectrometry offers the required ciples have been employed to study the composition of
speed and sensitivity and can be applied to large, com- atmospheric aerosol particles. Electron and ion beam
plex biogenic and anthropogenic molecules. More pow- analytical techniques and mass spectrometric methods
erful analytical capabilities, such as tandem mass are powerful tools for analysing the composition of sinspectrometers and ion traps will, however,be required. gle aerosol particles, and can also offer isotopic inforOptical techniques can make fast sensitive measure- mation and surface analysis. The primary advances durments for small molecules although they have difficulty ing the last decade are the lowering of the atomic mass
in speciating large organics, for example . Continued which can be detected and increasing sensitivity so that
progress in this area is needed .
smaller particles can be analysed.
5.3.6

Future Needs
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5.4.1.1 Ion and Electron Beam Analytical Techniques

In PIXE(particle induced x-ray emission) analysis, characteristic x-ray quanta are emitted from a sample when
it is irradiated with a beam of ions (normally protons)
having energies of a few MeV I amu (Maenhaut 1992;
Johansson et al. 1995). PIXE offers several advantages. It
provides multi-elemental (Na-U) analysis, low detection
limits, and quantitative results of good accuracy and
precision. It also is non-destructive, fast, inexpensive,
and its use requires minimal sample preparation.
For an aerosol sample collected in continental background air masses, 10-20 elements can normally be
detected and quantified with PIXE within an error of
10-15%. Absolute and relative detection limits down to
10- 12 g and 0.1 f.lg s:' respectively can be achieved. The
analysis itself can often be automated. These attributes
make PIXE well-suited for long-term aerosol monitoring programmes (see Maenhaut 1990 for a review of
PIXEand other competing trace element analytical techniques).
EPMA (electron probe micro-analysis) or SEM
(scanning electron micrometry) if imaging is the
main objective are the most widely used techniques
for analysis of the composition of sub-micrometer
single particles. EPMA is based on the emission of characteristic X-rays during electron bombardment; it offers multi-element analysis of elements above Z = 13
with reasonable accuracy and detection limits down
to 0.1% in particles >50 nm. Self-absorption of the Xrays limits the size to 0.5-5 urn.Automated-El'Ma works
only on particles >150-200 nm. Important low-Z elements such as C, N, and 0 can be analysed in particles
>50 nm if a windowless X-ray detector is used to avoid
excessive attenuation of the soft X-rays. The aerosol
sampling is then done on very thin aluminium or beryllium foils or on substrates on which a layer of LiBH4
has been evaporated. The potential aerosol applications include analysis of organic compounds of both
anthropogenic and biogenic origin (even purely organic particles) and nitrates (Ro et al. 1999). This combination of both high- and low-Z analysis capability
in all but the very smallest particles would greatly facilitate studies of the degree of external or internal aerosol mixture.
Scanning transmission electron micrometry (STEM)
can be combined with EELS (electron energy loss
spectrometry) for analysis of sub-micrometer particles
(in practice only for lighter elements, Z < 30). Reasonable data acquisition times and volatility losses can be
obtained when the full electron energy loss spectrum is
acquired simultaneously (Parallel-EELS, PEELS). The
method has been demonstrated to work for 20 nm atmospheric aerosol particles (Maynard and Brown 1992)
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with detection limits of 4% for carbon, equalling 30 carbon atoms. EELS yields information regarding the
chemical bonds and can, for instance, be used to distinguish between graphitic and amorphous carbon. Although very time-consuming, both STEM-EDX and
PEELS might be worthwhile to pursue in special cases,
e.g., to study particle nucleation events.

5.4.1.2 Mass Spectrometric Methods

Mass spectrometric techniques used for aerosol studies
include ICP-MS (inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry), SIMS(secondary ion mass spectrometry),
and LAMMS (laser microprobe mass spectrometry). Of
these, ICP-MS is rapidly growing in popularity. It is a
fully quantitative multi-elemental technique capable of
analysing nearly all elements in the periodic table with
excellent detection limits (0.1 ng ml! or better). Isotopic
information can also be obtained, since the ICP ionisation is almost complete. ICP-MSsuffers from matrix effects that can be severe and difficult to predict or estimate, and the aerosol samples have to be dissolved in
liquid (Sah 1995).
In TOF-SIMS, secondary ions are sputtered from the
target particle during irradiation with an ion beam of low
energy (keV) and analysed with TOFmass spectrometer.
Secondary ions are only generated down to a depth of a
few molecular layers, but repeated sputtering allows (destructive) depth profiling to be made with a lateral spatial resolution of a few micrometers.
In conventional LAMMS a high-power laser is used
to ionise the sample collected on a backing substrate,
and the ions produced are brought into a TOF-MS.The
small laser focus (0 .5-1 urn) allows analysis of single
aerosol particles. The method is time-consuming and
semi-quantitative at the very best, but can nevertheless
provide useful information on single-particle inorganic
and organic composition and state of mixture (e.g.,
Gieray et al. 1997).
5.4.1.3 Single Particle Analysis

A class of new instruments is becoming available for atmospheric sampling. These instruments provide chemical analysis of individual particles online and in real time
(see Wexler and Prather 2000, and subsequent papers).
The technique is referred to as single particle analysis
(SPA).These SPA instruments are most commonly based
on laser ablation-ionisation (Murphy and Thomson 1995;
Noble and Prather 1996). A hot filament has also been
used (Jayne et al. 2000). Most instruments use TOF-MS
and some are able to analyse both positive and negative
ions for each particle whereas others are only able to do
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one sign at a time. Other analysis techniques employed
include ion trap mass spectrometry (Reilly et al. 1998),
laser induced breakdown spectrometry (Hahn 1998),and
quadrupole mass spectrometry (Jayne et al. 2000). All
instruments provide some sizing information, but some
are more accurate than others. Crude sizing is done by
light scattering (Murphy and Thomson 1995) whereas
more accurate sizing is accomplished by aerodynamic
TOF (Noble and Prather 1996). A differential mobility
analyser (DMA) has been employed to size ultrafine
particles (Carson et al. 1997).
One primary advantage of SPA is the ability to elucidate the external mixing properties of the aerosol. That
is, particles of a given size may have a wide range of
compositions. SPA techniques are able to identify the
different particle compositions that may occur in an
aerosol. In addition, SPA provides composition on a
number basis. Bulk analytical techniques are not readily able to assess composition of particles below a few
hundred nanometers because the total mass of these
particles is so small and a small amount of artefact from
larger particles can bias the composition. Finally, SPA
provides very high time resolution since sampling and
analysis times are under one second. This is very important for labile particles, due to temperature or composition (Murphy et al. 1998b), or due to fast temporal
Fig.S.2.
Two examples of single-patticle mass spectra using the
PALMS laser ionisation instrument (Murphy et aI.1998b).
The particles show the presence of unexpected metals in
the free troposphere and lower
stratosphere

transients as may occur at fronts. Figure 5.2 gives a flavour of the capabilities of measurements made in the
upper troposphere and lower stratosphere by Murphy's
instrument, showing a range of metallic elements, the
sources of which are not well understood.
SPA still has several weaknesses, however. Laser or
filament ablation techniques are not very quantitative.
Although peak heights are related to concentration, they
are also related to the matrix composition and so may
be difficult to invert. Most organics break into small
groups during the ablation-ionisation processes, so SPA
is only able to distinguish elemental from organic carbon, and speciate aromatics. Super-micrometer aerosols
are particularly difficult to analyse because of their relative sparseness and their greater losses in inlets.
In the near future, SPA instrumentation will become
smaller and easier to use in the field. Using particle
focussing techniques pioneered by Dahneke and Cheng
(1979), particles can be size-selectively transmitted to
the source region allowing a wider range of aerodynamic
sizing and analysis, from 10 nm to 2 flm (Mallina et al.
2000). Using different wavelength lasers for ablation and
ionisation givesbetter speciation of organic compounds,
and may possibly have benefits for other compounds,
at some expense in instrument complexity and cost
(Cabalo et al. 2000; Tobias et al. 2000).
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ability of the UCPCled to the design of"ultrafine"-DMAbased size spectrometers (Birmili et al. 1999a; Russell
et al. 1996; Winklmayr et al. 1991). The availability of
The total number concentration of the aerosol parti- these ultrafine spectrometers has provided insights into
cles as the integral of the number size distribution can new particle formation and for the first time provides a
be measured with a high time resolution. State of the means of directly comparing nucleation theory to field
art instruments to determine the particle number con- observations (Weber et al. 1995). However, the statisti centration are continuous flow condensation particle cal uncertainty in the range below 10 nm is still quite
counters (CPC) (Agarwal and Sem 1980). This type of large for atmospheric measurements in each DMAinstrument counts each indiv idual aerosol particle and based sizing system due to decreasing DMA penetratherefore has an upper detection limit in particle con- tion efficiency, low charging probability, and the low
centration. Common CPCs have lower detection effi- aerosol flowrate of the UCPC(Wiedensohler et al.1994).
ciency diameters of 10-15nrn, and an upper number
concentration limit of about 10000 cm? without significant coincidence. The development of the Ultrafine- 5.4.4 Optical Properties
CPC (Stolzenburg and McMurry 1991) enabled number
concentration measurements down to 3 nm in diameter 5.4.4.1 Particle Light Scattering
with an upper detection limit of 100000 em:". Measurements of particle number concentration and size dis- The particle volume scattering coefficient can be meastribution in the range below 8 nm became possible by ured directly using nephelometers (Heintzenberg and
the Pulse-Height-Analysis-UCPC (Weber et al. 1998).
Charlson 1996).In these instruments a white light source
illuminates an air volume. The scattered light is collected
within a certain scattering angle region (-7 to -170 degrees) and certain spectral intervals. With some reason5.4.3 Number Size Distribution
able assumptions these data yield the volume scatterOptical particle counters (OPC) are instruments that ing coefficient of the particles. They also allow a direct
size each individual aerosol particle according to its calculation of backscatter fraction , b, which is a proxy
optical properties. The particles are aspirated into a scat- for the asymmetry parameter, g, used in many radiative
tering chamber and then directed into the centre of a transfer models (Marshall et al. 1995).
Nephelometer technology to measure aerosol light
laser or white light beam. The light is scattered by the
particle and its intensity is related to the size of the par- scattering properties has evolved steadily over the past
ticle via Mie theory for homogeneous spheres . With in- 50 years (Heintzenberg and Charlson 1996), with demtra-cavity laser illumination, particles as small as 70 nm onstrated accuracy improving from roughly a factor of
two in the 1960s to around 10% in the 1990S. A standcan be sized.
The development of DMA-based size spectrometers ardised commercial instrument, subjected to rigorous
in recent years has enabled number size distribution noise and calibration tests (Anderson et al. 1996), has
measurements almost over the whole sub-micrometer been developed since the early 1990S. This instrument
size range. Two different sizing systems are presently has been broadly embraced by the measurement comused for atmospheric measurements. DMPS systems munity and is now routinely deployed in field experi(differential mobility particle sizer) measure stepwise ments by a large number of research groups . Protocols
while SMPS (scanning mobility particle sizer) systems for sampling, field calibration, and data reduction have
continuously scan through the size range. DMPS sys- been published in an attempt to unify standards for data
tems need a scan time of 10-15min and provide rela- collection (Anderson and Ogren 1998). Nephelometer
tively good counting statistics in each size bin. In con- techniques have recently been extended to the meastrast, SMPS systems can scan much faster (one to five urement of the 180 backscatter coefficient (Doherty
minutes) , possibly leading to higher statistical uncer- et al. 1999), permitting in situ measurement of the extainties and artificial distortions at the ends of the size tinction-to-backscatter ratio, Sa' which is the primary a
distributions. Those artefacts may lead to large errors priori aerosol parameter required for quantitative aeroin calculations of higher moments of the size distribu- sol extinction retrievals from backscatter lidar data.
Because of its enclosed chamber, the nephelometer
tion such as surface area, scattering coefficient, volume,
is suitable for controlled-humidity measurements (Covor mass.
However,DMPS systems, which have been available ert et al. 1972),which allow a direct determination of
commercially since the 1980s, are limited to the size the functional dependence of light scattering on relarange above 10 nm. The development of DMAs for tive humidity (RH). Knowledge of this functional denanometer particles (as small as 2.5 nm) and the avail- pendence is of first order importance in estimating the
5.4.2 Particle Number Concentration
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radiative effects of atmospheric aerosols (Pilinis et al.
1995), most of which are hygroscopic.In addition, closedcell nephelometers are frequently combined with size
segregation at 1 urn diameter in order to determine,
separately, the portion of scattering due to the coarse
and fine modes of the aerosol. This information is
strongly related to aerosol composition and source, since
super-micrometer aerosol mass is generally dominated
by mechanically-produced particles (e.g., dust, sea salt,
fly-ash,or vegetative debris) while sub-micrometer mass
is generally dominated by secondary or combustionderived particles (e.g., sulphates, organics, or soot).
For experiments where in situ and remote measurements of the same air parcel are being compared,
nephelometers have been operated outdoors at the
ambient temperature such that the scattering measurement corresponds to the ambient RH. One approach is
to use an open-cell nephelometer (e.g.,Malm et al.I996),
while another is to eliminate all sources of sample heating in a closed-cell nephelometer (Heintzenberg and
Erfurt 2000). The open -cell approach has the additional
advantage of reducing artefacts caused by the sample
inlet (see below), while the closed-cell approach retains
the high sensitivity and accuracy of that technology.
Knowledge of the scattering phase function is important in retrievals of aerosol properties using remote
sensing techniques. In spite of this, there is currently no
instrument that can directly measure the scattering
phase function of the atmospheric aerosol. The scattering phase function can be computed from fundamental
microphysical properties such as particle size distribution, composition and mixing state, and particle shapes.
Assumptions and simplifications are almost alwaysmade
in performing these calculations, especially regarding
particle shape, and direct measurements to confirm the
validity of these assumptions are sorely lacking.

tion of the optical properties of atmospheric particles
from filter samples involves certain assumptions, and
calibrations are uncertain due to variations in particle
morphology and chemistry. Uncertainty of the PSAP
absorption measurement has been estimated as ranging from ±20% (Bond et al. 1999) to ±40% (Reid et al.
1998).Finally, filter sampling techniques do not permit
studies of the humidity dependence of light absorption.
Indeed, there is no commonly available method for
measuring this important parameter.
The photo acoustic method is an alternate technique,
which measures the light absorption of suspended particles in an enclosed volume. Recent work has improved
the sensitivity of this method by an order of magnitude
(Arnott et al. 1995, 1999) allowing absorption measurements of the ambient aerosol in unpolluted as wellas polluted conditions. Further refinements to the instrumental technique show promise for another order of magnitude improvement in sensitivity. The photoacoustic
method also offers the potential for measuring the humidity dependence of light absorption.
5.4.5 Hygroscopicity

In the 1980s and 1990S, measurements of hygroscopic
properties of aerosol particles were significantly improved in three ways. First, electrobalance techniques
were used to make exact measurements of growth in
diameter, density, and refractive index of pure compounds such as sulphates (Tang and Munkelwitz 1994)
and sea salt (Tang et al.I997) . These data have proven to
be very useful in modelling hygroscopic effects on aerosol physics and optics. Second, the development of the
hygroscopic-tandem differential mobility analyser
(Rader and McMurry 1986) allowed, for the first time,
the size-resolved external mixture of aerosol particles
in terms of hygroscopicity to be determined. However,
5.4.4.2 Particle Light Absorption
these measurements are limited to the size range below
300 nm in diameter, and thus do not give the entire cliWhile the measurement of aerosol scattering is relatively mate-relevant information set for cloud or fog processes,
mature and accurate, the measurement of aerosol ab- and scattering of solar radiation by aerosol particles
sorption is not. Because of the low levels of absorption under ambient conditions. The third development is the
in the ambient aerosol, filter-based techniques are most widespread use of the controlled humidity nephcommonly used and quasi-real time techniques have elometer (e.g., Kotchenruther et al. 1999),which allows
been developed since the early 1980s(Hansen et al.1982; hygroscopic effects on light scattering to be measured
Reid et al. 1998). Recently, noise characterisation, cali- directly.
bration, and intercomparison tests (Bond et al. 1999;
Reid et al. 1998) have been conducted. A detailed set of
field use and data reduction protocols has been pub- 5.4.6 Aerosol Deposition Fluxes
lished for the PSAP instrument (Radiance Research,
Inc.) by Anderson et al. (1999). Many research groups Measurement of atmosphere-surface exchange of aerohave adopted this instrument, bringing a measure of sol particles remains difficult . Nevertheless, the past
standardisation to the field.
decade has seen advances that have permitted someSignificant problems remain, however, regarding the what better estimates of aerosol fluxes onto vegetative
accurate determination of aerosol absorption. Calcula- canopies, bodies of water, and surfaces in urban areas.
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tefacts can modify the ambient population as it is being
sampled, so that the analytical system generates data
that are a poor representation of reality. For example,
due to changes in relative humidity, the aerosol is often
measured under dry or undefined conditions which are
not representative for the undisturbed ambient aerosol. These problems are subtle and poorly understood;
accordingly users of analytical equipment are frequently
unaware of them and/or unable to quantify the errors
and uncertainties that are introduced. Thus it is likely
that significant amounts of published aerosol data are
misleading in one way or another, The potential for experiencing sampling artefacts depends strongly on the
size and chemical properties of the aerosols being sampled .
One of the most thoroughly documented types of
sampling artefacts involves gas-aerosol interactions.
Appel et al. (1978)were among the first to note that gaseous nitric acid and particulate nitrate can interconvert
on filter media. Depending on particle composition, artefacts can be either positive or negative (Zhang and
McMurry 1987).There are numerous methods for minimising these artefacts, however. One of the most rigorous is the use of diffusion denuders (Sickles et al.1990).
These devices first denude the air stream of condensable gases and then sample the aerosols with a filter pack
that can collect both the aerosol and any volatilised
products from it.
Organic aerosols pose significant sampling problems,
which have yet to be resolved (Appel et al. 1989).Many
organic compounds have significant vapour pressures,
so that exchange between condensed and vapour phases
is continuous. Any change in pressure or temperature
during sampling will displace this equilibrium, distorting the ambient distribution between the phases. Furthermore, many organic vapours adsorb strongly on filter media, generating positive artefacts. The most common approach to correct for this artefact involves the
use of a second filter in series with the first (Novakov
et al. 1997). However, this relies on the often-questionable assumption that vapours are only weakly adsorbed,
so that the same artefact will be generated on the second filter as on the first. Much remains to be done before organic aerosol observations can be used with confidence.
Another set of problems is associated with the use of
inlet tubes (Okazaki et al. 1987).The tendency of particles to continue moving with the ambient flow, rather
than entering the flow of sampling inlets, results in decreasing collection efficiency for larger particles. Because both sea salt and mineral dust particles have, for
the most part, mass larger than one micrometer, this
5.4.7 Issues in Aerosol Sampling
inertial effect makes it particularly difficult to collect
It is difficult to make accurate measurements of the con- representative samples . Inertial problems are magnified
centrations and properties of ambient aerosols (Vincent when aerosols are sampled from aircraft, which often
1989;Willeke and Baron 1993). Numerous potential ar- fly at 100 m S-1 or faster. The deceleration of air within

In previous decades, measurements of particle deposition onto vegetation had been conducted by numerous
research groups but were of questionable validity. Recent advances in real-time particle sensors, more accurate chemical species measurement, and improved
methods of characterising turbulence have permitted
better estimates of particle fluxes using micrometeorological methods. For example, recent flux measurements
by eddy correlation and by the gradient method over
forests are reported by Beck et al. (2000) and Horvath
et al. (2000) , respectively. Improvements in measuring
forest throughfall (water that falls to the ground beneath
the trees during precipitation) have resulted in better
estimates of dry deposition of aerosol chemical species
on broader spatial scales (Beier et al. 1992; Butler and
Likens 1995).Despite these advances, discrepancies remain between measurements and modelling of dry deposition to vegetation (Garland 2000). At least part of the
discrepancy may be explained by the disproportional
fraction of deposition from the largest airborne particles present (Zufall and Davidson 1998).
The recogn ition that many bodies of water are becoming contaminated by atmospheric deposition has
resulted in considerable research efforts over the past
ten years. Because of the difficulty of direct measurement of deposition onto water surfaces , many investigators have used surrogate surfaces positioned over the
water despite their acknowledged inadequacies. These
data , as well as deposition velocities found in the literature, have been used to estimate deposition fluxes to
major bodies of water for several chemical species such
as trace metals (e.g., Arimoto et al. 1997; Baker et al.
1997).In addition, Yi et al. (1997) have developed a surrogate surface containing water to assess the relative
deposition rates of gaseous and particulate species and
to explore the role of the humid boundary layer above
the water surface .
Recent attention has also focussed on urban surfaces.
Nemitz et al. (2000) have used airborne particle counters
and ultrasonic anemometers to measure emissions and
deposition of particles in the city centre of Edinburgh,
Scotland, considering the city as a "canopy". Nicholson
(2001) has explored deposition of particles to building
materials such as brick and glass using wind tunnel techniques. The influence of particle deposition over long
periods of time on limestone in an urban area has been
explored by Davidson et al. (2000a). Overall, these studies have shown that particle deposition in urban areas
can be significant and can degrade surfaces.
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inlet systems generates intense turbulence that propels determine the molecular composition of particles are
many of the particles to the walls of the inlet diffuser still limited, especially with respect to organic comcone. This results in transmission efficiencies for super- pounds. Better techniques are needed for readily quanmicrometer particles of only 5 to 20%, whereas sub- tifying cloud-forming particles and for determining the
micrometer particles can be collected with 50 to 100% size-resolved composition of particles.
efficiency (Huebert and Lee1990; Sheridan and Norton
1998). Recent measurements during the ACE-2 experiment (Schmid et a1. 2000) demonstrated the impact of 5.5 Satellite Instruments for Tropospheric Chemistry
this on measurements of the extinction of radiation by
dust and sea salt: a nephelometer (sampling from an 5.5.1 Introduction
inlet) underestimated the former by about 85% and the
latter by about half relative to inlet-less approaches. It is possible to monitor long lived tropospheric comSimilarly,a comparison of a total aerosol sampler with pounds adequately with a limited number of measurea conventional curved-tube inlet during the PEM-Trop- ment stations distributed around the globe. However,
ics experiment found that MSA and non-sea salt sul- to obtain global observations of short lived compounds
phate were underestimated by a factor of 20 to 30 by whose sources are more variable in space and time, satfilters behind the conventional inlet. The result is that ellite-based measurements, using remote sensing techmany of the published concentrations of aerosols above niques, are required. Current techniques are based on
the surface are likely to be underestimates of the true the passive sensing of scattered or transmitted sunlight,
ambient concentrations. Users of these data must be or emitted thermal or microwave radiation. These passive techniques have employed limb viewing (along horiaware of this pervasive artefact.
There are new technologies being developed, how- zontal paths) , nadir viewing, or a combination of the
ever,which will improve the situation. A new total aero- two to perform the required measurements. Observasol sampler (TAS) has been demonstrated to collect all tions from instruments such as TOMS, SBUV, and SAGE
aerosols that enter its tip, without artefact. The disad- since the late 1970S, and from the UARS satellite during
vantage of TAS is that all size information is lost in the the 1990S have provided the scientific community with
extraction process. To enable size-dependent sampling, a comprehensive picture of the chemical composition
a new laminar-flow inlet developed at Denver Univer- of the stratosphere and mesosphere. These measuresity by Seebaugh and Lafleur was tested in flight in 2000. ments will be continued during the next decade by the
Another solution to the calibration problem might lie NASA Aura (formerly EOS Chem) and ESA ENVISAT
in the use of identical, non-aspirated, particle sizing satellites. A selection of past, present, and future satelprobes both outside the aircraft and inside the sample lite instruments designed for sensing atmospheric
plumbing (see, e.g., Noone et al. 1992a).
composition is summarised in Table 5.2.
Initially, the remote sensing of atmospheric compoAerosol sampling problems have no doubt compromised much of the data now in the refereed literature. sition by satellite sensors was limited to the stratosphere.
However, as awareness of these issues grows and tech- Satellite remote sensing of trace gases and aerosols in
nological improvements are realised, much more rep- the troposphere is substantially more difficult. Limb
resentative values should be obtained.
viewing techniques have limited utility near and below
the tropopause because of frequent obstruction by
clouds. Limited vertical resolution, difficulties in sepa5.4.8 Summary of Future Needs
rating tropospheric concentration from the total column, and accounting for the effects of clouds and water
A number of important aerosol parameters are meas- vapour have been persistent problems with nadir-viewured poorly or cannot be measured at all using current ing techniques. Tropospheric chemistry will be adtechniques. As mentioned above, improvements in the vanced in the coming decade by satellite sensors with
measurement of hygroscopicity and in the measurement new capabilities for observing the troposphere: passive
of aerosol optical properties at ambient relative humid- sensors with improved spectral coverage; passive senity are needed. Although recent developments show sors in geostationary and L1 orbits providing regional
promise, current capabilities to measure the absorption and continental-scale observations with high spatial and
of the ambient aerosol are limited and improvements temporal resolution; and lidars, active sensors based on
in sensitivity and calibration are necessary. Problems lasers,which offer the potential for observations of aerowith inlet sampling affect a wide range of aerosol meas- sols and some trace gases with greatly improved vertiurements and improved sampling techniques for organic cal resolution, at the cost of restricted geographic covaerosols are needed . Although physical techniques for erage. Development of these new sensors has been enathe measurement of the elemental composition of sin- bled by technologies that have matured during the 1990S.
gle particles have shown great progress, capabilities to These new technologies and the advances expected from
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Table 5.2. Summary of instrumentsdiscussed in SeC!. 5.5.ThisHSI is nol intended 10 be comprehensive, but gives examples of past,
presenl,and futurecapabilities. Only measuremenlSof primary significance10 atmospheric chemislryare lisled

,,.

n strument

Sat ellite

AVHRR

TIROS-N , NOAA-f>t brouch
NOAA-I ". 1978 to present

TOMS

Nimbus 7, 1979-1992; Meteor .
1992-1 994; ADEOS. 1996- 1997;
Earth Probe. 1996 to presen t

SAGE 1/11

At mospheric Explore!". 1979-1981 ; Solar occultation
Earth Rad iation Budget Satejhte,
1984 to presen t

MAPS

Space Shu ttle, 1981 , 1984, 1994

Relevant Measure ment s

Jleferences

Vis-N IRradiom eter

Aero5Ols

Husar etal , I997

UVradiometer

oacoe.eeosca

Heathetal.1975;
Herman and Larke 1994;
Herman et at 1997

en. NOJ,H2O,and aerosols

McCormick et at. 1989;
Kent et a1.1998

in stratosphere and upper
troposphere

Gas f,lter correlat ion
radiome ter

CO

Connors et al. 1999

LITf

Space Shu ttle. Sep t. 1994

Backscatter lidar

Aerosols

Winker et a! 1996

GOM'

ERS-2. 1995 to presen t

UV-visspectrometer

0 .. NO"H2O. 8rO,OCIO. SO,.
HCHO, aerosols

BUlrowset al. 1999

IMG

ADEOS , 1996-1997

IRFTS

0 .. N2O, H2O.CHe, CO

Og awa etal.1994

POLDER

AOEOS, 1996-1997

Wide field, polarization
radiometer

Aerosols

De unl et al. l 999

MISR

Terra, 12/99 t o presen t

Multiangle radiometer

Aerosols

Dineretal.l99 1;
Martonchik 1997

MOOIS

Terra, 12/99 to present.Aqu a,
200 '

Vis·N1R-IRrad iometer

Aerosols

Terra, 121 99 to pr esent

Gas filter cor relation
radiometer

CO,CH.

UV-vis-NiRspect rem eter

NO, NO" N,o, H,o, BrO, OCIO, Bovensm ann et a1. 1999
CO, CHe, SOl, HCHO, ae rosols

MOPITT

SOAMACHY ENVlSAT,2001

Kaufman et al.1997 ;
Tam~etal.1997

en.

Valero et a!.1999

EPIC

Triana

UV-Vis rad iometer

OMI

Aura,2003

UV-visspectrometer

O,,50 J,NOJ,a e r05Ois

TIS

Aura.2003

IRFTS

OJ,NO,N,o. CO, CH.. HNOJ,etc. Glavich and Beer 1991

GIFTS

Geostationary satellite. 2003

IRFTS

0 .. CO. H,o. etc.

Smith et ai,2000

lidar

(ALIPSO,2004

Polariution lidar

Aerosols

Winker and Wielicki 1999

Geo"TRACE

mRS

UV·visspectrometer,
g as filter cor relation
radiometer

0 .. CO, aerosols

Neil et a1.2000

them are discussed in this sectio n. Several satellite instr uments flown dur ing the 1990S, which are foreru nners of the next gene ration o f satellite sensors, are used
to illustrate the discussion.

O zone , aerosols

Drummon d a nd Marn.l 1996;
Wang et al . l 999

ration of th e t ropospheric compos ition from that of the
total column can be very d ifficult.

5.5.2.1 W -Visible Techniques

5.5.2 Recent Advances
Satellite measurements of aerosols and molecules in the
troposphe re ar e m uch more difficult tha n in the upper
atmosphe re and measureme nt capabilities from space
have been much more limited. The limb viewing geom et ry is characterised by ho rizontal reso lutions on the
order of 400 krn, which is inconsisten t with the sp atial
var iabi lity of many t ropospheric trace co mpou nds.
Additionally, tropospheric clou ds interfere with limb
viewing measurements, so obse rvations of t ropos pheri c
composition must rely pr imarily on nadir- or near -na dir -viewing instruments. Passive nad ir-viewing instruments have limited vertical resolution. however,and sepa-

Total colwn n ozone has been derived since 1979 from
ultraviolet measureme nts of scattered su nlight by the
TOMS inst ru ment. In the late 1980s, a tech nique was
develo ped to der ive tropospheric column of ozone as
the residu al of the total colum n measured by TOMS and
th e s t ratospheric co lu m n fr om co-located SAGE II
measurements (Fishm an et al. 1990 ). The drawback of
app lying this technique to SAGE II data is that on ly
climatolog ical st udies can be don e, as SAGEII longitud inal coverage is sparse and fulJl ati tudinai coverage is
obtained only over about 40 d ays.
The Global Ozone Monito ring Experiment (GOME)
has operated si nce Apr il 1995 on the ERS-2 satellite,
which flies in a 780 k m sun-synch ronous orbit. GOME
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is a nadir-viewing spectrometer designed for trace gas noise ratio. In the troposphere and lower stratosphere,
measurements by observing reflected sunlight in the GOME is able to resolve the vertical profile of ozone
ultraviolet and visible (Burrows et al. 1999). In contrast with an effective resolution of 10 km. For other gases,
to TOMS and SBUV, which operate at a number of dis- the tropospheric column is determined by subtracting
crete wavelengths, GOMEobserves the entire spectrum the stratospheric column from the total column, assumbetween 240 and 790 nm with a spectral resolution that ing local longitudinal homogeneity of the stratosphere.
varies from 0.2 nm in the UV to 0.4 nm in the red. GOME Employing this residual technique, GOMEhas been used
is superior to TOMS and SBUV because of its improved to observe tropospheric NO z' formaldehyde (HeHO)
coverage of the ozone spectrum and improved signal to (Fig. 5.3),and SOz resulting from pollution and biomass
Fig.S .3.
Global tropospheric vertical
column (VC) amo unt (molecules cm-Z) of NO z, HCHO,
and 03 for September 1997
derived from GOME data. Elevated levels of NO z can be
seen over the industrial area s
of Europe, the United States,
China , and the Middle East
oil fields. The production of
NO z and HCHO from biomass burning in the Southern
Hemisphere is also evident
0. P. Burrows , personal communication, and Burrows 1999)
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burning. GOME is the first satellite instrument suitable
for studying halogen oxide s in the lower troposphere
and has been used to observe the globa l distribution of
BrO.
The observations begun by GOME will be contin ued by three GOME-2 instruments scheduled to be
flown on the EUMETSAT/ESA METOP series of satellites, as well as by the conceptually similar OMI in strument, scheduled to be flown on Aura . The capabilities of GOME are extended by SCIAMACHY, now
flying on ENVISAT. SCIAMACHY is similar to GOME
in design concept but with spectral coverage extended
into the near infrared, between 240 and 2380 nrn, and
with three viewing geometries: nadir, limb-scanning,
and occultation (Bovensmann et al. 1999). Extended
spectral coverage and matched limb/nadir measurements allow the tropospheric column amounts of
a variety of trace gases to be determined: 0 3' N0 2 ,
N20, BrO, CO, CH4 , H 20, and, under polluted conditions, HCHO and S0 2' Additionally, SCIAMACHY will
mea sure vertically resolved profiles of 0 3' H 20 , N20,
and CH4 •
In the last decade, satellites have been used for semiqu antitative global monitoring of aerosol distribution .
The AdvancedVeryHigh Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR),
flying on a series of NOAA satellites, has provided aerosol observations over the oceans since 1979(Husar et al.
1997). Algorithms using two of the AVHRRwavelengths
(0.65 J.1m and 0.85 J.1m) have been used to retrieve both
aerosol optical depth and Angstrom coefficient (the
spectral coefficient of aerosol scattering) (Higurashi and
Nakajima 1999; Mishchenko et al. 1999)(see example in
Fig. 4.2). Operational aerosol products, however, have
been limited to ocean regions due to the difficulty of
retrieving aerosols over inhomogeneous and/or bright
land surfaces. More recently an algorithm to retrieve an
aerosol index related to aerosol absorption has been
developed (Herman et al.1997) and applied to TOMS UV
measurements to detect absorbing aerosols, primarily
dust and smoke, over land and marine surfaces. This
recent work has resulted in new insights into the global
sources, production mechanisms, and transport of dust
and smoke. However, quantitative retrievals of aerosol
optical depth require either external information or assumptions regarding the type and height of the aerosol
and the nature of the underlying sur face (Torres et al.
1998).
POLDER was the first satellite instrument designed
express ly to provide quantitative estimates of particle
properties, column burden, and radiative forcing. It combines spectral measurements in four channels (0·4-0 ·9 urn)
with polarisation and angular measurements in a geometry similar to a "fish eye camera", observing Earth
with a wide range of view angles. The results are global
maps of aerosol optical thickness, estimates of refractive index and the wavelength exponent of particulate
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extinction over the ocean, and an aerosol index over the
land (Deuze et al. 1999). The large size of the foot print,
6 km, restricts the cloud free regions that can be used
for aerosol evaluation, however.
The payload of the Terra satellite, launched in December 1999,includes the Moderate Resolution Imaging
Spectro-Radiometer (MODIS) and Multi-angle Imaging
Spectro-Radiometer (MISR) instruments which represent a significant advance over previous capabilities for
aerosol sensing. MODIS is a nadir-view ing imaging filter radiometer with 36 spectral channels and improved
calibration relative to AVHRR. Seven of those channels,
between 550and 2 100 nrn, are used for retrievals of aerosol optical depth over dark vegetation as well over ocean
(Kaufman et al. 1997b; Chu et al. 1998). It is also possible to retrieve the mean aerosol size and the relative
contribution to the aerosol optical depth of the accumulation and coarse modes over the ocean (Tanre et al.
1997,1999). The MISR provides multi-angle observations
in four spectral bands between 446 and 866 nm . Each
band is imaged with nine view angles spread out along
the flight path between 70 degrees forward and 70 degrees aft. These multi-angle measurements provide addit ional information on aerosol angular scattering characteristics and allow the classification of aero sols into
one of about a dozen types, distinguished by size, composition, and shape (spherical-non-spherical), as well as
measurements of aerosol optical depth (Kahn et al.1997).

5.5.2.2 Infrared Techniques

Many trace compounds exhibit spectral signatures in
the thermal infrared, and infrared techniques hold the
potential to observe many compounds which cannot be
observed using UV/visible techniques. Satellite measurements of tropospheric gases have been performed
using the gas filter correlation technique and by inversion of the radiance spectrum observed at high spec tral resolution. In the gas filter correlation technique,
an onboard gas cell filled with the target gas provides
measurements of a specific gas without the necessity of
high spectral resolution and tight spectral requirements.
This technique does not require the absorption lines to
be resolved and is characterised by high signal to noise
ratio. The first satellite measurements of CO were obtained by the MAPS (Measurement of Air Pollution from
Satellites) ins trument using this technique in the midinfrared. MAPS flew on the Space Shuttle in 1981, 1984,
and 1994, and prov ided the scientific community with
valuable insights into the importance of biomass burning as a source of CO (Connors et al. 1999). The utility of
MAPS was limited by the short duration of shuttle missions, however. Global observations of CO on a continuing basis are now being provided by MOPITT on the
NASA Terra satellite that was launched in December 1999.
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High spectral resolution infrared spectrometers hold
the potential to observe a broader range of compounds
than is feasible using the gas filter correlation technique.
Limited vertical resolution of CO,CH4, and 03 is possible if spectral resolution is high enough to resolve the
absorption line structure. The TES(Tropospheric Emission Spectrometer) instrument, part of the Aura payload, is a Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) observing the spectral region between 3.2 and 15.4 urn at a resolution of 0.025 crn". TES is expected to provide troposphe ric measurements of 3, CO, CH4 , HN0 3, NO, and
N20 with vertical resolutions of 2 to 6 km. The IMG
(Interferometric Monitor for Greenhouse Gases) instrument , which operated between October 1996 and June
1997 on the Japanese ADEOS satellite, illustrates the
potential of high spectral resolution observations from
instruments such as TES. IMG was a nadir-viewing FTS
operating between 3.3 and 14.0 urn with 0.1 ern? spectral resolution (Ogawa et al. 1994). The instrument had
an 8 x 8 km 2 footprint and 32 km swath . As shown in
Fig. 5.4, IMG data have provided global measurements
of tropospheric CO, using a neural net retrieval approach (Clerbaux et al. 1999; Hadji-Lazaro et al. 1999).

°

5.5.3 Future Trends

5.5.3.1 Active Techniques
The global distribution of tropospheric aerosol is highly
variable due to the variety and variability of sources and
the short residence time of aerosols in the atmosphere.
Due to the current limited knowledge of aerosol source
strengths and production and transformation mechanisms, aerosol distr ibution cannot be adequatel y determined by modelling. Improved satellite measur ements ,
especially of the vertical distribut ion of aerosol , are necessary to obtain a more complete picture of the global
aerosol.
The new observing capabilities of the Terra instruments will provide major improvements in knowledge
of the global aerosol. None of these instruments, however, is sensitive to aerosols at very low concentrations
or provides any information on the vertical profile of
aerosols. Active lidar sensors, based on short-pulse lasers, are required.
The Lidar In-space Technology Experiment (LITE)
provided the first demonstration of the promise of sat-
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Fig. 5.5.
Vertical cros s-section of
aerosol distribution observed
by LITE. A deep haze layer
(yellow and red) is seen over
the eastern US and extending
into the Atlantic Ocean . Yellow
lines trace wind back-trajectories at the 8so hPa level over
the five days previous to the
LITE overpass

ellite lidar for aerosol studies (Fig. 5.5). The LITE system used a high -power pulsed laser operating at 355 nm,
532 nm, and 1064 nm (Winker et al. 1996) and flew on
the Space Shuttle in September 1994. Figure 5.5 illustrates
the capability of satellite lidar to detect and profile aerosols over both land and ocean. Lidar data also show the
spatial relationships between clouds and aerosols, critical information for studies of aerosol-cloud interactions.
A study by Kent et al. (1998) combined aerosol data from
LITE and SAGE II to investigate the sources, distribution, and optical properties of aerosols in the upper
troposphere. This study highlights the potential of combining observations from lidar and passive sensors.
The relatively recent development of rugged, longlife, and efficient diode-pumped solid -state lasers has
enabled the development of lidars which can be operated from long-term satellite platforms in low Earth
orbit. CALIPSO (formerly PICASSO-CENA) is a recently
approved NASA three-year mission planned to begin in
2004 (Winker and Wielicki 1999). CALIPSO will fly in
formation with the NASA Aura and Aqua satellites . The
CALIPSO instrument suite includes a polarisation-sensitive lidar operating at two wavelengths (532 nm and
1064 nm) . The spectral dependence of the lidar aerosol
backscatter provides a height-resolved indication of
aerosol particle size. Polarisation sensitivity allows the
discrimination of hydrated aerosol droplets from dry
(non-spherical) aerosols. These capabilities provide a
limited ability to classify aerosols by type. To provide a
comprehensive picture of the global distribution and
properties of aerosols, data from many diverse sources
- satellite, ground-based in situ, and remote sensing

instruments - will have to be integrated, using assimilation techniques. The CALIPSO satellite, flying in formation with the NASA Aqua satellite, will allowing the combination of MODIS and lidar observations. The OMI instrument on Aura will detect aerosols using the TOMS
retrieval approach (Herman et al. 1997). The unknown
vertical distribution of aerosol results in significant uncertainties in quantitative retrievals using this algorithm.
Near-coincident aerosol profiles from CALIPSO can be
used to improve the accuracy of OMI aerosol retrievals.
Technologiesrequired for space-based sensing of trace
gases by differential absorption lidar (DIAL)systems are
now under development. DIALsystems have not yet been
flown in space,but have proven their utility through many
years of use in ground-based and airborne measurement
campaigns. Laser technology has now progressed to the
point where spaceborne DIAL systems are in the early
planning stages and it is likelythat DIALsystems to measure tropospheric ozone and water vapour will be in orbit
by the latter part of this decade. Because active sensors
provide limited horizontal coverage, assimilation techniques will need to be developed to merge high vertical
resolution data from lidar with broad spatial coverage
data from passive sensors.

5.5.3.2 Observations from Geostationary
and Lagrange Orbits

Instruments in low Earth orbit cannot detect processes
which take place on small scales, that is with horizontal
spatial resolutions on the order of 10 km or less, and
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temporal resolutions on the order of fractions of an hour
to a few hours. Satellites in low Earth orbit take a day or
more to provide complete global coverage and any given
region is revisited no more than twice a day. Instruments
on satellites in geostationary or Lagrange orbits are required in order to document the spatial distribution,
temporal trends, and variability of a number of environmentally significant shorter lived atmospheric compounds. A satellite in geosynchronous orbit - at an altitude of about 36000 km - orbits Earth once a day and
so has a stable and continuous view of a large portion
of Earth's surface. Four to five longitudinally spaced
satellites in geosynchronous orbit are required to obtain full coverage of Earth up to a latitude of 50-60 degrees. The Lagrange Li point is between Earth and the
sun, about 1.6 million km from Earth. The gravitational
pull of both bodies is balanced at this point, so that the
satellite maintains a constant distance from each, thereby
providing a continuous view of the solar-illuminated
Earth disk.
The use of sensors in geosynchronous and L1 orbits
to observe tropospheric composition has been enabled
by the development of large- format detector arrays and
their associated low-noise readout electronics, high
bandwidth satellite communications links, and highvolume data handling facilities . These large arrays enable sensors to make quasi-continuous measurements
over Earth's disk with high spatial, spectral, and temporal resolution. These new satellite platforms will allow
the investigation of a whole new class of atmospheric
phenomena, including processes occurring at small spatial scales and the transport of pollutants from local
source regions to the global atmosphere. Instruments
in these orbits can also give the synoptic context for
measurements from ground networks or field campaigns.
GIFTS is a mission planned for launch in 2005 as
part of NASA's New Millennium Programme. The programme's objective is to demonstrate new technologies
and the potential for high spectral resolution infrared
observations from geosynchronous orbit. GIFTS is an
imaging Fourier transform spectrometer, which will
provide spectra in two bands in the thermal infrared.
The spectral resolution is programmable, from 18 cm'"
to 0 .6 crrr", The primary focus of GIFTS is to demonstrate an improved capability for temperature and humidity sounding to increase the accuracy of weather
forecasts. However, observations at the highest spectral
resolution promise to provide vertically resolved profiles of ozone , CO, and other constituents with vertical
resolutions ranging from 3 to 11 krn. Views of mesoscalesized regions can be obtained every half hour.
Triana is a NASA mission (originally scheduled to
launch in early 2001, but now delayed) planned to place
several instruments at the Li point to provide continu-

ous observations of the sun-illuminated side of Earth
from this unique vantage point. A to-band imaging filter radiometer called EPIC will provide hourly measurements of ozone over the full sunlit disk at a spatial
resolution of 8-14 km. This is done using the UVbackscatter technique developed for TOMS.
GeoTrace is an instrument somewhat similar to the
Triana EPIC camera, but with higher spectral resolution. GeoTrace has been proposed to the NASA New
Millennium Programme to fly in a geosynchronous orbit; it would provide measurements similar to GaME
but with continuous full-disk coverage . GeoTrace gives
atmospheric column amounts, and is aimed at monitoring distribution, diurnal changes, and transport.
Instruments such as GIFTS,GeoTrace, and Triana will
provide unique insights into the temporal behaviour of
atmospheric composition and dynamics at small to
medium scales. Rapid changes in tropospheric constituents will be observed, providing a means of separating
the tropospheric burden from the relatively slowly
changing stratospheric burden.

5.5.4

Summary

Global remote sensing of atmospheric constituents
is essential to understanding the natural processes
that determine the composition of the global atmosphere and to assess the impact of human activities
on the atmosphere. Following successes in the development of satellite instruments to study the stratosphere,
the next challenge is to improve capabilities for tropospheric measurements. Pathfinder instruments such
as GaME, IMG, and LITE have demonstrated the potential for the new generation of instruments to be flown
during the next decade. These new satellite sensors
will provide major advances in our understanding of
the composition of the troposphere on regional and global scales.
However, these new remote sensing capabilities challenge the scientific community if their full potential is
to be realised. How will these new satellite measurements
be validated and what modelling tools will be required
to interpret them? New and improved ground-based
measurement capabilities will be required for validation, as well as improved measurement strategies. Even
though the new generation of satellite sensors will provide greatly improved observations of trace gases and
aerosols, the data will necessarily fall short of full 3-D
and temporally continuous coverage. One of the major
challenges to the modelling community in the next decade is to develop data assimilation techniques that provide an objective means of estimating the space and time
varying composition of the global atmosphere from
sparse and irregular satellite observations.
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5.6
5.6.1

Long-Term Measurements
Introduction

The last decade has seen many advances in measurement techniques for tropospheric chemistry. Atthe same
time, many advances have been made in the understanding of the methodologies for making measurements.
Since the tropospheric system is large and heterogeneous in both space and time over many orders of magni tude, a sound measurement strategy is essential if the
small sample of possible measurements is to be meaningful in a global context. There are many aspects to
this problem and only a small selection of these will be
discussed in detail.
The success of any global network depends on careful calibrations and intercomparisons. There have been
sustained, and largely successful, efforts to make comparisons of different instruments which measure the
same atmospheric quantity, whether these are multiple
copies of the same instrument or instruments using different measurement methodologies. The first category
of comparison is an essential ingredient in any network
whose data will have scientific meaning. However these
comparisons only really addre ss the issue of precision
of measurement. It is the second category of compari son which can (but not necessarily will) determine instrumental biases. In some cases the comparisons can
be made directly by sampling the same air volume, but
in cases where co-location is not an option other techniques, such as the use of standards, are required. The
control methodologies have also been strengthened to
permit a comparison of techniques without introducing a bias from the comparison itself. Examples of where
such strategies have been applied are the NOMHICE
(hydrocarbons) and NOHALICE (nitrous oxide and
halo carbons) under !GAC,the global network of CO2
sensors (Francey 1999),and the intercomparison of techniques for measuring OH (Crosley 1997).
The pertinent issues for making long-term measure ments to determine trends are also better understood
after several decades of trying to make such measurements . Some very obvious logistical problems are the
maintenance of the site for such an extended period and
changes in the nature of the site, such as the encroachment of an urban environment into a previously rural
area. Other issues that have been recognised, if not always understood, are the calibration and quality control of the time series and the necessity of some linkage
between the observations that are being made. It has
become apparent that a very significant , sustained effort is required to keep the data from a network to a
standard that is usable in any comprehensive study of
trends over many years. Examples of successful networks are the Global Atmospheric Watch (GAW)
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ozonesonde and CO2 networks, and CMDLand AGAGE
halocarbon, nitrous oxide, and methane networks.
With the advent oflong-term measurements of tropospheric constituents from space, measurement validation is very significant. In this context, comparability of
measurements has proved a difficult challenge. Significant aspects are problems of making "simultaneous"
measurements at any point on the globe, and of properly accounting for temporal, vertical, and spatial coverage of both measurements. For example, it is very difficult to compare a satellite instrument with effective
resolution of 4 km in the vertical, 25 km in the horizontal,and one second temporally with an aircraft sampling
experiment of vertical resolution 500 m, spatial resolution of 1 krn, and temporal frequency of one hour, even
if the measurements are nominally co-located. Nevertheless if the satellite measurements are to become acceptable, these problems must be addressed in a manner that is agreeable to the community.

5.6 .2

Global Networks

Issues such as global warming, depletion of the
stratospheric ozone layer,acid rain, urban pollution, and
atmospheric transport of hazardous material can be
understood only by a combination of process studies
with long-term monitoring. Within the United Nations
system, the World Meteorological Organisation (WMO)
through its GAW programme has a continuing responsibility to coordinate long-term ground-based measurement of atmospheric chemistry by maintaining its own
operational observation networks (e.g.,AGAGE, CMDL)
and by fostering links with other active networks on a
world-wide basis.
The GAW system is designed to coordinate research
with two related objectives: to understand the relationship between changing atmospheric composition and
changes of global and regional climate, and to describe
the regional and long-range atmospheric transport and
deposit ion of natural and man-made substances .
GAW includes groups with networks measuring
ozone (total column, vertical profile, and near the surface), greenhouse gases (C0 2, CFCs, CH4 , N20), solar
radiation including UV, aerosol characteristics, reactive
gases (S02' NO x ' CO), chemical composition of rain ,
radionuclides, and meteorological parameters. To ensure the required quality of data a number of measure ment manuals have been and are being prepared and a
data quality control plan has been developed. IGACand
GAW have worked closely on a number of these issues.
To collect, process, analyse, and distribute data obtained from the GAW stations , six World Data Centres
have been established: on ozone and UV (Toron to,
Canada), greenhouse gases (Tokyo,Japan), precipitation
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chemistry (Albany, New York, US), solar radiation ing a Japan Airlines (JAL) Boeing 747, Matsueda and
(St. Petersburg, Russia), aerosols (Ispra, Italy), and sur- Innoue (1996) measure CO2, CH4, and CO monthly,
face ozone (Kjeller, Norway). The GAW data are pub- chiefly on routes between Tokyo and Australia. This JAL
lished regularly and are available upon request to all project is practical and going strong; clean air comorganisations, scientific institutions, and individual sci- pressed by the jet engine bypass is collected in titan ium
entists directly from the Centres.
flasks for retrospective analysis.
A most important aspect of the GAW has been the
MOZAIC (Marenco et al. 1998) has a more global
establishment of QualityAssurance/ScienceActivityCen- character; here five aircraft are equipped with water
tres (QA/SAC) to oversee the quality of the data produced vapour sensors and UVabsorption ozone analysers.Well
under GAW. Four such centres are located in Germany, over 10 000 long distance flights have been completed.
Japan, Switzerland and the United States. The QA/SACs Funded by the European Commission's environmental
playa major role in training, quality control and estab- programme, MOZAIC has been extended to equip the
lishing protocols for measurements. In coordination five aircraft with CO analysers. One Lufthansa MOZAIC
with the QA/SACs, a system of World Calibration Cen- aircraft is also equipped with an NOy analyser.
tres has been designated for specific measurements.
CARIBIC (Brenninkmeijer et al. 1999) is different
Similar quality control activities are carried out through again; here one aircraft (Boeing 767, LTU International
cooperation between the CMDL and AGAGE networks Airlines) is fitted with an inlet compatible with aerosol
and air sampling. A measurement container (1100 kg)
for chlorocarbons, methane, and nitrous oxide.
Under the GAW, CMDL and AGAGE programmes, is carried in the forward cargo bay (directly above this
close contact is maintained with the scientific commu- inlet) on flights from Germany to tropical destinations
nity so that when new advances are made in laboratory once to twice a month. Thus, at a lower frequency than
and field measurements they can eventually be used in in MOZAIC, a rather wide range of data is obtained.
CARIBIC records in situ : ozone (chemi-luminescence
the long-term measurement strategy.
and UV absorption), CO, and aerosols (>5, >12 and
>18nm); it also collects grab samples for trace gas analy5.6.2.1 Passive Samplers
sis (halocarbons , SF6, N20, CH4 , various hydrocarbons,
CO, and CO,CO2,and CH4 isotope analysis) and aerosol
A new robust technique for atmospheric chemistry samples for PIXE analysis. Funded by the European
measurements has been developed over the last five Commission's Environmental 5th Framework proyears, i.e. passive samplers. These are ion exchange col- gramme, NO, NOy ' H20, precise CO2, and aerosol optiumns that can be exposed in the field from periods of a cal properties are targeted as well. CARIBIC is expected
day to up to a month. After exposure, the sampler is sent to continue and expand (mass spectrometers) for anto a central laboratory for analysis . Samplers can be other ten years or more. A typical CARIBIC flight overconfigured to measure S02' N0 2, VOCs, 0 3, and other view is illustrated in Fig. 5.6.
substances, and they have been tested favourably against
From the success of the above projects that use autocontinuous measurement techniques . They can be used mated equipment in passenger aircraft it is evident that
in both rural and urban environments. The major ad- commercial aircraft can play an important role as a platvantages of the passive sampler systems are that they form in atmospheric chemistry measurements by fillare inexpensive, robust, and easy to implement in de- ing the observational gap between satellite-based, gloveloping countries. Networks have already been estab- bal scale remote sensing and research aircraft intensive
lished in Asia, Africa, and South America and the first operat ions. Further discussion of measurements from
measurements are now being evaluated.The programme commercial aircraft can be found in Chap. 3.
is coordinated through the GAW (Carmichael 1998).
5.6.2.3 Monitoring of Trends
5.6.2.2 Atmospheric Chemistry Measurements
from Commercial Aircraft

Whereas satellites enable global coverage, and research
aircraft provide maximum detail about atmospheric
composition, commercial aircraft carrying automated
analysers and air samplers deliver a little of each. After
the first use of commercial airliners in the US (GASP)
(Nastrom 1979), three mutually quite different schemes
evolved elsewhere and are in fact still operational. Us-

As we gain a better understanding of the processes
changing the chemical composition of the atmosphere
at one point in time through process studies and intensive campaigns, we must turn our attention next to the
changes over longer time periods. Determining longterm trends adds another dimension to the problems
associated with measurement of the atmosphere's
chemical composition. With process studies the temporal changes may be large with respect to the precision
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of the measuring system but with long-term trends the
changes often approach the system's precision . It is even
more challenging to determine spatial changes. Simpler
more robust instrumentation capable of unattended
operation needs to be developed so that existing networks, such as the GAW, CMDL, and AGAGE stations,
can be augmented for the compounds of interest . With
miniaturisation of existing technology, spatial and temporal coverage of the upper troposphere and lower
stratosphere could be improved using new instrumentation packages for commercial aircraft deployment on
a rout ine basis. Vertical profiles could be obtained by
exploiting existing atmospheric sounding programmes
run by national meteorological services. Inherent and
critical in any long-term programme are problems of
maintaining instrument calibration at each site and inter-calibration between sites. Central or regional calibration facilities may be required, such as GlobalHubs
proposed for the global greenhouse gases and associated isotopes by WMO and IAEA (International Atomic
Energy Agency).

5.6.2.4 Gas Chromatographic Measurements

Gas chromatography is one technique that has been used
successfully for delineating long-term trends of many
atmospheric trace gases. Networks that have provided
invaluable information on the oxidising capability of the
troposphere are those of NOAA-CMDL (Montzka et al.
2000),AGAGE (Prinn et al. 2000),and, in the early 1990S,
the Eurotrac-TOR project (Kley et al. 1997). Although
packed-column chromatography has undergone relatively little scientific refinement in the past 30 years,
dramatic technological improvements have resulted in
reduced size and weight of these instruments, decreased
analysis times, and significantly enhanced reliability and
repeatability. These improvements are reflected in several custom-built multi-channel and multi-detector gas
chromatographs that operate automatically at remote
sampling locations, and onboard aircraft, ships, and
balloons (Elkins et al. 1996; Ray et al. 1999; Prinn et al.
2000). At remote stations such custom instruments allow for an air sample to be analysed simultaneously on
as many as four different analytical columns and detectors . Each separate "channel" is designed to provide
optimum sensitivity and selectivity for one or more
trace gases of interest. Close control on temperatures,
flows, and pressures allows measurement precision of
much less than 1%for gases such as N2 0 , CH4 , and CFCs.
Chromatographic instruments for operation onboard
aircraft or high-altitude balloons have been designed
to allow for much higher frequency sampling (Ray et al.
1999;Williams et al. 2000). Rapid sampling and analysis allows one to capture small-scale atmospheric variability in trace gas concentrations. Chromatographic

instruments onboard balloons and aircraft have successfully measured CFCsand N2 0 with sample frequencies
at close to once per minute .
One of the most dramatic improvements in chromatographic techniques over the past 30 years has been in
the development of capillary columns to replace packedcolumns. Very narrow capillary columns (often called
"micro-bore" capillary columns) have the potential to
shorten trace analysis times even further and are now
being used in the area of atmospheric trace gas analysis. Capillary chromatography techniques are especially
powerful when coupled with a mass spectrometer detector (Prinn et al. 2000).Substantial improvements have
also been realised in the analysis of air for peroxyacetyl
nitrate (PAN) with use of capillary columns and the electron capture detector (Roberts et al.1989).Capillary columns offer much higher resolving power than packed
columns, but generally require pre -concentration of
samples before introduction into the instrument. Despite this complication, automated capillary chromatography instruments similar to those described above have
been deployed recently at a fewremote stations throughout the globe to monitor atmospheric trends in long
lived trace gases (Prinn et al. 2000).

5.6.2.5 Aerosol Optical Properties

Measurements at ground-based stations can be used to
develop instrumental methods, to study temporal variations in aerosol properties over all time scales, and to
serve as baseline stations for intensive campaigns. There
are presently about a dozen such stations (e.g., Cape
Grim, Tasmania baseline station) that conduct routine
measurements of aerosol optical properties intended for
studying direct climate forcing. Ideally, the number and
location of these stations would span the full range of
regional aerosol types and the sampling and measurement protocols would be identical at all stations such
that their results could be strictly compared. It is important, but difficult, to assess whether in situ measurements from fixed surface stations are representative of
vertical and regional distributions. One promising approach to this problem involves coupling to co-located
lidar measurements.
A large array of ground based autonomous radiometers AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) has been
put in place during the last decade with the primary purpose to evaluate and complement satellite information
(Holbenet al.1998).Theseinstruments (100 of them worldwide) measure the aerosol spectral optical thickness
(0.38-1.02 11m) and the sky spectral radiance. Columnar
averages of particle size distribution, estimated refractive index, and single scattering albedo are being derived
from the sky data. This information is used to develop
an aerosol dynamic climatology, which can be used in
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models and inversion schemes for the satellite data
(Remer and Kaufman 1998; Remer et al.1998). The information is also used to derive a climatology of the diurnal
cycle of the aerosol. The accuracy of the retrievals has
recently been evaluated in detail (Dubovik et al. 2000).

5.6.2.6 Remote Sensing by Lidar

Lidar has been used to make remote observations of
aerosol, water vapour, and ozone vertical profiles for
many years, but in the last decade there has been an
increasingly routine usage of lidar together with in situ
and passive remote sensing instruments. The primary
advantage of lidar is the ability to provide profile information, with vertical resolutions as small as 10 m. The
basic lidar measurement consists of a profile of backscattered signal intensity as a function of range. The
derived parameter from simple elastic backscatter lidars
is either the aerosol back-scattering cross-section or the
ratio of the aerosol back-scattering cross-section to that
of the molecular atmosphere. More sophisticated lidars ,
sensing the Raman-shifted return from a variety of atmospheric compounds or multi-wavelength differential
absorption lidars (DIAL, Sect. 5.3.3), are used to profile
trace gases, most often water vapour or ozone. Raman
lidars are able to measure the vertical profile of aerosol
extinction directly (Althausen et al.2000;Ansmann et al.
1990), and have been used with increasing success in
the lower atmosphere (Ansmann et al. 2000) .
The development of integrated networks of lidar is
just beginning. Compact, autonomous lidars have been
added to some of the AERONET sites to provide aerosol
profile information in addition to the column properties provided by the AERONET radiometers. An important step for the acquisition of three -dimensional aerosol data was the installation of the European Lidar Network (EARLINET) starting in 2000. Continued progress
in the development of robust, automated and less costly
lidars will be key to their widespread use. Transition of
the more sophisticated systems and methods from occasional to routine observations would be a great asset.
More widespread placement of lidars at sun photometer sites would be useful.

5.6.3

Summary and Future Trends

Carefully designed measurement strategies are necessary, given the complex and variable nature of the atmosphere. Direct measurements must be effectively
coupled to models and to satellite observations. In situ
measurements can never sample a significant fraction
of the atmosphere, but they offer detailed and, above
all, calibrated measurements of properties that cannot
be measured by other means. Over the last decade, the
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atmospheric research community has made substantial
efforts to develop and standardise measurement techniques and to better quantify uncertainties (e.g.,through
closure experiments). Uncertainties can be quantified
with minimal assumptions, and often rigorously. One
of the major advances of the last decade has been the
recognition of the value of carefully integrating modelling studies with in situ measurements. In particular, the
use of models in planning a field campaign and the availability of regional models running in near-real time have
proven to be invaluable (see also Sect. 6.5.2).
In situ data have been acquired from long-term monitoring activities, geographical transects, and intensive
field campaigns, with a strong emphasis on the last. The
resulting large data sets are rapidly reaching the point
where they can be used, in conjunction with models, to
characterise important features of the atmosphere on a
global scale. Weaknesses do exist, however, that undermine the ability of in situ measurements to constrain atmospheric properties for models and satellite retrievals.
At the levelof experimental design, there is need for more
rigorous uncertainty analysis and for more active testing of hypotheses.
Looking ahead to the next decade, a major challenge
will be to devise optimal ways to couple in situ measurements to satellite observations. A shift is clearly underway
(see Sect. 5.4) whereby, for example, satellites will map
out aerosol spatial and temporal variations while targeted in situ measurements will establish the limits and
uncertainties associated with satellite data interpretation. An important step in this direction will be to assess the scales of variability for various gases and aerosols, and future in situ measurements should make these
tests more definitive.

5.7

Summary and Conclusions

It is interesting to speculate about the future of the meas-

urement techniques. A view of the future can be approached from two directions:
What can we expect through the evolution of current
systems and techniques?

Generally miniaturisation is a foreseeable trend, in particular in the electronic components of the instruments,
but we will also see applications of micro -mechanical
devices, which are presently developing rapidly. Further
trends include:
• Wider application of mass spectrometry (e.g., proton transfer, chemical ionisation, time of flight);
• Improvements in optical spectrometry (e.g., DOAS,
TDLAS, lidar);
• Miniaturised, automated gas chromatographs;
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• Continued development of satellite instrumentation,
including active techniques for water vapour and
ozone: and
• Application of tomographic techniques to determine
the spatial distribution of trace gases.
What do we need?

• Additional monitoring stations in the Tropics;
• Sondes and lidars to measure vertical profiles of a
wider variety of trace gases than is currently possible (particularly reactive gases); and
• Remote sensing (satellite-based) instruments which
allow the global observation of three-dimensional
trace gas distributions, albeit with limited vertical
resolution in the troposphere.

Future research will require, for instance, more compact,
more universal instruments, which are more readily calibrated. Also,the measurement techniques for many free
radicals are still not satisfactory (e.g., for R0 2 radicals)
or too difficult to use for routine measurements. In addition, modern chemistry-transport models cannot be
tested because there are simply no techniques to observe
the two- and three-dimensional distributions of trace
gases on regional or even global scales.Thus a short list
of requirements would include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Looking to the future, it is clear that although satellite measurements will greatly supplement our knowledge of tropospheric composition on a global scale
and provide a sound basis for environmental policy
decisions, satellites are not yet able by themselves to
produce a complete picture of the state of the troposphere. There are too many significant compounds
that evadequantification from space and too many processes occur on scales that are too short for evaluation
from a satellite. There must therefore be a continued
Techniques for high-frequency hydrocarbon (VOe) emphasis on measurements using platforms and commeasurements;
binations of platforms within the atmospheric system
and on the use of modelling to combine these diverse
New flux techniques for gases and aerosols;
Rapid reliable
,
measurements of water vapour, NH3 , measurements with satellite measurements. These
will be needed on time scales from hours to decades.
andN0 2;
International OH / HO x instrument intercomparison: However, if these data are to be useful in a global
Instrumentation for unstable N reservoirs (N20S' context, then a global calibration system is required
to ensure that the data are indeed comparable. This is
HN0 4 · · · ) ;
Standardised calibration methods or facilities:
a complex exercise involving a combination of funding,
Development of single-particle instruments with determination, and diplomacy to achieve. It is one that
molecular speciation:
will have to be addressed by the community, internaMeasurement techniques for reactive halogen com- tional organisations such as IGAC, and the various fundpounds (X, XC, axe, HOX, where X = CI,Br, I);
ing agencies.
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6.1

Introduction

The chemistry of the atmosphere is controlled by a large
number of complex chemical and physical processes.
The study of such a complex system requires the use of
numerical models, which have improved substantially
over the past ten years. These models are mathematical
representations of the main physical and chemical processes controlling the spatial and temporal distributions
of trace gases and aerosol particles. The models have
been developed to test our understanding of the atmospheric processes, to identify key variables and important interactions, and to interpret local, regional, and
global observations. Additionally, they can be used to
simulate global distributions of tropospheric compounds, predict the evolution of the chemical state of
the atmosphere and of the radiative forcing of climate
in response to natural or anthropogenic perturbations,
provide an optimal use of satellite data through data
assimilation, and help policymakers define emission
reduction policies.
Over the last decade, efforts to improve our understanding of atmospheric processes have stimulated the
development of a hierarchy of models . Box models and
parcel trajectory models continue to be excellent tools
to illuminate our understanding of chemical processes.
They can now take into account several hundred chemical species linked by a few thousand chemical reactions.
Because many tropospheric chemical species are short
lived and exhibit large spatial and temporal heterogeneities, the use of regional and global three -dimensional chemistry-transport models (CTMs) for tropospheric chemistry studies has become more common.
Considerable progress has been made over the last ten
years on the development and application of these sophisticated, global three-dimensional models. Some salient features of several of these models are listed in
Table 6.1. These global tropospheric CTMstypically have
horizontal resolutions of 150-500 krn, and include a reasonably complex representation of chemistry, taking
into account in many instances non-methane hydrocarbon chemical schemes or multi -phase and heterogeneous chemistry at varying levels of complexity.

Key advances in the representation of physical processes, numerical techniques, and computer power have
benefited tropospheric CTMs over the past decade.
These improvements have enabled refmed temporal and
spatial resolution of the models and more accurate
parameterisations of subgrid processes, allowing use of
the models for many applications, as seen in Chap. 3
and 4. In this chapter the different types of models used
in current studies are described briefly in Sect. 6.2 and
model developments over the last decade are discussed
in Sect. 6.3. Model evaluations and intercomparisons
with regard to specific scientific problems are summarised in Sect. 6.4. A few applications of the models are
illustrated in Sect. 6.5 and new model developments,
such as coupled Earth system models, data assimilation,
inverse modelling, and dynamic aerosol modelling, are
discussed in Sect. 6.6.

6.2

Types of Models

Major advances in understanding atmospheric chemistry have resulted from the detailed analysis of individual
processes. Zero-dimensional or box models, which consider a box in which the air mass is well mixed, are well
suited to this purpose. Box models are used to analyse
observations of selected chemical species, and to study
tropospheric chemistry under specific conditions.These
models are also used to evaluate and parameterise subgrid processes such as the fast chemistry occurring near
source areas or heterogeneous processes with t ime
scales shorter than the characteristic transport times
in large-scale models .
Eulerian models calculate the distribution of chemical species for fixed spatial grids, while in Lagrangian
and trajectory models, the grid box is advected following the air motion and chemistry is calculated along air
parcel trajectories. In this type of models , source and
sink terms vary as the air parcel moves into different
spatial regions. Lagrangian and trajectory models, which
allow a detailed consideration of chemistry, are often
used for local or regional scale studies. Both types of
models have the intrinsic difficulty that they do not correctly include mixing processes with the surrounding
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air. which makes the validity of these models over periods longer than app roximately five days questionable.
One- and two-dimensional models. which do not require large computer power, have been used intensively
in the past, as they provide rapid calculations, even for
detailed chem ical schemes. Over the past decade, these
1-D and 2-D models have been replaced for studies of
the troposphere . which pr esents a very high temporal
and spatial variabil ity, by global three-dimensional
models. These 3-D mod els provide more realistic representat ions of the physical and chem ical processes in
the tr oposphere and. presumably. of the distri butions
of chemical compounds in the troposph ere.
The development of global atmospheric models over
the past decade was made possible by the remarkable
advances in hardware (computational capacity) and software (algorithms) development.There havebeenalgorithm
improvements ranging from highly automated solvers
using sparse matrix techniques such as SMVGear I and
II (Jacobson and Turco 1994; Jacobson 1995). New versions of scientific languages such as Fortran 90 and 95
and modern utilities such as sourcecontrol software have
improved the development process and,ultimately,model
reliability. But it is the improvement in raw computer
power from the gigaflop (flop = floating-point operation
per second) range a decade ago toward the teraflop mark
today. togeth er with large increases in storage capacitie s, that ha s en abled grea tly improved simulations.
Anoth er development is the increasing use of mult iple
pro cessor machin es. The CTMs have sta rted to be
parallelised.Ieadlng to faster throughput (or simulations.

Crutzen et al.l999;

.""""'''''''':;;.:'
";..._~_.....
Lawrenceet al. 1999

Not only can higher resoluti on studies on a global basis
be performed regularl y but many complex element s
such as clouds and sub-grid processes can be simulated
with enha nced accuracy at the global scale. This is due
to improvements in the understandi ng of the processes,
as described in the previous chap ters, and to improvements in the parameterisatio ns of specific processes. as
described in th e following sections. Today. with computer systems capable of sustaining hund reds of gigaflops.
global simulations with regional spatial resolutions are
pract ical. And multi-year runs of models coupling realistic ocean s, sea ice. and biogeochemistry with a chemically active atmosphere are on the horizon. This will allowmore accurate quantifications of the strong feedbacks
between the different compo nent s of the Earth system.
6.3

Mod el Compone nt s

Over the past decades, several numerical techniques
have been proposed to solve the complex CTM system
that includes transport (large-scale advection, vert ical
mixing. and convecnc nj. chemical transform ations (gas
phase react ions. phot olysis). aero sol processes. and
deposition (wet removal and dry deposition) processes.
The time evolution of the concentration of a chem ical
species is rep resented thro ugh its continuity equation.
In most cases, the system of continuity equations for all
chemical species does not yield any analytical solution,
and sophisticated numerical methods have to be used
in orde r to obt ain acc urate solut ions . These are de-
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scribed and discussed for example in Brasseur et al.
(1999a) and Jacobson (1999). In contemporary models,
the set of equations is solved by using an "operator split"
formulation in which the different component processes
(large-scale transport,subgrid processes, chemical processes, etc.) are isolated and treated sequentially for each
time step. Recent advances in the operator splitting technique are discussed in Blom and Verwer (2000). The
treatment of these components and different parameterisations commonly used in models are detailed in
the following sections.
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6.3.1.2 Subgrid Processes:
Convection and Boundary Layer Mixing

Mixing processes, especially vertical mixing , often occur at scales smaller than those resolved by chemical
transport or GCMs. These models generally distinguish
between sub grid scale mixing within the planetary
boundary layer (referred to as boundary-layer mixing)
and subgrid scale mixing between the planetary boundary layer and the free troposphere (referred to as convection). Convective mixing processes have the capability of moving a boundary layer parcel to the tropopause
during an intense event, such as a thunderstorm, and the
6.3.1 Treatment of Large-ScaleTransport
inclusion of this process in models appears to improve
6.3.1 .1 Advection Schemes
the simulated vertical transport significantly (Mahowald
et al. 1997a).Currently, there appears to be no optimal
The simulation of mass transport in CTMs separately way to include cumulus convection in either chemical
accounts for resolved or large-scale advection and transport or GCMs. Moist convectivemixing parameterisubgrid-scale exchanges. These latter processes usually sations vary from simple increased diffusion in areas of
include boundary layer mixing as well as shallow and moist convective instability (Levyet a1.1985) to entraindeep convection. In the real atmosphere, of course, this ing-plume models (Tiedtke 1989; Feichter and Crutzen
separation of scales does not exist and the different proc- 1990;Emanuel 1991) as well as more complicated schemes
using the available convective potential energy (Pan and
esses occur simultaneously.
Advection by winds that are resolved by the model Wu 1995).
The most detailed direct comparison of cumulus conspatial grid is theoret icallya straightforward process, but
deciding how to implement this process numerically in vection schemes to date has been performed by
a transport model requires compromise. The qualities Mahowald et al. (1995) who considered seven different
desirable in an advection scheme include: computational moist convection schemes that varied in terms of the
efficiency, accuracy, local movement of tracers in the criteria used to calculate cloud mass, and also in the
downwind direction, monotonic solutions (i.e. no new details of cloud entrainment and detra inment. The comextrema introduced without divergence in the flow),and parisons were carried out in a one-dimensional framemass conservation. So far numerical solutions to the work for a variety of convection regimes occurring in
advective transport have had to compromise on one or the troposphere. While it is difficult to draw definitive
more of these traits.For example,semi-Lagrangian trans- conclusions owing to the one-dimensional aspect of the
port schemes are not conservative by nature, so a "mass simulations and the lack of observational data to evalufixer" must be introduced, which causes the transport to ate the schemes, as discussed in Sect. 6.4,this study highbe slightly non-local (Rasch and Williamson 1990). Sec- lights the variability between the various schemes tested
ond order advection schemes (see details in Jacobson in redistributing tracers vertically (see Fig. 6.1)
Unfortunately, observations that can be used to evalu1999) require a slightly higher memory and computational cost to obtain accurate mass conserving solutions ate unambiguously the parameterisations of cumulus
(Russell and Lerner 1981). Newformulations of mass flux convection and boundary layer mixing in large-scale
schemes (Lin and Rood 1996; Rasch and Lawrence 1998) models are sparse. A recent comparison of 222Rn simuappear to have improved stability and accuracy while lations from a variety of large-scale models concluded
being computationally efficient and mass conserving. that the representation of these processes in models is
They have been implemented in various forms in CTMs generally consistent with the limited set of available
and general circulation models (GCMs). Prather (1986) measurements (Jacob et aI.1997). More extensive obserrecommended a very accurate algorithm for coarse reso- vations of tracers whose sources and sinks are well eslution grids . In this formulation, the tracer concentra- tablished are needed to further constrain the treatment
tion inside a grid box is represented by second-order of tracer transport by moist convection and turbulent
polynomials and its spatial distribution by second-or- mixing in large-scale CTMs (see also Sect. 6.4).
Dry convective mixing occurs when the boundary
der moments. This method, characterised by small numerical diffusion, requires a large memory and compu- layer or other layers are statically unstable, as described
tation time. Reviews of the different advection schemes in Stull (1988); it is often parameterised using a simple
used in CTMsare given, for example, in Rood (1987),Hov diffusive approach based on local instability such as that
of Louis (1979). This approach may simulate somewhat
et al. (1989), Chock (1991), and Brasseur et al. (1999a).
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Fig. 6.1.
Simulated average equilibrium
vertical profile for a tracer with
a one month lifetime (adapted
from Mahowald et al.1995)
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too little mixing in the boundary layer under highly
unstable (daytime) regimes, which led to the development of non-local schemes such as that of Holtslag and
Boville (1993). Comparisons of models such as those
presented by Jacob et al. (1997) or Rasch et al. (2000)
suggest that the local Louis schemes may produce too
little mixing but the non-local schemes may mix slightly
too much. Since many chemical species have surface
sources, and many observations occur at the surface,
improvements of parameterisations for the boundary
layer have a high priority. Unfortunately, observations
that can be used to evaluate these parameterisations
unambiguously are scarce as well.
Most contemporary CTMsare offline models, in which
the winds and temperature are input to the model, and
have been derived from another model, either a general
circulation climate model or a forecast centre model with
assimilated meteorological observations.Recently,CTMs
have added the ability to treat moisture explicitly in order to capture better the moist convective mixing and
precipitation events that control especiallysoluble chemical species in the atmosphere (e.g., Rasch et al.1997). In
this case, the humidity is predicted (using surface flux
and radiative flux fields from the driving model) including the effects of moist convection and stratiform precipitation. These offline models are thus capable of simulating specific events using forecast centre meteorological products such as the NCEP, ECMWF, or DAO winds
and accounting for the hydrological cycle(Lawrence et al.
1999a, 2000; Giannakopoulos et al. 1999). Another approach, which allows the simulation of specific events,
is to use an online model that is "nudged" to the observed meteorology from forecast centre analyses . The
methodology involves adding non -physical relaxation
terms to the model equations to force the GCM to simu late specific episodes of interest. Key issues that must
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be considered carefully in using this technique include
the choice of nudging variables and relaxation coefficients, as discussed in [euken et al. (1996).

6.3.1.3 Upper Boundary Conditions

An important process that must be represented in studies of tropospheric oxidant chemistry is the downward
transport of ozone (and to a lesser extent of NOx and
HN0 3) from the stratosphere. To do this accurately, one
must realistically simulate stratospheric chemistry,
downward transport in the troposphere, and the spacetime distribution of stratosphere-troposphere exchange
events. The models currently used for global studies of
tropospheric chemistry do not include an explicit and
rigorous treatment of stratospheric chemistry. In the recent IPCC (1999) report on the impact of aircraft on the
atmosphere, 2-D models were used to simulate stratospheric processes, 3-D models were used for the troposphere, and the results were combined to obtain a global picture. This was recognised as a major weakness in
the analysis of model results . Models simulating both
tropospheric and stratospheric chemistry are currently
under development by several groups.
In most current models the concentrations of 0 3 and
related chemical species are prescribed at some altitude in
the stratosphere, usually at or below 10hPa. An exception
is the Harvard model (Table6.1) which uses an alternative
parameterisation of prescribing flux boundary conditions
at the tropopause, i.e. cross-tropopause mass fluxes are
prescribed in the model based on climatological observations. An additional consideration is that the vertical (and
in some cases horizontal) model resolution is often rather
coarse (typically 1 km in the vertical and a few degrees in
both latitude and longitude) and calculation of the relevant
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transport processes in the middle atmosphere is missing
in most models. This introduces significant uncertainties
in model-calculated stratospheric dynamics as well as in
the dynamics of stratosphere-troposphere exchanges.For
example, using tracer diagnostics from online simulation
of tracers,Rind et al. (1999) find that includinggravitywave
drag in the lower stratosphere and significantlyraising the
model's top boundary were necessary to simulate stratosphere-troposphere exchangesof tracers in the GISS GCM
adequately.
There are indications that the representation of vertical transport by the algorithms discussed in Sect. 6.3.1.1,
especially in atmospheric layers with high vertical gradients (e.g., near the tropopause), may be inaccurate,
but results can be improved by increasing the vertical
resolution of the model. In particular, this limits the
ability of global models to estimate accurately the
amount of ozone transported from the stratosphere to
the troposphere and mid- and highlatitudes.
For example, in an evaluationof five globalCTMsusing
MOZAIC data (see Chap. 3 and 5), good agreement was
achievedbetween calculatedand observed distributions in
tropopause regions,where our understanding of meteorologicalprocessesis good (e.g.,overEurope).Agreementwas
less good in sub-tropical and tropical regions where our
knowledgeis more limited (e.g.,Lawet al.2000).The global
troposphericbudget of ozone,and to some extent,the crosstropopause flux of 03 are constrained by the fact that over
the course of a year,this flux is roughly equal to the difference between net tropospheric ozone chemicalproduction
and ozone dry deposition at the surface.However, there is a
considerablerange in the"simulated"annual-averagecrosstropopause 03 flux in various models. Furthermore, the
models differ in terms of the simulated spatial and temporal variability of the cross-tropopause 0 3 flux leading to
modelled differences in the stratospheric contribution to
tropospheric 03 at particular locations and time periods.

6.3.2
6.3.2.1

Representation

of Chemical Processes

Gas Phase Processes

The representation of chemical processes in tropospheric models is strongly limited by computing resources. In the global background marine troposphere,
it seems reasonable to consider a simplified chemistry
scheme based on 0 x/NOx/CH4 and CO photochemical
reactions. However, natural emissions of organic compounds from oceans (mainly alkenes and dimethylsulphide (DMS» might affect the marine boundary layer
chemistry significantly. Halogens may affect the ozone
budget in the marine atmosphere too, as discussed by
Dickerson et al. (1999). Interactions between Nand C
and/or S cycles in the polluted marine troposphere may
require a more detailed photochemistry.
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Over continental areas, both under clean and polluted
conditions, chemistry is much more complicated. Consideration of the oxidation chemistry of non-methane
hydrocarbons in the troposphere has improved the
agreement between model results and observations for
chemical species such as carbon monoxide and ozone
(Houweling et al. 1998;Wang et al. 1998c;Poisson et al.
2000; Granier et al. 2000). Avery large number of chemical reactions and chemical species are involved in the
oxidation chains of hydrocarbons. Therefore, a number
of techniques were developed in the past years to provide simplified chemistry schemes. Reduction of the
chemical reaction schemes introduces inaccuracies in
the computation of chemical species, which are evaluated by comparison with: (1) field and smog chamber
observations; (2) other reduced schemes; and (3) detailed "master" chemical mechanisms (the best known
of the latter are those of NCAR(Madronich and Calvert
1989) and the University of Leeds (Jenkin et al. 1997),
which contain several thousand reactions that may be
relevant in the troposphere). Unfortunately, most reactions have not been studied because most laboratory
data concern the rates and product yields of only the
first-generation compounds of interest. Rates of other
reactions are estimated, based on reactions involving
analogous chemical species. As expected, the level of
mechanism reduction is not the same for local and regional pollution models as for global models with resolutions higher than a few degrees in latitude or longitude. Among the best known reduction mechanisms are
the Carbon Bond IV (Gery et al. 1988), the Lurmann
(Lurmann et al. 1986), the Carter (Carter 1990; Carter
and Atkinson 1997),the RADM-RACM (Stockwell et al.
1986),and the EMEP (Simpson et al. 1993) schemes. Although most are based on the same laboratory kinetic
data, they differ in the techniques and assumptions used
to represent and simplify the organic chemistry.
Two main reduction or "lumping" techniques exist.
First is the structural approach, in which the molecular
structures or functional groups within the organic molecules are the lumping category (Carbon Bond IV). In
the second approach, the numerous emitted organic
compounds are grouped and represented by simpler
molecules, i.e. a limited number of chemical species is
used, each of them representing a certain class of compounds (Lurmann, Carter, and EMEP).Reduced mechanisms can also condense information from both structural and molecular grouping, such as the RADM-RACM
mechanisms. The principal requirement for this is that
the behaviour of the individual compounds that are
lumped must not depart too much from the average
behaviour of the category. The disadvantage of the
lumped mechanisms is that any change in the reactions
or in the reaction rates requires the development and
the revaluation of a new mechanism, based on the initial
reduction procedure. As expected, the results of models
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using different chemical mechanisms are not the same,
which stresses the importance of evaluating and accounting for uncertainties in the representation of the chemistry. Thus, in recent years, since NMHCs have been
shown to be important for regulating oxidant levels, recommended kinetic data have been extended to the stilllimited NMHCoxidation chemistry and intercomparison
exercises have been performed on an international level
(see Sect. 6.4.2).
Recent improvements of chemical schemes in the
models include, for example, more detailed hydrocarbon
chemistry, with particular attention to second generation products, the incorporation of HONO chemistry and
its impact on OH, and the improvement of parameterisations of gas-particle interactions and aqueous phase
reactions. Newsources ofHOx ' PAN, and ozone have been
suggested for the upper troposphere as a result of analysis of data from aircraft campaigns (Singh et al. 1998;
Iaegle et al. 1999; Jacob and Prather 1997; Cohan et al.
1999). These mechanisms must also be included in the
models, particularly those that emphasise anthropogenic
perturbations in the upper troposphere, e.g., aircraft.
Careful evaluation and minimisation of uncertainties and errors in CTMs are expected to enable their
application to the study of observed changes in tropospheric ozone. Current models simulate absolute ozone
concentrations in the boundary layer within 20 to 50%,
as discussed in Chap. 3.Calculated changes in ozone distributions as a result of perturbations, such as changes
in surface emissions, may be more accurate. Several recent studies (mainly based on Monte Carlo simulations)
focussed on the evaluation of the sensitivity of oxidant
levels to various chemical reactions in order to identify
crucial processes for error minimisation. Chemical reaction rates are also uncertain: for instance, in the early
1990S, determination of the reaction rates of CH4 and
CH3CCl3 with OH suggested that these reactions were
about 20% slower than previously measured. Similarly,
the reaction between OH and NO z' which is an important sink for NO x in the troposphere, has recently been
measured at 10-30% lower than previous estimates
(Donahue et al.1997;Brown et al.1999b; Dransfield et al.
1999). Uncertainties in the temperature dependence of
react ion rates can also introduce a 20-40% uncertainty
in concentrations of chemical species such as ozone in
the troposphere (Stewart and Thompson 1995).
A particularly challenging computational problem
arises due to the "stiffness" of the set of differential equations describing the chemical evolution of trace gases.
The stiffness arises from the wide range of e-folding
times of chemical species that are commonly of interest in tropospheric chemistry. While excellent solution
techniques for such problems are available,the challenge
in large-scale chemical transport modelling arises from
the need for solving these equations over thousands of

grid boxes for long time periods. Several innovative
approaches have been developed to deal with this challenge. A commonly used practice is to group chemical
species that interconvert rapidly into families (Crutzen
1971; Austin 1991; Brasseur and Solomon 1986). The time
evolution of family concentration is calculated by solving a differential equation for each family. Concentrations of individual chemical species are then diagnosed
using partitioning ratios derived from the inter-species
conversion rates. Efficient and more direct approaches
for solving the chemical differential equations are also
increasingly being used in large-scale CTMs. Such approaches include implicit integration schemes (Stott and
Harwood 1993; Carver and Stott 2000) and the multistep implicit-explicit (MIE) method, which combines
backward Euler and forward Euler calculations in an
iterative manner (Jacobson 1994). Another popular approach is to use the algorithm developed by Gear (Gear
1971), in combination with sparse-matrix and computer optimisation techniques (Jacobson 1994,1995, 1998;
Jacobson and Turco 1994). Jacobson (1999) describes
these approaches further. Some packages including different integration methods have been made available to
modellers, e.g., the ASAD package (Carver et al. 1997).

6.3.2.2 Photolysis Rates
An equally important source of uncertainties in chemical calculations is related to the computation of the rates
of photodissociation reactions, which are the driving
force of photochemistry in the atmosphere. These rates
depend on the actinic flux of incoming solar radiation,
the slant column of absorbing gases, solar zenith angle,
surface albedo, the presence of clouds and aerosols (size
distributions and optical properties), and, in some cases,
temperature distribution. Discrepancies in the photolysis rates computed by various methods, as discussed
below,result from the use of different parameterisations.
Fundamental methods for radiative transfer calculations
such as the matrix-operator method require too much
computer time to be practical in global CTMs. Therefore, approximate methods have been developed for
three-dimensional CTMs.The most commonly used are
the two-stream methods, in which the diffuse radiative
flux is represented by two components - one upward
and one downward. There are a variety of such methods; some of them have been intercompared in the
PhotoComp IPCC exercise (Olson et al. 1997), as described in Sect. 6.4. The basic difference among various
two-stream methods is the choice of fundamental scattering parameters (Hough 1988).Recently,new approximations for online calculations of photolysis rates in
sophisticated CTMshave been developed (Landgraf and
Crutzen 1998; Berntsen and Isaksen 1997; Krol and Van
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Weele 1997; Wild et al. 2000) to allow computationally
efficient consideration of feedbacks between chemistry
and photochemical rates in the models. Another approach to overcoming computing limitations is the use
of look-up tables wherein photolysis rates are precalculated from accurate radiative transfer models over a
range of a limited number of controlling parameters.
The accuracy of photolysis rate calculations in both
types of approaches is particularly limited by the
number of parameters that can be taken into account
and by corrections for the impact of clouds and aerosols, whose distributions and optical properties remain
poorly documented. The sensitivity of photolysis rates
to aerosol properties has been discussed in Dickerson
et al. (1997) and He et al. (1999). Furthermore, uncertainties in parameters such as the 03~ O(ID) quantum
yield and HN0 3 absorption cross section, directly affect any computational approach of the photolysis frequencies, and thus the calculated tropospheric OH and
the lifetimes of many tropospheric constituents.
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tion with subsequent impact on ozone. Jacob (2000)
provides a comprehensive review of heterogeneous
chemistry and its influence on ozone.
The interactions between gas-phase chemical species
and liquid cloud-aerosol particles involvegas-phase diffusion to and from the surface of the droplet, interfacial
mass transfer of chemicals through the gas-liquid phase
boundary, and aqueous phase diffusion and reactions
in the droplet-aerosol (see reviews by Ravishankara
(1997), Seinfeld and Pandis (1998), and Sander (1999».
The uptake of gases on particles is usually described by
a mass accommodation coefficient (a), which gives the
fraction of molecules colliding with a surface that remains in the particle, and by the reactive uptake coefficient (y), which is the fraction of molecules that collide
and react. Both coefficients depend on surface characteristics, exposure time, and reactivity of the reactant
at the surface. Unfortunately, neither laboratory experiments nor models yet provide a comprehensive picture
of all processes involved in the uptake of gases and, contrary to the situation for gas phase tropospheric chemistry, a reference scheme for heterogeneous chemistry
applicable to realistic atmospheric aerosol conditions
6.3.2.3 Aerosol and Cloud Chemistry
does not exist.
Over recent years, growing attention has also been
Reactions in liqu id water clouds may also exert a
focussed on the importance of heterogeneous and multi- strong influence on the oxidation of SOz and other phophase reactions in the troposphere, and their impact on tochemical processes. Relative to reactions in aerosols,
gaseous compounds such as ozone (Chap. 4). Based on there is more mechanistic knowledge of reactions in
limited laboratory studies and numerous assumptions, these more dilute aqueous systems. The most recent refthe impact on tropospheric chemistry of in-cloud multi- erence mechanisms are provided by Herrmann et al.
phase processes (reactions that can occur in different (2000) and in an unpublished update (H. Herrmann,
phases) has been described (Chameides and Davis 1982; personal communication), which contains approxiJacob 1986, 2000; Lelieveld and Crutzen 1991). An ex- mately 100 components and 400 reactions. A reduced
ample of such a multi-phase process is the oxidation of version of the mechanism is approximately half this size
S(IV),which can occur in the gas phase via the SOz + OH and is even then too large to be included in global modreaction , and also in the liquid phase via the HSO; + 0 3 els. In this mechanism, rate constants of several imporand HSO; + HzOz reactions. The impact on troposphe- tant reactions are estimated rather than measured, and
ric chemistry of multi-phase processes occuring in for most reactions temperature dependencies are not declouds has been pointed out by Chameides and Davis termined.
Finally,although the type and degree of parameteri(1982), Jacob (1986,2000) and Lelieveld and Crutzen
sation of heterogeneous chemistry vary considerably
(1991).
It has also been shown that scavenging of compounds from model to model, no intercom paris on has yet been
such as NzOs followed by reaction in clouds and/or on performed to evaluate their effects on the results proaerosols can be crucial for the oxidant levels in the vided by current CTMs.
troposphere (Dentener and Crutzen 1993). Other potentially important heterogeneous processes include: activation of chlorine and bromine in sea salt in the marine 6.3.2.4 Aerosol Composition and Distribution
boundary layer (Vogt et al. 1996; Sander and Crutzen
1996); reactions of HN0 3, NO z, and 03 on soot (Lary Based on their chemical composition, tropospheric
et al. 1997); and reactions on mineral particles (Zhang aerosols can be divided into the following six main catet a1.1994b; Dentener et a1.1996; Xiao et a1.1997; Phadnis egories: sulphur aerosols (mainly SO~-) , black carbon,
and Carmichael 2000). Heterogeneous reactions in the organic carbon, mineral dust, sea salt, and NO; aerotroposphere affect sulphur oxidation (Sievering et al. sols. However,in the troposphere, we commonly observe
1991; Chameides and Stelson 1992),production of halo- aerosols that are a mixture of the above mentioned
gen radicals, and HOx and NOx production and destruc- chemical components and, thus, have to deal with cherni-
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cal and optical properties that depend on the specific
chemical mixture. For reasons of simplicity, the approa ch adopted in most earlier studies was to measure
and model each aerosol component, as well as the impact of its presence on heterogeneous chemistry separately, namely, by assuming a chemically uniform particle of one of the above mentioned major chemical components (Langner and Rodhe 1991; Tegenand Fung 1994;
Chin et al. 1996;Feichter et al. 1996,1997; Liousse et al.
1996; Cooke and Wilson 1996;Cooke et aI.1999). Distributions, sources, and sinks of these single-component
particles were therefore studied individually based on
observations and model results. In addition, in many
studies particulate matter was treated as a gas, i.e. by
ignoring the dynamics governing its size distribution
and without evaluating the related inaccuracies in the
model simulations of the mass loading of key aerosol
constituents. For instance, at the sub-hemispheric scale
measured and modelled daily-average concentrations
of sulphate typically agree within a factor of two. Considerable effort is now being directed toward developing models of aerosol microphysical processes to gain
predictive capability of size-resolved aerosol mass and
chemical composition distributions. Size-resolved representation of aerosols is necessary for accurate evaluation of radiative forcing, especially the indirect forcing, in which cloud and aerosol microphysics play the
central role (see Chap. 4). Likewise, from the perspective of developing strategies to control local and regional
particulate air pollution, it is necessary to develop
model-based representations of the processes responsible for aerosol burdens that can confidently relate these
burdens to sources of gases and particulate matter. However, in view of the still limited understanding of many
of these processes, much effort must be directed toward
enhancing understanding before representing them realistically in models.
A major objective of global-scale aerosol modelling
is the evaluation of aerosol impacts on climate at present,
during the industrial period, and for various possible
future emission scenarios. Until recently, such assessments have used temporally-averaged aerosol fields or
surface albedo calculated offline, i.e. in transport-transformation models separately from the climate model
used to assess the climate influence. It is now recognised
that this approach may misrepresent key features of
aerosol -climate interactions, for example, correlations
between relative humidity and particulate mass that
might enhance direct forcing or, more intrinsically, the
influence of aerosols on precipitation development and
resultant changes in the hydrological cycle. For these
reasons computationally efficient size- and composition-dependent aerosol process parameterisations
should be developed and incorporated in climate mod els to allow realistic simulations of aerosol distributions
and their climate impact.

Indeed, recent attempts have been made to calculate
particle number concentrations using parameterisations of aerosol formation and dynamical processes.
Twokinds of such models were developed, using modal
or bin schemes. In the modal scheme, one or more
modes of the aerosol particle distribution are described
by lognormal distributions (Schultz et al. 1998; Wilson
et aI.1999). In bin schemes, the particle mass is distributed over different size classes, each bin being characterised by its geometric mean diameter. Such schemes
can reproduce changes in size distribution when a large
number of size classes is taken into account. They have
been applied,for example,to sulphuric acid in the stratosphere (Timreck 2000) and sea salt aerosols (Gong et al.
1997a,b). A third approach to modelling of aerosol dynamics in atmospheric models uses the quadrature
method of moments (QMOM) (McGraw et al. 1995;
McGraw1997). This approach simultaneously tracks an
arbitrary number of moments of an aerosol particle size
distribution and has been implemented in a semi-hemispheric CTM(Wright et al. 2000). The approach includes
accurate representations of aerosol nucleation, condensation, coagulation, dry deposition, wet removal, and
cloud processes and allows the subsequent calculation
of the optical properties needed to study the influence
of these aerosols on climate.
Efforts have been made to characterise the chemical
composition of aerosols, understand the mechanisms
of their formation, and parameterise the internal mixture of the various chemical components of the aerosols. The first attempts of global 3-D modelling of secondary aerosol formation from the oxidation of biogenic
nonmethane hydrocarbon emissions (Kanakidou et al.
1999C) and aerosol equilibrium modelling (Adams et al.
1999)have been performed. It is foreseen that in the near
future detailed modelling of aerosol dynamics will be
possible as indicated in Sect. 6.6.4.
Further work is needed to acquire the prerequisite
knowledge for understanding nucleation and condensation processes, and for improved models capable of
describing the formation, growth, and hygroscopicity
of internally mixed aerosols taking into account their
mass and size distributions together with their chemical and optical properties. Such progress will be made
in parallel with the improvement of our understanding
of heterogeneous reactions in the troposphere.

6.3.2.5 Physical Removal

The removal of gases and particles from the atmosphere
via scavenging in and below clouds and/or deposition
at Earth's surface strongly affects tropospheric chemistry. The description of the hydrological cycle is of great
importance for the calculation of the abundance of soluble chemical species and for the OH radical distribu-
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tions . The amount of HzO vapour regulates the chemical production of OH, and in- and below-cloud scavenging of soluble gases by condensed HzO has a strong
influence on the levels of oxidants (Crutzen and Lawrence 2000). The parameterisation of these processes is
highly variable from one model to another. The simplest parameterisation of washout is based on the use
of a reaction rate, and more detailed parameterisations
are based on observed or calculated precipitation formation rates and Henry's Lawconstants for the different
chemical species considered . Most models discriminate
between large-scale (stratiform) precipitation and convective (sub-grid) precipitation (e.g., Giannakopoulos
et al. 1999).Given the large differences in the treatment
of cloud schemes in models, it is likely that in- and below-cloud scavenging also differ. The on-line (or coupled) calculation of the distribution of sulphur compounds has been achieved recently in a global model
taking into account aerosol interactions with clouds
(Lohmann et al. 1999b), and it has been shown that the
global sulphur budgets are very sensitive to changes in
the cloud cover parameterisations.
The overall effectiveness of wet removal schemes
for aerosol components has been tested by comparisons
with observations of the radionuclide zlOPb (Balkanski
et al. 1993; Guelle et al. 1997). It appears that the altitude
dependency of wet removal is a sensitive and poorly constrained parameter. One of the uncertainties that is associated with wet removal processes was demonstrated
by Lawrence and Crutzen (1998).They showed that gravitational settling and evaporat ion of cloud droplets and
ice particles can induce a significant downward flux of
HN0 3 and HzOz affecting trace compounds such as OH
and NO x ' However,the strong uptake of HN0 3 on ice assumed in Lawrence and Crutzen (1998) based on laboratory measurements of Abbatt (1997) and Zondo et al.
(1997) was disputed by Tabazadeh et al. (1999). An accurate simulation of the effects of the hydrological cycle
remains a challenge in both CTMs and GCMs.
Several gases such as 0 3 and CO,as well as nitrogen
and sulphur compounds, undergo irreversible absorption at the earth's surface. The importance of dry deposition may be illustrated by the fact that , according to
modelling studies, approximately 25-30% of SOz emissions are removed by dry deposition (Benkovitz et al.
1994).The downward flux associated with this dry deposition is usually expressed as the product of the surface
layer concentration of the chemical species and a quantity called the deposition velocity (Ganzeveld and
Lelieveld 1995; Wesely 1989).The deposition velocity is
generally parameterised as the inverse of serial resistances as explained in detail in Chap. 2. Dry deposition
of ozone and many other gases is controlled by surface
cover type and its biological and physical properties
(temperature, wetness, stomatal uptake, and amount of
biomass). Dry deposition of aerosols is controlled by
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impaction, by Brownian diffusion, and by sedimentation, all of which depend on aerosol mass and size distributions. It is expected that increased use of parameters measured by satellite (e.g., amount of vegetation,
snow-ice cover) may lead to a better estimate of dry
deposition velocities. Dry deposition fluxes are, however,difficult to evaluate due to the lack of regular measurements.

6.3.3

Input to Chemistry-Transport

Models

6.3.3.1 Meteorological Fields
Non-coupled, or offline, CTMs can be driven from data
assimilated by weather prediction models at the various centres. These fields can also be provided by GCMs.
Forecast centres such as ECMWF (http;llwww.ecmwf.int),
NCEP (http ;lIwww.ncep.noaa.gov), and NASA-DAO
(http;lldao.gsfc.nasa.gov) archive their forecast analyses
routinely; these analyses represent a combination of the
model predictions and observational data. In addition,
re-analyses of observational data from previous years
using one numerical weather prediction model have occurred at several centres (ECMWF, NCEP-NCAR(Kalnay
et al. 1996), and NASA-DAO). These re-analyses have
produced several decadal scale analyses that are available for use in CTMs. General circulation model fields
are also used to drive the CTMs,either to provide a more
realistic data set for longer climate simulations, or to
capture the climatology of chemical species rather than
specific events.
Numerical weather prediction has improved over the
last one or two decades, in part due to better observations, fewer simplifying assumptions, improved numerical techniques, increased model resolution, improved
physical parameterisations, and improved data assimilation methodologies. Bengtsson (1999) discussed the
importance of these factors, and concluded that the time
scale of useful fore casts over most of the Northern
Hemisphere extra-tropics has been extended to more
than a week. It should however be noted that, due to the
lack of accurate observations of cloud properties and
distributions and of parameters describing the planetary
boundary layer, it is difficult to validate the data assimi lation products concerning these quantities.
Both forecast centre analyses and GCM output have
advantages and disadvantages. Analysed wind fields attempt to capture the variability of the weather on specific days and thus can be used to drive offline CTM
simulations for comparison against specific field campaigns (e.g., Ramonet et al. 1996;Law et al. 1998). However,these data sets are not without uncertainties. Model
studies suggest that short range transport (a few days)
driven by ECMWF and NCEP meteorological fields using the same model framework have relatively similar
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transport, while longer range or inter-hemispheric
transport can be quite different (Mahowald et al.1997b).
These differences in transport that result from using
different analysed data sets are consistent with meteorological comparisons of the data sets and the importance
of the sub-grid scale mixing parameterisations. The analysed wind fields are largely model output at grid points
that are not coincident with meteorological observation
sites. Thus, in regions such as the Tropics where observation stations are sparse, there can be large differences
among the analysed fields (e.g., Newman et al. 2000; Mo
and Wiggins 1996). Transport in regions more densely
sampled by meteorological observations should be much
more similar among the different data sets. There may
be large biases in the analysed fields, especially in the
hydrological cycle (e.g., Trenberth and Guillemot 1998).
This could have important implications for many trace
constituents , such as the hydroxyl radical, soluble gases,
and aerosols, although the differences in subgrid scale
treatment may lead to larger uncertainties. As an example, Rasch et al. (2000) show that simulations using the
same year and source for winds (1990-1991, ECMWF data
sets), but different advective and subgrid schemes lead
to different vertical mixing and thus transport.
The forecast centre analyses have the disadvantage
of not archiving all the mixing coefficients required for
calculating the transport of chemical species, and instead employ a forcing term derived from nudging to
the observations, which can be non-physical and produce inconsistent fields.This last effecthas been reduced
substantially with the 3-D assimilation schemes adopted
by the analysis agencies (e.g., Kalnay et al. 1996).
General circulation model fields are used for many
different CTM purposes, especially for climatological
data analysis, or for time periods where there are no
observational data sets, or for future climate predictions.
General circulation model fields such as cloud water
distribution and cloud cover have the advantage of being internally consistent, and usually consistent with
offline models that use the meteorological fields. Since
subgrid-scale parameterisations are highly important
for trace constituent distributions, this consistency represents an important advantage. In addition, on-line
tracer calculations are used in GCMs as diagnostics to
provide insights into specific model shortcomings (e.g.,
Rind and Lerner 1996; Rind et al. 1999). As discussed
earlier, GCMs have also been used to simulate specific
weather episodes using Newtonian relaxation techniques (Dentener et al. 1999; Feichter and Lohmann
1999;Ieuken et al. 1996).
Most models can now use both types of meteorological fields discussed above, i.e. fields calculated using
GCMs, or provided by forecast centre analyses. Therefore, the type of meteorological input used in the CTMs
is not indicated in Table 6.1.

6.3.3.2 Thermodynamic and Kinetic Data

The accuracy of the calculated trace species concentrations relies strongly on the chemical scheme that
is adopted in the model, and on the quality of the kinetic data that are determined in the laboratory. The
data used in atmospheric chemistry models rely on
reviews, assessments, and evaluations of the laboratory
data . Most kinetics papers usually include a realistic
estimate of the precision of the measurement and a
discussion of the potential systematic uncertainties associated with the measurement. Such factors are, of
course, best assessed by the authors, who are in a position to understand the complexities of their respective
experiments. The combined uncertainty is then usually
expressed as either an absolute (plus-minus) or fractional quantity as a function of temperature (for several reasons, uncertainties tend to be lowest at room
temperature).
The role of evaluations is to consider all the available data and to make an informed judgement as to
the best central value of the rate parameter and the
maximum associated uncertainty.This process acknowledges that systematic differences exist between different measurement techniques (and even between experiments conducted using the same technique in different laboratories). Consequently, the uncertainties
given in an evaluation are often larger than those in
any given study, since they encompass contributions
from all the measurements; that is, the recommended
uncertainties are not necessarily statistical, but involve
some subjective judgement as to the reliability of the
combined data set. The most commonly used evaluations are those by the NASA-JPL Panel for Data Evaluation (DeMore et al. 1997; Sander et al. 1997) and the
IUPAC Subcommittee for Gas Kinetic Data Evaluation
(Atkinson et al. (1997a) and later supplements available
at http://www.iupac-kinetic.ch.cam.ac.ukl). These pro vide recommendations for the optimal kinetic, thermodynamic, and photochemical parameters to be used in
stratospheric and tropospheric models. Updated evaluations are produced regularly for stratospheric chemistry (including heterogeneous reactions) and a limited
number of tropospheric reactions.
Todate,no comprehensiveevaluationof solubilityconstants (Henry'sLawconstants) exists,but a largeand evolving compilation of data has been made available on the
Internet by R. Sander (http://www.mpch-mainz.mpg.de/
-sanderi . The impact of kinetic uncertainties on model
results has not been thoroughly assessed. Some studies
have been performed with two-dimensional models
(Considine et al. 1998),but, due to their computing requirements, this has not been carried out with threedimensional models.
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6.3.3.3 Emissions

Chemistr y-t ransport model calculatio ns require specification of the conditions that exist at the boundaries of
the spatial domain. These boundar y conditions, surface
emissio ns, and dep osition rep resent the impact of the
extern al environment on the domain under consideration and are often representative of complex proce sses
at t he interface between different components of th e
Earth system. Their estimation can be a difficult problem , as these conditions depend on several {actors, such
as biolo gical processes and human acti vities, as discussed in more detail in Chap. 2 and 4.
The developme nt of th e CTMs has stimulated th e
developme nt of global invent ories of both natural and
anthropogenic emissions. Th e first simulations using
CTMs were generally based on em issions da tabases develop ed by modellers at the resolut ion used by each
model (MiilIer 1992). As the nu mbe r of mod els and
model studies increased, there has been more need for
consistent surface emissions, at a high resol ution. IGACGEIA (Global Emissions Inventor yActivity) was created
in order to establish a framework for developi ng and
evaluating global emission inventor ies at a high resolution. A large group of scientists cont ributed to this tremendous effort, which has resulted in a large set of data
(Table 6.2) that is currently available publ icly from the
internet (http://www.onesky.umich.edul. The file form at
is kept un iform to facilitate use of the different inventories. Most of the data sets correspond to a 1 x 1° gr id
and to annual averages. Exceptions are the emissions of
nit rogen oxides from soils and anthropogenic activities,
anthropogenic emissions of sulphur dioxide, natural
emissions of volatile organic compo unds (iso pr ene ,
terpenes, and othe r hydroc ar bon s), and bla ck car bon
from biomass burning; these are also available on a seaso nal or monthly average basis. Similar emissio n inventori es for chem ical species such as CO or metha ne are
currently und er developm ent.
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Surface emissions resulting from large -scale biomass
burning, i.e. forest fires or sava nnah burning (se e
Chap. 2),are still very difficult to specify in global CTMs.
Curr ently, mos t models specify aver age distributions
of car bon released du r ing t he fires as given by t he
compilation of Hao and Lin (1994) or by the FAO (Food
and Agriculture Organisation of the United Natio ns).
The emission of a particula r chemical species is then
derived using emission ratios such as the ones given in
Table 2.3.Such an app roach does not take into account
the large year -to-year variations of the fires. Recent work
has start ed to address th is issue. An Inventory of carbo naceo us particles em itted by bo rea l an d temperat e
forests has been proposed by Lavoue et al. (2000) , to gether with its temporal variabilit y for the 1960- 1997
period. Furthe rmore, it is expected th at, in the near future, satellite data will provide more accura te estimates
of burn t areas and amount of biomass burned in particular years.
EDGAR (Emission Databa se for Global Atmospheric
Research) (Olivier et al. t996) is available on line (ftp:
inf o.rivm.nl) and provides estimates of the average emissions of several compou nds by sector of human activity o n a 1 x 1° gr id basis for the year 1990. Aircraft emission estimates are given with 1 km altitude resolution.
The dat abase has bee n constr ucted using the same approach for all chemical species, l.e. emissions were first
calculated o n a count ry basis by multiplying activity
levels with emiss ion factor s per compound. The selection of main sourc e categories and spatial resolution was
based on available statistical data and quality and consistency of these data. The list of invent ories available
within EDGAR, as well as the global source st rength for
each chemical species, is given in Table 6.3. These inventories are upd ated regularly.
Aircraft tran spor tation leads to the emissions of gases
and particles dire ctly into the troposphere and the lower
stratosphere. Three-di mensional comprehensive inventories (altitude, longitude, and latitude) have bee n developed by the European Commission, und er the Abate-

Table 6 .2.

Emissions inventories for
bas e year ' 985 pro duced by
the IGACIGEIA activity (hltp:!!
Wl'lllher.engrll.umich.eduJ geia/)

Species

early IV) or sea so nal (S)

NO. fromsoils
Anthropogenic NO.
Anthropogenic NO.
Anthropogenic so,
Anthropogenic SOl
Volcanic sulfur
Nitrous oxide
Volatile organic compounds
Reactive chlorine
Blackcarbon from fossil fuel
Blackcarbon from biomass burning

S
Y
S

y

5
Y

Y
5

Y
Y
Y
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eference
Yienger and Levy 1995
Benkovitzetal.l997
Voldner e t <11.(GEIA w ebslte)
6enkovitz et al. \996
Voldner et al. (GE1A website)
Andresand Kasgnoc 1998
Bouwman et al. 1995
Guenthl'l et <11.1995
Graedel and Keene \999
Dignon et al.(GEIA website)
CookeandWilson 1996
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Ta ble 6.3. Inventories available for base year 1990 within EDGAR
and u timated global source strength for each chemical species

the high var iability of the processes responsible for
the emissions, the extrapolation of these local measuremen ts to broa de r areas remains a major problem.
lobal amount emittRl (T9)
Methods are needed for extrapolating from leaf,branch,
TgCHoyr'
etC
and canopy level measurements of VOC emissions to
Fossil fuel:combusl'on
' .8
spatial scales ranging from ecosystem to regional and
Fossil fuel:production
B9.3
global. It is impo ssible to characterise the VOC emis 14.1
sion pattern of every plant species of the ent ire world
Biofuel
du e to the heterogeneity of plant ecosys tems. As a
Industrial processes
0.8
consequence,
default emiss ion factors are used for many
211.4
Land use/waste treatment
landscapes, particularly in the Tropics. Empirical lightTgCO yr-'
co
and temp erature-dependen t algorithms are used for
FOSSil fuel
262.6
calculating VOC em ission invent or ies usin g experilB1.0
Biofuel
mentally dete rmined plant-specific em issio n rates.
Industrial processes
a..
These models can account for short term changes (minut es to hou rs) of some compo unds , including isoland use/waste treatment
495.9
prene, but are limited in their ability to predict longer
NO.
Tg N yr'
term (days 10 years) variations. Over the past years,
Fossil fuel
21.9
the degree of uncertainty surrounding global estimate'
Bofuel
1.3
of emission s has been reduced with modelling exercises
Industrial processes
r.s
but the numb ers of VOCs for which emission data are
Land use/waste treatment
6.2
available increased since the 1960s because our ability
to measu re a much wider ran ge of species in both
NM-VOC
Tg NM·VOCyr-'
tem
perate and trop ical regions has increased. Similar
Fossil fuel.combustion
41.6
pro
blems
exist for the deter minatio n of nat ural or anFossil fuel: non-combustion 27.3
t hropogenic emission s of all chemic al compounds,
Bicfuel
30.7
and, as a consequence, the uncertaint ies in global em isIndustrial processes
335
sions data are large, both for anthropogenic and natural
land use/wasle treatment
processes.
There are still large uncertaint ies about the amount
ment of Nuisances Caused by Air tr ansport (ANCAT), of nitr ic oxide emitted as a result of lightning, and its
and by NASA in the US for different periods: 1976, 1984, spatial and temporal distribution. Lightning arises from
and 1992. Both these inventories incor porate an exten- the breakdown of the charge separation in electrified
sive air traffic movement database, assumptio ns about convective clouds.Estim ates of the total emissions range
flight operations, and calculations of fuel burned and from )- 20 Tg N yr-' (Lawrence et al. 1995; Price et al.
emiss io ns d uring the e nti re fligh ts. Th e NASA an d 1997). Current parameterisation s of the NO production
ANCAT inventories provide emissions of gases and par- from lightn ing typically rely on the work of Price and
ticles at a 1 x 10 in latit ude and longitude resolution, and Rind (1992) and Price et al. (1997),who provide estim ates
at a 1km vert ical resolution. The 1992 inventories pro - for the mean energy per flash in thun derclouds and the
vided by ANCAT and NASA are in good agreement,both average NO yield per unit energy. The effect of NO profor total fuel used by aviation and for total emissio ns of duction from lightning on tropospheric chemical spechemical comp ounds (Gard ne r et aI. 1997; Baughcum cies also depends on the altitude at which NO is released
et al. 1996; IPCC 1999).
from the thunderst orm. Pickering et al. (1998) defined
As detailed in Chap. 2 and 4> inventories of the natu- thr ee standard vert ical profiles based on several obserral emissions of sea spray, mineral soil, and DMS have vations and results from a cloud-resolving tr ansport
been developed for use in global climate models and in model. These pa rameterisations are still very crude, and
regional air q uality models (see, for example, Mart ico- to improve th eir accur acy more explicit cloud m icrorena and Bergametli (1995), Gong er al. (t997a,b), and physics param eterisations are required; these are under development (Solomon and Baker 1998). More soKettle et al. (1999» .
These estimates of surface emissions and exchanges phisticated treatment of lightnin g emissions in CTMs
of chemical const ituents between the surface and the does result in better simulation of free tropospheric NO",
atmosphere rely in most cases on field observations or (Stockwell 1999).
on labora tory exper imen ts, as detail ed in previous
Global distribut ions of lightn ing flashes are star ting
chapters (2 and 4). These measurements are gener ally to be available at a high spatial and temporal resolurepresentative of a relatively s mall area and, due to tion, for example from the Optical Trans ient Detector
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(OTD, on board Orbview) and from the Lightning Images Sensor (LIS, on board TRMM). Both data sets are
available from http://thunder.nsstc.nasa.gov/data.Itis
expected that such data sets will be used more and more
in CTMs for better parameterisations of lightning emissions .
An additional consideration derives from the need
for consistency between emissions of NOx and the model
meteorology. For example, Levy et al. (1996) use simulated moist convection statistics to couple NO x emis sions by lightning to strong convective transport in the
model.
Because CTMs are used to simulate both past and future evolutions of atmospheric composition (Sect. 6.5-1),
there is currently a major need to develop historical anthropogenic sources inventories as well as future inventories. The emissions of several gases such as sulphur
or nitrogen oxides over the last century have already
been studied (Dignon and Hameed 1989; Bertnsen et al.
1996) using estimates of the evolution of fossil fuel consumption. Estimates for different future scenarios have
been adopted by the WMO and IPCC assessments
(WMO 1995; IPCC 2001) . However,realistic estimations
of past and future emissions of trace gases are still urgently needed .
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Model results are produced for finite grid volumes that
have very different spatial and temporal scales than those
on which measurements are made (and often not at high
enough vertical or horizontal resolution). Ground-based
measurements can be made over long periods of time,
but they are limited to a fixed location. Measurements
from moving platforms such as ships or aircraft provide data at different locations, but for limited time periods at each, and often only in a very limited number
of grid volumes. Often, measurements are not co-located
with model grid volumes, requiring interpolation of one
of the fields to match the other.
Thus, the most significant limiting factor in further
model evaluation is the lack of reference data sets of
observations covering the whole globe. This implies that
new parameterisation schemes or other developments
in global models can be compared more accurately with
other model results than with observations. While model
intercomparisons ar e both necessary and extremely
useful , the ultimate goal of model development is to
better describe and predict the behaviour of real systems. In some cases, box models are more appropriate
to evaluate the accuracy of ind ividual process parameterisations by comparisons with spatially and temporally well-defined observations.
The issue of the scale mismatch, though difficult, may
be the most approachable of the three challenges dis6.4 Model Evaluation
cussed here. The issues of data availability and quality
are more difficult to resolve. Increasingly, strategies will
6.4.1 Comparisons with Observations
be developed with the explicit goal of making sure that
the measurements are useful for comparisons with
One of the necessary and ultimate tests of a model is to model results to the largest extent possible . This was
compare its predictions with observations. This may done during the recent measurement campaigns such
seem to be a trivial exercise; however, there are a number as MOZAICand POLINAT (Flatoy et al. 2000; Lawrence
of significant challenges involved. These include deter- et al. 2000; see also Chap. 3).
mining which data to use in the comparison, reconcilAsdescribed in Chap. 5,globalmeasurements of tropoing the different spatial and temporal scales of the model spheric compounds from space are starting to become
results and measurements, and dealing with the fact that , available; examples include CO and CH4 columns from
the IMG-ADEOS experiment.Noj and CHzOtropospheric
in many cases, data are not available at all.
Even in the cases where published data are available columns from the GOME satellite, and CO concentrations
for comparison, the limitations imposed by data qual- at different tropospheric levels from the MOPITT experiity and time coverage are important issues. There are ment.Such data willbecome more and more accurate,and
many instances in which central values of measurements will cover longer time periods, which will allow more
are presented, but little or no information about the vari- detailed and comprehensive evaluation of global CTMs.
There is a clear need for continued direct collaboration
ability of the data is available. In such cases it is difficult
to assess the precision of the data, or the representa- and cooperation between the measurement and modeltiveness of the central value. Data can be biased by limi- ling communities. Cooperativeefforts allowassessment of
tations in measurement techniques themselves, or by the accuracy and precision of the data as well as selection
the fact that many measurement systems use various of data that are appropriate for comparisons between
criteria to accept or reject data when, for example, local model results and observations. Input from the modelpollution sources or circulation patterns could influence ling community is necessary to help plan new measure the accuracy of the measurements. It is necessary for ment campaigns, for determining observational stratedata users to understand the way measurements were gies and quantities to measure. Significant progress on
made so they are able to assess the appropriateness of a such collaborations has been made in the last decade,
particularly as a result of IGAC-sponsored activities.
given data set.
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tained when non-methane hydrocarbon chemistry was
included.
The large dispersion of results from several 2-D and
The accuracy and consistency of models used to simu- 3-D models of ozone changes resulting from an imposed
late tropospheric chemistry and perform future predic- 20% increase in CH4 concentrations showed that the
tions have been tested over the past fiveyears through a ability of the models to predict tropospheric ozone
number of intercomparison exercises, as further de- changes induced by methane perturbations is not satisfactory (WMO 1995).
scribed below.
A more recent intercomparison by Kuhn et al. (1998)
Parameterisations of convection were tested by comparing model-simulated results and observed distribu- of tropospheric chemical models for atmospheric contions of 222Rn. Twenty global z-D and 3-D models were ditions over Europe showed differences in oxidant levincluded in that exercise,which demonstrated that deep els up to 40% due to different representations of the gas
convection is not well represented by most models. Up- phase chemistry.
Followingthe recent rapid progresses in the developper troposphere simulations appear to be very sensitive to the treatment of moist convection and to the scale ment of global 3-D CTMs, an intercomparison exercise
of this new generation of models was performed in 1997of deep convection (Jacob et al. 1997).
Twenty-four photochemical codes used in CTMs of 1998, under the initiative of the IGAC Global Integration
various scales were isolated from the transport para- and Modelling (GIM) Activity. The objectives of the
meterisations and were compared in the 1994 IPCC Tropospheric Ozone Global Model Intercomparison Ex"Photocornp" intercomparison exercise (Olson et al. ercise were: (1) to evaluate systematically the capabili 1997; WMO 1995). The results show that model-to-model ties of the current generation of 3-D global models to
differences of 30% or more exist in the calculation of simulate tropospheric ozone and their precursor gases;
ozone and OH concentrations. These differences result and (2) to identify key areas of uncertainty in our unfrom differences in the calculated photolysis rates, ki- derstanding of the tropospheric ozone budget (Kananetic data, numerical methods used to solve the equa- kidou et al. 1999). Thirteen global CTMs were included
tions, and the set of photochemical reactions adopted in this exercise, which used different inputs, meteoro to represent tropospheric photochemistry. In particu- logical fields, surface emissions, and chemical schemes.
lar, the ozone photo dissociation rates differ by ± 20%, Results differed significantly among models although
whereas the best agreement of ±5% was obtained for all of them captured the general patterns in the global
the N0 2 photolysis rates, the other rates agreeing within distribution of carbon monoxide , nitrogen oxides, and
±15%. The largest differences among models were ob- ozone. Comparison of model results and observations
6.4.2

Model Intercomparisons

0.8

Fig. 6.2 .
Comparison between concentrations derived from different global chemic al lransport
models and observations.
a Seasonal var iation of CO
mixing ratio at Mace Head,
Ireland, normalized to the
annual mean , [COl; b seasonal
variat ion of surface 0 3 mixing
ratio at Mace Head (Kanakidou
et al. 1999)
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these values. The north/south asymmetry that these results show is the opposite of that inferred by Brenninkmeijer et al. (1992),Montzkaet al. (2000),and Prinn et al.
(2001)from atmospheric observation, and the asymmetry in the computed OH distribution requires further
investigation.
The Comparison of Large-scale Sulphate Aerosol
Models study (COSAM), also co-sponsored by IGACGIM, compared the performance of atmospheric models with each other and with observations. It involved:
(1) design of a standard model experiment for the world
wide web; (2) ten model simulations of the cycles of
sulphur and 222Rn /21OPb conforming to the experimental design; <.3) assemblage of the best available observations of atmospheric sulphate , S02' and MSA;and (4) a
workshop in Halifax, Canada to analyse model perform-

at selected stations indicated that the models deviate
from the observed annual mean CO concentrations by
about ±so% (Fig. 6.2). The main features of the ozone
distribution differed among models at some locations
by up to a factor of three . Maximum deviations of mod els from surface ozone observations are of the order of
so% whereas the models deviated much more from observations in the free troposphere, particularly close to
the tropopause where the ozone concentrations are sensitive to the parameterisation of cross-tropopause transport (Fig. 6.3). Interestingly, the photochemical lifetime
of methane in the troposphere up to 300 hPa (or to the
closest model level) was calculated to be 7.S years globally and 8.6 years in the Southern Hemisphere against
6.8 years in the Northern Hemisphere (as the medians
of model results). Model results varied within 30% of
120

Fig. 6.3.
Comparison of monthly mean
0 3 model results (nmol mol:")
to observations at three different pressure levels: 300, 500,
and 700 hPa at Hilo, Hawaii.
The thick red line corresponds
to the observations and the
dashed red line to the ir standard deviation (Kanakidou
et al. 1999)
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ance and future model development needs. The analysis examined the variance between models and observations , discussed the sources of that variance, and suggested ways to improve models. Variations between
models in the export of SOx from Europe or North
America were not sufficient to explain an order of magnitude variation in spatial distributions of SOx downwind in the Northern Hemisphere. On average, models
predicted surface level seasonal mean sulphate aerosol
mole fractions better (most within 20%) than S02 mole
fractions (over-prediction by factors of two or more).
Results suggested that vertical mixing from the planetary boundary layer into the free troposphere in source
regions is a major cause of the uncertainty in predicting the global distribution of sulphate aerosols in climate models today. For improvement, it is essential that
globally coordinated research efforts continue to address emissions of all atmospheric species that affect
the distribution and optical properties of ambient aerosols in models and that a global network of observations be established that will ultimately produce a global climatology of aerosol chemistry.
Intercomparisons between three 3-D CTMs were reported by Thakur et al. (1999) together with comparisons between calculated and observed distributions of
reactive nitrogen species. The three models underpredieted NO, and significantly overpredicted HN0 3 and
PAN, particularly in the upper troposphere.
The complexity of model intercomparison, and the
comparisons of models with data, indicates the need for
continuing and expanding these exercises. For the
stratosphere, the Models and Measurements exercises
(Prather and Remsberg 1993; Park et al. 2000) have led
to substantial improvements of the models through a
detailed assessment of the difference between models
and the development of a database used for model/data
comparison. Such an exercise would be more complex
in the troposphere, but is worth pursuing in the near
future.

6.5
6.5.1

Model Applications
Evolution of the Composition
of the Troposphere

The evolution of the composition of the troposphere
from the pre-industrial period up to about 2050has been
simulated over the last decade by different groups.
Changes in the distributions of ozone and OH have been
simulated, for example, by Crutzen and Zimmerman
(1991), Lelieveld and van Dorland (1995), Levy et al.
(1997), Roelofs et al. (1997), Berntsen et al. (1997), Wang
and Jacob (1998), Stevenson et al. (1998), and Brasseur
et al. (1998b).All of these studies, looking at the changes
from the pre-industrial to the current period, compared

the results of two sets of simulations, one in which all
anthropogenic emissions (fossil fuel combustion, industry, fertiliser) were set to zero, and one in which emissions typical of current conditions were used. The two
simulations were performed using the same meteorological fields to calculate the transport of the chemical
species. The model results suggest that between 1850 and
1990 tropospheric ozone burden increased by about
80%. These models generally overestimate pre-industrial surface ozone concentrations as reconstructed from
very sparse historical data.
Evaluations of the evolution of the atmospheric composition depend critically on the accuracy of the chemical species emission changes. However, it was not until
the 1970S that reliable emissions estimates for the preindustrial era became available,particularly for biomass
burning emissions, which cannot be related easily to
population or energy use changes. Previous model studies have assumed that pre-industrial biomass burning
emissions were 10 to 30% of the present-day value.
Emissions rates from Europe and North America
are available from the EMEP programme (Cooperative
Program for Monitoring and Evaluation of the Long
Range Transmission of Air Pollutants in Europe) (EMEP
1998).Estimates of fossil fuel consumption are available
for the rest of the world from the British Petroleum
Statistical Reports (BP 1994, 1998). It should be noted
that past and even current emission estimates are scarce
for develop ing countries, though the largest changes
in emissions have already been noticed in these countries and are expected to increase even more in the
future .
Most simulations of the evolution of the chemical
composition of the troposphere are currently performed
with constant-year meteorology. Reanalysis of the past
40 years of meteorological data is currently under way
(ECMWF ERA-40 project) and similar products are
available for shorter periods (from the ECMWF and
NCEP meteorological centres) . Such data sets are starting to be used in long-term simulations using global
CTMs, which will give better indications of the impact
of year-to-year variability of meteorological fields on
changes in the distributions of tropospheric compounds.
Estimates of emissions during the 21 st century have
been proposed by different groups, based on scenarios
developed by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC 1992, 2000). The scenarios account for
World Bank and United Nations estimates of population changes, energy consumption trends, transport
development, and agriculture development. As stated in
the previous paragraph, possible climate changes will
also have to be taken into account; for example, Johnson
et al. (1999) found that the impact offuture changes in
meteorology is likely to be as important as changes in
emissions during the next century.
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6.5.2 Use of Photochemical Models
for Supporting Field Campaigns
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6.5.3 Climate Assessments

Photochemical models can play an important role in
field campaigns, both to support the planning and execution of experiments and to evaluate the observations.
Constrained box models have been particularly useful
in helping to point out possible problems with measurement techniques (Crawford et al. 1996) and to point
towards possible incomplete knowledge of photochemical processes such as a missing sink for OH in the marine boundary layer (Eisele et al. 1996), or a missing
source of Ho, in the upper troposphere (Wennberg et al.
1999; Iaegle et al. 1999). Recently, more complex CTMs
have also come into the picture. For instance, MOZART
(Table 6.1) was used to examine the 0 3 photochemical
budget over the Pacific Ocean based on data from
MLOPEX (Brasseur et al. 1996).Another example of the
use of 3-D CTMs for interpreting campaign data is the
study of Singh et al. (1998),which concluded that transport of Asian NOy into the PEM-West A region served
as a major source of NOy during the campaign. Further,
Lawrence et al. (1999C) concluded that while convective
pumping of low-ozone marine boundary layer air is the
main process responsible for producing 03 minima in
the upper troposphere, their severity may be influenced
by a missing 03 sink, e.g., halogens. Finally,models have
been employed to evaluate the sampling done during a
campaign. Ehhalt et al. (1997) used a CTM with surrogate tracers to demonstrate that the sampling during
PEM-West A and B was likely sufficient to capture the
mean in the region sampled. In contrast, Lawrence et al.
(1999a) used 03 simulations to conclude that a single
cruise through the CEPEX region was likely insufficient
to capture the mean, although they did point out that
extremely low levels of ozone occur in the upper troposphere, which had not been previously observed.
Model estimates of expected concentrations and gradients of various chemical species are often used in plan ning campaigns. During the last few years, photochemical models have been used increasingly in forecasting
during the intensive field phases of campaigns. Regional
forecasts were described by Lee et al. (1997),who forecasted stratospheric constituents in the polar vortex for
the ASHOE-MESA and SESAME campaigns, and by
Platey et al. (2000, and references therein), who provided
tropospheric chemistry forecasts for the POUNAT campaign. Global tropospheric chemistry and aerosol forecasts were carried out by Lawrence et al. (2000), Rasch
et al. (2000), and Collins et al. (2001) for the INDOEX
campaign. In all cases, the forecasts were highly valuable for the field investigators. Despite inaccuracies in
the model predictions the forecasts were able to help
point towards several events that were of interest to
observe.

Calculations of the radiative forcing due to changes in
the distribution of well-mixed gases such as COz' CH4 ,
NzO, and the CFCs have been performed over the last
decade using radiative models . As seen in the previous
chapters, ozone is more and more recognised as a greenhouse gas with an estimated contribution to the enhanced greenhouse effect since the pre-industrial period of about 20%, as indicated in Chap. 1. Accurate
calculations of the radiative forcing of ozone require
knowledge of the spatial and temporal changes of the
ozone distribution in the troposphere. As seen above,
the development of the CTMs has allowed the calculation of the three-dimensional changes in ozone from
the pre-industrial to the present period (Crutzen and
Zimmermann 1991; Berntsen et al. 1997; Roelofs et al.
1997; Brasseur et al.1998c).Previous studies have shown
that changes in ozone in the vicinity of the tropopause
might be the most important in terms of radiative forcing. The evolution of the ozone vertical distribution is
known for the past few decades from ozone sonde measurements in a few locations (Logan et al. 1999),and for
additional locations over the past few years from the
MOZAICmeasurements (Marenco et al.1998).However,
no data concerning the evolution of ozone at this altitude go back a whole century; also, this is a region where
most models have a rather low vertical resolution, and
calculated concentrations are sensitive to errors in the
parameterisation of stratosphere-troposphere exchanges.

6.6

Current Developments and Future Challenges

6.6.1 Further Development of Current CTMs

Future CTMs of the atmosphere will include more comprehensive formulations of chemical and photochemical processes and specifically of oxidation mechanisms.
The schemes describing the degradation of volatile organic compounds which are still uncertain, as discussed
in Chap. 3, will become more comprehensive and will
account more accurately for the effects of primary and
oxygenated hydrocarbons of natural and anthropogenic
origin. This is important for improving our understanding of the ozone budget. Oxidation processes by halogen compounds will also have to be taken into account
due to their important and documented role in the destruction of ozone in the polar marine boundary layer
and perhaps at other latitudes. Models focussing on gasphase oxidation processes and on aerosol chemistry and
microphysics will continue to be merged into a single
interactive framework. Emphasis will be put on cloudchemistry interactions.
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At the same time, the formulation of transport by
resolved grid-scale winds as well as by sub-grid scale
transport will be improved. An important requirement
for advective models is that they are mass conserving
and accurate in regions such as the tropopause, where
vertical gradients are strong. Improvements are also
expected regarding the parameterisation of boundary
layer exchanges with the free troposphere, vertical transport in shallow and deep convective systems, wet scavenging, and dry deposition, by optimal use of detailed
cloud physics parameterisations in chemistry-transport
models.
As computers become more powerful, the spatial and
temporal resolution of CTMs will be considerably enhanced. It is desirable to increase their horizontal resolution to represent features with a spatial scale of roughly
20-100 km (e.g., regions with large emissions and/or
high photochemistry activity, tropopause). This will
reduce inaccuracies in the computation of the distribution of chemical species due to non -linearities in the
photochemistry and enable the capture of regional features in global models. Non-uniform grids with enhanced
resolution in regions of interest will probably be used.
Byusing regional "windows" within global models, longrange influences can be accounted for, and the problem
arising from the choice of lateral boundary conditions
in regional models can be avoided. The layered structure of the atmosphere, which has a strong effect on the
vertical exchanges of chemical compounds and on the
rates of chemical conversion, will be best reproduced if
the number of model levels is increased . Future global
CTMswill probably typically include 30-100 levelsin the
vertical (vertical resolution in the troposphere of 500 m
or less). One objective for the next decade will be to develop regional and even global non-hydrostatic models
at high spatial resolution with interactive dynamics,
microphysics , and chemistry.
The upper boundary of transport models will be
moved to higher altitudes in order to account better for
the influence of the middle atmosphere on the tropo sphere, and to study the behaviour of chemical compounds in the stratosphere and even in the mesosphere
or thermosphere. This will allow,for example, the quantification of the impact of stratospheric ozone changes
on the composition of the troposphere, both as a result
of changes in the tropospheric UV field and of changes
in stratosphere-troposphere transport of ozone. Not
only will the vertical domain of the model be extended
but, in addition, the physics included in the model will
have to account for the specific processes observed in
these higher regions.
Although many CTMs will be coupled on-line with
existing atmospheric GCMs and used in a prognostic
mode (to predict future climate changes, for example),
these models also will be used increasingly in a diagnostic mode with analysed (observed) meteorology to

interpret observational data (e.g.,satellite, aircraft measurements, etc.).
The greatest impact on future CTMs will likely come
from the seemingly ever increasing computational power.
Looking out over the next decade it seems highly probable that scientific computing machines will be composed of multiple nodes with each node having several
vector and scalar processing units . Furthermore, the basic functional units will all reside on a single chip, perhaps a few square centimetres in size. The nodes will be
interconnected with high-speed networks. Atypical CTM
could run on several hundred nodes comprising a total
of thousands of CPUs.Although an imprecise measure,
such a computing platform may well deliver tens of
teraflops of genuine throughput compared to present
performance of 10-100 gigaflops at best. However,it remains an open question whether the development of
CTMs for use on massively parallel machines is fruitful
or if vectorised transport parameterisations are more
beneficialfor tropospheric chemistry-climate simulations.

6.6.2 Chemical Data Assimilation
A large amount of observations of meteorological parameters, distributions of atmospheric chemical species,
ecosystems, etc., has been collected over the last two
decades, and the new generation of Earth satellite observations will provide even much larger data sets. However, it is not possible to measure all atmospheric quantities simultaneously in time and space, and the retrieval
of satellite data will generally give access to sparse, heterogeneous' and irregular distributions of atmospheric
quantities. Objective approaches to combine our a priori knowledge about the physical system under consideration with these usually sparse and irregular observations are often referred to as data assimilation. Up to
now, data assimilation techniques have mostly been used
in numerical weather prediction (Krishnaumurti et al.
1991), data retrievals from remote sensing experiments,
and inverse modelling. Some interesting pioneering
work on assimilating observations of chemical species
in the atmosphere using photochemical models has been
done recently, as discussed below, and the results demonstrate the feasibility of the approach and promise
important benefits.
The mathematical basis of data assimilation is estimation theory or inverse problem theory. In a conventional forward problem one uses a set of a priori parameters to predict the state of the physical system. In
the inverse or estimation problem one attempts to use
available observations of the state of the system to estimate poorly known model parameters and/or the state
itself.
Very broadly, commonly used data assimilation
methods can be divided into variational and sequential
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techniques. In variational data assimilation, one attempts to find optimal parameters (e.g., optimal initial
conditions) that minimise a discrepancy between model
results and measurements for a chosen analysis period.
The variational data assimilation technique can be
thought of as a constrained least-squares fit to a set of
observations distributed over some period of time. The
constraints are given by the model equations. In the sequential method, observations are blended with model
simulations with certain weights as they become available to form new initial conditions for the model for
the next time step. The optimal weights are obtained
from estimates of the model errors, errors of the current observations, and errors of observations incorporated into the model previously.
Lyster et al. (1997) were the first to use a two-dimensional transport model on isentropic surfaces and the
Kalman filter technique to assimilate CLAES- and
HALOE-measured methane data from the UARS satellite.Although very computationally expensive,their pioneering approach allows production of synoptic maps
from irregularly distributed satellite measurements.
Fisher and Lary (1996) used variational data assimilation for assimilating and mapping the UARS-CLAES
observations of 03' N0 2, and HN0 3 with a fairly simple
(6 chemical species, 19 reactions) photochemical box
model in conjunction with a trajectory model. This was
the first application of data assimilation techniques for
analysis of photochemically active chemical species in
the stratosphere. Elbern et al. (1997) extended this variational approach to assimilation of various tropospheric
gases. Khattatov et al. (1999) applied the variational approach as well as the extended Kalman filter for assimilation of satellite data for chemical species measured in
the stratospheric using a relatively sophisticated box
model and a trajectory model. They also showed that
concentrations of a number of chemical species that
were not observed could be derived successfully from
available data. Lamarque et aI. (1999) and Clerbaux et al.
(1999) applied a similar method to assimilate CO data
obtained from space with a 3-D CTM.
6.6.3

Inverse Modelling
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1983; Hartley and Prinn 1993; Mahowald et al. 1997a),
CO2 (Enting and Mansbridge 1991; Bousquet et al. 1999),
CH4 (Hein et al.1997; Houweling et al.1999),and COand
its isotopes (Bergamaschi et al. 1999). These powerful
techniques were the subject of an IGAC-GIM workshop
in 1998 and a subsequent monograph (Kasibhatla et al.
2000). The use of such methods is currently limited
because the number of observation sites is relatively
small. Furthermore, optimisation of surface emissions
using inverse modelling requires an accurate treatment
of the mixing between the boundary layer and the free
troposphere. In the near future, more and more observations of tropospheric chemical species will become
available from satellite observations, which may considerably improve the results and possibly lead to new
insights into the distribution of surface emissions of
chemical species and on their spatial and temporal variability.
Asystematic transport model intercomparison effort,
performed under the TransCOM sub-project (http://
transcom.colostate.edu) of the GAIM (Global Analysis,
Interpretation and Modelling) Activity of IGBP, is currently underway within the carbon cyclemodelling community. Its purpose is to characterise the present uncertainty in carbon sinks that arises from the uncertainty in CTMtransport and to prioritise improvements
in both the models and the observing system that might
reduce this uncertainty. Several research groups are now
using global 3-D tracer models to perform time-dependent inverse calculations of the atmospheric carbon
budget. The primary objective of the on-going phase of
TransCom is to determine the effect of differences in
simulated tracer transport among atmospheric models
on the results of carbon cycle inversions. Secondary
objectives are to diagnose the mechanisms that produce
these differences and to suggest improvements to models and the global observing system to produce more
robust inversions. These developments will provide support for current efforts to develop inverse modelling
methodologies that can be applied to more reactive
chemical compounds.

6.6.4

The emissions of trace gases specified at the surface are
generally poorly quantified, as they depend on complex
processes related to meteorological conditions and human factors (see Chap. 2). As more and more observations of chemical species become available, it is possible in principle, using inverse modelling techniques, to
optimise surface emissions estimates, which also improves the agreement between observed and calculated
concentrations. Different methods have been developed
over the past fewyears. They have been used to optimise
surface emissions or lifetimes of CFCs (Cunnold et al.

•

Dynamic Aerosol Modelling

The representation of the climatic effect of aerosols in
global models initially used static simplified spatial distributions derived from observations and Mie-calculations to assign optical parameters. Most model studies
of the direct and indirect effect of aerosols and climate
used these static climatologies.Sincethe pioneering study
by Langner and Rodhe (1991), who used a coarse resolution chemical transport model based on climatological
meteorology, the complexity of parameterisations of
aerosol precursor chemistry and dry and wet removal
has increased dramatically. Several models now treat
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aerosol precursor chemistry and evolution of particle
6.6.5.1 Nesting Approach
mass interactively with meteorology with account taken
of the complex interactions between cloud processes,
heterogeneous chemistry, and wet removal (Benkovitz The nesting approach consists of inserting a finer resoet al. 1994; Benkovitz and Schwartz 1997; Feichter et al. lution model inside a coarse resolution model. There
1997; Roelofs et al. 1998; Rasch et al. 2000; Koch et al. are basically two approaches to limited-area modelling,
1999;Lohmann et al. 1999a). However,the physical and which can be characterised as one- and two-way interoptical properties of the aerosol components are pre- acting (Phillips and Shukla 1973). In the one-way apscribed. Such an approach allows the representation of proach, time-dependent conditions are specified at the
the high variability of the mass distributions of the par- boundaries of a limited area and the model is then inteticles and is used more particularly when aerosol-cloud grated at high resolution over this area. The larger scales
of the flow that cannot be simulated on the smaller dointeractions are studied.
Most global climate and chemistry transport mod- main of the fine grid are allowed to affect the fine grid
els have so far only considered the bulk aerosol mass of solution , but the fine grid solution does not feed back
some specific components rather than the size spectra to the coarse grid. The two-way interactive nested grid
of externally and internally mixed aerosols and their approach consists of integrating the fine grid along with
size-dependent chemical composition. However,the size the coarse grid . The lateral boundary conditions for the
distribution and the chemical composition of the par- fine grid are taken from the coarse grid solution. The
ticles control the optical and deliquescence properties, solution on the coarse grid is then updated with the fine
the activation of particles to cloud condensation nuclei, grid solution at any coarse grid location where the two
and their subsequent formation to cloud droplets. Cur- grids overlap (Skamarock et al. 1989).
In a meteorological forecast model, boundary conrently, work is under way using thermodynamic equilibrium models to improve the understanding of the ditions are set on all the prognostic variables (wind, tempresence of nitrate and organic aerosols. In particular, perature, humidity, and cloud properties). In a CTM,
the description of the state of mixture is a challenging boundary conditions pertain also to the chemical species' distributions. Lateral boundary conditions (values
task for future research (see Chap. 4).
or fluxes) are calculated by interpolating the necessary
fields from the coarse grid solution. This interpolation
6.6.5 Nesting-Variable Resolution
introduces errors and noise. Because short lived chemical species adjust quickly to the ambient levels of long
With the computer power currently available, global lived ones, only the latter need to be calculated at the
CTMs with extensive chemistry can incorporate hori- boundary. Also, long lived chemical species usually exzontal grids of -250 km or even -100 km. It can be im- hibit a smoother distribution that tends to decrease the
portant to increase the resolution of a model over a re- interpolation errors. The short lived chemical species
gion of interest, since transport and chemistry (includ- are then calculated explicitly for the conditions defined
ing sources and sinks) are expected to be simulated more by the long lived ones. This ensures that the chemical
accurately with increasing resolution. Furthermore, system is balanced with the set of equations defining
comparisons of measurements and model results are the chemical mechanism, both on the coarse and the
more straightforward and significant in a high-resolu- fine grids. As far as we know only the one-way nesting
tion model. Two different approaches can achieve the approach has been used in CTMs(Chang et al.1987; Ebel
increase in resolution: (1) place a high-resolution grid et al. 1991; Hess et al. 2000).
inside a coarse resolution grid where greater resolution
or accuracy is desired (over a fixed region or following
the path of a particular phenomenon); and (2) create a 6.6.5.2 Variable Resolution Approach
model with variable resolution.
Both approaches have pros and cons and have been Even in an ideal situation where all the problems reused extensively in meteorological forecasting but to a lated to the specification of boundary conditions are
lesser extent in studies involving chemistry. This sec- solved, there is still the practical difficulty of having two
tion will describe both techniques briefly. It is impor- systems (global and nested) to maintain (Cote et al.
tant to remember that CTMs require knowledge of me- 1993). It would therefore be interesting to have a single
teorological fields (including cloud properties) to cal- model in which the resolution could be varied such that
culate the transport and transformation of chemical high resolution is focussed over an area of interest, and
species.Ameteorological model simulation over the area therefore provides both global and regional simulations.
of interest provides this information (Brasseur et al.1999
Courtier and Geleyn (1988) described the first appliand references therein), which is then used off-line.
cation of a conformal transformation that creates a re-
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gion of high resolut ion with a continuous transition
from coarse to high. This variable resolution model,with
the pole rotated over the area of interest, leaves the governing equations almost unchanged (except for the
multiplication of a few terms by a local map factor) .
Because there is a variation in model resolution, problems similar to loss of information and wave reflection
at the boundaries in the nesting approach will have
counterparts in this method but with a less damaging
intensity (Courtier and Geleyn 1988). There are nevertheless severe limitations, mostly associated with the use
of a spectral model (Cote et al. 1993). Cote et al. have
therefore applied the same map transformation but with
a finite-element discretisation (and other numerical
specificities) with considerable success.
The meteorological fields required for variable-re solution CTMscan be derived by interpolating results from
regular-grid meteorological models. This can, first, be a
cumbersome task and, second, introduce noise in the
dynamical fields, which might translate into spurious
vertical velocities. Such an approach has nevertheless
been applied to the case study of the MLOPEX data
(Ginoux 1997). In that case, a triangular grid was used,
with the equations of transport solved by the finite element method. Although the variable resolution approach is conceptually appealing, the limited number
of models that can create the necessary fields for driving the CTM has hampered its use. This situation is
changing as evidenced by the recent development of the
Canadian Global Environmental Multiscale (GEM)
weather forecast model.

6 . Modelling
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models (e.g., Flossmann and Pruppacher 1988; Garstang
et al. 1988; Wang et al. 1995; Thompson et al. 1997;
Skamarock et al. 2000) to aqueous chemistry and transport models (e .g., Tremblay and Leighton 1986;
Niewiadomski 1989; Wang and Chang 1993a; Barth 1994;
Flossmann 1994; Kreidenweis et al. 1997; Andronache
et al. 1999; Audiffren et al. 1999). While the majority of
the chemistry models listed above are developed to run
offline, a fully interactive model including dynamics,
aerosol and cloud microphysics, radiation, lightning
parameterisation, and gaseous and aqueous chemistry
has also been reported recently (Wang and Prinn 2000).
High-resolution models have revealed the complicated
features of convective transport including strong time
dependency of transport patterns (Wang and Chang
1993b; Skarnarock et al. 2000; Wang and Prinn 2000),
small scale ozone intrusion from the stratosphere (e.g.,
Wang et al. 1995; Stenchikov et al. 1996; Wang and Prinn
2000), and the signatures oflower tropospheric chemical sources in detrained air in the upper troposphere
(e.g.,Scalaet al.1990;Wangand Chang 1993b; Thompson
et al. 1997; Skamarock et al. 2000). Interestingly, few of
these studies support the popular "chimney" concept
model, i.e. where chemically reactive compounds freshly
emitted in the air undergo reactions favoured in the
highly polluted environment of the air parcel where they
are emitted, which is relatively isolated from the surrounding air, before being mixed. Various cloud-resolving models with aqueous chemistry have suggested that
aqueous phase reactions are far less efficient in convective clouds than the theoretical estimates, caused by
much lower solubility of S02 relative to H202 and the
conversion of water to ice phase particles, which term i6.6 .6 Cloud-Resolving Chemical Models
nates the aqueous chemistry (Wang and Chang 1993C;
Barth 1994; Wang and Crutzen 1995; Flossmann and
In recent years there has been significant progress in Wobrock 1996;Kreidenweis et al. 1997). The most recent
the development of mesoscale chemical models that study further indicates that the limited coverages and
resolve the dynamics and physics of convection. These lifetimes of the liquid phase portions of the convective
processes are sub-grid scale in the global models where clouds provide another reason for expecting low aquethey must instead be simulated using parameterisations. ous production rates of sulphate in convective clouds
Deep convection influences tropospheric chemistry (Wang and Prinn 2000). Several studies have also found
not only through vertical transport but also by chang- that nucleation scavenging (scavenging of gases due to
ing UV fluxes (and thus the photochemical rates), by nucleation) is more important than impact scavenging
scavenging soluble chemical species including aerosols, (i.e. physical removal following the flow of a scavenger)
and by producing NO molecules through lightning and in-cloud oxidation of S0 2 in producing aqueous
(which then change the main chemical pathways). Ob- sulphates (e.g., Wang and Chang 1993C; Flossmann 1994;
viously, these complicated physical and chemical proc- Kreidenweis et al. 1997). In addition, the more compliesses cannot be realisticallysimulated using models with cated issue of changes in the gas phase chemistry induced by deep convection has also been studied using
coarse spatial resolution.
In recent years, non -hydrostatic cloud-resolving cloud-resolving models. Some early work using embedmodels, e.g., two- or three-dimensional models with ded one-dimensional photochemical models (Pickering
horizontal resolution :S;3-4 km and relatively detailed et al.1990,1991; Thompson et al.1997) suggests that ozone
cloud dynamics and microphysics, have been used to production in the downwind side of the cloud anvil may
study tropospheric chemistry in deep convection. The be enhanced. A recent study using a more comprehenchemistry modules in these models range from tracer sive model (Wang and Prinn 2000) indicates that gas-
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Climate models, for instance, couple the ocean and the
atmosphere and also include some formulation of the
physical interactions between the atmosphere and terrestrial vegetation. Studies of the hydrological cycle also
require the use of coupled models. Looking ahead, comprehensive, integrated Earth system models must account not only for physical interactions among components, but also must represent biogeochemical cycles in
some detail. A major challenge for the next decade will
be to couple within elaborated models the physical and
biogeochemical systems and to assess these interactions
at different time scales.
The long time scales involved in the study of the Earth
system as a whole and the need to address uncertainties (e.g.,through ensembles of model integrations) limit
our ability to couple models that account for the full
complexity of the system, given present conceptual constraints and computer power limitations. There is a need
therefore to develop Earth system models of intermediate complexity, or EMICs (e.g., Alcamo et al. 1994;
Prinn et al. 1994; http://www.pik-postdam.delprojects/
climberlwelcome.html). The goal of these models is to
describe most of the processes included in comprehensive models, but in a more highly parameterised form.
The challenge will be to determine the minimum model
complexity necessary to account for the critical causes,
effects, and interactive nonlinearities that affect global
feedbacks. The validation of such coupled models, using information provided by complex models and by
6.6.7 Coupled Earth System Models
observations, will represent a challenge in the future .
The rationale for developing comprehensive, three-diEven with all our present computational power, the
mensional Earth system models is to simulate the cou- development of highlycoupled models is a daunting task
pled processes and feedbacks that exist within and that requires compromises to achieve century-scale
among the atmosphere, the oceans, and the continental simulations. The spatial resolution of the experiments is
biosphere and then , for example, to assess how chemi- often coarse, and therefore even parameterisations of
cal processes in the atmosphere affect these coupling important processes have to be greatly simplified.Wecan
mechanisms . Significant progress has been made dur- expect that future developments leading to more accuing the past decade in modelling the separate elements rate model components as well as future advances in
of the Earth system and in recent years some of these computing will allow us to build efficient, interactive,
elements have been coupled to address specific issues. coupled models capable of century-scale simulations.

phase production of some chemical species can be
changed by more than a factor of two due to deep convection. The most significant, but uncertain, issue in this
respect is probably the NO production rate by lightning
as wellas its subsequent impact on regional tropospheric
chemistry. It is expected that the development of more
accurate convective schemes and lightning emission
parameterisations, which might be based on satellite
data as discussed in Sect. 6.3.3.3, will help reduce current uncertainties.
Compared to the current global CTMs,cloud-resolving models can interpret detailed nonlinear physics and
chemistry and thus are far better platforms for evaluating theoretical assumptions and laboratory experimental data. They are also potentially better models for interpreting field (e.g.,aircraft, ship) measurement results,
and helping the design of field experiments. However,
the problem of specifying the boundary conditions for
these mesoscale models needs to be solved (e.g., by
imbedding them in global CTMs based on observed
winds) before their full potential is reached.With a careful numerical experimental design, these models could
also be used to derive parameterisations of deep convection for large-scale models. This could make the use
of this type of model in tropospheric chemistry studies
increasingly more practical in the future.
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7.1

Introduction

7.2

What Determines the Chemical Composition
of the Atmosphere?

The preceding chapters have presented a topical synthesis of results obtained by the international scientific One of the remarkable discoveries of the past 50 years
community after a decade of intensive research efforts has been the increasing recognition of the role that biofocussing on the chemistry of the global atmosphere. logical processes play in determining the chemical comAreas highlighted in this book are the relations between position of the atmosphere and the habitability of Earth
atmospheric composition and biospheric processes, the (e.g., Schlesinger 1997;IGBP 1994; Matson and Harriss
budget of atmospheric photooxidants including tropo- 1995; Daily 1997; NRC 1999a). Geological evidence indispheric ozone, and the importance of aerosols for the cates that the biosphere and atmosphere have co-evolved
chemical composition of the atmosphere and for the over billions of years. Complex Earth system feedback
climate system . The perturbing role of human activi- relationships are hypothesised to maintain the composition of the atmosphere within limits that allow for the
ties has been stressed.
The data gathered from numerous field experi- habitability of life on Earth (Lovelock 1979,1988).This
ments (often organised under IGACauspices), the analy- hypothesis remains, however, a matter of debate within
ses of observations performed with a hierarchy of the scientific community.
Today, there is no pristine natural atmosphere renumerical models, and the fundamental investigations
carried out in the laboratory have provided a wealth maining - the chemical fingerprint of human civilisaof new and important infor mati on . The scientific tion can be found in the most remote regions of both
progress made regarding our understanding of the the lower and upper atmosphere. Grand challenges for
processes that govern the observed state of the atmo- atmospheric chemists are to attempt to derive the comsphere allows us to provide today improved answers position of the pre-industrial atmosphere from fossil
to some of the important questions that decision- air samples and to understand the consequences of the
makers often pose. In this last chapter, we present some increasing human perturbation of atmospheric comporesponses to the societally important questions raised sition. The intimate relationship between the chemical
in Chap. 1. Specifically, we highlight the key factors composition of the atmosphere, human actions, and the
that determine the chemical composition of the natural undisturbed natural biosphere may mean that changes
and anthropogenically perturbed atmosphere; we in trace gas concentrations are the best "early warning"
discuss the perturbations in global biogeochemical cy- indicator of changes in the status and health of Planet
cles and in the oxidising power of the atmosphere re- Earth over a range of local to global scales.
Trace chemicals in the atmosphere respond to the
sulting from human-induced activities; we summarise
the impacts of atmospheric changes on the biosphere, solar, biological, geological, chemical, and human forces
food production, and human health ; and, we consider that vary on a variety of time and space scales. At the 10
the possible future evolution ofthe atmospheric chemi- to 100 km scale, dramatic variations in the chemical
cal composition with special att ention to potential composition of the atmosphere typically reflect intense
abrupt and irreversible changes. Finally, we suggest emission sources of gaseous or particulate materials
some general directions for future research, recognis- (e.g., volcanoes , biomass burning, or industrial pollut ing that more detailed scientific priorities for the next ants). Beginning with the industrial revolution the
10 to 15 years, a subject beyond the scope of the present sources , chemistry, and human health impacts of urban
book, remain to be carefully established by the interna- air pollution have been observed and studied (NRC
1991). The combustion of fossil fuels is the major antional community.
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thropogenic source of gases such as carbon monoxide,
nitrogen oxides, and hydrocarbons that subsequently
react with other gases and particles in the presence of
sunlight to reduce visibility and produce enhanced concentrations of ozone. Gaseous sulphur and nitrogen
pollutants react with cloud droplets to acidify rain
regionally (NRC 1986). The spatial scale of urban and
industrial air pollution is determined by the magnitude
of emission sources, meteorological dispersion of the
air pollutants, and chemical processes that transform
and remove pollutants (Chameides and Perdue 1997).
The detrimental environmental and economic consequences of air pollution have been well documented.
Unfortunately, the policy basis for regulating local and
regional air quality remains incomplete due to the complexity of integrating competing economic, political,
social, technological, and scientific factors into a robust
risk management framework (NRC 1999b). In addition,
regulatory measures, believed to be beneficial can have
negative side effects. For example, reductions in emissions of SOz are beneficial for health but can augment
greenhouse gas-driven climate warming by lowering
sulphate aerosol concentrations.
At locations remote from human activities, variability in atmospheric trace gas composition is typically
dominated by the physiology of the undisturbed natural landscape. Plant photosynthesis and respiration,
microbial decomposition of organic matter, and other
biological processes can be detected in near-surface
variations in air chemistry (Matson and Harriss 1995).
The concentrations of carbon, nitrogen, and sulphur
gases are especially sensitive to variations in the ecology of the natural landscape.
The cumulative impact of human activities on the
composition of the global atmosphere is clearly reflected
by increasing concentrations of a variety of trace gases
that have long atmospheric lifetimes such as carbon dioxide (CO z)' methane (CH4 ) , and nitrous oxide (NzO) .
Studies of concentration trends of these and other gases
using ancient air trapped in ice, along with direct measurements in recent decades, indicate that current levels
are unprecedented for at least the past 400 000 years.
The growth and accumulation of these gases primarily
reflect increased global energy production, land-use
change, food production, and waste generation over the
past century (NRC 1999a). The basic trends in carbon
dioxide, methane, and nitrous oxide, and their relation
to human activities, are undisputed. However, there are
significant variations in the rates of growth and accumulation of certain trace gases in the global atmosphere,
which are poorly understood. The large-scale ecosystem sources and removal mechanisms for carbon and
nitrogen trace gases are intimately connected to variability in the climate system and to climate-biosphere
interactions. A new generation of Earth-observing satellites and in situ measurement technologies will soon

resolve some of the vexing questions related to human
activities and the future of the atmosphere.
It is estimated that human activities are now the
dominant biological force shaping the landscape of
Planet Earth (Vitousek et aI.1997),SO the name "Anthropocene" has been suggested (Crutzen and Stoermer 2000)
to characterise the past 200 to 300 years of the Holocene.
The IGACProject reflects the urgent need to understand
how the human appropriation and transformation of
nature will influence the dynamical and chemical properties of the future atmosphere. The scales of interest
range from microbial production and consumption of
atmospheric gases to tropical deforestation and global
food production. The composition of the atmosphere
will continue to serve as the most effective indicator of
the pulse of Planet Earth. Biology rules the composition of critical atmospheric trace gases, but today and
in the future the human species will be in control.

7.3

How Have Human Activities Altered
Atmospheric Composition?

When the Industrial Revolution changed much of the
world from a rural to an industrial society, the chemi cal composition of the atmosphere began to change as
well. Changes were accelerated by world population
growth. Ironically, societies that are in the process of
modernisation are causing atmospheric change and, at
the same time, being adversely affected by it. The most
important causes of these changes include the use of
specialty chemicals, fossil fuel combustion, land clearance for agriculture, ranching, and urbanisation, as well
as the use of fertilisers. These human activities result in
an increase in concentrations of many trace gases in the
atmosphere that subsequently destroy ozone in the
stratosphere, change the chemistry of the troposphere,
and affect global climate. In particular, the concentration of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere has increased substantially since the pre-industrial period.
The radiative forcing of anthropogenic origin (about 1%
of the natural one) caused by these gases is now equivalent to the effect of a glacial-interglacial climate change.
The use of specialty chemicals significantly damages
the global environment through a wide range of halogenated compounds, specifically chlorofluorocarbons
(CFCs),halons, chlorocarbons, and bromocarbons. While
inert, or very nearly so, in the troposphere these compounds are broken apart by short-wavelength UV light
in the stratosphere. Halogen atoms are released, which
react with and destroy ozone especially over Antarctica
and the Arctic.The depletion of polar stratospheric ozone
has spread to the midlatitude stratosphere. Decreases in
the ozone layer and concomitant increases in ultraviolet
radiation (UV-B) can cause sunburn, skin cancer, and
eye damage in humans. Concentrations of organic chlo-
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rine contained in long and short lived chlorocarbons
have increased since the late 1970s.After reaching a maximum value of about 3.7 nmol mol:" in the mid-iooos,
they have begun to decrease slowly in the troposphere
as a result of the implementation of the 1987 Montreal
Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer
and its amendments (WMO 1999). Concentrations of
organic bromine are , however, still increasing in the
troposphere, largely because of the growth of Halon 1211. Chlorofluorocarbons are not only reactive with
ozone in the stratosphere, they themselves are potent
greenhouse gases.
Fossil fuel burning, deforestation, and cement production are the largest net sources behind the recent
increases of atmospheric carbon dioxide, which is the
most important greenhouse gas after water vapour.
During the pre-industrial period, carbon dioxide concentrations were estimated to be 275-284 umol mol:",
based on ice core and firn measurements (Etheridge
et al. 1996).The emission of carbon dioxide from fossil
fuel burning has increased exponentially at a nearly
constant rate of 4.3%per year between 1850 and the early
1970s, except during the Great Depression and World
Wars I and II. Carbon dioxide concentrations increased
from about 285 umol mol "! to 325 umol mol:" in the
same period. In the past three decades, the growth rate
of fossil fuel combustion has slowed due to the 1973 energy crisis, increased nuclear generating capacity,
and energy conservation in some countries. Atmospheric CO2 concentrations increased at a rate of about
1.5 umol mol"! yr- I from 1980 to 1989; the present level
is about 370 pmol mol".
The radiative forcing of atmospheric methane is
presently one third that of CO2, The average CH 4
concentrations in Antarctic ice cores were shown to be
around 670 nmol mol! between A.D. 1000 and A.D. 1800
(Etheridge et al. 1998). The anthropogenic increase
started in the Northern Hemisphere during the second
half of the 18th century. The current level of atmospheric
CH4 is about 1700-1750 nmol mol:".i.e, more than twice
the pre-industrial CH4 concentrations. The growth rate
of CH4 increased from 5 nmol mol:' yr- I in 1945 to its
peak of 17 nmol mol"! yr- I in 1981. It has declined in the
late 1990S to its pre-1945 rate. Microbial processes in rice
cultivation, animal waste, and landfills, along with fossil fuel and vegetation combustion, are the major human activities that may have caused the increase of atmospheric concentrations. Uncertainties are associated
with the extent of each source contributing to the increase of atmospheric CH4 concentrations. It is also not
known what has caused the declining growth rates in
the 1990S, although fluctuations of the emissions, rather
than of the sinks, seem to playa dominant role in the
observed changes .
The utilisation of synthetic fertilisers and breeding
of high-yield crops are two major trends in modern
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agriculture. These activities also have changed the
chemical composition of atmospheric nitrous oxide,
nitric oxide (NO), and CH4 since the 19th century. Another important greenhouse gas, nitrous oxide, is produced during nitrification and denitrification of nitrogen fertilisers. Atmospheric N20 concentrations have
risen steadily from about 275 nmol mol'? before the Industrial Revolution to 299 nmol mol' by 1976 and to
311-312nmol mol:" by 1996 (Elkins et al. 1998). Nitrous
oxide increased at a rate of approximately 0.250/0 yr" during the 1980s,but more slowlyin the 1990S. Although the
causes of changes in atmospheric N20 concentrations are
not clear, agriculture is probably a major contributor to
the increase. Nitrous oxide emissions from agricultural
land have increased almost four times from 1900 to 1994
(Kroezeet al.1999).Agricultural and industrial emissions
now rival natural emissions in quantity.
In addition to CO2, carbon monoxide (CO), sulphur
dioxide (S02)' and the higher nitrogen oxides (NO plus
nitrogen dioxide, N0 2) are the other major pollutants
emitted by fossil fuel burning. Approximately 20 to 40%
of atmospheric CO is produced by fossil fuel burning.
There is, however, only limited information on trends
in global atmospheric CO concentrations. Measurements in polar ice cores suggest that CO concentrations
may have increased in higher latitudes of the Northern
Hemisphere since 1850, but not in the Southern Hemisphere (Haan et al. 1996). Sulphate and nitrate concentrations in the Northern Hemisphere have shown
marked increases since the beginning of the 20th century,
based on Greenland ice core measurements (Mayewski
et al. 1990; Legrand et al. 1997). The sulphate concentrations in the late 1960s are four times those of the preindustrial levels, but have begun to decline since about
1980 because of stringent regulation of pollutant emissions in North America and western Europe. Approximately half of global nitrogen oxides are produced by
fossil fuel burning. Nitrate concentrations doubled between 1950 and 1989,but have started to decline in recent years because of the use of catalytic converters in
motor vehicles and regulation curbing industrial pollution . Sulphate and nitrate are responsible for the acid
precipitation phenomenon affecting several regions of
North America and Eurasia.
Biomass burning, a unique source of many atmospheric trace gases and particulates, has been and continues to be a common land management practice , especially in the Tropics. Fires are associated with deforestation, shifting cultivation, grazing in savannas, clearing agricultural residue , and fuel wood. The amount of
carbon monoxide produced by biomass burning is as
great as that produced by fossil fuel combustion; it accounts for about a quarter of the total sources of atmospheric CO (WMO 1999).Biomass burning also contributes from 5 to 10% of atmospheric methane. Nitric oxide and ammonia are the major nitrogen-containing
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compounds produced by human-caused fires . The
amount of NO emitted from biomass burning is about
30% of that produced from industrial sources. In addi tion, significant amounts of methyl chloride (CH3Cl) and
methyl bromide (CH3Br) are emitted by vegetation fires.
As with other halogenated compounds, both CH3CI and
CH3Br can react with ozone in the stratosphere. Most of
the carbon- and nitrogen-containing compounds produced by biomass burning have short lifetimes, are
chemically reactive, and are precursors of tropospheric
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ozone. Thus, inter-annual and seasonal trends of tropospheric ozone concentrations observed by the Nimbus 7
and TOMSsatellites between 25° Nand 25° S correspond
to the seasonal cycle and extent of biomass burning in
tropical Africa,Latin America, and Asia (Thompson et al.
1999).European ice records show that atmospheric ammonium concentrations started to grow before sulphate
and nitrate (Doscher et al. 1996).
Little information is available regarding trends in
tropospheric ozone since the pre-industrial era. Obser-
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Fig. 7.1. Estimated changes (ratio) in the ozone concentration since the pre-industrial era at three different altitudes (surface. 500 hPa.
and 200 hPa) in January (left) and July (right) . The changes are expressed as rat io versus the concentration estimated for year 1850
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vations performed at the end of the 19th century or at
the beginning of the 20th in different parts of the world
(Volzand Kley1988; Wang and Jacob 1998; Hauglustaine
and Brasseur 2001) suggest that ozone mixing ratios at
the surface were typically 15 to 20 nmol mol:", i.e. a factor two to three lower than current summertime values.
These early measurements based on the technique established by Schonbein (Volz and Kley 1988; Marenco
et al. 1994) must, however, to be viewed with caution
because they can be biased by other environmental factors such as the relative humidity of the air. Global
chemical transport models that account for changes in
emissions of ozone precursors by fossil fuel, fertiliser
usage, and biomass burning, also show substantial increases in the concentration of tropospheric ozone
(Fig. 7.1) and its precursors (Fig. 7.2). The changes are
most pronounced during summertime in the Northern
Hemisphere, especially over industrialised and urbanised regions of North America, Europe, and parts of Asia.
These estimates remain uncertain, however, primarily
due to the limited information available regarding past
changes in biomass burning frequency, especially in the
Tropics.
Concentrations of carbonaceous particles, heavy
metals (e.g., zinc, copper, cadmium, and lead), hydrogen peroxide, and acetic acid in glacial ice are several
times higher now than they were in the 1800s. For instance, from pre-industrial (1755-1890) to modern times
(1950-1975), carbonaceous particle concentrations at a
high-Alpine glacier site have increased by factors of 3.7,
3.0, 2.5, and 2.6, for black carbon, elemental carbon, organic carbon, and total carbon, respectively (Lavanchy
et al. 1999). In Greenland ice, the ratio between pre-industriallevels and the last 20 years is significantly higher
for metals than for sulphate or nitrate: factors of 2.3, 2.7,
and 9, for instance, for Zn, Cu, and Cd, respectively. The
ratio is considerably higher for Pb (namely, 250) due to
the use of organic lead derivates in combustion engine
fuels.
Long-term time series of atmospheric dust over the
Atlantic indicate a secular increase presumably associated with desertification of northern Africa. Dust is a
major contributor to aerosol optical depth, scattering
Fig.7.2.

Percentage change in the
yearly and zonally averaged
concentration of NOx and CO
from pre-industrial times to
present (Wang and Jacob 1998)
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solar radiation and absorbing terrestrial radiation. In
addition, deposition of dust to the ocean supplies nutrients (iron and other metals) that increase the efficiency of CO2 uptake in high nutrient, low chlorophyll
areas. Increasing desertification over the next 100 years
is expected as a result of agricultural practices and irrigation pressure in the Tropics and subtropics .A resulting increase in atmospheric dust could have important
implications for climate change,both directly by radiative
forcing and indirectly by fertilisation of the oceans (see
Chap. 2).
Historical records of the composition of reactive oxidants and their precursors in the atmosphere are scarce
and limited mostly to high latitude regions. No instrumental record longer than 15 years exists. Hydrogen peroxide (H20 2) is directly related to the oxidising power
of the atmosphere. The most recent Greenland atmospheric, snow pit, and firn core studies lead to an estimate of an overall H20 2 increase of 60 ±120/0 since preindustrial time. The concentration profile of H2 0 2 departed from natural background fluctuations in the
middle of the 19th century, i.e. long before that of nitrate.
In the most recent years, the increasing trend seems to
be more pronounced and the seasonal amplitude has
tripled since 1970 (Anklin and Bales 1997). Formaldehyde measurements in Greenland snow are scarce and
still uncertain. They suggest a doubling of pre-industrial concentration (about 2 ng g:') since that era, with
an accelerated increase in the most recent decades.
Light carboxylic acids in the atmosphere are linked
to natural emissions by vegetation and biomass burning. Anthropogenic activities are also potential contributors, directly or indirectly, to their global carboxylic acid
budget. Interestingly, excluding sporadic biomass burning spikes, a decreasing temporal trend in formate concentration is observed over the last century in Greenland snow, suggesting that the anthropogenic source is
not dominant for this chemical species.
It can be expected that the composition of the atmosphere will continue to change in the future . For several
long lived chemical species, the trends will be hard to
reverse. On the other hand, for short lived pollutants,
stringent measures could rapidly be profitable. GreenCO change (%)
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house gas emissions, mainly associated with fossil-fuel
burning, will still increase. In the Northern Hemisphere,
methane and tropospheric ozone could become more
important in radiative forcing. Industrialisation of developing countries and changes in land use in tropical
countries will have a significant impact on trace gas and
particulate concentrations in the atmosphere.

In the following paragraphs, we provide estimates of
the budgets of carbon, nitrogen, and sulphur for pre-industrial and present-day times, respectively. It should be
stressed that, in many cases,large uncertainties remain on
the estimated fluxes and their evolution with time. The
numerical values that are provided in Fig. 7.3to 7.10 should
therefore be regarded as illustrative only.Budget estimates
provided by different authors are availablein IPCC(2002).

Carbon. The main carbon-containing compound in the
atmosphere is carbon dioxide (C0 2) , It is of fundamental importance to the climate system because of its strong
absorption of infrared radiation giving rise to the greenGlobalbudgets are an instructive wayof summarising our house effect. For a detailed discussion of the global carunderstanding of the occurrence and fluxes of the key bon cycle,the sources and sinks of atmospheric CO2 , and
chemical species in the atmosphere. Such budgets en- the human induced perturbation of these fluxes, see the
able one to compare the magnitude of the various fluxes assessment report by IPCC (1996).
The global fluxes of CO2 to and from the atmosphere,
and to find out whether estimates of the sources are balanced by estimates of the sinks. The relative importance as well as the atmospheric burden during pre-industrial
of natural and anthropogenic sources can be seen easily. times and during the past decade, are shown in Fig. 7.3.
But there are also shortcomings associated with the glo- Present-day emissions from fossil fuel combustion, cebal budget approach. Many chemical species, including ment manufacturing, and deforestation amount to only
several compounds of nitrogen and sulphur, are not long about 5% of the natural (pre-industrial) emissions. Nevlived enough to have a uniform global distribution, im- ertheless, the atmospheric burden has increased by 30%
plying that their concentrations vary from region to re- because of these anthropogenic emissions . The main reagion depending on the geographical distributions of the son is that the natural exchanges between the atmosphere
emissions. In such cases global totals may not be repre- on the one hand, and the oceans and the terrestrial ecosentative of the actual situation in specific places. Budg- systems on the other, are gross fluxes that essentially
ets over specific regions could then be more illustrative . balance over a year, whereas the human induced emissions represent a net input. The atmospheric burden
during pre-industrial times - corresponding to an atCarbon
mospheric concentration of about 280 umol mol:' - is
a) (
Atmosphere
590
)
the result of a complex interplay between volcanic CO2
~-----------------~
emissions, burial of organic sediments, and storage of
carbon in terrestrial biota and in the oceans.
120 1
120
901
90
The nominal turnover time of CO2 in the atmosphere,
Fossil fuels 1
obtained as the ratio of the pre-industrial burden and
1
+ cement
---+
the total (gross) removal rate in Fig. 7.3a, is about three
10,000 I
years. This means that, on average, a CO2 molecule in
0.05 the atmosphere spends about three years in the atmosphere before it is taken up by terrestrial biota or by the
oceans. But since most of the CO2 molecules will re-enter the atmosphere within a few years, the effective lifetime, before eventual sequestration in the deep oceans,
is of the order of 100 years (1000 years for the return of
b) (
Atmosphere
+3.2
)
carbon from the deep ocean to the atmosphere). This
roo-year time scale also represents the time scale of
6.3
1.4
+1.7
adjustment of atmospheric CO2 to changes in emissions.
If all anthropogenic emissions were halted, it would take
hundreds of years before the concentration approached
(oceans)
steady state again. This steady concentration would be
lower than the current level but still not quite as low as
Fig. 7.3. a Schematic representation of the global carbon cycle for that during the pre- industrial period. Because of the long
pre-industrial times (fluxes in Pg C yr- 1 and burdens are in Pg C); turnover time of CO in the atmosphere, its concentra2
and b present-day perturbations in the cycle in response to human activities (fluxes in Pg C yr"), Numerical values should be tion is relatively uniform worldwide and the upward
trend appears wherever the measurements are made.
regarded only as illustr ative of recent estim ates
7.4

How Have Human Activities Changed the
Global Atmospheric Budgets of Carbon,
Nitrogen, and Sulphur?
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tion of CH4 derived from human induced sources. In
the case of CO,no direct estimate is available of the preindustrial burden; the number in Fig. 7.5a is scaled from
340
the present burden by the ratio of natural to total emissions. The turnover time of CO is about two months,
indicating a less uniform distribution around the globe
4900(+10)
b) than CO2 and CH4 • The annual and latitudinal average
concentration of CO in surface air shows a strong interhemispheric gradient with higher values in the Northern Hemisphere due to anthropogenic emissions (c.f.,
250
580
250t
Chap. 3, Fig. 3.8). A secondary maximum in the Tropics
250t
is associated with the biomass burning.
Sinks
Natural
Sinks
Natural
In addition to CO2 , CH4 , and CO, there are small but
sources
sources
chemically significant concentrations of a number of
Fig. 7.4 . a Schematic representation of the global atmospheric gaseous and particulate carbon compounds, many of
methane budget for pre- industrial time s, and b the present-day.
Fluxes are in Tg CH. yr-! and burdens are in Tg CH•. Numerical them affected by human induced emissions (see Chap. 2
and 4). On the global scale, biogenic nonmethane hyvalues should be regarded only as illustrative of recent est imates
drocarbon emissions (e.g., isoprene) are substantially
The second most abundant carbon-containing com- larger than anthropogenic sources; however, natural
pound is methane (CH4 ) . This gas plays an important sources can be reduced significantly as a result of derole in atmospheric photochemistry (see Chap . 3), forestation. No attempt is made here to summarise their
and it is also a major contributor to the greenhouse ef- budgets.
fect. The methane budget is summarised in Fig. 7.4. In
this case, the anthropogenic emissions are more than Nitrogen . Nitrous oxide (N20) is important both as a
twice as large as the natural emissions and the atmo - greenhouse gas and because of its influence on ozone
spheric burden has increased by the same proportion, concentration in the stratosphere. Its anthropogenic
i.e. by some 140% since pre-industrial times . As with sources include emissions from cultivated soils (fertiCO2, the pre-industrial burden of CH4 has been esti- lised with nitrogen), biomass burning, and various inmated from measurements of air trapped in ice cores dustrial processes, several of them not well quantified.
(Dlugokencky et al. 1994). The most important anthro- They sum up to be almost as large as the natural emispogenic CH4 sources include rice cultivation, exhalations sions (c.f., Fig.7.6). The turnover time ofN 20 is around
from domestic animals, biomass burning, and coal min- 100 years. The current rate of increase in its atmospheric
ing. The atmospheric turnover time of CH4 is around concentration is about 0.2% per year, indicating an imnine years. This is long enough for it to be reasonably balance between sources and sinks.
NO and N0 2 - the sum of them is often referred to as
well mixed around the globe but short enough for the
atmospheric concentration to respond within a few NO x - are key components of the atmosphere with a
years to changes in emissions. This means that a reduc- strong influence on the concentration of ozone (c.f.,
tion in emissions will be followed within a fewyears by Chap. j .Sect. 3.3.5). Their oxidation product (nitric acid,
an approximately corresponding redu ction in atmoMan-made
spheric concentration.
Carbon monoxide
In absolute terms , the human induced increase in CH4
sources
is much less than that of CO2 : 1 vs. 90 umol mol:". De1800
spite this, the contribution of the CH4 increase to the
current greenhouse effect is as large as 30% of the corresponding contribution of CO2 , This is because CH4 ,
per molecule,is about 40 times more efficientas a greenl
a)
house gas than is CO2 ,
Carbon monoxide (CO) is another key carbon-containing molecule in the atmosphere. This gas plays an
2700
900t
900
900t
important role as a precursor to ozone formation in the
troposphere, and as a reactant with the hydroxyl (OH)
Sinks
Natural Sinks
Natural
radical (c.f., Chap. 3). The atmospheric content of carsources
sources
bon monoxide has also increased substantially because
of human activities, see Fig. 7.5.The primary anthropo- Fig. 7.5. a Schematic representation of the global atmospheric carbon monoxide budget for pre-industrial time s, and b the presentgenic fluxes include combustion processes (mainly traf- day. Fluxes are in Tg CO yr-! and burdens are in Tg CO. Numeri cal
fic, forest clearing, and savannah burning) and oxida- values should be regarded only as illustrative of recent estimates
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Nitrous oxide
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Fig. 7.6. a Schemati c representation of the global atmospheric
nitrous oxide budget for pre-industrial times, and b the presentday. Fluxes are in Tg N yr-! and burdens are in Tg N (+ annual
increase). Numerical values should be regarded only as illustra tive of recent estimates

Nitrogen oxides
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Man-made
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Fig. 7.7. a Schematic repr esentation of the global atmospheric
nitrogen oxides (NO.= NO + N0 2) .budget for pre-industrial times:
and b the present-day. Fluxes are m Tg N yr- and burdens are m
Mg N. Numer ical values should be regarded only as illustrative of
recent estimate s

HN0 3 ) contributes to the acidity of rainwater and, when
deposited to the ground, also provides a nutrient that is
limiting in many terrestrial and marine ecosystems.
Furthermore, NO x is a toxic pollutant with adverse
health effects at concentrations that may occur mainly
in urban areas. The global budget of NO x is presented
in Fig. 7.7. The current anthropogenic emissions are
dominated by fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning. A fraction of the emission from soils is also likely
to be affected by human activities.
Since the atmospheric turnover time of NO x is limited to a few days, the geographical distribution of its
atmospheric concentration and rate of deposition is
patchy, with higher values concentrated in and around
the most industrialised regions (c.f., Chap. 3, Fig. 3.4) .
The short turnover time also implies that any future
change in emission will be immediately seen as corre-

sponding changes in local concentration and deposition
rates.
The global budget of ammonia/ammonium (NH x ) is
shown in Fig. 7.8. Ammonia is the only important gaseous alkaline component in the atmosphere. It has a
strong influence on the acid -base balance of aerosol
particles, cloud droplets, and rain water and is a major
component of many aerosol particles. When deposited
it can have both positive and negative effects on ecosystems. Most emissions related to human activities are due
to domestic animals, biomass burning, and fertilisers.
Taken together the human induced emissions account
for about 75% of the total. In addition to Europe and
North America, India (with its large cattle population)
shows up as a major source of NH3• The increasing use
of nitrogen fertilisers worldwide points towards a continued increase in anthropogenic emissions .
Aerosols and their precursors. Emissions of sulphur
compounds (mainly S02) associated with human activities have a profound impact on the acid-base status of
aerosols, clouds, and precipitation. High concentrations
of S02 may also lead to harmful effects on human health,
plant growth, and corrosion of building material. In addition, the aerosol sulphate resulting from these emissions exerts a strong influence on climate (c.f., Chap. 4,
Sect. 4.3.2.3). On a global basis, about 70% of the current emissions of gaseous sulphur compounds derive
from anthropogenic sources, mainly fossil fuel combustion (c.f., Fig. 7.9). The short atmospheric turnover
time of S0 2 and aerosol sulphate (only a few days),
together with the uneven geographical distribution of
the human induced emissions, leads to a pronounced
patchiness in the distribution of these sulphur compounds. In the most polluted regions in North America,
Europe, and China, anthropogenic emissions represent
more than 90% of total emissions, implying a dramatic
impact on the chemical climate. The concern regard ing
environmental effects, including acid deposition, has
led to a substantial reduction in 502 emissions in some
parts of the world (mainly Europe and North America)
during the 1980sand 1990S. In other regions, including
South and East Asia, emissions show a strong positive
trend.
There are several other environmentally important
aerosol components, including organic compounds,
soot, and soil dust, whose concentrations have been substantially affected by human activities. However,neither
the anthropogenic nor the natural fluxes have yet been
well quantified for many of these components. The global budget of soot (black carbon) is shown in Fig. 7.10
as an example of a primary aerosol component. Natural
emissions of soot are believed to be small compared to
those from fossil fuel combustion and biomass burning, but uncertainties are large.
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What Controls Tropospheric Ozone?

Ozone in the troposphere (the lowest part of the atmosphere, extending from the surface to 10-15km altitude) is a chemical species of central environmental interest (see Chap. 3 for more details). Photolysis of ozone
in the presence of water vapour produces the OH radical, which is the main atmospheric oxidant responsible
for removal of a large number of important gases includ ing methane, other hydrocarbons, CO, NO x' and hydrochlorofluorocarbons.At the earth's surface, ozone is toxic
to humans and vegetation; it is one of the principal harmful components of smog . In the middle and upper troposphere, ozone is a major greenhouse gas.
Only about 10% of total atmospheric ozone resides in
the troposphere.The rest resides in the stratosphere above,
where it is produced by photolysis of molecular oxygen at
UV wavelengths shorter than 240 nm. Such strong UV radiation does not penetrate into the troposphere. Until the
1970S it was thought that tropospheric ozone was mainly
supplied by transport from the stratosphere, and removed
by deposition involving reactions with organic materials
at Earth's surface. Research over the last two decades has
shown that tropospheric ozone is in fact largely controlled
by chemical production and loss within the troposphere.
The general mechanism for ozone production in the
troposphere is by photochemical oxidation of hydrocarbons and co by OH in the presence of nitrogen oxides
(NO x = NO + NO z)' In the simplest case of oxidation of
CO,the mechanism is as follows:
03+ hv~ 0 z+ O(ID)

Fig. 7.9. a Schematic representation of the global atmospheric
~udget of oxidised sulphur compounds .(SOx) for rre-industrial
times, and b the present-day. Fluxes are III Tg S yr- and burdens
are in Mg S. Numerical values should be regarded only as illustrative of recent estimates

~ 12
Sinks

Fig.7.' O.a Schematic representation of the global atmospheric
budget of soot carbon for pre-industrial times, and b the present day. Fluxes are in Tg C yr- 1 and burdens are in Mg C. Numerical
values should be regarded only as illustr ative of recent estimates
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OeD) + HzO~ 20H
CO+OH~CO z+H

H + 0z + M ~ HO z + M
HO z + NO ~ OH + NO z

(7.1)
(7.2)
(7.3)
(7.4)
(7.5)

NOz+hv~NO+O

(7·6)

0+OZ+M~0 3+M

(7·7)

The mechanism involves oxidation of CO by 0z catalysed by hydrogen oxide radicals (HO x =OH + H + HOz)
and by NO x ' It can be viewed as a reaction chain initiated by generation of HOx radicals from photolysis of
ozone (Reactions 7.1-7.2), and propagated by cycling of
HOx and NO x radicals through Reactions 7.3-7.7. The
stoichiometric net effect of Reactions 7.3-7.7 is
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The critical element in the chain propagation is the
cycling of NO x radicals between NO and N0 2, leading
to ozone production following N0 2 photolysis. Oxidation mechanisms for hydrocarbons are more complicated but follow the same general schematic as for CO.
Laboratory and field studies over the past two decades have provided considerable evidence for ozone
production by the mechanism described above. Sensitive instrumentation for measuring HO x and NO x radicals has been developed that allows quantitative estimates of radical concentrations and associated ozone
production rates in different regions of the troposphere.
Chemical loss of ozone, which takes place principally
by Reactions 7.1-7.2 and by reactions with HO x radicals,
can similarly be estimated. Rapid progress in global
3-D models of tropospheric chemistry has provided a
tool for placing these ozone production and loss rates
in a global context and coupling them to transport processes. Considerable uncertainties, however, remain regarding a quantitative understanding of stratospheretroposphere mass exchange.
As a result of these different advances, it is now well
established that chemical production of ozone within
the troposphere dominates over transport from the
stratosphere as a source of tropospheric ozone. Similarly, it is also well established that chemical loss dominates over deposition as the major sink of tropospheric
ozone. In this manner, ozone in the global troposphere
is largely determined by a balance between chemical
production and chemical loss. Because the lifetime of
ozone is relatively long (typically several weeks), this
balance is strongly modulated by transport on global
scales. Net ozone production takes place in polluted regions with strong UV radiation, and in the upper troposphere; net ozone loss takes place in remote regions of
the lower troposphere.
Building on the above result, much recent work has
been done to better understand the sources of tropospheric ozone precursors (hydrocarbons, CO, NO x ) '
Sources of hydrocarbons and CO include natural biogenic emissions, combustion, and industrial activities.
Sources of NO x include lightning, biogenic processes in
soils, and combustion. Research over the past two decades has established that ozone production is largely
limited by the supply of NO x and not by the supply of
hydrocarbons or CO.
Aircraft campaigns have built a large database for
concentrations of NO x and related chemical species in
various regions of the world. Loss of NO x takes place on
a time scale of a day by atmospheric oxidation and hydrolysis to nitric acid (HN0 3) and to organic nitrates
including, in particular, peroxyacetyl nitrate (PAN). This
short lifetime limits the extent to which NO x can be
transported directly from continental sources to the
remote troposphere. There is now good evidence that
NO x in many remote regions of the troposphere is main-

tained by thermal decomposition of PAN transported
over long distances (thousands of kilometres or more).
PAN's efficacy as a reservoir for NO x greatly increases
the scale over which anthropogenic emissions from
combustion can increase NO x and hence ozone production in the troposphere.
There remains much uncertainty regarding the
sources of NO x in the remote troposphere. In the Tropics, where production of ozone is of particular importance as a source of OH, the dominant sources of NO x
appear to be lightning, soils,and seasonal biomass burning. Present estimates of the global lightning source vary
by an order of magnitude, and estimates of emissions
from soils and seasonal biomass burning vary several
fold. In the upper troposphere, where ozone is a major
greenhouse gas, recent field studies indicate that emissions from aircraft,lightning, and deep convective transport of combustion products all make significant contributions to NO x levels; the relative contribution from
each source remains a matter of much uncertainty.Some
field observations have suggested that NO x levels in the
upper troposphere must be maintained by fast chemical recycling ofHN03through an unknown mechanism,
but the interpretation of these observations is controversial. Better understanding of the factors controlling
tropospheric NO x is critical for future assessments of
the effects of human activity on tropospheric ozone.

7.6

Is the "Cleansing Efficiency" of the Atmosphere
Changing?

The capacity of our atmosphere to remove a chemical
injected into it is conveniently expressed as the inverse
of the lifetime of the chemical. This lifetime over which
a molecule, atom, free radical, or aerosol particle remains in the atmosphere is determined in turn by a
number of atmospheric chemical and physical processes. For example, certain pollutants are rapidly removed from the atmosphere either because their chemical reactivity is high or because they are highly soluble
in water. Others that are chemically stable and relatively
insoluble in water (such as the chlorofluorocarbons)
may remain in the atmosphere for years,decades, or even
centuries . In this case, they are transported to remote
polar regions and to the middle atmosphere where they
can play important roles in chemistry (such as that of
ozone depletion) .
The atmosphere is an oxidising medium . Almost all
hydrogen-containing gases of natural and anthropogenic origin are oxidised by the hydroxyl (0H) free radical, a chemical species often referred to as the "detergent" of the atmosphere. Other oxidation processes include reactions with ozone (03)' hydrogen peroxide
(H 202) , the nitrogen trioxide free radical (N0 3), and
halogen species. Hydrogen peroxide, for example, con-
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verts sulphur dioxide to sulphuric acid in cloud and rain
droplets and hence contributes to the formation of acid
precipitation. The N0 3 free radical plays a significant
role at night, primarily in polluted areas.
The rate at which oxidation occurs varies widely from
chemical species to chemical species. For example, the
oxidation of methane typically takes nine years, while
that of isoprene takes less than a day. Thus, even though
the magnitude of the surface emissions of these two
hydrocarbons is similar, their atmospheric burdens differ by several orders of magnitude.
The rate at which chemical compounds are eliminated from the atmosphere is very often not determined
by the precipitation rate, but rather by the rate at which
they are oxidised into a water-soluble form . This oxidation rate therefore plays a central role in many global
environmental problems. An important issue is to quantify any potential change in the oxidising power or
"cleansing efficiency" of the atmosphere that may have
resulted from human activities (Thompson 1992).
Over the past decade and century, the oxidising power
of the atmosphere may have changed. For example,
the increasing penetration of solar UV light in response
to stratospheric ozone depletion and the increased emissions of NO x and nonmethane hydrocarbons from
combustion tend to increase ozone and OH concentrations in the troposphere. Conversely, the increase in
carbon monoxide emissions, which has also resulted
from increased biomass and fossil fuel burning since
the pre-industrial era, tends to reduce OH abundance.
Similarly, increases in the methane abundance due to
increases in cattle, rice, and natural gas usage should
have contributed to a decrease in the global OH concentration and therefore in the oxidising power of the
atmosphere.
Sincethere are presently no long-term regional to global scale observations of tropospheric OH, the change
in the oxidising power of the atmosphere cannot be directly monitored. Estimates must therefore rely primarily either on model calculations or deductions using
measurements of compounds destroyed by OH. Model
calculations suggest that global tropospheric levels of
OH have probably decreased significantly since the preindustrial era. The quantitative value of this decrease
varies from model to model, however, with figures ranging from 3% in Lelieveld and Van Dorland 's IS model
(1995), to 22% in that of Roelofs et al. (1997). An intermediate value of 9% was provided by Wang and Jacob
(1998) and a range of 5-10% was estimated by Crutzen
and Zimmermann (1991). Earlier estimates based on
one-dimensional models suggested a decrease ranging
from 10 to 30% (Thompson 1992). The general consensus from modelling studies is that, despite the large increase in the emissions of carbon monoxide , hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides, and the stratospheric ozone
depletion during the 20 th century, the partially offset-
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ting effects of these factors implies that the globally averaged concentration of OH has remained relatively
constant. Decreases probably do not exceed 20% (Wang
and Jacob 1998).
The analysis of the methylchloroform (CH3CCI3 )
observations performed since 1978 at several surface
monitoring stations of the Atmospheric LifetimeExperiment (ALE), Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment
(GAGE), and the Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases
Experiment (AGAGE) (Prinn et al. 2000 and references
therein) provides an indirect method to derive trends
in the global concentration of tropospheric OH. Methylchloroform's sources, which are purely anthropogenic,
are believed to be known very accurately. Bycombining
the estimates of these sources with the CH3CCl3 measurements, little change in the OH density was deduced
by Prinn et al. (1995) for the period 1978-1994 (specifically 0.0 ±0.2% per year, io error range).Asimilar study
by Krol et al. (1998) suggested a small increase in the
OH density (0-46 ±0.6% per year, full error range) from
1978-1993. A more recent analysis of the methylchloroform data for 1978-2000 by Prinn et al. (2001) suggests that the global level of OH increased between
1978 and 1988, but then decreased between 1988 and
2000. Overall, the global trend in the average OH abun dance between 1978 and 2000 was estimated to be
-0.64 ±0 .60% yr 1, with the most pronounced decrease
in the Southern Hemisphere .
In summary, recent analyses suggest that the oxidising power of the atmosphere has remained relatively
constant since the pre-industrial era, with a decrease in
the OH concentration, and hence in the lifetime of major primary pollutants (or greenhouse gases such as
methane) that has not exceeded 20%. On shorter time
scales, the abundance of OH may have changed rather
substantially, however; for example, in response to rapid
ozone depletion in the stratosphere, fluctuations in
tropospheric water vapour, or in the emissions of nitrogen oxides or carbon monoxide (see, e.g., Madronich
and Granier 1992; Granier et al. 1996) . Future changes
in the oxidising power of the atmosphere will depend
on future anthropogenic emissions and hence on future
economic development and population growth.

7.7

How Does Atmospheric Chemistry Affect
the Biosphere and Food Production?

The changes in atmospheric composition and chemistry described earlier in this volume and elsewhere have
numerous direct impacts on both natural and managed
ecosystems. One of the best known cases is damage
caused by emission of S02 and NO x from the industrial
and transport sectors, especially in northern Europe and
parts of northeastern North America. These emissions
cause acid deposition, which reduces the alkalinity of
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lakes and streams and also impact on soils and terrestrial ecosystems directly. The effects on freshwater ecology, forest health, and soil functioning have been relatively well characterised. Although sulphur emissions
in Europe and North America have been declining, in
many other regions of the world, e.g., parts of Asia,sulphur emissions are growing rapidly, causing concern
about future acidification problems.
The "acid rain" saga in Europe and North America
was the first well-documented regional-scale air pollution phenomenon.The number and type of atmospheric
impacts are now growing, extending to other regions,
and connecting across regions to become global-scale
phenomena.

7.7.1

Impact on Terrestrial and Marine Ecosystems

Ecosystems are affected by atmospheric change in many
direct ways, including fertilisation effects, toxicity, calcification, and radiation damage, as well as indirectly
through impacts on biodiversity.In addition, the interaction between atmospheric change and ecosystem response is having some profound and surprising feedbacks to the functioning of the Earth System.

7.7 .2

Direct Effects

Fertilisation. Enhanced atmospheric CO2 has long been
known to cause increased growth in terrestrial and
marine ecosystems, and there is some evidence that
the deposition of fixed N compounds (NO;, NHt) also
has a fertilisation effect. The recent rates of regrowth
of some European forests, more vigorous than in the
historical past, have been attributed to this effect. In
some cases atmospheric deposition can provide a
substantial portion of required nutrients. For example,
a study of aerosol deposition in southern Africa indicates that in most of the ecosystems of the Okavango
Delta wetlands, aerosols supply up to 52% of phosphates
and 30% of nitrates needed by the vegetation (Garstang
et al. 1998).
Toxicity. The same fixed N compounds that fertilise ecosystems in lower doses can become toxic in high concentrations . This is particularly likely when other nutrients are strongly limiting and N compounds are present
in excess.
Largeemissions of S02 and NOx from industrial processes and transportation, and the subsequent deposi tion of these compounds and their associated acids, have
led to widespread damage to sensitive ecosystems especially in northern Europe and parts of northeastern
North America. This type of impact has been well docu-

mented for freshwater ecosystems. Acid deposition reduces the alkalinity of lakes and streams. In waters with
low buffering capacity, the pH can be reduced to levels
that cause acute and chronic impacts associated with
increased aluminium levelsthat accompany the lowered
pH. Such acidification can also affect crops, water resources,and structures (corrosion). The effects of acidification on soils and terrestrial ecosystems are complex.
Sulphur deposition has increased concentrations of absorbed sulphate in soils and caused a depletion of base
cations, especially magnesium and potassium, leading
to a nutrient deficiency. In parts of northern Europe, the
acidity of forest soils has increased considerably (pH has
decreased by 0.5-1.0 units) during the past 30-60 years,
at least partly as a result of acidification . This has led to
reduced root distributions of forest trees. An additional
stress to forests is caused by the increased mobilisation
of metals (e.g., AI,Cd). The combined effect of the various pollutant-related stresses to forest ecosystems is not
yet well characterised.
Although the sulphur emissions in Europe and North
America are now declining - as a result of policy actions - sulphate deposition is still well above the socalled "critical load" above which acidification damage
to sensitive ecosystems will occur. This means that soils
in many areas continue to deteriorate as base cations
are leached out of the ground.
In other regions of the world - e.g., southern and
eastern Asia - sulphur emissions are growing rapidly
and causing concern about future acidification problems. Widespread distribution of alkaline soil dust in
the atmospheres of some parts of these regions - northern parts of China and a large part of India - has contributed to maintaining rainwater pH above 5.0 or 6.0 .
However,this buffering effect is likely to be exhausted
if emissions of S02 and NOx continue to grow.
Deposition of nitrogen compounds (NO;, NHt) has
led to the fertilisation of many terrestrial ecosystems
and, following nitrification of NHt, to increased nitrate
leaching to groundwater and runoff. Even more important may have been the use of nitrogen fertilisers . This
fertilisation effect has caused changes in the function ing and stability of many sensitive ecosystems (e.g.,
heathlands and bogs) in the industrialised parts of the
world. In very polluted areas (e.g., The Netherlands) the
drinking water standard for nitrate has been exceeded.
On the positive side, the addition of nitrogen in soils
may have led to increased biomass and hence to net
uptake of CO2 from the atmosphere.
Elevated deposition of nitrogen compounds, as well
as high runoff of such compounds from adjacent land
areas , has contributed to eutrophication of lakes and
coastal waters in polluted regions. Episodes of high wet
deposition of nitrogen are also suspected to affect more
remote marine ecosystems occasionally.
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In some polluted regions there is evidence for 0 3 Calcification. Changing atmospheric composition also
impacts.including visible leaf damage on sensitive plant impacts on marine ecosystems. Rising CO2 reduces ocespecies and even reductions in the growth of some for- an ic alkalinity and hence the calcium carbonate saturaest tree species (e.g.,beech).Whereas direct damag e due tion state of seawater; this leads to decreased rates of
to elevated concentrations of S0 2and N0 2has been docu- calcification (growth) of organisms which for m cora l
mented mainly in or around urban areas and close to reefs. A recent study estimates tha t a doubling of atmo large pollution sources.damage due to elevated OJ levels spheric CO2 may reduce the calcification rate by as much
is known to occur regularly during the summer season as 30% (Kleypas et al. 1999).
in extended regions in northern Europe.No rth America.
and some parts of the Middle East and Asia. The dam- UV damage. Increased levels of UV radiation al the
age due to 0 1 produce s visible leaf injury on sensitive earth's surface, caused by stratospheric ozone depletion
plant species and causes a decrease in the yields of eco- over recent decades, have likely resulted in damage to
nomically important crops (see Table 7.1). These effects terrestrial organisms inclu ding plants and mi crobes.
also could have implications for forest production on However. the impact may have been red uced by the
broad geographical and time scales. There is an urgent protection and repair pr ocess capabilities in many
need to increase our understanding of the current - and organi sms. The major concern regarding effects on
potential future - extent of 0 3 damage.especially in those ecosystems seem s to be focu ssed on marine phy topart s of the world (e.g.• China and India ) where emis- plankton. especially in polar area s where ozo ne-resions of OJ precursors (NO". hydrocarbons, and CO) are lated UV increases are the greatest. Macroal gae, sea
rising. The possibility that harmful 0 ) levels may occur grasses, sea urchins, and corals have also been found to
in connection with biomass burning in tropical and sub- be sensitive to UV rad iation. For some of such pop ulations even current levels of UV may be a limiting factro pical regions should also be investigated.
tor (UNEP 1998).
Biodiversity. Experimental research on grassland plots
has shown that N addit ion leads to changes in plant species composition and an overall reduction in diversity. 7.7.3 Earth SY5tem Feedbacks
Similar effects have been noted in the field in Europe,
where heath species have been eliminated from some Carbon dioxide and N fertilisation of terr estrial ecoheathlands in The Neth erlands and where increasing systems. The fertilisa tion effects noted above also have
domi nan ce by grass es is occur ring in many heat h, global scale implications. It is likely that both increasing
meadow. and forest ecosystem s. In general, the impacts atmo spher ic CO2 concentration and increasing deposiare most pron ounced in nutrient poor systems, where tion of fixed N compounds have individually and interN deposition enh ances growth of the most respon sive actively increased significantly the global uptake of atspecies.which often outcompete and eliminate rare spe- mosphe ric carbon by terrestr ial ecosystems (Schime!
cies that occupy N-deficient habitats (Mooneyet al. 1999; 1995). The magnitude and longevity of these effects are
Sala et al. 1999).
still open to question, however (Scholes et al. 1999).
Table 7.1. Agricultural opt imisation model (AOM) estimates of 1990 total change in welfare in the marke ts for eight major OS crops
(cor n, soybeans, wheat, alfalfa hay, cotton. grain sorghum. r ice, and barley) du e 10 a reduct ion in owne pollution (billions of 1990
dollars) . ease I is a 100% reduction in all ant hropogenic emissions ofVO Cs and NOx. Cases IIA and li B are a 10% and a 100% reduction in mo tor-vehicle related em issions of VOCs and NO.%' res pcaively (adapted from Murphy et al. 1999)

ase IIA

asel

aseliB
Direct emissions·
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i'Jh
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~

Change in producer surplus

4.71

12.07

0.27

0.58

0.31

0.61

2.74

6.25

3.10

Change in ~ciency payments"

2.49

7,85

0.14

0.37

0.16

1.33

3.91

1.53

4.11

Change in conwrner surplus

0.63

1.53

0.03

0.08

ON

039
008

6.59

0.39

0.80

0..

0..

Change in total welfare

2."

5.76

0.17

028

0.19

0.30

1.80

3,14

2.01

ll4

• Direct emissions are tailpipe and evaporat ive em issions fro m moto r vehicles,Indirect ermssrcns include erou sons from the produc tion
of motor fuels.t he servionq of motor vehicles.t he prod uct ion ofcrude oil used to make motor fuel.t he prodoc rcn of motor vehicles.
et c.tsee Delucchi 1996 for details).
" Def" ierlCY payme nts were the result of a voluntary fede ral crop price suppor t program that q uaranteed g rowe rs a minimum price for
all acreage enrol led in th e program . Ifthe market price fell be low a larget price.these payme nts we re the difference be twee n the target
price and the actual ma rket price.This program no longer exislS.but it was in effect d uring 199O,t he year of th e analysis.
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Ironfertilisation of the oceans. The Vostokicecore record
hints that deposition of Fe-laden aerosols from continents might affect ocean carbon uptake through fertilisation of phytoplankton growth. The recent SOIREEexperiment near New Zealand demonstrated that such an
effect is plausible . The most striking evidence, however,
comes from the recent START (Global Change System
for Analysis, Research and Training) synthesis (Piketh
et al. 2000), which shows that aerosols derived from the
southern African continent are very likely increasing
carbon uptake downwind in the Indian Ocean. The
START work documents the emission, atmospheric
transport, and deposition of an aerosol mix derived from
both industrial and terrestrial sources,which recirculates
around the southern African region in an anticyclonic
system, exits the continent off the southeast coast of
South Africa, and comes to ground several thousand kilometres out in the Indian Ocean, precisely where inde pendent measurements have shown strong marine uptake of atmospheric CO2 ,
Trace gas emissions. In addition to fertilising and toxifying effects, the research described in Chap. 2 of this
volume shows that deposition of N compounds on ecosystems already N-saturated can lead to the emission
back to the atmosphere of a mix of N trace gases, with
the ratio dependent on soil temperature, N content, and
water status .

Aerosols. Increasing aerosol loading might have indirect
impacts on regional agricultural production through a
reduction of incident solar radiation. An assessment of
the effect of atmospheric aerosols and regional haze on
the yields of rice and winter wheat in China suggests that
this effect is currently depressing optimal yields of
ca. 70% of these crops grown in China by at least 5-30%
(Chameides et al. 1999).
Thus, in regions where tropospheric 03 and aerosol
concentrations are significantly enhanced, their negative
impacts on crop yields are of approximately the same
size as or larger than the beneficial effects due to CO2
fertilisation.
7.8

How Does Atmospheric Chemistry Affect
Human Health?

Impacts of air pollution on human health have been stud ied carefully in relation to the smog episodes in London
in the 1950S and the photochemical smog in Los Angeles
in the 1960s and 70S. More recently, health effects due to
atmospheric changes have become more subtle and more
widespread as atmospheric change has grown from a
local to a global phenomenon. The present situation with
respect to human health effects of air pollution can be
summarised as follows (Schwela 2000).

Sulphur dioxide. Most information on the acute effects
of S02 comes from controlled chamber experiments on
7.7.4 Impacts on Agricultural Production Systems
volunteers exposed to S02 concentrations above
500 f!gm- 3 for periods ranging from a few minutes up to
Carbon dioxide fertilisation . A recent synthesis of the a few hours (WHO 1999a, 2000; Romieu 1999). Normal
research on elevated CO2 impacts on agricultural pro - healthy individuals present upper respiratory symptoms,
duction indicates that modest enhancement of yield is while asthmatics and persons with respiratory hyperlikely occurring, with a doubling of atmospheric CO2 reactivity exhibit acute responses. Acute responses occoncentration leading to a 10-15%increase in yield un- cur within the first few minutes after inhalation begins .
der normal field conditions (Gregory et al.1999).In semi- Effects in sensitive individuals include reductions in the
arid regions enhancements of growth and yield may also mean forced expiratory volume over one second (FEVI)
be caused by CO2-induced increases in water use effi- and forced vital capacity (FVC), increases in specific airciency, leading to enhanced soil moisture.
way resistance, and symptoms such as wheezing or shortness of breath. These effects are enhanced by exercise
Tropospheric 03' There is some evidence that increased that increases the volume of air inspired, as it allows S02
tropospheric 0 3 in the northern midlatitudes is leading to to penetrate farther into the respiratory tract.
significant reductions in crop yields. For example, it is esSeveral studies showed a significant increase in total
timated that for wheat there is a 30% yield reduction for a mortality, cardiovascular mortality and respiratory
seasonal seven-hour 03 daily mean of 80 nmol mol:', a mortality with increase in S02 (Touloumi et al. 1994;Xu
concentration levelthat has been found in parts of the US et al. 1994;Spix and Wichmann 1996;Sunyer et al. 1996;
and Europe (Fuehrer 1996).Economiclossesin the USalone Touloumi et al. 1996;Vigotti et al, 1996;Wietlisbach et al.
may amount to several billion dollars annually (c.f, Ta- 1996;Zmirou et al.1996,1998).Other recent studies could
ble 7.1).It is difficult to generalise, however,as responses not establish a significant increase in total mortality with
vary considerably among species, and even between vari- increase in S02 in the presence of other pollutants, exeties in a single species.In addition, there is some evidence cept under special seasonal conditions (Schwartz and
that increasing atmospheric CO2 may partially ameliorate Dockery 1992;Spix et al. 1993; Verhoeff et al. 1996; Dab
the 0 3 damage through an increase in stomatal closure.
et al. 1996;Anderson et al. 1996b).
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Nitrogen dioxide. There are indications of weak asso- Tropospheric ozone. Surface layer levels of 03 can have
ciations between short-term N0 2 exposure due to gas adverse health effects,even for short exposure times and
cooking and respiratory symptoms and decrement in relatively low concentrations . Such concentrations comlung function parameters in children. This association monly occur during sunny periods over large regions in
is not found consistently in exposed women. A number Europe and North America and in other parts of the
of outdoor studies indicate that children with long-term world where emissions of 03 precursors are large.
exposure exhibit increased respiratory symptoms, deShort-term acute effects of 0 3 include pulmonary
creases in lung function, and increase of the incidences function decrements, increased airway responsiveness
of chronic cough, bronchitis, and conjunctivit is. Other and airway inflammation, aggravation of pre-existing
long-term studies provide little evidence of such effects respiratory diseases such as asthma, increases in daily
of N0 2 in adults. In multi-pollutant time-series studies hospital admissions and emergency department visits
of the association between N0 2 and mortality and mor- for respiratory causes, and excess mortality (USEPA
bidity, either no association was found or a single-pol- 1993; WHO 1999a,2000; Thurston and Ito 1999).Expolutant association disappeared when other pollutants sure-response relationships appear to be non-linear for
were included in the analysis. There is still not enough the associations between 03 concentration and the FEV\>
evidence from epidemiological studies to establish a inflammatory changes, and changes in hospital admiscausal relationship of N0 2 and observed health effects sions, respectively. A linear relationship was established
(Ackermann-Liebrich and Rapp 1999).
for the association between the percent change in sympIn addition to the direct effects from elevated levels tom exacerbation among adults and asthmatics. In studof S0 2 and NO x (Liibkert-Alcamo and Krzyzanowski ies on the relationships between ozone exposure and
1995),indirect health effects due to increased dissolu- daily mortality and hospital admissions for respiratory
tion of metals in soils (e.g., AI,Cd), and in water pipes diseases, single-pollutant associations between 0 3 and
(Cu), in relation to the acidification of air and of pre- these health effects remained statistically significant
cipitation are also suspected . Whereas the direct effects even in multi-pollutant models.
of S02 and NO x are normally confined to urban and inControlling 03 pollution is difficult because of the
dustrial areas, the indirect effects may also occur far- complex interactions between the various precursors,
ther away from the sources . An encouraging develop- which originate from both natural and anthropogenic
ment - establishment of emission controls - has taken sources, and the inter-continental transport of some 03
place in many European and North American cities dur- precursors. Chameides et al. (1999), for example, have
ing the past two decades.Asa result, concentrations have shown that in urban areas where trees emit large
been reduced several fold.
amounts of hydrocarbons ozone control must concentrate on NO x'
Carbon monoxide. COabsorbed in the lungs binds with
haemoglobin to form carboxyhaemoglobin (COHb), Stratospheric ozone depletion. Halogenated hydrowhich reduces the oxygen-carrying capacity of the blood carbons (including the CFCs), while not harmful as
and impairs the release of oxygen from haemoglob in. such, contribute to depletion of the stratospheric ozone
Potential health effects of CO include hypoxia, neuro- layer.The resulting increase in UV-B radiation at Earth's
logical deficits, neurobehavioral changes, and increases surface is estimated to cause adverse health effects inin daily mortality and hospital admissions for cardio- cluding eye cancer and cataract, skin cancer (in fair
vascular diseases. Several studies showed small, statisti- skinned populations), and a depression of the immune
cally significant relationships between CO and daily system for certain tumours and infectious diseases
mortality. However, other pollutants and other environ- (UNEP 1998).
mental variables were also shown to be significant. It is
still a question whether the demonstrated associations Suspended particulate matter (SPM). SPMdenotes parare causal or whether CO might be acting as a proxy for ticles of various sizes and varying chemical composiparticulate matter. Some studies appear to show that the tion. In a public health context, particle size distributions
association between ambient CO and mortality and hos- are divided into coarse (mostly larger than 2.5 urn in
pital admissions due to cardiovascular diseases persists aerodynamic diameter), fine (mean aerodynamic diameven at very low CO levels, indicating no threshold for eter between 0.1 and 2.5 urn), and ultrafine fractions
the onset of these effects. It is possible that ambient CO (mean aerodynamic diameter below 0.1urn) (Lippmann
may have more serious health consequences than the and Maynard 1999; Morawska et al. 1998).A broad variCOHb formation, and at lower levels than mediated ety of processes produce SPMin the ambient air. Coarse
through elevatedCOHblevels(USEPA 1993; Bascomet al. particles usually contain Earth crustal materials and fu1996; WHO 1999a,b, 2000; Maynard and Waller 1999; gitive dust from roads, while fine and ultrafine particles
contain aerosols formed secondarily, i.e. combustion
Romieu 1999).
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particles and recondensed organic and metal vapours Lead and other heavymetals. The level of lead (Pb) in
(see Chap. 4).Air pollution by particulate matter has been blood is the best available indicator of current and reconsidered to be primarily an urban phenomenon. In cent past environmental Pb exposure. The biological efmany areas of developed countries, however, urban -rural fects of Pb can therefore be related to blood Pb levels as
differences in PMIO (particles with aerodynamic diam- an indicator of internal exposure. Potential effects of Pb
eter less than 10 urn) are small or even absent, indicating in adults and children include encephalopathic signs and
symptoms, symptoms in the central nervous system,cogthat SPM exposure is widespread.
Increasing SPM concentrations can cause adverse nitive effects, increase in blood pressure , and a reduchealth effects related primarily to the respiratory sys- tion in measures of child intelligence. While lowest obtem. Although the specific mechanisms are not known , served effect levels are established for most of these efrecent evidence suggests that impacts are more closely fects, the question of increase in blood pressure is still
related to the fine and ultrafine particles . Regional scale controversial. That low levels of Pb exposure may result
impacts of aerosol loading can be significant. The ex- in mental deficit has also been controversially debated
tensive fires on the Indonesian islands of Kalimantan recently (WHO 1995, 1999a,2000; Romieu 1999; Wadge
and Sumatra during 1997caused a smoke haze episode 1999). During the last decades, atmospheric lead has dethat had major health impacts . An estimated 20 million creased substantially in many areas of the world due to
people in Indonesia alone suffered from respiratory the removal of this compound from petrol.
The mobilisation and transport of other heavy metproblems, mainly asthma , upper respiratory tract illness,
and skin and eye irritation during the episode. About als, such as mercury (Hg), is a growing concern. The
210000 persons were treated clinically,with nearly four deposition of Hg over large regions combined with
times as many acute respiratory illnesses as normal re- leaching of mercury from acidified soils is leading to
ported in South Sumatra and a two- to threefold increase toxic levels in fish in some lakes in Scandinavia and
in outpatient visits in Kuching, Borneo (Kalimantan) Canada.
(Heil and Goldammer 2001).
An extensive body of experimental and epidemiological literature (WHO 1999;Bascom et al.1996;Wilson 7.9 What is the Connection between
and Spengler 1996; Romieu 1999; Pope and Dockery
Atmospheric Composition and Climate?
1999; Ghio and Samet 1999) demonstrates significant
associations between daily fluctuations in PMIO or PM2.5 Atmospheric composition plays a crucial role in deter(particles with aerodynamic diameter less than 2.5 ~m) mining our planet's climate. On average, the net incomlevels and the rates of mortality and morbidity in the ing radiation from the Sun must be in balance with the
human population. The effects include increased daily outgoing radiation to space. It is this balance that largely
mortality, increased rates of hospital admissions for determines the climate on Earth. Some of the incoming
exacerbation of respiratory disease, fluctuations in the solar radiation (about 31%) is reflected back to space,
prevalence of bronchodilator use, cough, and peak flow largely by clouds and by aerosols in Earth's atmosphere,
reductions (see also Chap. 1,Table1.3).The current time- with about 9% of the 31% due to the reflectivity, or
series epidemiological studies do not indicate a thresh- albedo, of Earth's surface. As it passes through the atold below which no effects occur. Rather they suggest mosphere a fraction of the solar radiation (about 20%)
that even at low levels of SPM, short-term exposure is is absorbed by clouds and gases such as molecular oxyassociated with daily mortality, daily hospital admis- gen and ozone.The rest of the solar radiation is absorbed
sions, exacerbation of respiratory symptoms, bron- by Earth's surface and then is reradiated into the atmochodilator use, incidence of cough, and reduction of sphere, largely at infrared wavelengths. Energy from the
peak expiratory flow.
surface is also released as latent heat. The absorption
Evidence is also emerging that long-term exposure and reemission of this infrared radiation by greenhouse
to low concentrations of SPM in air is associated with gases and by clouds in the atmosphere reduce the
mortality and other chronic effects, such as increased radiative energy emitted to space and increase the
rates of bronchitis, and reduced lung function (WHO amount of energy maintained in the atmosphere-Earth
1999a,2000; Pope and Dockery 1999;Zemp et al.1999). system. This "greenhouse effect"process is crucial to the
Several population-based and cohort-based mortality existence of life on Earth, at least as we know it. Without
studies conducted in the USsuggest that life expectancy the existence in the atmosphere of water vapour, carmay be two to three years shorter in communities with bon dioxide, ozone, methane, and other greenhouse
high SPM than in communities with low SPM (Pope gases, the planet would be much colder and largely unand Dockery 1999). The results showed that long-term inhabitable. As we have seen throughout this volume,
average exposures to low SPM levels, starting at about most of the gases and aerosols that play such a large
10 ~g m- 3 of fine particulate matter, were associated with role in determining climate also greatly affect and are
a reduction in life expectancy (Brunekreef 1997).
affected by atmospheric chemistry.
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Changes in atmospheric composition can also lead
to changes in climate.A perturbation to the atmospheric
concentration of an important greenhouse gas, or the
distribution of aerosols, induces a radiative forcing that
can affect climate.In keeping with the definition adopted
by the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change,
radiative forcing of the surface-troposphere system is
defined as the change in net radiative flux at the tropopause due to a change in either solar or infrared radiation. Generally,this net flux is calculated after allowing
for stratospheric temperatures to re-adjust to radiative
equilibrium. A positive radiative forcing tends on average to warm the surface; a negative radiative forcing
tends to cool it. This definition is based on earlier climate modelling studies, which indicated an approximately linear relationship between the global mean
radiative forcing at the tropopause and the resulting global mean surface temperature change. However,recent
studies of greenhouse gases indicate that the climatic
response can be sensitive to the altitude, latitude, and
nature of the forcing.
There is now strong evidence of a discernible influence on the climate over recent decades as a result of
human-induced changes in atmospheric composition.
In 1896,Svante Arrhenius was the first to hypothes ise
that a doubling of the natural concentration of carbon
dioxide could have a significant warming impact on climate. He thought such a change in CO2 concentrations
possible due to rapid increases in industry and burning
of fossil fuels, but he had no clear evidence that such a
change in atmospheric composition was occurring. We
now know that atmospheric concentrations of CO2 and
other greenhouse gases and aerosols have increased
since pre-industrial times, largely as a result of human
activities. Meanwhile, globally-averaged temperatures
have increased by about 0.65°C over the last century,
with about half of the warming occurring in the last few
decades (Jones et aI.1997). Recentglobally-averaged temperatures are greater than those of the past 1000 years
(Mann et al. 1999). The available evidence strongly suggests that these changes in climate are connected tightly
to the human-related changes in atmospheric composition .
Concentrations of carbon dioxide have increased by
30% since the beginning of the Industrial Era, from
about 280 umol mol- l to about 370 umol mol- l in 2001.
Such a CO2 concentration has probably never been exceeded in the last 420000 years. Carbon cycleanalysesindicate that this increase is largely the result of fossil fuel
burning and, to a lesser extent, deforestation and other
land use changes. Atmospheric methane concentrations
have increased from 0.7 umol mol- l to 1.75 umol mol- l ,
or by 150%, over the last several hundred years. Concentrations of nitrous oxide have increased by 16%, to
315 nmol mol- l , over this time period. Although the exact changes are less certain, concentrations of sulphate
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aerosols have increased by 40% or more. Concentrations
of other aerosols have also increased.
As seen in Fig. 1.6, analyses of the direct radiative
forcing due to the changes in greenhouse gas concentrations since the late 1700S give an increase of about
2.4 W m - 2. Toput this into perspective, a doubling of CO2
from pre-industrial levels would correspond to about
4 Wm-2 • Approximately 0.5 Wm-2 of the increase has
occurred within the last decade (Hansen et al. 1998).By
far the largest effect on radiative forcing has been the
increasing concentration of carbon dioxide, accounting
for about 64% of the total change in forcing (Hansen
et aI.1998).Of the greenhouse gases, methane is the second largest contributor to the changes in radiative forcing. The response of the climate system is expected to
be amplified by a feedback involving water vapour. Also
evident from Fig. 1.6 is that the changes in greenhouse
gases have not been the only forcing on climate since
the pre-industrial era.
Changes in tropospheric and stratospheric ozone also
affect climate, but the increase in tropospheric ozone
over the last century and the decrease in stratospheric
ozone over recent decades have had a relatively small
combined effect on radiative forcing compared to CO2,
The radiative forcing from the changes in amount of
stratospheric ozone that have occurred over the last few
decades, primarily as a result of human-related emissions of halogenated chemical species containing chlorine and bromine, is generally well understood. In contrast, the changes in concentrations of tropospheric
ozone over the last century, and the resulting radiative
forcing, are much less well understood. The chemistry
and changing emissions affecting ozone in the troposphere are discussed in Chap. 3.
Changes in the amounts of sulphate, nitrate, and
carbonaceous aerosols induced by natural and human
activities have all contributed to changes in radiative
forcing over the last century. The direct effect on climate from sulphate aerosols occurs primarily through
the scattering of solar radiation. This scattering produces a negative radiative forcing, and has resulted in
a cooling tendency on Earth's surface that counteracts some of the warming effect from the greenhouse
gases. A recent estimate of the geographical distribution of the direct climate forcing due to sulphate aerosols of human origin is shown in Fig. 7.11 (Kiehl et al.
2000). In the global average, increases in amounts of
carbonaceous aerosols, which absorb solar and infrared radiation, have likely counteracted some of the effect of the sulphate aerosols. However, the aerosol forcing estimates shown in Fig. 1.7are not strictly comparable to the forcings of the greenhouse gases; the forcing
from aerosols can differ greatly in different regions .
Aerosols can also produce an indirect radiative forcing
by acting as condensation nuclei for cloud formation.
There is large uncertainty in determining the extent of
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Fig. 7.11.

Derived geographical distribution of the climate forcing
(both direct and indirect) due
to sulphate aerosols of human
origin (Kiehl et al. 2 000)
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radiative forcing that has resulted from this indirect effect, as indicated in Fig. 1.7. If the upper (most negative)
end of the uncertainty range applies, the negative forcing due to aerosols may have balanced essentially all of
the positive forcing due to greenhouse gases. On the
other hand, if the aerosol forcing is near the small end
of the range, greenhouse warming should have been the
dominating effect during the past century. It is obvious
that research aiming at reducing the uncertainty of aerosol forcing is of utmost importance for the climate
change issue. For example, it is likely, but not proven,
that some climate warming may have been delayed by
the increasing aerosol load in Earth's atmosphere. Because the residence time of aerosol is much shorter than
that of greenhouse gases (and hence aerosols will not
accumulate), the warming effect of the greenhouse gases
may dominate (in relative terms) over long periods of
time . The processes affecting aerosol loading in the
troposphere are discussed in Chap. 4.
Changes in the solar energy output reaching Earth are
an important external forcing on the climate system. The
Sun'soutput of energy is known to vary by small amounts
over the 11- year cycle associated with sunspots, and there
are indications that the solar output may vary by larger
amounts over longer time periods. Slow variations in
Earth's orbital parameters, over time scales of multiple
decades to thousands of years, have varied the solar radiation reaching Earth and have affected the past climate.
Solar variations over the last century are thought to have
had a small but important effect on the climate, but are
not important in explaining the large increase in temperatures over the last fewdecades (e.g.,Stott et al. 2000).
As indicated by Fig. 1.6, evaluation of the radiative
forcing from all of the different sources since pre-industrial times indicates that the net globally-averaged radiative forcing on climate has increased.Although a number
of recent climate modelling studies have treated the com-
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bined radiative forcing from greenhouse gases in terms
of equivalent CO2 forcing, it should be noted that the
radiative forcing from the important greenhouse gases
actually varies appreciably with latitude and season (Jain
et al. 2000) . Also, because of the hemispheric and other
inhomogeneous variations in concentrations of aerosols,
the overall change in radiative forcing is much greater
or much smaller at specific locations over the globe.
Future changes in radiative forcing, and thus changes
in climate, will depend on future emissions and concentrations of greenhouse gases and aerosols . Projections
of future greenhouse gas concentrations depend on assumptions made about the factors governing future emissions from human-related sources, on any projected
changes in atmospheric sinks, and on any potential
changes in the biogeochemical cycles that affect atmospheric concentrations. However, a series of scenarios
developed for the IPCC suggests that, without major
policy actions, concentrations of CO2 and other greenhouse gases are likely to continue to increase throughout this century. In these business-as-usual scenarios,
concentrations of CO2 are likely to double or more than
double those of the pre-industrial atmosphere. Concentrations of methane and nitrous oxide are projected to
continue to increase. However, growing recognition of
the direct impacts of sulphate aerosols on humans, crops
and vegetation appears likely to result in controls that
will decrease S02 emissions gradually over the century.
The net result is an increase in radiative forcing of 2.6 to
2
7.9 Wm- from 1990 to 2100 for these scenarios . This, in
turn, leads to an estimated globally averaged temperature increase of about 1.4 to 5.8°C over this time period
(accounting for uncertainties in the climate feedbacks
from clouds and other processes). Such changes in temperature and other climate variables (e.g., precipitation)
could have significant impacts on humanity and ecosystems.Aswith the climate change itself,there are expected
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to be large regional variations in the resulting impacts.
However,these impacts include concerns about human
health , ecosystems, water resources, agriculture, and local air quality.The possibility of changes in the frequency
of severe events,like floods, droughts,and intense storms,
could add to these concerns .
Changes in climate could also have important implications for atmospheric chemistry. For example, a
warmer climate is expected to enhance surface evaporation , and hence the tropospheric abundance of water
vapour.In addition to its amplifying effectson greenhouse
warming, water also provides starting material for the formation of the hydroxylradical (OH) and hence affectsthe
atmospheric lifetime of many chemical compounds (including greenhouse gases such as methane). The distribution of ozone (the other starting material for OH formation) in the troposphere is also expected to change
with potential effects on the related climate forcing.
Climate change could also result in more intense convective activity. As a consequence, the formation rate of
nitrogen oxides by lightning and hence the concentration
of ozone in the free troposphere would probably increase,
producing an amplification of radiative forcing.
The response of natural emissions from important
biogeochemical cycles could provide an important feedback on atmospheric composition, with potential significant implications on the actual changes in climate.Greenhouse gases such as COz'CH4, and NzO could be affected
by the response of biogenic sources to a changing climate. Surface emissions of other gases with biogenic
sources (including nitrogen oxides by soils, isoprene and
other hydrocarbons by vegetation, dimethylsulphide by
the ocean) are expected to increase on a warmer planet.
These compounds are all precursors of tropospheric
ozone and/or aerosols, and hence could indirectly impact Earth's climate. Changes in soil moisture associated
with changes in precipitation patterns would affect the
intensity and the geographical locations of savannah and
forest fires, with significant consequences on biomass
burning emissions, and hence on the concentration of
several chemical compounds, including organic and
black carbon particles, carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and ozone. Finally, changes in precipitation rates
associated with climate change would modify the rate at
which soluble gases and aerosol particles are removed
from the atmosphere, with consequences on the atmospheric residence times of many compounds, leading to
potential feedbacks on the climate system.
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CO, NOx' YOC, and SOz. The emissions of these compounds will change in response to human activities,
specificallywith the levelof fossil fuel consumption,with
the intensity of industrial activities, and with the extent
and nature of land-use changes. In addition, emissions
will produce changes in the atmospheric sinks of secondary compounds like 03' OH, and HzOz. The future
evolution of atmospheric composition will also be affected by climate change through changes in the hydrological cycle (water vapour abundance, precipitation
rates, cloud processes), temperature, and atmospheric
circulation. Finally, the rate at which chemical compounds are destroyed in the atmosphere will be affected
by changes in short-wave solar radiation caused by potential changes in stratospheric ozone and in tropospheric cloud or aerosol distributions.
Several global 3-D chemical transport models have
been used to predict changes in the chemical composition of the atmosphere over the next century. These studies have been conducted as part of the 2001 IPCC assessment, using projected future emission scenarios
from the IPCC Special Report on Emission Scenarios
(IPCC 2000); the scenarios make different assumptions
regarding population growth, economic development,
energy use, etc. Four principal scenarios have been established. In the most optimistic of them (rapid technological development , use of renewable energy sources,
global economic convergence) the fossil fuel combustion source of COzwill peak at 10.4 Pg C yr- 1 in 2060, a
70% increase over present, and then decline by 2100 to
its present-day value. In the worst case scenario the fossil fuel source of COzwill gradually increase to four times
its present-dayvalueby 2100.Estimatesof future emissions
for NO and COtend to roughly followthose for COz'In the
case of SOz, emissions are expected to decrease by 2100
(after reaching a peak in the mid-zi" century in two of
the scenarios) due to emission controls and transition
away from coal.
Based on the selected emission scenarios for primary
compounds such CH4, CO,YOC,and NOx ' a wide range
of concentrations for all compounds is predicted for year
2100.When adopting the scenario with the largest emission increases (IPCC scenario A2), the global methane
concentration more than doubles by 2100relative to 1990.
At the same time, the globally averaged tropospheric
ozone concentration increases by 30 nmol mol"! (with
most of the increase occurring in the Northern Hemisphere) and the globally averaged OH concentration
decreases by approximately 12%(due to large increases
in NOx emissions). These models suggest (see Fig. 7.12)
that the largest increase in the ozone concentration will
7.10 How Might Chemical Composition Evolve in
be observed over such regions as south and southeast
the Future?
Asia, as well as over areas of South America and Africa.
Future changes in the chemical composition of the at- Thus, while large ozone increases occurred in Europe
mosphere will be determined principally by changes in and North America during the 20th century, it is likely
primary emissions of chemical compounds such as CH4 , that ozone pollution events will now become more fre-
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Fig. 7.12.
Predicted annual mean difference in the ozone mole fraction (nrnol mol:") between
years 2000 and 2100 averaged
over a 2 km layer above the
surface. These predictions,
based on SRES scenario A2.
are provided by the chemicaltransport model of the University of Oslo, and account for
estimated changes in tropospheric as well as stratospheric
chemistry (courtesy of M. Gauss,
University of Oslo, Norway)
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quent in the rapidly developing nations of the Tropics
and subtropics. Radiative forcing will be greatly augmented as a consequence of these large changes in atmospheric composition. In addition, the ability of the
atmosphere to cleanse itself of trace pollutants will be
reduced, so that air quality in most regions will be degraded, even if local emissions are unchanged.
It is important to note that the atmospheric destruction rate of many chemical compounds will be changed
as a result of increasing surface emissions. As already
stated in the response to Question 6 in this chapter, the
release of compounds like carbon monoxide, methane,
non-methane hydrocarbons, and nitrogen oxides tends
to modify the concentration of the hydroxyl radical
(OH) and hence the oxidising power of the atmosphere.
Model studies suggest that recent changes in the methane oxidation rate have been influenced by increases in
NO emissions at low latitudes (Gupta et al. 1998;
Karlsdottir and Isaksen 2000). The decline in the methane growth observed over the last one to two decades
(Dlugokencky et al.1998) could therefore have been the
result of enhanced loss rate, caused by increases in OH
concentrations (Krol et al.1998; Karlsdottir and Isaksen
2000). Past and future changes in the yearly and zonal
mean OH field, based on the model predictions of
Lelieveld and Dentener (2000) are shown in Fig. 7.13. It
is believed, however,that most of the observed slowdown
in methane growth is due to reduced methane emission
rates, as documented by the ALE/GAGE measurements
(Prinn et al. 1995).
Future changes in the chemical composition of the
atmosphere could also be produced by changes in the
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climate system. Climate changes could, for instance,
modify natural ecosystems and, hence, the emission and
deposition rates of many trace constituents. However,
only a few studies have assessed how the chemical composition of the atmosphere could be affected by climateinduced changes. Model studies show that global ozone
loss and OH production should increase in a warmer
and wetter future climate. This leads to a reduced atmospheric abundance and reduced radiative forcing for
ozone and methane compared to a case with the same
emission increase but with unchanged climate . Wang
et al. (1996b)calculated for 2050 a reduction of approximately 10% and 16% in tropospheric total ozone and
methane levels,respectively,as a result of changes in temperature and water vapour. The corresponding reduction in radiative forcing is of the order of -0.2 W m -2 for
both compounds. Similar calculations by Brasseur et al.
(1998b), using the NCAR CCM3 model , provide a 7%
increase in the OH density and a 5% decrease in tropospheric 0 3 , In a recent study a 3-D tropospheric chemistry model was coupled to the Hadley Centre coupled
climate model in an experiment using the high emission
(A2) SRES scenario (Stevenson et al. 2000). This model,
which was run for the period 1990to 2100,suggests that
the increases in global CH4 and in Northern Hemispheric
ozone concentrations were approximately three-quarters
and one half, respectively, of the values obtained in a
model run without climate-chemistry coupling.
Most studies of future changes in aerosol distributions have been performed for fixed current climate
conditions as part of the 2001 IPCC assessment. The
models suggest an approximate linear relation between
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Yearly averaged OH ( 100/cm J ) in 1860

Yearly and zonally averaged
OH field calculated for year
1860 , and estimated percentage changes in 1990 an d in
2 025. Calculations per formed
by the TM3 mode l of Lelieveld
and Dentener ( 2 0 0 0 ) . White
areas denote orography (courtesy of M. Krol, Universit y of
Utrecht, The Netherlands)
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long-term changes in anthropogenic aerosol abundance
and emissions for current meteorological conditions.
Thus, predictions of future changes in the atmospheric
aero sol load will be determined primarily by the
changes in sur face emissions. The SRES scenarios for
S0 2 emissions for the time period 1990 to 2100 are significantly different from the scenarios used in previous
IPCC assessments (e.g., IPCC 1996) in that there is a
marked drop in the emissions after 2020-2030. This difference leads to a reduction in the calculated sulphate
burden at later dates,and a similar reduction in the negative radiative forcing (less cooling) toward the end of the
21 s1 century. Predictions of the burden of other anthropogenic aerosols suggest significant changes toward the
end of the zr" century. Finally, expected future climate

change should affect the emissions of sea salt particles
and of mineral dust, through changes in wind velocity
near the surface. Due to the marked reduction in predicted future sulphur emissions, it is likely that the role
of sulphate aerosols for radiative forcing will decrease
relative to other anthropogenic and natural aerosols.

7.11 Are There Risks of Abrupt Changes
and/or Irreversible Changes in Atmospheric
Composition?
It is important to realise that the current chemical state

of Earth's atmosphere is the dynamic product of interactions among a wide range of geochemical, biological,
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and anthropogenic processes. The clearest illustration
of this is seen by a comparison between the current atmospheric states of three terrestrial planets: Venus,
Earth, and Mars.
While all three planets are believed to have formed
with comparable chemical compositions and receive
only moderately different levels of solar radiation, their
atmospheres have evolved to very disparate current
states . Venus has experienced a runaway greenhouse
effect with high levels of atmospheric carbon dioxide
and sulphur oxides so effectively trapping the planet 's
thermal radiation that the mean surface temperature is
high enough to melt lead. Mars, on the other hand, has
lost almost all of its surface water, thus severely depleting its atmosphere of water vapour, an extremely effective greenhouse gas, thereby helping to produce a mean
surface temperature well below the freezing point of
water. Only Earth has managed to retain levels of atmospheric greenhouse gases that maintain a mean planetary surface temperature compatible with the abundant
levels of liquid water which are believed to be necessary for life to thrive. In return, biological processes help
control the buildup of atmospheric carbon dioxide and
produce the atmospheric oxygen that supports animal
life. They also provide the atmospheric molecular oxygen and ozone that shield the surface from biologically
detrimental solar ultraviolet radiation. The dramatic
differences among the current states of these three planetary atmospheres suggest that there is good reason to
be concerned that our planet's atmosphere might be
driven to a very different, possibly irreversible, composition in the future.
Earth's paleoclimate records , particularly those retrieved from Greenland and Antarctic glacial ice cores,
clearly correlate changes in major atmospheric greenhouse gases,including methane and carbon dioxide,with
significant changes in mean surface temperatures,
strongly tying atmospheric composition to climate
(c.f.,Chap. 1, Fig. 1.5). The fact that atmospheric composition and climate are closely connected is not surprising (see Question 9, "What is the Connection Between
Atmospheric Composition and Climate?"),but the rapid
changes in atmospheric composition and correlated surface temperature surrogates are. It appears that natural
processes can cause significant changes in atmospheric
composition (and therefore climate) on time scales significantly shorter than a thousand years, and perhaps
on time scales ofless than a century (Severinghaus and
Brooke 1999) . In the context of geological time scales
these ice core-recorded atmospheric changes are abrupt
indeed.
Finally, the impact of human activities on atmospheric change must be considered. Wehave known for
a long time that sustained emissions from factories,
commercial establishments, and homes, coupled with

certain meteorological conditions, can lead to very
unhealthful atmospheres in urban and industrial environments. London's killer fogs during the 1930S to 1950S,
Los Angeles' photochemical smogs during the 1950S to
1970S, and current heavy photochemical oxidant and
aerosol loadings in many developing megacities, such
as Beijing,Bangkok,and Mexico City,are among the best
known examples. Measured, globally-averaged atmo spheric levels of a wide variety of radiatively and/or
chemically active pollutants, including carbon dioxide,
methane, nitrous oxide, hydrogen, carbon monoxide,
and tropospheric ozone, have been growing dramatically. Growing anthropogenic emissions of methane and
other volatile organic compounds, nitrogen oxides, carbon monoxide, sulphur dioxide, and ammonia are expected to have significant effects on the production of
photochemical oxidants and aerosols in Earth's future
atmosphere (see Question 10, "How Might Chemical
Composition Evolve in the Future?").
While we believe that the poor air quality found in
many urban and industrial regions can be reversed if
emissions of primary pollutants are significantly reduced, we do need to be concerned that some combination of changing climate and atmospheric composition
may lead to rapid and possibly irreversible change. This
concern is buttressed by analyses of atmospheric models and by experience. Several research groups have
published analyses of mathematical models of both
stratospheric and tropospheric photochemistry which
demonstrate that relatively moderate variations in trace
pollutant concentrations can lead to divergent atmospheric photochemical states (Prather et al. 1979; White
and Dietz 1984; Hess and Madronich 1997; Field et al.
2001). These analyses indicate that the current photo chemical state of the atmosphere may be metastable,and
that variations in emission fluxes and climate parameters could push the current atmospheric state into a
new regime.
While there is no guarantee that the instabilities
found in idealised models of atmospheric photochemistry, with their less-than-realistic boundary conditions,
will be manifested in the real atmosphere, one recent
experience with a sudden and dramatic shift in atmospheric chemical content certainly lends credence to the
possibility. The development each austral spring of a
continent-sized "hole" in the stratospheric ozone layer
over Antarctica is a dramatic change of state for a large
portion of the atmosphere, which was not present before 1980. Subsequent analyses have revealed that the
Antarctic ozone hole occurs when inorganic halogen
(chlorine and bromine) compound concentrations exceed NO x concentrations (WMO 1999) . Under these conditions unanticipated heterogeneous reactions on polar stratospheric cloud particles formed in the very cold
Antarctic polar vortex release highly reactive halogen
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species into the gas phase while sequestering nitrogen
oxide species (which would ordinarily scavenge reactive
halogen forming less reactive chemical species) in the
cloud particles. At the onset of austral spring the reactive halogen species catalyse the photochemical destruction of ozone, removing most of the stratospheric ozone
from a huge volume of polar air. We now anticipate that
large Antarctic ozone holes will form for approximately
50 more years, until controls on manmade halogen
source compounds reduce the stratospheric inorganic
halogen levels back below levels found before 1980
(WMO 1999). The elimination of the Antarctic ozone
hole as a persistent seasonal feature of our atmosphere
will perhaps be delayed by global tropospheric warming, which also results in colder stratospheric temperatures that may well lead to more abundant polar
stratospheric cloud particles which trigger the chemistry leading to severe ozone depletion.
We do not know if other unpleasant atmospheric
composition surprises, like the Antarctic ozone hole, lie
in our future. However, if we continue to increase our
emissions of radiatively and chemically active pollutants the odds are greatly increased that we will encounter sudden and potentially irreversible changes in the
composition of the atmosphere.
7.12 What Should the Research Strategy Be
to Address Unresolved Questions?
Ten years ago, scientific programs addressing global
tropospheric chemistry were in their infancy. Almost
no observations of tropospheric composition on a large
scale were available , many chemical transformation
mechanisms were unknown, and global atmospheric
chemistry models were rather crude. Globalatmospheric
chemistry research blossomed during the last decade
of the 20 th century.Wehave learned much about the global cycles (sources, transformation, and sinks) of most
important atmospheric chemical species. Existing satellite observations have provided a wealth of data regarding the chemical composit ion of the stratosphere,
and new satellite instruments probing the troposphere
have recently been or are about to be launched. Multiplatform process studies of atmospheric chemical processes have been conducted on an unprecedented scale.
Global chemical transport models can now simulate
with some success the distribution of key tropospheric
chemical species, and are capable of simulating future
global atmospheric compo sition scenarios. Furthermore, short lived, radiatively-active substances such as
ozone and aerosols are now incorporated as active constituents in most global climate models.
As scientific understanding of the elements of atmospheric chemistry has been developed, the necessity of
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understanding the linkage between atmospheric composition and other components of the Earth system has
been realised more explicitly. Ten years ago, the "Earth
system" was a rather abstract idea. Today we are on the
threshold of a more quantitative understanding of the
role of atmospheric chemistry in Earth system proc esses and of developing strategies to integrate that
knowledge into a predictive capability. As IGAC is completing a decade of activities, new overall objectives of
global atmospheric chemistry research in the next decade could be:
Toprovide a fundamental understanding of the processes that govern the behaviour of chemical compounds in the atmosphere and their impact on climate;
2. To contribute to the development of an integrating
framework describing the physical, chemical, and
biological interactions among the different components of the Earth system;
3. To improve the ability to predict atmospheric composition and budgets for the coming decades through
models that integrate knowledge gained from process studies and global observations; and
4. To address policy issues through application of atmospheric chemistry research that includes the human dimensions.
1.

After a decade of interdisciplinary cooperation
focussed on understanding atmospheric chemistry on
a global scale, it is now time to begin to integrate atmospheric chemistry into Earth system science while
focussing upon the environmental aspects of the solutions to socio-economic problems. Integration should
take place from at least two perspectives.
Integration of Earth system components. In the next
ten years, a focus on the chemical and biological interactions between atmo sphere and land as well as the atmosphere and ocean should be of high priority. Just as
global climate models move toward the physical coupling
of atmosphere and ocean, atmospheric chemistry must
move toward chemically coupling the atmosphere to
components of the earth's surface.
Integration of knowledge over broad time and space
scales. Scales are a very important concept in the study
of atmospheric chemistry and environmental science.
Scale links processes in space and time . Focussed continental- and ocean-basin-scale regional studies will
help understanding the Earth system in a global perspective. Opportunities for truly integrated studies between atmosphere, hydrosphere, biosphere, and human
dimensions can be developed most easily on a regional
scale.
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In order to understand the coupling between atmospheric composition and other components of the Earth
system, much closer linkage of chemistry with physics
and biology is necessary. Furthermore, advances in
mathematics and computer science must be promptly
incorporated into theory and numerical modelling. Integration of science disciplines, and specifically of issues related to the biogeochemical system, the climate
system, and the socio-economic system could take place
through new international efforts involving a strong

collaboration between the International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme (IGBP), the World Climate Research
Programme (WCRP), and the International Human Dimension Programme (IHDP). Therefore, in order to
accomplish its goals in the next decade, the atmospheric
chemistry community will have to strengthen old partnerships and explore new ones. Closer collaboration
between major national research programmes that are
global in scope with the international research enterprise must take place.
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bor eal eurasia. Kluwer Academic Publishers, Dordrecht
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Levine JS (ed) (1996) Biomass burning and global change . MIT
Press, Cambridge, Mass.
Minami K, Mosier A, Sass RL (eds) (1994) CH4 and NzO global
emissions and controls from rice fields and other agricultural
and industrial sources .National Institute of Agro-Environmental Sciences, Japan
Prinn RG (ed) (1994) Global atmospheric-biospheric chemistry.
Plenum Press, New York
van Wilgen BW, Andreae MO, Goldammer jG, Lindesay jA (eds)
(1997) Savanna : Ecological and environmental perspectives.
Witwatersrand University Press, johannesburg, South Africa
Wolff E, Bales R (eds) (1996) Chemical exchange between the atmosphere and polar snow. NATO ASISeries 1, Vol. 43,SpringerVerlag, New York

A.4.2 Journal Special Sections/Issues
and Overview Papers

Publication:

air quality and air pollution, acid deposition , climatic changes and variat ions,
and the sources and sinks of trace species, mainly in the Asian region.
Terr atmos ocean sci 6(3),1995

Second Mauna Loa Photochemistry Experiment
(MLOPEX-2)

Objective:

Publication:

To understand the complex factors that
control the chemistry and seasonal evolution of react ive gases and radical species in the remote troposphere over the
North Pacific Ocean.
J geophys res 101(D9), 1996

Polarstern Expedition 1988

Southern Tropical Atlantic Regional Experiment
(STARE)

Objectives:

Objective:

Publication:

To investigate the distribution and concentration levels of atmospheric oxidants
such as 03 and HzOz; to assess the influence of long-range transport on the trace
gas composition of the marine boundary
layer; to study the contribution of air-sea
exchange to the budgets of hydrocarbons
and sulfur species; and to determine the
radiation budget and photolysis frequencies of 0 3 and NO z in the Tropics.
J atmos chern 15(3-4),1992

Toprovide a comprehensive investigation
of the chemical composition, transport
and chemistry of the atmosphere over the
tropical South Atlantic Ocean and the
adjacent South American and African
continents.
Publication: J geophys res 101(DI9), 1996

Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Experiment/Marine
Aerosol and Gas Exchange (ASTEXIMAGE)

Objective:

Polar Sunrise Experiment 1992 (PSE-1992)

Objective:

To improve the capability for studying
cloud-aerosol-chemistry interactions
and the air-sea fluxes that affect them,
particularly through developing and testing a Lagrangian strategy for deriving airsea exchange rates from chemical budgets in moving air masses.
J geophys res 101(D2), 1996

To better understand the role of marine
halogens and chemical destruction
mechanisms in lower tropospheric ozone
depletion at polar sunrise.
Publication : J geophys res 99(D12),1994

Publication:

Nonmethane Hydrocarbon Intercomparison
Experiment (NOMHICE)

Pacific Exploratory Mission - West A and B
(PEM-West A and B)

Objective:

Objective:

To assess how accurately a large range of
hydrocarbons (from Cz to CIO ) can be
measured by individual scientists and
laboratories.
Publications: J geophys res 99(D8):16651-16664, 1994;
J geophys res 104(D21):26069-26o86,
1999

Fire of Savannas/Dynamique et Chimie Atmospheique
en Foret Equatoriale (FOS/DECAFE)

Objective:
Publication:

To study the gas and particle emissions
from savanna fires.
J atmos chern 22(1-2),1995

International Conference on Regional Environment
and Climate Changes in East Asia

Objective:

To study problems related to the longrange transport of trace species, regional

To study chemical processes and long
range transport over the northwestern
Pacific Ocean and to estimate the magnitude of human impact on the oceanic
atmosphere over this region, particularly
for tropospheric ozone and its precursors
as well as for sulfur species.
Publications: J geophys res 101(Dl),1996; J geophys res
102(D23), 1997
North Atlantic Regional Experiment (NARE)
1993 Summer Intensive

Objective:

To understand the processes responsible
for either in situ production or transport
of ozone over the Atlantic, including the
more remote areas.
Publications: Jgeophys res 101(D22), 1996; Jgeophys res
103(Dll), 1998
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Workshop on NOx Emission from Soils
and its Influence on Atmospheric Chemistry

Objective:

To integrate existing field and laboratory studies on NO and NzO emissions
from soils in the world, and to make
clear what we know about NO production
and consumption processes and their
controls.
Publication : Nutr cycl agroecosys 48(1-2), 1997

Publication:

Publication:

To help understand the atmosphere and
how it is changing under the influence of
human activity, with particular interest
in the effects of aircraft.
J geophys res 103(D19), 1998

First Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE-1)

To quantify the chemical and physical
pro cesses controlling the evolution and
properties of the atmospheric aerosol
over the remote oceans of the Southern
Hemisphere and to understand this
multiphase atmospheric chemical system
sufficiently to be able to provide a prognostic analysis of future radiative forcing and climate.
Publications: J geophys res l03(D13), 1998; Jgeophys res

Objective:

Publication:

Objective:

Publication:

To reduce uncertainties in the effects of
anthropogenic aerosols on climate by
determining the direct radiative impacts,
as well as the chemical, physical, and optical properties of the aerosol carried
over the western Atlantic Ocean from the
United States.
Publications: J geophys res 104(D2), 1999; J geophys res

Objective:

105(D8),2000
GEIA Reactive Chlorine Emissions Inventory (RCEI)

Objective:

To develop and verify individual gridded
global emission inventories as a function
of source type for major reactive chlorine
species in the troposphere and, thence,
(1) to develop species-specific composite
inventories by integrating the individual
emission fields over source type , (2) to
evaluate budget closure for each species
by comparing composite emissions from
major known sources with total fluxes
inferred from inversion modeling and
related approaches , (3) to differentiate the

To quantify and better understand the
processes controlling surface fluxes of
photochemical precursors along a tropical forest-to-savanna gradient in central
Africa.
J geophys res 104(D23) , 1999

To evaluate the capabilities of various
models to simulate tropospheric ozone
and to identify key areas of uncertainty
in understanding of the tropospheric
ozone budget.
European Commission Report EUR 18842,
Office for Official Publications of the European Communities, Luxembourg,
79 pp, 1999·

3-D Global Simulations of Tropospheric CO Distributions
- Results of the GIM/IGAC Intercomparison
1997 Exercise

Objective:

Tropospheric Aerosol Radiative Forcing
Observational Experiment (TARFOX)

relative contributions of natural and anthropogenic sources, and (4) to assess
associated uncertainties in the tropospher ic chlorine cycle.
J geophys res 104(D 27), 1999

3-D Global Simulations of Tropospheric Chemistry
with Focus on Ozone Distributions - Results of the
GIM/IGAC Intercomparison Exercise

Objective:

104(D17), 1999
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Experiment for Regional Sources and
Sinks of Oxidants (EXPRESSO)

Measurements of Ozone and Water Vapor
by Airbus In-Service Aircraft (MOZAIC)

Objective:

Publications

Publication:

To evaluate the capabilities of various
models to simulate tropospheric ozone
and to identify key areas of uncertainty
in understanding of the tropospheric
ozone budget.
Chemosphere: Global change sci 1, 1999

The Second Aerosol Characterization Experiment (ACE-2)

Objective:

To determine and understand the properties and controlling factors of the aerosol in the anthropogenically modified
atmosphere of the North Atlantic and
assess their relevance for radiative forcing.
Publication: Tellus 52B, 2000

AA.3 IGAC Scientific Conference Proceedings
The Chemistry of the Global Atmosphere,
5-11 September 1990, CACGP Conference,
Chamrousse, France
Buat-Menard P, Delmas RJ (eds) (1991) Special issue related to the
7th International Symposium of the Commission for Atmospheric Chemistry and Global Pollution on the Chemistry of
the Global Atmosphere . J atm os chern 14(1-4)
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7st IGACScientific Conference, 78-22 April 7993, Eilat,lsrael
Prinn RG (ed) (1994) Global atmospheric-biospheric chemistry.
Plenum Press, New York
Prinn RG, Pszenny AAP, Crutzen PJ (eds) (1994) Contributed papers
from the First IGACScientific Conference. J geophys res 99(08)

2 nd IGAC Scientific Conference and 8 th CACGP
Symposium on Global Atmospheric Chemistry,
5-9 September 7994, Fuji-Yoshida,Japan
Penkett SA, Akimoto H, Ayers GP (eds) (1996) Contributed papers from the 2 nd IGAC Scientific Conference and 8th CACGP
Symposium on Global Atmospheric Chemistry.Atmos environ
30(10/11)

WMO-IGAC Conference on the Measurement
and Assessment of Atmospheric Composition,
9-14 October 7995, Beijing, China
WMO (1995) Extended abstracts of the WMO-IGAC Conference
on the Measurement and Assessment of Atmospheric Compo sition. WMO/GAW Report No. 107, World Meteorological Organization, Geneva, Switzerland

International Symposium on Atmospheric Chemistry
and Future Global Environment, 77-73 November 7997,
Nagoya, Japan
Science Council of Japan and National Space Development Agency
(1997) Program and extended abstracts of the International
Symposium on Atm ospheric Chemistry and Future Global
Environment, 11-13 November 1997, Nagoya, Japan. Science
Council of Japan and National Space Development Agency

IGAC/SPARCIGAW Conference on Global Measurement
Systems for Atmospheric Composition,2D-22 May 7997,
Toronto, Canada
Drummond J (ed) (1999) Proceedings of the IGAC/SPARC/GAW
Conference on Global Measurement Systems for Atmospheric
Composition. J atmos sci 56(2)

Pszenny AAP,Prinn RG (eds) (1994) International Global Atmospheric Chemistry (IGAC) Project : The operational plan. Global Change Report No. 32, International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme, Stockholm, Sweden, 126 pp
Sass RL, Neue H-U (eds) (1994) Global measurement standardization of methane emissions from irr igated rice cultivation.
IGAC Core Project Office, Cambridge, Mass., 10 pp
Hobbs PV, Huebert BJ (eds) (1996) Atmospheric aerosols : A new
focus of the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry
Project . IGAC Core Project Office, Cambridge, Mass. 46 pp
Pszenny A (ed) IGACtivities NewsLetter. Issued quarterly since
June 1995 by the IGAC Core Project Office, Camb ridge , Mass.
Pszenny A (1997) The International Global Atmospheric Chemistry
(IGAC) Project.EUROTRAC Newsletter,No. 18, EUROTRAC international ScientificSecretariat,Garmisch-Partenkirchen, Germany
Pszenny A, Brasseur G (1997) Tropospheric ozone: An emphasis
of IGAC research. Global Change Newsletter No. 30, International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, Stockholm , Sweden
Smith KA, Bogner J (1997) Joint North American-European Workshop on Measurement and Modeling of Methane Fluxes from
Landfills . IGAC Core Project Office, Cambridge, Mass. 46 pp

A.S Acronyms
AASE
ABL
ABLE
ACE
ACSOE
ADEOS
AEROBIC
AERONET
AFARI

5 th IGAC Scientific Conference and 9 th CACGP
Symposium on Global Atmospheric Chemistry,
79-25 August 7998, Seattle, Washington, US

AGAGE

Bates TS, Quinn PK (eds) (1999) Contributed papers from the
5th IGAC Scientific Conference and 9th CACGPSymposium on
Global Atmospheric Chem istry. J geophys res 104(021)

ALE
AMS
ANCAT

6 th IGAC Scientific Conference on Global Atmospheric
Chemistry, 73-77 September 7999, Bologna, Italy
Fuzzi S (ed) (2000) Special issue: Sixth Scientific Conference of
the International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Pro ject
(IGAC). Atmos environ 34(29 -30):4961-5338

AA.4 IGAC Programmatic and Other Publications
GalbaIlyIE (ed) (1989) The International GlobalAtmospheric Chemistry (IGAC) Programme. Commission on Atmospheric Chemistry and Global Pollution of the International Association of
Meteorology and Atmospheric Physics, ISBN 0-643-05062-0
Matson PA, Ojima DS (1990) Terrestrial biosphere exchange with
global atmospheric chemistry. Global Change Report No. 32,
International Geosphere-Biosphere Programme, Stockholm,
Sweden, 105 pp
Molina LT (ed) (1992) The International Global Atmospheric
Chemistry (IGAC) Programme: An overview. IGAC Core
Project Office, Cambridge, Mass., 26 pp

AOM
APARE
API
APS
APSS
ASGA-EX
ASHOE
ASTEX
AVHRR

BATGE
BATREX
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Airborne Arctic Stratospheric
Expedition
Atmospheric boundary layer
Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment
Aerosol Characterisation Experiment
(1,2, and Asia)
Atmospheric Chemistry Studies in the
Oceanic Environment
Advanced Earth Observing Satellite
Aerosol Formation from Biogenic
Organic Carbon
Aerosol Robotic Network
African Fire-Atmosphere Research
Initiative
Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases
Experiment
Atmospheric Lifetime Experiment
Accelerator mass spectrometry
Abatement of Nuisances Caused by Air
Transport
Agricultural Optimisation Model
East Asia-North Pacific Regional Study
Atmospheric pressure ionisation
Aerodynamic particle sizer
Albemarle-Pamlico Sound System
Air-Sea Gas Exchange Experiment
Airborne Southern Hemisphere
Experiment
Atlantic Stratocumulus Experiment
Advanced Very High Resolution
Radiometry
Biosphere-Atmosphere Trace Gas
Exchange in Tropics
Biosphere-Atmosphere Trace Gas
Exchange

A.S • Acronyms

BEMA
BC
BIBEX
BIBLE
BIPHOREP

BMBF
BOREAS
BP
CAAP
CALIPSO

CAPMon
CARIBIC

CASA
CaSTNET
CCB
CCD
CCG
CCM
CCN
CDOM
CEPEX
CIMS
CITE
CLAES
CMDL
CNRS
COSAM
CPC
CPU
CTM
DAO
DEBITS
DIAL
DMPS
DMS

Biogenic Emissions from the
Mediterranean Area
Black carbon
Biomass Burning Experiment
Biomass Burning and Lightning
Experiment
Biogenic VOC Emissions and
Photochemistry in the Boreal Regions
of Europe
Bundesministerium fur Bildung und
Forschung
Boreal Ecosystem Atmosphere Study
British Petroleum
Composition and Acidity of the Asian
Precipitation programme
Cloud-Aerosol Lidar and Infrared
Pathfinder Satellite Observations
(formerly PICASSO-CENA)
Canadian Air and Precipitation
Monitoring Network
Civil Aircraft for Remote Sensing and
In situ Measurements in the Troposphere
and Lower Stratosphere Based on the
Instrumentation Container Concept
Carnegie-Ames-Stanford Approach
model
Clean Air Status & Trends Network
Cold conveyor belt
Convective-cloud differential
Carbon Cycle Group
Community Climate Model
Cloud condensation nucleus
Coloured dissolved organic matter
Central Equatorial Pacific Experiment
Chemical ion mass spectrometry
Chemical Instrumentation Test and
Evaluation Experiment
Cryogenic Limb Array Etalon
Spectrometer
Climate Monitoring and Diagnostics
Laboratory
Centre National de la Recherche
Scientifique
Comparison of Large Scale Sulphate
Aerosol Models study
Condensation particle counter
Central processing unit
Chemistry transport model
Data Assimilation Office
Deposition of Biogeochemically
Important Trace Species Activity
Differential absorption lidar
Differential mobility particle sizer
Dimethylsulphide

DMSO
DMS0 2
DMSP
DNDC
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Dimethylsulphoxide
Dimethylsulphone
Dimethylsulphoniopropionate
Denitrification and Decomposition
Model
DNPH
Dintrophenylhydrazine
DOAS
Differential Optical Absorption
Spectroscopy
DOE
Department of Energy
DON
Derived dissolved organic nitrogen
DU
Dobson units
EARLINET European Aerosol Research Lidar
Network to Establish Aerosol
Climatology
ECMWF
European Centre for Medium-Range
Weather Forecasting
EDGAR
Emission Database for Global
Atmospheric Research
EELS
Electron energy loss spectrometry
European IGAC Project Office
EIPO
European Model and Evaluation Plan
EMEP
EMICs
Earth system models of intermediate
complexity
El Nino-Southern Oscillation
ENSO
ENVISAT
Environmental Satellite
EOS
Earth Observing Satellite
EPA
Environmental Protection Agency
EPIC
Equatorial Processes Including Coupling
Electron probe microanalysis
EPMA
Earth Resources Satellite, and European
ERS
Remote Sensing Satellite
ESA
European Space Agency
EULINOX
European Lightning Oxides Project
EUMETSAT European Meteorological Satellite
EUPHORE European Photoreactor Programme
EUROTRAC European Experiment for Transporting
and Transforming Environmentally
Relevant Trace Construction in the
Troposphere
EUSTACHE European Studies on Trace Gases and
Atmospheric Chemistry
EXPRESSO Experiment for Regional Sources and
Sinks of Oxidants
FAGE
FAO
FCCC
FEVl
FIRESCAN
FLOP
FT
FTIR
FTS
FVC
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Fluorescence assay by gas expansion
Food and Agriculture Organisation
Framework Convention on Climate
Change
Forced expiratory volume over one
second
Fire Research Campaign Asia-North
Floating-point operation per second
Free troposphere
Fourier transform infrared
Fourier transform spectrometer
Forced vital capacity
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JGOFS
JPL

Joint Global Ocean Flux Study
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

LAC
LAMMS
LASE

Land Aerial Cover
Laser microprobe mass spectrometry
Laser Atmospheric Sounding
Experiment
Lidar Atmospheric Sensing Experiment
Large-Scale Biosphere-Atmosphere
Experiment in Amazonia
Large eddy simulation
Light detection and ranging
Laser-induced fluorescence
Lightning images sensor
Lidar In-space Technology Experiment
Land Ocean Interactions in the Coastal
Zone
Long path absorption spectroscopy
Land Use and Cover Change

GOME
GPS
GRIP
GTE

Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment
Global Analysis, Integration and
Modelling
Gaseous Sulfur Intercomparison
Experiment
Gas in Peat
Global Atmosphere Watch
Gas chromatography
General circulation model
Gas chromograpy-mass spectroscopy
Global Climate Observing System
Global Change and Terrestrial Ecosystems
Global Emissions Inventory Activity
Global Environmental Multi-scale
Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
Geosynchronous Imaging Fourier
Transform Spectrometer
Global Integration and Modelling
Greenland Ice Sheet Program
Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Global Learning and Observations to
Benefit the Environment
Global Ozone Monitoring Experiment
Global Positioning System
Greenland Ice Project
Global Tropospheric Experiment

HALOE
HIP

Halogen Occultation Experiment
Hole-in-the-pipe

IAEA
ICFME

International Atomic Energy Agency
International Crown Fire Modeling
Experiment
Inductively coupled plasma mass
spectrometry
International Global Atmospheric
Chemistry
International Geosphere-Biosphere
Programme
International Human Dimensions
Programme
Interferometric monitor for greenhouse
gases
Improvement of Microphysical
Parameterization through
Observational Verifcation Experiment
Indian Ocean Experiment
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change
Isotope ratio mass spectrometry
Iron Enrichment Experiment
Intercontinental Transport and
Chemical Transformation
Inter- Tropical Convergence Zone
International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry

MBL
MCM
METOP
MIE
MIESR

GAGE
GAIM
GASIE
GASP
GAW
GC
GCM
GC-MS
GCOS
GCTE
GEIA
GEM
GFDL
GIFTS
GIM
GISP2
GISS
GLOBE

ICP-MS
IGAC
IGBP
IHDP
IMG
IMPROVE

INDOEX
IPCC
IRMS
IRONEX
ITCT
ITCZ
IUPAC

LASE
LBA
LES
LIDAR
LIF
LIS
LITE
LOICZ
LPAS
LUCC
MAGE
MAPS
MATCH
MAXOX

MISR
MLOPEX
MODIS
MOPITT
MOZAIC
MS
MSA
NADAP
NAFC
NAPAP
NARE
NAS
NASA
NASA-DAO
NCAR
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Marine Aerosol and Gas Exchange
Measurement of Air Pollution from
Satellites
Model for Atmospheric Chemistry and
Transport
Maximum Oxidation Rates in the Free
Troposphere
Marine boundary layer
Master chemical mechanisms
Meteorological Operational (satellites)
Multi-step implicit-explicit method
Matrix isolation-electron spin
resonance
Multi-angle imaging spectroradiometer
Mauna Loa Photochemistry Experiment
Moderate resolution imaging
spectroradiometer
Measurement of Pollution in the
Troposphere
Measurement of Ozone Aboard Inservice Aircraft
Mass spectrometry
Methanesulphonate
National Atmospheric Deposition
Assessment Programme
North Atlantic Flight Corridor
National Acid Precipitation Assessment
Program
North Atlantic Regional Experiment
National Academy of Sciences
National Aeronautics and Space
Administration
NASA Data Assimilation Office
National Center for Atmospheric
Research

A.S . Acronyms

NCEP

National Centers for Environmental
Prediction
NEP
Net ecosystem productivity
NMHC
Non-methane hydrocarbon
NOAA
National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration
NOHALICE Nitrous Oxide and Halocarbons
Intercomparison Experiment
NOMHICE Nonmethane Hydrocarbon
Intercomparison Experiment
NOXAR
Nitrogen Oxide and Ozone along Air
Routes
NPOESS
National Polar Orbiting Environmental
Satellite System
NRC
National Research Council
NSS
Non-sea-salt
OC
OECD
OMI
OPC
OTD
PAGES
PAH
PAN
PASC
PBL
PCB
PEELS
PEM
PERCA
PFBHA
PICASSOCENA

PIXE
PM
POLDER
POLINAT
POPCORN
PPN
PTRMS

QA/SAC

QMOM
RADM

Organic carbon
Organization for Economic
Cooperation and Development
Ozone Monitoring Instrument
Optical particle counters
Optical transient detector
Past Global Changes
Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
Peroxyacetyl nitrate
Polar Air and Snow Chemistry
Planetary boundary layer
Polychlorinated biphenyls
Parallel- EELS
Pacific Exploratory Missions
Peroxy radical chemical amplification
Pentafluorobenzyl hydroxylamine
hydrochloride
Pathfinder Instruments for Cloud and
Aerosol Spaceborne Observations Climatologie Etendue des Nuages et des
Aerosols
Particle induced x-ray emission
Particulate matter
Polarization and Directionality of the
Earth's Reflectances
Pollution from Aircraft Emissions in the
North Atlantic Flight Corridor
Photo-Oxidant Formation by Plant
Emitted Compounds and OH Radicals
Peroxypropionyl nitrate
Proton transfer reaction mass
spectroscopy
Quality Assurance/Science Activity
Centres
Quadrature method of moments
Regional Acid Deposition Model

REMPI
RH
ROSE
SAFARI
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Resonance enhanced multi-photon
ionisation
Relative humidity
Rural Oxidants in the Southern
Environment

Southern Africa Fire-Atmosphere
Research Initiative
SAGE
Stratospheric Aerosol and Gas
Experiment
SAPHIR
Simulation of Atmospheric
Photochemistry in a Large Reaction
Chamber
SASS
Subsonic Assessment
SBUV
Solar Backscattered Ultraviolet
SCIAMACHY Scanning Imaging Absorption
Spectrometer for Atmospheric
Chartography
SEI
Stockholm Environment Institute
SEM
Scanning electron micrometry
SESAME
Second European Stratospheric Arctic
and Mid-latitude Experiment
SICIMS
Selected ion chemical ionisation mass
spectrometry
Secondary ion mass spectrometry
SIMS
Scanning mobility particle sizer
SMPS
Secondary organic aerosols
SOA
Southern Ocean Atmospheric
SOAPEX
Photochemistry Experiment
Southern Ocean Iron Enrichment
SOIREE
Experiment
Surface Ocean-Lower Atmosphere
SOLAS
Study
SASS Ozone and Nitrogen Oxide
SONEX
Experiment
SOS
Southern Oxidants Study
SPA
Single particle analysis
SPARC
Stratospheric Processes and their Role
in Climate
SPCZ
South Pacific Convergence Zone
SPM
Suspended particulate matter
SRES
Special Report on Emission Scenarios
Southern Tropical Atlantic Regional
STARE
Experiment
START
System for Analysis, Research and
Training
Stratosphere-troposphere exchange
STE
Scanning transmission electron
STEM
micrometry
STEREO-A Solar Terrestrial Relations Observatory
STRATOZ
Stratospheric-Tropospheric Experiments:
Readiation, Aerosols, and Ozone
Stratosphere-Troposphere Experiment
STREAM
by Aircraft Measurements
Subsonic Aircraft: Contrail and Cloud
SUCCESS
Effects Special Study
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TACIA
TARFOX
TAS
TCO
TDLAS
TES
TOF-SIMS
TOHPE
TOMS
TOR
TRACE-A
TRAGNET
TRMM
TROPOZ

Testing Atmospheric Chemistry in
Anticyclones
Tropospheric Aerosol Radiative Forcing
Observational Experiment
Total aerosol sampler
Tropospheric column ozone
Tuneable diode laser absorption
spectrometry
Tropospheric emission spectrometer
Time-of-flight secondary ion mass
spectrometry
Tropospheric OH Photochemistry
Experiment
Total ozone mapping spectrometer
Tropospheric ozone residual
Transport and Atmospheric Chemistry
Near the Equator-Atlantic
Trace Gas network
Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission
Tropical Ozone Experiment

USDA
UT
UV

Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite
United Nations Environment
Programme
United Nations Framework Convention
for Climate Change
US Department of Agriculture
Upper troposphere
Ultraviolet

VOC
VWM

Volatile organic carbon
Volume-weighted mean

WCB
WCRP
WFPS
WMO
WOCE

Warm conveyor belt
World Climate Research Programme
Water-filled pore space
World Meteorological Organisation
World Ocean Circulation Experiment

ZIBBEE

Zambian International Biomass
Burning Emissions Experiment

UARS
UNEP
UNFCCC
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AASE(Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition) 79, 280
Abatement of Nuisances Caused by Air Transport (ANCAT) 196,
280
ABL (atmospheric boundary layer) 28,30,36,280
ABLE(Amazon Boundary Layer Experiment) 30,53,79,280
absorption technique 159, 163
accelerator mass spectrometry (AMS) 97,163,280
ACE (Aerosol Characterisation Experiment) 20,54,59,61, 79,89,
133,134,142,151,172,280
- , ACE-l 20,54,59,61,79,89,133,134,142,151
-, ACE-2 20,54,133,151,172
acetaldehyde 90, 93
acetic acid 211
acetone 35,89,91,93
acid
-, acetic 211
-, carboxylic 36, 211
- , atmospheric 211
-, deposition 16, 218
-, detection 158
-, fatty 21,33,64, 139
-, gas 1
-, pinonic 136
- , rain 2, 27,94, 179
acidification 54
-, of air 17
- , of precipitation 17
ACSOE (Atmospheric Chemistry Studies in the Oceanic
Environment) 91,103,280
actinometry 158
activities, human
-, impacts on atmospheric composition 208
-, impacts on global atmospheric carbon budget 212
-, impacts on global atmospheric nitrogen budget 212
-, impacts on global atmospheric sulphur budget 212
ADEOS (Advanced Earth Observing Satellite) 128, 280
Advanced Earth Observing Satellite (ADEOS) 128,280
Advanced Global Atmospheric Gases Experiment (AGAGE) 179,
182,217, 280
Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometery (AVHRR) 36,45,
149,175, 280
advection
- , by winds 187
-, second order scheme 187
aerenchyma 31
AEROBIC (Aerosol Formation from Biogenic Organic Carbon)
91,280
AERONET (Aerosol Robotic Network) 152,182,280
aerosol
- , absorption 170,175
- , anthropogenic 125
-, aqueous 141
-, atmospheric
-, chemical composition 126
-, distribution 125,134,175,177,192,225,226
-, characterisation 154

-, chemical analysis 166
-, chemistry 160
- , climatic effects 125
- , cloud interactions 147
-, continental 127,133, 134
- , deposition
- , fluxes 170
-, processes 146
-, effects on actinic flux 150
- , effects on atmospheric radiation 147
-, formation 159
-, growth 144
-, human health 151
-, hydrated droplets 177
-, indirect effect 148
- , modelling 203
-, of dynamics 192
- , monitoring programme 152,167
- , natural 125
-, oceanic
- , optical depth 127
-, patches 127
- , optical
- , depth 127
- , properties 182
- , thickness 127, 128,152, 175, 182
-, global horizontal patterns 127
- , organic 36, 54, 160, 172,204, 283
- , production 75
- , sampling problems 171
- , particles 3, 8, 15,27,29, 43, 58, 65,66, 125,127, 129,131,
133-139,142-147,150,151,154-156,159,160 ,166,167, 170, 185,
191,214,225
-, chemical composition 135, 136
- , effects 147,150
-, hygroscopic growth 125
- , properties 125
-, size distribution 131, 135, 136
-, sources 125
-, plumes 127, 130, 137
-, vertical distribution 130
-, precursors 214
-, processes 137,151,153,186
-, properties, temporal variations 182
- , remote sensing 152
- , sampling 171
- , scavenging 144
- , sea salt 139
- , secondary 11, 29, 64, 127, 192
- , sink 125
- , source 125
- , sulphur 191
-, sulphuric acid, neutralization 141
-, tropospheric main categories 191
-, vertical distribution 130,183
- , World Data Centre 152
Aerosol Characterisation Experiment (ACE) 20, 54, 59, 61,79, 89,
133, 134,142,151, 172,280
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Aerosol Formation from Biogenic Organic Carbon (AEROBIC)
91,280

Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) 152,182 , 280
AFARI (African Fire-Atmosphere Research Initiative) 45,280
Africa 15,20, 27,37,44, 45,4 7,50,5 2,54 ,55,69, 79,84, 108, 109, Ill, 113,
116, 121, 124,128, 130, 133, 164, 180, 210, 218, 220, 275, 278, 279, 283

African Fire-Atmosphere Research Init iative (AFAR!) 45,280
AGAGE (Advanced Global Atmospher ic Gases Experiment) 179,
182, 217, 280

Agricultural Optimisation Model (AOM) 280
agriculture 5,13,15 ,23,31, 33,43,52,77, 200 , 208 , 209,225
air
-, acidification 17
- , motion 104, 185
-, parcel trajectories 185
-, pollutant networks 133
Airborne Arctic Stratospheric Expedition (AASE) 79,280
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